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FOREWORD

THE academic study of the Qur'an, it has often been remarked, lags far
behind the study of the Bible while being, at the same time, closely
modelled after it. Not only are the resources available to scholars of the
Qur'an much more limited than those available to their biblical-scholar
counterparts, but the depth of methodological experimentation in
dealing with the scriptural text has been severely limited in compari
son. This situation is illustrated by consideration of the sheer quantity
of scholarship that has been produced and the number of scholarly
landmarks that exist in the field. Modern biblical scholarship fills a
library many times the size of that devoted to the Qur'an. Each subdis
cipline of biblical studies has its own set of "classics." By contrast, it is
still possible to point to individual works in the history of the study of
the Qur'an and declare them the pivotal texts that provide the founda
tions for all later studies.

Two nineteenth-century authors set the tone, perspective, assump
tions, and approach for much of modern scholarship on the QIr'an.
Abraham Geiger (d. 1874) is most famous as the founder and leader of
the German Jewish Reform movement. In 1832 Geiger submitted a
contest entry (written in Latin) to the University of Bonn that was
published the following year in German under the title Was hat Mo
hammed aus dem Judenthume aufgenommen?1 Geiger's approach to
the Qur'an marks the beginning of the European scholarly quest for
the sources of Muslim scripture in Judaism and, to a lesser extent,
Christianity. No longer was the Qur'an being approached from the
medieval perspective of polemic grounded in the notion that
Muhammad was a religious impostor. Geiger's work set a new direc
tion for scholarship because its working assumption was that
Muhammad was sincere in his religious mission. Geiger's study was
motivated by the underlying thrust of post-Enlightenment work gener
ally, which promoted a sense of curiosity to which no particular value
was added over and above the desire to know the previously unknown.

Solid philological scholarship also serves as the foundation for in
vestigation of the Qur'an, and the work of one of the greatest

1 Translated into English by F. M. Young under the title judaism and Islam (Madras,
1898; reprint, New York, 1970).
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philologists of the Semitic traditions, Theodor Noldeke (d. 1930),
provides the second major point of departure for scholarly studies of
the Qur'an. Noldeke's lasting monument to Qur'anic scholarship, his
Geschichte des Qoriins, has a history similar to that of Geiger's work.
Written originally in Latin, it was submitted in 1856 as a dissertation
and awarded the winning prize in a Parisian competition for a study of
the "critical history of the text of the Qpr'an." The work was first
published in an expanded German edition in 1860. A second edition
of the work appeared in three volumes, with volumes 1 and 2 edited
and rewritten by Friedrich Schwally (1909, 1919) and volume 3 writ
ten by Gotthelf Bergstrasser and Otto Pretzl (1938). Noldeke's work
has set the agenda for subsequent generations of Qur'anic scholarship
by emphasizing concerns with chronology in the text and the text's
biblical background. As well, N oldeke's philological insights provide
much of the lasting value; his treatment of language, his stress upon
etymology, and his insights into grammar all provide the model for the
philological study of the Qur'an, and the material he provided contin
ues to be a valued source of reference for later scholarship.

Such are the scholarly foundations of the field of study. However,
several works appeared in the 1970S and 1980s that deeply affected
scholarly approaches and attitudes toward the study of the Q!r)an in
the contemporary period. Each work, in its own way, opened up a new
range of approaches, a new inventory of questions to be asked, and a
new selection of paths to be followed by the following generation of
students of the Qur'an. One major development is seen in the work of
T oshihiko Izutsu, whose books have been praised by Muslim and non
Muslim scholars alike. While a parallel methodological movement was
taking place at the time in biblical studies,1 Izutsu's works, The Struc
ture ofEthical Terms in the Koran (Tokyo, 1959) and God and Man
in the Koran (Tokyo, 1964)7 as well as the rewritten version of the
former work, Etbico-religious Concepts in the Qur>an (Montreal,
1966), appear uninfluenced by research in the biblical field (in either a
theoretical manner or in matters of detail)." The study of the Qur'an
was, with Izutsu, moved out of its biblical context and situated in an
explicit methodological framework of semantic analysis. Set out by

1 Represented most significantly in James Barr, Semantics ofBiblicalLanguage (Oxford,
1961).

2 The chronological development of the two fields at roughly the same time is perhaps
best understood in light of developments in the field of linguistics. See Stephen Ullmann, The
Principles ofSemantics, znd ed. (Oxford, 1957).
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Izutsu at the beginning of his Ethico-religious Concepts in exemplary
form, the method is based upon one core idea: that the meaning of
words inheres in the context of their use, not in the individual words
themselves. Thus, on one level, this approach is in direct opposition to
the philological method, given the latter's stress on etymology in
determining meaning. While other assumptions about the Qur'an are
shared by the semantic approach with earlier approaches (continuing
the presuppositions of the Muslim tradition about the history of the
text, for example), the influence of the semantic method is apparent in
the many studies of individual words and word patterning that have
followed in the wake of Izutsu's work.

Still, there are major questions that linger in the study of the
Qur'an, especially related to why the text looks the way it does. Recent
works dealing with these problems have provided increasingly system
atic attempts to devise a solution.'. Undoubtedly the most successful
and influential initiative is seen in the work of Angelika Neuwirth.
Neuwirth's book, Studien zur Komposition der mekkanischen Suren
(Berlin, 1981) argues for formulaic construction techniques structuring
the Qur'an that reflect a liturgical, oral background of "cola" as build
ing blocks for the text." That observation leads to arguments in favor of
the Qur'an being seen as a carefully composed literary structure. Neu
wirth's later work has expanded upon that insight in emphasizing the
liturgical and heavily symbolic nature of the language of the Qur'an.

A third work that has significantly affected the field of study is the
one being reprinted here, John Wansbrough's Quranic Studies: Sources
and Methods of Scriptural Interpretation. Secondary scholarly com
mentary on this book is readily available.I and the following remarks

1 Earlier attempts may be noted: D. H. Muller, Die Propheten in ihrer urspriinglichen
Poesie(Vienna, 1896); R. Geyer, "Zur Strophik des Quran," WZKM 22 (1908): 265-86.

2 "Cola" are also discussed in A. H. Mathias Zahniser, "The Word of God and the Apos
tleship of'lsa: A Narrative Analysis of AI 'Irnran (3):33-62," iSS 36 (1991): 77-112; "cola" are
defined as "breath units of speech, the number of syllables which can be encompassed in a
single breath" (p. 88).

3 A. Rippin, "Literary Analysis of Qur'an, Sira and Tslsir: The Methodologies of John
Wansbrough," in Approaches to Islam in Religious Studies, ed. R. C. Martin (Tucson, AZ,
1985), pp. 151-63,227-32 (reprint, Oxford, 2001); volume in honor of J. E. Wansbrough,
BSOAS 57, no. 1 (1994), including a full bibliography of Wansbrough's writings, pp. 4-13;
Herbert Berg, ed., "Islamic Origins Reconsidered: John Wansbrough and the Study of Early
Islam," special issue, Method and Theory in the Study ofReligion 9, no. 1 (1997); Herbert
Berg, "Competing Paradigms in the Study of Islamic Origins: Qur'an 15:89-91 and the Value
of isnsds,' in Method and Theory in the Study ofIslamic Origins, ed. H. Berg (Leiden, 2003),
pp.259-90.
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highlight just a few of issues to help the reader appreciate the signifi
cance and uniqueness of the work. Written between 1968 and 1972,1
this book has had an impact that has been felt throughout many differ
ent areas in the scholarly study of Islam. It produced, in some people's
minds, a dichotomy in approaches among scholars, between the skepti
cal revisionists and the trusting traditionalists, that has influenced the
entire field of Islamic studies. Such a bifurcation, though convenient
for polemical purposes.I hardly corresponds to the methodological
diversity and independence of those who work in the area. Fundamen
tally, Wansbrough's work questions the basic assumptions of previous
scholarship in a way that had not been attempted before; working with
the heritage of Joseph Schacht3 and Ignaz Goldziher4 before him,
whose work had focused on issues of Muslim law, Wansbrough ap
proached the Qur'an in a manner that sees the Muslim tradition
surrounding the text as grounded in the dogmas of later centuries.
Freed from those constraints, new questions can, and must, be asked.
W ansbrough's work was also stimulated by advances in research in
manuscript studies, especially the publication of Fuat Sezgin's
Geschichte des arabischen Schriittums, vol. 1: Quranmssenschaft
/:laeb.l-Geschichte-Fiqh-Dogmafjk-MysHk bis ca. 430 H (Lei
den, 1967). Sezgin's approach to the early history of written
documents in Islam (as also illustrated in his own earlier work on
Bukhari) is reflected in his cataloging of the manuscript treasures that
had not previously been easily accessible to scholars; however, ascrip
tion of works to early Muslim figures (such as Ibn (Abbas, d. 68
AH/687 CE) tends to be accepted by Sezgin and then used as evidence
of the written transmission of documents in the first few Islamic centu
ries.

Wansbrough was the first person to subject to scholarly analysis an
entire body of literature attributed to the first four centuries of Islam
that stands as a witness to the rise of the Qur'an to the position of
absolute authority in the Muslim community. Although these exegeti-

1 This is according to a letter I received from Wansbrough, June 12, 1980; he also re
ported that Sectarian Milieu was written between 1973 and 1977.

2 For example, see J. Koren and Y. D. Nevo, "Methodological Approaches to Islamic
Studies," Der Islam 68 (1991): 87-107. For an excellent overview of the methological debate,
see Herbert Berg, The Development ofExegesis in Early Islam: The Authenticity ofMuslim
Literature Irom the Formative Period (Richmond, UK, 2000).

3 EspeciallyJoseph Schacht, The Origins ofMuhammadan Jurisprudence (Oxford, 1953).
4 Especially Ignaz Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien (Halle, 1889-90); translated as

Muslim Studies, 2 vols. (London, 1946, 1971).
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cal works were known to exist, having faithfully been cataloged by
Sezgin, no scholar had actually read them and tried to make coherent
sense of the material. This is one of W ansbrough's main accomplish
ments as reflected in this book, which lists seventeen manuscript
works. Notably, almost all of these books have now been edited and
published.

1
Although Wansbrough may have provided some of the

impetus toward this publishing industry, the general rise in the publi
cation of works of Arab heritage is far greater and more a part of an
overall social tendency in the modern Muslim world than what can be
accounted for by his sheer influence on this particular matter.

Wansbrough's early scholarly career focussed on judaeo-Arabic and
Mediterranean trade history. His move into Qur'anic studies resulted
from his interest in literature in general and especially the literary traits
of documents from the medieval times. Given Wansbrough's path into
the study of the Qur'an through an emphasis on the cultural produc
tion of literature, it should not come as a surprise to any of his readers
that he enjoyed the use of the English language and its rich classical
heritage as much as he did that of Arabic. His enjoyment of language is
likely the cause of one of the most frequently voiced complaints about
this work-that it is "difficult." In reflecting upon this matter, I must
intrude a personal anecdote. For reasons I no longer remember, I had
occasion, in my eagerness as a graduate student, to talk to Wansbrough
about Malcolm Lowry and Under the Volcano. Early on he may well
have recommended that I read it. For my own part, I was able to show
him some photographs that I had taken of the memorial to Lowry in
Dollarton in North Shore Vancouver, on the site at which Lowry wrote
the book. Our conversation turned to W ansbrough's own work, and I
remember mentioning to him that people found Quranic Studies
"difficult." He looked at me with an expression which suggested both
puzzlement and exasperation. "What's the problem with being diffi
cult? Lowry is difficult, isn't he?" It is also worth remarking, to
emphasize the point further, that Wansbrough wrote fiction as well, at
least one piece of which was published, in 1980.2

1 See the section below, "Manuscripts Utilized in Quranic Studies," for details. Farra',
Ms'sn; 1-Qur'an, is listed in the bibliography in both its published and manuscript versions;
Wansbrough appears to have mainly used the printed edition.

2 John Wansbrough, "Let Not the Lord Speak," Encounter 54, no. 5 (1980): 3-7. In his
letter to me of June 18, 1980, Wansbrough also reports that he had written a novel entitled
"Palimpsest" in the period March-September 1979.
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There is no doubt that Quranic Studies needs serious, attentive
study, just like any other stimulating work of scholarship. It is not a
light read. It is also allusive in some of its master narrative statements
to the biblical and Arabian backgrounds, a fact that has captured many
people's attention. It is those points that have led to many exchanges
and debates among scholars and others, most of them unprofitable in
my view, regarding the most "outrageous" claim that the Qur'an was
written (down) in the third-century hijri. Indeed, some people seem to
have reacted to Quranic Studies solely on the basis of this matter, as
though Wansbrough wrote the book in order to prove that point but
that he buried it within the text in an obscure manner in order to
lessen the impact. To me, this is a misreading of the book: the subtitle
of the work, Sources and Methods ofScriptural Interpretation, summa
rizes perfectly the aim of the work. That a reading of the
interpretational tradition suggests that the Qur'an emerged late is
simply a result of that investigation, but it is only one of many. Much
of the reaction to this suggestion of Wansbrough illustrates that some
scholars continue not to question their own scholarly assumptions.
However, the critical issue here that Wansbrough's work provokes in
me as a reader, at least, is, what do we mean by "the Qur'an" when we
speak of it in this way? A scripture has many different aspects to it
beyond its apparent written form, and even the written form takes time
to evolve and stabilize (as Muslim tradition has always maintained).
Drawing attention to this question is one of the major merits of Wans
brough's work.

It is worth pondering this critical issue of the emergence of the
Qur'an at greater length.

1
Fundamentally, the question revolves around

what we mean by "the Qur'an" and what sort of evidence we have to
answer that question. There is a good deal of uncertainty as to what we
do mean here by "the Qur'an." W ansbrough is certainly talking about
something that has significance, not a theoretical construct. I would say
that when we speak of the Qur'an in this context, and if we are going
to have a meaningful discussion of the question, three elements must
come into play: one, there must be a fixed body of text that is, two,
written down, and, three, has some measure of acceptance among a
group of people as a source of authority.

1 I previously presented some of what follows at the symposium on "Who Wrote (Down)
the Qur'an?" at the University of Philadelphia, February 2003.
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. L

Now, those processes of being fixed, of being written down, and of
becoming authoritative, work hand-in-hand. Significantly, it is precisely
these three notions-proliferating copies of the Qur'an, with a com
monality of content, being promulgated as having symbolic and
practical authority-that are, of course, the central motifs of the com
munity's own account related to the' collection of the Qur'an under
Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman and 'Alr, Notably, those are precisely the
key elements that are central to the criteria of what we need to talk
about for a meaningful discussion of this text called the Qur'an, On the
level of characteristic motifs, then, I doubt that there is much dis
agreement.

There are certainly tensions within the community's account of the
collection of the Qur'an when it is subjected to scholarly scrutiny,
especially in the matter of the speed at which this process of definition
of the limits of the text is conceived to have occurred. This is even
more so when one considers the significant social processes that must
have gone on behind each of the elements in this chain of events. For
example, the emergence of a fixed and explicit script for the Arabic
language suggests a considerably longer time frame than the commu
nity's account, on its surface, seems to allow. But it is also worthy of
note that these internal community accounts of the collection of the
Qur'an do not, in fact, fully account for the establishment of the
Qur'an even within the community's own view. Elements such as the
fixing of the Arabic script, the establishment of written formats of
manuscripts, and the codification of the variant readings are all spoken
of in these accounts as subsequent to the initial collection stories by a
significant time period. Since each of these elements is important in
establishing the authoritative, fixed, widely distributed text of what we
know as the Qur'an, this is of substantial significance. The communal
process of text formation is a long one, and a notion of the Qur'an
"existing" under 'Uthman, for example, is quite anachronistic, if we
give full meaning to the notion of the "Qur'an."

Furthermore, it is also worthy of note that the evidence of the ex
isting Qur'an manuscripts does not match the rationale provided by the
community's collection stories. The creation of a written text in order
to solve the problem of discrepancies in the reading of the text, as is
suggested as the rationale for the distribution of copies of the text
under 'Uthman, is clearly an anachronistic element. The form of the
Arabic script in early manuscripts is far too ambiguous to have accom
plished the purpose of unifying the reading of the text.
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Now) it may be thought that I have defined the question of what
the Qur'an is in an unreasonable way and that I am speaking) in fact,
of something that all agree is a later product. However, I think that is
not the case. Those who consider the Qur'an to have been written
down some thirty or fifty years after the death of Muhammad and who
thus speak of a Qur'an existing under 'Uthman frequently wish to
ascribe or presume both an unquestioned stability and an absolute
authority to the text at that point. Such stability and authority seem to
me to be unrealistic, in tension with other sources that provide us with
glimpses into the process by which the Qur'an came into being, and
substantially contradicted by the state of the text at that point of his
tory. To speak, using Fred Donner's words, of the time "when the
whole Qur'an as a canonized closed text first crystallized" 1 being so
early in the community)s existence does not fit with all of the evidence
that is available to us. It is this questioning of previously unchallenged
scholarly assumptions that is Wansbrough's major achievement.

Wansbrough pushes these questions further. He argues in Quranic
Studies that the commentarial literature provides us with material that
can help answer questions such as how a fixed text of the Qur'an was
made acceptable within the community and how it was defined in an
age that depended upon handwritten copies. These matters are posed
within the context of the process that we commonly call canonization.
Such a process differentiates between the composition of a text and its
recognition as scripture) with all the implications of that term. In fact,
the process is sometimes spoken of as having five stages: composition,
circulation, revision, collection, and recognition. Many factors play into
that final "recognition» factor, but the opinion of religious leaders and
the conviction of common people clearly play a major role. This stage
of recognition cannot be pinned down; it does not occur overnight as
the result of one person's actions or even the actions of a group of
people. Canon formation is a part of a process of knowledge dissemina
tion and control within an institutional setting. In the Islamic case, the
actions of the scholarly elite-the jurists, the grammarians, the theolo
gians-whose actions work to define the texts that are to be studied,
reflected upon, and promulgated are crucial, but, once again, canoniza
tion is not a single process, nor is it a personalized one. One of the
marks of this canonization process, according to Wansbrough, is the

1 Fred M. Donner, Narratives ofIslamic Origins: The Beginnings ofIslamic Historical
Writing(Princeton, NJ, 1998), p. 37 ..'
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emergence of commentarial literature: the subjecting of a text to a
process of elaboration and definition within the understanding of the
community. It is this process that creates and confirms the authority of
the text.

This point is crucial. The fundamental argument is that we cannot
meaningfully talk about the Qur'an as we know it today until that
point of authority) acceptance) and stability has been achieved. That
does not mean) of course) that a proto-Qur'an did not exist) in some
form or another) prior to that point. Indeed) the text must have a
prehistory for such a process to take place) a prehistory that brings
strands of the earlier biblical and Arabian traditions together through
the person of Muhammad. However) to return to the central point
here) the evidence that these commentaries on the Qur'an provide is
one element in the overall puzzle of the emergence of the scripture.
The organization) solidification) and standardization of the text of the
Qjrr'an-s-crucial elements in creating what we know as the Q}.1r'an
are accomplished) confirmed) and emphasized in this series of early
commentarial texts. Of course) such historical observations must still fit
within the context of all the other evidence that can be brought forth
to deal with the core question of the emergence of the Qur'an. Scholars
subsequent to Wansbrough have brought forth all sorts of further
evidence arguing the point on one side or the other. The simple exis
tence of written portions of the Qur'an in manuscript form) for
example) does not tell us the full picture of the history of the text any
more than the traditional collection stories or the language and struc
ture of the text itself do.

Fred Donner has written in his recent book that we must be able
«to say who was responsible for deciding what did, or did not, belong
to the Quranic canon." He continues, "To put the responsibility for
such a process simply on 'the community' or 'the scholars) is too
vague; we need to have some idea of what individuals) or at least what
groups, were involved in making decisions) and what interests they
represented.?" However, at this point in the history of the critical
scholarly study of the Qur'an, our knowledge does not really permit us
to move beyond these admittedly vague notions; the facts remain
suggestive of a multitude of ideas to us) just as they do in Wans
brough's work. We do not know enough about the social) polemical,
and political processes taking place during the first centuries of Islamic

1 Ibid., Pl': 37-38.
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civilization; we have only the vaguest information about the develop
ment of professional classes, the religious scholars, and the social
power structures.

1
The current state of our knowledge simply does not

allow us to specify the who, when, or where. We need much more
investigation into the nature of early Islamic society before it will be
possible to say more. The failure to be able to answer those questions
cannot be taken as evidence against the relevance of the implications of
the various sets of evidence that can be brought forth as they are in
Wansbrough's work; rather, such a vague answer to the question
indicates by its very nature the amorphous and collective sense within
which all such canonizing processes take place.

With even such a tentative conclusion in place, however, we can
start asking subsidiary questions related to the Qur'an, ones that are
often confused with ideas related to the emergence of the authoritative
text. Clearly, such a picture of the process lying behind the emergence
of the crystallized, canonized text of the Qur'an puts us in a position to
ask questions about the compositional history of the Qur'an. Here, too,
Wansbrough makes us rethink the assumptions regarding this. Is the
Quean to be attached fully to Muhammad? Is there evidence that the
Qur'an was reformulated, added to, changed, or developed during that
process of canonization? The first parts of W ansbrough's book address
these points, but they, too, lead to the final crucial questions sketched
above: What was the process behind deciding the contents of the
Qur'an? How were the limits of the text established (such as to exclude
the l;adith qudsi, for example)? How were those processes confirmed
and conveyed? What was the process by which the meaning of the text
was defined within certain limits, especially as connected to the matter
of variant readings?

Some people have decried the publication of Wansbrough's
Quranic Studies, seeing it as a major impediment to fostering a trust of
nonconfessional scholarship among Muslims. Such an accusation made
less sense when the work was published than it does, in fact, today. A
book with a small print run, written in a language whose tone and
vocabulary was scholarly through and through, the audience for
Quranic Studies was small. Today, the Internet has changed that
substantially. Used as a source of authority and opinion on polemical

1 See the work of Norman Calder. Studies in Early Muslim jurisprudence (Oxford,
1993), esp. chapter 7. "Literary Form and Social Context," for an illustration of what a study
on this topic might entail.
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sites by both Muslims and Christians, Wansbrough's work has gained
a significant profile, even though likely languishing unread by those
citing the work. This is, to me, a most unfortunate fate for such a
stimulating work of scholarship, and I believe Wansbrough himself
would have bemoaned the fact. Given the situation, however, I also
believe that the best way to counter such polemic and nonscholarly
treatments of Wansbrough's ideas, extracted, as they are, from their
context and manipulated in various ways, is to have the book become
more widely available for consultation: hence this reprint. Honest
scholarship (of which I certainly believe Wansbrough's work to repre
sent the highest level) has nothing to fear from open discussion and
debate among those who are informed.

Andrew Rippin
Victoria, British Columbia

December 2003





PREFACE

DESPITE long reflection, many false starts, and unceasing efforts at clearer
formulation, these studies remain essays. Time and industry, together with
the mechanism of cross-reference, have served perhaps to make of them
one essay, but not to eliminate the basic etymological sense of that term.
This estimate, intended neither to disarm nor to discourage, is the conse
quence as much of an experimental method as of an inordinate quantity of
literary material to be examined. To argue a casefor the Qur'an as scripture
mayseem gratuitous. As the record of Muslim revelation the book requires
no introduction. As a document susceptible of analysis by the instruments
and techniques of Biblical criticism it is virtually unknown. The doctrinal
obstacles that have traditionally impeded such investigation are, on the
other hand, very well known. Not merely dogmas such as those defining
scripture as the uncreated Word of God and acknowledgingits formal and
substantive inimitability, but also the entire corpus of Islamic historio
graphy, by providing a more or less coherent and plausible report of the
circumstances of the Quranic revelation, have discouraged examination of
the document as representative of a traditional literary type. But historio
graphy, like other kinds of literature, derives an important share of its
momentum from the rhetorical devices upon which it depends for ex
pression, that is, upon techniques designed, developed, or borrowed to
enhance and to interpret its communication. Historical reports of the
Quranic revelation are no exception, and it seemed to me that a structural
analysis, not only of the text of scripture but also of the other evidence
associated with its genesis and with its interpretation, might produce some
useful comparisons with the traditional historiography.

I have thus proposed for the study of Islamic monotheism a threefold
division into its principal components: scriptural canon, prophetology, and
sacred language. Examination of these, in the first three chapters of this
book, will, I hope, provide an adequate introduction to my main concern,
which is the development of scriptural exegesis. There the treatment is
typological, though I have sought to elicit an at least provisionalchronology.
Provisional too are my views on the elaboration of the canon, on its precise
relation to the much larger corpus of prophetical literature, and on the
environment which produced the final forms of both. Such problems as
attend a typological description of the traditional components of salvation
history of the decisive factors in community formation, the boun
daries between orthodoxy and heterodoxy resulting from formulation of a
fixed identity and elaboration of a historical image, and the articulation
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of a dogmatic theology as final stage and permanent emblem of the reli
gious establishment, await clarification and eventual (tentative) solutions.
These may be found, I suspect, in the Islamic literature of polemic, both
sectarian and interconfessional, and it is my intention to devote a second
volume to analysis of that literature. The interesting hypotheses of such
scholars as Schoeps and Rabin, following upon the theories of Harnack
and Schlatter, with regard to the sectarian catenations from which Islam
in the end emerged, or constituted the final expression, deserve notice.
There the essential difficulty lies in identifying the several shared theo
logoumena as products of historical diffusion rather than of polygenesis.
All such efforts at historical reconstruction (wieeseigentlich gewesen) tend to
be reductive, and here one senses the spectre of that (possibly very real)
dichotomy in early Christian history: Jerusalem Urgemeinde opposed to
Hellenistic kerygma (Bultmann). The basic problems associated with that
opposition, whether social or doctrinal, seem in retrospect to reflect
disputes about eschatology, much as the development of Rabbinic Judaism
has been defined as reaction to or residue from extreme expressions of
eschatological belief/activity. Now, in the formation of the Muslim com
munity an eschatological factor is hardly perceptible, though much has
been made of the presence in Muslim scripture of eschatological formulae
(Casanova and Andrae). In my view it is unlikely to have been an eschato
logical community which served either as model or as point of departure
for Islam, but rather one of or a combination of others of the traditional
types, e.g. ritualist, scripturalist, primitivist.

That argument does not, however, find a place in these essays. My aim
here is a systematic study of the formal properties of scriptural authority,
as merely one (though possibly the major one) factor contributing to the
emergence of an independent and self-conscious religious community.
The literary uses, and hence communal functions, of scripture might be
(roughly) isolated as four: polemic, liturgical, didactic, and juridical, in
descending order of importance and (approximate) chronological order of
appearance. I believe that this set of priorities can be demonstrated from
the Muslim exegetical literature, examination of which constitutes half the
bulk of my book. The material adduced is intended to represent a cross
section of Quranic commentary prior to the monumental work of Tabari
(d. 923). Save for a kind of philosophical exegesis belonging to a later
period, the typology set out here includes the principal lines of inquiry
applied to the text of Muslim scripture: haggadic, halakhic, masoretic,
rhetorical, and allegorical. The manner in which the concept of authority
was progressively articulated by means of these exegetical types is the
formative principle and the purpose of my exposition, though it is of
course possible to interpret the evidence differently. It is, on the other
hand, quite impossible to mistake the chronology of the sources or to
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ignore the presence of N achdichtung in traditionist literary forms. Tra
dition implies, and actively involves, historicization, and the growth of a
polemical motif into a historical fact is a process hardly requiring demon
stration, e.g. the patriarchal narratives of the Old Testament. History, like
poetry, is mimetic and produces as many necessary truths as it contains
fortuitous facts (Lessing).

Pressed into the service of salvation history these two categories tend to
coalesce: everything becomes relevant, the most insignificant scraps of
information fall into place as components of the grand design. And it is
that design which scriptural exegesis is intended to illustrate, by recourse
to a range of standard hermeneutical techniques, all of ancient lineage and
indisputable merit. Islamic adaptation of these was a fairly uncomplicated
process of direct appropriation, and thus its analysis contains no surprises.
It can, on the other hand, be argued that the data of the theodicy (as set out
in Chapter I) limited from the outset its historical development: the
expression of communal purpose and authority could hardly have been
different from what it became (Weber). Sectarian forms of Islam reflect an
equally predictable pattern of divergence from what became the normative
(Sunni) expression. Again, the problem of diffusion and polygenesis. Some
aid towards a solution may be sought in the lexicon of exegesis, where
terminological calques could, and probably do, indicate a community of
scholarship. I have examined these, but am unable to identify one single
path of diffusion. The marginalia of judaeo-Christian history, what might
be called 'the 'sectarian milieu', await systematic exposition. That the wait
promises to be a long one is most persuasively illustrated in the quite
extraordinary literature generated by discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Comforted by speculative scholarship of such quality and quantity, I feel
no special compulsion to apologize for the conjectural nature of my own
efforts to depict the origins of Islam.

The final draft of this work was completed in July 1972, and I have thus
not taken account of studies published since that date (and quite possibly of
several published before that date). The sources employed in Chapter IV
are in part still in manuscript, and I am pleased to acknowledge the help
fulness of the staffsof the several libraries in Istanbul listed in the Biblio
graphy and of the British Museum. I should also like to express here my
gratitude to Simon Hopkins, who read and commented upon the final
version of these studies, having been for many years as my student exposed
to the cruder formulations of my earliest thoughts on the subject. I think
he is not satisfiedwith the result, but then, neither am I. Finally, I wish to
thank the School of Oriental and Mrican Studies for granting me leave to
work in Istanbul, for including this book in the London Oriental Series,
and for meeting the expense of publication.
July I975
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I

REVELATION AND CANON

I. THE DOCUMENT

ONCE separated from an extensive corpus of propheticallogia, the Islamic
revelation became scripture and in time, starting from the fact itself of
literary stabilization, was seen to contain a logical structure of its own. By
the very achievement of canonicity the document of revelation was
assured a kind of independence, both of historical traditions commonly
adduced to explain its existence and of external criteria recruited to
facilitate its understanding. But the elaborate and imposing edifice of
classical Quranic scholarship is hardly monolithic, and discernible lines of
cleavage correspond to the number of options left open to the most
fundamental lines of inquiry. Both formally and conceptually, Muslim
scripture drew upon a traditional stock of monotheistic imagery, which
may be described as schemata of revelation. Analysis of the Quranic
application of these shows that they have been adapted to the essentially
paraenetic character of that document, and that, for example, originally
narrative material was reduced almost invariably to a series of discrete and
parabolic utterances. An illustration is Staat Yusuf, often cited as a single
instance of complete and sustained narrative in the Qur'jin. In fact,
without benefit of exegesis the Quranic story of Joseph is anything but
clear, a consequence in part of its elliptical presentation and in part of
occasional allusion to extra-Biblical tradition, e.g. verses 24, 67, 77.1 It
may, indeed, be supposed that the public for whom Muslim scripture was
intended could be expected to supply the missing detail. A distinctly
referential, as contrasted with expository, style characterizes Quranic
treatment of most of what I have alluded to as schemata of revelation,
exhibited there as components of earlier established literary types. The
technique by which a theme is repeatedly signalled but seldom developed
may be observed from an examination in their Quranic form of those
themes traditionally associated with literature of prophetical expression.
Not merely the principal themes, but also the rhetorical conventions by
which they are linked and in which they are clothed, the variant traditions
in which they have been preserved, as well as the incidence of exegetical
gloss and linguistic assimilation, comprise the areas of investigation under
taken in the fir~t part of these studies.

I See below, IV pp. 136-7.
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QURANIC STUDIES

Four characteristic examples are found in the imagery appropriate to the
theodicy: retribution, sign, exile, and covenant. These themes, which
constitute by far the major part of the Quranic message, depend upon a
limited lexical range with correspondingly high ratios of frequency and
distribution. The result is not unexpected: a very repetitive style which
could indicate either a long period of oral transmission or an original
series of unco-ordinated pericopes, or both.' The imagery associated with
divine retribution turns principally upon four substantives: umma (nation),
aunoalun. (predecessors), qarn(generation), and qarya (abode), accompanied
by such finite verbs as khalii, madii, and halaka(signifying decease). Of the
many contexts containing these locutions those which are not anonymous
were analysed by Horovitz, described as Straflegenden, and ingeniously
related to the seven mathiini(Q. 15: 87, possibly 39: 23).2 Emphasis upon
the dramatis personae of those Straflegenden, which I should prefer to call
retribution pericopes, led Horovitz to postulate a number of Biblical
calques, in turn adduced as evidence of the Arabian prophet's increasing
knowledge of Hebrew scripture. This kind of argument was a corollary of
that scholar's acceptance of the Noldeke-Schwally chronology ofrevelation,
a feasible but hardly the only method of interpreting the Quranic data.J

,. f ,.
The phrases~ J.i LI ~ (Q. 2: 134, 141) , J.:.. LI JS0 (Q. 7: 34,

10: 49), J""""J :c.f Js::J (Q. 10: 47, cf. 16: 36, with shahid 16: 89, with

nadhir 35: 24), ~-:i Lor r"""f JI L:LJf ..uJ (Q. 16: 63, cf. 29: 18,41: 25), etc.,

are to be understood as hortatory or admonishing, and of eschatological
rather than historical significance. Of similar application is imagery de-

veloped round the concept aunoaliin, as ~Y.J~I Jli L j.;::... Iyli ~ (Q. 23:

81), uJ.J-91 ~~ ~ (Q. 8: 38, cf. 3: 136), Lr--'.J-91 ~l...1 ~, ,~ ~!

(Q. 6,.: 25), uJ.J~1 ~ J ~ Lr l;l...)f J.AJ.J (Q. 15: 10, cf. 54: 51), ~.J

Lr--'.J~I ~ Q. 43: 8, cf. 13: 6), in which the implicit reference to history

is attenuated by the eschatological framework. The locution ~f~
~.J &-'~ Lr (Q. 6: 6, 19: 74, 98, etc.) is always anonymous, as are

almost all constructions based on the plural quriln (e.g. Q. 10: 13, 32: 26.

36: 31 , etc.). Similarly ~ l;S:,L,J ~j Lor ~.J' (Q. 7: 4), A:!} Lr ~f L.J
(Q. 15: 4), and with the plural LS.;JI~ (Q. 6: 131, 28: 59).

It may seem useful to distinguish between these general thematic formu
lations and those narrative conventions employed to introduce or to con
clude actual accounts of divine retribution found in the Qur'an, such as

Jz- JJ L ,,~f t.:.r~~ ~j.) (Q. 20: 99, cf. 7: 101, II: 100, etc.),

I See below, pp. 20, 46- 5 2 .

3 See below, pp. 38-43.
2 Untersuchungen, 10-32.
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or ;;~ ~ J 0l) .ill (Q. 12: III). The phrase <.Jl)~ 1.J~li

Lhi Lr ~jJl ~~ is either of anonymous ~pplication (Q. 30: 42) or
specific (e.g. Moses, in Q. 40: 21), like several of the narrative formulae.'
Closely related to the imagery of retribution and containing an allusion to
what might be regarded as its Sitz im Leben is Q. 27: 34 I~ I !Jy.W' 01 ~u
0~ ~,lJ1("-, :u~r 19ki orf I~-, ~-,...wf ~.J ~~. In the context
of Solomon's letter to the queen of Saba' a threat of destruction is seen
to be of secular origin, but employing the 'abode' (qarya) image, the one
of most frequent occurrence among the Quranic formulae for divine
retribution. It is, on the other hand, hardly likely, in view of the basmala,
that we are here offered even the reminiscence of an authentic docu
ment, and the expression 'when they enter a village they destroy it' is
probably to be interpreted as Nachdichtung derived from precisely that
formula.> It would anyway appear that the conventional designation of this
theme adopted by exegetes was umam khiiliya (the nations which have
perished), e.g. by Muqatil b. Sulayman ad Q. 18: 9 and 55 to gloss iiyiitina
(our signs) and sunnat al-awwalin (the way of the predecessors), respec
tively.> Umam khiiliya may be thought to exhibit the motif: Ubi sunt qui
ante nos in mundo[uere characteristic of Wisdom literature, despite absence
in the Quranic text of an exact equivalent to Ubi sunt» Identification and
historicity of the umam khiiliya were problems posed and solved in the
literature of haggadic exegesis." In Muslim scripture itself they represent
merely perpetuation of a literary type.

The nations perished in many ways, each an expression of divine
vengeance. Here the Quranic vocabulary draws amply upon the lexicon of
literary Arabic. Based upon only a few finite verbs, of which the most
common are jaala, akhadha, arsala, and toaqda (all containing the conno
tation: to set in motion), the primary concepts 'iiqiba (destiny) and 'udhiib
(retribution) are realized as a series of variations upon the theme of natural
disaster: e.g. rajfa (Q. 7: 78), lulan (29: 14), rijz (2: 59), malar (26: 173),
I;zii#b (17: 68),ril;z 'aqim (51: 41),qii#fmin al-Ti~(17: 69), I;zijiira minsijjil(II:
82), I;tijiira min [in (51: 33), sayl al-tarim (34: 16), ril;t sarsar (41: 16), fiira
'l-tannur (II: 40), mii' munhamir (54: II), [ariid zoa-qummal wa-tJ,afiidt
wa-dam (7: 133), sinin zoa-naqs min al-thamasiit (7: 130), ~aiqa (2: 55); but
occasionally alsoas more direct intervention: e.g.Ta'na (28: 42), sayha (II:
67), zajra(37: 19),~iikhkha(80: 33), used to convey the notion of curse, as

I See below, pp. 18-20.
~ Pace Horovitz, op. cit. 35.
3 Tafsir, MS H. Husnu 17, 167v, 170v; see also the references in Goldziher, Abhand

ungen II, xvi-xviii: qubUriyyiit.
4 Becker, 'Ubi sunt', esp. 509; cf. Horovitz, op. cit. 16, 21,29; and for poetic treatment,

Hirschberg, Lehren, 53-7.
S See below, IV pp. 135-6.
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well as generic terms like lilif(68: 19), laghiya (69: 5), batsha (44: 16), or
karb (37: lIS). The significance of this imagery is typological and the
punishments exemplary, of the kind referred to in Q. 13· 6 0-" d:;.. J.i-,

o~ I~ and 34: 19~ s6.f ~~-,. Both frequency and distribution
of the selected lexica suggest originally distinct pericopes.

To be contrasted with the exempia afforded by the umam khiiIiya are the
concepts of trial and ordeal exhibited in the verbs balii andfatana with God

as subject, e.g.~J ~ ,;.~ ~.; J.J (Q. 2: 49), 6~\ It l~\ ~W')'\ ltti
~) (Q. 89: IS),~ ~ 0:!lJ\ l!:9 J.AJ.J (Q. 29: 3), and especially~ J"
(jy.~;; ~\-, 0 ~b ~4 ~~.J ~.,.JI ~I'; (Q. 21: 35). Similar
constructions with adalla (cause to err) may also be adduced, e.g. ~.J.)

c.~ ~ JJJI ~ (Q. 74: 31) . Divine justice is here mitigated by what
seems clearly to be a reflex of the Biblical election tradition, evident in
passages where Abraham (Q. 2: 124) or David (38: 24) or Solomon (38: 34)
is object of the trial. Not unexpected is the occasional allusion in these
contexts to its corollary, the remnant tradition (baqiya, biiqiya, biiqiyiln):
general in Q. II: 116~ I}-,I Ai tJ4 ~-,}JI and specific in 26: 120 and

37: 77 (Noah), 43: 28 (Abraham), 2: 248 (Moses and Aaron), 69: 8 CAd),
and 53: 5I (Thamiid), the two last negatively expressed and thus belonging
to the umam khiiIiya. The appearance in Muslim scripture of these two
Biblical motifs may, in my opinion, be interpreted as BildungserIebnis
imperfectly assimilated.

Of quite different character is treatment of the retribution theme
reflected in the locution ayyiim alliih (days/battles of God). In Quranic
usage yawm may be merely chronological and quantitative, as in Q. 2: 196,
41 : 9-10, etc., but the context is more often eschatological, e.g. 0\ J.zi 0-"
o\.lJl ~ .u 3..,... ':J r~ J ~ (Q. 30: 43, cf. 14: 44) and in phrases like~

~~ ,;.W (Q. 32: 14) and j.J: ~~ ~ (34: 30). Its typical function as
complement to umma is evident in 4~1 j4~I (Q. 69: 24) and r4f J=..
~ ~ l.,k ~.:ul (10: 102). In Q. 45: 14 JJJI r4f ~J-=:'.):! ':J ~lH the
plural ayyiim is the equivalent of the eschatological singular in the
examples above and of the Biblical inil" C'''. With one exception (Job 24: I)
Biblical usage favours the singular, which may of course refer to a
historical event, e.g. Isaiah 9: 3 rj~ C,", a synonym of il7Jn'7J (Judges 8:
13). But the days/battles of Israel are also those of God (Numbers 21: 14
;nil" n~n'7J) a concept very likelythe source of ayyiim not only in Q. 45: 14

(above), but ~so in 3: 140 U'"'l.:.H ~ lfJ-,\~ r4~1 ~:;.J and 14: 5 ~I
o\.lJl r44~.;S'~.J J~I JI oWlilI ~ cl..,.;, the latter addressed to Moses.
Now, the existence in Arab~c of a profane tradition (ayyiim al-farab) might
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be thought to provide an alternative source for the Quranic locution, much
as it appears to have been the source of 'epic' motifs in classical Islamic
historiography. I The possibility of contamination may not be excluded,
and conceptual transfer within the Arabic lexicon from secular to divine
(battle) is scarcely difficult. Against the non-occurrence of malhama in
Muslim scripture may be set its primary use (in the plural: malii~im) as
designation of apocalyptica.> as well as the semantic equivalence of the
cognate roots felt by Saadya in his translation of Psalm 1°9: 3 and of
Exodus IS: 3.3 Like the remnant imagery contained in baqiyaiyeterlshe'ar,
the equivalence ayyiim: milhamot exhibits theological elaboration of a
Wisdom motif (Ubi sunt), of which a search for the origins might seem
superfluous. In prophetical language, as opposed to that of apocalyptic, the
imagery of retribution belongs to the oracular judgement (e.g, massa in
Isaiah and the later prophets), and it is that literary type which is per
petuated in the Qur'an,

For expression of the 'sign' as manifestation of the deity and as creden
tial of the prophet, the lexicalrange is somewhatwider than for the theme of
retribution. One may distinguish between Quranic terms for sign and
descriptions of them. The latter fall into four groups, of which the most
frequent is imagery drawn from the phenomena of divine creation, ex-

hibiting variations upon the motif of Q. 3: 190 d'J ~l-, ul..,.-JI~ ~ 31
~l:J~1 J-,~ ~4~ J~I-, ~i ~~I-,. In addition to the blessings and
disasters of nature events of an unusual character (khariq lil-fiida) are
introduced, e.g. splitting of the moon (Q. 54: I, cf. 55: 37, 84: I) and
crumbling of mountains (Q. 77: 10, cf. 59: 21, 7: 143). Different from but
related to those are instances of more personal intervention in the laws of
nature by its creator, e.g. nourishment (Q. 7: 32, cf. 2: 257), clothing
(7: 26), treasure (I I: 12, ef. 9: 34, 43: 33-5), hosts (36: 28, 48: 4, cf. 3: 12,

5: 52), sanctuaries (2: 158), but also the esempla of salvation history: Noah
and his people (25: 37), Joseph and his brothers (12: 7), Jesus and his
mother (23: 50), the men of the Cave (18: 9).

Rather more important to the elaboration of dogma are two other
categories of sign, which may be designated respectively guidance and
scripture. To the former belong ru~, amr, kalimalkalimiit, 1}ukm/~ikma,

shir'a, minhiij, mi~biiMnur, masdisa, wardJwafid, bariia, adhiin, but also
rasulJrisala, bashir, nadhir, nabijnubuunoa, and malak/malii'ika. To the
latter may be reckoned kitiibJkutub, qur'tiin, injil, tasoriit, jurqiin, zaburl

I See Caskel, 'Aijam aI-'Arab·. 1-99; and below, IV pp. 125.14°.
z cr. Dozy. Suppliment ii, 522, and kutub malJ:uzma with sefer milhamot, Numbers 21:

14; and Goldziher, Richtungen, 57, but also 66 n. 5, where. however. I should equate
mala1)im with the Quranic ayyam allah, not merely with 'Nachrichten apokalyptischer
Art'. I

3 Lauterbach. Saadja, vi. 25 n. 3; Rabin. Qumran, 118-19.
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zubur, ~ul;uf, sUra/suwar. It would be misleading to propose a rigorously
schematic distinction between the two sets of lexica, in which semantic
boundaries tend to be blurred by contextual similarity. References in
scripture to scripture pose a particular kind of problem, related to the role
of proof-texts in Islamic prophetology. I Collocation of sign as guidance
and sign as scripture is of comparatively high frequency in the Qur'an, e.g.
kalimiit with kitiib (Q. 18: 27), J;ikma with kitlib, tasoriit, and injil (3: 48,
5: I 10, etc.), J;ukm with kitlib and nubuwwa(3: 79, 6: 89, etc.). Rill;and amr,
though not formally linked with 'scriptural' signs, appear in contexts
determined by finite verbs signifying revelation, e.g. awJ;ii (Q. 42: 52) and
anzala (65: 5), as do general terms for 'guidance' like rushd, hudii, bayiin/
tibyiin, and even rahma (mercy). Rasut (messenger) is of course found in
combination with nearly all the words of both categories. From collocations
of this kind one might infer that the Quranic concept of theophany is
basically scriptural, an argument commonly referred to a tradition of
rhetorical accomplishment among speakers of Arabic.2

'Sign' is generally conveyed in Muslim scripture by iiya, which in Q.

38: 29 may be understood to signify 'verse of the revealed book' c)l;J.;if yl.::..f"'
.A,jl:T I.j.)~~ .:JJ~ ~l. Elsewhere, however, iiya is merely 'exemplum'

and from analogous contexts attracts a number of synonyms, e.g. "aldmii:
(Q. 16: 6, curiously only once, though this is the most common equivalent
in exegetical literature), 'ibra itz: III), uswa(6o: 4), l;adith(45: 6), mathal
(43: 57), tadhkira (20: 3), dhikr (3: 58), dhikrii (S0: 37), bayyina (20: 133),
burhiin (4: 174), sultan (30: 35), nabii' (38: 67), shafa'ir(22: 36), ashriit (47:
18), iithiir (30: 50). In Q. 48: 29 sima and athar are not synonyms of
aya, but signify rather "imprint',« Save for Staat Rahman (verse 13 and

passim: ~4k; ~) 6:.~I lS~) it is ayajayiit which bears the burden of a

Quranic refrain: :i.:~ ~~ <..i O' (sing. Q. 2: 248, suras 16 and 26 passim;
plural 10: 67, sUra 30 passim; six occurrences with 'ibra, e.g. 3: 13). The
locution belongs to the imagery of prophetical expression, e.g. Isaiah 37": 30
mNil 1~ rm, and may announce a miracle: e.g. Isaiah 7: 14 ~il 'tliN In't l::l~

~'N C~~ and Q. 18: 9 l;,j~T Lr ~L) ~)I-, ~~I y~i ~I ~ ii
~.4

. ·It is precisely in contexts characterized by the equivalence sign: miracle,
demanded as credential of the prophet, that the lexical range is widest.
Introduced by such conjunctive particles as lawlii, lasomii, law anna, J;.attii,

I See below, II pp. 63-5.
Z See below, II pp. 79-81.
3 Pace Hirschfeld, Researches, 96-7 n. 75 where read sima or dya, but see also 45-6,

60-1; cf, 'unwtin al-sujUJ in Noldeke, Delectus, 77, line 14.
4 Cf. Westennann, Grundformen, 113-4; Quranic usage, it may be observed, partakes

of both Heilsankii:ndigung and Gerit;htsankundigung.
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matd, or by a simple imperative, the demands include gardens, springs,
fire, victory, angels, messengers, and (!) scripture (kitiib, suhuf, sura,

qur'an). The formulae range from a modest reproach, e.g.~ J;f 'l.."J
~) l.r' ~T (Q. 10: 20, 13: 7, etc., cf. 20: 33) to the elaborate inventory of

Q. 17: 90-3:

We will not believe you until you cause a spring to erupt from the earth, or till
you have a garden with palms and grapes in which you can make rivers flow, or
till you causeheaven to collapse, as you claim, or bring us face to face with God
and the angels, or till you own a house of gold, or ascend into heaven, nor will
we believe your ascension until you send down to us a book that we can read.

The scripture: miracle imagery is of course that underlying the tahaddi
(challenge) verses. I Relation to the Quranic version of the Ubi sunt motif
was achieved by allusion to earlier scriptural (!) revelations, e.g. Q. 21: 5

~y-,'91 J-)~~4 l;.j.tJ; .;&-~~ ~ olpl ~ i~f 6~r l.."Jli ~ and
37: 168 ~-,)'I Lr I..,.)~ li~ ~I y. In this context the not quite un

expected disclaimer of miracles and refusal 'to grant a sign' (cf. John 6:
28-32, Matthew 16: 1-4, Luke II: 29-3 2), e.g. Q. 7: 203 ~t- rJ I~I.J

~I ').,J L,Jli ~ and 40: 78 ~l 0~~ ')1 ~-4 Jt:! 01 JrJ 0b L.J
is further evidence of conformity to scriptural archetype.

A third theme contributory to the Quranic theodicy is that of exile. A
primary source for the imagery is a description of Abraham's withdrawal in

search of God from the environment familiar to him ,y. ~i I ~ I)i J li

~?I.J \J.. J~l-, ~)'} ~ ~ lfJ ~~I..r.1 l:! ~l
~I ~.J~ Lr 0y.JJ L.J (Q. 19: 46, 48). Use of i'tasala (withdrew) may be

compared with Q. 18: 16, where the flight of the men of the Cave from
persecution is so named. But it is the verb hajara, imperative here (leave
me f), which exemplifies the Quranic concept of displacement, whether
for the sake of worship, of redemption, or of bearing witness (martyrdom).
Employment of the imperative for that classical instance of exile (cf.
Genesis 12: 1 lekh lekha) becomes in Q. 73: 10 an expression of general

paraenesis~ I~ ~~I.J ~.."Jy:! L ~ ~'.J (cf. lekhJhalokh,

Isaiah 6: 9, Jeremiah 2: I, Ezekiel 3: 4, Amos 7: 17, etc.). The active
participle of the first form appears in Q. 59: 9, but of most frequent
occurrence are the perfect, imperfect, and active participle of the verb's

third derived form, e.g. Q. 2: 218 1.J..a~.J '.J~lJb 0:! jJ1.J ,~ 0:!jJl Z,l
..uJI J~ J and 4: 100 I~ W-ljA ~)~I J ~ J..Ul~ J ~4:! Lr.J

I

I See below, II pp. 78-9.
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oU.J-)-' .uJi JI ,~~ ~ If'~ tr-' ~J' The parallelism of yuhajir
and yakhruj exhibited in Q. 4: 100 is attested elsewhere, e.g. 2: 74, 60: I,

and in 4: 66 with the imperative ukhruju. A fourth derived form with God

as subject appears in Q. 8: 5 ~4 AM..! ~ clJ) d=:--J~i lS". The latter
construction, accompanied by the participle muhiijir, is especially con
spicuous in a context containing the only Quranic instance of jalalt as exile

~..>JI J ~lJ c.~1 ~ .uJ1~ ~I ~y-, (Q. 59: 3, cf. verses 2,

8, 9, I I). There, the notion of exile, though an act of God, is not an
imperative addressed to a prophet, but belongs instead to the vocabulary
of prophetical threats (cf. golah, Nahum v: 10, Amos I: IS, etc.). Sara:
Barii'a contains a number of parallel constructions with kharaja and nafara
signifying movement towards, or at the behest of, God, e.g. the imperative

in Q. 9: 38 ~I ~ J I-,.;Ail ~ JJ I~I (cf. verses 39, 41- 2, 46- 7, 81,
122). The imperative of farra in Q. 51: 50 ..uJ1 JI I-,~ is isolated. Of
Moses and Lot the verb asrii is used, often glossed 'in the night', e.g. Q.

44: 23~ (.)~~ r t9 (d. 20: 77,26: 52, and lekh lekha in Exodus 3: 10,

16,4: 12, etc.), and II: 81 J~I ~ ~ ~4 rt; (cf. IS: 65). It is that
locution which was employed for the isrii' verse (Q 17: I), a Mosaic
reference appropriated in exegetical literature to the biography of the
Arabian prophet.I The divine imperative may also express the notion of
movement combined with the imagery of retribution, as in Q. 3: 137

WdlS:oJl ~\;:. ~Lf"~ I-,)uti d) '91 J I-,~ (cf. 6: II, 16: 36, etc., and
in the imperfect: 12: 109,3°: 9, and passim), andespecially 34: 18,following
upon the devastation wrought by the deluge(verse 16: sayl al-~arim). The
verb sara occurs once (Q. 28: 29 Moses) in the perfect, and to indicate
movement at the command of God, a notion symbolized in exegetical
literature by the non-Quranic substantive hijra.2

The unilateral character of the imperative is reflected in the fourth
theme here proposed to illustrate the Quranic theodicy: the covenant. The

locus classicus is Q. 3: 81 Ct"H:II 13~ A.lJI kf ~I.J amplified in 33: 7 by
reference to Noah, Abraham, Moses, and Jesus, and employed in the
exegetical tradition to depict the origins of prophecy in Arabia.!The finite
verb form akhadha (took), with God as agent or one of His retributive
'signs' as source of action (e.g. Q. II: 102, 22: 48, and II: 57, 2: 55,
respectively), invariably expresses unilateral imposition, and is thus used
in the two passages cited above, as well as in most other locutions based on
mithiiq, when the latter refers to a covenant between God and man

I See below, II pp. 67-8.
3 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 233-4.~

2 CE. Wensinck, 'Propheten', 18C)-9o.
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(Q. 2: 63,83,84,93,3: 187, 4: 154,5: 12,14,70,7: 169,57: 8). The divine
covenant is also called 'ahd, for which the perfect of the verb "ahida, with
God as agent, expresses a unilateral function, e.g. Q. 2: 125, 3: 183, etc.
(36: 60 has lamwith the jussive). A complementary and bilateral concept of
"ahd is exhibited in the use of third form perfect 'iihada, with God as

object, e.g. Q. 9: 75 4Ut ..a~ Lr ~.J. While the substantive ~ahdseldom

occurs with the finite verb 'ahida (but cf. Q. 2: 124-5), there is a single
instance of mithiiqgoverned by an otherwise unattested todthaqa, with God
as agent (Q. 5: 7). As designations of the divine covenant 'ahd and mithiiq

can be synonymous, e.g. in Q. 2: 27 .o~ J...~ Lr ~I ~ 0.J~ 0=1)1
(cf. 13: 20, 25), though it is not impossible that here mithiiq refers to
(written?) corroboration of a covenant already articulated, an interpretation

supported to some extent by Q. 7: 169 yl:S:J I J ~~ ~~~ rJ f, as

well as by derivatives like toathiiq (47: 4, 89: 26) and (,urwa)wuthqii (2: 256,
3 I : 22). In his translation of the Psalter, Saadya rendered I I 1: 5 c~'»~"~T"

'1'1'.,::1 in Arabic as iliil:P ':lN~N '~N iI:l rn~'T'.1 Like Biblical berit, both
'ahd and mithiiq may designate a covenantal relation between men, as in

Q. 8: 56 0~ ~ ~.J Or J' J ~~ 0~ rJ ~ u~ls. 0=1)1

and 8: 72 ~..J ~ j'; ~ ~I ~I~ ~..ul j ~.J~I 01.J
u~, respectively. In the former passage use of the third derived form
(iihadta) is characteristic of the secular application of 'ahd (e.g. Q. 2: 100,

177, 9: I, 4, 7), as it is also of the bilateral covenant (ef. Q. 9: 75 above,
and 16: 91, 33: 15, 23, 48: 10) between God and man. For the latter an

eighth derived form of akhadha is also attested, e.g. Q. 19: 78~1 ~r

I~ ~)I J;$. ~I il (cf. 19: 87, 2: 80).
The Quranic covenant imagery may reflect development from profane

legal terminology by the introduction of divine sanction, though it is of
interest to note that in the 'Umma document(s), preserved in the Sira of
Ibn Hisharn neither 'ahd nor mithiiq occurs: the finite verb t ahada (I)
appears once and the document itself is called ~a1;ifa, a neutral term.> On
the other hand, conceptual transfer from profane to divine imagery, and

vice versa, may be inferred from modification of a formula such as J.~ I Sl
~j.-. 01:> (Q. 17: 34) to '::lJ-.. ~I ~ 01:>.J (33: IS), or from the inter
polation min allah after each of the only three instances of masothiq(Q. 12:
66, 80), the last of which, significantly, is object of the verb akhadha with

. Jacob as agent. The observation of Horovitz on a distinction between

I Lauterbach, Saadja, x, 34 n. 4.
2 See Serjeant, 'Constitution', 3-16; it may well be that the Quranic plural fU1;zuj is

a reference not merely to 'scripture' but to covenant, cf. esp. Q. 87: 18-19, i.e. 'the first
suhuf'; those of Abraham and Moses'.



mithiiq as calque of berit and/or diatheke and mithiiq as 'Terminus der
arabischen Rechtssprache' is superfluous: berit readily provides a Vorlage
for either usage, and loci probantes for secular treaty relations will not be
older than the Qur'fin document.' Similarly Jeffery, in a rather impression
istic treatment of some of the covenant verses, asserted that mithiiq and
'ahd were also employed outside scripture (but when ?). The description
there of accompanying finite verb-forms is inadequately differentiated, and
to adduce Q. 6: 89 (3: 81 would have been more appropriate!) as belonging
to the covenant imagery must mean that 'covenant' included the gifts of
scripture and prophecy, and will thus have been relevant only to Jews and
Christians, not to all of the umam khiiliya:» Elsewhere the author's search
for parallels to/sources for the Muslim concept of scripture took him far
beyond the Judaeo-Christian tradition." Such investigation may be of
considerable value for studies in comparative religion," but of rather less
for the-literary analysis of scripture, especially in the light of the very
explicit Quranic data. The source of the covenant imagery was clearly
Biblical, and predominantly Pentateuchal. That the Mosaic covenant
reflected in Muslim scripture should exhibit haggadic accretion and even
conceptual deformation is hardly surprising, but worthy of remark:
neither the Deuteronomic nor the Rabbinic interpretation of covenant was
restricted to the express content of the Decalogue.!

Some evidence for determination of a Sitz im Leben may, however, be
available for other Quranic terms appropriate to the covenant relationship.
As against two instances, both secular, of dhimma (Q. 9: 8, 10), the Umma

document contains o~l.." AJJI :L~ 51.." ~and the locution J;abl allah (Q. 3:
103) is paralleled in 3: 112 by habl min allah and habl min al-nds, with
which may be compared J;ibal in the account of "Aqaba." Moreover,
amana, used of the covenant between God and man in Q. 23: 8 and 70: 32

~~G ~-4-'-"" ~t;L~ ~ Lr- lJ l-, (cf. 2: 283 and 4: 58, where it is
exclusively secular; but also Nehemiah 10: I, in which the purpose of
i13~N was adherence to God's law), is widely attested in later chancery
usage.? Other essentially neutral terms, like biiyata (acknowledge authority)
and aymiin (oaths), may in Quranic usage be lent divine sanction by

occurring in context with 'ahd and its derivatives, e.g, Q. 48: 10 Lr- ll l ~1

401 ~ ~~ ~ J.."l ~.." ... ~I ~~~ WIdj~~ and 16: 9 1 1.";..,,1..,,
~if~,.:j ~ 0~~1 '-'~ ':}.." ~~~ I~I .oJ I~, respectively.

I Untersuchungen, 5I.

2 'Scripture', II9-2I, 127-9.
3 Jeffery, Ope cit., 41-55, but d. also 202 n. 40.
4 See below, II p. 61.
5 cr. Obermann, 'Agada', esp. 29-47.
6 Ibn Hisham, Sira I, 502, 442, respectively.
7 Qalqashand], $ubJ:z XIII, 321-51.
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Covenant is related in the Quranic theodicy to the exempla of salvation
history, to those representatives of the umam khaliya from which a rem-

nant survived. Reference is general in Q. 33:"15 Lr oUJl I.JJub~ Iy~ ..uJ.J
':1J-- MIl J.~ 0t5"'.J J 4~~10)~ ':1 ~ (d. 2: 286, in which covenant is

depicted as 'burden'j'yoke': ifF), and specific in 33: 7 ~_:" Lr Li1:..f ~I.J

UiJi.19~ ~ Ul>.f-,~.r ~I ~-' L$"'Y"-'~ 1.;:1-, rf Lr.J ~-' ~~.
The context is didactic rather than historical, and the concept limited
to the Patriarchal and Sinai traditions. Allusion to Adam's negligence

Lf AJ ~ ~.J ~ J.zi Lr r~T JI Li~ J.il.J (Q. 20: 115) reflects an
admonition attested elsewhere in prophetica1literature, e.g. Jeremiah 22: 9
and Hosea 6: 7.1 Exhortation to observe and to keep the covenant (ritaj
awfii) is frequent, but it is the Patriarchal and Mosaic covenants which
were to be observed. A single reference to a Christian covenant (Q. 5: 14)
like inclusion of Jesus in Q. 33: 7.(above), represents chronological exten
sion, not historical development. The complementary concepts of fulfil
ment and renewal characteristic of the writing prophets (Jeremiah 3I: 3I

i1tDin 1'l'l'~) and of the evangelists (Luke 22: 20 Kat.,q 8ta87}K'Y) are not
stressed in the covenantal imagery of the Quean.2 Unlike the conceptual
distinction recognized in Old Testament theology between the Deutero
nomic and Priestly notions of covenant." the difference of semantic
functions between Quranic akhadha and eahida, on the one hand, and
eiihada on the other, is almost purely formal. Possibly separate traditions
of bilateral and unilateral covenants coalesce in the Quranic imagery
to produce the concept of submission explicit in the term islam. The
covenant terminology might appear, moreover, to support the derivation
of aslama from saliim proposed by Lidzbarski, namely, 'to enter into a state
of peace', or perhaps 'of salvation', exhibiting the equivalence berit:
shalom.s Reflex of berit is exhibited in two occurrences of the cognate

barii'a: Q. 9': I ~~, Lr ~~~ ~jJ, J' AJ.J""J-' cUJ' 0-" oc.l,;. and

54: 43 ,;.)1 J, oc.'~ ~ i' ~.J' Lr ~ ~JUf"f, the former" in a
context (Q. 9: 1-10) which provided the locus probans for juridical theory
on the scope of secular treaty relations. The clearly formulaic expression
of the entire passage might, indeed, be thought to provide some evidence
of a Sitz im Leben for the covenant as set out in Muslim scripture, similar

I See Speyer, Erziihlungen, 66-7.
2 Cf. von Rad, Theology ii, 212-17, 247, 268-']2, but also i, 306-18.
3 Von Rad, op. cit. i, 12~35 .
.. 'Salam', 85-90; Pedersen, Israel i-ii, 263-335; and Kunstlinger, 'Islam', 128-37,

esp. 133-4; rejected by Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 54-5, and Katsch, judaism, 104-5,
as well as by Bravmann, who detected a reflex ofArabian conduct in warfare, 'Background',
324-43.
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to the role of legalisticand cultic elements in the formulation of the Hebrew
covenant tradition.1

The presence in the Qur)an of literary convention was recognized by
exponents of what I have described as rhetorical exegesis.> The schemata of
revelation include a number of conventions typically employed to introduce
the major themes of the Quranic theodicy. Exhibiting a comparatively
limited lexical range) those formulae serve to confirm the impression of a
composition made up of originally unrelated pericopes. From the very
high ratios of frequency and distribution e.g. for qul and ayyuhii, one must
expect a degree of contextual overlapping. From a formal point of view,
however, the conventions can be identified as apodictic, supplicatory, and
narrative. As such they may be regarded as symbolic of the basic, often
minimal, units of expression in prophetical literature. Seldom-reducible,
they frequently mirror a pre-literary form, and occasionally a discernible
function in languageother than scripture. For example, the covenant with
Adam (Q. 20: lIS) referred to above was described by Zamakhshari as

reflex of a royal messenger formula rJZ :~4~.J.J .:!J..,LJI.,rI.,r J J~

~I -4S-.J ~ if.J ~I f.Jf.J 0'j..j JI ~1.3 Similarly, Q. 27: 34
depicting the arrival of Solomon's letter in Saba' might be thought to
contain incipient elements of the Quranic retribution imagery. The
problem here, and in general, is the difficulty in dating lociprobantes from
profane Arabic literature. In its earliest stages that literature is essentially
exegetical, even when not avowedly concerned to elucidate scripture, and
genuinely independent witness to the usus loquendi is indeed rare.

Easily the most expressive example of the Quranic messenger formula is
Q. 19: 17-21, in which Mary is informed by the Spirit of God (traditionally
understood to be the angel Gabriel) that she is to bear a son. The passage
may be analysed as followsrt

v. 17 Commission (Beauftragung)

v. 19 Delivery (Oberbringung)
L)' L)\i. ~ ~ clj' J ul WI Jli-J ~ :J~J

v. 21 Message (Ausrichtung)

~ Irf 0~.J ~ ~).J v--l:..U ~T ~-' ~ ~~ ~J Jli~~ Jli.
The utterance of the messenger (Botenspruch) is contained in verses 19

I Cf. Buhl, 'Kuranexegese', 97-106; and Koch, Growth, 21-2, 2~33.
2 See below, IV pp. 227-39. 3 Kashshdf iii, 90-1 ad loco
.. Cf. Westermann, GrundfoTmen,,"7~'-3.
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1

and 21 (verses 18 and 20 report Mary's reaction to the incident), and the
messenger formula proper (Botenformel) may be isolated as ~J Jli ~jj,
i.e. ini1" '~N i'1~} The locution kadhiilika qdla rabbuki(ka) is employed also
in Q. 19: 9 for a similar message delivered to Zechariah, and in 51: 30 to
Abraham, suggesting thus a stereotype for identical situations. Of related

application is £\.UI~~~l) in Q. 10: 33 and 40: 6. In what may be
the same function kadhalika appears in a pausal context (followed by
wa-qad) in Q. 18: 91, and as corroboratio in the queen of Sabi"s obser-
vation on the conduct of kings: 27: 34~~ ~l).J.2 The demonstrative
kadhiilika, often synonymous with kama in reference to an earlier,
analogous event, may occur with finite verbs and God as agent, e.g. Q. I I :

102 ~.;JI 1;.f I~I ~J kf ~.J..).J and 18: 19 ~~ l!.lJ.J..).J) with which

may be compared 2: 286~ l.r ~jJl ~~ W- and 4: 47 l!J W
~.JI ,-,~t. More often, however, the function of kadhalika is that of
presentative, employed to introduce utterances both exemplary and general,

e.g. ~4T dJJl ~ ~l) (Q. 2: 187, 3: 103, etc.), 049, J~ ~jj.J

(6: 55, 7: 32, etc., and with nusarrif 7: 58), or the refrain ~~ ~jJ li"'1
~I (37: 80, 105, IIO, 121, 131).3As in the prophetical literature of the
Old Testament the messenger formula, also designated formula of legiti
mation icorroboratio], may be merely understood, and constructions in
cluding only the term of commission, e.g. laqad ataynii, laqad arsalna
(Q. 2: 87, 27: 15, 31: 12, and 30: 47,4°: 23, 29: 14, respectively), are
common in Muslim scripture.

The most frequent by far of Quranic apodictic formulae is qui (say,
speak I),a locution which dispenses altogether with the messenger formula
as set out above. The observation of Horovitz that all of the Qur'an must be
regarded as the utterance of God is doctrinally sound but for a form
critical approach very frustrating." Since, however, it has never been
possible to insist that production of the Quranic revelation was analogous
to that of the Hebrew prophetical literature, problems pertaining to the
development of literary forms are difficult to define, let alone solve.
Westermann's chronological formulation 'prophetisches Wort als Boten
wort' presupposes just such a discernible development, attested by the
various forms in which the word of God was uttered, from the Pentateuch

I Westermann, Ope cit. 1°7 ff.
2 According to Ibn Qutayba, ua-kadhdlika in Q. 27: 34 was preceded by a pause and

introduced a fresh proposition, uttered by God, Ta'wil 226-7. Similarly, a pause after
hadhdlika in the Botenformel, e.g. Q. 19: 9, was the subject of exegetical dispute, see
below, IV pp. 224-5.

3 cr. Koch, Groioth, 212: lakhen; kadhalika so employed was usually interpreted
hakadha, see below, IV pp. 129-30. .. Untersuchungen,S.
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through the prophetical books to Chronicles.1 By contrast, the Qur'an
exhibits a variety of recognizable literary forms in no recognizable order.
Less dogmatic than Horovitz, Suyut! adduced five passages in Muslim
scripture whose attribution to God was at least disputedc Q. 6: 104, 114
were the words of the Arabian prophet; 19: 64 (but, curiously, not 19: 9, ZI

and 51: 30) were the words of Gabriel; 37: 164-66 were ascribed to the
angels; finally, verse 4 of the Fiitiha may have been uttered by the faithful
ribiid) or could, by insertion (taqdir)of the imperative qulu, be attributed to
God, a process applicable also to the two passages ascribed to the prophet.'
The mechanism of insertion, developed by the masoretes.! must surely
account for some at least of the 3so-odd occurrences of an imperative form
of qdla (speak).4

Its functions are several, but it would be an exaggeration to describe its
over-all effectas successful replacement of typically prophetical expressions
by the direct speech of God. The theological implications of the inverse
development in Hebrew scripture could provoke an impression that
Muslim scripture represented a conscious return to the unmediated
theophany of the Hexateuch.! That would, I think, be misleading, even
were the mechanism of divine imperatives consistently applied, which
clearly it was not. The role of the prophet in Islam is too central to allow of
such an interpretation, however much the Muslim doctrine of scripture as
the word of God might appear to lend it support." What might be con
strued as a logical contradiction between the two views is reflected in the
functions of qul. It is, for example, employed to introduce mention of God
in the third person, as in Q. 2: IZO, 140, 7: 28-9, 13: 36, 27: 93, etc.,
though such passages are far fewer in number than those without an intro
ductory qul, perhaps best exemplified in utterances of the type: wa(kiina)
alliih calimlra/;lim/1}akim, etc. QuI may preface an apodosis after statements
beginning yas'alunaka (they ask you), often of halakhic content, as in the
series Q. Z: 218-22, or 4: 176 and 5: 4, but also in matters eschatological
(7: 187) and anecdotal (18: 83).7 QuI commonly serves to indicate liturgical
instructions, frequently prayer e.g. Q. 3: z6, 10: 104, 13: 16, and especially
suras lIZ, II3, and II4.8 Finally, but most significantly, quimay introduce
statements not predicable of the deity and usually containing finite verb
forms like 'I fear' (Q. 6: IS), 'I have been ordered' (13: 36), 'If I err' (34:
50), but also descriptions of the type 'I am only a warner' (38: 65, etc.), as

I Grundformen, 70-1 (italics mine).
:: Itqiin, naw' 10: I, 99-101.
3 See below, IV pp. 219-24.
4 Cf. Noldeke, 'Zur Sprache des Korans', NBSS, 8; GdQ ii, 36,42.
5 See Koch, Growth, 216 ff; von Rad, Theology ii, 33-49.
6 See below, p. 38, and II, pp. 55-6, 77-8.
7 For the manner in which yas'alimaka may generate an aetiologicallegend, see Horo

vitz, Untersuchungen, 6, and below, IV pp. 122-6.
8 Pace Noldeke, NBSS, 8.
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well as stereotype formulae like 'God suffices as witness between us' (29:
52). It is for these last categories that the possibility of interpolation sug
gests itself, but to insist upon such in a text characterized by the absence of
logical structure, as contrasted with stylistic homogeneity, would be
superfluous.'

A somewhat less common apodictic formula is the vocative ya ayyuhii.
Though from the observations so far made this locution could be seen to
require a preceding qui, it is in fact so provided only six times, four of
which contain declarations in the first person that could not be ascribed to
God (Q. 7: 158, 10: 1°4,22: 49, 109: 1-2). It would thus not be impossible
to see in that phrase the primary form of prophetical announcement in
Muslim scripture. Most often the formula introduces an imperative (e.g.
Q. 35: 3) or a prohibitive (24: 27), but also a conditional construction (8:
29), and occasionally a nominal (33: 50) or interrogative sentence (61: 10).
The addressees may be either 'you people' without qualification ial-niis, cf.
also al-mala', al-insiin) , or 'you believersfdisbe1ievers/JewsJscriptuaries'
(alladhina amanufkafarilfhiidil/iltu 'l-kitiib) , or finally, one of several
epithets referring to God's messengers, e.g. rasiil, rusul, mursalun, nabi,
muzammil, muddaththir, etc. Utterances addressed to members of the
latter group might of course be interpreted as containing implicitly the
divine imperative, and hence equivalent to expressions prefaced by qul.
Though it is possible to argue that use of the vocative dispenses with a
specific phrase of legitimation (corroboratio), such as the messenger formula,
the two elements are by no means mutually exclusive.> Some vocative
constructions appear invariably in contexts containing also the imperative
qui, e.g. four of the five occurrences of yii bani adam (Q.7: 26, 27, 31 , 35;
the fifth is 36: 60). Despite the plural and the assertion of Noldeke
Schwally to the contrary, I am inclined to relate this locution to the voca
tive ben adam characteristic of Ezekiel (2: 1 and passim, cf. also Daniel
8: 17), where modification of the messenger formula is not infrequent, e.g.
3: I I mil" "3'~ ,~~ il:;) Cil""~ n,~~, Cil""N n':l-r, and I I: 5 '~N ""N '~N'"

;n:'1" '~N il:;). 3

A third vocative found in the Qur'an is the Wisdom formula yii bunayya
(Q. II: 42, 12: 5, 31: 13, 16, 17, 37: 102), attested also in the plural yii
baniyya (Q. 12: 67, 87 where Jacob addresses his sons; 2: 132 where Isaac
and Jacob are addressed by Abraham). Unlike the corresponding Hebrew
locutions (Proverbs passim: C"3:l iln~'fC"3:l '~~tJ)r3:l ~~~) the Quranic ones

I See below, pp. 46-7.
Z Cf. Koch, Growth, 210'-11.

3 GdQ i, 242 n. I: their proposed alternative appears only twice in the vocative,
Q. 82: 6, 84: 6 yii insiin, and can hardly be said to represent a functional counterpart
of the common address in Ezekiel; nor, it may be added, was ben adam in Ezekiel rendered
in the Targum by bar nashdibar nash (i.e. insiin), but by bar adam: see Vermes, 'Jewish
Aramaic', 328.
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are only formally linked to Wisdom: in Q. 31: 12-13~I ~ ~1...\AJ-,

.uJ4 .:.1p- ':1 w ~ ~ ~ ~-' ~":1 ~ Jli ~I-, .... , and introduce
exhortations and admonitions of a distinctly monotheistic flavour.1
Similarly related to Wisdom literature is the formula: am hasibalhasibta]
hasibtum an (e.g. Q. 29: 4, 45: 21,47: 29,18: 9,2: 214, 3: 142,9: 16, and
the variations in 23: IIS, 29: 2 'did you suppose that', etc.), in consequence
of which the prophetical announcement becomes a rhetorical question.>
This attenuated form of imperative is alsoencountered in the later prophets,
e.g, Ezekiel 8: 6 i1Z1N ilN'il OiN-l::l and 8: 17 OiN-l::l n"N'il, where apodictic
formulae are often of a character almost conversational. To relate the
juxtaposition in the Qur'an of such a variety of forms to a history of the
prophetical office would be a hazardous, if not quite futile, undertaking.
The conceptual and formal transfer of terminology, very likely in both
directions, between the roles of envoy as royal agent and as divine mediator
had been effected in Semitic literature long before the composition of
Muslim scripture.t It is to that tradition, rather than to one fabricated
from the data of Arabic literature, that a literary history of the Qur'an
must inevitably lead.

Analysis of the Quranic formulae of supplication reveals a similar set of
problems. Evidence of such pre-Islamic liturgical practices as might be
presumed to offer a recognizable source for the Quranic references is
encased in a pseudo-historical projection of Islamic scriptural exegesis. Its
classical formulation is found in the Kitiibal-Asniim of Hisham b. al-Kalbi
(d. 204/819).4 There Arabian litholatry is described as the consequence of
strife among the descendants of Ishmael in Mecca, their dispersion from
that sanctuary with relics of the Ka'ba in their possession, and continued
observance of the traditional cultic procedures at these several monuments
'in memory of and abiding affection for Mecca"! It is, then, not surprising
to find that such ritual phenomena as honouring the sanctuary (taf:;im al
bayt) by circumambulation (tawiif, dmoiir), station (wuquf), sacrifice (ihdit
al-budn),and pilgrimage (J:zajj, f umra) werein fact derived from the coven
ant Cahd) imposed by God upon Abraham and Ishmael at the Ka'ba. Some
admixture of alien and distorted observance (~ ~ L 4 ~L:;.,;)! L)
was inevitable, though such appears to have consisted largely in neglect
of the originally symbolic function of the bits of masonry detached by
departing factions from the sanctuary at Mecca. Originally unitarian
formulae of supplication, like the tasmiyaand talbiya, were thus preserved,

I Cf. Lindblom, <Wisdom', 192-204 for the link between Wisdom and monotheism;
Goldziher, <Polemik', 354-5; Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 132-6; cr. also Noldeke, Delectus,
1 line 8.

a Cf. Proverbs 20: 9; and von Rad, Theology ii, 68 on Job 4: 17.
3 See Westermann, Grund/onnen, 82.
4 GAS i, 268-71. 5 Kitdb al-Apuim, 6.
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k

but at the cost of adulteration by polytheistic foci. I The strongly exegetical
character of Hisham's description of pagan practices is clear from his
account of the introduction of such by "Amr... b. RabitafAmr b. Luhayy,
where the classification of sacrificial animals reflects the allusions of
Q. 5: 153 (baJ;,ira, sii'iba, uiasila, J;,iimi).2

The use of this and related material by Wellhausen and Lammens
resulted in a portrait of the Jahiliyya that, in accordance with the best
principles of Biblical literary (documentary) criticism by which the earliest
ascertainable form of report becomes synonymous with event, made the
transition from pagan to Islamic worship a logical and almost predictable
process.' The antonomastic development which produced Allah as the
Islamic name for God was seen to provide reasonable support for the
social evolution inferred from the exegetical literature.' The Quranic
forms of address employed for supplication admit of the same inter
pretation, and it is thus not difficult to postulate as Sitz im Leben for the
expressions yii rabbanii (address) and yii tibiidi (response) the ususloquendi
of the Arabian kdhin» Indeed, the most frequent supplicatory formula in
the Qur'an is rabbilrabband, without the vocative particle but often made
asseverative by a prefixed qul (Q. 13: 30) or qul inna (34: 39). Both rabbi
and rabbanii may introduce a petition formulated as imperative, e.g. Q. 3:
194,7: 126, 14: 41, 19: 6, 10. The response, introduced by yii 'ibiidi, may
also include an imperative, e.g. Q. 29: 56,39: 10, 53,43: 68. One is, more
over, not surprised to find the locution alldhumma, an alleged vocative
form of allah and attested in the Qur'an(3: 26, 5: 114,8: 32, 10: 10,39: 46),
contained in the polytheistic talbiya of Nizar.6 For the Muslim talbiya,
which is non-Quranic, a secular origin is plausible: A ..: \ is, however,
functionally comparable to Biblical 1'1'WN (Deuteronomy 33: 29, etc.),?

In Quranic usage both rabb and allah (or a pronominal substitute) in
combination with the verbal nouns hamd or subJ;,an (denoting gratitude or
praise) generate a number of exclamatory constructions, e.g. al-hamdu
Zillah, lahu 'l-hamd, bi-hamdi rabbika, bi-hamdika, etc., or subhiina 'lliih,
subhiina ' lladhi, subhdna rabbika, subJ;,anaka, etc. All of these reflect an
obviously liturgical origin, though hardly attested in Hisham's description
of Arabian paganism, save in the antithesis kufrdnika: subhiinika and the
parallelism tasbih:tahlil, both in verse.f With the exception of Q. 3: 188
(and possibly 61: 6) finite verb forms of the root h-m-d do not occur in the
Qur'an, though of the root s-b-b finite forms are common. An interesting

I Kitdb al-Asndm, 7.
2 Kitdb ai-Asndm; 8, 58.
3 Reste, esp. 10-64; Arabie, esp, 101-79; see below, IV pp. 138-40.
4 Wellhausen, Reste, 218; see below, III pp. 93~, IV pp. 122-7.
5 Lammens, Arabie, 152; Wellhausen, Reste, 145.
6 Kitiib al-A~ntim~ 7.
7 Wellhausen, Reste, III. 8 Kitdb al-Apriim, 26, 39, respectively.
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feature of scriptural syntax is the predominantly liturgical use of the
emphatic particle iyyii, with pronominal suffix designating the object of
worship, fear, service, etc., before the verbs: "abada (Q. I: 5, 34: 40, 10:

28,28: 63,2: 172, 16: II4, 41: 37, 29: 56), da~a (6: 41) , rahiba (2: 40,
16: 51), ittaqii (2: 41), and ista'iina (I: 5).1

The primary function of Quranic supplicatory formulae is the invocatio,
expressed in the tahlil 6\.lI1 ':11 ~ I ~ (Q. 37: 35 and variations passim), in the
tasmiya 6\.lI1 ~I .,;-~ (e.g. 5: 4), in the takbir~f ~I yf'll-, (e.g. 29: 45),
or in the introductory imperative to Staat Ikhliis ...\=..1 6\.lI1.J1b Ji. As song
of praise (hymn) the invocatio seems likely to belong to a cultic tradition,
related to sanctuary and public worship.' Some support for that conjecture
might be found in the relation of the tahlil to sacrificial prescription, i.e.
uhilla in Q. 2: 173, 5: 3, 6: 145, 16: 115,and glossed in 6: 121.,;-~ ~ L
~ .uJ1 f"""'1. The alternative is to postulate an origin in private devotion.

While evidence for a cultic background is more abundant, it has been
transmitted in a manner so overlaid with retroflective exegesis (Nachdich
tung) as to be nearly unintelligible. Solution to this kind of problem is
often frustrated by the impossibility of isolating a satisfactory prehistory
for what in the exegetical tradition have become highly charged technical
terms. A perfect illustration is provided in Kister's study of tahannuth,
in which the author argues persuasively in favour of the equivalence
tahannuthita'obbud, accepting the latter as designation of cultic practices
connected with the pre-Islamic sanctuary at Mecca.! On the other hand,
the notion of informal, private devotion contained in the Hebrew cognate
(?) te1}innah is rather older than Kister, following Goitein, appears to
accept, though that in itself does not of course justify identification of the
two terms." It is merely that references adduced to support the equivalence
tahannuthitaabbudltabarrur are drawn from a literary tradition which
stresses the exclusively Arabian sources of Islam.!

The fragmentary character of Muslim scripture can nowhere be more
clearly observed than in those passages traditionally described as narrative.
These consist in fact not so much of narrative as of exempla, of the sort
alluded to in the Qur'an itself as 'signs' (iiyiit), and hardly qualify even for
the epithet 'Iegend'A Exhibiting a limited number of themes, the exempla
achieve a kind of stylistic uniformity by resort to a scarcely varied stock of
rhetorical convention. An instance is the serial employment of the pre
sentative wa-idh (cf. Hebrew i11'1~) in Surat Baqara, e.g. verses 30, 34,

I Cf. Fischer, 'Zunburija', 153-5.
2 See Koch, Growth, 161-6: tehillah.
3 "Tahannuth', 223-36•
4 Kister, op. cit. 231 n. 51; see Elbogen, Gottesdienst, 73-81, and 265: tahanun.
5 See below, IV pp. 122-7.
6 Cf. Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 7 ff. .

J
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49-5 1, 53-5, 58, 60-1, 63, 67, 72, 83-4, 93, 124- 7, relieved by idh alone
in 131 and 133, and not noticeably different from constructions with
wa-idhii in the same contexts, e.g. 76,91, I 17. lt While the effect is tedious
in the extreme, by means of this deictic formula, of far higher frequency
than any other, a number of disparate topics, abruptly introduced and as
abruptly dismissed, is mechanically linked. Dismissal is commonly effected

by the locution ~ '1 ~~ J 3\ (e.g. Q. 2: 248), with minor variations,
e.g. 'ibra (3: 13), tadhkira (69: 12).2

These basic 'narrative' conventions are supplemented by others, which
may be distinguished as interrogative, imperative, and simple declarative,
exhibiting thus the grammatical types already encountered for apodictic
and supplicatory formulae. Since, indeed, the so-called narrative sections
of the Qur'an are of essentially symbolic character adduced to illustrate the
eschatological value of the theodicy, it is not surprising to find such
remarkable conformity. Formally interrogative locutions function almost

exclusively as rhetorical questions, e.g. ,;.~/~J.>. .!JLii ~ preceding
mention of Abraham, Moses, Pharaoh, Thamiid, and other representatives
of the umam khiiliya (Q. 20: 9, 51: 24, 79: 15,85: 17, 38: 21, and the
variation ,;.~ cl,j'4 ~f 9: 70, 14: 29)· A parallel concluding formula may

be seen in 0.J~ o~ ~~ 15Y (Q.7: 185, 77: 50)' where 1;zadith must,
as elsewhere, be understood not as historia but as exemplum, as in 34: 19

6~~~i ~~.J' Similarly, nabii' and qi~~a in phrases of formulaic
character signify exempla, e.g. Q. 18: 13 ~,;.~ dJ.c~ ~ and 12: 3
~I ~i~~ ~J. A finite verb of the second derived form
nabba'a, imperative in Q. IS: 49, 51 and imperfect in 5: 105, 6: 60, 108,
etc., supports that interpretation, as does the concluding formula l!JJ~/~

r::.l:jj Lr (e.g. Q. II: 49,12: 102), where anbii' may be seen as equivalent
to iiyiit (signs). The rhetorical question is also posed in the locutions

01/JI } ~i (e.g. Q. 4: ~44, 40: 69, 14: 19, 22: 18), 01/JI I.J~ ~.Jf (e.g.
13: 41, 34: 9), and 1•.f'j'YI J I.J.J~ ~.Jf (e.g. 30: 9, 35: 44)· Imperative
formations with the verbs dhakara and dhakkara (recall, remind) serve

also to introduce exempla, as in the series yl::S:J1 J ;-~I.J (Q. 19: 16,41,

51, 54, 56) and li~ ..!'~I.J (Q. 38: 17, "p, 45, cf. verse 48), but especially

14: 5 ..uJ1 i 44~;~.J' Similarly, the imperative construction jexssr kayj

(see how, consider what) with 'iiqiba (destiny, Q. 7: 103), with iiyiit (signs;
6: 46),or with amthiil (similes/parables> 17: 48), may introduce or conclude
mention of the exempla which characterize this very allusive version of

I See Noldeke, Zur Grammatik, 108-"9; Reckendorf, Verhiiltnisse, 475-80.
z Horovitz, op. cit. 6, 13-4.
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Heilsgeschichte. Their paideutic function is explicit in such formulae as
~ ~ y,).p\J (strike for them a parable, Q. 18: 32 , 45, 36: 13), J:i\J
c.l:-i ('"&J.;:. (recite to them the example, 5: 27, 10: 71, 26: ~9), and CJ4I ~.
~.P -lU' (these are the signs of God which we recite, 2: 252, 3: 108,
45: 6). Functionally related to the imperative constructions is the use in
Siaat $affat of the phrase saldm (ala (benedictio) to introduce the figures
of Noah, Abraham, Moses, Aaron, etc. (Q. 37: 79, 109, 120, 130).

Despite the uniformity of introductory and concluding formulae, it is
hardly possible to regard these as fixingthe limits of recognizable narrative
units.' It is even more difficult to reconstruct from the elliptically drawn
exempla themselves a form which might plausibly represent an earlier
stage of transmission. Quranic allusion presupposes familiarity with the
narrative material of Judaeo-Christian scripture, which was not so much
reformulated as merely referred to. Narrative _structure on the other hand,
absent in the text of scripture, emerged in the literature of haggadic
exegesis, in which the many lacunae were more or less satisfactorily
filled.s Determination of a likely Sitz im Leben for the Quranic forms
turns, then, upon the possibility of regarding the exempla as originally
distinct pericopes of essentially homiletic purpose. There are, of course,
several situations at least in which such pericopes might or could have
originated. But taken together, the quantity of reference, the mechanically
repetitious employment of rhetorical convention, and the stridently
polemical style, all suggest a strongly sectarian atmosphere, in which a
corpus of familiar scripture was being pressed into the service of as yet
unfamiliar doctrine. The implications of that hypothesis for a textual
history of Muslim scripture remain to be examined.

The Quranic masorah is traditionally restricted to a series of more or less
standard deviations from the canonical text.> Such material as was alleged
by some to have a claim to canonical status, but which in the event was not
included in the definitive text, tended to be relegated to discussion of
specifically halakhic questions or to argument arising out of sectarian
interests." The problem of 'variants' can be usefully approached by
distinguishing between variant readings, the proper concern of the
masoretes, and variant traditions. In the Muslim exegetical literature the
latter were explained, or evaded, by reference to the chronology of reve
lation, by means of which unmistakable repetition in the Quranic text

I Cf. Koch, Growth, 115-18; Torrey's sociological observations are of little value for
a literary analysis, Foundation, 105-16.

, See below, IV pp. 127-9.
3 See Jeffery, Materials; and GdQ iii. 4 GdQ i, 234-61, ii, 33-8, 81-112.

~
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could be justified. Versions of the chronology, together with traditions
relating to the modes of revelation, have been considered adequate
criteria for describing the collection and preservation of that text by the
Muslim community. I But variant traditions are present in such quantity as
to deserve some attention in a description of the process by which revela
tion became canon. Unlike the minutiae to be gained from variae lectiones,Z

analysis of variant traditions will not support the theory of an Urtext nor
even that of a composite edition produced by deliberations in committee,
both of which may, not surprisingly, be traced to Rabbinic Vorlagen»
Such analysis indicates, rather, the existence of independent, possibly
regional, traditions incorporated more or less intact into the canonical
compilation, itself the product of expansion and strife within the Muslim
community. Now, that kind of variant is found for most of the exempla
adduced to illustrate the umam khiiliya theme, of which those relating to
the mission of the prophet Shu'ayb offer a typical instance. It may be
conceded that -the kind of analysis undertaken will in no small measure
determine the results. For the Quranic material pertaining to Abraham,
the studies of Beck and Moubarac were developed from a wholly arbitrary
adherence to the traditional chronology of revelation and ended in a
'historical' survey of the prophet's 'changing attitude towards the patri
archs'.' Demonstration of the 'historical development of Abraham in the
Qur'an', for Moubarac the evolution of a composite figure out of an
originally dual image, required not only a verifiable chronology of reve
lation but also the structural unity of the canon. Both were asserted;
neither was proved.!

A literary analysis, as contrasted with a historical or theological one, may
properly disregard such criteria. For Shu'ayb the scriptural account exists
in three complete versions: Q. 7: 85--93, II: 84-95, and 26: 176-90; and in
abridged form (introductory and concluding formulae only) in 29: 36-7.
Between the three versions an internal relationship may be set out as
follows.

A

I And to Midian their brother Shu'ayb. (7: 85)
II (He said) if someof you believe in that with which I have been sent, and

others of you do not, then havepatience until Godjudges betweenus, for
He is the best of judges. (7:87)

I See below, pp. 33-46. 2 See below, IV pp. 203-8.
3 Cf. Eissfeldt, Einleitung, 695-707; and see below, pp, 45-52.
4 Beck, 'Abraham', 73-«)4; Moubarac, Abraham, esp. 31-50, 91-5, 163-75.
5 Moubarac, Abraham, 139, admitted the difficulty of eliciting from the document of

revelation a 'theology of history' as contrasted with 'reports of a historical nature':
'Ou encore, il y a dans le Coran une histoire de la religion plutot qu'une religion de
I'histoire'.
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III My people, worship God, for youhave no other than Him. And a sign has
come to you from your Lord. Give full measure and weight, and do not
cheat your fellows of their property, nor work evil in the land, now that
matters have been put right. There will be benefit to you if you have
faith. So occupy not any path, seeking to make it devious, and threat
ening and barring from the way of God him who believes. (7: 85-6)

IV But remember that you were fewand He increased you, and consider the
destiny of those who work evil.(7: 86)

V And the assembly of those of his people who regarded themselves as
authorities said: We will expel you from our midst, Shu'ayb, and those
who believe with you, unless you return to our law. (7: 88)

VI He replied: And if we do not wishto ?We should be guilty of denying God
were we to return to your law after He delivered us. It is not for us to
return unless our Lord God wishes it. His wisdom comprehends all
things, upon God do we rely. Lord, judge in truth between our people
and ourselves, for You are the best of judges. (7: 88--9)

VII And the assemblyof those of his people who did not accept said: If you
follow Shu'ayb then you are lost. (7: 90)

VIII So disaster overtook them and they were left prostrate in their place.
Those who rejected Shu'ayb wereas though they had not been, those who
rejected Shu'ayb were indeed lost. (7: 91-2)

IX And he turned away from them saying: My people, I brought you
messages from my Lord and advised you, so how shall I have pity on a
people who does not accept? (7: 93)

B

I And to Midian their brother Shu'ayb. (II: 84)

II (He said) My people, do you not see that I bear a sign from my Lord,
Who has provided well for me. I do not Wish to oppose you in that which
I forbid, but only to put things right so far as I can. And my success lies
with God upon Whom I rely and towards Whom I turn. (I I: 88)

III My people, worship God, for you have no other than Him. Give not
short measure and weight, for I see you in wealth and fear for you the
punishment of the last day. My people, give full measure and weight in
equity, and do not cheat your fellows of their property, nor work evil in
the land. That which abides withGod will be a benefit to you, if you have
faith. For I cannot preserve you. (II :84-6)

IV My people, let not rejection of me make you guilty, lest that afflict you
which afflicted the people of Noahor of Hiid or of $alil)., nor are the people
of Lot irrelevant. (II: 89)
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V They replied: Shu'ayb, does your prayer command that we abandon that
which our fathers worshipped or that we (do not) conduct our affairs as
we wish? But are you not clement and righteous] (I I: 87)

VI (He said) Ask forgiveness of your Lord and turn towards Him. My Lord
is merciful (and) loving. He said: My people, is my family dearer to you
than God, for you have cast Him behind you. My Lord understands that
which you do. (1I: 90, 92)

VII They replied: Shu'ayb, we do not understand much of what you say
and regard you as without support. Were it not for your family, we would
stone you, for you have no power over us. (II: 91)

VIII And when Our decree was uttered We delivered Shu'ayb and those who
had faith with him, as a mercy from Us. And disaster overtook those who
had done wrong and they were left prostrate in their place. As though
they had not been, Midian perished as Thamiid had perished. (II: 94-5)

IX (He said) My people, do in your position (as) I do. You will know him
to whom a grievous punishment comes, and who it is who lies. And
watch, for I watch with you. (II: 93)

c
I

II (Shu'ayb said) I am a messenger entrusted to you. (26: 178)

III Thus said Shu'ayb to them: Will you not fear? Fear God and obey (me).
For that I ask of you no reward. I have no reward but with the Lord of
the universe. Give full measure, and be not of those who cause loss.
Weigh in straightforward equity. And do not cheat your fellows of their
property, nor work evil in the land. (26: 177, 179-83)

IV And fear Him Who created you and those who went before. (26: 184)

V They replied: You are one of the possessed. And are only a mortal like
ourselves, and we think you a liar. But if you speak the truth, then let
some part of heaven fall upon us. (26: 185-7)

VI

VII

VIII The men of the copse rejected the messengers. Thus they rejected him,
and the punishment of the last day, a momentous day, overtook them. In
that there is a sign, but most of them have no faith. (26:176, 189-80).

IX He said: My Lord knows best what you have done. (26: 188)

The isolation and order of components proposed here, though not
always coincident with verse juncture and sequence, correspond to a
scheme widely attested in the literature of prophetical expression. r From
the analysis version A emerges as the most coherent and version C the

I See W~stermann, Grundformen, 79-82; Koch, Growth, 190-4.
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least. Absence in the latter of element I, the formula of commission
(Beauftragung), and the presence there of the simple presentative idh qdla
(thus he said: at the beginning of element III) suggest a primitive and
probably earlier formulation. The commission itself, which appears not
only in versions A and B, but also in the summary account at Q. 29: 36-7,
is a stereotype phrase employed exclusivelyfor the non-Biblical 'prophets':

.uJ11-,¥1 j..,i 4 Jli .... ~l;.,1 ..... J1.J(Q·7:6S, II:so-Hiidto
fAd; 7: 73, II: 6I-$alil). to Thamiid; 7: 8S, II: 84,29: 36-Shufayb to
Midian), and might well be thought an editorial interpolation designed
precisely to introduce reports of prophetical missions, themselves cast in
informal dialo~e.

Element II, the corroboratio (Botenformel), is not necessarily out of
place in the canonical sequence of A and B, but is probably nearer its
original position in C, where it introduces the substance of the message,
which is element III: the diatribe or accusation (ScheZtwortJAnklage). I

Only in version B is the diatribe not immediately followed by element IV:
the threat or prediction of disaster (DrohwortIUnheilsankundigung).2 Also in
version B that prediction is specified as the destiny of those who rejected
the warnings of Noah and Lot, and of the Arabian prophets Hiid and
$alil)., while in versionsA and C allusion to the fate of the umam khaliya is
general. Thus version B, rather than A, might represent the final shape of
the tradition, a possibility strengthened by the form if not the position of
element II: in C merely rasiil amin, in A billadhi ursiltu bihi, and in B
bayyinamin rabbi(whichhowever occurs, slightly varied, in element III of
version A: bayyina min rabbikum).

In elements V, VI, and VII, which constitute the altercation, dialogue is
prominent. Version C contains only element V, the contestation (Bestrei
tung), elaborated in A and B to include a counter-argument or justification
(Begriindung) , and a third component (element VII) which might be
described as the resignation and which concludes the dispute. Here,
however, version A exhibits a context more even and consistent than B, as
well as a more sophisticated argument. Element VIII signals reversion
from dialogue to narrative, in order to describe rejection of God's message
and fulfilment of the threat (element IV), the dominant motif of the
Quranicexempla. The position of element IX, the epilogue or final assess
ment, is logical only in version A. From the canonical verse sequence of
versions Band C, and from its absence in Q. 29: 36-7, one might conclude
that it was a late and optional embellishment.

As set out in the diatribe (element III), the primary transgressions of
Shu'ayb's people werethree: failure to observe fair practice in what appear
to be basic mercantile transactions ~I~I.J ~, '.J.i-,' (cf. especially Q. 83:

I Westermann, Grundformen, 46--9.
"

2 Westermann, loco cit.
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2-3, but also 6: 152, 17: 35, and 12: 59, 88; and passim in the negotiations
between Joseph and his brothers); lack of equity in questions of property
~Co~••J (j"'l:J1 ~j ':1.., (d. Q. 2: 282, II: 15); and apparently a general
inclination to damage and injury r..fJ ~I J I.JJ..-A.:) ':J or J'J YI J l~ ':J
~J.-i...., (the latter, attested otherwise only at Q. 2: 6o, evidently restricted
to the Shu'ayb traditions). From indications suchas these itisof course quite
impossible to identify either the people or the prophet. I Other allusions are
similarly unhelpful, e.g. the concept of 'reform' (i#ii~) in Q. 7: 85 and
I I : 88, but not in version C, or inclusion of the men of the copse among the
a1}ziib in Q. 38: 13(cf. also IS: 78) or with others of the umam khiiliya in
50: 14 (cf. also the Midianites in 9: 70). But Quranic references to Midian
belong as often to the Mosaic traditions, and the story of Shueayb must be
regarded as a parable, its exemplary function of greater moment than its
improbable historicity. Admonitions on equity in the matter of weights
and measures represent a Pentateuchal motif, developed in the prophetical
literature (Leviticus 19: 35-6, Deuteronomy 25: 13-16, and cf. Amos 8: 5,
Micah 6: II). The Shu'ayb traditions exhibit little by way of historical
development but ample evidence of literary elaboration, drawn from
recognizable and well-established types of prophetical report. Such
elaboration is characteristic of Muslim scripture, in which a comparatively
small number of themes is preserved in varying stages of literary achieve
ment.

The effect of variant traditions may be differently illustrated, and
assessed. Majority opinion in the exegetical literature accepts that the
passage Q. 55: 46-77 describes four gardens, whose identification as stages
of celestial reward for the faithful became a significant exercise in eschato
logical writing. Early on, but with little effectupon the verses as source of
doctrinal and allegorical speculation, a dissenting view was recorded,
namely, that the dual form jannatani in Q. 55: 46 was demanded by the
scheme obtaining there for verse juncture, but in fact represented the

singular janna, as in Q. 79: 41~ ~Gl c.l.;J1 Jli: 0~ iiJ ili...JL:;. ~.J
~W, J:..':l ~ S-,W, ~ ~I 01i ~~.2 Applied also and for the
same reason to Q. 55: 62 that stricture would halve the total number of
gardens, a result confirmed by examination of the parallel descriptions of
the two pairs. Each contains sixteen verses (i.e. Q. 55: 46-61 and 62-77),

half of which consist of the recurring phrase 04is:; ~J Co9, st-:-i,
employed thirty-one times in the entire sura but nowhere else in the text

I Cf. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 170-7; GdQ i, 151 n. 9; Horovitz, Untersuchungen,
93-4, I19-20, 138; Torrey, Foundation, 71; Speyer, Erzdhlungen, 251-4·

2 Farra', apud Suyuti, Itqdn iii, 299; employing the same criteria but ignoring the
masoretic tradition.jMtiller, Reimprosa, 132-3, reached a similar conclusion; ef. BSOAS
xxxiii (1970) 389-91.



of scripture (cf. the related locutions in Q. 7: 69, 74, 53: 55). Formally, its
function is to stress the dual inflexion characteristic of this passage.
Structurally, it produces the effect of a litany, and its similarity to C~'31~ .,~

"on which performs the same function in Psalm 136 has been noted.'
I should like here to insist upon the term litany rather than refrain. The
role of the latter in the Qur'an and elsewhere, is that of concluding
formula, which does not adequately describe employment of the device in
this passage." There the construction is based upon eight uniformly short
verses, which are those of the second description (Q. 55: 62-77), expanded
formally and conceptually in the somewhat less uniform verses of the first
description (Q. 55: 46-61), the whole enveloped and punctuated by the
element: Then which of your Lord's bounties do you deny? In the order
of the canon the two sets of eight verses are as follows.

26 QURANIC STUDIES
1
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I
I

A

46. And to him who fears the presence of his Lord, two gardens.
48. Of many varieties/colours.
50. With two springs flowing.
52. Of every fruit two kinds.
54. Reclining on beds with linings of brocade, the fruit of the two gardens

near by.
56. With chaste maidens, untouched before by men or jinn.
58. As though of ruby and pearl.
60. Can the reward for goodness be other than goodness?

B
62. And besides them, two gardens.
64. Of deep green.
66. With two springs bubbling.
68. With fruit and palms and pomegranates.
70. With pure (and) beautiful ones.
72. Pure white, reserved in chambers.
74. Untouched before by men or jinn.
76. Reclining on green cushions and fine carpets.

The contrapuntal scheme is not perfectly executed, but sufficiently so to
have prompted Zamakhshari to qualify the descriptive components of
version B as just inferior to those of version A.3 That implied of course

I Hirschfeld, Researches, 73 n. 20t though of the calque I am less certain than the
author; d. also Speyer, Erziihlungen, 29.

2 Ibn Qutayba described the formula as a marker (f~ila) between each pair of divine
favours, Ta'wil, 181; cf. GdQ i, 42; Koch, Growth, 96; Eissfeldt, Einleitung; 71-3:
Strophenbau,

3 Kashshd] Iv, 454: ad min duni himii in verse 62.
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acceptance of the canonical order of the two descriptions, but from the
same evidence it could be argued that version A represents an elaboration
of version B, both by rhetorical device and exegetical gloss. Whether the
embellishment is to be understood as purely literary or as a reflex of what
may have been the liturgical function of these verses, is difficult to deter
mine. If a cultic context can be envisaged, it would seem that the descrip
tions of paradise were recited in inverse order to the canon. More likely,
however, is juxtaposition in the canon of two closely related variant
traditions, contaminated by recitation in identical contexts, or produced
from a single tradition by oral transmission. Imagery based on a pair of
gardens appears elsewhere, e.g. Q. 34: 15-16 and 18: 32-3, though in the
latter instance the parable isweakened by defectivesyntactical distribution. I

In neither passage did the imagery provoke eschatological speculation,
whereas Quranic garden imagerybased upon the singular janna (e.g, tqJ:zab
al-janna Q. 2: 82 and passim; and the parables 2: 265-6, 68: 17-33)2 or

the pluraljannat(e.g. the formulaJ~~'~ ~ tS~ ~~ Q. 2: 25 and
passim; jannat 'adn 9: 72 and passim; jannat al-na'im 10: 9, and [annd;
wa-fuyun 51: IS), did provide the traditional points of departure for such.
It may well be that the dualjannatiini of Q. 55: 46 and 62 was, implicitly,
never understood as anything but singular.

From Zamakhshari's pun on min duni hima (Q. 55: 62) it is legitimate to
infer a consciously formulated correspondence between the descriptions in
verses 46-60 and 62-76. Whether that correspondence is exclusively
rhetorical, or rhetorical and exegetical, will depend upon the more general
problem of recognizing in the canonical text such phenomena asparaphrase,
gloss, and interpolation. That problem was adumbrated by Fischer in his
analysis of Q. 101: 8-11, where the exegetical function of the locution mii
adriika ma (how do you know what ... is?) is convincingly demonstrated.3

Reverberation of the exegetical equivalence hawiya: abyss/hellfire found
expression elsewhere, e.g. in an elegy ascribed to Waraqa b. Nawfal r:r
4-,~ J l;j' JIG~ V"L:.H;4 and an ironic utterance attributed to eAbid b.

Abras, describing his narrow escape from eternal damnation J' .!J~f
~.Jl.&J' ~~,s both emphasizing, incidentally, the triptosy of its scriptural

I Cf. Speyer, Erziihlungen, 433-4; and below, IV p. 128.
2 Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 11.
3 'Eine Qoran-Interpolation', 33-55; though it is easier to identify than to date inter

polations, the objections to Fischer's proposal articulated by Barth and Torrey are, in
my opinion, unacceptable: references in Paret, Der Koran, 518-19; and O'Shaughnessy,
'Seven Names', 449-51.

4 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 232 line 5.
5 Ma'arri, Risdlat al-Ghufrdn, 178 top.
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occurrence.' That the phrase miiadriiha mii is of hermeneutical, not merely
lexical, moment is evident from its thirteen occurrences in the Qur'an where,
in addition to such hapax legomena as hawiya (Q. 101: 10), saqar (74: 27),
'illiyun (83: 19), etc., expressions like yawm al-din (82: 17-18), yawm al
[asl (77: 14), and 'aqaba (90: 12) are glossed. But traditional accommo
dation of the phrase was designed to expel doubts about just whose utter
ance it represented: God's, prophet's, or commentator's. Raghib Isfahiinl
declared, for example, that whenever God preceded mention of any topic
with mii adriika ma, He explained it, but that when He employed the
expression ma yudrika, the matter was left unexplained.> The fact that the
two formulae are anyway not functionally comparable is less relevant than
the manner in which mii adriikamii was there unequivocally assumed to be
the word of God. The md yudrika construction, always completed by
laf alia (how do you know whether ?), is predicative rather than explicative
(Q. 33: 63, 42 : 17, 80: 3), as Isfahanl inadvertently observed.

Some instances of apostrophe might be thought to signal commentary to

the text of revelation, e.g. in Q. 16: 51 WI!~I ~ '::II I.J~ '1 A.UI Jli.J
c.J~) 19 lS41J/...bI.J 0 '::II ~ where the middle term in the third person
contrasts with the imperative construction as a whole: 'God said: do not
take unto yourselves two gods/for He is only one god/so have fear of Me
(alone)'. Such, in my opinion, is not to be confused with a passage like
Q. 25: 45-56, in which mention of God alternates between first and third
person, exhibiting the abrupt transition characteristic of so much of
Quranic style, and indicating not juxtaposition of text and commentary
but rather, of fragments from independent traditions. That the apo
strophic qul must in those contexts impossibly predicable of God be an
interpolation has been proposed; similarly the locution min allah after
mawthiq in Q. 12: 66, 80, by means of which that otherwise unattested
designation of covenant could be unambiguously related to mithiiq.

In the examples of variant traditions adduced above, those describing
the mission of Shu'ayb might be held to contain traces of exegetical
activity. Element I (formula of commission) appears in versions A and B
only, and may represent a gloss of the introductory idh qala of version C.
Element IV (threat/prediction of disaster), in A and C a general reference
to the umam khiiliya, becomes in B specific enumeration of the fates of
those who rejected Noah, Hiid, $alil,l, and Lot. On the other hand, elabor
ation of element V in version C to the series V-VII (altercation) in versions
A and B is more likely to be evidence of independent origins. Now, in the
passage containing parallel descriptions of the two gardens, the precise
relationship between corresponding elements is rather more problematic,
since, as I have intimated, the possibility of proliferation from a single

1
1
I

I Fischer, 'Eine Qoran-Interpolation', 43-4. 2 Apud Suyiip, Itqiin ii, 139.

j
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tradition cannot be ruled out. I However, a tendency towards clarification
as well as conceptual enhancement is discernible in a comparison of verse
64 (mudhiimmatani) with verse 48 (dhawiitii afndnin: interpreting afniin as
a[wiin),2 of verse 66(nQ.{it}iikhatani) with verse 50 (tajriyiini), or of verse 68
(fakihatun toa-nahhlun wa-rummanun) with verse 52 (min kulli fiikihatin
zawjiini). Thus set out the evidence would appear to support the hypo
thesis of an earlier composition for version B, though the remaining parts of
the two descriptions suggest other possibilities. For example, subsumption
in verse 56 of all the elements of verses 70,72,74 might indicate originally
distinct traditions, as could the presence in version A of verses 58 and 60,
both without obvious counterparts in version B. But I am inclined to see
in verse 58 (ai-yaqut wal-marjan) an elaboration of /:tilr in verse 72, and to
interpret verse 54 as a conscious reformulation of the clumsier imagery of
verse 76. A paraphrase of version B in version A might none the less be of
liturgical, rather than exclusively exegetical origin. The rhetorical question
of verse 60 exhibits a common Quranic device, already noticed, and serves
to stress the eschatological content of the entire passage. As such it would
belong to the exegetical tradition, the concern of which it was to underline
the relation of this particular instance of double garden imagery with the
concept of celestial reward elsewhere illustrated by the forms janna and
ianniit.

I have drawn attention to the allusive treatment in the Qur'an of the
schemata of revelation. The style is best observed in the so-called 'narra
tive' passages, of which the Shu'ayb traditions offer typical illustration.
Indeed, each of the themes representative of the Quranic theodicy ex
hibits a recognizable literary type in a state of suspended development.
A degree of uniformity was achieved by recourse to a limited number of
rhetorical conventions. Specifically stylistic problems provoke other more
general ones relating to assimilation and the mimetic process. For example,
traces in the retribution imagery of election and remnant traditions associ
ated with the salvation history of Israel distinguish the role of that nation
in the theodicy from those of the umam khiiliya, themselves elected but
vanished without survivors. A consequence of that distinction is the purely
exemplary function of parables containing the accounts of non-Biblical
prophets, and a concomitant failure to assimilate Arabian elements to the
Judaeo-Christian legacy. An example of partial assimilation may be seen
in the imagery developed round the concept 'days/battles of God'. Not
unexpectedly, the injunction wa-dhakkirhum bi-ayyiim allah in Q. 14: 5
is addressed to Moses. But elsewhere the terms ayyiim and ayyiim allah
are of general application, and the possibility of contamination by the

I

I Cf. Koch, Growth, 90-1. 2 Zamakhshari, Kashshtif iv, 452 ad Ioc,
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autochthonic ayyiim al-earab has been noted. Other instances of more
and lesssuccessful assimilation to the native linguistic tradition are provided
by the Quranic imagery relating to angelology and resurrection.

Anonymous and collective reference in Muslim scripture to angels
(malakjmalii'ika) is abundant, relieved very rarely by specific designation,
e.g. Q. 2: 98, 102.1 In the exegetical literature the vague and general
became explicit and specific (tatyin), and a series of dogmas elaborated
with reference to the role and rank of angels in the hierarchy of creation.>
The function of angels as mediators between God and men, and by ex
tension emissaries and agents of revelation, is a significant component of
Islamic prophetology (cf. e.g. Q. 17: 95, 22: 75, 35: I, 41: 14).3 Terms
other than malak were in the exegetical tradition subsumed under this
rubric, as for example, zabiiniyya in Q. 96: 18, interpreted by Zamakh
shari as 'angels of retribution' (malii'ikat al- tadhiib).4 Rather less arbitrary
was application of that procedure to the epithet muqarrabiin. In four
passages (Q. 56: II, 88, 83: 21, 28), the notion of propinquity to God as
reward for piety is clearly conveyed, expressed in 56: 7-11 as a tripartite
distribution of benefit, of which muqarrabiin represent the highest order.
Twice(Q. 7: 114,26: 42) the same image is employed in a secular setting,
promise of reward being the utterance of Pharaoh. Thus the transfer of
function achieved by derivatives of the root q-r-b attested in prophetical
and Rabbinic literature is reflected in Quranic usage, though I should be
reluctant to interpret the courtly environment of Q. 7: 114 and 26: 42 as
exhibiting a genuine Sitz im Leben for the Arabic metaphor.! As in the
imagery associated with the messenger as both royal and divine agent, that
relating to admission into the royal and into the divine presence may be
thought a calque of the semantic evolution already complete in Biblical
Hebrew, e.g. Esther I: 14 as contrasted with Jeremiah 30: 21.

In two further Quranic passages (3: 45 and 4: 172), both traditional
sources of Muslim Christology, the content of muqarrabiin is extended to
include not only an elite among the saved, but also Jesus and certain of the
angels. Express reference in Q. 4: 172 to malii'ika muqarrabim became in
the exegetical tradition the occasion of another and different link with
Biblical imagery. Zamakhshari identified these 'angels drawn near' with
the cherubim round the throne of God 'like Gabriel, Michael, Israfil, and
others of their rank' J.:!..r:~ ~..rJ' J~ ~jJl 0~-,.;:J' ~~I ~-'

~ J &".J J~'r'-' j.;~-,.6 In Arabic lexicography approximation

1 See Wensinck. Creed, 198-202 and references; also Vajda. EI, s.v, Hariit wa-Marut,
2 Wensinck, loco 'cit.; Geiger. Was hat Mohammed. 80-2; for ta·yin. see below. IV

pp. 135-6. 3 See below, II pp. 55. 61-3.
4 Kashshiif iv, 779 ad Ioc.
5 Speyer, Erziihlungen.266. 299-300; von Rad, Theology ii, 218~.
6 Kashshiifi, 596 ad loc.; cf, Speyer. op. cit .• 26-7 for Rabbinic parallels; and Goldziher,

'Polemik', 371, for karUbiyyiln and Israfil in Arabic versions of Genesis 3: 24.
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of the roots q-r-b and k-r-b was seen to conform to a series of semantic con
clusions drawn from the behaviour of morphemes of intensity (mubiilagha),
by which karubiyyun must represent those of the muqarrabiin 'nearest the
throne of God' and, hence, the principal of the angels, among whom were
Gabriel, Michael, and Israfil.' The linguistic laws by which that accom
modation of a non-linguistic calque was justified are only partially
attested: the measure jaful and the affix -iyy may be so interpreted, but
not the relation k/q.2 ·Juxtaposition of three originally unrelated elements:
the pious, the archangels, and the cherubim, is of course logically un
satisfactory, but for the assimilation of Biblical exegesis to the Arabic
linguistic tradition, an instructive example indeed.

The lexical range of Quranic resurrection imagery is rather wider. The
primary concept is that of resurrection as a second creation, derived from
the vocabulary appropriate to the acts of God in nature.! Typical formu-

lations are Or JJf ~l;AL:., lSli~ J.i} (Q. 18: 48), ~J ~~ ~

~~i O)w ~jci ~~ ~~ (20: 55), Or J-Ji lJb~f ~jJl ~ J.i
(36: 79), and o~ rJ ~I j~ A.lII Ji (10: 34 and passim). Express
reference to khalq jadid (fresh creation) occurs consistently in a context of
altercation about the promised resurrection, e.g. Q. 13: 5, 17: 49, 98,
32 : 10, 34: 7 (variation khalq iikhar in 23: 14), and in 50: 15 paired with
khalq awwal (first creation). With derivatives of such verbs as ansha'a (in
Q. 36: 79, above), anshara, and akhraja (signifying erect, elicit, evoke),
imagery designed to convey production of life out of death is varied and
extended: nash'a ulii (56: 62), nash'a ukhrii (53: 47), nash'a iikhira (29:
20), inshii' (56: 35),nushiir (25: 3, 35: 9), khuruj (50: I 1,42), etc. Of highest
frequency, however, are constructions based on the antithesis J;.ayy: mayyit,
occurring with akhraja in Q. 6: 95 and 10: 31, but mostly with finite verb
forms of the same roots, e.g. Q. 2: 259, 22: 6, 30: 50, and explicitly linked
with khalq in 2: 164 and 46: 33.4 The categorical statement in the song of
Moses iJ"nN' n"~N "3N (Deuteronomy 32: 39) appears verbatim in Q. 2: 259
~i~ ~f lit.s The hymnic context of the Biblical passages, reflected in
the liturgical application of O"l'I~i1 n"nn, may be seen also in Quranic
usage, where the epithet 'bringer of life and death/death and life' is often
introduced by the invocatio, e.g. allah, huwa, ua-huaa 'lladhi, etc. (Q.
30: 40, 10: 56,23: 80).6 Related to that particular image is the concept, but

I Zabidi, Ttij al-rArus i, 454 s.v. karubiyyun.
2 Cf, Vollers, Volkssprache, II; GVG i, 121-2.
3 Cf. Lehmann-Pedersen, 'Auferstehung', 54-61; Wensinck, 'Propheten', 182-4.
4 See the passages adduced in Muller, Reimprosa, 128-9; O'Shaughnessy, Death,

32,45-6, 50; cf. BSOAS xxxiii (1970) 613-5.
5 Cf. also the third person construction in Q. 53: 44 with the song of Hannah, 1 Samuel

2: 6, adduced Speyer, Ereiihlungen, 445.
6 Cf. Elbogen, Gotkesdienst, 29, 32,44; Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 70, 76-8,202.



not the cognate, of'dry bones' reclothed with flesh at the command of God
l1'lt'~., m~~» (Ezekiel 37: 1-14), e.g. Q. 23: 14 l;~ L~ ~I ~

l."J r~JI and 36: 78 ~J ~J rlluJl ~ ~. Rhetorical emphasis
upon the corporeal aspect of resurrection is exhibited also in the collocation
'dust and bones' (tuTab wa-fi~am, e.g. Q. 23: 82), an expression of incre
dulity rather than a divine reminder of mortality. I Quranic expression of
the latter is contained in Q. 22: 5 yl.J &" ~~ Uti. In Muslim

scripture the fact of resurrection is presupposed: it is the point of departure
for polemic rather than the result of thematic development, and formula
tions of doubt are stereotype.

Of somewhat different character are four other terms appropriate to the
Quranic resurrection imagery: bo'th, hashr, ra]', and qiyiima. The basic
notion of dispatch common to the first three of these is exhibited in
scriptural usage, but is in each case dominated by association with the
symbolism of the day of judgement. Such is achieved by juxtaposition of

finite forms with the substantive yawm (day), e.g. JJl'~ r~ (Q. 56: 6,

18), 0.i~·.1 r~ JI (7: 14, 15: 36, etc.), ~I~ i~ (19: 85), rY...J
~~~ (10: 28, etc.), 4' 0~j~ i~.J (24: 64, cf. 2: 281). The day
is occasionally specified as yawm al-qiyiima, as in Q. 23: 16, 17: 97, but
the ambiguity inherent in ba'atha (as a synonym of arsala: send) may have
effected what appears to be a gloss (IJayyan: alive) in Q. 19: 15 and 33

~~ ~f/~~ r~.J· Similarly Q. 22: 7 J~ill J ~~ A.UI 01.J where
the locution 'those in their graves' restricts the semantic range of yab'ath
(sends, hence resurrects) in a manner appropriate to the exegetical gloss.
The metaphorical value of the image is thus diminished, or eliminated, as
in Zamakhshari's interpretation of the isolated instance of yawm al-khurii]
(Q. 50: 42: day of emergence) as 'they emerge from their graves', which,
though rendering yawm al-khuTuj unequivocally as 'day of resurrection',
destroys the more sophisticated metaphorical function of akhraja and its
derivatives.> The same ambiguity in hashara (gather) and raja:« (return)
is reduced by employment of parallel constructions with ilayhi (to Him),
e.g. ilayhi tu1JshaTun (Q. 5: 96,58: 9, etc.) and ilayhi tUTjatun (2: 28, 10: 56,
etc.). Status constuctus with yasom and the verbal noun is explicit only for
batb ~, r~ I~ (Q. 30: 56), but the contexts of Q. 50: 44 J D;· ·' i~

~ ~~ ~~ ~'yw ~ J'J~I and 86: 8-9 i~J~\il ~J J.':. ~1
)lrJ\ ~ perform a similar service for hashr and Tal, respectively.

Of the four terms qiyiima is unique, and for two reasons: the verbal
noun itself occurs only in status constructus with yawm, and, with two

I O'Shaughnessy, Death, 46-9; cf. Speyer, Ope cit. 72-3 ad Genesis 3: 19.
Z Kashshd] iv, 393 ad loco
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exceptions, finite forms of the root q-w-m do not explicitly describe the
fact of resurrection. The locution yawm taqum al-siia (Q. 30: 12, 14, 55,
40: 46, 45: 27) reflects al-saa qii'ima of 18: 36 and 41: 50, in which the
agent is the (final) Hour. Similarly, combinations of the imperfect with
hisiib (reckoning) in Q. 14: 41, ashhdd (witnesses) in 40: 51, raJ;. (spirit) and

mala'iha (angels) in 73: 38. Only in Q. 39: 68~.J~ i lJ~ I~~ and 83: 6

~WI y) r.rl;J I i~ i~ is the act of rising/standing predicated of men.
On the other hand, ratios offrequency and distribution for yawn al-qiyiima
are high (seventytimes in suras ranging from the second to the seventy-fifth),
and corresponding collocation with derivatives of bafthand hashr has been
noted. Against the possibility of generation from the finite constructions
yawma yaqismultaqiimu may be set the likelihood of yawm al-qiyiima as an
incompletely assimilated borrowing. A calque of Syriac qeyamta, indicat
ing presumably a loan-translation of Greek anastasis, would produce a
significant polarity within the Quranic resurrection imagery.I The major
implication need not, however, be a dual sourcefor the theological concept,
namely C'l'l~iT l'l'nn and avaOTauls,2 but rather, or also, further evidence
of the polemical environment in which the scripture of Islam came into
being.

2. ITS COMPOSITION

Procedures of transmission and preservation demand that the word of God
conform to recognizable patterns of human utterance. From the foregoing
analysis of rhetorical schemata and of variant tradition, exegetical gloss,
and conceptual assimilation, it may be supposed that the Quranic revelation
is no exception to the general rule. But the mimetic process is a complex
one. Isolation of such monotheist imagery as is characteristic of themes
like divine retribution and sign, covenant and exile, indicates the per
petuation in Muslim scripture of established literary types. And yet, the
merely allusive style of that document would appear to preclude positing
the relationship of figural interpretation (typology) admitted to exist
between the Old and New Testaments. The pattern of fulfilment (figuram
implere) cannot, or at least hardly, be elicited from a comparison of Muslim
with Hebrew scripture. That this is not merelya negative inference from the
absence of an explicit connection of the sort established between the Chris
tian and Hebrew scriptures ought to be clear from examination of the
Quranic forms themselves, which reflect, but do not develop, most of the
themes traditionally associated with literature of prophetical expression.
If the claim to place the Qur'an within that clearlydefined literary tradition
is conceded, it would none the less be inaccurate to describe that document
as exhibiting essentially a calque of earlier fixed forms. The relationship

I Ahrens, 'Christ1i~hes im Qoran', 32.

4SS9C7G C

2 Cf. Black, Aramaic Approach, 28I.
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is rather more complicated, due at least in part to the origins of Muslim
scripture in polemic. Illustration of that is provided by analysis of the con
fused and conflicting theories about the manner of its composition.

Muslim views on the mechanics of revelation consist for the most part
of exegetical speculation on the content of Q. 42: 5I. That verse may be
set out as follows.

It is not granted to any man
that God address him except:
(A) directly
(B) or from behind a screen
(C) or by sending a messenger
who utters with His permission
that which He wishes

He is indeed exaltedand wise.

A primary difficulty in this passage is its implication for a fundamental
dilemma of Islamic theology: revelation as the unmediated speech of God,
or revelation as the prophetical (angelic) report of God's speech. My trans
lation of element (A) diverges from the consensus doctorum of Muslim
tradition, according to which wal}y is synonymous with ilhiim (inspiration),
the verbal noun of Quranic alhama (91: 8, a hapax legomenons» It seems
clear, however, from element (C), in which the pronominal components of
[a-yiihiya and bi-idhnihi can hardly share a single referent, that the use here
of awl}ii is 'to reveal/present oneself' and, in conjunction with kallama, 'to
utter directly (without mediation)'. That interpretation has the additional
advantage of offering the required degree of contrast between the three ( 1)
alternative kinds of theophany. Zamakhshari, drawing upon the imagery of
delegated authority (wakil, rasal), permitted element (C) to be so inter
preted, but alluded in the same passage to what had become a traditional
link. between elements (A) and (C), namely, that the concept waJ;y pre
supposed dispatch (irsiil) of a messenger.> Now, that Quranic awJ;a may
in some contexts be a synonym of arsala is clear from the very next verse

(Q. 42: 52) liri ~b.-'J ~I ~.Ji ~~(cf.17:86, 41: 12). Application of
the equivalence to elements (A) and (C) of Q. 42: 51, producing ultimately
an interpretation of nearly the same currency as wal}y: ilhiim, may, I suspect,
be traced to the elliptical style of earlier exegetes. Muhammad Kalbi, for
example, glossed 'We reveal to you' with 'We send Gabriel to you with it'
in the sense of 'to inform you of it',3 Muqatil b. Sulayman improved upon

J e.g. Zamakhshari, Kashshdf iv, 233 ad loc. Ibn Qutayba, on the other hand, was
doubtful, Ta'wil, 78, 83. See below, II pp. 58-9.

2 Kashshdf, loco cit.; the equation walzy: irsdl may be compared with Zamakhshari's
observations on the messenger formula as derived from royal protocol, see above, p. :I 2.

3 Tafsir, MS Ayasofya lIS, 13Sr ad Q. 12: 102.
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that method by adding to his own gloss 'God revealed to him' the phrase
'Gabriel came to him and informed him of it'. I But that wa/:ty may signify
communication, without recourse to an emissary, is confirmed not only by
Q. 42: 51 but also by the use of awIJa in 6: 19, 112, 12: 3,18: 27, etc.>

The significance of the tripartite description of the word of God in Q. 42:
5 I lies in its allusion to the uniqueness of the Mosaic revelation, explicitly
adduced three times by Zamakhshari in his commentary to this verse.
According to that exposition divine communication to all prophets other
than Moses was conveyed by an emissary (mode C); Moses and the angels
alone was/are addressed by God, but indirectly (mode B); the Jewish claim
that Moses had been directly. and personally spoken to by God (mode A)
was denied. This report, adduced without authentication, is found also in
Muqatil, and is symptomatic of the polemical atmosphere in which Muslim
views were formulated. 3

The exact nature of that polemic emerges from examination of the
imagery employed for mode (B). Quranic /:tijab (screen) may be of literal
application(Q. 33: 53) or metaphorical (19: 17,38: 32, 83: 15); its function
in 7:46 is eschatological, and in 17: 45 and 41:5 it is a reflex of Biblical
masoehjkalymma» In Q. 42: 51,however, the symbolism is Rabbinic, being
the locution 1""';' ""nN7J descriptive of the distinction between Israelite
and foreign prophets in their reception of the word of God.s And within
the circle of Hebrew prophets the Biblical distinction accorded Moses
(Exodus 33: II, Numbers 12: 8, Deuteronomy 34: 10) and elaborated
in the Rabbinic tradition," is also and not unexpectedly found in Muslim

exegesis, e.g. ad Q. 2: 253, 4: 164(~ \f".J-4 .uJI ~~), 7:143-4,28: 30,
where it reflects a transition from mode (B) to mode (A).7Biblicalattestation
of the unique relationship between God and Moses found a second expres
sion in the criterion of angelic mediator, essential to all but the Mosaic
revelation and, as mode (C) of Q. 42: 51, of considerable significance in the
development of Muslim prophetology." The unmediated theophany of the
Pentateuch and earlier prophets was recast in prophetical literature proper,
to which the Qur'jin may be reckoned, by recourse to the messenger formulae
and the divine imperative." Quranic waIJy in its final form was an inclusive
concept, expanded by Suyiiti to cover not only the express utterance of

I T'afsir, MS. H. Husnu 17, 172v ad Q. 18: 86.
z For waby in the profane tradition, cf. Goldziher, Studien ii, 7 n. I.

3 Kashshdf iv, 233-4; Tafsir, MS H. Husnu 17, 277v ad loe; cf. Geiger, Was hat
Mohammed, 78-80, and Speyer, Erziihlungen, 299-3°1.

.. See below, II pp. 72-3.
5 Speyer, op. cit. 420; Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 52-3; Jeffery, 'Scripture', 200 n. 34.
6 Cf. Saadya, Kittib al-Amanat, 118-25, 132-5; Maimonides, Daldlat ii, chs. 33-4;

Altmann, 'Theory', 19-21; Speyer, op. cit. 419.
7 Zamakhshari, Kashshdf i, 297 ad Q. 2: 253; Baqillaru, I'jds, 15; Suyutl, Itqdn i, 129;

Sharif Murtada, Am(ili ii, 312 ad Q. 4: 164; GdQ i, 23.
8 See below, II pp. 58-61. 9 Cf. Koch, Growth, 187; and above, pp. 12-15.
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God but also that which men among themselves perceived to be His
intention (i.e. inspirationj.! As set out in Q. 42: 51, and shorn of profane
and rhetorical amplification, the notion drew almost certainly upon Rab
binic formulations of the Mosaic tradition, even to the extent of adopting
in modified form arguments designed originally to demonstrate the pre
creation of the Torah.>

Muslim discussion of the mode of Quranic revelation is characterized
by a predominant concern to distinguish it from the manner in which the
Torah was revealed. Expressed in the polarity jumla (integral): munajjam
(serial), the distinction derived moment from a widely accepted inter-

pretation of Q. 25: 32 D...bl."~ Jf,;J1 ~ JjJ ~y I.,,; ~.:ul Jli."
~;. ol:.1SJ." !.bIj!~ ..:;..~ ~jj. The necessary link. between the locution

jumlatan wli~idatan (all of one piece) and the Mosaic revelation was pro
vided by interpreting alladhina kafaru (those who reject/disbelieve) as
reference to the Jews. Inaprophetical hadith. traced to (Abdallah b. (Abbas
such was the primary interpretation, mushrikun (polytheists) being adduced
as an alternative. For Zamakhshari the roles were reversed. The spokesmen
are Quraysh or, it is said (wa-qila), the Jews. The contrast may be under
stood as polemical rather than historical, and exhibits a major theme of
Muslim exegetical literature.! Priority of the Jews over Quraysh in that

particular context was early attested, e.g. in Kalbi's gloss to Q. 17: 2 t;f',-,
o..b.l."~ oIJ..fJIl$'""Y ~f/~~I ~.JA' Quranic proof-texts for this
interpretation, containing reference to the Mosaic tablets (alwii~, e.g. Q. 7:
144-5, IS0, 154, 171 ) , were easily found and frequently adduced, as in
Suyiiti.4 Preoccupation with the precise difference between the two revela
tions generated a number of near-synonYms for the adverbial munajjaman
(also nujuman): in the second half of Q. 25: 32 the term tartilan, properly
an elocutionary designation (tajlij aI-asnlin) was often interpreted as a

reference to serial revelation; from Q. 17: 106 """,\;jl J':- or~ ola) liT}."
~y:; ol:Jy."~~ the expressions mufarraqan (separately) and tanzilan

(by descent) could be seen to embody the same concept.s Similarly, nujuman,

somewhat arbitrarily related to Quranic i~1 ~~ (56: 75), became the

point of departure for speculation on the likely extent/capacity of an in-

t Itqiin i, 128, on the doubtful authority of Zuhri.
Z See Ibn Wahb, Burhdn, 139-41; GdQ i, 21 n. 2, 46; Horovitz, op. cit. 67-8; and below,

II pp. 83-4.
3 Suyiiti, Itqdn i, 122; Zamakhshari, Kashshiif iii, 278 ad loc; and see below, IV

pp. 122-6.
4 Kalbi, Tafsir, MS Hamidiye 40, lUv ; Itqiin i, 122-3; cf. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed,

151.
S Zamakhshari, Kashshiif iii, 278~ ad Q. zS: 32; cf. ibid iv, 637 for tartilan in Q. 73:

4; SUyiiti, ltqiin i, 117-18.
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stalment (najm), generally agreed to contain about five verses. The notion

of a time-lag may also be elicited from Q. 20: 114 J.:i~ 01.;14~ 'j.J

~-' ~ I~ 01 in which the terms qur'an (publication) and walty
(communication) are balanced by implicit reference to a period required for
hearing, understanding, and learning the content of each revelation.'

The antithesis jumla :munajjam was further differentiated. Lest the con
cept of piecemeal revelation be seen to thrown doubt upon the origins of

Muslim scripture, two verses 01.,;11 4 Jj.if lS.JJ1 0~J ~ (Q. 2: 185)

and J-WI~ J ol:Jyi trl (97: I) were adduced and interpreted to demon

strate that the Quranic revelation had consisted of two separate processes:
transfer in its entirety to the nearest heaven and thence serially to the

prophet during a period of approximately twenty years ,WI J I Jj JJI
A:.- tJ.?- J~ ~~ ~ Jy ~ :;~I-, ~ JJ.AJI ~ ~JJI.2 The
chronological expressions in the two verses, Ramadan and Laylat al
qadr, did not remain exclusive to the Muslim revelation: the scriptures
of Abraham, of Moses, of David, and of Jesus had also been revealed at
ascertainable dates in Ramadan." But it is the Mosaic revelation which
furnished almost alone a point d'appui in the polemical discourse, ex
hibiting the Rabbinic (and Patristic) view of the origins of the Penta
teuch.s On the other hand, references to Christian scripture in the Qur'an
provoked inevitably a similar description, as in Suyiiti, where the inter
pretation of Q. 3: 3 stressed that both Torah and Gospel (injil) had been
revealed all of a piece, or in the observation of Ibn Ishaq on the material

contained in~the revelation to Jesus~ ci'-' 0L)~~ ~ 0lf" J.i.J

~~ I ~~ ~ 'j I J JJJ I cr 0' l::- lo.J ~.J..J Lr.1.s Despite polemical
reiteration some confusion persisted, ultimately to be clarified or evaded
by resort to rationalizing argument drawn from outside scripture. The
munajjam concept was after all not exclusively Quranic: in his commentary
to the Psalter Saadya explained repetition as the consequence of separate
occasions of revelation to David, much as could be found in the Torah,
itself a product of serial revelation :131'\3 :'17m il71~ :1"'1'\. 6

The dual character of the Quranic revelation was seen to be an honour

I Suyutl, Itqdn i, 124-5; Zamakhshari, Kashshiif iii, 90 ad Q. 20: II4.
2 Suyutt, Itqdn i, 116; cf. GdQ i, 80; the accusative pronoun in Q. 97: 1 is in SUyUti's

discussion understood to refer to the Qur'fin, though Gabriel was occasionally made the
referent, see below, II pp. 61-2.

3 Suyuti, Itqdn i, 120; a variant tradition in the anonymous Kiuib al-Mabdni; 235.
4 Cf. Eissfeldt, Einleitung, 695-8, citing inter alia Talm. Babl, Baba Batra 14b; and

see Goitein, 'Ramadan', 9O-IIO.

5 Itqdn iii, 343; apud Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 232.
6 Lauterbach, Saadja, 23 n. 9; Speyer, Erziihlungen, 423 n. 2, citing Talm. Babl,

Gittim 60a.
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(tashrif) bestowed by God upon its recipient: by virtue of the integral
transfer of the word to the nearest heaven, Muhammad was made the
equal (taswiya) of Moses, above whom he was subsequently elevated

(taft;lil) as a result of the serial transfer r,.,s"".J-4 ~J ~ U-::~ ~~I ~ I 4-'
~ ~~ ~IJI j ~ ~I-, ~ ~l:) ~I)l J. Precise
reasons for the second process were of three kinds: (a) Muhammad, being
illiterate, required time to learn; (b) the Qur'an, containing abrogating
and abrogated parts, revised formulations, and direct answers to specific
questions, must of necessity have been serially revealed; (c) conversion of
the Arabian heathen had perforce to proceed by gentle and humane
stages.I The extent to which those views reflect doctrinal disputes of a
most significant kind for the historical image of the Muslim community
will be made clear in the following chapters.

From the axiomatic position achieved by the principle of serial revelation
it followed that that process should be described: temporally and spatially
fixed. The demand was met, indeed exceeded, by a supply of data formu
lated to provide a meticulous chronology of the Quranic revelation.
Technically designated akhbiir/asbiib al-nuzul (reports about/causes of
revelation), this material found its most succinct expression in halakhic
exegesis, bearing eloquent witness to the many, often contradictory, uses
to which a single instance of revelation .might be put.> The arbitrary
character of these data is best observed in the pseudo-historical literature
which accompanied, possibly preceded, the efforts of the halakhists to
distribute meaningfully the Quranic revelation over a period of twenty/
twenty-five years following the call of the Arabian prophet. The traditional
principle informing that literature, namely, that a chronology of revelation
is possible, has to my knowledge never been questioned.!

A typical illustration is found in the accounts of an interview of Ja'far
b. Abi T'alib with a/the rtiler of Ethiopia (najiishi). The episode is one in a
narrative series treating of L1.e Muslim emigration/exile to that country
(al-hijra ai-illii) and of the dispatch by Quraysh of a mission to secure
return of the emigrants to Mecca, In the presence of those envoys ja'far
was summoned to explain the circumstances of himself and his com
panions. His response may be set out as follows.

I. We were a people, a folk in ignorance.
2. Worshipping idols.
3. And eating carrion.
4. Frequenting prostitutes.

I SUyiiti, Itqdn i, 82, 119, 121, 124.
3 GdQ i, 58-65; cf. below, IV pp. 126-7.

2 See below, IV PP.177-8.
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5. And severing ties of kinship.
6. Violating the rules of security.
7. The powerful among us oppressing the weak.

Thus we were until:

I. God sent to us a messenger chosen from our midst, whose background,
honesty, faithfulness, and continence we knew.

2. Who called us to God, to associate no one with Him, to worship Him, to rid
ourselves of the stones and images which we and our fathers had been
worshipping. He commanded us to worship God alone and to associate
nothing with Him.

3. (And he commanded us) to abstain from that which is forbidden and from
blood.

4. And he forbade us prostitutes.
5. (And he commanded us) to observe the ties of kinship.
6. And to abide by the rules of security.
7. (And he forbade us) to devour the property of orphans.
8. And he commanded us to speak honestly and to act in good faith; and (to

abstain from) false speech and the slander of honourable women.
9. And he commanded us to fulfil the duties of prayer, almsgiving, and fasting.

Recounted on the authority of an eye-witness (scil. Umm Salama) to the
event, this version was adduced in the earliest biography of the Arabian
prophet. I

The substance of Ja'far's recital, designated by the tradent 'the principles
of Islam' (umur al-isldmi, is not unlike prescriptions of essentials for the
new faith published from time to time by the Christian apostles (e.g. Acts
IS: 20, 28-9). Formally, a degree of dramatic tension is achieved by the
syntactical balance developed round the phrase 'Thus we were until'. The
counterpoint consists almost entirely of locutions attested at least once, in
some cases frequently, in the canonical text of the Quranic revelation:

I. ~l.:- ~i L~ l::J may be thought to reflect0~ L~ ~Gf

(Q. II: 29,46: 23, cf. 7: 138,27: 55), or even one of the four occurrences
of jiihiliyya (interpreted as a collective: Q. 3: 154, 5: 50, 33: 33, 48: 26).
t .. ~-'oW) ~ I JJlI ~~ is of common occurrence, e.g. J~ <.SlJ I~
~ ~.>-) LJ~:~I (Q. 62: 2, cf. 3: 164, 9: 128). Of the four qualities attri

buted to the prophet: nasab, sidq, amana, and f afiif, only the last is not
attested in scripture, though the remaining three nowhere appear as a
collective designation of prophetical credentials (cf. 4: 58).

2. i~~1~ is found inQ. 14: 35 and 26: 71 , invariably related to the

I Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 336; to underline the contrapuntal style of the oration I have
rearranged just slightly the components of the second series, which includes two items
not listed in the first. Variant and parallel traditions are found elsewhere, see Caetani,
Annali i, 266-']. \
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story of Abraham (cf. 6: 74 and the imagery of 19: 42-9). The somewhat

awkward statement ~ ~ l!) L. ~.J o~.J 0.>.;,.,.:J .vJ1J 1 U~J.i

0u-'':; 1-, OJ~ I lr J..is ~ lr lij 4f.J is such that it could provoke a reply

like Q. II: 62, but neither khalaa (rid) nor /;ijiira (stones) i~ so used in the
Quean. Awthiin (images, idols) is attested (Q. 29: 17, 25), but not a finite

form of wa/;/;ada. More easily placed is the paraphrase A.U 1~ 01 Uri.J
l~ ~ .;!jp 'j~-', reflecting Q. 7: 70 and 3: 64·

3. The phrase :;-_Q " ~-' belongs to the series of prohibitions articulated

in Q. 2: 173,5: 3,6: 145,16: IIS, but for the complement in the contra
puntal scheme neither kaJj (abstention) nor mahiirim (prohibitions) is
Quranic, and the plural dimd' is not used of sacrificial blood.

4. ~\.,AJI JU-, is frequently attested in the singular (e.g. Q. 4: 15, 19,

25) and the prohibition occurs (with barrama) in the plural in Q. 7: 33·

5. i6.J ~I ~.J appears as an admonition in Q. 47: 22, but the locution

rt»1 ~ is not scriptural (cf. however Q. 4: I).
6. The term JI~ is itself not found in scripture, but the exhortation

here reflects the contents of Q. 4: 36, and finite forms of the verb are
employed metaphorically ( 1) in 23: 88.

7. ...;~ I~ D~1J'4.J is not scriptural, but its complement JL. J'f
~I appears verbatim (plural) in Q. 4: 10, and varied slightly in 6: 152

and 17: 34·
8. This and the following injunctions are not adduced in ja'far's

description of the Meccans prior to the appearance of the prophet, and
thus intrude upon the contrapuntal scheme of items (I) to (7). Their
phraseology is, however, Quranic: ~J..:,JI JJ...p may be related to 0W
JJ.,.p Q. 19: 50 ;» ) 1J~ occurs in 22: 30 (with asothdn, cf. 58: 2); ~jj
~~I reflects~I~ 0.,......r- ~lH in 24: 4,23 (with ramii; qadhafa
is not so used in scripture).

9. o5"jJ'.J 0~1 appear almost invariably together (e.g. Q. 2: 43, 19: 31,

55), and it" separately (e.g. 2: 183) or with related injunctions (e.g, 2:

196 with bajj, sadaqa, and nusuk), but the combination of fasting with
prayer and almsgiving is not attested in scripture.

Now, the exact relationship between this very concise catechism and the
canonical text of the Quranic revelation is not immediately clear. Accep
tance of the historicity of ja'far's interview with the Najashi must lead one
to suppose either that the injunctions here expressed had been the subject
of revelations before the emigration to Ethiopia, or that they represent
propheticallogia later confirmed by or incorporated into the text of scrip-
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ture. On the other hand, the structure of the report suggests a careful
rhetorical formulation of Quranic material generally supposed to have been
revealed after the date of that event. Three further points in the interview
deserve notice.1 Asked by the ruler to recite something from the revelation
sent to their prophet, ja'far produced the beginning of Surat Maryam

(~ Lr' IJ~)' at which the Najashi, greatly moved, declared: This is,

indeed, fro~ the same source as that which Jesus uttered (;;~ lor~
0..6-1-,). Interrogated next day on his attitude towards Jesus, ja'far replied:

He is the servant of God, His messenger, and His spirit, His word which

He bestowed upon the unblemished virgin Mary (.uY"J-' .uJ1~ ~

Jpl ,-1)lJI ~.r' J' LblAJi ~-' .l.>.J).J). Explicit mention of the nine

teenth sura, possible allusion to the imagery of Q. 24: 35, and almost
certain reference to 4: 171-2 (but cf. also 19: 17, 30) might be thought to
strengthen the inference that the author of this report was familiar with a
fairly extensive range of Quranic diction. The positivist Caetani, failing to
recognize the literary form and reacting to what he regarded as anachron
ism, dismissed the account in the Sira in favour of the terse version in
Tabarl of the arrival of a delegation from Quraysh, in which appears no
reference to a conversation between ja'far and the Najashl.> Caetani's re
jection reflects his approval of a chronology of revelation in which Staat
Maryam, or at least its beginning, was Meccan, but in which much of the
content of ja'far's confession of faith included material agreed to have
been revealed in Medina. The quite arbitrary character of that chronology
is clear from even a cursory examination of Muslim scholarship. In his
commentary to the Sira, Suhayli regarded the account of ja'far and the
N ajashi as unexceptionable.! Qummi stated explicitly Sural M aryam, not
merely its beginning, and adduced the Muslim catechism in a form almost
identical to that of an Apostolic promulgation.r Ibn al-Athir included an
account varying only slightly from that of the Sira» And Suyu!i cited the
episode approvingly." It can, of course, be argued that reports (akhbar)
about and occasions/causes (asbab) of revelation are not quite the same
thing, and thus, that halakhic exegesis may disregard as fictive, or at least
irrelevant, the data found in haggadic literature of the kind exhibited in
the Sira. But in practice such was seldom the case, and the foregoing analysis
may be thought to have suggested the interdependence of source materials
traditionally adduced as evidence of independent corroboration.

I Sira i, 336--7.
2 Annal; i, 277-8, mentioning only Q. 4: 171-2; Tabarl, Annales IiIl89; similarly

GdQ i, 130; ef. BuhI, 'Beitrage', 13-22.
J Al-Rasod al-unuf i, 213.
4 Tafsir i, 176-9 ad Q. 5: 82.
5 AI-Kamt1 ii, 60-3. 6 Itqdn i, 50.
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I have proposed that one might interpret ja'far's recital as a report of
prophetical/ogiaexhibiting a stage of transmission prior to their incorpora
tion into the Quranic canon. An essential feature of that report, and one
characteristic of the Sira as a type of exegetical literature, .is the narratio.
This device, common in Biblical literature, provides a context of historical
circumstance or, at least, vaguely historical allusion, into which or by
means of which reports of a prophet's deeds (C"IV~?J) or words (c"'J') may
be introduced. For Hebrew scripture the priority in time of such reports
over the actual reproduction in literary form of prophetical utterances
has been established.' To postulate a similar, if not identical, process for
Muslim scripture seems to me not unjustified, though in this particular
instance complicated by the redaction history of the Sira itself. Z The fairly
consistent application of a contrapuntal scheme in ja'far's confession
reveals, indeed, a preoccupation with rhetorical niceties, but certainly does
not preclude the possibility of oral- transmission or delivery. Use of
counterpoint might even be interpreted as a mnemonic device calculated
to assist such. As set out in this episode the promulgation of basic Muslim
doctrine has the inestimable advantage of clarity and cohesion over its dis
jointed and dispersed occurrence in the canonical text of scripture. That
difference may, at least superficially, indicate a composition posterior to the
several revelations contained there. From the same and similar evidence,
however, a rather more complex relationship between the canonical
traditions is discernible. In the narrative structure of the latter, revelations
of exclusively regulative content are presented in a manner which con
forms to that characteristic of the Quranic theodicy as a whole, of which
the retribution pericopes (e.g. Shu'ayb) are examples.

In the story of ja'far and the Najashi three distinct but related themes
may be seen: exile from the homeland, enumeration of the basic ingredients
of monotheism, and external recognition of the prophet's credentials. In
that way three purely literary functions-typological, exegetical, and
aetiological-eombine to produce a narrative history. The same process
can be observed in treatment of passages whose content is not regulative
but paraenetic: for example, in the relation of Sura 105 to the Affair of the
Elephant.! Whatever the sense, or variant readings, generated by the
phrase ashiib al-fil, the literary tradition represents the elaboration of
three themes: holy war (Abraha's campaign), the inviolate sanctuary and
its protectors (Mecca and Quraysh), and the action of God in history (birds
as bearers of plague). By means of these, the elliptical Quranic passage
was incorporated into salvation history as an episode both lively and easily
understood. Here too, as in the story of ja'far, relationship to the canon
is not merely causal, and an attempt to adduce it as illustrative of the

I See von Rad, Theology ii, 34-"9.
:2 See below, IV pp, 127, 140-3. 3 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 43-61.
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chronology of revelation wasrejected by SuyUp. I Both episodes are charac
terized by action which is symbolic and which takes precedence over the
direct speech of the corresponding canonical passages. The contrast
between parallel formulations, canonical and non-canonical, may be
likened to that which obtains between the narrative framework (Fremd
bericht) and the dialogue (Ich-Bericht) observed in the retribution peri
copes.

In all of this material, whether or not ultimately incorporated into the
canon, the organizing principle was the same: movement in history as an
act of God. From the foregoing analyses it may be agreed that the patterns
upon which description of that movement drew were ancient and well
established. Their literary formulation might seem to make superfluous
the question of historicity. And it is not merely the chronology of revela
tion, as a recognized component of the Quranic masorah, which is proble
matic. Traditional discussions of the modes of revelation would appear to
have derived considerable impetus from polemic about the precise distinc
tion between the Muslim and Hebrew scriptures. Indeed, the history of
the canon itself provokes the question at least of methodological, if not
substantial, assimilation of earlier descriptive techniques. Assimilation of
the sort encountered here need not, of course, be defined in terms of a
rigorous distinction between Urerlebnis and Bildungserlebnis. A literary
analysis can, after all, only reveal what seems to be the essential role of
historiography, namely, the unceasing reinterpretation of tradition. It
need hardly be added that both method and material are almost infinitely
transferable.

In the exegetical literature formation of the Quranic canon is ascribed
to one of two processes: either official recognition of a corpus left intact by
the Arabian prophet (Urtext), or imposition of a uniform recension pro
duced by an officially constituted body with concomitant suppression of
earlier and variant versions CUthmanic codex). The two processes may
appear as separate, if not quite mutually exclusive, traditions, or together
as two stagesin a single tradition, the consequence of more or less successful
harmonization. Critical analysisof the tradition(s) is set out in the second
part of the fundamental work of Noldeke-Schwally, in which may be read
the authors' concluding judgement on the diametrical opposition between
formation of the Quranic canon and that of the Jewish and Christian
scriptures: 'Die Entstehung des muhammedanischen Kanons ist vollig
abweichend, man konnte sagen entgegengesetzt verlaufen. Er ist nicht das
Werk mehrerer Schriftsteller, sondern eineseinzigen Mannes und deshalb
in der kurzen Spanne eines Menschenalters zustande gekommen'.> Now,

I Itqdn i, 90; cf; Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 10-II, 96-8; Blachere, Histoire iii, 788
n. 3. 2 GdQ ii, 120.
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it seems to me at least arguable that the evidence of the Qur'an itself, quite
apart from that. of the exegetical tradition, lends little support to that
assertion. It may, indeed, appear from my description of that document
that the Muslim scripture is not only composite, but also" and such can
be inferred from a typological analysis of Quranic exegesis, that the period
required for its achievement was rather more than a single generation. I

Traditional material relating to the canon must be assessed not merely
in respect of its intrinsic merit, but equally by reference to a series of data
extrinsic to the process itself of canonization but relevant none the less to
canonicity. It would seem not unreasonable to assume that the latter pre
supposed acceptance by the Muslim community of the Quranic revelation
as normative for its religious life. And yet, Schacht's studies of the early
development of legal doctrine within the community demonstrate that,
with very few exceptions, Muslim jurisprudence was not derived from the
contents of the.Our'an.> It may be added that those few exceptions are
themselves hardly evidence for existence of the canon, and further observed
that even where doctrine was alleged to draw upon scripture, such is not
necessarily proof of the earlier existence of the scriptural source.! Deriva
tion of law from scripture (halakhic exegesis) was a phenomenon of the
third/ninth century, and while the obvious inference is admittedly an
argumentum e silentio, the chronology of the source material demands that
it be mentioned. A similar kind of negative evidence is absence of any
reference to the Qur'an in the Fiqh Akbar I, dated by Wensinck to about
the middle of the second/eighth century.s Moreover, stabilization of the
text of scripture (masoretic exegesis) was an activity whose literary ex
pression is also not attested before the third/ninth century, and the
appearance of the classical masiihi] literature (variae lectiones) was even
later.! It is of course neither possible, nor necessary, to maintain that the
material of the canon did not, in some form, exist prior to that period of
intensive literary activity, but establishment of a standard text such as is
implied by the 'Uthmanic recension traditions canhardly have been earlier.

One has further to consider the actual significance of the textual variants
exhibited in these traditions. From the material assembled by Bergstrasser
and Pretzl, and in more detail by Jeffery, it could well be asked to what
extent any of the variants, or variant codices (?), may be said to represent
traditions genuinely independent of the 'Uthmanic recension.v The
infinitesimal differences are not such as would seem to have necessitated
suppression of the non-'Uthmanic versions, the more so since a minimal
standard deviation from the canon was accommodated by the several inter-

I See below, IV pp. 145-8.
3 Cf. Strack, Introduction, 10.

S See Jeffery, Materials, 1-16.

6 GdQ iii, 57-IlS; Materials, 1~355.

a Origins, passim but esp, 224-7.

4 Creed, 102-24.
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pretations of the ahru] doctrine. I The choice between interpreting those
codices as conscious (i.e. exegetical) variations upon the "Uthmanic
recension, or as having in common with that recension an earlier Vorlage,
is not an easy one. What might be considered a special category of variant
codex, the 'metropolitan codices' (ma~o~if al-amior), do not display the
differences either among themselves or from the tvthmanic recensionwhich
are alleged to have provoked the editorial measures attributed to the third
caliph.> The tradition itself of separate collections of a~or-variants, far
from being attributable to so early an authority as the Damascene muqri'
Ibn tAmir-(d. 118/736), appears not to be more ancient than Farra' (d. 207/
822) or possibly than his teacher Kis~n (d. 189/804). Fixed terminology,
like reference to the 'Uthmanic recension as imam, or to mushaf as codex,
in contrast to the plural masahif not as codices but as variants, can also not
be dated earlier than the beginning of the third/ninth century.> The ran
dom predominance of Medinese readings in both Sibawayh and Farra',
where one might have expected reflections of practice in Basra and Kufa,
cannot but provoke the impression that concern with the text of scripture
did not precede by much the appearance of the masoretic literature as it
has in fact been preserved. Failure to situate regionally actual manuscripts
of the Qur'an by collating them with collections of 'metropolitan' variants
might be thought to confirm that impression.'

Now, confronted by the 'Uthmanic recension traditions one is compelled
to assume either that suppression of substantial deviations was so instantly
and universally successful that no trace of serious opposition remained,
or that the story was a fiction designed to serve another purpose. The first
possibility is, however, belied by the chronological sequence of literature
on the Qur'an, of which none may be described as presupposing a standard
or ne varietur text as early as the middle of the first/seventh century, and
further, by absence of explicit reference to a canon in contexts where such
ought to appear. The second possibility, on the other hand, gives rise to
some interesting but naturally inconclusive speculation on the means to
which a newly independent religious community might have recourse in
the effort to describe its origins. I have alluded to the likelihood of a .
Rabbinic model for the account of an authoritative text produced in com
mittee, namely the Jamnia tradition on the canonization of Hebrew scrip
ture.! Similarly, the Muslim tradition of an Urtext, whether conceived of
as independent or as a stage preliminary to 'Uthman's editorial work,
might be thought to reflect Rabbinic views on the Mosaic reception of
the Torah. That conjecture derives some support from the relationship

I GdQ iii, 186-()o, 213-28.
:1 Cf. the lists in Ibn Abi Diiwiid. apud Jeffery, Materials. 39-49; and GdQ iii. 6-19.
3 GdQ iii, 9 n. 4; Jeffery, op. cit. 13; Beck. 'Kodizesvarianten', 353-76.
4 GdQ iii, 270: ldass fast alle Kodizes einen Mischtext aufweisen',
5 See above, p. 21.
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between Moses and Muhammad as recipients of the word of God, integral
to Muslim discussion of the modes of revelation. The primary source of
strength for the Urtext tradition may be found in the concept of 'the final

review' (ofr ~I 4 yJl), representing the culmination of a series of en
counters between the prophet and the angel Gabriel for periodic organiza
tion of the material so far revealed 'in order that abrogated matter might
be distinguished from that which remained effective'(~ L,~ ~ ~ I
t.fi L.J) or'abrogateddistinguishedfromitsreplacement'(J~ L,.J~ L.).I
The significant element in these descriptions is reference to the doctrine
of abrogation (naskh) and hence the implications of the Urtext theory
for halakhic exegesis.> Later formulations of that doctrine required that
the process of abrogation be incomplete upon the death of the prophet
and concomitantly that definitive organization of the text of revelation be
postponed until after that date. The "Uthmanic recension story-may be
regarded as the means by which that end was attained.3

Thus could the two canon traditions be seen as complementary rather
than contradictory, though the actual instrument of harmonization was the
celebrated codexof Hafsa, which provided a tidy sequence of events cover
ing the period from the death of the prophet to the action of the caliph
'Uthman.s It is, however, not absolutely necessary to select only one of two
interpretations: the "Uthmanic recension story as a reflex of the Rabbinic
academy at Jamnia, or as a logical construction of the halakhists. The
technical term employed to describe 'Uthman's editorial work, scil. jam',
was used with a semantic latitude capable of accommodating a number of
related but quite distinct actions. Suyiiti's synthesis includes all of them: in
naw

f
18 he assumed throughout the equivalence jam":tartib (arrangement),

but distinguished arrangement/collection between two covers (i.e. in codex
form), internal arrangement of siiras, and arrangement of/restriction to
readings confirmed by the authority of the prophet, and insisted as well
upon the difference between order of revelation (tartib al-nuzul) and order
of recitation (tartib al-tilawa).s In naw

f
20, traditions were adduced in

which jamC could be interpreted as preservation/memorization (1Jif~), as
recording by writing (hitaba), or as hearing and obeying (ai-sam

f
wal-tafa

lahu).6 Such a spectrum of meaning, besides reflecting a series of doctrinal
positions in that long discussion, attests surely to uncertainty about the
process by which revelation became canon.

I have in the preceding pages attempted to show that the structure itself
I SUyiiti, Itqtin i, 142, and Kittib al-Mabdni, 26, respectively.
2 See below, IV pp. 192-201.
3 Cf. Burton, 'Cranes', 246-65, esp. 260; id. 'Collection', 42-60•
.. GdQ ii, 20-3, 91, 114-15.
5 Itqtin i, 164-83; d. also Kitab al-Mahani, ch, III, 39-77.
6 Itqdn i, 199-206•

1
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of Muslim scripture lends little support to the theory of a deliberate
edition. Particularly in the exempla of salvation history, characterized by
variant traditions, but also in passages of exclusively paraenetic or eschato
logical content, ellipsis and repetition are such as to suggest not the care
fully executed project of one or of many men, but rather the product of an
organic development from originally independent traditions during a long
period of transmission. That such traditions might have been of local/
regional character is not impossible, but in view of the inconclusive nature
of the so-called 'metropolitan codices' regional distribution of the variant
traditions could hardly be justified. An alternative and less refractory hypo
thesis is one already advanced: juxtaposition of independent pericopes to
some extent unified by means of a limited number of rhetorical conventions.
Such might be held to account both for the repetitive character of the
document and for what is undeniably its stylistic homogeneity, the latter
quality in part a consequence of the former. 1 The content of these pericopes
may be described as propheticallogia whose formulation exhibits a number
of recognizable literary types based on what I have designated schemata
of revelation. In canonical form these logia are expressed, not quite con
sistently, as the direct utterance of God, but outside the canon take the
form of reports about such utterances. An example of the latter was seen
in the story of ja'far b. Abi '['alib and the Najashi.

Whether one is justified in equating non-canonical with pre-canonical
is a historical problem complicated rather than clarified by the evolution
of exegetical literature. Of the earliest form of that literature, described
below as narrative/haggadic, we have no specimens which do not exhibit
traces of redaction characteristic of the third/ninth century. Thus the forms
in which prophetical logia were likely to have been transmitted display a
version of scripture which is unmistakably canonical. Primacy of the
narratio is none the less evident, and stylistic as well as explicative ele
ments indicate oral transmission.> Again, ja'far's recital is instructive, for
there material of an ethical and regulative nature was presented in a form
both hortatory and entertaining, but above all, owing to the contrapuntal
scheme employed, in a manner both easy to understand and to remember.
The use of symmetry as a mnemonic technique in oral transmission is of
course widely attested.! Repeated application of conventional formulae
of introduction and conclusion, refrains, litanies, and the structural balance
observable in related pericopes perform an identical service. It might, on
the other hand, be more accurate to speak not of oral transmission but of
oral delivery. Resort to mnemonic device and symmetrical structure does
not preclude the existence of written Vorlagen, indeed, in many instances

I See below, III pp. 117-18.
2 See below, IV pp. 129-31, 145-8.
3 Cf. Gerhardsson, Memory, 147, but see the entire section 136-56.
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presupposes such. Coexistence of textual transmission and oral tradition
may be substantiated not only by the technique of dictation, but also by
reference to the exigencies of typically cultic situations (liturgical and didac
tic), in which the more appropriate oral delivery exhibits a refinement of
simple and straightforward recitation from memorized texts. That the many
techniques associated with refined and sophisticated oral delivery could
ultimately be incorporated into an improved text may be cited as evidence
of rhetorical development, but not of change from exclusively oral to
exclusively written transmission.1

Related to procedures of transmission and delivery are the techniques
of oral and written composition. Though from the point of view of his
torical reconstruction it is unquestionably useful, perhaps imperative, to
keep separate the discussion of each, mention at least of the problems
relating to composition is not unjustified. Both the very high fre
quency and the uniform distribution in the Quean of formulae and of
'formulaic systems' could indicate not only a long period of oral trans
mission but also of oral composition.> Analysis of formulaic language in
Muslim scripture would include statistics for the thematic permutations
which I have described as variant traditions, as well as for the schemata
adduced to illustrate the theodicy. Equally important are the rhyme
phrases employed in Quranic periodization, which exhibit, in addition to
the stressed syllable of the rhyme itself, fairly uniform length and thus a
nearly constant metrical value." Those phrases are most conspicuous in
passages of halakhic and narrative content, where they serve as both con
junctive and disjunctive markers.s Now, all of that material-theme,
schemata, and rhyme-phrase-may be described as components of formu
laic systems, but not necessarily as proof of oral composition. The imagery
and lexicon of Muslim scripture are almost exclusively archetypal and
suggest, if they do not presuppose, some contact with literary precursors.
The dichotomy postulated between 'borrowing' and 'traditional language'
is possibly misleading and certainly an oversimplification: like most
linguistic expression the structure of monotheist revelation contains very
little that is not 'traditional language',» For the Quranic revelation ascrip
tion to Biblical archetypes has been, perhaps unnecessarily, complicated
by the existence of a native Arabic tradition of monotheistic (~anifi) poetry.6

The authenticity of that poetry has been disputed; its importance to the
Muslim exegetical tradition cannot be. But the sources of archetypal

I Gerhardsson,loc. cit.; cf. Widengren, 'Oral tradition', esp. 201-32.
2 Cf. Culley, Formulaic language, lC>-20, 21-7; Muilenburg, 'Hebrew rhetoric', 97-1II.
3 The criteria for detection and assessment of formulaic language were after all derived

from oral poetry, see references in Culley, loco cit.; and Monroe, 'Oral composition',
I-53·

.. See below, III pp. I 12, 115-6.
5 Cf. Culley, op. cit. 112-19. 6 See below, III pp. 96-7.
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imagery in the Qur'an are not thereby concealed, nor is the sheer quantity
of reference to Patriarchal narrative in any way diminished (Moses: 502
verses in 36 suras, Abraham: 245 verses in 25 siaas, Noah: 131 verses
in 28 suras).1 Elaboration of the corpus of prophetical logia from which
the Quranic canon was eventually separated may have been essentially
a product of oral composition. Emergence of the canon itself, however,
represented application of considerable literary technique. Not the least
of the problems provoked by its final form is the erratic distribution
of obviously related pericopes,"

Analysis of its parts does not thus necessarily explain existence of the
whole. Lack of such over-all logical structure in the Qur'an as is found in
the Jewish and Christian canons, is reflected in traditions which attempt
to postulate a correspondence (vaguely defined and somewhat contrived)

between parts of the Muslim canon and the earlier scriptures, e.g. J \j

J~I.J ~_~I 0~ wJW1.J oG~1 0~ J#\ c;J1 ~:bi ~I Jr J
~4 ~l..JJ.J J~yl 0!):"·? The descriptive terms are merely quantita

tive and the correspondence quite arbitrary, but that it should have been
adduced at all is worthy of remark.

The fact of canonicity may be seen as a kind of watershed in the trans
mission history of the Quranic revelation.' Development beyond that point,
which I should hesitate to set before the end of the second/eighth century, is
to be elicited from a study of exegesis and commentary. Description of the
course of events up to that date is, I have more than once suggested,
frustrated by the form in which pertinent witness has been preserved. Any
attempt at reconstruction is thus hazardous, being limited to tenuous con
clusions from literary analogies. If the pericope hypothesis is acknowledged
to make some sense of the Quranic data themselves, it requires none the
less to be supplemented by a notion of the environment in which pro
pheticallogia might have been preserved and transmitted. Now, what could
be seen as obviously analogous circumstances, namely those obtaining for
preservation and transmission of both Rabbinic and Apostolic formulations
of the word of God, presuppose for both an authoritative centre of such
activity, which was jerusalem." Despite implicit emphasis upon the role of
Medina in the 'Uthmanic recension traditions, evidence for a single centre
of activity is not easily found in the pre-canonical transmission history of the

I Moubarac, Abraham, 27-f}.

2 cr. GdQ ii, 63-8: with regard to 64 n. I it may be observed that Geiger's proposal
that the Mishnah tractates were arranged in descending order of their length was ulti
mately rejected by Strack, who suggested that their sequence corresponded to that of
legal problems in the Pentateuch, see Introduction, 27-8.

3 Kittib al-Mabdni; 235; variants and discussion in Suyuti, Itqtin i, 163, 177-81.
4 Cf. Koch, Growth, 106-8; and Vermes, Scripture, esp, 127-77.
5 Cf. Gerhardsson, Memory, 214-20.



Qur'an, nor, for that matter, in the early development of Islamic juris
prudence. I If the origins of exegetical literature may in fact be located in
Mesopotamia, that is the paradoxical corollary of a social and political
development, the literary description of which was designed precisely to
demonstrate that the story of Islam was conterminous with the history of
the Arabian peninsula, and especially of the Hijaz in the first/seventh
century. As such the descriptive material need not be discounted, but can
by no means be accepted as constituting disinterested historiography. Thus
the fact of the Mesopotamian environment emerges, perhaps not quite
accidentally, and must be adduced as criterion for assessing any evidence
which purports to describe the circumstances of Islam prior to the third!
ninth century."

Enough has been said of the canonization traditions to indicate their
contradictory, and probably polemical, character. Proposed as alternative
was the concept of an organic development exhibiting gradual juxtaposition
of originally separate collections of logia. The failure to eliminate repetition
in the canon might be attributed to the status which these logia had already
achieved in the several (!) communities within which they originated and
by whose members they were transmitted. Here'community' need not be
understood as a regional specification, though such is not impossible.
I should be inclined to postulate the growth of logia collections in environ
ments essentially sectarian but within the mainstream of oriental mono
theism. Such an environment could be inferred from the evidence of
parallels proposed by Rabin between Islamic terminology and that of the
Qumran sect.! But some of that material reflects polygenesis rather than
diffusion through historical contact, e.g. the light imagery and the per
sonification of evil.4 And resemblance can be deceptive: rather than in the
cognate fassara I am tempted to see a methodological reflex of Qumranic
pesher in the Muslim term ta'wil, and thus an 'inverted' semantic relation
ship between pesher and tafsir, similar to that found by Rabin to obtain
between Qumranic and Rabbinic terminology.! The primary difficulty,
however, in this and all such expositions aimed at demonstrating historical
diffusion lies in their uncritical assent to the traditional chronology of
Islamic origins, resulting inevitably in socio-psychological analyses of data
whose literary, rather than historical, character is patent." Some scholars,
among them Ben-Zvi and Katsch, have been excessively generous in their
assessment of the documentary value of Islamic source materials for the
existence and cultural significance ( !) of Jewish communities in the Hijaz,

I See Schacht, Origins, 8, 213.
Z On geographical factors in the assessment of legal source materials, cf. Schacht,

Origins, 188-<), 223, 228. 3 Qumran, 112-3°.
4 Qumran, 114-15 and 122, resp,
5 Qumran, 96-7, 108-11, 117; cf. below, IV p. 246.
6 e.g, Rabin, Qumran, 120-7; cf. my observations in BSOAS xxxiii (1970) 613-14.
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l

about which Jewish sources are themselves silent. I References in Rabbinic
literature to Arabia are of remarkably little worth for purposes of historical
reconstruction, and especially for the Hijaz in the sixth and seventh cen
turies." The incompatibility of Islamic and Jewish sources was only
partially neutralized, but the tyranny of the 'Hijazi origins of Islam' fully
demonstrated, by insistence upon a major Jewish immigration into central
Arabia.' Some of the material assembled by Rabin, such as apocalyptic
concepts and embellishments to prophetology, represent of course diffusion
through contact, but do not require an exodus from Judaea into the Arabian
desert.'

Development and perpetuation of a logia tradition by the sectarian
group/community, wherever it (they) may have been situated, can be
ascribed to the exigencies of cult or of instruction, but probably not to the
requirements of legislative or judicial authority. The latter must be
regarded as the agent itself of canonization and posterior to the liturgical
and didactic functions of the tradition. The entire process of canonization
will thus be seen as a protracted one of community formation (Gemeinde
bildung).s The essentially cultic/didactic role of the logia tradition is
explicit even in the term qur'iin (lectio, legenda), which may be said to form
within the lexicon of the canonization traditions a kind of binary opposition
with the term mushaf (codex).6 In that context the reproach levelled at the

caliph 'Uthman is instructive: I~I-, ")1~? ~Ji~105".7Thecaliph's

reply that that the Qur'iln (sic) was in fact one and had been sent from One,
exhibiting a post-canonical stage of the discussion, cannot delete the im
pression that guT'an originally designated anyone of several logia collec
tions. Such is of course confirmed by the ma~al:zif literature. Canonicity
once achieved, qur'an and mUfl:zaf became synonymous as designations of
revelation. That function had, however, to be shared with a third term:
sunna(exemplum), in which was symbolized the definitive enthronement of
revelation as canon for the Islamic community. The act found succinct
expression in Suyiiti; in his observation on a typology of revelation (kaliim

allah) articulated by Juwayni:~ J.J~I ~I-, Jl:J1 ~I~ Ji;J1~

~I-'J j ~ ~ ~-' Jf;J4 J~ lS W4 J.:i-:! c,)!5" ~.n=:- c,)1 ~J-' lS:t:-J1

I Ben Zvi, 'Les Origines', esp. 178-90; Katsch, Judaism, xxv.
2 Cf. Krauss, 'Nachrichten', 321-53; Cohen, 'Arabisms', 221-33; Steinschneider,

Polemische Literatur, Anhang VII, esp. 244-73; Hirschberg, Lehren, 14-26, but see
below, III pp. 96-7.

3 See especially Torrey, Foundation, 1-27; but also Obermann, 'Islamic Origins',
58-120.

.. Qumran, II8-z1, 128; ef. Wieder, Scrolls, 4: on the messianic symbolism of 'wilder-
ness'.

5 Cf. Koch, Growth, 44; Seeligmann, 'Midraschexegese', 150-81.
6 Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 74-
7 Tabarl, Annales 1/2952; ef. GdQ ii, 50, 90.
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obi ~~ ~~ ~4 oc.l.;J1~ rJ.J~4 obi~~ ~~ ~4 ~I
.li.i.U 4. I The distinction between permitted modes of transmission (litteratim

and paraphrastic) was merely formal recognition of a principle which
remained almost purely theoretical. In practice Surma, as revelation,
was transmitted with infinite care, and was the primary instrument by
which the Quranic revelation was linked with the historical figure of an
Arabian prophet. Inherent in the reports pertaining to that processare two
factors worthy of remark: the immediacy and practicability of ius con
suetudinis as articulated in the Sunna; and consistent emphasis upon the
role of Medina as its source and paradigm. 2

Formulation of the Sunna as embodiment of prophetical practice/
judgement cannot be dated beforethe beginning of the third/ninth century,
and thus may be seen as coincident with recognition of the Our'an as the
canonical collection of propheticallogia. Juxtaposition of the two revela
tions as equally authoritative need not, in my opinion, be understood to
imply that Qur'an yielded a position already secure to the encroachments
of Sunna.! It can indeed be argued that the opposite was so: that canoniza
tion of the Quranic revelation could only have been effected within the
community once its content could be related to that of the prophetical
Sunna and, perhaps more important, to the historical figure delineated
there. Acknowledgement of a prophet as source of regulative prescription
for the religious life of the community may be thought to reflecttraditional
notions of charismatic authority. That such should entail discussion of
the emblems, and in particular the credentials, of prophethood cannot be
surprising. In Muslim literature a not inconsiderable portion of that
discussion was concerned to establish the role of scripture as testimony to
prophethood, and it is that function of the Quranic revelation which forms
the subject of the following chapter.

1 Itqdn i, 128; and Goldziher, 'Kampfe', 86-98.
:I Goldziher, Studien ii, 11-22.

3 Pace Goldziher, Studien ii, 20; see below. IV pp, 174-5, 176-7.



II

EMBLEMS OF PROPHETHOOD

A MARKED feature of Islamic prophetology is its ethnic orientation,
nowhere more clearly expressed than in the Quranic concept of umam
khiiliya. I But the scriptural imagery did not quite imply ethnic exclusive-

ness, and even an apparently unambiguous passage likeQ. 14: 4 tJ' l:L.J f L..J
~~~ ~, JY"'J could be adduced in support either of the ethnocentric

nature of the prophet's mission (by stressing the basically Arabic content
of revelation) or as divine proof of its universality (by stressing the inclusion
of non-Arabic idiomj.s Commentary on Q. 14: 4 consists largely of specula
tion about the language(s) of scripture and of God, a topic complicated by
controversy over the origins of classical Arabic.! Apart from the dia
metrically opposed possibilities of that particular verse, it may be asserted
that Quranic imagery underlining the ethnocentric position of prophets

is both uniform and consistent, e.g. J.J-J :L.f ~.J (Q. 10: 47), ~ Lb i"'; J>J.J
(13: 8), ;~li ~"'j..;.. )/1 i.f Lr 0'.J (35:24), '~:Laf J' Lr ~).J (28: 75)·
These aphoristic formulations, slightly modified, are reflected in the
retribution pericopes, especially in the conventions employed to introduce
the themes of commission and of rejection. For example, in Q. 16: 113

o~fu ~ JY"'J ~~~.M\.J (cf. 23: 44,3°: 47,38: 4, 50: 2,71: I) is
emphasized the prophet's membership of the community to which he has
been sent, as also in the designation akh (brother) employed in conjunction
with ahl (people) and ~~iib (members/companions) in the commission
formulae.' Both components, membership and rejection, belong of course
to the traditional imagery of prophetical experience, e.g. Deuteronomy 18:
18, Matthew 5: 12, Luke 6: 23. Application of the same or similar descrip
tions not only to B. Isra'il but to the entire range of umam khaliya exhibits
the attenuated election tradition found in Rabbinic and Christian literature,
according to which everynation was recipient of a prophet, e.g. Numbers
Rabba 20: 0'" 31i1 n'~'N~ ~»;n::» "N"tD"~ O"N":U, o"~~m tl't::»"~ ~"~S7i1~ tl~.5
That ummot ha-Colam, moreover, is reflected in Quranic ummiffin (gentiles)

I See above, I pp. 2-5. Z Cf. SUyiiti, Itqdn ii, 106-7.
3 See below, p. 81, and III pp. 93-106.
.. See above, I pp. 24-5.
5 Speyer, Erziihlungen, 417-18; cf. Andrae, Person, 292-3, adducing other parallels;

Horovitz, Untersru:hungen, 46; Wensinck, 'Propheten', 185.
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can hardly be doubted, and not only in Q. 3: 30, 75 and 62: 2, but also
in 2: 78.1 Reference to ummiyyiin among Jews, as in Q. 2: 78, may of
course be a reflex of 'am ha-eres, but probably in the sense of exclusion or
separation, as in Ezra 10: II and sectarian (Pharisaic, Qumranic, Karaite)
applications, invariably abusive." Whether, on the other hand, the locution

~~I ~I J.,-)I (Q. 7: 157-8) belongs properly to this instance of
linguistic and conceptual assimilation is a separate problem; its common
interpretation suggests a parallel to if not a calque of 'am ha-ares.t

From the notion of a prophet for everynation the universal character
of each prophet's mission may be elicited, as was argued for Q. 14: 4,
or by reference to the epitheta ornantia lil-'iilamin (21: 107, 25: I) and
'alii 'l-falamin (3: 33, 6: 86). An internal relationship governing the dis
patch and destiny of all prophets may be seen in the concept fatra (Q. 5:
19), understood there to ensure that no nation be without a prophet.
A unique instance of transition from ethnocentric to universal mission is
explicit in scriptural references to the figure of Abraham, e.g.Q. 3 : 67 05" L

L..L....~ 01)' r§J.J ~I~ ':1-, 4-'~ ~IJ!I and 16: 120 «JD ~1..r.101

~ .uJ l;:j li :t..f. The imagery is traditional, exhibited in the evolution
from God-seeker to patriarch to the Paulineconcept 'father of all the faith
ful' (e.g. Romans 4: <)-12).4 For the epithet umma in Q. 16: 120 Zamakh
shari provided the gloss ma'mumlimdm (exemplum: cf. 2: 124), a conclusion
of methodological if not material interest: the obvious Vorlage in Genesis
12: 2 ""1 "U" 1tv31N' was not thereby concealed.5

Rigorous and consistent distinction' between the designations nabi and
rasiil is not justified by Quranic usage, though something is to be said for
linking the term rasul (apostle, messenger) with the concept of mission to
a specific nation (umma).6 Like nadhir, mundhir, bashir, mubashshir, and
even 'abd, the denomination rasul is basically functional; the only generic
term for prophet is the Hebrew loan nabi. But while, or perhaps because,
Quranic nabi is used only of Biblical figures, the generic employed in
exegetical literature was mursal, a Quranic term (e.g. Q. 7: 75) understood

I Pace Horovitz, op, cit. 53.
2 Cf, Rabin, Qumran, 12-18,61-4; his reference 125 n. 2 to Q. 2: 78 must (?) be to that

use of 'am ha-eres; see Wieder, Scrolls, 153-6, and the references in Paret, Der Koran,
21-2 ad loc.; from the context of Q. 2: 78~ inference of an allusion to sectarian strife
within the Jewish community seems justified: for the vituperative epithets in that kind
of polemic cf. Wieder, op. cit. 129-60.

3 See below, p. 63 .
.. Gerhardsson, Memory, 287-8; Beck, 'Abraham', 89-94; Moubarac, Abraham,

99-II8, but also 140-8: stressing, curiously, Abraham's role as recipient of revelation;
cf, also Chapira, 'Ugendes', 86-107, 37-43.

5 Kashshdf ii, 641-2 ad loc.; cf. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 26-8, 201; Torrey,
Foundation, 38; Katsch, juda£sm, 75-6.

6 Cf. Wensinck, 'Propheten', 171-5; and the modifications proposed thereto by Horo
vitz, Untersuchungen, 48~.
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to include both nabi and rasiil, as in Suyiiti's enumeration of those men
tioned in Muslim scripture. I Election to prophethood, a divine and uni
lateral act, is regularly expressed by one of three verbs: ikhtiira (Q. 20: 13

Moses), ijtabii(6: 87 Ishmael and Hebrew prophets), and istafii (2: 130

Abraham), each employed collectively aswell as individually. The generally
factitive verb jaf ala, with an appropriate objective complement, may per
form the same function (e.g. Q. 19: 31,26: 21), and an isolated instance of
istana'a (20: 41 Moses) may be so interpreted. That the passive participle
mukhlas is included in the election imagery, as proposed by Lidzbarski,
can be inferred from Q. 19: 51 (Moses), possibly from 12: 24 (Joseph), but
not in the sense of prophetical election for the several occurrences of the
plural (e.g. 37: 40), in which the image is that of the community of worship
pers.> The single occurrence of the participle mustafayn (Q. 38: 47 plural)
is, however, a reference to prophetical election. The very large and merely
symbolic numbers related of prophets in the Muslim tradition appear to
reflect discussion of the respective merits of angels and prophets, a relation
ship derived from the semantic proximity of malak to rasul(cf. Malachi 3: I

"~N'~ ",tv "nil) and crystallized in the messenger formulae.! In Q. 40: 78,
a passage commonly adduced in argument for an infinite number of divine
messengers, the plural rusulis employed, and glossed nabiin the exegetical
tradition.'

Of the later doctrinal development which granted the Arabian prophet
superiority (sayyid al-mursalin) over God's other emissaries, there is no
unequivocal trace in Muslim scripture.i Indeed, such statements as Q. 2:

285~j Lr..6.1 ~ 0~ ~ (similarly a: 136,3: 83) c1earlymake the opposite

point, namely, that among prophets there was no distinction in rank. That

view is also emphasized in Q. 4 1 : 43~ lr J.-)J JJ J.i L ~I ~ J~ L

and 46: 9 J .....) I Lr ~--4~ L Ji in both of which the addressee was

traditionally seen to be Muhammad. In flat contradiction to such passages

is Q. 17: 55~~ J-" ~I~~ .ill.J (cf. the imagery in 17: 21) and

by implication 4: 125 j..J.;..~ l.x l AJJI .k;l9 (identical phraseology differ

ently applied in 17: 73, 25: 28), of which the latter may be compared with
"::lilN CiI'::lN of Isaiah 41: 8.6 Moreover, Q. 4: 171-2 and 19: 19 may "be
thought to accord a special distinction to Jesus, while a number of verses

I Itqdn iv, 58-67; cf. Speyer, Erziihlungen, 416 n, I.

2 'Salam und Islam', 95-6.
3 See above, I pp. 12-13; cf. Horovitz, op. cit. 46; Wensinck, op. cit. 184, and id,

Creed, 200-2, 204.
.. e.g. Zamakhshari, Kashshdf iv, 180 ad loco
S See Andrae, Person, 245-89, esp. 247-50 for Sulami's systematic elaboration of that

argument.
6 Cf. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, IIC)-20; Speyer, Erziihlungen, 173.
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based on the imagery of Q. 2: 253 (those prophets to whom God spoke)
allude to Adam (2: 31, 37), Abraham (2: 124), but especially Moses
(4: 164, 7 : 143,26: 10,27: 8-12, 28: 30-5), reflecting thus the data of the
exegetical tradition. 1 Such as it is, the scriptural material may be enlisted
to support the particular position of Moses in the prophetical hierarchy,
but hardly that of Muhammad. The paradigm was not only Biblical, but
Rabbinic. 2

The certainty that already in the Hexateuch the figure of Moses was the
product of literary elaboration is of some relevance to a description of the
analogous process for Muhammad.' There, however, the literary develop
ment is confined to the non-canonical revelation: the prophetical Sunna
together with a Muhammadan evangelium formulated as a history of the
Hijazi Arabs.! Like its Mosaic Vorbildthe portrait of Muhammad emerged
gradually and in response to the needs of a religious cornmunity.! But
unlike the Hexateuch, from which could be inferred at least the outlines
of a historical portrait of Moses, the role of the Qur'an in the delineation
of an Arabian prophet was peripheral: evidence of a divine communi
cation but not a report of its circumstances. The historical value of
Muslim scripture lies, it seems to me, not in its role as source for the
biography of Muhammad, but rather as source for the concepts eventually
applied to composition of the Muslim theology of prophethood. The latter
are both directly accessible in the text of scripture and susceptible of sche
matic realization, while the very notion of biographical data in the Quean
depends upon exegetical principles derived from material external to the
canon. The satisfaction with a century of Quranic studies expressed by
Paret is thus in my opinion hardly justified." His recognition of the
arbitrary value of variae lectiones and of the real contrast between ortho
graphic and interpretative variants, as well as of the problems posed by
parallel passages, could have provoked some doubt about the reliability
of the 'Uthmanic recension traditions, rather than questions about
Muhammad's articulation of dogma." Further, his distinction between an
'ausserer Geschichtsablauf' and an 'innere Einstellung', and his admission
that only for the latter can the Qur'an be of some documentary value, is
merely a reflex of the now well-established method of psychological
description.f

That the prophetical Sunna itself contains ample evidence of community
practice (ius consuetudinisisunna muttabafa) as well as practice ascribed

I See above, I pp, 35-8; and cf. Torrey, Foundation, 75-82 VS. Wellhausen.
2 Cf. Speyer, op. cit. 41«)-20; Jeffery, 'Scripture', 108-9, 126-7; Katsch, Judaism,

172-3.

3 Von Rad, Theology i, 289-<)6. 4 See below, pp. 65-73.
5 Cf. Andrae, Person, 186.
6 'Der Koran als Geschichtsquelle', 24-42. 7 Paret, op. cit. 28, 31-2.
8 Paret, op, cit. 33 ff; see above, I pp. 43-4, 51-2.
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specifically to the prophet isunnat al-nabi) is clear from the well-known
document conveying the caliphTlmar's instructions to the qatJ.i Abu Miisa
"l-Ash'ari, in some recensions of which sunna was transmitted (or glossed)
sunnat al-nabi» I consider at least questionable Margoliouth's assumption
that the two sources of law were (a) texts of the Qur'an, and (b) practice."
From the document itself it is impossible to insist upon a neat distinction
between community and prophetical practice, or between 'texts of the
Qur'Jn' and what I have in the foregoing pages designated prophetical
logia. Qur'an was anyway glossed or transmitted in some recensions kitiib
allah, which may not have been the same thing." The purpose of the
caliph's letter was of course justification of resort to analogy, and the
authenticity of the document may well be doubted.' The contrast between
sunna as practice of the community and sunna as practice of the prophet,
analogous to the Talmudic distinction between minhag and halakhah,s
could be and was neutralized by recourse to a simple and transparent
expedient: elevation of all statutes, whatever their origin, to the status of
revelation vouchsafed to a single identifiable recipient. A Muslim formula-

tion of that dogma reads~.J 01.;J1 ~.JI J1 ':J1 ~.J ~ .uJ1 ~ Jli.J
:WI~ ~.6 Recognition of the (prophetical) Sunna as Mishnah may

be regarded as yet another element in what could be described as the
'Mosaic syndrome' of Muslim prophetology. Within the community the

didactic principle of imitatio magistri r,IJ.:i':J I J.p~ I) was realized as
magister dixit (cf. ")"O~ nTV~" it:>"n), in the form of symbolic acts(~ ~:

0"W~~) and sayings (~~ ~: 0"':1').7
Co-ordination of the Quranic revelation with that process of Gemeinde

bildung was the achievement of haggadic exegesis, in which the essen
tially anonymous references of the text of revelation were carefully related
to the originally independent figure of the Arabian prophet. The haggadic
literary devices were many and varied,"The extent to which the haggadists
were concerned primarily to elucidate a fixed scriptural text has perhaps
been exaggerated.? To describe at least part of Ibn Ishaq's activity, for
example, as exegetical (ta/sir) is convenient but, if the technical term is
construed in its traditional sense (explication de texte), possibly misleading.

I Margoliouth, 'Omar's instructions', esp. 3()()-10.
2 Margoliouth, op. cit. 313. 3 See below, pp. 74-6.
4 cr. the author's appropriate observations, 326; and see below, IV pp. 158-9.
5 See below, IV pp. 19<)-200.
6 Suyuti, Itqdn iv, 174; cf. above, I pp. 51-2; Goldziher, Studien ii, 20; Andrae,

Person, 179-80; Schacht, Origins, 149: the tradition was known to Ibn Qutayba but not
to Shafi'I.

7 Cf. Strack, Introduction, 9, 17; Gerhardsson, Memory; 82, 120-1.
8 See below, IV pp. 122-48.
9 Cf. Becker, 'Grundsatzliches', 520-7; Watt, 'Materials', 23-34; and my observations

in BSOAS xxxi (1968) 148-9.
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In this context Sellheim's structural analysis of the Sira deserves notice.'
The author's discernment of a three-tiered composition (pp. 48-9) derives
from a separation of three kinds of material: the Hijazi environment
(Grundschicht: pp. 73-8), prophetical legend (erste Schicht: pp. 53-73),
and justification of the 'Abbasid dawla (zweite Schicht: pp. 49-53). The
taxonomy depends upon material distinctions rather than formal (stylistic)
ones, and appears to be at least partly informed by relation to the agreed
data of Ibn Ishaq's own career. As such it is a valuable contribution
towards solving the familiar problems about motives and materials in the
earliest stages of Islamic historiography." Now, the Muslim concept of
Heilsgeschichte depended, not unexpectedly, upon the didactic value of
exempla, and those constitute in turn a major portion of scripture.3

Whether such reflect Muhammad's idea(s) of history is irrelevant. That
they represent the organizing principle of Ibn Ishaq's composition is
relevant: the figure of an Arabian prophet, warts and all, might be thought
to provoke the question not so much of historicity as of faithfulness to the
traditional (Judaeo-Christian) concept of prophethood. From the point of
view of form-criticism Sellheim's Grundschicht may be a misnomer, if by
'basic' he would propose a contrast between a nucleus of historical 'truth'
and, on the one hand, the embroidery of prophetical legend (erste Schuht)
and, on the other, the transparent motives of political patronage (zweite
Schicht). All three of the structural levels exhibit a single impulse, namely,
a concern to locate the origins of Islam in the Hijaz. The emergence of
an Arabian prophetical tradition, of which the earliest agent appears to
have been the Sira of Ibn Ishaq, may well have contributed to its author's
dispute about methodology with Malik b. Anas and his subsequent depar
ture from Medina. Indeed, an important problem in the analysis of the
Sira, and one only alluded to by Sellheim, is Ibn Ishaq's treatment of
material preserved also as the canonical text of revelation.4'

From the Quranic data themselves emerge several characteristics em
ployed by the exegetes to establish a relation between the utterance of God
and its appointed recipient. These concern modes of revelation and came
to figure significantly in the literary elaboration of a biography appropriate
to the prophet of Islam.! As was noted, exegetical discussions of Q. 42: 5I

stressed the equivalence wa!ty: ilhiim, from which it was inferred that one
mode of revelation consisted in divine 'inspiration'. That justification for

I 'Die Muhamrnad-Biographie', 33-91.
2 cr. Rosenthal, 'Influence', 35-45.
3 E.g. the employment of libra by Tabarl, Annales 1178, cited by Rosenthal, op. cit.

38-9; cf. Abbott, SALP i, 6~ .
.. Sellheim, op. cit. 47, 91; see below, IV pp. 127-9.
5 See above, I pp. 34-8.
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this inference had to be based on extra-canonical usage is clear from the
single (problematic) occurrence in scripture of alhama lA:l~.J ~J~ ~t;

(Q. 91: 8), itself the subject of dispute between two interpretations: in
formed/communicated by God, or created/implanted in the soul by God.
In the lexicon of scriptural exegesis, as contrasted with that of philosophy,
it was the former interpretation which prevailed, attested as early as Kalbi,

adQ. 12: IS ~i J~-, ~~ 41 J-Jf~~ JI41 ~-,i-" though only
as one alternative to the rendering of aw1}ii as irsiil (dispatch). I In later usage

ilhiimis unambiguously inspiration, e.g. in Suyiit! ~~I)I .:.lAl;J1 .uJ1 ~i

l!JJ ~.2 What appears very likely to have been the source of the semantic
juxtaposition of wa1}y and ilhiim is reflected in a passage from the seventh/
thirteenth-century theologian Ibn Qudama 'l-Maqdisl L,J~' 01 ~.:rl:! ~

~1 W-~ Jw\.9i.J ~I J.,; ~1 J:-.J y. ~I 0':J (sic) liT} ~I 01
~.; j J:!~.3 It seems not unreasonable to regard ilhiim in the

sense of inspiration a borrowing from the terminology of (profane)
rhetoric and the several attempts (not supported by Zamakhshari and the
Mu'tazila) to preserve a distinction between ilhiim and wa1}y (as dispatch)
a reaction to the source of that borrowing and ensuing confusion.s Other
terms appropriate to the modes of revelation may be thought to corrobor
ate this argument.

Even the word tanzil, a scriptural convention for 'revelation' (e.g. Q. 69:
40-3), could be employed to describe poetic inspiration (sci!. of Hassan
b. Thabitj.! Of significance in this respect is collocation of the verb
tanazzala (descend) with satanic agents (shayiitin) in Q. 26: 210, 221-2,

exhibiting the specifically Quranic imagery in which shay/an was identified
as an agent of evil.6 That this was not always so is clear from the report,
adduced by inter alios Suyilti, according to which delay in revelation to the

prophet Muhammad was the result of desertion by his shay/an: ~I

~;- Ji ~I clj~ .s L.~4~lAi olr l .cjt; ~.JI ~ ~ rJi ~1.7
Tabari's reports on the satanic agents operative in the utterances of false
prophets reflect of course Islamic doctrine on the modes of revelation.

I Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 118, 129r; but ef. the same author's interpretation of a'lv/:ui
in Q. 12: 102 as akhbara, above, I p. 34.

z Itadn i, 164.
3 Goldziher, Abhandlungen i, 6 n. 5; see also Heinrichs, Arabische Dichtung, 35-6;

d. BSOAS xxxiii (1970) 616.
4 Pace Heinrichs, loco cit.
S See Jeffery, 'Scripture', 190; Blachere, Histoire ii, 333; Shahid, 'Contribution', 573.
6 Shahid, 'Contribution', 569-72, 577-8.
7 Itqdn i, 91; Zamakhshari, Kashshdf iv, 765-6 ad Q. 93: 3 identifying the woman as

Umm Jamil/Jumayl, wife of Abu Lahab; for the several traditions in T'abarl, d. Birke
land, The Lord guideth, 13-8; and Bukh1iri: 'Der Schaitan der Propheten ist der Engel
Gabriel', cited Wellhausen, Reste, 134 n. 2.



The essentially neutral content of shaytan (daemonic as opposed to dia
bolical) in the passages from Suyilt! and Bukhari could be interpreted as
evidence of a situation in which prophetic and poetic inspiration were,
if not identical, at least closely related. J That the tale reported of the poet
Umayya b. Abi 'l-Salt, in which his breast was opened and filled (with the
gift of inspiration), should figure among the infancy stories of the prophet
Muhammad might be thought to have similar significance." Negative
statements in scripture traditionally associated with the Arabian prophet,

such as Q. 69: 41 r~ J~ ~ L.." 69: 42, Lfb5' J~ ':J.." and 37: 36

0~ rL:=J L:.:.gJl l,.,r-J l:.l ~1, as well as the celebrated attack on the
'poets' (26: 221-7), exhibit exceptive constructions in which the content
of the message rather than the source or mode of inspiration is im
pugned.! References to the prophet as visionary (2 Samuel 24: II), as
seer (I Samuel 9: 9), as mad (Hosea 9: 7), anyway contain such tradi
tional imagery as seriously to diminish the impact of whatever invective

they might bear, perfectly expressed in Q. 51: 52 ,:r ~lJl d1 L ~jj

~~..,1 rL. L,J19 ':11 J-,"""J Lr' ~. Instructive examples of parallel
phraseology for divine and satanic inspiration are generated by Quranic
application of the verb alqii (literally to cast, but often synonymous with

arsala, or with aw!:ta, in the sense of dispatch), e.g. Q. 40: IS Lr' C.J)1~
or1 (cf. 4: 171 ; and a similar construction with nafakha 21: 91 ) , 20: 39

J.-4~~~f.J and 8: 12 ~)I I-,¥ "Lr-jJl y.,u J ~L.4 The
imagery was perpetuated in the exegetical tradition, e.g. c..,.u 1 J ~-,1

..ys. ~-' J-,"",,}l JI J..rJ j;~1 describing the activityof Gabriel.! In
Q. 22: 52, however, that same activity is attributed to a satanic agent JJf
0~1 ~ L A-UI P ... ~I J 0~1 (cf. 22: 53, and 20: 87
with reference to al-samiri).6 The centrality of Q. 22: 52 in discussions of
the Islamic theory of abrogation has been demonstrated by Burton, and it
seems clear that pertinent interpretation of satanic alqii required that it be
understood as counterpoint to ansa (to make forget), e.g. Q. 6: 68, 12:
42, 18: 63, 58: 19.7 The significance in those discussions of satanic, as
opposed to divine, agency consists in the light it throws upon the semantic
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I Goldziher, Abhandlungen i, 107-8; cf. Jeffery, <Scripture', 191 n. 10.
2 Goldziher, Abhandlungen i, 3, 213; Horovitz, 'Himmelfahrt', J71-3; see below, pp,

66-7·
3 Pace Shahid, <Contribution', 568-72.
.. Cf. Goldziher, Abhandlungen i, 5, 7 on nafakhalnafatha.
5 SUyiiti, ltqiin i, 125.
6 Cf. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 163-4; Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 114-15; and the

literature cited Parer, Der Koran, 334-'7, esp. Yahuda, <The Golden Calf and the Samirl',
7 'Cranes', 253-4. 265; see below, IV pp. 195-6.
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evolution of shay/an: from poetic muse to God's particular adversary, from
shay/an as jinni to shay/an as iblis. I

The parallel and easily confused sources of prophetical and poetic
inspiration noticed here have an approximate Biblical counterpart in con
flicting reports on the motive of the Davidic census, related in 2 Samuel 24:
1-9 and I Chronicles 21: 1-7 (d. I Samuel 16: 14 on Saul and the two
spirits of God). Quranic adaptation of the Judaeo-Christian Satan will not
have been a consequence merely of antonomasia, nor yet of an attempt to
separate prophet from poet (for both might be divinely inspired), but
rather, of a persuasion that all inspiration required an intermediary. It may
also be observed that Widengren's description of the prophet as recipient
of revelation concedes but nominal recognition of this very characteristic
element in the Muslim concept of scripture by stressing inordinately his
movement towards and confrontation with God.2 That imagery, too,
belongs to the exegetical tradition, but seldom, save in allegorical and
sectarian interpretation, impinges upon scholarly understanding of the
modes of revelation. Whatever body of prophetical 'wisdom' might from
time to time have been regarded as supplementary to the contents of
scripture, it was with an organized corpus of recognizable logia that the
mainstream of Islamic theology was concerned, and not with a source of
concealed wisdom for the elect. The appearance, at several levels of popular
and sectarian theology, of elements drawn from the inexhaustible pool of
Oriental Gnostic concepts is undeniable, but did not much influence the
stability of orthodox Muslim doctrine regarding the content and mode of
the Quranic revelation.3

The agency of mediation is symbolized, somewhat ingenuously, in two

scriptural passages: Q. 6: 112 ~)l1 ~~ 1.J.Js. ~ J.5J ~ ~i)-,

J~I '-'..r>-j ~ .JI~~~ ~l-, and 72 : 27-8 0-" ~) 0-" ')'1

~JCI':1L.J IAi JJ ~l H I~J ~ Lr.J ~J.: 0d Lr~ ~\j J.,,-)
While the first postulates for every prophet (nain) a satanic tempter hostile

to the divine mission with which he has been entrusted, the second pro
vides for a guardian angel (rQiad) to ensure that the mission is fulfilled:

uJ:,~1 0-" JJ~ ~)\..Jl 0-"~ -¥).4 This anthropomorphic ex

pression of the sources of divine communication found significant elabora

tion inMuslim views on the part played by the angel Gabriel in the process
of revelation, In Juwayni's typology it is made quite clear that Gabriel was
the agent of transmission for both Qur~an and Sunna, the former literally

I Cf. Goldziher, Abhandlungen i, 7; 106-17; ide 'Ginnen', 685-90; Geiger, Was hat
Mohammed, 98-100; Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 87, 120-1; Ahrens, 'Christliches im
Qoran', 176.

:z Apostle of God, 124-7, 207-8. 3 Widc,ugren, Ope cit. 100 n. 2.

4 Zamakhshari, Kashslidf iv, 633 ad Q. 72: 27-8.
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(bil-laf~) and the latter conceptually (bil-ma'nii).I While later exegetes
appear to have agreed upon the Qur'an as referent for the accusative pro
noun in Q. 97: I, Barth's proposal that it was Gabriel dispatched by God
in Laylat al-qadr is not only likely from the point of view of syntax, but
is supported by Kalbi's interpretation of a similar construction in Q. 12: 2

W f$~ ~ ~ J.c 0T.;.J~ ~~ l:Jyf Ul J~ ~r UI) oWyl Ul
~~1.2 Explicit mention of Gabriel in Muslim scripture (Q. 2: 97-8,
66: 4) would seemhardly to bear the burden of exegesisproduced to depict
his central role in the mechanics of revelation: Zamakhshari found it worth

while to explain that the accusative pronoun in oA..u1 0~~ d:l9~ "'-'-Y ~19

referred to the Qur'an.! But paucity of reference could be and was com
pensated for by identifying Gabriel with the Spirit, e.g. ru~ al-qudus
(Q. 2: 253, 5: IIO, 16: 102), al-ril~ al-amin (26: 193), ru~anii (19: 17),
al-rub- (40: IS etc.), an equation difficult to reconcile with Q. 17: 85
and the elaborate story of Muhammad, Gabriel, and the rabbis of
Yathrib.t In the light of both Biblical and Rabbinic allusions to
Gabriel, the Muslim allegation that he was regarded by the Jews as
an enemy poses something of a problem. Most of the reasons usually
adduced to support this contention are set out in Zamakhshari: (a)
that Gabriel had revealed to the Jewish prophet (sic, cf. Jeremiah 27)
God's intention to destroy the Temple through the agency of Nebuchad
nezzar ; (b) that God had commanded Gabriel to establish prophethood
among the Jews but he had taken it elsewhere (sci!. to the Arabs); (c) that
he had revealed the secrets of the Jews to Muhammad. These details,
together with an account of an altercation between 'Umar and the rabbis
of Yathrib about the relative merits of Gabriel and Michael, were tenuously
attached to the Quranic phrase (2: 97): Say, who is an enemy of Gabriel?
Itself polemical in tone, the phrase might be thought to reflect the several
versions of a test of 'true prophethood' imposed by the Jews of Yathribj
Medina upon Muhammad or by Quraysh with their assistance, in each
instance thwarted by the intervention of Gabriel on behalf of the Arabian
prophet.! This interpretation would point to the third of the three reasons
for hostility between Gabriel and the Jews, namely, that he had revealed
their secrets to Muhammad. The nature of the polemic must, I think, be
understood as exclusively Judaeo-MusIim, and the role of Quraysh seen as
a literary embellishment designed to show that opposition to Muhammad
was (also) Arabian. Gabriel's position in Muslim prophetology is, after all,

I Cited above, I pp. 51-2.

a See above, I pp. 34-5; Barth, 'Studien', I19; Kalbi, Tafsir, MS Ayasofya !IS, I28r •

3 Kashshiif i, 169 ad Q. 2: 97.
of See below, IV pp, 122-6.

5 Kashshdf, loco cit.; cf. SUyUti, Itqdn i, 97.
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not qualitatively different from that predicated of him in Daniel 8: IS, 9 : 2 I,

possibly 10: 9 ff., and in Rabbinic literature.'
In Muslim, as in Rabbinic, tradition one of Gabriel's primary functions

is that of pedagogue: as he had been guide and mentor to Joseph (Targum
Pseudo-Jonathan ad Genesis 37: IS; Talmud Babl. Sotah 36b) and to
Moses (Exodus Rabba I 67b), so too for Muhammad he performed the rites
of initiation into prophethood, instructed him concerning ablutions and
the times of prayer, guided him during his ascension to heaven, and
arranged for him the content of revelation during meetings in Ramadan.>
For the Arabian prophet that instruction was of particular significance
since, according to the traditional interpretation of ummi in Q. 7: 157-8 he

was illiterate: C~ ':1.J~ ':J <.S.>JI. The manner in which this dogma

influenced discussion of the modes of revelation has been noticed.! The
consequent postulation of an equivalence ummi: tam ha-eres may reflect
a misunderstanding of Q. 2: 78.4 On the other hand, a similar dogmatic
impulse in Patristic literature, according to which Jesus and the apostles
were described as anthropoi agrammatoi, was adduced by Wensinck.s
The basis in Christian scripture for that view, e.g. John 7: IS, Acts 4: 13,
might be thought to exhibit a specifically anti-Rabbinic (Pharisaic) ten
dency. An analogous orientation in Muslim tradition is illustrated by
several elements in the Muhammadan eoangelium/:

The same Quranic passage (7: 157)provided a point of departure for the
allegation that the Arabian prophet had been prognosticated in Hebrew

and Christian scripture: ~J..:.c 4~ oli-,~ <.S.>JI ~~I ~I J.,-)I
~~':1I.J 0G.,:JI J. Despite the further charge that sectaries of both

religions had falsified and concealed (taJ:zrij, hitman) those parts of their
scripture which predicted the coming of Muhammad, the search for
proof-texts (testimonia) was notably successful." Since the technique
itself had clearly been developed and refined in the crucible of Judaeo
Christian polemic (ef. Luke 24: 27), it is of some interest that its earliest
attestation in Muslim literature should be an interpretation of Ahmad/
Muhammad as the Parac1ete of John IS: 23-16: 1. 8 On the other hand,
the classical loci probantes from Hebrew scripture were (curiously, in

I Cf. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 12-15, 200; Katsch, Judaism, 85-<)1; Horovitz,
Untersuchungen, 46, 107; Pedersen, El, s.v. Qjabrii'il.

2 References in Wensinck, Handbook, 59; see above, I p. 37.
3 See above, I p. 36: munajjam opposed to jumla.
4 See above, pp. 53-4; cf. GdQ i, 14. 5 'Propheten', 191-2.

6 Cf. Koch, Growth, 88; Gerhardsson, Memory, 12-3; and see below, pp, 70-1.
7 See below, IV pp. 189-90.
8 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 232-3 ; cf. GdQ i, ~IO n, I; and bibliographical references GAS

i, 289·
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the light of Christian figural interpretation of the imagery in Isaiah,
Jeremiah, etc.) not the prophetical books, but, rather, passages from
the Torah, e.g. Genesis 17: 20, Deuteronomy 18: 15, 33: 2, all objects of
later and detailed refutation by Maimonides.! But in the later efflorescence
of that polemic references to Isaiah especially, but also to the other pro
phets and of course the Psalter, were abundant.' The passages adduced
consisted of such as were traditionally recognized (by Jewish and Christian
exegetes) to contain obviously messianic symbolism, and their use by
Muslim polemicists displays familiarity with both substance and tech
niques of Biblical exegesis. One example was the attention devoted to
numerical value of the letters in the name(s) of the Arabian prophet,
AijMaD (Q. 61: 6) and MuI:IaMMaD (3: 144,33: 40, 47: 2,48: 29), the
results of which calculations were seen to correspond to (numerical)
equivalents in selected Biblical phraseology, e.g. Genesis 17: 20. Mention
of this device (~isab al-jummal) is attested in the earliest Quranic exegesis
and related there to Jewish practice (scil. l'P"'~U and N"'~7J"").3

In Muslim scripture itself both Ahmad (Q. 61: 6 Lr J~ Jr ~ I~.J

..\.-1 ~, SJ.~) and Muhammad rjj : 40 ~~J 0-" ~I 41~ ~t) L

0....: l\ ~L:;...J ~I J>-J u>=J.J) occur in contexts exhibiting distinctly
messianic imagery. The locution 'seal of the prophets', traditionally
interpreted as reference to the last link in a chain of prophetical election

(I:.~~I .;>.1), can, if somewhat arbitrarily, be related to occurrence of
finite forms of the verb khatama in the sense 'to place a seal upon'
(Q. 2: 7,6: 46,36: 65, 42: 24,45: 23). As such it was synonymous with
Quranic taba'a (e.g. 9: 93), and that equivalence (~'L:;..:~11) was in
corporated into the exegetical tradition.' The eschatological significance of
Q. 33: 40 is, however, unmistakable, and the verse might be understood
to constitute an exceptionto the attested principle that a prophet be elected
from within his own conununity: thus, 'Muhammad is not the father of
anyone of you, but rather the messenger of God and seal of the prophets'.
That Q. 33: 40 contains one of the four occurrences in scripture of the
name Muhammad suggests a particular polemic, in which not only the
credentials but alsothe identity of the Arabian prophet was in dispute. The
calque proposed by Hirschfeld, on," (Haggai 2: 23, cf. Jeremiah 22: 24),
required that the Arabic cognate be interpreted, indeed, as signet (tabf)

1 Iggeret Teman, 36-7; cf. Steinschneider, Polemische Literatur, 326-7.
2 See Steinschneider, Ope cit. 325~, 38cr-92, and separate entries nos. 2, 14/66, 105;

Goldziher, 4Polemik', 372-9; Schreiner, 'Zur Geschichte', 595, 599-601, 613, 625-8,
642-7. ~

3 e.g, Kalbi, Tafsir ad Q. 3: 7, MS Ayasofya 118, 29r ; Muqatil, Tafsir intro. and ad 'I
Q. 3: 7, MS H. Husnu 17, 2r, 3Sv ; cf. Bacher, Terminologie i, 127, ii, 27-8, respectiveIY'~i

4 e.g, Zamakhshari, Kashshiif iii, 544-5 ad Q. 33: 40. '1
11

~
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indicating divine election.1 That put forward by Horovitz, (J<ppay{~

(I Corinthians 9: 2, cf.Romans 4: II) equated khiitamwith musaddiq (corro
horatio), that is, verification of earlier prophets and scriptures, a frequent
Quranic usage (e.g. 2:101, 3: 81).2 The teleological interpretation suggested
by Jeffery, TlAo~ vO/LOV (Romans 10: 4, cf. Daniel 9: 24) was in harmony
with traditional Muslim exegesis, as well as attested in Manichean litera
ture.! Only the last proposal would seem to do justice to the eschatological
flavour of Q. 33: 40, and of 61: 6 where, incidentally, it is Jesus, not 'he
who shall come after me', who is designated musaddiq.

Both verses contain the kind of material from which the Islamic Pro
phetenkultus was elaborated, and might be thought to refute the view that
the latter was diametrically opposed to the Quranic portrait of an Arabian
prophet.' The inherent weakness of that view is its dependence upon a
clear distinction between a later, sectarian (even extremist) development of
the concept OErO~ av()p(JJ1ro~, and an original, factual, and sober account of

- the pious man summoned by God. So tidy a dichotomy is supported
neither by the content of revelation nor the chronology of early Islamic
literature. Despite protests of the type 'I am only . . .'1'1 am nothing but
...' (e.g. Q. 7: 188, 18: 110; the type is formulaic, cf. 26: IIS for Noah,
and 19: 19 for Gabriel!), the biography of Muhammad formulated in
exegetical literature cannot be said either to distort or to contradict scrip
tural data on the words and deeds of prophets in general. Indeed, from
the point of view of a literary analysis, it can be argued that the principal
difference between the text of scripture and the Muhammadan evangelium
lies merely in the canonical status of the former. Thematic and exemplary
treatment of prophethood in the Qur'an was reformulated in the evan
gelium(sunna/sira) as the personal history of Muhammad.s

As in the classical literature of Hebrew prophecy, accounts of the
prophetical call in Muslim scripture begin abruptly with one or another of
the formulae of commission, and dispense with description of whatever
preparation may have preceded the call." I should hesitate, however, to
concedee silentio there was no such preparation for the reception of revela
tion.? For the pre-classical period of Hebrew prophecy evidence of such
was occasionally transmitted, e.g. for Samuel (1 Samuel 1: 20-8,2: 18-21,
3: 1-4), presumably in the original documents underlying the Elijah!
Elisha cycles, but especiallyfor Moses (Exodus 1 : 8-3: 1 ff.),8 The infancy

I Researches, 23; cf. Goldziher, 'Bemerkungen zur neuhebraischen Poesie', 724-6,
for the poetic use of khatam: misrah (Isaiah 9: 6).

z Untersuchungen, 53-4. 3 'Scripture', 266-7. 04- Andrae, Person, 292-3.
S See Horovitz, 'Biblische Nachwirkungen', 184-9, on the rather facile equations of

Jensen, 'Das Leben Muhammeds', 84-1)7. 6 See above, I pp. 12,23-5.
7 Pace von Rad, Theology ii, 5cr9. 8 Cf. Eissfeldt, Einleitung, 34<)-56.
4939C76 D
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stories of Samuel and Moses have at least two motifs in common: electionj
dedication at birth, and a mode of life designed to induce responsiveness
to the word of God. The importance of the Mosaic exemplum, which also
dominated Jewish prophetology, in both Muslim scripture and exegesis
has been noticed. 1 That the two motifs should figure in the evangelium
infantiae of the Arabian prophet is not unexpected, though it is of course
quite possible that the immediate Vorbild was not Moses.> It may, on the
other hand, also not have been Jesus. The typology of such motifs, as set
out by Andrae, may be understood to represent or to bedrawn from a pool
of narrative ingredients traditionally appropriate to the lives of holy men.>
The manner in which these could be adapted to a particular ambient
emerges from Kister's study of the descriptive terminology employed in
accounts of Muhammad's piety prior to his call.' Collation of Gospel
material with Islamic tradition, as undertaken by Goldziher, is obviously of
-value but could be misleading.! As a distinct literary type the Evangelion
was not restricted to the Christian canon, but represented the historiciza
tion of logia traditions found not only in Biblical but also in Rabbinic and
Gnostic literature." The Muslim term pertinent to that genre is mab'atb
(mission), in which historical development is symbolized in the thematic
polarity: promise-fulfilment. The ingredients of the Muhammedan
evangelium vary from one collection to another, but most had achieved
literary stabilization by the beginning of the third/ninth century.

Literary transmission did not necessarily entail a fixed order, and
fluctuation of three elements in particular has been remarked and analysed,
namely, the purification, the beatific vision, and the ascension/nocturnal
journey." The Quranic evidence for each of those incidents in the life of
Muhammad is tenuous indeed, and such agreement as does exist in
exegetical literature on chapter and verse exhibits acceptance of several
arbitrary connections between scripture and the prophetical evangelium.
For example, the ritual opening of the breast, or purification, reflects un
doubtedly a formula for the origin of poetic inspiration, and juxtaposition
of its Muhammadan version to Q. 94: 1-3 rests upon the semantic equiva
lence shaqq batnishari: sadr. Now, Schrieke has argued persuasively that
such and similar rituals are almost invariably preliminary to an ascension
(confrontation with deity), indicating thus a syndrome whose internal logic
requires no scriptural support.f The exegetical (as opposed to historical)

I See above, pp. 55-6, and I pp. 35-8; cf. Maimonides, Daldla ii, chs. 32-45, esp, 36.
2 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 155--'7, 235. 3 Person, 28-56. .. "Tahannuth', 223-3 6•
5 Studien ii, 382~3; id, 'Neutestamentliche Elemente', 39e>-7.
6 Cf. Koch, Growth, 59-60.
7 See Bevan, 'Mohammed's ascension', 51-61; Schrieke, 'Himmelsreise Muhammeds',

1-30 ; Horovitz, 'Muhammeds Himme1fahrt', 159-83.
8 'Himmelsreise Muhammeds', ~; cf. also Widengren, Apostle of God, 80'-95, 199- R

216 on the ascension as a literary topos; Birkeland, The Lord guideth, 39-55, speaks,~l
however, of the theological distortion of 'an original experience of God in the Prophet's tl

'I
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link between ritual purification and Q. 94: 1-3 W~~ .!.1J ...\..,c <!.lI~~J

~y&l; ~, lS.)J I .!JJj-, & is none the less a legitimate one, and was of

particularvalue indiscussions ofthedogma relating to prophetical perfection/
infallibility ri~ma).I First articulated in Fiqh Akbar II (dated by Wensinck
towards the middle of the fourth/tenth century), the dogma exhibits elements
of both sectarian emphasis upon the qualities of the imamate and of
Rabbinic views on the kings and prophets of Israel. 2 Application to the
Quranic text enabled exegetes to identify the 'burden' (wizr) of Q. 94: 2

with apparent mention of earlier transgression (dhanb)and error (¢alal) in the
life of the Arabian prophet (e.g. Q. 40: 55, 48: 2, 93: 7), necessitating in
turn postulation of the earliest possible date in his life for the act of puri
fication. In the evangelium itself the dogma found elaboration in the story
of the attempt by Quraysh to seduce Muhammad with offers of power and
wealth, to which naturally he did not succumb.> Similarly, the second ele
ment in the syndrome of prophetical initiation, the beatific vision, may
exist independent of scriptural support, which, however, could be and
often was adduced in discussions not so much of Muhammad's prophetical
experience as of whether and when the faithful might be expected to see
God.s Those verses which were considered relevant to Muhammad's
vision, e.g. Q. 53: 11-18, 81: 19-25, 48: 27, were the object of extensive
and contradictory exegesis, resolved, save in the litteratim theses of the
mystics, by resort to compromise in the form of a spiritual vision (J =4jJ
~, cf. :J"il n'lN').5 The vision was intimately related to the third ele

ment in the syndrome of initiation: the ascension. That ascension (mitraJ)
and noctural journey (isra') exhibit fissiparous production from a single
tradition seems clear: their not quite consistently separate treatment in
exegetical literature betokens a concern for chronological development in
the evangelium, in which the ascension was combined with the already
preposited ritual of purification."

The Quranic verse to which that exegetical tradition was invariably

attached is 17: 1~, JI i'yJI~, 0-" -jy o~ ~.rllSjJl ~~

~~ I. The anonymity of this reference was conceded only by Bevan."

own life'; ide 'Legend', 6-12, distinguished the shaqq batn version as an 'investigation'
motif, separate from the purification and prior to the vocation.

J Cf. Andrae, Person, 134~; Birkeland, 'Legend', 42-'7, on the transition shaqqisharh,
2 Creed, 192: articles 8~, commentary 217-18.
3 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 295-7; cf. Matthew 4: I-II, etc.; and see below, IV p. 122.
4 Wensinck, Creed, 63-6.
5 Andrae, Person, 68-85; Widengren, 'Oral tradition', 258-60; Goldziher, Richtungen,

105-6; a rationalistic interpretation worthy of Noldeke may be read, appropriately, in
DeGoeje, 'Die Berufung Mohammed's', 1-5.

6 Schrieke, 'Himmelsreise Muhammeds', 14; Horovitz, 'Muhammeds Himmelfahrt',
174-5; Birkeland, 'Legend', 54-60. 7 'Mohammed's ascension', 53-4-
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The alternative, namely, that 'abd can onlybe Muhammad, implies sub
mission to an interpretation of all the Quranic data which, in my
opinion, has yet to be demonstrated. I Far from providing unambiguous

witness to the Arabian prophet, this particular scriptural image (<.Sri
-N o~) is employed, in but slightly varying forms, only to describe
Moses' departure from Egypt (Q. 20: 77, 26: 52, 44: 23; lay/an may
reflect the imagery of Exodus 12: 29-34).2 Moreover, the introductory

formula lSjJ\ 0~ is most probably of cultic origin and general applica
tion.! Without specification of the terminal points in the journey t:r
~~\ ~I JI il.rJ1 ~\, probably a gloss, identification of 'abd

with Moses might be thought confirmed by the following verses (17:
2 ff.).4 On the other hand and without exception, it is with Q. 17: I that
the isrit, and more often than not the mi'rii], are linked in the exegetical
tradition. In the light of the clearly Mosaic formulation of Muslim
prophetology, that connection can hardly be described as arbitrary or
fortuitous, but may reflect as well a mixture of motifs.! Sudden transport
by the spirit of God from one place to another is a motif not uncommon in
the literature of prophetical expression (e.g. Elijah: I Kings 18: 12,
2 Kings 2: II, 16; Ezekiel 2: 12,8: 3, II: 1,43: 5; cf. 2 Corinthians 12:
2-4), and it may be that some such instance of divine intervention lay
behind the hymnic imagery of Q. 17: 1.6

That transposition of imagery, from what must have been in origin a
reference to the Mosaic exodus to an expression of ecstatic movement, can
have been effected only by means of the phrase 'from the sacred mosque to
the furthest mosque' which, I have noted, may be an exegetical gloss
designed to accommodate within the canonical text the ascension episode
of the Muhammadan evangelium. Allusion in Q. 17: 60 to a vision (L.J

'" t. t.vul:..U 0 )1 ~H;~JI ~1 4J)\ ~) and in 17: 93 to an ascension(j}' ~I
I Cf. GdQ i, 134-'7, ii, 85-8; Widengren, Apostle of God, 96-II4; Schrieke, 'Himmels

reise Muhammeds', 13 n. 6; Horovitz, 'Muhammeds Himmelfahrt', 160--1: unchar
acteristically ingenuous, and ironic in the light of his further observation on another
identification (162), 'Dass auch die europaische Forschung sie bisher ohne Nachpriifung
tibemommen hat, beweist nur, dass sie sich keineswegs uberall von dem Banne der is
lamischen Tradition befreit hat'.

2 A related locution is used twice of Lot's departure from Sodom, Q. II: 81, IS: 65;
see above, I p. 8. 3 See above, I pp. 17-18.

.. All of Q. 17: I was judged an interpolation by GdQ i, 136-7, though Weil's proposal
of a forgery was rejected, GdQ Ii, 85-8.

5 e.g. the pseudepigraphic Assumptio Mosis, cf. Eissfeldt, Einleitung, 770--1; Mou
barac's linking, Abraham, 59-60, of Q. 17: I with the Abraham traditions is in my
opinion unjustified, though it was of course a Meccan sanctuary tradition which facili
tated interpretation of masjidI.zartim and masjidDqitias toponyms, cf. Abraham, 53-81. The
Biblical Abraham was not merely a seeker of God, but also a founder of sanctuaries,
e.g. Genesis 12: 7, 8, 13: 4, 18, 22: 9.

6 Cf. GdQ I, 134 n. 7.
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s:.~1 J) are hardly relevant to the content of 17: 1. Both are polemical and
the latter hypothetical, as is the ascension imagery in Q. 6: 35 and 15: 14.
In the exegetical tradition the sacred mosque was identified as the Ka'ba in
Mecca and the furthest mosque simply as jerusalem.' In Jerusalem the
Rock (~akhra) might also be specified, but relation of the ascension as well
as the nocturnal journey to Q. 17: I would appear to support identification
of the furthest mosque with heaven." A corresponding spiritualization of
the point of departure (!) for both is discernible in statements ascribed
to "Abdallah b. ~Abbas, according to which it was the spirit (rufl) of
Muhammad which made the journey from a point depicted not specifically
as the sacred mosque, but more generally as sacred enclave (IJaram).3 But
a tendency in the opposite direction, namely, to fix the terminal points of
the journey at the Ka'ba (Mecca) and at the Aq~a mosque (Jerusalem)
attests to the political significance of Islamic sanctuaries and only inci
dentally to the exegesis of Q. 17: 1.4 The link between revelation and the
eoangelium was, however, not neglected. The celebrated tradition pre-

scribing three pilgrimages (~L-.. "J..J~ JI ill Jb.)1 ~ ':1) appears in
Muqatil's discussion of Q. 17: 1, together with several stories about the
sanctity of Jerusalem, exhibiting confiation of masjid al-aqsii with sakhra
bayt al-maqdis» One is tempted, if not quite constrained, to see in those
sanctuary traditions the origin of the isrii'/mtriij story, imposed upon Q.
17: I much in the way Sural al-Fil was made the peg for a similar sanctuary
tradition concerning Mecca." If, indeed, the exegesis did not in both
instances precede the revelation, it would none the less appear to have
originated independently of the verses it purported to explain. That same
ambivalent relationship between scripture and interpretation holds for
much of the content of the Muhammadan evangelium.

Attached also to Q. 17: 1 is a characteristic example of prophetical
vaticinatio ex eoentu (akhbiir al-ghayb): Quraysh, appropriately astonished
by Muhammad's report of his nocturnal journey, challenged him to
describe a caravan of theirs at that moment returning to Mecca from Syria
(sic). This the prophet duly met, adding details of its leading camel
and predicting its arrival in Mecca next morning." That the source of the

I e.g. Zamakhshari, Kashshdf ii, 647 ad Q. 17: I; cf. Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 140-1.

2 See Schrieke, 'Hirnmelsreise Muhammeds', 13-15; Horovitz, 'Muhammeds Himmel
fahrt' , 162-\}: the Rabbinic/Christian concept of 'celestial Jerusalem'.

3 Zamakhshari,loc. cit.; Kalbi, Tafsir ad Q. 17: I, MS. Ayasofya 118, IS6 r : possibly
to accommodate a report that the prophet had begun the night in the house of Umm
Hani' hint Abi Tiilib.

4 See Kister, 'Three mosques', 173-96: the traditions adduce, inconsistently, hoth the
Aq~a mosque and the Dome of the Rock. Cf. Paret, Der Koran, 295-6.

5 Tafsir, MS H. Hiisnli 17, 157v-Sr•

6 Pace Birkeland, The Lord guideth, 100-1; see above, I p. 42.
7 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 402-3, and most commentaries ad loc., e.g. Zamakhshari, Kash

shdf ii, 647; see below, IV pp. 120-1.



anecdote is the evangelium, not the document of revelation, is clear from
its inclusion intreatises on the proofs of prophethood (dalii'il al-nubuW'lOa). I

A product of haggadic exegesis, its function was primarily entertainment,
but the concluding formula 'and still they did not believe' signals its
incorporation into the mass of criteria assembled to distinguish the true
from the false prophet, i.e, fulfilment of the prediction (e.g. Deuteronomy
18: 22). The classic reference in scripture for the vaticinatio is of course
Q. 30: 1-4, the dominant interpretation of which provided not only evi
dence of genuine prophethood but also comment on the course of Oriental
history.> The range of akhbiir al-ghayb includes another kind of utterance,
which might be designated figural (typological). An example was the
warning given by Muhammad's camel at Hudaybiya to halt and negotiate
at the perimeter of the Meccan haram, interpreted by the prophet as
manifestation of the force which had arrested Abraha's elephant.! That an
animal should have been appointed.instrument of God's will (cf. Numbers
22: 22-35) is in this particular context less significant than the fact that
Muhammad alone could understand and explain the camel's action to his
puzzled companions.

Situations in which the inscrutable wisdom of the prophet was demon
strated are not uncommon. A familiar mise en scene is the confrontation
between Muhammad and the rabbis, in which the agency of Gabriel was
central. In one such episode Muhammad proved himself able, without the
aid of Gabriel, to confound the rabbis, namely, in the case of the couple
taken in adultery. The story is conventionally formulated in terms of a
prophetical test, based on two alternatives: if Muhammad elected to
punish the couple by flogging, public humiliation, and banishment (com
prehended in the term tajbiya) he was clearly a king; if, on the other hand,
he sentenced them to death by stoning he must be a prophet. His first step
was to engage the Medinese rabbis in dispute, during which he could
displayhis superior knowledge of God's law. In one account it was Muham
mad who got the rabbi (Abdallah b. $iiriya to admit that the stoning punish
ment was attested in the Torah; in another it was the Jewish convert to
Islam, (Abdallah b. Salam, who revealed the treachery of an unnamed rabbi
who had; during the dispute with Muhammad, held his hand over the
relevant passage in the Mosaic law. Muhammad thus triumphed, and the
couple was stoned at the gate of his mosque in Medina." Traditions relating
this story to the ertswhile Quranic 'stoning verse' (iiyat al-rajm) belong to
the principal loci probantes in discussions of the Islamic doctrine of

I e.g. 'Abd al-Jabbiir, Tathbit dautil nubuunoat sayyidind Mubammad, MS Shehid
Ali Pasha 1575, zzr.

2 See below, IV pp, 144-5.
3 Ibn Hisham, Sira ii, 310; Waqidi, Kitiib al-maghdzi, 587; cf. Vermes, Scripture,

135-4°·
4 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 564-6; cf. Hirschfeld, 'Controversies', IQ9-16.
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abrogation. 1 The Sitz im Leben of the story itself,however, is the Muham
madan evangelium developed out of Judaeo-Muslim polemic. Elements
like the marital status (i!z~an) of the accused couple and the rabbi's con
cealment (hitman) of the pertinent portion of the Torah with his hand
exhibit a secondary stage of accretion, in which doctrinal significance pre
ceded polemical value. The latter is reflected in its anti-Rabbinic flavour,
common to a wide range of anecdotes in the evangeZium, and might be
thought to share a symbolic quality with the adulteress pericope in the
gospel of John (7: 53-8: II). The intentions of the two stories are ad
mittedly opposed: the action of Jesus was to supersede the Mosaic law,

that of Muhammad to revive it (~ ~.J ~t:r'.J .uJ1 r f ~f lr J.Jf U{;),
to rescue it from dereliction at the hands of faithless custodians.> None
the less, the anti-Pharisaic propaganda of the one is reflected in the anti
Rabbinic propaganda of the other. That John 7: 53-8: II was itself drawn,·
perhaps later than formation of the Christian canon, from a pool of
narrative elements traditionally associated with opposition to established
authority has been proposed.' A theme common to all such material was
public demonstration of true prophethood, one which could hardly have
real significance outside the Judaic tradition. Halakhic elaboration of the
theme stressed two different but related aspects: the source of prophetical
authority and the extent of prophetical jurisdiction.' In its primitive and
unembellished haggadic form, however, the theme is essentially apolo
getic, and reflects a widespread and popular literary type.

Importance of the Mosaic law is exemplified in yet another component
ofthe Muhammadan evangelium: the story of the prophet's abstention from
food sacrificed to idols.f Kister demonstrated that conflicting versions of
the tradition exhibit the entire range of feasible positions with regard to
the onset of Muhammad's perfection/infallibilityCipna), and in particular
whether it began before or at the moment of his prophetical calling. With
the gradual crystallizing of Islamic orthodoxy the quality of 'isma was seen
to be conterminous with the life of the prophet, conforming thus to other
data in the evangelium.6 But the substance of the argument about food was
susceptible of halakhicextension, as formulated in the complementary pre
scriptions of Q. 6: 118 (eat of that over which God's name has been
uttered) and 6: 121 (eat not of that over which God's name has not been
uttered). The sacrificial ordinances were thus neither dissolved as in the

I Cf. references in Wensinck, Handbook, 221-2; Goldziher, 'Usages juifs', 79; Hirsch
feld, Researches, 137; GdQ i, 248-52; Schacht, Origins, 53 n. 4, 73-4, 191 n. 5.

2 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 566.
3 See, Metzger, New Testament, 223-4 and references 273; but cf. Derrett, Law, 156-88;.

Torrey, Foundation, 149-50.
.. See below, IV pp. 192-6.
5 Kister, 'Bag of meat', 267-75.
6 Cf. above, pp. 65-'7; Birkeland, The Lord Guideth, 28-32.
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Synoptic tradition (Matthew 15: 10-20, Mark 7: 14-23), nor figuratively
transposed as in Pauline doctrine (I Corinthians 8), but rather, epitomized
as in the Apostolic promulgations to proselytes (Acts 15: 20, 28-9, 21:
25).1 In the Muhammadan anecdote not adjustment of but adherence to
the Mosaic law was stressed (e.g, Leviticus 17: 7), in particular by the
Arabian prophet, whose exemplary figure was being delineated for edi
fication of the community. Now, discussions of their precise relation to the
Mosaic law were characteristic of sectarian literature emanating from
communities in the Judaeo-Christian environment, and inclusion of this
anecdote in the Muhammadan eoangelium might be thought to reflect a
similar concern. Specificmention of idols in connection with dietary laws,

e.g.Q.22: 30 0lf-,~1 Lr~}II~\j~~ L}l1 iW~1 ~ ~f-,
can of course be, and often was, construed as allusion to the practices of
pagan Arabia. But here, as elsewhere in the historicization of prophetical
logia, even persuasive elements of local colour must be judged against the
possibility of assimilation from a literary source.

Like the Muslim canon, the Muhammadan evangelium applied directly
and graphically figures from Biblical imagery. In the story of the first public
recitations from revelation it is told how Quraysh, sceptical and stubborn,
taunt Muhammad with their refusal to listen to and understand his

proclamations. Thereupon was revealed the verse l.:h.:-- 0\.;jij I Cli} I~ 1-,

IJ..,.:..- 4~ o~~4 ~y:....,~ ':J ~lH ~-' ~ (Q. 17: 45).2 The setting is

contrived and the motivation transparent, but the required exegetical peg
was provided: the obdurate audiencerendered victimof its own utterance.
Veilswere placed over their hearts and deafness in their ears, and a screen
erected between themselves and the prophet. The Quranic imagery (Q. 17:
45-6, 18: 57, 6: 25, and in the mouths of the scoffers 41: 5) is developed
round the motif 'hardening of the heart', condensed in 5: 13 ~}.i l.:h.:---,
:l::-li. In the literature of prophetical expression the classic example is
Isaiah 6: 9-10, where, during the commissioning of the prophet, the plight
of Israel is so described.! The rather ingenuous point of departure for the
anecdotein the Muhammadan eoangelium, namely the assertion by Quraysh
that their hearts were veiled and their ears deafened, is contained not only
in Q. 41: 5, but also 2: 88~ ~).i 1.".)\.9-,. The latter verse, however

was traditionally interpreted as reference to the Jews(cf. Leviticus 26: 41
"»il D:1:1'), the transfer of imagery to Quraysh being a frequently attested

I Pace Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 197; cf. Katsch, Judaism, 121-4; Gerhardsson,
Memory, 314-18.

2 Ibn Hishim, Sira i, 314-17.
3 Cf. von Rad, Theology ii, 151-5.
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device of the exegetical tradition. I The Biblical motif is also Mosaic, e.g.
Exodus 4: 21 ':l~-nN plMN '13K' (referring to Pharaoh), and Pauline exegesis
of Exodus 34: 33-5 linked the veil (jnc~) of Moses with the obduracy of
Israel (2 Corinthians 3: 12-18 KaAVP.p.a).2 The dual function of the veil,
symbolic of both the hardened heart and the protected messenger of God,
found expression also in Muslim scriptural interpretation. In his com
mentary to Q. 17: 45 'Tabari explained bijab as kinan (veil, derived from
akinna in the following verse, cf. Q. 6: 25, 18: 57, 41: 5), or as siitir
(screen) and glossed the entire locution 'screened from the people, who
could thus not see him' (o\.i.J,;:! :N ~~, ,y. G~).3 This additional inter

pretative element was elaborated in later exegesis,where the bijab was seen
asa shield to protect the prophet from attempts on his life.s Interpretation
of bijiib as siitir (screen) might, conversely, be applied metaphorically, as in
Saadya's Arabic rendering of Psalm 88: IS ('13~~ '''3D ,"nCl'l) as :linn N'"
'1'l~n'.5 In Q. 17: 45 the Mosaic Vorbild is unmistakable, and the
functional equivalence of bijab:masveh (Exodus 34: 33-5) merely another
instance of resort to traditional imagery in the elaboration of Muslim
prophetology.

The ambivalent relationship between scriptural data on the qualities of
prophethood and the material of the Muhammadan evangelium is especially
conspicuous in Muslim discussionsof prophetical thaumaturgy. The latter
consists exclusively of not very convincingly adapted stereotypes of
miracles traditionally associated with men of God, and catalogued in the
dalii'il al-nubuunaa literature." The arbitrary assignment of Quranic chapter
and verse to those components of the evangelium has been noted. Despite
elaboration of a systematic test by means of which the acceptability of a
miracle could be determined, the theological relevance of that material
remained minimal." Neither eliminated nor replaced, it was instead super
seded by refinement of a dogma in which the document of revelation could
playa rather more central part, and by which the role of the Arabian pro
phet could be assessed in terms of historical perspective. Adduced by
Jal).i~, that dogma found rudimentary expression in the typology set out by

I Cf. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 12; Goldziher, Richtungen, 175-6.
Z Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 30; Gerhardsson, Memory, 285-6; Ahrens, 'Christliches

im Qoran', 170.
3 Tafsir xv, 66.
4 e.g. Ibn Kathir, Tafsir iv, 314; Suyiiti, in Tafsir al-faldlayn, 386, both ad Q. 17: 47;

the story, without scriptural reference, is retailed in Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 355-6, where the
agent of the assassination attempt is identified as the wife of Abu Lahab; cf. the commen
taries to Q. 93: 3, and above, p. 59·

5 Galliner, Saadja, xxiv, 8, 47, n. 7.
6 e.g, Abu Nu'aym and Bayhaqi, cited Andrae, Person, 57-{)I.
7 Cf. Andrae, Person, 101-3, citing Iji, Kitdb al-Mawliqif.

,
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Ibn Qutayba: the miracles (signs) of Moses were characteristic of an age
of sorcery (zaman al-silzr), those of Jesus of an age of medicine (zaman
al-#bb), that (sic) of Muhammad of an age of eloquence (zaman al-bayiin).1
Emphasis upon the single miracle of Muhammad, the book revealed to him
by God, might be thought to contradict the data of the Muhammadan
evangelium, while attesting simultaneously to the general validity of
miracles as proof of prophethood. Application of that criterion was con
sistent, even when tradition provided no explicit record of a miracle, as in
the case of Shu'ayb, e.g. Zamakhshari's unequivocal assertion ad Q. 7: 85

with reference to the locution ~J 0'" ~ ~~~ Ji. 2 Derivation of the

procedure from a Christian Vorlage is hardly necessary, despite the nature
of the material upon which the Muhammadan evangelium drew. The judge
ment of Horovitz, that the Christian origin of the infancy and other stories
was so pronounced as to preclude their employment by the Muslim adver
saries of John of Damascus, is somewhat ingenuous-. One could as easily
argue tha t the content of the Qur'an, which consists almost exclusively of
elements adapted from the Judaeo-Christian tradition, must have disabled
its sectaries in controversy with Jews and Christians.! The role of the
miracle as prophetical credential was of such currency in the formulation
of monotheistic religion as to make derivation from a single source a futile
exercise indeed.s Rabbinic efforts to circumscribe the admissibility of such
must be weighed against explicit pronouncements on the subject expressed
in terms of popular faith, for example, by Maimonides.s

The thoroughly traditional character of Muslim polemic may be judged
from the protests of mortality and disclaimers of miracles in the text of
scripture itself." What became, despite those assertions, the specifically
Muhammadan miracle is alluded to in passages containing a demand not
merely for credentials, but for written confirmation of the word of God,

e.g. Q·4: 153 ~UI cr 4l;,)~ J? 01 yt::.s:J1 J~f ~. That
particular request is attributed to thosealready in possession of a scriptural
revelation (ahl al-kitiib). Similar instances may logically be ascribed to
the same quarter, even when not explicitlystated, e.g. Q. 17: 93, 21: 5, 43 :

I JiiQi~,Kitab lJujaj al-nubuunoa, 145-6, but in a context in which the objective his
toricity of prophetical biographies is critically examined; Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil,lo.

2 Kashshdf ii, 127: no prophet without a miracle; conversely, there could be no miracle
without a prophet, cf. 'Abd al-Jabbar, Tanzib al-Quy'an, 480 ad Sura 105.

3 "Zur Muhammadlegende', 41~; anticipated by Schreiner, 'Zur Geschichte', 593-5;
apparently shared by Becker, 'Christliche Polemik', 437, and Wensinck, 'Propheten',
192-8. Conclusions drawn from the writings ascribed to John of Damascus are anyway
questionable unless restricted, as they seldom are, to an assessment of polemical tactics,
see my observations BSOAS xxxiii (1970) 391-3.

.. Cf. Jeffery, 'Scripture', 132-3; Khoury, Les Theologiens byzantins, 89.
5 Iggeret Teman, 56; cf. Gerhardsson, Memory, 178, 2 1 3.
6 See above, p, 65; and I, pp. 6-7.
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31,47: 20,74: 52. Collocation in scripture of 'prophethood and the book'
(yl;S:Jl.J o~1 Q. 29: 27, 57: 26) or 'the book, judgement/wisdom, and

prophethood' (o~l~ ~I~ y~' 3: 79, 6:89, 45: 16) refers exclusively

to the jews.' For verses of outspokenly polemical content, like Q. 35: 40

.c...~ Js- ~ 4l.:S" ~L:~T i l (cf. 37: 157,46:4), I am inclined to in
terpret kitlib as decree/authority (sultiin, cf. 7: 71, 37: 156), rather than
book (scripture), a conjecture supported by Zamakhshari as well as by
Quranic usage,> Kitiib as scripture is seldom differentiated in the Qur'jin,
and exactly which scripture is meant can be elicited only from context)
The inherent ambiguity sensed by exegetes for many passages is reflected
in Abu "Ubayda's gloss of dhiilika ' l-kitiib (that book) in Q. 2: 2 as hiidha
'l-qur'iin (this Qur'an).!

Attempts at closer definition of kitiib, such as nasib min al-kitiib (a por
tion of the book, Q. 3: 23, 4: 44, 51, 7: 37), do not in fact eliminate the
ambiguity, though in the exegetical tradition those passages were inter
preted as allusions to the Torah.! On the other hand, tafsil al-kitiib
(analysis/explication of the book) is once (Q. 10: 37) expressly predicated
of the Qur'an, while the term tafsil is elsewhere (6: 154, 7: 145, possibly
17: 12) a reference to the Mosaicrevelation. The locution kitlib alliih (book
of God), occurring nine times in Muslim scripture (five of which may well
mean 'decree'), shared in the exegetical tradition a similar ambivalence.
The alternative kitiib alliih and qur'iin in variant traditions of 'Umar's
instructions to Abu Miisa have been noticed." A number of revealing
anecdotes are related of the same caliph, e.g. that retailed by Ibn Hazm,
according to which "Umar was one day approached by the rabbi Ka'b
carrying a book (sifr I), who said to him: Here is the Torah, read it! "Umar
replied: If you are certain that that is what God revealed to Moses, then
I will read it night and day! The variant reply 'Then read it during the
night and day', ill suited both to the preceding imperative in Ka'b's
utterance and to the spirit of the story, reflects the dogmatic impulse
responsible for another anecdote, in which Muhammad forbade "Umar to
read the Torah," Just before the caliph's assassination the same rabbi in
formed him of his imminent death, indicating that he had found it pre-

dicted in the book of God, the Torah (oG.f=J1 ~.J f oUJl yt::) J 4)~f).8

I Cf. Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 73: a conjectured calque of Hebrew tripartite scripture.
z Kashshdfiu, 617 ad Q. 35: 40, iv, 6400 37: 157; cf Augapfel, 'Das "kitab" im Quran',

393·
3 See Kiinstlinger, 'Kitab', 238-47; id. 'Gottes-Schriften', 72-84.
.. Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 250, 256.
5 Cf. Kunstlinger, 'Mathani', 596-8.
6 See above, p. 57.
7 Kitdb al-Fisal wal-milal i, 217; Goldziher, 'Polemik', 345.
8 Tabari, Annales 1/2722-3; cf. BSOAS xxxi (1968) 614-15, and below, IV pp. 189-90'
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In a different context altogether, Ibn Hajar was constrained to observe
that the locution kitiib allah could refer to the Quranic codex (mu~baf).1

Collective designation of scripture(s) as kutub allah (books of God)

occurs in enumeration of the signs, as in Q. 2: 285 tA::S:.~-j..."'.J A-l/4 L,rl J"
AL).J ~-' (cf. 4: 136, 66: 13, and the pair, 34: 44 and 68: 37, in which is

stressed the plight of those not granted a scriptural revelation). In exegetical
literature the total number of kutuballah was givenvariously: 70, 104, 125,
163, the lowest figure being in all likelihood a reflex of 4 Ezra 14: 45-7.2
'Books' as prophetical credential is a notion widely attested in Judaeo
Christian literature, for which the paradigm was undoubtedly the Mosaic
revelation.> In viewof the central role played by the figure of Mosesin both
the scripture and prophetology of Islam, his relegation to the rank of sor
cerer in Ibn Qutayba's typology of miracles is striking. So too, the dichotomy
between the Arabian prophet of the evangelium and the recipient of God's
final revelation, itself a miracle. Implicit in the typology is not merely the
initial exchange of roles, but also precedence of the book over the prophet.
It seems to me unlikely that such a development could have taken place
outside the tradition of Rabbinic Judaism, in which Moses the leader of
his people was succeeded by Moses the bearer of divine revelation.
Translation of the word of God into a written record (scripture) was an
essential element in the Mosaic tradition (Exodus 34: 27), perpetuated in
the imagery of classical Hebrew prophecy (e.g. Isaiah 30: 8, Jeremiah
30: 2).4

Quranic reference to the word of God may also, and not unexpectedly,

be allusion to scripture, e.g. Q. 4: 46 rf ~I <J"";~ I.J.)~ Lr-lJ 1 Lr
~~ (similarly 5: 13, 41), in which the action explicit in tahri] could

only apply to the written word.' Conceptually related to kalim (words)

in those verses is qawl (speech) in Q. 50: 29 JJJ J~I J~ L., as well as

kalimiit (words) in 6: 115 ~loKl J~ ~ (similarly 10: 64) and kaliim

(speech) in 48: 15.uJ1 i~ LJ~= 01 0-,J.:~ (cf. 2: 75). In three of its
four occurrences kalim requires to be understood as scripture (viz. Q. 4:
46, 5: 13, 41; the exception in 35: 10). Similarly all four occurrences
of kaldm, which appears only in construct with allah (viz. Q. 2: 75, 9:
6, 48: 15, 7: 144, the last with an appropriate pronominal suffix). Qawl
may be interpreted as scripture not only in Q. 50: 29, but also 23: 68

I Apud SUyUti, Itqiin i, 221.
2 See Abbott, SALP i, 54; Widengren, Apostle of God, 139-46; Eissfeldt, Einleitung,

773·
3 Von Rad, Theology ii, 40-5 .
.. Cf. Jeffery, 'Scripture', 127.
5 See below, IV pp. 188-92.
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and 39: 18, though it more often renders 'word of God' in the sense of
an expression of divine will (decree, e.g. 16: 40, 27: 82, 37: 31). In
that dynamistic sense kalimiit is also employed, e.g. Q. 2: 37 (Adam)
and 2: 124 (Abraham), but more common in that usage is the singular
kalima, save for amr (utterance) the standard Quranic locution for God's
decree, whether retributive (10: 33, 39: 19) or creative (7: 137, 37:
171).1 Thus may be understood also those passages designated by
O'Shaughnessy the 'Christological verses' (i.e, Q. 3: 39, 45, 4: 171).2 It is
only in the context of Quranic kalimajamr that one may speak of a reflex
of the logos doctrinein Muslim theology, and that in a Philonic rather than
Trinitarian sense.' A possible influence of the Christian doctrine might,
however, be seen in sectarian phraseology, for example, interpretation of
kalimat al-fasl in Q. 42: 21 as 'Ali b. Abi Talib, or in the extreme formula
tions of the mystics on the creative power of the prophet Muhammad.'
For the Ash'arite doctrine on the eternity of the Qur'iin it is kalam allah
(scripture) which was the subject of controversy, and which may be dis.
tinguished from kalima, rather as in Christian theology logos and rhema
refer respectively to Christ and scripture." In Hebrew scripture the
locution 'word of God' (in;" ':1"1) is characteristic primarily of the pro·
phetic oracle, and its status constructus may be judged comparable to that
of Quranic kaliim allah.6 The semantic range of the Hebrew formula
includes scripture (e.g. Jeremiah 30: 2, 36: 1-2), but also the episodic
expression of God's will (e.g. 1 Samuel 3: 7, I Chronicles 22: 8), which
corresponds to Quranic kalimalamr. The specifically creative command of
Psalm 33: 9 '~~'1' in:!: N'1iJ '1iJ'I' '~N N';' 'I::> may be compared with Q. 2: 117

'.JH J ~ J~ wli l..rf~ '~1,." or the retributive utterances of
Isaiah 9: 7 and Amos I: 2 with soaqa'« 'l-qasol (the word fell) in Q. 27:
82, 8S. For the metaphorical sefatai of Psalm 89: 35 Saadya employed
Arabic qawli (my speech), not only to avoid the anthropomorphism but
also as reflex of a Quranic term for command,"

The extraordinary position occupied by 'scripture' in Muslim propheto
logy requires to be examined in the light of two doctrines commonly
interpreted as unique to the theology of Islam, namely, that the Qur'an
is inimitable and the word of God uncreated. Discussion of both turned
upon the form and content of kaliimallah, which might seem to have taken
on a dimension out of all proportion to its role as prophetical bona fides.
While that role was never neglected, it would be more realistic to suppose

I But cf. Baljon, 'Amr of God', 7-18: equating amr with Biblical 'esah,
2 Koranic Concept, 19,24 ff,
3 Pace Bouman, Conjlit, 15-16; cf. Speyer, Erziihlungen, 24-5.
4 Goldziher, Richtungen, 304; Andrae, Person, 333-57: 1)aqiqa mul:zammadiyya.
5 O'Shaughnessy, Koranic Concept, 62.
6 Von Rad, Theology ii, 87-8. 7 Galliner, Saadja, xxvi, SO n, 18.
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that the qualities of inimitability and eternity were formulated in the
attempt to secure a position within the Muslim community for the docu
ment of revelation. The fact of canonicity,here postulated as sum of a long
and uneven process of Gemeindebildung, meant acceptance of scripture not
merely as evidence for the divine commission of one man, but also and
more especially, recognition of its authority in the life of the community.
Establishment of a historical connection between revelation and its reci
pient was, on the other hand, not simply a corollary of canonization. I In
the preceding pages it has been argued that the historical portrait of the
Arabian prophet conforms to a pattern composed partly of the Quranic
data on prophethood, in character emphatically Mosaic, and partly of
motifs drawn from a narrative tradition typically associated with men of
God. The centrality of that portrait in the description of its origins formu
lated by the Muslim community lies in the role of the prophet as paradigm
(sunna). The extent to which-the specifically prophetical Sunna represented
a refashioning of customary law and community practice is not easy to
determine.> The tendency to subsume as much as possible of juridical
precedent under the heading sunnat al-nabi was clear at the end of the
second/eighth century. For a number of reasons, adduced at the end of the
last chapter, the introduction of scripture as supplementary source of doc
trine cannot have been earlier. The appearance of technical literature on
the dogmas of its inimitability and eternity was even later. Now, from
chronological indications alone it might seem that the document of revela
tion had achieved canonical status without being defined either as inimi
table or as uncreated, but rather by virtue of its association with the
prophet of Islam. I am inclined to interpret that link as one designed to
support not merely the claim of Muhammad to prophethood (reflected in
Quranic emphasis upon the Mosaic revelation), but also the claim of
revelation to an effective role in the life of the community (already regu
lated by the prophetical Sunna). Of the three qualities predicated of
Muslim scripture it was undoubtedly that of faithfully preserved pro
phetical logia which accounted for its acceptance as a source of doctrine.
That the logia, once collected and canonized, might be granted enhanced
status as the inimitable and uncreated word of God, would not appear to
have been either logical or necessary. Both qualities, however, may be seen
as reflexes of Rabbinic attitudes towards the Mosaic revelation, possibly
adopted and modified in the course ofJudaeo-Muslim polemic.

In the document of revelation itself that polemic is exhibited in those
verses containing a demand for 'scripture' as sign, e.g. kitiib, suhu], sura,
qur'an. That such demands originated in a Jewish milieu is occasionally
explicit (e.g. Q. 4: 153) and elsewhere a logical inference. If Christian, the

I See above, I pp. 47-52 •

2 cr. Schacht, Origins, I 8CH): legal maxims in traditions.

l
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reference will none the less have been to Hebrew scripture, equally
canonical and perhaps the only meaningful instance of specifically scrip
tural revelation for adherents of that faith. I Attempts in the exegetical
tradition to ascribe those demands to the pagan Arabs of Mecca represent,
in my opinion, elements of a Nachdichtung designed precisely to illustrate
the Hijazi origins of Islam," For that particular argument the exegetes
were able to call into evidence an undisputed 'fact' of Arabian history in
the seventh century, namely, the rhetorical accomplishment of the Arabs.
Similarly I would submit that the concomitant challenge to produce an
identical or superior scripture (or portion thereof), expressed five times in
the Quranic text (the tahaddi verses: Q. 2: 23, 10: 38, II: 13, 17: 88, 52:
33-4), can be explained only within a context of Jewish polemic. In three
ofthoseverses(Q. 10: 38, II: 13,52: 33-4) the challenge: Then produce
a sura/ten surasJa hadith ( !) like it, follows immediately upon an allegation
of forgery (yaqillun aftariihuftaqawwalahu), a charge which might be
thought to come from those familiar with scriptural revelation. Further,

the principal of the tahaddi verses, Q. 17: 88 ~I-, ~"j\ ~I ~ Ji
~ 0"':;4 "j 0i}J1 \~ ~ Iy~ 0i ~ appears in a context introduced

by a locusclassicus for the celebrated 'rabbinical' test of prophethood (17: 85
And they ask you about the Spirit). Finally, a paraphrase of the challenge

may be found in Q. 28: 49~ l5~f ~ .!JJ\ ~ 0-" y~ I"':;t.i Ji
where the quality of excellence is predicated alike of Qur'an and Torah.

In what precisely the inimitability of Muslim scripture (ijiiz al-qur'iin)
consists was the subject of long, ardent, and finally unresolved dispute.>
Considered schematically, the material of controversy included arguments
based upon: (a) divine prevention of the prophet's contemporaries and
posterity from producing a successful counterfoil (~arfa: a position tradi
tionally associated with the Mu'tazili Nazzam); (b) the contents of the
document, seen to include information about matters past, present, and
future which could not possibly have come by natural means to the un
lettered prophet (akhbiir al-ghayb: thus the dogmatic emphasis upon
Muhammad's illiteracy'}; (c) its composition (na:pn/ta'lij) , an area ex
tended to include not merely linguistic form but artistic structure in the
broadest terms possible, a consequence in part of rejection of the sarfa
argument, seen by some to reduce the Qur'an to the status of any pheno
menon contra naturam (khiiriq lil-tiida).

I Gerhardsson, Memory, 226.

2 See above, pp. 58, 62, 72; I pp. 36-7; and below, IV pp. 122-6: the 'rabbinical' test
of prophethood.

3 A synoptic view in Suyiiti, Itqdn, naw' 64: iv, 3-23; cf. Schreiner, 'Zur Geschichte',
663-75; von Grunebaum, El, s.v. rdjaz.

.. See above, pp. 62-3; I p. 38.



From those three basic orientations elements were combined and varied
with considerable ingenuity producing, save in the close rhetorical
analysis of·Jurjani and, to a lesser degree, of Biiqillilni, a final synthesis
characterized by subjective expression of the document's unimpeachable
wisdom and clarity.I The slightly unrealistic and, in the end, unsatisfactory
nature of the ~arfa argument, whose very terms were self-defeating,
followed from its precluding the test which itself would demonstrate the
inimitability of the Our'an. Thus it was that references to content, with
appropriate stress upon the vaticinatio, and to form may be seen to repre
sent the dogma as distilled from the tradition. Assessment of the content
of scripture tended to be ethical rather than aesthetic and expressed as
wonder that one book could contain so much, indeed all that might be of
utility to men. That its incomparable composition was not self-evident
seems clear from the amount of literature produced to support the argu
ment that it was. In this field attitudes ranged from a scrupulous desire to
avoid the stigma of preciosity (takalluf) attaching to the Quranic style to
the express intention of finding there the archetypes of all rhetorical
device.> Views on the applicability of the rhetorical sciences to the problem
of iJaz include the affirmation of Suyuti, that such could be apprehended
only by means of those sciences (ma'ani, bayiin, badt) , the denial of Ibn
Hazm, that the word of God (kaliim allah) could in any manner be com
pared to human utterance (kaliim al-makhluqin), and the carefully qualified
statement of Baqillani, that while a variety of rhetorical embellishment was
exhibited in scripture, such must be irrelevant to the fact of its inimi
tability.>

The significance of the iJiiz controversy may, I think, be sought else
where than in its theological implications. In the course of those dis
cussions it was, naturally, asked whether the Torah and Gospel(s), being
the word of God, did not share with the Qur'jln the quality of inimitability.
The reply, not surprisingly, was no: (a) though like the Qur'jln they did
contain reports of the unknown (akhbar al-ghayb), there was nothing of
the miraculous in their style (na~m) or their structure (ta'lij); (b) this
because God had not described them as such, nor had the challenge
(taJ.uuldi) been referred to them, nor did the language(s) in which they were
written contain anything of eloquence (f~ii~a); (c) and finally, because no
such claim had been made for those books by their sectaries.' A further
point, attributed to Zarkashi and Zamakhshari, stressed the Quranic

80 QURANIC STUDIES 1

I See Weisweiler, 'Unnachahmlichkeit', 77-121; von Grunebaum, Tenth-Century
Document; Bouman, Conjlit; Suyuti, Itqiin iv, 11-7.

2 e.g. the dispute about madhhab kaliimf,see below, IV pp. 232-3; cf. von Grunebaum,
Tenth-century Document, xv on the Venerable Bede,

3 Suyutl, Itqiin iv, 186; Ibn Hazm, Kitiib al-Fisal iii, 18-19; Baqilldni, I'jiiz, 107, I I 1
12; von Gnmebaum, Ope cit. 49, 54-5; Bouman, Confiit,71 •

.. Baqillani, I'jiiz, 31-2; Bouman, Conflit, 66.
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arrangement (tartib) in silras according to divine plan, while such divisions
in the texts of other scriptures were the work of their compilers. I

Of those arguments only one might be thought to contain some objective
basis outside the immediate terms of the controversy, namely, the con
viction that eloquence was peculiar to the Arabic language. Introduction
of that element into what purported to be theological doctrine served a
dual purpose: Muslim prophetology was enriched by the concept of a
lingua sacra, and the elaboration of Islam characterized by its exclusively
Arabian origins. Exegesis of the tahaddi verses, in order to underline the
complete failure to meet the challenge (mu~iirarja: the absence of logic in
that reasoning was never admitted), presupposed the specifically Arabic
eloquence of all contestants.> When these failed, as indeed they must, how
could the claim to inimitability be denied? Rather more important than
the challenge which, paradoxically, must have been addressed to those
familiar with scripture, was the notion that the word of God could be
bound to a particular medium. For a number of reasons such a view was
hardly possible for Christians, though evidence of an emphatically con
servative attitude to the Biblical text was not wanting even there." On the
other hand, Rabbinic (and Targumic) designation of Biblical Hebrew as
the lingua sacra (leshon ha-qodesh) might seem to have provided the imme
diate Vorbild for Muslim usage.' Now, there is admittedly no equivalent
in Rabbinic theology to the dogma of iJiiz al-qur'iin, and Jewish polemic
concerned with that doctrine appears to have taken as point of departure,
by calling into question, the Muslim premiss that the Quranic style was
demonstrably superior to that of profane compositions in Arabic.? It
might indeed be supposed that no other course was open to those whose
notion of lingua sacra was not bound to Arabic: aesthetic assessment of
the Quranic style was almost necessarily a preoccupation internal to the
Muslim community. Two aspects of the dogma which, however, could
have been devised to meet the needs of external polemic were the fact of
a sacred language other than Hebrew, and its appropriate bestowal upon a
people whose appreciation of rhetorical niceties was established."

A third aspect of the iJiiz controversy generated an independent series
of dogmatic propositions. In retailing Mu'tazili views on the inimitability
of the Qur'an Ash'ari cited the insistence of Nazzam on the sarfa argument
and added that both Hisham Fuwati and 'Abbad b. Sulayman refused to

I Apud Suyuti, Itqdn i, 186-']; cf. the opposition munajjam:jumla in discussions of the
mode of revelation, above, I pp. 36-8.

2 e.g. as in Ibn Qutayba, Ta'toil, 17; Bouman, Conflit, 66-73, seems here to have
missed the point of the argument.

3 See Loewe, 'Latin Vulgate', in CHB ii, 100-7.
4 Cf. Segal, Mishnaic Hebrew, 2-3.
5 Cf. the fragments in Steinschneider, Polemische Literatur, 103, 314 n. 23.
6 See below, III pp. 93-9.
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acknowledge the Qur'an either as witness to the existence of God or as
credential for the prophet. 1 While the sarfa argument could be inverted
to demonstrate the fact of Arab eloquence (in the absence of which divine
prevention of an imitation would have been unnecessary I), the rejection
of revelation as miracleprovoked a different kind of rebuttal. The rejection
was based upon an assertion that the word of God, hence the Qur'an (sic),
could only be described in relation to the existence of God as contingent
Cararf): the Mu'tazili definition of God's unity (taw~id)precluded adducing
contingencies as witness either to His being or to His actions. Now, it is
generally assumed that the Mu'tazili position represented a reaction to an
earlier and more popularly held view that the word of God, hence the
Qur'an (sic), was neither contingent nor created but, rather, inseparable
from the unqualified existence of its creator. But it is difficult indeed to
discern from the expression of Mu'tazili views, most of which are preserved
only in the later works of their triumphant adversaries, whether they
exhibit opposition to other views already expressed, or merely the articula
tion of conclusions derived from their own creed. Worthy of remark is
that the three Mu'tazili spokesmen cited by Ash'ari all lived in the first
half of the third/ninth century, and that the utterances ascribed to them
were made with specific reference to the inimitability of the Qur'an. It
might be thought that acceptance (or rejection except on the condition
of $arfa) of its inimitability somehow entailed definition of the Qur'an as
uncreated. As I have indicated, both qualities appear to have been formu
lated with less concern for the description of prophetical bona fides than
for assertion of the document's canonical status within the community.
It may of course be argued that the evidence for a connection of the two
dogmas is too circumstantial to be of real value, and that, in any case, the
relation between the two cannot be described as causal. Ash'ari noted that
most members of the Mu'tazila accepted the inimitability of the Our'an
(defined in terms of its composition I) without, apparently, admitting that
it was uncreated.> The converse could hardly havebeen postulated.

In Fiqh Akbar I there is, expectedly, no mention of the uncreated
Qur'an. In the Wa~yatAbi Hanifa, dated by Wensinck towards the middle
of the third/ninth century, the dogma is set out in Article IX, but without
mention of inimitability.s Those data accord with what seems to have been
the chronological framework of the controversy, from which emerged an
instructive terminus ad quem; c. 235/850.4 The opinions of the dissenting
Mu'tazila cited by Ash'ari had been expressed at about that date. The
harmony between these details and the chronology proposed for the pro-

t Maqalat al-Isliimiyyin, 225-6; cf. Bouman, Conflit, 19.
2 Maqdldt, loco cit.; an example was the Mu'tazill 'Abd al-jabbar, cf. Bouman, 'Doc

trine', 67-86.
3 See above, I p. 44; Wensinck, Creed, 127, 149-51, 187.
.. Cf. Watt, 'Early discussions', 29 n. 5, 33, 36.
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cess of canonization ought not to be overlooked. Now, that process might
be described as the collocation of several elements: a corpus of pro
phetical logia, the figure of a prophet, a sacred language, and an un
equivocally divine sanction for all three. Reconstruction of the manner in
which these elements were evolved and adjusted to produce a more or less
final and satisfactory synthesis can only be conjectural. It may be clear
from the preceding observations that I regard the acquisition within the
community of these elements as having taken place in the sequence set out
above. Their interaction might be envisaged as follows: attribution of
several, partially overlapping, collections of logia (exhibiting a distinctly
Mosaic imprint) to the image of a Biblical prophet (modified by the material
of the Muhammadan evangelium into an Arabian man of God) with a
traditional message of salvation (modified by the influence of Rabbinic
Judaism into the unmediated and finally immutable word of GOd).

Achievement of the final stage in the process may be equated with the
declaration that the Q~ was uncreated. Identification of the Qur'an
document with the word of God (kaliim alliih)wasderived from a traditional

metaphor, e.g. Q. 9: 6 ..uJ I i~~~,,~t9. A further identification of

the Qur'jin document with the word of God as interpreted in the discussions
of divine attributes (~ifiit)I appears to entail a transition from metaphorical
to veritable sense, which may be traced to the imagery of Q. 85: 21-2

.l;~ cY J~ 0T.J~ ~. The concept of a celestial archetype evoked

by this verse, which was crucial in the #fiit discussions.> belongs to an
ancient and well-attested tradition, in which of course the referent was the
word of God as injunction, law,even register, but not 'scripture' in the sense
of record of revelation.! From the notion of 'law' inherent in the use of
lawl; (tablet) it is at least conceivable that qur'iin in Q. 85: 21-2 could be
functionally equated with the Mosaic law, and more particularly with the
Rabbinic concept of the pre-existent Torah as the immutable word of
God.s That the ultimate authority of God's decree might thus be fixed
provided a more or less satisfactory solution to the problem of scripture
as normative in the life of the community. But theological difficulties
provoked by the possible charge of dualism remained, and attempts to
solve or to evade these are evident in the works of masoretic exegesis, e.g.
Abu "Ubayda's interpretation of Q. 85: 22 as fi lul;in mal;fu:;un.s The

I e.g, Ash'ari, Maqiilat, 582-607; cf. Goldziher, 'Fachr aI-din al-Razi', 245-7.
2 Cf. Ash'arl, Maqiilat, 549 ff.
3 Cf. Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 65-6; Jeffery, •Scripture', 51-3; but also Widengren,

Apostle of God, IIS-6I: for the equation Wisdom-Tablet-Book.
4 e.g. Talm. BabI., Pesahim 54a. Nedarim 39b. and the Midrashic references in Speyer,

Erziihlungen 34 n. 2; see above. I pp, 35-6.
5 Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 252 no. 29; cf. Zamakhshari, Kashshdf iv,

733 ad loco
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reading 'preserved in an atmosphere' might be thought analogous to
Saadya's theory of awir sheni, formulated to avoid the implications of a
hypostasized word of God. I In contrast with the masoretes, Muslim
theologians found satisfaction in distinguishing between the eternal word of
of God as concept (ma(nii) and its reproduction (dalilJtanzil), an argument
derived from a series of grammatical oppositions: qirii'a-maqrii', kitiiba
maktub, dhikr-madhhur, That formulation appears to have been the work
of Nazzam (d. 231/846) or Ibn Kullab (d. 24°/854), incorporated finally
into the theories of Bjiqillani (d. 403/1013). Its refutation by the late
Mu'tazili (Abd al-jabbar (d. 416/1025) was unconvincing.>

Such problems, with their solutions, remained peripheral. Textual
explication of Muslim scripture wasable to accommodate variant, emenda
tion, anomaly, ellipsis, pleonasm, in short all that might be described as
characteristic of any literary record, irrespective of convictions about its
source. The most interesting aspect.by far of the application of literary
criticism to the text of revelation was the extrapolation, from an allegedly
profane tradition, of aesthetic criteria formulated to describe the substance
and function of a sacred language. That was the product of masoretic
exegesis.3 The Muslim masoretes were above all grammarians, whose
primary task was to relate the anomaliesof a lingua sacra to the demands of
a normative description of language. With analysis of that process the
following chapter is concerned.

I Altmann, 'Theory', 20-4.
2 Bouman, Conflit, 20-3, 37-8,73-80; ide 'Doctrine', 74-84.
3 See below, IV pp. 202-27.
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III

ORIGINS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

HISTORICAL descriptions of the Arabic language are reminiscent of a
celebrated discussion among Renaissance humanists about the intrusion
of Italian into areas allocated by tradition to classical Latin. Against the
isolated conjecture that the literary (Latin) and vernacular (Italian)
languages were coeval but functionally separate was ranged a series of
arguments concerned to describe a developmental relation between sermo
urbanus and sermo plebeius: the latter was the product either of barbarians'
misuse of the former, or of local (indigenous) deformation; conversely,
sermo urbanus might be described as a conscious (social and aesthetic)
refinement of sermo plebeius. I The hypothesis of a functional dichotomy,
to be qualified by the observation that usage varied not with social position
but with the demands of a given linguistic situation, was both non
evolutionary and not verj forcefully asserted. The three evolutionary
concepts appeared, on the other hand, to make some sense of the historical
data, and have survived as points of departure for those theories of linguis
tic genealogy which have not been entirely discredited.

Nowhere have such proved more durable than in studies of the position
occupied by Classical Arabic in the historical development of Semitic
languages. An inclination to see in Classical Arabic (CA) at least the
phonological and morphological constituents of a hypothetical Proto
Semitic is both understandable and of some value for comparative and
diachronic analyses. To draw from the same data conclusions about the
origins and evolution of CA involves implicit acceptance of considerable
non-linguistic material often and erroneously supposed to be 'historical
fact'. I refer to such assumptions as that of the isolation of speakers/writers
of Arabic within the Arabian peninsula up to the seventh century, or that
of the existence of a ne varieturtext of the Islamic revelation not later than
the middle of the same century. Both the origin and the utility of those
assumptions are patent. Evidence of abrasion (phonological/morphological)
and of interference (syntactic/lexical) couId be ascribed to the use of CA
by foreigners or to widespread dislocation within the Arabic-speaking
community, both being consequences of the expansion of Islam during the
seventh century. Moreover, that CA could survive to serve as model
(orthographic/grammatical) for a literary language could be explained by

I Vossler, Eir.jilhrung ins Vulgiirlauin, 48-52.
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the fixed, sacred, and immutable text of the Qur'jin, representing the
highest form of rhetorical achievement in Arabic. Provision of a geo
graphical and chronological setting for the diachronic examination of
CA enabled observers of the purely linguistic phenomena to interpret these
as evidence of a more or less uninterrupted process of decline: movement
away from a point of linguistic (and ethnic 1) purity towards a situation
characterized by fragmentation, dialect cleavage, unattainable ideals, and a
permanent tension between theory and practice. The historical assumptions
underlying such an interpretation of the data are, however, not merely
unverifiable, but also internally inconsistent and, in some respects,
demonstrably false.

Now, the marshalling of phonological evidence (consonantal range/
vocalic quality and position) as well as of that pertaining to morphology
and, in the strictest sense, to grammar (inflexion: case/mood) might be
thought unexceptionable, so long as it is recognized that such material
reflects the highly specialized and often idiosyncratic usage of rather
meagre literary records preserved in comparatively late recensions. 1

Syntactical evidence has been interpreted as exhibiting the effects of a
normative process, and thus as proof of some distance between CA and
Proto-Semitic, whose proximity, on the other hand, had been inferred
from the witness to phonology and morphology." There is, of course, no
compelling reason why any of that linguistic material should yield con
clusions of a chronological, as opposed to structural, nature. In the context
of evolutionary interpretation, the work of Vollers with reference to the
consonantal range of CA as exhibiting, in relation to Proto-Semitic, not
preservation, but rather, phonetic proliferation, and to the essentially
euphonic and rhetorical significance of the i'riib phenomena, represented
a reaction to traditional views, but required at the same time, in order to
fit the geographical/chronological environment alleged to have produced
the earliest Arabic literature, a very questionable reconstruction of the
history of the Quranic text.! The concept of CA as a kind of linguistic
(and literary) canon, apart from reflecting a well-attested and strongly
entrenched tradition of rhetorical criticism, may owe something of its
putative authority, at least for modem philological scholarship, to its
role as confirmation cum source of Proto-Semitic reconstructions. For
identification of actual specimens of CA, exponents of that scholarship
have for the most part been content to accept the received tradition as
found in works of rhetoric and exegesis, namely, that CA is exhibited
in the corpus of poetry described as pre-Islamic and in the document of

I e.g, GVG i, 23-4, 120-1, 459-62, 554; Moscati, Comparative Grammar, 14, 52,
95-6, 134-5·

2 e.g. Bergstresser, Einfuhrung, 134-5; Blau, 'Problems', I.

3 'Arabisch und Semitisch', 165-217; id, Review: Noldeke, Zur Grammatik, 125-39;
id. Volkssprache, 55-175.
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Islamic revelation. The only deduction possible was that, within the
bounds imposed by available literary remains, CA stood at the beginning
and not at the end of or at a point in the course of a long and varied
linguistic evolution.' To interpret that evolution, which seems always to
to have been identified with description of the vicissitudes of CA in a post
classical environment, two criteria in particular have emerged with an
apparently reasonable claim both to utility and to objectivity.

The first of these may be described as a cluster of interpretative prin
ciples derived from the concept of koine, adduced to provide a terminus
ad quem for the historical evolution of CA. Koine has been employed to
designate: (I) the language of pre-Islamic poetry and Qur'an, (2) a kind
of bedouin lingua franca, and (3) the hypothetical source of modem
sedentary vernaculars.> Despite the inadvisability of accepting one term
for such varied phenomena, the several applications of koine reflect a
certain unity of impulse, namely, to describe difference in terms of diver
gence from a single source, an intellectual principle commonly associated
with genetic linguistics. Though the implications of koine taxonomy for
the history of Arabic, particularly in respect of its second and third uses,
have been questioned and eventually modified, the definition of CA as
the language of poetry and of revelation has not been unseated." The koine
principle was alsoapplied to the scanty and problematic evidence of dialect
cleavage to produce a series of plausible if necessarily hypothetical polari
ties: e.g. regional (Nejd-Hijaz), economic (nomadic-sedentary), social
(patrician-plebeian), ethnic rarab-~ajam). One result of the experiment
was to demonstrate that, contrary to the assertions of Muslim philologists,
CA was not and had never been identifiable with any single Arabian
dialect." By a somewhat eccentric application of logic, that negative
argument confirmed the identification of CA with the ineptly formulated
'poetic koine',

The second criterion adduced to describe the fortunes of CA includes
several variations upon the theme of pseudo-correction. As a descriptive
principle pseudo-correction presupposes the existence of an acknowledged
standard of linguistic (or literary) excellence and witness, across a range
of individual speakers/writers, to incomplete mastery of it.S Thus, the
evidence of pseudo-correction cannot alone be employed to demonstrate

I Which did not, of course, preclude versions of a hypothetical pre-history, cf. Rabin,
'Beginnings', 35-6.

2 Cf. Blachere, Histoire i, 79-82; Flick, "Arabiya, 7; Noldeke, 'Das klassische Arabisch
und die arabischen Dialekte', BSS, 13; Ferguson, 'Arabic koine', 616-30.

3 Cf. Cohen, 'Koine', 119-44; Blau, Emergence, 10-18; GVG i, 23; Spitaler, Review:
Flick, ,Arabiya, 145.

4 e.g. Rabin, West-Arabian, 17'-24; id. 'Beginnings', 32-4: the view that CA could
be traced ultimately to a dialect was, incidentally, not the exclusive property of Muslim
scholarship.

S See Blau, Pseudo-corrections, 11-22.
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existence of a linguistic/literary standard, proof of which must already
have been established. For the history of CA it need hardly be added that
applications of this criterion will not be very helpful in determining just
when that particular form of the language attained its status as standard. I

But the usefulness of the principle is not thereby exhausted. Absence of
pseudo-correct features may indicate either mastery of the standard or,
alternatively, that the standard is not distinguishable from the usus loquendi.
The two possibilities may, it seems to me, be regarded as mutually ex
clusive, evident from the composition of works in faultless CA by authors
who could not conceivably have spoken that language. To insist that the
absence of pseudo-correct features in the Qur'an (accepting that such is
the case) reflects not mastery of the literary idiom but rather the 'true
vernacular of Mecca' involves an assumption based on non-linguistic
evidence, namely, that at the time the Qur'an was recorded in writing
the literary and spoken languages were, at least in Mecca, indistinguish
able.> Necessarily conjectural, that assertion would appear also to pre
clude an alternative possibility: that when the Qur'an was recorded in
writing the grammar of CA had been formulated and could be learned by
someone whose mother tongue it was not. Chronological problems are,
of course, not thereby solved, but neither are they prejudged by tacit
acceptance of the 'Uthmanic recension traditions. The criterion of pseudo
correction, like that of the koine concept, has served illogically to confirm
the position of CA in seventh-century Arabia by dependence upon it as a
historical fact. As instruments of synchronic analysis both criteria are of
indisputable value; for purposes of historical description they are at best
convenient fictions.

For the diachronic study of CA linguists have naturally, if somewhat
ingenuously, had recourse to the framework supplied by historians of the
early centuries of Islam. In their construction of that framework historians,
in turn, have relied largely upon a corpus of literature extant only in
recensions dating from the beginnings of the third/ninth century. Excep
tions to that Circumstance are few, indeed, the major one being, in the
consensus of Muslim and Orientalist scholarship, the text of the Islamic
revelation itself. General assent to 'Ie fait coranique'> links in an extraordi
nary manner the most disparate and even contradictory interpretations of
early Islamic history, a secondary consequence of which has been affirma
tion of the 'fact' by virtue of repeated assertion. In an essay which did not
depart significantly from the traditional view of the Hijazi origins of
Islam, the historian C. H. Becker proposed a distinction between the

I Consider the dates of the material so carefully analysed by Blau in his Grammar of
Christian Arabic, 2-36; ef. BSOAS xxxi (1968) 610-13.

2 Cf. Blau, Pseudo-corrections, 57-8 esp. n, IS.
3 Blachere, Histoire ii, 230-41.
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processes of Arabicization and Islamization, in his opinion separated by a
period of from two to three centuries. I The former term was applied to
the several religiously neutral factors thought to have effected the move
ment of the Arabs beyond the frontiers of the Arabian peninsula; the
latter to the subsequent imposition of religious uniformity upon subject
peoples by an Islamic power. While not at all concerned with the problems
being examined here, Becker's work provided a valuable lesson in the
typological differentiation of source materials, according to which 'Ie
fait coranique' might indeed qualify as 'fact' but apparently only as one
whose historical effect was (temporarily) suspended. On that particular
point there is at least room for argument,> but the example is none the
less instructive. I should like to propose a metaphorical extension of
Becker's dichotomy by defining Arabicization as the expression of a
centrifugal force and figure of expansion; conversely, Islamization could
be interpreted as a centripetal force and figure of contraction. Materially
the antithetical figures might be understood to represent, on the one hand,
the spread of Arabic dialects at a pace approximately consonant with that
of the Arab conquests, and on the other, the imposition of CA as a lin
guistic/literary standard. Symbolically the contrast would be one between
natural, uninhibited diffusion and artificial, consciously directed restric
tion. Linguistically Arabicization is characterized by a concept of language
as the most convenient means for meeting the demands of normal com
munication (Mitteilungsbedurfnis) , and Islamization by a concept of
language as an instrument of education (Bildungsprinzip). An example of
the first was the introduction of Arabic as official language into the Umay
yad chancery; the example of the second was, of course, the Quean.

Now, it has for some time been assumed that both the chancery language
in question and that of the Qur'an represent CA, and further, that both
reflect the 'poetic koine' asserted to have been the medium of pre-Islamic
poetry. Since all three may be described as forms of literary expression,
the equation is at least theoretically valid. And from the notion of con
tinuity implicit there was born the concept of koine as descriptive prin
ciple in the historical analysis of CA. Whether or when the koine might
have been even approximately similar to an Arabic vernacular is a problem
still awaiting solution, or reformulation. Rather more important, in my
opinion, is whether the equation is in practice justifiable. May one, in
fact, identify the language of poetry with that of scripture and, in tum,
both with that of the earliest chancery papyri? Further, what chronological
conclusions can legitimately be drawn from the purely linguistic content
of that material? Orthographic and morphological features common to all
three permit a degree of synchronic comparison. Lexical, syntactic, and
above all, stylistic requirements of each of the three genres might be

I 'Der Islam als Problem', 6-7. 2 See above, I pp. 43-52.
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thought to preclude a diachronic analysis. Assertions of linguistic con
tinuity can here only be based upon non-linguistic data, and the first
century of Islam can hardly be described as 'a period fully in the light
of history'. I

From employment of the koine concept as an explicative mechanism to
assertion of its historicity is, after all, a long and significant step. If it is to
be attempted at all, the points of departure must be an examination of
five kinds of linguistic material, eachwith some claim to be representative
of the earliest form of CA:

I. Poetry (pre-Islamic and earlyIslamic).
2. Qur~an.

3. Hadith (subsuming sira-maghiizi literature).
4. Ayyiim.
5. Papyri.

With the exception of the papyri, use of these data is subject to three
caveats of general nature as well as to a number of specific reservations for
each category. First, the purpose of each may be described as essentially
educative rather than merely communicative. Literary composition with
an avowed aim must be evaluated in terms of the rhetorical schemata
consciously employed to achieve that aim, whether aesthetic, cultic,
juridical, or historical, and seldom if ever constitutes disinterested lin
guistic evidence.' Second, a curious quality of simultaneity characterizes
the recensions in which this material has been preserved, as well as the
commentary and other critical literature generated by it: all appears to
have come into existence at the end of the second/eighth and beginning of
the third/ninth centuries. A concomitant homogeneity of subject-matter is
reflected in the overlapping of genres: poetry placed within a narrative
frame, prose relieved by poetic insertions both as exegesis and ornatus,
juridical and lexical problems solved by reference to scripture, scriptural
problems solved by reference to jurisprudence and lexicography, all with
approximately the same end in view: historical description of a situation
two centuries earlier.s Third, practical application of the linguistic data
preserved in that literature has tended to blur what might be thought a
traditionally valid distinction between prose and poetry: freely variable
syntax as a function of rhetoric. Formulation of grammatical rules from
poetry, from the style of scripture, or from ornate prose is bound to result
in a very specialized table of correct procedures, not in a generally useful
description of language. Resort to such may produce a circumscribed and
unrealistic image, which will thus become a decidedly unattainable ideal.

I As in Rabin, 'Beginnings', 29.
2 See Wehr, Review: Flick, <Arabiya, 185.
3 See Spitaler, 'Arabisch', 125.
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From the point of view of the Arab grammarians that may not have been
unintentional. Results are, after all, as much conditioned by method as by
material.1

It might seem from these observations that the real value of this material
lies in its relevance to literary and scholarly activities within the community
of Islam at about the turn of the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries.
Such, at least, would be my provisional conclusion, but it is worth noting
that despite the limitations set out here and acknowledged elsewhere,
acceptance of the sources at face value continues to find adherents,>
Now, the single exception to a very strong possibility of Nachdichtung
is the linguistic content of the chancery papyri. That has been assessed
as exhibiting CA with some slight deviation of colloquial origin, or
Middle Arabic admixture.! However that early chancery language may be
described, it is clearly not the language either of poetry or of scripture.
It could thus be allocated to the sphere of CA only by reference to a
standard posterior in -time to the composition of the documents them
selves. Consideration of the resultant anachronism may have led Rabin
to the hypothesis that the language of the papyri might be 'a Classical
Arabic (sic!) not yet standardized by grammarians',» In practice it is
essential to distinguish between adaptations and translations from the
Byzantine epistolaris sermo and free composition in what could be called
sub-literary or 'business' Arabic, but also to observe that the chancery
language as such eventually was, and in fact had to be, elaborated
from both sources.! Consistent deviation from a hypothetical CA in the
language of the papyri may only be interpreted as such by reference to a
standard for which there are no extant loci probantes. Even the literary
papyri studied by Abbott exhibit the same departures from 'classical'
Arabic." It might indeed be thought that these reservations contribute to
undermine the unitary concept of a 'literary koine' and, more especially,
of its development no later than the sixth century.

Lexical and syntactical disparities between the styles respectively of
poetry, scripture, and chancery documents represent functional cleavages
of a sort difficult to reconcile with the notion of a single source for CA.
It can, in fact, be argued that neither poetry nor scripture could have, or
ever did, become canons of actual linguistic usage, as opposed to sources

I Spitaler, 'Arabisch', 126; id. Review: Bloch, Vers und Sprache, 317-18; Ullmann,
Ragazpoesie,218-32.

Z e.g, Rabin, 'Beginnings', 21-2; the same curious and quite illogical position seems to
be that underlying Blachere's in many respects very useful Histoire.

3 See e.g. Grohmann, Einfiihrung, 103-'7; Blau, Emergence, 123-32.
4 EI, s.v, 'Arabiyya: I, 564.
5 Consider the rhetorical components of classical inshd", as extrapolated from Qalqa

shandi by Bjorkman, Staatskanzlei, 87-«J2; but also the medieval European development
of ars dictaminis, Curtius, Europiiische Literatur, 83.

6 e.g. SALP ii; my references in BSOAS xxxi (1968) 614-16.
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of grammatical theory. I Assertions to the contrary exhibit theological
orientations defined to accommodate two dogmas inextricably part of the
traditional assessment of Islamic origins, namely, those of the inimitability
of the Qur'iin and of the rhetorical potential of the Arabic language.>
Both played considerable roles in the establishment of a chronological
and geographical framework for the diachronic description of CA. On the
other hand, the evolution suggested by an examination of the papyri
displays what might appear to be a normal process of refinement: from the
exigencies of administrative communication to the luxury of an elaborate
Kunstprosa in the third/ninth century. For that development we have, at
least, the requisite loci probantes: bilingual and monolingual chancery
papyri, monolingual literary papyri, the prose parts of sira, maghiizi, and
ayyiim, as well as the haditb literature. Save as sources of stylistic em
bellishment (iqtibas) and lexical exotica, scripture and poetry will hardly
have affected the elaboration of a CA prose style, whether discursive or
narrative. In their earliest definitive forms these styles may be studied in
recensions of the third/ninth century, indicating thus a chronological span
which might be thought to correspond to the time-lag of two to three
centuries postulated by Becker for the separate processes of Arabiciza
tion and Islamization. Neither religious orthodoxy nor linguistic standard
could be imposed before each had achieved canonical status.

Administrative employment of Arabic symbolized the beginnings of
acculturation. On the basis of the chancery papyri that event could be
dated to about 86/705.3 Against the ethnic composition of the Arab domin
ions at that time, the role of Arabic must be seen as primarily that of a
practical instrument of communication (Verkehrssprache). Its subsequent
development can be interpreted as the compound result of several non
linguistic factors: social and economic necessity, formation of urban
centres of diffusion, and prestige of the ruling minority. Evidence of
bilingualism (substrate phenomena) and of diglossia (dialectalphenomena)
ought not to be assessed with reference to a normative CA,for which there
are no contemporary source materials, but rather with a viewto the require
ments of the community served by that sub-literary language. It is im
portant to remember that from the beginning of that evolution to its end
the evidence is always that of a written language, whatever its pre-history
may have been. The material is thus always witness to formal and/or
formalized communication, for which emergence of a standard of excel
lence was not only its organizing principle but also its logical conclusion.4

The evolution so projected does not, however, require the existence of
a pre-Islamic koine, and especially not one whose linguistic description can

I See below, pp. 100-3. 2 See above, II pp. 79-82.
3 Becker, Geschichte Agyptens i, 130-1; Blachere, Histoire iii, 718.
• Cf. Weinreich, Languages in Contact, 74-82, 83-110; Garbell, 'Remarks', 303-5.
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only be elicited from a corpus of bedouin and courtly poetry.I The trans
formation of functional prose, of which the primary characteristic and
criterion is efficiency, into artistic prose will naturally reflect the impinge
ment of a rhetorical tradition. Communicative efficiency will be gradually
superseded by a conscious striving for what is often called 'elevated
language', of which the underlying motive is not Mitteilungsbediirfnis but
Bildungsprinzip. It is then, and probably only then, that the rhetorical
embellishment associated with poetry and scripture may be seen as
operative in the formation of prose style. For the history of Classical
Arabic, however, those two sources of rhetorical schemata were defined,
preserved, and transmitted not as accessory to the basic task of communi
cation, but as formative principles of linguistic description. The pre
suppositions were two: (I) that eloquence and clarity were properties
exclusive to the Arabic language, and (2) that by virtue of divine election
Arabic was also a sacred language, for which change could only mean
corruption.

Any sampling of the Orientalist tradition will reveal the axiomatic
quality of Arab eloquence.' an impression derived presumably from the
writings of such celebrated scholars as Ibn Qutayba, Baqillani, and Suyiiti,
as well as from exegesis of the tahaddi verses.' But the Muslim tradition,
considerably older than the dates of those authors, exhibits in its earlier
stages remarkable absence of unanimity on such questions as the presence
in Arabic of foreign lexica, the grammatical and syntactical idiosyncrasies
of poets, and the paradigmatic quality of Quranic style.! Predictably
dogmatic positions on these questions were taken up in the fourth/tenth
and fifth/eleventh centuries, culminating in the systematic and isagogic
works of scholars like Ibn Faris and Suyii~i.s In a characteristic discussion
of eloquence (f~iil;a) as partaking of both diction and elocution, Suyiiti
adduced the by that time traditional pair of assertions that the most
eloquent of men (af~aJ; al-khalq) was the prophet Muhammad, and of the
Arabs (aha~ al-carab) Quraysh," The non-linguistic nature of the argu
ment, which might ultimately be traced to a sanctuary tradition concerning

Mecca, emerged clearly in the famous prophetical J;adith y..rJ1 ~f uf

1 Pace Rabin, 'Beginnings', 29; cf. BSOAS xxxi (1968) 6II.
2 A random selection might include e.g. Schreiner, 'Zur Geschichte', 663; Fischer,

'Usaijid usw.', 581 n. 2; Noldeke, NBSS, S, 22; Andrae, Person, 95-7; Blachere, Histoire
iii, 719, 725, 730; accounting thus for approximately a century of European scholarship.

3 Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 17; Baqillini, IJiiz, 24, 250; Suyiiti, Itqdn ii, 270, iv, 4, 16;
id. Muzhir i, 209-10; see above, II p. 79.

4 See Kopf, 'Religious influences', 33-59.
S See Goldziher, 'Sprachgelehrsamkeit' iii, SII-52.
6 Muzhir, naw' 9: i, 184-213, esp, 2()()-IO.
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~} Lr Jf ~.1 Suppression of claims made on behalf of other tribal
groups to the title af~a1J, al-'arab is symbolized in the account ascribed to
Farra' of how the inhabitants of cosmopolitan ( !) Mecca (i.e. Quraysh) were
in a position to recognize and adopt the best ingredients from each of the
bedouin dialects in Arabia.' Besides drawing attention to the role of
Mecca as cultic and commercial centre, this tradition, like the ones it
eventually replaced, served to identify the northern regions of the Arabian
peninsula as the cradle of CA at a date prior to the proclamation of Islam.
Worthy of note in Suyiiti's treatment of Arab eloquence is regular use of
the elatives af~a1J" abyan, ablagh, and a'rab in adverbial constructions with
lisiin and lugha to signify clear and effective speech.! Their terminological
antithesis is conveyed by a}am, glossed Iii yufsi!z, and it seems more than
likely that Quranic employment of the contrasting pair a'jami-'arabi
was intended to express just such a distinction.t The semantic evolution

-of-farabi/a'riibi is not unfamiliar: in the corresponding series deutlich!
deuten]deutsch the formative element diutisk > theodiscus was, after all,
a linguistic designation prior to becoming an ethnic and ultimately a
geographical title.! But such an interpretation may not be adduced to
demonstrate that the locution af~a!z al-'arab is merely a tautology; the
reference was to bedouin Arabic speech.

A natural, though perhaps not quite logical, inference from discussion
of Arab eloquence was that the language spoken by bedouin must be
identical with that of the poetry called pre-Islamic (Jiihili). Opinions of
scholars about that equation range from the almost vehement affirmation
of Noldeke across the nicely qualified acceptance of Blau to the outright
rejection of Wehr and Spitaler." Even qualified assent will postulate a dual
role for the bedouin in question: (I) as referees if not arbiters in linguistic
disputes, and (2) as preservers and transmitters of Jiihili poetry. Emphasis
upon the first of these roles is symbolized in Muslim tradition by the
claim of Basran grammarians to have got their linguistic information from
none but authentic dwellers in the desert: y~I :L:.r Lr AMJI l::.u ~,
a figure expanded to include the second role and made the objectof not very
subtle caricature in the fifth/eleventh century by Ma'arrl.? Though stories
of the unreliability, venality, and even treachery of bedouin informants

I cr. Mehren, Rhetorik, 120-1, but also Rabin, West-Arabian, 22-3.

:z Suyuti, Muzhir i, 221; cf. Kahle, 'Readers', 70-1: the story was pressed into the
service of a number of distinct but related causes; for the literary effect of similar tradi
tions see also above, I pp. 42-3, II pp. 69-7°.

3 Muzhir i, 202, 209-10 and passim. 4 See below, pp. 98-9.

5 Cf. Weisberger, Deutsch als Volksname, 96, 252, 278-86; Kluge-Gotze, Wdrterbuch,
132-3·

6 Noldeke, BSS, 4-5 vs. Wetzstein, see below, p. 249; Blau, 'Bedouins', 42-5 1 ;

Wehr, Review: Flick, 183-4; Spitaler, Review: Flick, 145-6.
7 See Weil, Schulen, 41 n. I; Ma'arri, Risdlat al-ghu/ran, 168-9 on the name/sobriquet

of the mukh04rami poet A<sha.
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may reflect nothing more than school disputes, it would seem that these
hardly functioned as disinterested referees.' It might be thought that the
principle significance of the bedouin contribution, whether real or fabri
cated, to the formation of CA lay in the grammarians' concept of i'riib: as a
term of linguistic description it may, after all, denote a self-conscious
process of bedouinization.> As reference to a historical event i'riib is
supported by evidence of a substantial Volkerwanderung. 3 For our purposes
it is well to remember that the written record of transactions between
bedouin and philologist dates only from the third/ninth century, and is
thus coincident with the literary stabilization of both Quranic exegesis and
Muslim historiography.

The reputation of bedouin as custodians of Arab eloquence rests upon
the link connecting them with the creation, preservation, and transmission
of Jiihili poetry. For at least the second and third elements of that link
Noldeke's pessimistic assessment in 1864 was not materially modified by
Blachere's cautiously optimistic account written nearly a century later.t
Such factors as variae lectiones, infinitely variable line sequence, and a
system of attribution which can only be described as irresponsible, do not
inspire confidence in the philological tradition. On the other hand, dis
putes about the authenticity of the Jiihili poetry seem to me almost entirely
futile, so long as the evidence (pro et contra) is assessed in the light of
traditional chronology. Two examples of this approach were the essay of
Margoliouth and the retort of Braunlichs acceptance of the identity of
scriptural with poetic language, of the historicity of the prophet's quarrel
with the poets, and of the allegation that poetry was from the very first
employed for scriptural exegesis (i.e. by 'Abdallah b. (Abbas), exhibits
an unjustifiable and quite unnecessary acquiescence in the data of a nor
mative tradition. It may be useful to distinguish between the content of the
poetry and the use made of it by philologists. Assent to a putative bedouin
environment requires analysis of both theme and imagery. Elements of
either for which only bedouin origin is conceivable are very few indeed.s
And even those will not support unequivocal conclusions about the date of
composition of the verses in which they appear.

Such at least is the only legitimate inference from the contents of the
anthology transmitted as the legacy of B. Hudhayl, thought to have been
composed between 550 and 700.7 Its value as historical source, for the

1 Cf. Blachere, Histoire i, 117-27.
2 cr. Fleisch, EI, s.v, rrab; and see below, pp. 106-11.

3 See Caskel, 'Zur Beduinisierung Arabiens', .28-36••
4 Kenntnis der Poesie, vi-xvii; Blachere, Histoire i, 83'-186, esp. 166-79.
5 'Origins', 417-49; 'Frage der Echtheit', 825-33; cr. Shahid, 'Contribution', 564 n. 3.

following Arberry and Gibb.
6 See Blachere, Histoire ii, 368-453; Brdunlich, 'Versuch', esp. 222-38.
7 Braunlich, 'Versuch', 20I-II.
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origins both of CA and of Islam, must be accordingly modified. Bedouin
poetry was not so much 'pre-Islamic' as it was 'un-Islamic', a distinction
surely of some relevance to its use in solving chronological problems.
Delineation of a Jahili ethos by reference to the binary opposition muruunoa
(virtus, dP€'T~):din (religion, law) is subject to the same reservation. I

Goldziher's conclusions on the nature of the conflict between Islam and
paganism reflect an arbitrary chronology imposed upon rather than
elicited from his source materials. Neither muruwwa as the embodiment of
valour (bamasa), nor din as essentially asceticism (zuhd) exhibits a chrono
logical line of demarcation between Islam and Jahiliyya. Bedouin rejection
of religious prescription represents, after all, a constant in Islamic history,
and can more profitably be interpreted as a reflex of social, economic,
even regional dichotomies, and chronologically unlimited.> For the bulk
ofJiihili poetry information is more, not less, refractory than that pertinent
to the Hudhali diwiin: quite apart from the notorious-fa-ck of scruple
attributed to transmitters (ruwat), themselves often ambitious apprentice
poets, biographical notices of Jahili authors are known to conform to a
very few stereotypes extrapolated from the imagery of whatever verse
might (fortuitously) have been ascribed to them.! That historiographical
technique, by means of which metaphor generated reality, was the object
of considerable parody in those passages of Ma'arri's R. Ghufriin depicting
the encounters of his protagonist Ibn al-Qarih with a series of celebrated
poets.! Easily the most famous example of aetiologicalexegesis is that of the
Mutallaqiit being 'suspended' in the Ka'ba: a combination of sanctuary
tradition and witness to Arab eloquence was a temptation not easily
resisted, even though only as an afterthought.i

It is, curiously,' the religious imagery in hadari (!) poetry, historically
associated with the 'seeker of God' (bani/) in Arabia, that appears to
exhibit a link with the themes of Islamic revelation. Hirschberg's treatment
of that material illustrated its ambivalent documentary value." For each
element there three distinct problems arise: relation of the verse in question
to the Judaeo-Christian tradition (whether written or oral); relation of the
verse to the Qur'an; and finally, the authenticity of the verse. But solutions
to the last tended to be subjective, and naturally based upon the traditional
chronology of Islamic origins. Rejection of an intentional Muslim forgery
of that poetry on the grounds that such would have undermined claims to
originality made on behalf of the prophet of Islam is ingenuous: both the

I As in Goldziher, Studien i, 1-39.
Z Cf, Bravmann, 'Background', 317-24, who regarded the concepts of muruunoa and

din not as antithetical but as complementary.
3 Blachere, Histoire i, 96-107, 161-6.
.. Ma'am, Risalat al-ghufrdn, 187 ff: <Adiy b. Zayd; 191: Abu Dhu'ayb.
5 Blachere, Histoire i, 144-7, following Noldeke, Kenntnis, xvii-xxiii.
6 Lehren, 2-10.
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content of scripture and of the exegetical tradition presuppose close
association with Judaeo-Christian sources. On the other hand, the hypo
thesis of widespread forgery is unnecessary: isolated occurrence (however
numerous the examples) of the schemata of revelation does not indicate
imitation of the canonical text of scripture, or even that the canon existed.
The recensions of source material for urban (Umayya b. Abi 'l-$alt) and
court poetry CAdiy b. Zayd, Nabigha Dhubyani, ACsha) are, after all, quite
late.! It is not entirely insignificant that precisely this corpus of poetry was
not accepted by (Muslim) philologists as evidence of Arabian /tlfa1}a.2
But literary analysis of the schemata of revelation must take account
of the possibility at least of Arabic Vorlagen, and an Arabian tradition of
monotheism might be thought, from the point of view of later Islamic
orthodoxy, to have provided more appropriate reference than Arabic
versions of Jewish and Christian materials. That such reservations were
not, however, characteristic of the earliest Muslim exegesis is clear from
examination of the haggadic literature.!

Whatever may have been the original motives for collecting and record
ing the ancient poetry of the Arabs," the earliest evidence of such activity
belongs, not unexpectedly, to the third/ninth century and the work of the
classical philologists. The manner in which this material was manipulated
by its collectors to support almost any argument appears never to have
been very 'successfully concealed. The procedure, moreover, was common
to all fields of scholarly activity: e.g. the early dating of a verse ascribed
to the mukhadrami poet Nabigha Jacdi in order to provide a pre-Islamic
proof text for a common Quranic construction (finite verb form preceded
by direct object),» Mubarrad's admitted invention of a Jahili verse as gloss
to a lexical item in l)adith,6 and Abu 'Amr b. cAla's candid admission that
save for a single verse of'Amr b. Kulthiim, knowledge of Yawm Khazaz
would have been lost to posterity.' The three examples share at least one
common motive: recognition of pre-Islamic poetry as authority in lin
guistic matters, even where such contained non-linguistic implications.
Also common to all three is another, perhaps equally significant feature:
Ibn Qutayba, who adduced the verse of Nabigha to explain/justify Quranic
syntax, lived at the end of the third/ninth century, as did Mubarrad;
Abu 'Amr, of whom no written works were preserved, lived in the second
half of the second/eighth century, but this particular dictum was alluded

I Hirschberg, Lehren, 14, 32- 4° .
2 Hirschberg, Lehren, 25-6, n, 3; see below, pp. 105-6.
3 See below, IV pp. 122-48.
4 A not very convincing enumeration in Blachere, Histoire i, 94-5.
5 Spitaler, Review: Bloch, 32 0 • 6 Margoliouth, 'Origins', 431.
7 Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, AI-'Iqd al-farid iii, 106-'7; the problematic character of this

particular one of the ayyam al-'arab may be guessed from its inclusion in J~, Kitdb
al-Tarbi', 101.
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to only in Jal).~ (third/ninth century) and explicitly stated in Ibn 'Abd
Rabbih (fourth/tenth century). Now, that pre-Islamic poetry should have
achieved a kind of status as linguistic canon some time in the third/ninth
century may provoke no quarrel. That it had achieved any such status
earlier must, I think, be demonstrated. The fact that it had not, in one field
at least, can be shown: the absence of poetic shawiihid in the earliest form
of scriptural exegesis might be thought to indicate that appeal to the
authority ofJiihili (and other) poetry was not standard practice before the
third/ninth century.' Assertions to the contrary may be understood as
witness to the extraordinary influence exercised by the concept of f~a~at
al-jiihiliyya.

The utility of that concept is nowhere more apparent than in the inter
pretation of what otherwise might be held comparatively neutral references

to language in the text of the Qur'an. That Q. 14: 4 J"""'J tr l.;.L.,Ji LJ
........; 0~ ~ I could be made to bear diametrically opposed meanings

has been noticed.> That generous view was, however, not shared by all
exegetes, and Zamakhshari was quite explicit on the point.! His crOBS-

reference there to Q. 41 : 44- A,j4T~ 'lY I..,J 1iJ ~f liT.; l)~ .YJ
~r.J' ~f~ is significant because in that verse he interpreted fussilat as
buyyinat (clarified) and the contrast between aJami and "arabias the absence
and presence, respectively, of clarity." The polarity reflects, of course, the
terminology of arguments about (Arab) eloquence,s but for Q. 41 : 44
produced, illogically, the meaning: is it an unclear (qur'iin) and an Arab
(messenger)? The alternative: is it an unclear (qur'iin) and (yet) an elo
quent (messenger), is not absolutely excluded, but Zamakhshari's addi
tional observation that aJami might refer to barbarians (ummat al-fajam)
makes the former interpretation rather more likely. Evidence of the
transition from a'jam as inarticulate to aJam(ajam as barbarian/non-Arab
emerges from the literary references to masodli in Islam assembled by
Goldziher, especially where inferior social status was the consequence of
both foreign blood and defective speech, e.g. aJamu timtimiyyun, Ziyad
al-a'jam, and aIJ.zan al-masodli/: I am inclined to interpret ajam as originally
a term oflinguistic description.

For a related verse, Q. 16: 103 0W~~ WI 0.,Jj4: ~f ~ J.AJJ
~ :Sr 0W I~J ~i 4' 0-,~ (.$'.JJI Zamakhshari defined ajami
as ineloquent (ghayr bayyin) and 'arabi mubin as clear (and) eloquent (dha
bayiin wa-fQ$aJ.za).7 It may be that collocation here of mubin(clear/obvious)

I See below, IV pp. 216-18.

3 Kashshdf ii, 538-9 ad lac. 4 Kashshdf iv, 202.

6 Studien i, 101-46, esp. 103 n, 2, lI8 n. 2, 120.

7 Kashshaf ii, 635.

2 See above, II p. 53.
S See above, p, 93.
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with 'arabi facilitated this interpretation, but the same collocation in Q.

26: 194-5~ ~r 0l-4 Lr-J hJ\ Lr 0~ ~ ~ provoked the
comment that earabi must refer to the Arabic language because the heart of
a prophet could only be affected by hearing his mother-tongue!' Similarly,
collocation of hukm with 'arabi in Q. 13: 37 produced the explanation: an

Arabic decision, translated into the language of the Arabs (~r~

yyJ\ 0l.-4 4.;:... ).2 Collocation of qur'iin with ~arabi(Q. 12: 2,20: 113,

39: 28, 41 : 3, 42 : 7, 43: 3) did not invariably provoke the same response,
and indeed for Q. 39: 28 the apposition ghayra dhi 'itoajin (without dis
tortion) might be thought anyway to have precluded such. Most occur
rences of lisiin in the text of scripture exhibit the use of 'tongue' as vocal
organ rather than as language, and might appear to reflect the speech
difficulties associated with the calling of Moses (cf. Exodus 4: 10-17).

The locutions JW ~ o~ jb.\-, (Q. 20: 27) and liW J- ~f (28: 341
refer of course to Moses, and it is worth recalling that the verses following
upon Q. 14: 4 also take up the Mosaic narrative, in a manner indeed
which suggests that the original function of verses 1-4 could have been to
introduce that narrative. A similar instance was noted for the isrii' verse

Q. 17: 1. 3 The imagery of Q. 19: 97 and 44: 58 d.i U: oli.r~ W li as well

as of 54: 17, 22, 32, 40 (serving as refrain) 0T.}J1 li~ ...\il.J is more than

merely reminiscent of Exodus 4: 15 1'l!)-c:P :-r"ilK ":;'3N'1, and could support
the hypothesis that linguistic allusions in the Qur'an are not to the Arabic
language but rather, to the task of prophetical communication.t That such
eventually involved identification of the instrument by means of which the
word of God was transmitted may seem not unreasonable, but the evi
dence of scripture itself yielded assistance only under duress.

The concept of lingua sacra, like that of the mythopoeic fa$ii~at al
jiihiliyya, belongs to a viewof language as criterion of culture. The primary
function of language so considered is not communication but edification.
Its semantic spectrum is selective, its syntax stereotype and rhetorical,
its style paraenetic. Whether specialized form is a consequence of special
ized function, or vice versa, may be impossible to determine, at least as a
generally valid proposition. What does seem clear is that linguistic data of
that kind cannot be very profitably examined from the standpoint of 'the

I Kashshaf iii, 334-5.
2 Kashshdf ii, 533; cf. also iv, 301 ad Q. 46: 12 and lisiin "arabi.
3 See above, I I pp. 67-8.
4 The traditional view is variously expressed in Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 75; Torrey,

Foundation, 43-4; Obermann, 'Agada', 47-8; Widengren, Apostle of God, 151-2.
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ordinary day-to-day requirements of a normal speech community'. I

And yet, the derivation of normative grammar from scripture and poetry,
if it ever meant more than merely theoretical accommodation of non
linguistic (e.g. theological) postulates, supposes just such a point of view.
As a genre of narrative prose the scriptural style was examined by Auer
bach in an essay designed to emphasize the contrast between Homer and
the Elohist.> Of the nine factors adduced by the author as characteristic
of Old Testament narrative, one in particular deserves mention here: the
need for exegesis (Deutungsbedurftigkeit). This is not merely to say that
the content of scripture is enhanced by commentary, or that it may be
made to bear any number of (complementary and/or contradictory) inter
pretations, but that the scriptural style is itself incomplete without com
mentary. Reasons for that condition were partly syntactic (Abgerissenheit,
Stilmischung), partly rhetorical (Vielschichtigkeit, Hintergrundigkeit). The
analysiscan be extended to include at least one additional element, namely
the symbolic quality inherent in scriptural diction. That quality may be
regarded as one fundamentally semantic, enhanced by the crystallization
of imagery which achieves an existence and application independent of
its constituent elements, a distinction which might be covered by the
contrast information os. reference.t An example from Biblical literature
was the Aramaic locution tv3N ':1.4 For Muslim scripture those elements
analysed here as schemata of revelation, appropriate to the theodicy and
to prophetology, exhibit the metamorphosis of originally neutral notation
conveying 'information' into significantlycharged 'references'. The under
lying change may be described as rhetorical, the references themselves as
symbols (Stichworte) both requiring and producing exegesis. The inter
pretation thus generated spans a range limited to the spectrum of allusion
contained in the imagery. For the Quranic revelation that range was pre
selected by the more or less unqualified employment of Biblical schemata.
Analysis of the limits of interpretation is the subject of the following
chapter; the question to be examined here is whether this particular
example of linguasacra could, or did, provide genuinely useful data for the
grammar of Classical Arabic.

To what extent establishment and transmission of the text of scripture
involved its grammatical analysis is a problem to which tentative solutions
often reflect preconceptions elicited from non-linguistic data. For the
Hebrew Masorah Bacher's view was that little, if any, grammatical
description resulted from the activity of the Masoretes and then, as it
were, only accidentally.! Later studies of the same phenomena reveal a

I Ullendorff, 'Is Biblical Hebrew a language?', 241 • :I Mimesis, 5-27.
3 Barr, Comparative Philology, uS, 291-3; ide Semantics, 206-62; Vermes, Scripture,

11-66: on exegetical symbolism; see below, IV pp. 210-12.
.. See Vermes, 'Jewish Aramaic'.
5 'Die Anfange der hebraischen Grammatik', S.
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rather more generous assessment of Masoretic criteria, even if these had
not produced descriptive terminology.' For the document of Islamic
revelation acceptance of the 'Uthmanic recension traditions has entailed
assent to a period of from 150 to 200 years between textual stabilization of
the Our'an and analysis of its contents in the formulation of Arabic
grammar. The implication must be that the text of scripture, like those of
pre-Islamic poetry, was faithfully transmitted and intelligently read/
recited and heard for a very long time indeed, without once provoking
the questions about its meaning and its form with which the literature of
the third/ninth century is filled. Logic alone might preclude serious
consideration of this version of Islamic history. Examination, moreover, of
the Quranic exegesis which I have called masoretic suggests that both the
document of revelation and the corpus of pre-Islamic poetry were being
there assembled, juxtaposed, and studied for the first time.>

Systematic collationof lociprobantes from both sources, such as informs
Zamakhshari's Muf~fal (sixth/twelfth century), represents-th-e- final stage
of a long period of synthesis. The theological, as opposed to linguistic,
nature of that dual source of grammar has been noticed.> It may further be
observed that Zamakhshari's concern with grammar in the most restricted
sense of that term (i.e, morphology and juncture) permitted omission of the
broader issues of syntax and even context, in consequence of which his
loci probantes are stylistically neutral. As descriptive material they are also
linguistically indifferent, consisting almost exclusively of deliberate and
formalized utterances postulated as paradigms, from which deviation could
only be regarded as corruption. The method is familiar, its results pre
dictable. That these could, and occasionallydid, provoke opposition seems
clear from the formula attributed to Basran grammarians in their rejection
of the Kufan practice of drawing grammatical analogies from scripture:

J:?-'!f"~ )/\ ~~ ~ i~ ';J <S~~ ~~.4 Such did not, of course,
prevent the Basrans' adducing scripture where this supported their own
arguments.! Unlike Zamakhshari's normative grammar, Ibn Anbari's de
scriptionof grammatical dispute (also sixth/twelfth century) includes con
siderable discussion of syntax, though preponderantly of configurations
generated by the use of tmesis, hyperbaton, chiasmus, etc. (taqdim wa
ta'khir), for which the styles of scripture and poetry might be thought
appropriate arbiters. Neither work is, thus, free of concern with preciosity,
whether grammatical or stylistic. In both, rhetorical ideals pass for linguistic

I cr. Wiirthwein, Text, II-22; Corre, 'Phonemic problems', 59-66; Gerhardsson,
Memory, 43-55, esp. 52 n. 3 on the work of Kahle; Barr, Comparative Philology, 202-'7,

and 214-17 on Kahle.
2 See below, IV pp. 202-27.
3 Cf. also Vollers, Review: Noldeke, 126-7; Kopf, 'Religious influences', 46-50.
... Ibn Anbari, Al-InfiiJ, 137, cf. also 264, 392; Weil, Schulen, 80 n. I.

s e.g, Ibn Anbiiri, Al-IlIlaJ, 47, 53, 61, 7 and passim.
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description and the concept of grammar as a balance between analogy
and anomaly with reference to an acceptable prose style is absent.

It is, however, necessary, even within this restricted framework, to ask
whether the document of revelation ever became in any practical sense a
model of linguistic usage. Probably the only recorded instance of agree
ment between Vollers and Noldeke was about the character of Quranic
syntax.1 But while Noldeke rightly concluded that such a collection of
anacolutha must remain sui generis, Vollers shifted his ground just slightly,
in order to bring into existence the hypothesis associated with his name
since 19°5: that the original (vernacular) text of the Qur'an had been
refashioned to meet the linguistic standard represented by pre-Islamic
poetry, and so to produce what is known as CA Carabiyya).2 That view,
which has found more or less unanimous dissent for reasons both sound
and not so sound, involved a change of emphasis from syntax to accidence,
more specifically to the properties of inflexion. The argument revealed a
seductive, if in the event erroneous, logic, since it was only in the realm of
inflective phenomena that Quranic usage might be seen to intersect that of
Jahili poetry. The basic error lay in Vollers's adherence to an arbitrary and
fictive chronology,r though that may have been less important than his
contention that the refashioned language of scripture could be identified
as the CA of the Arabic grammarians. Neither from the point of view of
lexicon nor from that of syntax could the claim be justified.

An intrinsic feature of lingua sacra is its 'elevated style'. While there is
undoubtedly something to be said for interpreting that characteristic as the
impingement of poetic syntax upon prose, it may also be something more,
or less, or quite different.s If it is true that Bloch's investigations resulted in
a statement which tended to justify extrapolation of normative grammar
from poetic texts, that was probably because his comparative material was
drawn from what can most accurately be described as Kunstprosa» His
virtual omission of Quranic shasoiihid, as well as of other examples of
rhymed prose, may thus be seen as arbitrary, since their inclusion could
hardly have altered his findings. On the other hand, the elevated style
(gehobene SprachejVerheissungsstil) associated with Kunstprosa need not
have had its origins in poetry. The transformation of sub-literary, even
vernacular, language into composition of sustained elevated style may be
effected by nothing more than resort to an established rhetorical tradition. 6

An example was the creation of medieval Hebrew poetry, which, in
addition to metrical features adapted from Arabic verse, depended for its

I Vollers, op. cit. 127; Noldeke, NBSS, 22-3.

2 Volkssprache, 175-85.
3 See above, p, 86.
oJ See Bloch, Vers und Sprache, 30-1, 39; cf. Spitaler, Review, 320.

5 Vers und Sprache, 154-5: 'tabellarische Ubersicht'.
6 Cf Barr, Comparative Philology, 227-32: on 'restorations'; id. Semantics, 263- 87.
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aesthetic effect upon the incorporation of Biblical imagery, and hence
Biblical syntax.1 Such did not, of course, limit adaptation(s) from the
Arabic poetic tradition, though the re-creation of these in Hebrew in
volved yet a further step in the mimetic process. But introduction of
Biblicalimagery, whether in Hebrew poetry or in Arabic scripture, may be
regarded as the agent of an altered status for the language employed, and a
reflex of style as Bildungsprinzip.2 In the lingua sacra itself the principle of
edification often took the form of linguistic archaism. A conscious resusci
tation of past glory by recourse to language is symbolized for seventh
century Israel in the figure of Josiah and Deuteronomy (2 Kings 22-3).3
In that and other examples of archaizing tendencies in literature the pur
pose was invariably paideutic (Gemeindebildung),4 and often conceived as a
panacea in conditions of social fragmentation. The linguistic tradition to
which reformers and prophets, as well as poets, tum may be ancient. What
it must be, is other than the current usus loquendi, and instances of that
kind of archaization are abundant.!

The allegation of antiquity might seem a valuable corollary to the role of
language in communal reformation. In Arabic philology the formative
principle of language as sacred was applied also to that problem. Exegesis

of Q. 2: 3 I ~ s:. L.....~I ('~T ~.J ranged from the straightforward assertion

that language was a divinecreation, leaving the Quranic verse diametrically
opposed to Genesis 2: 19-20, to the modified proposal that God enabled

Adam to bestow the names~ ~\-, 0t ~ i~T J...\ii, bringing thus the
Quranic and Biblical notions somewhat closer.6 A concept of purely rational
revolution (#tila!:z) appears to have been displaced, or modified beyond
recognition, by a number of pseudo-evolutionary theories linking the gift
of pure speech with that of revelation (tawqij), historically related to the
period encompassed by Ishmael and Muhammad." Implicit admission that
pre-Ishmaelite Arabic (sic) was impure tended to be muddled by the
assertion that the word of God (kalam allah) was Arabic.f But the marginal
development thus admitted had to ceasewith the revelation toMuhammad:
~..6.,,~ 0-"~ ~ jJ.9 The natural but not quite necessary transition

J See Goldziher, 'Bemerkungen zur neuhebraischen Poesie', 71l}-36; Mirsky, 'Biblical
variants', 1 5l}-62; Gertner, 'Medieval Hebrew writing', 163-93.

Z See Rabin, 'Qumran Hebrew', 144-61; Koch, Growth, 106-7; Seeligmann, 'Mi-
draschexegese', 163.

3 Cf. von Rad, Theologyi, 77, and 81: on Lamentations 5: 21 •

.. See above, I pp. 51-2; II pp. 77-8, 82-4.
5 Rabin, 'Qumran Hebrew', 159; id. West-Arabian, 17, references to Cantineau,

Doughty, and Socin.
6 Suyuti, Muzhir i, 8-11; cr. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 96-7; Kopf, 'Religious

influences', 55-9.
7 SUyiiti, Muzhir i, 27-35. 8 See above, II pp. 77, 83-4.
9 Suyiiti, Muzhir i, 9.
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from word of God to language of God was not, of course, confined to
Islam. Vaguely contradictory traditions achieved a remarkably comfortable
co-existence: on the one hand, the seventy/seventy-two languages in which
the Torah had been revealed/interpreted was reflected in the Pentecostal
gift of tongues and in the Muslim version of the confusion at Babel ;' on
the other, the subsumption of indifferent Biblical designations of the
Hebrew language under the Rabbinic concept of leshon ha-qodesh, reflected
in Patristic assessments of both Septuagint Greek and Vulgate Latin.> and
in the Muslim dogma of tawqif. Scriptural references to the language of
God, consisting for the most part either of metaphorical extensions of
the 'word of God' or of allusions to the organ(s) of speech, could prove

refractory. A passage like Ezekiel 3: 5 l~tl)' 'I'~~' i1tltV "i'~~ t1~-"~ lot" 'I:;)

,~,t'" n"::l "lot m"tu i1n~ may be thought typologically akin to Q. 14: 4

.\,..,..,; 0~ ':11 J-"""J Lr' l:.L.) L..J: both exhibit the essentially ethnic

orientation of the prophetical rnission.! Neither verse restricted in the least
theological inferences that identified the vehicle of revelation with the
language of God.

If that language was Arabic internal variations had none the less to be
isolated and eventually eliminated. The kind allocated to the period before
Ishmael, like the varieties associated with Qalftan and jurhurn, could be,
and were, superseded by the fact of the Quranic revelation.' The at least
theoretical identification of linguistic with confessional community which
resulted from that argument (in so far as it ever achieved unanimous
resolution) yielded a standard by which dialectical differences (lughiit)
could be equated with heterodoxy and worse. A succinct statement of that
procedure appears, unexpectedly, in Suyiiti's discussion of the imiila and
related phenomena, and in the form of a prophetical}.zadith: Jf.,;J\ I.JJ}I

0cll;:5:jl J~f.J (].-AJI J~r ul~r-, ~~tJ l~l~t-, y.rJ1 0~ (Recite
the Qur'an with the rhythmic embellishment of the Arabs, and avoid that
of sinners, Jews, and Christians).s Determination of the kind and degree
of tendentiousness in that utterance will depend upon which of a multi
plicity of interpretations is finally selected: I cannot but suspect that the
hendiadys (?) lu}.ziin uia-astoiit is a reference to i t riib.6 What does seem clear
is the delimitation of yet a further dialect cleavage, here based on a con
fessional distinction: Muslims contrasted with infidels." A version of the
same hadith, traced to the authority of Abu Hurayra and reported by

Tustari is more explicit: ~.J lib~ ~.~ Lr y ..r-.H0~ Jf.,;J1 f.JJ}1

I Cf. Jeffery, 'Scripture', 130; Geiger, op. cit. 116; Suyuti, op. cit. i, 32.

2 Bergstrasser, Hebrdische Grammatik i, 9-10; Eissfeldt, Einleitung, 745-9; and see
above, II pp. 81-2.

3 See above, pp. 98-«); and II, pp. 53-4. 4 Suyuti, Muehir i, 30-5.
5 Itqdn i, 255. 6 See below, pp. 110-1 I. 7 See above, p. 87.
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ol"iJ?I if-'~ J~ t:~J1~ ~1-",~I J..-T-, c::-l'-'_~~ I.J..-I.0.J"'4 .-,J;;
~~I e- Ir ~I-,;r 4 u~..r- <S~ ~ i1yl (J~ .J..)I-,~I &-' ,"-1.1
0}jW\ ~ ~W-,I LUI ~\ ~l:j ~j.i ~~ Jli.~4 There the
stigma was related specifically to the practice of synagogue and church
(i.e. cantillation), which Tustari in his commentary ascribed to 'diabolical

possession' of the kind characteristic of the Jahili poets: ~! ~ ~

:i.::k ~JI ,"-I~ y}.i~ W- ~}i.1 Now, reliable evidence of such dia
lect cleavage, apart from assertions derived from scattered and ambiguous
testimony, hardly exists.> In his study of modern and contemporary
materials exhibiting this kind of phenomenon, Blanc was sceptical of those
few reports of earlier distinctions, and suggested that the later (!) major
differentiation was probably a consequence of the bedouinization of
Muslim sedentary dialects.!

From the prophetical tradition retailed by Tustari and Suyiltl it is, of
course, impossible to draw specifically linguistic conclusions about varieties
of spoken Arabic, either during the lifetime of the Arabian prophet or at
whatever period this particular caveat may have been uttered. The state
ment is theological, not philological, but could be of some value in deter
mining the function of tOftriib and, further, the role of CA in the historical
description of Islamic origins. Similarly, the story of 'Abdallah b. 'Atik's
dispatch by the prophet on an especiallydelicate mission 'because he could

talklike the Jews'(~~~4uk..r- 0t)~ '::1) maybe understood as the historical
projection of a polemical, and very likely much later, impulse: communal
discrimination on the basis of an alleged difference in linguistic usage.'
Severe comment on the 'Christian dialect' Cibiidiyya) of the Jiihili poet
'Adiy b. Zayd might be thought to reflect the same impulse, here moti
vated by the Islamic appropriation of Jiihili poetry as its rightful legacy.!
Historical conclusions about the Christian origins of what became CA,
derived from evidence of this type, are perhaps ingenuous." On the other
hand, the inverse conclusions invariably drawn from the data of 'pre
Islamic' poetry written by Jews are simplistic; that material is subject to
the caveats applicable to the entire corpus ofJiihili poetry (comprising not
only Jewish, but also Christian and hani] elements), the linguistic value of

I Tafsir, 8-9.
Z e.g. Goldziher, 'Literatur der muhammedanischen Mystik', 766 n. 5; id, 'Me

langes judeo-arabes', 14 ri, 4; Lammens, Arabie, 81; Flick, 'Arabiya, 88; and in general,
Torrey, Foundation, 17, 47-53.

3 Communal dialects in Baghdad, 167-71, esp, 202 n. 180.

4 Waqidi, Kitdb al-Maghdsi, 392; cf. Fuck, "Arabiya, 88 n. I; and BSOAS xxxi
(1968) 149·

S See the caricature of those attitudes in Ma'arri, Risiilat al-Ghufriin, 192-3.
6 e.g, Wellhausen, Reste, 232-3; Rabin, 'Beginnings', 27-8.
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which cannot be separated from its theological significance. I The judge
ment of Fuck, that the Christian poet Akhtal could never have been recog
nized as 'classical' had his language (sic: langue courante) been different
from that of non-Christians, may be cited as characteristic of that kind of
argument.s

The later evidence of Middle Arabic, found largely in texts of Jewish
and Christian provenance, belongs of course to a different sphere, and
attests to a dichotomy between spoken and written Arabic even within the
Muslim ccmrnunity.> It is none the less not impossible that the linguistic
situation described as Middle Arabic and extensively analysed in Blau's
studies was typical also of the earlier period, from which the emergence of
CA might represent a substantial deviation.' Against such a background
the prophetical hadith. adduced by Tustari and Suyiiti could acquire
added meaning: Muslims were exhorted to use a language other than that
associated with non-Muslims. Now, it may be that the language recom
mended was alsothe language of God, and of Quraysh, and of the Arabian
prophet (for Quranic recitation or otherwise), but in this particular context
it was the emblem of a religious community, serving as a badge of dis
tinction. The functional value of that language could, indeed, have
figured more than just marginally in its historical description.

Those elements of Classical Arabic which have been of most use for
studies in comparative Semitic philology are its inflective properties. From
the orthography of CA it is difficult but possible to discern specific syn
tactic values for a range of phenomena traditionally accepted as evidence
of the preservation in CA of Proto-Semitic case and mood.! To infer from
this evidence that CA exhibits an archaic form of Semitic language, or that
inflexion is indispensable for its communicative efficacy, is in my opinion
unjustified. That interpretation rests, as I have in several contexts sug
gested, upon a chronological and geographical framework that is nebulous
and anyway unverifiable. A typical example of that kind of inference is the
description of CA orthography as uniformly 'pausal' proposed by Noldeke,
a consequence presumably of his understanding of the Quranic evidence.s
More recently W. Fischer suggested that several instances of so-called
'pausal' forms which occur in the Qur'an might, rather, be interpreted as

1 See Noldeke, Kenntnis der Poesie, 52-86.
2 • Arabiya, 88.
3 See Blau, Emergence, 1-18.
4 cr. my remarks on Blau, Grammar of Christian Arabic, in BSOAS xxxi (1968)

610-11.
5 GVG i, 459--66,554-<); Moscati, Comparative Grammar, 94-6, 134-6.
6 BSS, 7; id. NBSS, 6: <Aller Anfang ist eben schwer', etc.; also GdQ iii, 27;

Birkeland, Pausalformen, 10.
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exhibiting the syllabic structure characteristic of modern Arabic.' Irregu
larity of Quranic rhyme makes it refractory material upon which to
construct phonetic analogies.> but Fischer's proposals relating to the
behaviour of tii marbuta (i.e. exhibiting -ii -+ah/st. const. -at), especially in
Sura 80, make more sense of that phenomenon than does the traditional
description in terms of an opposition at: ah.s On the other hand, Fischer's
investigations causedhim to postulate an early date for the onset of Middle
Arabic (i.e. 'neuarabisch') morphological struetures.s rather than a later
date for establishment of the Quranic text. His reasons were the traditional
ones, and turn upon the inflective properties of Quranic Arabic.

While it may be true that the text of the Qur'an displays a linguistic
situation in which syntactic values correspond for the most part to ortho
graphic convention.i that fact does not of itself yield information towards
dating establishment of the text. Moreover, the instances in which the
consonantal text does not indicate syntactic relations far outnumber those
in which it does. That such may be regarded as a fortuitous shortcoming-of
the Arabic alphabet cannot diminish in any way the importance of observ
ing that the missing orthographic detail was supplied by resort to textual
exegesis. The procedure to that end, as well as the substance itself, was
called i'riib ; the exegetical activity was the work of the Muslim masoretes
and belongs to the third/ninth century." According to a long and popular
tradition, of which the most recent exponent was Flick, parts of the Qur'an
could not be understood without triib.7 Assertions of that sort date back at
least to Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889), whose discussion at this point reveals a
characteristic lack of concern for stress, pause, context, gesture, and other
rhetorical factors normally the accompaniment of human utterance. Thus,

*' 9 • .. $. ' 0

the putative contrasts ~, Jjli I~ Iif-' JJli I~ and ~ "j /~ ':J
i~ I~ 1.,n"J" ~} were claimed to contain the same inherent ambivalence

as Q. 36: 76 0~ L.~ 0~~ L ~ uf/G'! ~.".; d;~ yU.8 Of that

I 'Silbenstruktur', esp. 45-53, 53-60; vaguely anticipated by A. Fischer, 'Arab. aysh',
816.

2 See below, pp. 116-17.
3 'Silbenstruktur', 57-8; I am unable to follow the objection of Blau to this argument

on the grounds that because the accusative was 'too different' it was adapted to the
nominative/genitive for nouns of this category, see 'Linguistic setting', I I; id. 'L'Ap
parition', 199 n. 3; id, Pseudo-corrections, 57 n. 14; the contrast thamdnyalthamdn, cf.
id. Christian Arabic, 57-8, is not in my opinion functionally analogous to the gram
matical differentiation of nouns ending in tti marbiita; cf. also Birkeland, Pausalformen,
96-8, esp. 97 n. I, rejected by Blau,

4 'Silbenstruktur', 5~, but see Blau's cogent objections to that designation in the
references cited in preceding note.

S See Noldeke, BSS, 1-4; id. NESS, 1-5.
6 See above, pp. 95. 105; and below, IV pp. 219-27.
7 "Arabiya, 3.
8 Ta'wil, 11-12.
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reasoning Zamakhshari made curt dismissal) explaining the non-canonical
anna as an elliptical form of li-tmnii (J-J..,dl i ':J ~h ~).I Similarly)

the passages adduced by Ftlck, i.e. Q. 2: 124 ~J ~ I..,: 1~ I ~ '-,; Q. 9: 3

~Y"J-';~I Lr ~..r. .uJ1 01; and Q. 35: 28 ~~l.:> Lr ~I ~ WI
~~I could be) and were) analysed to show that any and all readings

produced acceptable) and often identical, meanings.>A further impression
of the manner in which this particular problem was approached by the
exegetes may be gained from the subdivision of Suytiti's chapter on
Quranic itrab in which are set out twenty-five verses that could be read

with all three case inflexions (0'CAJ\ ~-'.r-- lr ,'" ) ...-,~ [sj L).3 Even the

several much-discussed instances of orthographic deviation from the
grammatical standard of inflexion, e.g. Q. 2: 177, 4: 162,5: 69,20: 63,
could be accommodated by refining the boundaries between casus rectus
and casus obliquus.s Of these the locus classicus was Q. 20: 63 011~ 01
01.r--W, to the various solutions of which a good share of masoretic

method may be traced.! The traditional crux was the syntactic function
of the accusative/adverbial case) interpreted to cover a quite extraordinary
range of phenomena. For the Quranic text these included ambivalent value

for the particle iyyii, represented by the variant;:;~ .!J 41 in Q. I: 4 .!J 41
~;6 by an optional nominative/accusative in constructions based on

ammii, e.g, in Q. 41: 17 ~l.::!~ ~..rJ'/~~ L.f;7 and by considerable

latitude in the formation of object pronominal suffixes with verbs termi

nating in un/una) e.g. Q. IS: 54 ~.J~)~-'.r-; ~ and 39: 64~f J.i
0.,k~I ~I ~I t..?-'rfu /J-'rt:; -A..lIt.8 The arbitrary, if not irresponsible,
nature of this treatment was not limited to the grammar of scripture, and
in other contexts provoked caustic observations on the activities of
grammarians, e.g. in the celebrated mas'ala zunburiyya,9 and in the
reaction of men like tAdiy b. Zayd, Nabigha ja'di, and Farazdaq to

1 Kashshdf iv, 29 ad Q. 36: 76.
2 e.g, Kashshdf i, 183-4, ii, 245, iii, 610-1, respectively; cf. Spitaler, Review: Flick,

147 nn. 19; 22; Wehr, Review: Flick, 181; Flick's fourth example, Q.4: 8, exhibiting
orthographical evidence of case, was omitted from the French edition.

3 Itqdn, naw' 41: ii, 277-80.
.. Cf. Vollers, Volkssprache, 163, including further examples derived from variant

readings.
5 See GdQ iii, 2-6; Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 264; and below, IV pp. 222-4.
6 Ibn Hisham, Mughni "l-labib i, 96: ascribed to Hasan Basrf ; cf. Suyiiti, Itqiin i, 216:

anonymous.
7 Kofler, 'Reste', 255-6 (Part 3).
II Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 252 no. 27; Vollers, Review: Noldeke, 134.
9 Ibn Anbari, AI-IlIliif no. 99 (pp. 702-6); cf. Fischer, 'Zunbiirija', 150--6; Blau,

'Bedouins', 42-51.
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philological interpretations of their poetry.I Anecdotes of that sort,
whether or not apocryphal, might be thought to cast some doubt on the
traditional description of CA.

It might alsoseem that the primary function of i'riib was not, or at least
not exclusively, grammatical. If, indeed, syntactic relations could be
adequately expressed by insertion of i~riib, it would hardly appear, even
from the few examples given here, that they could not otherwise be
expressed. Noldeke's much-cited piece justificative demonstrated that the
constituents of i'riib were not unique in Semitic philology, but neither that
their grammatical values were constant nor that they were intrinsically
essential to the expression of syntax in CA.2 Defence of the authenticity
(sic), as opposed to the function, of triib had already been undertaken by
Derenbourg in a transparent argumentum ad hominem.' A distinction
between form and function was hardly adumbrated in the works of
Muslim philologists. Suyiiti's references, as well as his own observations,
stressed the syntactic value of i'riib for bothscripture and profane litera
ture.s From his treatment of the subject, however, one impression in
particular emerges, namely, that insertion of the i'riib into any given
locution required first knowing what it meant.! Not related perhaps to this
paradoxical formulation, but none the less relevant, is Suyiiti's distinction
between the 'i'riib of the grammarians' and the 'i'riib whose recitation in the

Qur'an will be rewarded in heaven' (~.J 4l;WfJ~ :ij~ "'4lr~ ~1.rJ1

oc.t,;Jt ~~ ~I ~~ 1... ~.J o~1 ~ ~ Ck 10 0 11 yl.)$.)' 1 "'4 ,)1.rJ1
~ yly' ~.J oc.l.J~ o..w t:' Vollers interpreted this passage as
question-begging, and understood the triib defined there to refer to 'die
stilistischen und rhetorischen Feinheiten (die aus dem grammatischen I'rab
gefolgert werden)'.? Whatever that may mean; it was Vollers himself whose
studies provided support for an earlier viewthat the function of i~riib was
essentially that of rhythmic ornatus/: The point had been made by
Wetzstein, with reference to bedouin practice, that poetry was intended
to be sung and hence required an abundance of vowels: 'AIle diese
Bestimmungen tiber den Wegfall oder die Verkiimmerung der kurzen
Vocale gelten fiir die Umgangssprache, nicht fiir die Poesie. Das Gedicht

I Ma'arri, Risdlat al-Ghufriin, 183 (for 'Adiy's allegation that hamz was an Islamic
innovation), 202-3; cf. NOldeke, Kenntnis der Poesie, 31-2.

2 BSS, 1-10; d. Corriente, 'Functional yield', 20-50; and Blau, 'Synthetic character',
29-38.

3 'Quelques remarques', 210-11.
4 Itqdn, naw< 41: ii, 260-80; ide Muzhir i, 327-8; the preponderant role of syntax and

the exclusion of much that was traditionally subsumed under morphology renders 'in
flexion' an unsatisfactory translation of i'rdb, cf. Fleisch, EI, s.v, rrab.

5 Itqdn ii, esp. 260-1, 269. 6 Itqdn, naw< 36: ii, 3·
7 Volkssprache, 181.

s Volkssprache, 165- 75, and see references above, pp. 86-7.
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des Nomaden ist bestimmt gesungen zu werden und der Gesang liebt
die Reibungen der Consonanten nicht, sondem braucht Vocale';' Transfer
of that axiom from bedouin poetry to Muhammad's recitation of the
Qur'an (sic) may be thought gratuitous; the source of i'riib was in any case
'bedouin' poetry. In this context it could be worth remarking that the only
cogent argument adduced by Derenbourg in favour of i'riib was that without
it Arabic poetry would no longer scan (sic): 'D'ailleurs, toutes les poesies
arabes, dont une partie a ete longtemps transmise seulement par tradi
tion orale, perdraient Ie rythme qui leur est indispensable, si l'on ne re
connaissait pas I'authenticite de la declinaison arabe'.»

Now, whether the scansion of Arabic verse ever depended exclusively
upon regular variation of syllable length, and hence i'riib, is a question
complicated by the predominantly theoretical character of Arabic prosody:
that scansion was accentual as well as quantitative is more than likely. 3 But
Wetzstein's observations on the avoidance of consonantal friction and the
necessity of vowels are in either case, or both, apposite. In a discussion of
optional modes of poetic recitation, Sibawayh contrasted employment of
(a) tarannum, in which all final vowels were pronounced long (madd al
~awt), with (b) the (Tamimi) practice of adding -n (presumably tanwin) to
all final short vowels irrespective of grammatical circumstances, and with
(c) the omission of all final vowels (save ii), as in prosaic pausal position.'
In the light of modern vernacular prosody, the attested antiquity of the
third mode is not without interest. Similarly, in a late treatise (seventh/
thirteenth century) on poetics Hazim Qartajanni enumerated the devices
employed in verse to achieve aesthetic effect, among which figured the
!Juru! al-tarannum and/or !JuTuf musaunoita» Affixed to certain class(es) of
frequently occurring words, those vowels produced continuity of sound
Uarayiin al-fawt) and transition between words (nuqla), and served also to
mark off (faTq) separate themes and images. That here tTiib was meant
seems clear, not merely from context but also from employment of the
descriptive terms lawii!Jiq and niyiita (affix/suffix). Though appended
according to fixed prescription, the primary function of those vowels is not
syntactic, save possibly as thematic markers (furuq) , but, rather, rhetorical,
and might be thought to correspond to that of Suyuti's non-grammatical
triib.6 That distinction, however, will hardly have been other than one of
function, since triib vowels must have been formally identical, whether
aesthetically or syntactically applied. It may be of some interest to note
that in the examples assembled by Kofler of verse exhibiting attrition of

I 'Sprachliches aus den Zeltlagem', 193-4. ~ 'Quelques remarques', 210--11.

3 See Weil, Grundriss und System, 104-5, but also 86.
.. Sibawayh, Kitdb, para. 507, cited Birkeland, Pausalformen, 10--18.

s Minhiij al-bulaghd', 122-4: trans. Heinrichs, Arabische Dichtung, 252-5.
6 See above, p. 109; and also his observation that i'roo in the sense of grammatical in

flexion was a neologism, below, IV p. 155.
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those vowels, the rhetorical (acoustical) effect of itrab is not markedly
diminished. I

Application of the term tarannum to Qur'an recitation signified cantil
lation, and wasthus related to la~n in the sense not of defective speech, but
of melody.s The expression bi-Iu~ilni 'l-tarab wa-lliwatihii employed in the
tradition adduced by Tustari and Suyilti would seem, indeed, to convey an
exhortation to employ i'riib, not because the language of Jews and Chris
tians, and others disqualified from membership of the Muslim community,
was ungrammatical, but because it was not that of Arab bedouin. Suyutl's
use of the term lahn is, however, not unequivocal: in the passage on non
grammatical triib, lahn was adduced merely as theoretical antithesis of
the grammatical variety of triib, while elsewhere he rejected the allegation
that lahn as lapsus calami (khala' al-kuttiib) could be present in the text of
scripture.> This usage is naturally not that of the prophetical tradition, for
which it was proposed that lu~un uia-astaii: is a hendiadys meaning rhyth
mic embellishment(s). Now, it may seem that discussions of Qur'an
recitation with and without triib could profit from attention to these several
nuances. Apart from references to the practice of Muhammad, which
complicate unnecessarily a diachronic description of CA, failure to con
sider differentiation of the terminus technicus triib has meant placing
inordinate emphasis upon the evidence of both scripture and poetry for
purposes of linguistic analysis. From Suyilti's interpretation of the tra
ditions promising celestial reward for recitation with itriib it emerges that
such was not a matter of grammar: recitation without i'riib was, after all, to

be rewarded by half that promised for recitation with (~.rU Sf.;J1 fj w---

~~.r ~.u 0D' yl.r!~ 01.; ~-' ~ ~.J~ ~r ~ ~ 0t(
U~).4The use of such material for serious philological argument seems
somehow unjustified.!

Expression of syntactic relations in Arabic could not be, nor was it in
practice, limited to or even dependent upon those devices collectively and
symbolically designated i'rdb. Both sequence (word order) and segmenta
tion (conjunctive/disjunctive markers) bear a considerable portion, if not
the whole, of that burden. Incorporation of these two principles in the
styles of poetry and scripture, as well as of Kunstprosa, must and did
result in a set of modifications most conveniently described as rhetorical.

J 'Reste' (Part 3), 26-30 (case), 235-40 (mood).
2 Cf. Flick, ·Arabiya. 196-8, esp. 197 D. 16; GdQ iii, 193-4.232-3; Hirschfeld, Re-

searches, 115. .
3 Itqdn ii, 3. and 269-75 on grammatical i·rab.
.. Itqan ii, 3: also a propheticall;uuJith.
S But cf. Kahle. 'Readers', 65-71; Wehr, Review: Flick, 181; Spitaler, Review:

Flick, 146; Rabin, 'Beginnings', 25-6.
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Bloch's analysis of those styles revealed a high degree of procedural uni
formity which ought not to be confused with what is often called 'normal
linguistic usage'. I Reference, explicit or implicit, to the latter for descrip
tion of the Quranic style could seem almost insidious: if the only contem
porary loci probantes are those found in Jiihili poetry the argument is bound
to be circular; if, however, it is conceded that the chancery papyri qualify
as contemporary comparative material, their linguistic content cannot then
fairly be judged inferior to the standard of CA. The problem can hardly be
solved by deriving that standard from the data of poetry and scripture. It
might seem superfluous to add, at this point, that in my judgement the
notions of CA origins underlying Noldeke's celebrated 'Stindenregister' of
Quranic usage are very questionable indeed." Extrapolated from his
surprisingly uncritical acceptance of a pseudo-historical portrait of the
Arabian prophet, opinions about the psychological relationship of Muham
mad to his public (e.g. 'Unsicherheit', 'Unbeholfenheit', 'Verlegenheit',
'Wiederholung als Einscharfung", 'den Arabern war eben fast alles neu',
caller Anfang ist schwer', etc.) became organizing principles of linguistic
description. The result was a fairly systematic and thoroughly relentless
critique of a personal and individual style.

But observed from the standpoint of rhetorical schemata and organic
development, the uneven quality of scriptural style seems quite appropriate
to a document recognized by a religious community as the literary ex
pression of divine authority. Recurrence of formulaic phraseology, for
example, might reflect conventional links between related but originally
separate traditions, rather than one man's lackof rhetorical skill. Moreover,
the recurrent formulae are functionally distinct, and their uses may thus be
ascribed to different motives, e.g. apodictic, supplicatory, narrative. 3

Similarly, repetition of rhyme words in siiras 25, 4, 19, and elsewhere may
be interpreted as the same kind of linkage, extended occasionally to the
dimension of a proper refrain.s Rhyme, as well as assonance and other
paronomastic formations, operate conjunctively and disjunctively in the
manner of conventional markers: resultant constructions like those based
on epexegetic min and the juxtaposition of perfect and imperfect/past
continuous can hardly be said to cause semantic distortion.! In the light of
a plural anhiir, the singular nahar in Q. 54: 54 could not have been pre
ferred for the sake of rhyme, and was anyway interpreted by Zamakhshari

I See above, pp. 91-2, 99-100, 102-3.
2 NBSS, 5-23; cf. Spitaler, Review: Flick, 146.
3 Noldeke, NBSS, 8-c); the liturgical/cultic value of qul justifies many of its occur

rences, cf. above, I pp. 13-15.
4 NBSS, 9; see above, I pp. 13, 19, 26.
5 See below, pp. 116-17; pace Noldeke, NBSS, 9; cf. Reckendorf, Arabische Syntax,

25 6 para. 3a, but also 254 para. zb for min, and ro-r r for 'prasentisch resultativ'; cf.
BSOAS xxxi (1968) 612.
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as generic.1 Condemnation of disjunctive formulae like~~r .uJ1-, etc.

as stylistic superfluities was consistent with adverse criticism in general of
recurrent locutions, but reveals in my opinion a mistaken notion of the
document's composition, and especially of its halakhic and narrative
components.> Asfor the accusation of illogic in Q. 10: 43, 27: 80, and 30:
52, it seems abundantly clear from the context of these verses that the
epithets 'blind' and' deaf' were intended and understood figuratively, that is
'wilfully blind and deaf to the truth';" I find unconvincing Noldeke's
bewilderment at the sudden changes of interlocutor (God, angels, jinn) in
Q. 37: 164 fr. and 72: 15-16. Discontinuity of that kind is common in
Muslim scripture and may be compared with other more fundamental
lines of cleavage, such as the truncated structure of variant traditions." In
Q. 72: 15-16 the introductory particles are anyway not those employed for
the preceding speech of the jinn, and might well signal a change of speaker.

Noldeke's treatment of Quranic simile was stringent to the point of being
quite unimaginative." Much of the imagery there is admittedly primitive,
but comparison of the lot of almsgivers to the increased fruits of the field
blessed by God (Q. 2: 261, 265) and that of the mean to the produce of
stony and barren soil (Q. 2: 264)is neither illogicalnor entirely unsuccess
ful. Further, comparison of that which is spent in vanity with (the effect of)
an icy wind (Q. 3: 117) is not at all inconsistent, especially in the light of

that verse's ending: ~~ ~1 ,§J.J ~l ~ L.J. Noldeke's ob
jection to the formulation of a secundum comparationis as instrument rather
than effect in Q. 3: 1 17, as in 10: 24 and 18: 45, appears to me to rest upon
a very literal interpretation of metaphorical language. In Q. 2: 17-I 9 it is
God's extinguishing of it, not the fire itself, which must be set against the
storm producing darkness. Q. 47: IS, on the other hand, does exhibit some
syntactical confusion, owing to what must be the lengthy interpolative
gloss to [anna, though it could be argued that the primum comparationis is
not [anna at all, but rather the a-la-man ... ka-man construction of the
preceding verse. But there, and in the following example (Q. 9: 19) there is,
indeed, disequilibrium between substantival constructions as first term
and finite verbal/pronominal constructions as second term of the simile.
Finally, for Q. 3I: 28 I suspect that the locution ka-nafsin wiil}idatin is
intended to convey ka-shay'in wiil}idin (as one thingjact)." It is almost
possible to understand Zamakhshari's commentary to that verse as at least

I NBSS, 9; Kashshiif iv, 442 ad loc.: ism al-jins, but it is more than likely thatjannat,
here employed eschatologically, was understood as singular, see above, I pp. 27, 29·

2 N BSS, 9-10.

3 NBSS, 10; cf Q. 2: 18-20,7: 79, II: 24,47: 23; Isaiah 43: 8, Matthew 13: 10-17
alluding to Isaiah 6: ~IO.

4 NBSS, 10; and see above, I pp. 20-7. s NBSS, 10-11.

6 Pace Sister, 'Metaphern", 130; that schematic compilation is, however, very useful;
ef. also BOOI, 'Vergleichungen', I-II; and below, IV pp. 239-42.
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implicit support for this interpretation: J.-..9-, ~~ ,y. <.JW; ~ ."J <.J1
~ ,y-.l

Inconcinnity like the parallelism of determined and undetermined sub
stantives in Q. 42: 49 is of course not infrequent in the Qur'an, though
this particular example appears to have been a consequence of the necessary
pausal/rhyme form, and is perhaps conspicuous only because of occurrence
in the next verse of a related locution, both members of which are un
determined.' Q. 27: I offers a less felicitous target for criticism (read any-

way~ yl::,).J ~.;JI c.4T), since the scriptural designations qur'an and

hitiib may refer to portions of or to the whole of revelation, a distinction
often expressed by absence and presence, respectively, of the definite
article.> To attribute some repetition to affection for the figura etymologica
is sound enough,« but Q. 4: 136 contains a fixed formula of address (4

I~ ~jJl ~I) which can hardly be said anywhere in the Qur'jin to in

fluence, or to be influenced by, the expression which follows. Similarly, the
particle ka-dhaJika in Q. 2: II3, lIS may be understood as presentative
'thus' and quite without influence upon the following locution (for Q. 2:

lIS read~ Lrt)·5 Q. 6: 161 u,~ l:.:~~ 11.,rP JI JJ JI~ ~1

~~ I V" ~f:( L.J l~ ~ '.x' is indeed awkward, its clumsy syntax
in my opinion a result of distinctly theological patchwork. Abraham's
role in Islamic prophetology and the doctrinal nature of the epithets
hanif and milia, rather than an aesthetic failing, might be thought to

account for this very curious construction.v The phrase Lc- ~ ~ I
0yDG in Q. 12: 47, 48 is an appositional relative clause and may be

idiomatic." Similarly, the locution ojIj::-~ which must be read in the

whole context of Q. 12: 74-5, might qualify not merely as idiomatic but
as a fair example of erlebte Rede. 8 Nor do I find illogical the pronominal
construction in Q. 35: 1 I~ in which it is a question of one man's life being
either lengthened or shortened. Moreover, Q. 17: 74, which contains a
straightforward concessive construction, appears to make perfect sense
without Noldeke's paraphrastic translation.v Confusion of function be
tween the concessive particles wa-in and wa-law is a matter of degree
rather than of kind, and thus difficult to insist upon. 10 That Q. 12: 17 L-,

uJ~~ rrY.J ~ ~~ ~r would be logically improved by substitution

1 Kashshtif iii, SOZ ad Q. 31: 28. 2 NBSS, II. 3 See above, II pp. 74-6.
... NBSS, II. . 5 Cf. Hebrew lakhen; see above, I pp. 12-1 3.
6 N BSS, II; cr. Q. 3: 66, 16: 20, and above, II p. 54 •
7 Pace Noldeke, NBSS, 12; cf. Reckendorf, ArabischeSyntax, 435-6.
8 Pace Noldeke, N BSS, I2; cf. Reckendorf, op. cit. 286.
9 NBSS, 12; cr. Reckendorf, op, cit. 495.

10 NBSS, 12,21; cf. Reckendorf, op. cit. 494, 513.
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L

of wa-in for wa-law is just possible, though I am inclined, in view of the
predominantly vernacular context of Sural Yiisuf, to see here the trace of
popular idiom. It may be of some interest to record that whereas Kalbi
inserted wa-in without comment, Zamakhshari resorted to paraphrase:
'even though (wa-law) we were in your opinion men of truth and relia
bility'.1

Two categories of Noldeke's 'stilistische Eigentiimlichkeiten' are
recognized types of exegetical problem, for treatment of which specific
rules were formulated by the masoretes: change of number and change of
person.s The phenomena adduced here became early on part of the
established masorah, and provided the evidence from which the principle
of majaz/taqdir was derived.! Nowhere perhaps, does the impression of
mechanically linked prophetical logia emerge more clearly than from
observation of this discrete syntax, e.g. reference to God alternately in
first and third person.s The likelihood of textual mutilation as consequence
of pre-Tlthmanic methods of preservation seems to beremote,s and could
hardly explain the consistent lack of logical structure in the document.
Capricious syntax would appear to reflect not the Arabian prophet's
imperfect grasp of CA, but, rather, that mechanical linkage. Noldeke's
detailed discussion of ellipsis would be even more persuasive read in the
way I have suggested, especially the 'pendant' narrative formulae." Inci
dentally, linking wa-rusulan and rusulan in Q. 4: 164-5 with innii awJ:zaynii
of the preceding verse is not quite so far-fetched as Noldeke appeared to
believe, though that lengthy enumeration probably owes its existence to a
series of arbitrary connections." It may be that many instances of pleon
asm, as of ellipsis, were the result of separate logia traditions roughly
co-ordinated. Pleonastic negation, on the other hand, often exhibits

vernacular idiom, as surely in Q.6: 109 ~ uc:.~ I~I l~f ~~ L.J

0~~.8 The references to anacolutha could be infinitely expanded." e.g.

Q. 7: 2 ~j.o.U c.S';~-' '4)x.:J ~~ !3)~ J ~ -jJ ~\ Jyif yl:)
a formulation upon which conscientious and grammatically minded
exegetes spent many words indeed. However one might interpret the
stylistic aberrations of Muslim scripture, Noldeke's conclusion that the
work was, and must remain, sui generis can hardly be challenged: 'Der

I Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 1I8, 129£ ad loc.; Kashshiifii, 451.
2 NBSS, 12-13, and 13-14, respectively.
3 See Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 254~; and below, IV pp. 219-27.
4 See above, I p. 28. 5 NBSS, 14, 16 n. I.

6 NBSS, 15-19. 7 NBSS, 15-16; see above, I pp. 34-5 on wa/:ty/irsiil.
8 NBSS, 19; the examples cited there, and in ZUT Gramm., 91, present fewer problems

if wa-lii is read 'or" as in vernacular Arabic; for extension of pleonastic negation see
Blau, Christian Arabic, 313-15; also BSOAS xxxi (1968) 613.

9 NBSS, 22.
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Koran bildet eine Literatur fiir sich, er war ohne wirklichen Vorganger
und konnte auch keine Nachfolger haben'.'

Whatever one could respond to the question of possible precursors, it is
very doubtful whether Quranic style ever had aneffect upon the subsequent
course of Arabic literature, save as source of aphoristic citation. Its
curious system of periodization (fawii#l) made relation to the literary genre
known as rhymed prose (sal) unavoidable. The effect of that system upon
Quranic syntax did not of course escape Noldeke, and was more recently
the subject of a special study in which morphology and lexicon were also
included.> Terminological dispute about whether Qur'an and sal could
even be mentioned in the same breath found a kind of resolution in the
expression mutamiithilat al-maqiiti' (homoioteleuton);! Arguments against
the obvious were mostly of a theological or adhominem character: e.g. if the
Qur'jin were nothing but traditional (sic) rhymed prose, how could it be
miraculous/inimitable (mujiz)? or, in sal meaning was made to fit the
rhyme, while in the Qur'an verse endings mayenhance but do not inform
the communication, etc. Resort to termini technici provided the useful
fiisila, by which Quranic rhyme could be distinguished from that of poetry
(qiifiya) and of sal (qarina). In the analysis of forty kinds of grammatical
and other mutation (al;zkiim) both characteristic of and affected by the
Quranic fiisila, Suyiiti adduced material sufficient to support the contention
that Quranic syntax, as well as certain of its morphological and lexical
features, owed something of their eccentricity to its periodization.s But
relation of the [dsila to other forms of rhyme (i.e. qiifiya and qarina) was
never suppressed: a shared descriptive terminology derived from the
vocabulary of rhetorical ornatus (badr) was offset by the assertion that the
rules of application for the fiisila were other than those which obtained for
poetry, e.g. tadmin. (enjambment) and itii' (repetition of rhyme word),
condemned in verse, were recommended in prose.5

Even a rough statistical surveyof Quranic rhyme indicates predominance
of forms containing long vowel plus consonant (usually i/u with -n, or i/u
and ii with -n or another consonant), followed in order of frequency by
vocalic rhymes (ah/ii/iya) and, finally, forms containing short vowel plus
consonant." That the dominant rhyme pattern (long vowel/diphthong plus
consonant) should also carry stress might be inferred from the pausal
pronunciation of those syllables, whose primary characteristic is the long

I NBSS, 22.
z NBSS, 6, 9, 10, 22; and Muller, Reimprosa, for which see BSOAS xxxiii (1970)

389-<)1.
3 Suyiiti, Itqdn, naw' 59: iii, 21)0-315, esp, 292-5; cr. Norden, Antike Kunstprosa,

909-60 on clausulalcursus; Lausberg, Handbuch, paras. 985 ff, 1°52.
4 Itqiin iii, 296-301, citing Ibn al-Sa'igh. 5 See especially Itqdn iii, 302-15.
6 See GdQ i, 36-44; Vollers, Volkssprache, 55-80; feminine rhyme is rare; Fischer,

'Silbenstruktur', 54-5: short vowel plus two consonants is rare; Birkeland, Pausalformen,
18-21.
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vowel/diphthong, rather than the accompanying consonant. Segmentation
may be said, in other words, to depend as.much upon assonance as upon
rhyme. A number, though not all, of Muller's morphological and lexical
phenomena exhibit substitution of iambic for other measures, e.g. fr iiI,
taf'il, ijfii1, and especially fafil. l The effect of such is of course greater in
contexts where the rhymejstress/pausal forms are not too widely spaced,
less where the sound-echo is heard only at great intervals. In passages of
the latter kind, predominant in the longer suras, periodization is achieved
by insertion of fixed formulae, e.g. wa-lliihu eazizun hahim, wa-huwa
~1-ealimu 'l-rahim, etc. Employment of formulaic systems may possibly not
account for all the phenomena adduced by Muller, for example, such lexi
cal items as the proper names Ilyiisin and TUT Sinin» On the other hand,
a document which, like the Qur'jln, exhibits so much of traditional imagery
and of rhetorical schemata, deserves description in those terms, rather than
as a series of deviations from 'normal linguistic usage'. Most, if not quite
all, of the Quranic passages exhibiting post-position of [a'il forms contain
scarcely varying predications of God.! While post-position may be con
trasted with pre-position in non-pausal contexts, that contrast seems to me
less important than the over-all impression of formulaic phraseology, for
which normal word order is in fact post-positional. Similarly, locutions
like huwa yuhyi wa-yumit and zoa-ilayhi turja'im might well represent
crystallized formulae of cultic origin and thus not the most appropriate
evidence of irregular syntax. For the same reasons the Quranic material
hardly lends itself to assertions about misuse of tempora.s Employment in
scripture of the perfect 'tense' as optative or apodictic reflects ancient
tradition, however inconvenient to the formulation of normative grammar,
e.g. Genesis 17: 20 'l'IN '1l'l'l::1,m ,nN '1l'1'1'Din mN '1n~'::1 :13i1.5

How much of Quranic periodization may be attributed to the use of
cultic formulae and how much to conscious adaptation of the usus loquendi
to such formulae, is probably impossible to determine. That the document
owes its undeniable stylistic homogeneity to repetition has been proposed.f
Even rudimentary data of quantification might be thought to support this
view. Of a total 78,000 words the Qur'an contains approximately 1,850
separate lexical entries, of which about 455 are hapax legomena (nomina
propria are not included in either count). The resultant ratios, 40: 1 and
4: I respectively, are those found for the corresponding phenomena in
Hebrew scripture," A cursory examination of any Quranic concordance
will show that it is not merely separate lexica which occur repeatedly, but
also fixed images and the rhetorical conventions associated with these. To

1 Reimprosa, 41-59, 112-28. :z Reimprosa, 136-7. 3 Reimprosa, 1I2-28.

4 Reimprosa; 128-30; see Reuschel, 'Wa-kana llahu "aliman', 147-53.
5 Cf. Koch, Growth, 2II-I2. 6 See above, I pp. 46-7.
7 Cf. Ullendorff, 'Biblical Hebrew', 243.
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the question of frequency and distribution ratios the reply may be formu
lated in terms of 'typical structures', or entire segments of recurring
pattern. To this end my description of the document in terms of schemata
of revelation was conceived.' Thematic treatment (retribution, sign, exile,
covenant) and variant traditions (prophetical mission and eschatological
promise), as well as the entire range of assimilated imagery (the vanished
nations and the battles of God, angelology and resurrection), depend for
literary expression upon a set of hardly varying phrases. The relationship
of these to the rules of normative grammar is consistently anomalous. That
relationship is exhibited also in the scriptural lexicon. Surprisingly few of
the hapax legomenaare from the point of view of literary Arabic rare words,
e.g. substantives like abdbil, samad, tamma, 'illiyiin, etc. Most represent
familiar and practical notions, like bahath, tabassam, majiilis, jawf, sakat,
ramz, lafs; harrah, hassal, etc. One is hardly justified in assuming that
these latter did not figure in common usage during the period of the
Quean's composition. There is of course no reason to expect in that
document only a reflection of the common usage, or to suppose that notions
not expressed there did not exist. Those semantic sectors, and there are
many, not represented in the Quean may be thought indifferent, sub specie
aeternitatis»

But even as lingua sacra scripture must be analysed as a unit of literary
production. Guided by the subject matter itself, one has not far to seek for
the archetypes of Quranic imagery. For that the search is not less arduous.
The incorporation of Biblical concepts and imagery entailed an important
stylistic concomitant, namely, the Deutungsbediirftigkeit characteristic of
sacred language.! From the moment of its utterance the word of God
required exegesis. Once it had achieved canonical status, scripture pro
duced systematic interpretation. The forms generated by that process and
the hermeneutical principles from which they were derived varied with the
needs of the community. Both constitute the subject of the following
chapter.

I See above, I pp. 1-33.
3 See above, pp. 99-100.

2 Cf. Barr, Comparative Philology, 223-37.
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PRINCIPLES OF EXEGESIS

THE elaboration of Islam may be seen as co-ordination of three generically
distinct factors: canon, prophet, and sacred language. A useful index to the
relative significance of each in that elaboration emerges from examination
of the kinds of exegetical literature in existence at various points of its
course. Even apart from the interpretative material included within the
text of the canon, the exegetical literature can hardly be described as
homogeneous, and several criteria have been employed in its description:
the type of scriptural material treated, argument of the author, date of
composition, etc. I propose here to experiment with two different criteria
of classification, the one stylistic, the other functional, which seem to me to
be mutually corroborative in producing the following exegetical typology:

I. Haggadic.
2. Halakhic.
3. Masoretic.
4. Rhetorical.
5. Allegorical

From the point of view of function, by which I mean the role of each in the
formulation of its history by a self-conscious religious community, these
exegetical types exhibit only a minimum of overlapping and, save for the
last-named, might almost be chronologically plotted in the above sequence.
The increasing sophistication discernible in the treatment of scripture
corresponded to a demand, at least among the exegetes themselves, for
finer and subtler terms of clarification and of dispute. Allegorical exegesis
represented a reaction to the generous manner in which that demand had
been met.

From the point of view of style, however, the types proposed here dis-
playa degree of uniformity which could be misleading. Common to all is
the presence, wholly or in part, of the canonical text of revelation. One of
the problems to be examined is the precise relationship of that text in each
type of exegesis to the accompanying commentary, qualified by the obser
vation that redactional processes have contributed inevitably to an over
simplified picture of that relationship. A second cause of uniformity is
posed by the recurrence in each type of technical terms whose usage seems
at first sight to be constant, thus providing apparent, but in fact deceptive,
evidence of methodological similarity. An example was application of the
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term majiiz to two quite different exegetical procedures. I Finally, the
identity of explanations, whether lexical, grammatical, or rhetorical,
throughout the literature of scriptural interpretation provokes an under
standable impression of uniformity. Here, too, the evidence can be decep
tive. The value, indeed the sense, of any such explanation can, it seems to
me, be elicited only from the total context of the commentary in which it
appears. Thus, glossing alladhina kafaru (those who reject/disbelieve) in
Q. 25: 32 as yahild (Jews) will not have meant to Zamakhshari (d. 538/
1143) what it did to 'Abdallah b. fAbbas (d. 68/687).2 Similarly, the
'extrapolation' technique recommended by a number of scholars in the
attempt to recover from the works of later exegetes those of the early
authorities (e.g. Mujahid from Tabari, al-Asamm from Tha'labi) can have
but limited success, quite apart from the presence of defective chains of
transmission and of conflicting judgements based on a single authority
(perfectly illustrated by the profusion of dicta ascribed to Ibn 'Abbas).»
It will be useful to remember that no writer merely transmits, and
that even a compilation reveals principles both of selection and of
arrangement.

As corrective to this impression of uniformity I propose for the stylistic
analysis of exegetical literature a distinction between the elements of
explication and the framework in which they appear. Both maybe described
as containing a measure of characteristic form, the relation between them
being always one of tension, often of opposition. Tension may be said to
exist when explicative elements that are minimal and to some extent basic
units of interpretation (e.g. hakadha for hadhiilika, walliihi for tallahi)
occur in a typical context, which is their original framework or point of
literary origin. Such elements, always recognizable and seldomproductive,
are freely borrowed by writers employing the same exegetical framework.
Opposition may be said to exist when these and more elaborate explicative
elements figure in atypical contexts. An example is the appearance in
Farra' (d. 207/822) ad Q. 17: 1 of the story of Muhammad and the caravan
belonging to Quraysh on the road from Jerusalem, an instance of pro
phetical thaumaturgy quite out of place in a masoretic context.s Less
conspicuous but no less important examples ofopposition between element
and framework are found in late exegetical works where dissenting or
minority opinions were introduced by such locutions as wa-qila (and it has
been said) and wa-quri'a (and it has been read). For example, in the variae
lectiones kalimatjkalima for Q. 7: 158 the non-canonical singular was
adduced reluctantly by both Zamakhshari and Baydawi (d. 691/ 1292)

I See Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 2S4~, 26S-6; and below, pp. 227-32.
2 Kashshdf iii, 278 ad loc.; Suyuti, Itqiin i, 122; see above, I pp, 36-8.
3 Cf. Birkeland, The Lord guideth, 20-1, 62-3; Horst, 'Zur Uberlieferung', 290-307;

see below, pp. 139-40.
.. Macani '[-Qur'an ii, II5-16; see above, II pp. 69-70.
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and the dogmatic equivalent kalima: logos included only as a final
option.1

Now, it is the ascertainable quantity of explicative elements in a typical
context or habitual framework which constitutes an exegetical type. Such a
type exhibits a structure sufficiently consistent for intrusions of the kinds
alluded to above to be noticeable, and I have indicated five which in my
judgement provide a typology of Islamic exegetical literature. The total
number of elements will of course vary according to definition, which for
the following analysis will be as broad as possible. I have selected twelve
kinds of procedural device, each of which is potentially variable but not
beyond recognition, irrespective of the combinations in which it is em
ployed:

I. Variae leetiones.
2. Poetic loci probantes.
3. Lexical explanation.
4. Grammatical explanation.
5. Rhetorical explanation.
6. Periphrasis.
7. Analogy.
8. Abrogation.
9. Circumstancesof revelation.

10. Identification.
I I. Prophetical tradition.
12. Anecdote.

Study of the distribution of these phenomena across the range of exegetical
literature ought to produce a means of isolating the essentially separate
activities which preceded the appearance of classical Islamic tafsir. That
is a conventional term whose origin appears to have been rhetorical rather
than exegetical and the result of a preoccupation with profane rather
than with sacred literature.s It may have been the monumental work of
'['abari (d. 311/923) which contributed to an almost permanent eclipse of
some interesting controversy on the subject of exegetical nomenclature.
It is not at all impossible that the arguments of his younger contemporary
Maturidi (d. 333/944) were calculated to establish a fixed semantic value
for the term tafsir, not merely to postulate the eventually inconclusive
distinction tafsir-s-ta'toil:» But whatever its technical designation, Quranic
exegesis would seem to have found its earliest expression within a basically
narrative framework which may conveniently be described as haggadic.

I Cf. BSOAS xxxiii (1970) 392, on the misinterpretation of that method in Khoury,
Les Theologiens byzantins, 21 n. 13; see above, II pp. 76-7.

2 See Wansbrough, 'Qur'anic exegesis', 469-85.
3 See Gotz, 'Maturidt', esp. 31-8; and below, pp. I54-8.
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1. HAGGADIC EXEGESIS

In an exegetical work ascribed to Muqatil b. Sulayman (d. 150/767) and
entitled Tafsir, the author related the following story ad Q. 18: 9.1

Abu Jahl said to Quraysh: Send someone to the Jews of Yathrib to ask them
whether this man (Muhammad) is a prophet or a liar-that would be a solution.
So they sent five, among whom were Nadr b. Harith and 'Uqba b. Abi Mu'ayt.
When these reached the city they said to the Jews: We have come to you about
something which happened to us recently and which is getting worse. We fear
that it may cause confusion and upset the status quo. This man-humble, poor,
and an orphan-prays to Rahman, Now the only Rahman we know is Musaylima
the false prophet who, as you also know, never caused anything but destruction
and slaughter. But he (Muhammad) claims to be informed by Gabriel, who is an
enemy of yours, so tell us whether you find anymention of him in your scriptures.
The Jews replied : We do find him described as you say. The men of Quraysh
interrupted: Among his own clan those nobler and richer than he do not believe
him. The Jews answered: We find that his own people are those most violently
opposed to him, and yet this is the time in which he is to appear. The men of
Quraysh countered: But Musaylima the false prophet is his teacher, so tell us
something that we can ask him about, that Musaylima cannot teach him, and that
only a prophet can know. Sothe Jews said: There are three things-if he knows
them he is a prophet, if not he is a liar. Ask him about the Men in the Cave, and
Dhu 'l-Qarnayn, and the Spirit. And they told the men of Quraysh the stories of
the first two and added, with regard to the third: If he says either little or much
about that, he is a liar. Delighted, the men of Quraysh returned to Mecca, and
Abu jahl said to the prophet (sic): Son of 'Abd al-Mutallib, we are going to ask
you about three things-if you know them, you are telling the truth, and if not,
you are a liar. The prophet replied: What is it? Ask me what you like. So Abii
Jahl replied: We ask you about the Men in the Cave, so tell us about them. And
Dhii 'I-Qamayn, so tell us about him. And the Spirit, so tell us what that is.
H you know what they are, you are vindicated, but if you do not, you are deluded
and bewitched. And the prophet answered: Come back tomorrow and I will tell
you. But he did not say: God willing! He waited three days, then Gabriel came
to him, and the prophet said: Gabriel, the people are asking me about three
things. The latter replied: For that very reason I have come to you.

Somewhat abridged and following upon an elaborate description of
attempts by Quraysh to seduce Muhammad with promises of money,
power, and even medical attention, the samestory appears in the biography
of the Arabian prophet composed by Ibn Isl)aq (d. 151/768), in the recen
sion of Ibn Hisham (d. 218/834).2 In that account Quraysh sent only two
men (those actually named in Muqatil's version); the three minor motifs
connection of Rahman with Musaylima, Gabriel as enemy of the Jews,

I GAS i, 36-7; MS H. Hiisnii 17, 167v-168r.
2 GAS i, 288~, 297~; Sira i, 300-2.
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and prediction of Muhammad in Jewish scripture-were omitted; the
three components of the 'test' were designated Youths (fitya), Wanderer
(rajul tawwaf), and Spirit (ril~); and Muhammad waited fifteen days for
Gabriel.

In both works the story provided a narrative framework for lengthy
commentary on Staat al-Kahf. Examination of the means by which that
was achieved ought to throw some light on the structural consistency
of haggadic exegesis. Central to both versions is the part played by the
rabbis of Yathrib (Medina) in the formulation of its strategy by Meccan
opposition to Muhammad. As such, it is one of many but typical of all
literary devices which implied a historical link between two sources of
resistance to the Arabian prophet. I Employment of this particular frame
work, which figures also as an immediate cause of revelation (sabab al
nuzul), compels the reader to accept the Qur'jin document as a source for
the life of Muhammad and thus for conditions in the Hijaz during the
seventh century. With regard to the integrity of the Quranic text,
Muqatil's use of the narrative appears at least to be the more rigorous of
the two: the entire content of Staat al-Kahf(one or two parts but tacitly)
was related to the story of Abu Jahl and the rabbis. The author achieved
that end by resort to two somewhat mechanical devices. Ad Q. 18: I

the word 'isoajan was glossed mukhtalifan and the meaning 'variation/
irregularity' applied not to the content of scripture but to its mode of
revelation.> Evocation of the terminology pertinent to that dispute willhave
been intentional, since Muqatil added immediately a prophetical anecdote
containing an admonition addressed to the Jews by Muhammad on the
certain consequences of their ignoring the message from God. Moreover,
the prolepsis so characteristic of Muqatil's style is exhibited here by con
joining to the prophetical anecdote the claim of four Medinese Jews
(named) that "Uzayr (Ezra) was the son of God. The locus classicus for dis
cussion of that allegation is Q. 9: 30, where it may be combined with anti
Christian polemic, as well as with the idolatry of Ouraysh.! Muqatil
interpreted Q. 18: 4 exclusively as reference to the Jews, while Ibn

Ishaq mentioned only Quraysh: J ~} ~ 1...u.J A.lJ1 ~I I}li w:.>J1

~I ~~ ~.J :iS3)\..J1 ~ Ul ~.; a formulation which, however un

likely the utterance ascribed to the prophet's Meccan opponents, did
service to the cause of the exegetical tradition which emphasized the Hijazi
background to Islam. As such, the Sira passage could be thought to
exhibit traces of editorial intervention, while Muqatil's treatment, in

I See above, I pp. 16-17,18,36, II pp. 62, 72-3, 78-80; and Hirschfeld, 'Controver
sies', 100-16.

2 See above, I, pp. 36-8.
3 e.g, Zamakhshari, Kashshdf ii, 263 ad loco
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contrast, is almost certainly a reflex of Rabbinic and/or apocryphal tradi
tions concerning Ezra.1

Thus, in Muqatil's version verses 4-8 of Sura 18were anticipated and
the narrative, replete with allusion to the fate of earlier heedless peoples
(umam khiiliya),2 brought up to the account of Abu JaW. Two of the three
episodes representing the components of the 'rabbinical' test of prophet
hood, contained in verses 9-26 and 83-98, are commented at some length,
and the third accommodated by reference at verses 108-10 to yet another

facet of the Jewish opposition to Muhammad.! 'l10y~ ';}/~~ ~JJl:;..

dif ~y; ~ I}l.i ~~I ~r clJ~-, k~ JI ';)~ ~/':Jy- ~ 0~
0f ~;;-, C!}4 ~ ~ ":J J-il ~;~ ~ ~I ~I-, ~I ~~~1
~-,f d!! ~ c);~ JW ..uJ1 JlA9 I~ 0~~ ~) yJ Lr (.-')1
I~I..L. ~I ~lS" Y tY/~~ A)~ JlAi JJi ill1~ J ~-' ~

JJ c,LJ..) J..Q;.:; 01 J.zi ~I ~,J) CoJWSJ. This passage (obliques

separate canonical text from commentary) illustrates several aspects of
Muqatil's method: zero connective between kha1idinfihii and Iii yamiltiln
may signal paraphrase; the connective yatni between hisoalan and muta
l;zawwilan may introduce either an interpretation or, as here, a gloss;
wa-dhiilika an/anna generally indicates the 'occasion' of revelation;
[a-qiila subhiinahu signals resumption of the canonical text, often accom
panied, as here, by a 'stage direction' indicating the person(s) addressed.
Now, in this instance Jews were adduced expressly to complete the narra
tive: by including the third component of the test of prophethood, namely,
knowledge of the Spirit. But rather than cite the relevant Quranic
passage (17: 85), Muqatil paraphrased it in terms of a Jewish allegation,
Muhammad's assertion, and God's confirmation of His prophet, in the
course of which scriptural syntax suffered not a little. The stylistic advan
tages of this procedure become apparent when compared with the method
of Mutatil's contemporary, Ibn Ishaq.

There, a longer and more intricate prelude to the revelation of Surat
al-Kahf necessitated a correspondingly complex interpretation, in the
course of which fragments of ten Quranic siiras were treated (in the follow
ing sequence: 19: 64,18: 1-8, 18: 9-26, 18: 83-98,17: 85, 31: 27, 13:
31 , 25: 7-10, 20, 17: 90-3, 13: 30, 96: 9-19, 34: 47, 41 : 26, 74: 31,
17: II 0), being adduced as the revelations brought to Muhammad in
consequence of his encounters with the combined forces of Arabian Jewry

I Tafsir, !'vIS H. Htisnii 17, 167r, Sira i, 302; see below, p. 127; Geiger, Was hat
Mohammed, 191- 2 ; Horovitz, Untersuchungen, 127-8, 167; Speyer, Erziihlungen, 413;

and cf. Kunstlinger's speculation on the messianic content of 4 Ezra 7: 28-g, "Uzair',
381- 3, though attribution to Muhammad of a 'mistaken interpretation' seems far-fetched.

:I See above, I pp. 2-5.
3 Tafsir, MS H. Husnu 17, 167v~r, 172r-3r, 113r-Y, respectively.
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and Quraysh.! Ibn Ishaq's treatment is characterized by the strictest
economy. The three episodes central to the theme of the Medinese rabbis
occupy six pages, and the scriptural passages(18: 9-26,18: 83-98, 17: 85)
are compactly and explicitly presented.> Narrative precedes and follows
but does not interrupt. Interpretation consists primarily of gloss and
paraphrase, the only connectives employed being ay and zero. Ad Q. 17:
85 Jews and Quraysh were brought together in the following manner:

~~\ ~\ J""-J ij,j W Jli JJl V"~ ~\ ,y. c.:.J'~.J L;~_l ~l Jli
~.; li41 f~ ':11 ~I ~ ~.Jl L.J/clJ'; ~fJf~ 4 ~~J~r ~lJ
~ ~l~~ ~ olJ..,:,J1 ~)l J.i lil !Jl:04- ~ }:; dJl9 l.,JlJ~ Jli d...~ if
y M L ~~ J ~~.J JJ.9 ..uJ1 ~ J ~I .uJ1 Jr j Jlii y:.
,,~f. There the rabbis (alJ,bar yahud) confronted Muhammad in

Medina with an alleged utterance of his confirming the omniscience of
the Torah (formulated as revelation: tatlu fimii jii'aka) and citing
(correctly) Q. 17: 85, to which Muhammad retorted that it referred to both
Quraysh and Jews: and of knowledge you have been granted but little.
Thus the story of Abu Jahland the rabbis was completed and confirmed by
a later event. In Ibn Ishaq, moreover, the denouement was logical and
consistent. In Muqatil the Jews reproached Muhammad for claiming to
have knowledge from his Lord and yet professing to know nothing of the
Spirit, thus revealing their treachery, since it was that very ignorance
which was to be proof of Muhammad's divine calling.'

The 'rabbinical' test of prophethood employed with varying skill by
the exegetes is clearly remote from Jewish doctrine, and reflects a very
primitive level of polemical discourse.' But its function here might be
thought stylistic rather than merely polemical, a suspicion corroborated
if not confirmed by the transparent adaptation of an ayyiim motif: the
offer of three courses of action (thaliith khi$al) to the protagonist, as a
means of both stimulating and limiting movement within the narrative
framework.s The motif was consistently related to Jewish, if not always
to Meccan, resistance to Muhammad, as can be seen from a version adduced

by Suyiiti: ~l- Jl Jlii "ljti ~I JJ-J i~ i~ ~ J...ul -¥- L Jli
431 JJbf i lAk J.Jf L.J ~WI 11y::;1 J.Ji L :~ ~I 1ft~A:! ':1 ~-jJ ,yo
Jli J:!e Jli lAiT ~e ~ ~~f Jt; ~f JI.Jt ~f JI ...uYl tr. L."

I Sira i, 294-302 and 302-14. 2 Sira i, 303-8.
3 Cf. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 38 ad Q. 25: 4.
.. See above, II pp. 70-1, 74; and cf. Vajda, 'Juifs et Musulmans', 99-108 for the

versions in A1;lmad b. l;Ianbal.
5 See CaskeI, 'Aijam aI-'Arab', 49-52; Widengren, 'Oral tradition', 232-43; Sellheim,

'Die Muhammad-Biographie', 70, 84-5; Stetter, Topoi und Schemata, 36-9; cf. the same
device in I Chronicles 21: 10-13.
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(Q. 2: 97) ~~I o~ ij9~~I ,:r ~~I.JJ.>. clJ~ JLi ~. There the
interrogation took place in Medina and the three components of the test
were different, but the minor motif depicting Gabriel as enemy of the
Jews was included, with the expected reference to Q. 2: 97. I Elsewhere
Suyiitl adduced a part of the Muqatil/Ibn Ishiiq version of the test, in
cluding only Q. 17: 85 and the question of the Spirit, with a choice of
Medinese or Meccan setting, and with characteristic logic opted for the
latter since that was where Q. 17: 85 had been revealed.s

The observation of Noldeke-Schwally: 'das Ganze ist hochst fabel
haft, so dass wir nicht viel darauf zu geben haben', is also characteristic of
the arbitrary 'historical' method which for a century has dominated
the course of Islamic and particularly of Quranic studies. There are, in
fact, very few verses of the text of revelation which were not 'bald nach
Mekka, bald nach Medina verlegt', abundantly clear from even a cursory
reading of the first.fifteen chapters of Suyiiti's Itqdn» Despite Noldeke's
confident assertion: 'Wir haben vor ihnen allen aber doch namentlich eins
voraus: die Unbefangenheit gegentiber dem religiosen Vorurteil, Und
dazu sind wir in der Schule der wissenschaftlichen Kritik aufgewachsen',
his historical evaluation of traditional data did not bring him much
beyond the position established and occupied by Suyiiti 400 years earlier.!
Modifications of Noldeke-Schwally by Bell and Blachere, respectively,
exhibit refinement of detail but no critical assessment of the principle
involved, namely, whether a chronology/topography of revelation is even
feasible.! Nor is the historical analysis of sixsuras undertaken by Birkeland
free of the implications of that principle, which can, after all, only be
a matter of conjecture." An example is his interpretation of Q. 93: 6-8
in terms of exegetical alterations inflicted upon the data of the prophet's
'orthodox' biography." A literary analysis would at least require con
sideration of traditional cultic formulae, e.g. Psalms 10: 12-18,22: 24 on the
'orphan's lot'.8 Suyuti's argument for Q. 17: 85 was anyway of minimal

I Itqdn i, 97: citing Bukhari on the authority of Anas; see above, II pp. 62-3.
2 Itqdn i, pp. 93-4.
3 GdQ i, 139: but both rejection and acceptance of these conflicting reports presuppose

criteria of assessment at worst pernicious, at best subjective, see above, I pp. 38-41, and
below, pp. 177-81. .. NBSS, 5-6.

S Cf. Bell, Bell's Introduction, esp, 108-20; Watt, 'Richard Bell's theories', 46-56;
Blachere, Introduction, esp. 182-98,240-63; but also Torrey, Foundation, 91-8.

6 The Lord Guideth, siiras 93, 94, 108, 105, 106; ida 'Siirah 107', 13-29.
7 The Lord Guideth, 23-37.
8 Such is the method attempted here, particularly in ch. I (theodicy) and ch. II (pro

phetology). A valuable and detailed exposition of the snares inherent in literary analysis
may be studied in the recent work of Richter, Exegese als Literatunoissenschaft, esp, 27-48.
For the Quranic revelation a systematic theology, such as Stieglecker, Die Glaubenslehren
des Islam, or a comparative one, such as Masson, Le Coran et la revelation judeo-chretienne,
dispenses with the historical dimension and thus also with a makeshift psychoanalysis of
prophetical experience, see above, II pp, 56-8.
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l significance for the narrative value of the prophetical 'test'; concern with
I

r the precise dating and locationof separate revelations wasa serious occupa-
tion only at the halakhic level of scriptural exegesis.

For Muqatil and Ibn Ishaq it was the story that mattered. Indeed, it
may be said of the former that the scriptural text was subordinate, con
ceptually and syntactically, to the narratio. That this is less true of Ibn
Ishaq's work could be a result of its having been drastically edited by a
scholar fully conversant with the methods and- principles of masoretic
exegesis. To anticipate with a single illustration my discussion of that
exegetical type: in the Sira lexical problems, e.g. bakhtun nafsaka (Q.
18: 6), al-raqim (18: 9), shatatan (18: 14), are elucidated by reference to
loci probantes from poetry, not, however, by the author of the work but
by its editor (signalled qala Ibn Hisham).I When glossing a scriptural
locution, e.g. sultan bayyin (Q. 18: IS), Ibn Ishaq merely declared: that
is, an eloquent proof (ay bi-/:tujja baligha), without adducing external
evidence.> Muqatil, on the other hand, limited his comparative material
for lexica to scriptural shawahid, introduced by the expressions toa
nasiruha (analogous to that) and mithla qawlihi tata/a (as in scripture),
which became technical terms in the masorah.! Now, the intrusion
of such editorial elements into Ibn Ishaq's biography of the prophet is
only the beginning of an answer to the question: how did the author of the
Sira dealwith scriptural material ?From my analysis of the story of Ja'far b.
Abi Talib and the Najashi it will be clear that I regard the narratio as
paramount and the isolation of scriptural texts in canonical form an after
thought.' The fairly tidy separation of scripture from narratio in the
story of SUrat al-Kahf I am tempted to ascribe to editorial revision of the
kind in which poetic shasodhid for scriptural lexica would also be charac
teristic. In other words, the Sira exhibits evidence of both halakhic and
masoretic reformulation: of the former in its attention to asbiib al-nusal,
nowhere more clearly illustrated than in the proliferation of Quranic
passages appended to the story of Abu Jahl and the rabbis of Medina;
and of the latter in the employment of poetry to explain Quranic lexica.
N one the less, the structural similarity between the works of Ibn Isl)aq
and Muqatil seems to me almost beyond dispute, and if the terms sira
and tafsir later became designations of distinct literary genres, their basic
identity for the earlier period may, I think, be conceded.5

The narrative style is best observed in Muqatil. There, separation of
scripture from commentary is difficult, frequently impossible. The author
achieved that unity of presentation by resort to several devices: prolepsis,
repetition (subsumption), presence/absence of connectives, stage directions,

1 Sira i, 302-4; see below, pp. 216-18.
3 See below, pp. 208-15. .
5 Cf. BSOAS xxxi (1968) 148-9.

2 Sira i, 304.
4 See above, I pp. 38-43.
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supercommentary, and interpolation (paraphrase). Prolepsis is the means by
which the narratio was maintained intact, and I have described the manner
in which the first eight verses of Siirat al-Kahfwere rendered introductory
to the tale of Abu Jahl, with subsequent accommodation of verses 9-26
(the Men in the Cave), verses 83-98 (Dhu 'l-Qarnayn), and inclusion of the
third component of the test (the Spirit) by reference at verse 109 to a con
frontation of Muhammad with the Jews of Medina, in which Q. 17: 85
was paraphrased (equation of kalimiit rabbi in 18: 109 with 'ilm in 17:
85). Intervening segments of the sura were related to the narration (Leit
motiv) by a system of cross-reference. For example, the parable of the
two gardens, verses 32-44, was connected with the Men in the Cave by
giving the name of one of them, Yamlikha (who was sent by the others
into a near-by village to buy food and thus brought about their discovery),
to that one of the (two) gardeners who found favour with God. Now, the
(two) gardeners were members of B. Isra'Il and so too, according to Muqa-

-til, were the Miisa and Khidr of the journey related in verses 60-82.
Identification of the latter was important, since it appears to have been
a matter of dispute and intimately linked to the role of Moses in Muslim
prophetology.! It may also be noted that in the anecdote introducing the
journey that particular Moses was instructed by Gabriel, despite his
hostility to the Jews (!), on how to reach the Fountain of Life Cayn al
Qayiit).2 Of some interest, too, is the dialogue preceding the initial quest
of Miisa for Khidr, in which the former was reproached by God (a non
Quranic revelation introduced by fa-awbii ' lliihu ilayhi) for thinking
himself the most intelligent of men. That theme was resumed in the
ensuing conversation between Miisa and Khidr, in which the former's
knowledge of God was compared with the amount of food which a bird
could with its beak collect from the sea.! The specifically marine imagery
of that passage rilm: babr) anticipated the phraseology of verse 109 which,
as I have shown, was Muqatil's method of introducing Muhammad's
knowledge of the Spirit into his commentary on Surat al-Kahf.

Continuity was also achieved by frequent repetition of scriptural passages
occasionally paraphrased and/or anticipated by paraphrase, as in the anec
dote introducing the journey of Miisa and Khidr, where the locution
"a-awii ita 'l-sakhra anticipates verse 63. Smooth transition from com
mentary to text could result in omission, e.g. of the anaphoric fantalaqd
1)attii idha of verse 71 (cf. verses 74, 77), sacrificed in the interests of a

I Tafsir, MS H. Hiisnii 17, 169v-7of
, 17Ir-zr; see above, II pp. 56-7, 76; and

Goldziher, Studien ii, 163: citing Bukharl, S~~ iii, Kitab al-Tafsir, 277-82.
2 Cf. above, II pp. 62-3; Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 168, 187-8; Zunz, Vortrdge,

137-9, esp. 138 n. (a): for Elijah and R. Joshua b. Levi; but also Horovitz, Untersuchungen,
14 1- 3 ; GdQ i, 141-2; Speyer, Erziihlungen, 238-9; Schwarzbaum, 'Theodicy legends',
119-69·

3 Tafsir, MS H. Hiisnii 17, 17Ir-v.
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" racy dialogue between Khidr and the ship's captain; or at verse 47, where
! the gloss fa-lam yabqa minhum ahad appears without the corresponding

text. I Inconsistent employment of connectives (mostly yafni, occasionally
yaqui, rarely ay) produces the impression that such were used not so
much or at least not exclusively to separate text from commentary, but
rather as punctuation, the equivalent of pause in oral delivery. This
usage is especially remarkable where yafni signals a gloss not of a scriptural
term but of one in the commentary, e.g. wa-lakinna 'uzayr 'abd allah
diikhir ya'ni saghiran, anticipating verse4, or jazii'an kariman ya'ni 'l-janna,
glossing ajran hasanan of verse 2.2. Supercommentary of that kind, for
example, ad verse 54: sarrafnii yafn; launoannd ya'ni w~afnii, and passim,
would seem to indicate oral delivery.' Zero connective, on the other hand,
e.g. ad verses 108-9: khiilidin fihii/la yamutun, and verse 31: asawir min
dhahabltoa-asiiunr min lu' lu', provokes a different kind of problem, namely;
whether the explicative element is to be understood as gloss or as inter
polation or, indeed, as part of scripture.4 The phenomenon is not limited
to Muqatil: in Ibn Ishaq ad Q. 18: 2 the intrusive phrase wa-fadhiiban
aliman fi ' l-iikhira is glossed as though it were scripture.! Even more
arresting are revelations not now part of the canonical text introduced by
formulae such as uia-qdla subhdnahu and the like, usually reserved by
Muqatil to signal resumption of the canonical text in combination with a
'stage direction', e.g. qiila likuffiiT makka, Iil-yahud, lil-nasiirii. For in-

stance, the passage ad verse 45 ~ ~I ~~JJI ~ ~br.:- J~

o~91 U~~ I~I ~JJI ~~ ~j5J ~.J ~ Jj~ ~I J..,a.::d~ could be
a gloss, possibly a paraphrase of Q. 6: 99, though I am inclined to under
stand it as an independent utterance.s like that included in a prophetical

hadith at the end of Silrat al-Kahft'~r 1 0-" ~r ~ til ~I J~

~l;. J 0~ L '11~i '::1.J ~.r:J ~ ~I ~ J-'- J. Subsumed
by traditional scholarship under the heading hadith' qudsi, dicta of this sort
may owe their origin to haggadic exegesis."

Muqatil's style is characterized by recurrence of certain minimal units
of explication whose distribution was naturally determined by the text of
scripture, but which may be regarded as constants in the over-all structure.
Examples are dhiilika glossed hiidha, kadhiilika: hiikadhii, ladun: 'inda,
lauild:halld, khayr: af~al, mathal: shabah, etc. Such units, in so far as they
were seldom if ever points of departure for extended interpretation, were
non-productive and applied with considerable freedom throughout works
belonging to the haggadic type. At the levels of halakhic and masoretic

I Tafsir, 171 T, 17I V, 17oT, respectively; the third example may be merely a lapsuscalami.
:z Tafsir, I67T. 3 Tafsir, I7ov. .. Tafsir, 173 T

, I69V.
5 Sira i, 30 2 • 6 Tafsir, I70T• 7 Tafsir, I73v•

8 See Tahanawl, Iitiliil:uit, 280-1; GdQ i, 256-8.
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exegesis these minimal units might become productive and even crucial
to a solution of a juridical or textual problem, but within the haggadic
framework their cumulative effect cannot be said to disturb the central
position of the narratio. Thus, examination of the exegetical work of
Muqatil's contemporary, Muhammad Kalbi (d. 146/763),1 turns up a
similar range of minimal units of explication, e.g. dhiilika glossed hiidhii,
kadhiilika: hakadha, ladii : einda, in: md, latalla: likay, wa-in :uia-qad,atii:atta,
talliihi: ioalliihi, khayr: afdal, etc. In neither writer are these syntactical
and lexical equivalents accompanied by loci probantes, scriptural or pro
fane, or any other argument of justification.

This manner of glossing generated in the works of both writers two
characteristic and related techniques: serial repetition and circular expli
cation. An example of the first is found in Muqatil ad Q. 18: 85, 89, 92 ,

where the refrain fa-atba' sababan (so he pursued a course) is glossed at
each appearance: ya'ni 'ilm asbdb mandzili 'l-ard uia-turuqihd (that is,
knowledge of the structure of the world and its ways).2 In:Kalbi ad Q. 12:

25-8 the verb qadda (cut, tear) is glossed four times by the synonymous
shaqqa, and the locution min dubur (from behind) twice by the synonym
min khalf» Again, ad Q. 12: 28 kayd (wile) is glossed twice makr wa
sani' (deceit and deed), and immediately thereafter, ad verses 33-4 by
makr (deceit) alone; earlier, in verse 5, kayd is glossed by another syno
nym: hila» Ad Q. 12: 85 qalu (they said) is provided with the 'stage
direction' toulduhu wa-wuld wuldihi (his children and grandchildren),
repeated for verses 95 and 97 and varied for verse 96 with the synonymous
li-banihi zoo-bani banihi.5 Now, such repetition without appreciable interval
seems quite unnecessary, and must not be confused with genuinely
helpful explanation like the gloss of aktharu "l-nds (most of the people)
everywhere in Staat Yusuf (12: 21, 38, 40, 68) as ahl misr (Egyptians),
except at verse 103, where the admonition is transferred from a typological
to an aetiological plane and the locution glossed ahl makka (Meccans),«
Moreover, in the last example the intervals between occurrence of the
phrase in scripture might seem to justify repetition.

The second glossing technique shared by the two exegetes, and which I
have called circular explication, may be seen in Muqatil ad Q. 18: 1°4-5.
There dalla (errant) is glossed habitat (in vain), while in the very next
verse habitat in the text of scripture is glossed with the synonym batalat.t
In Kalbi ad Q. 12: 3I, 5I basha Zilliih (God forbid!) is glossed each time
with the synonymous ma'iidh. allah, while in verses 23 and 79, where the

I GAS i, 34-5; MS Ayasofya 118.
2 Tafsir, MS H. Hiisnii 17, 172v; at verse 85 the scriptural text itself is omitted, probably

owing to homoioteleuton with the preceding verse, but the gloss is there.
3 Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 118, 130 r• 4 Tafsir, 130v, 128v•

5 Tafsir, 134v, 135 r-v. 6 Tafsir, 129V, 13Ir-v, 133v, 13SV •

7 Tafsir, MS H. Hiisnii 17, 173 r•
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latter expression is scriptural, it is glossed both times arudhu billiih(1 take
refuge with God).' This circular, or perhaps more accurately, sliding
explication was applied also to those glosses which 1 have designated
minimal units, e.g. la'alla (perhaps) is throughout Staat Yusuf explained
by Kalbi as equivalent to likay (in order to), but in verse 83 the word
r asii (perhaps) is gratuitously glossed lacalla.2 The semantic principle that
words have uses, not merely meanings, is clearly one with which both
Muqatil and Kalbi were familiar. On the other hand, the exaggerated
manner in which those simplistic lexical equivalents were adduced pro
vokes a question at least as to their purpose. Here I suspect that the
answer can be more profitably sought in the authors' concern with ease of
delivery, less in their concern to elucidate scripture.'

Like Muqatil's, Kalbi's work has traditionally been entitled Tafsir,
though it is unlikely that either author called his work by that name. In
addition to the stylistic devices common to both and already mentioned,
there are other similarities but also differences. To illustrate Kalbi's
method I have selected his presentation of Sural Yusu], an effort at sus
tained narrative commentary which could thus dispense with imposition
of the haggadic framework (narratio) noted in Muqatil's treatment of
Staat al-Kahf, But Quranic narrative is nothing if not elliptic, often
unintelligible without exegetical complement. This structure applies
without reservation to the Quranic story of Joseph, 'the most beautiful
of tales revealed in that book' (cf. Q. 12: 3). An idiosyncratic and very
conspicuous feature of Kalbi's style may be seen in the distribution of
commentary in relation to scriptural text. Words, occasionally phrases,
even clauses, but never sentences or entire verses, were glossed in sequence
at a ratio of approximately 1: 1, resulting in a highly segmented composi
tion. This is accentuated by employment of zero connective with'envelop
ment' of the (preceding) text, so that separation of text from commentary
by means of obliques produces the following, very typical, pattern for

Q. 12: 56-7.4 /~ d')I"';J~1 J/~~ L:S(L lfu/~~ l~ ~j,).J

/(:A~~I.Jo.n:J1 ~.x~/~.x ~/~~/f:.~~/~J~/l~J;..JB
~j~1 yIY·/~1 .r:J/~ 'J/~ ":1.J/~jJ ~1 ~t( ~/f:.~ ~

~.:w/~JJI ylY· lr/')~/o"';"91 yl}/o.;>-~I ..r:-'J.J/~I.J J..,AJ4 ~I
~I~I.J !J~I.J ;sJI/D~ lyD'.J/J-J1.J ~I ~.J .uJ4/1~. Curi-
ously, segmentation did not necessarily entail fragmentation, and it
may be that the overlapping effected here by recourse to zero connective
and retroflexive envelopment was devised by the author to ensure con
tinuity. Though zero connective is of highest frequency by far in Kalbi, he

J Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 118, 130v, 13Zv, 130r, I34r•
:1 Tafsir, 134V

•

3 See below, pp. 144-8. 4 Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 118, 132v-133r.
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employed occasionally and indifferently yaqiil, as well as its variation yatni,
the latter especially and for obvious reasons following qiilajqaZu (he,lthey
said), a convenient device in a sura consisting almost entirely of dialogue,
{:.g. ad verse 44: qii!u yatni '/- 'arriifin wal-kahana soal-sahara (they said,
i.e. the seers, the soothsayers, and the sorcerers), or verse 74: qiilu yatni
[atii yusuf (they said, i.e, Joseph's men).' The connective ay may also
occur, not as a means of joining comment to scriptures, but rather, of

adding supercommentary, e.g. ad verse 6: 2 jd:;) A*.-~/'~/l!.JJj)-,

~ ~..Jj~}I.x:-:':; ~/~~\';"~l &.J{; l.r dJ..,u.J/;;~4 ~) A)b,ol

~f ~.J ~f ~/y~ JT ~.Jj~~ ~ A-_ Q1 ~i i~~I-, ~~4/~
l.r d:!..,.:f J>./(:A...,~I.J ~~4 ~ I~i LS/~ y~ ~}I.Jl J-"~
~W~/~/~ I~ d;J ~!/0l~l-, ~Ifil ~ Lr/~· It may be
noted that the imagery of the two passages cited here, with particular em
phasis upon prophethood (nubuwwa) and its soteriological fulfilment
(islam), is identical, and thus anticipated Kalbi's concluding observations
on this sura, concerned specifically with Muhammad and the Quranic
revelation,» very similar to Muqatil's paraenesis at the end of Surat al
Kahf·4

Despite the essentially narrative structure of Staat Yiuuj, Kalbi's
treatment cannot be called anecdotal in quite the sense that the epithet
may be applied to Muqatil's work. There are at least two reasons for the
difference of quality between the two styles. The first is the presence in
Kalbi of two features virtually absent in his contemporary, namely,
variae lectiones and alternative glosses for a single locution. Both figure in
such quantity with Kalbi as to be characteristic of his work as preserved
and, like the presence in the Sira of asbab al-nuzul and poetic shasoiihid,
may be regarded as evidence of editorial reformulation. Features such as
these, though not typical of haggadic exegesis, may exist there even in
quantity without altering the typological structure. All four devices,
together with a few others yet to be mentioned, are appropriate to hala
khic and masoretic exegesis and thus, within the haggadic framework,
represent intrusions. That intrusive quality is clear not only from the
breach in the narrative caused by the presence of, say, a varia lectio,
but also from the nature of the element itself. To anticipate again my
discussion of masoretic exegesis with a single example from Kalbi's

work: at Q. 12: 63 the author observed/~/~~ t.:r./lil::..i L:....... J-)ti
~~4 vi} 01 ~.u ~~ .Jw.J;A...:.~ ~.r.: a useful illustration
of method, since it includes a haggadic element (our brother: Benjamin),
a gloss depending upon an implied textual variant (he obtains measureJ

I Tafsir, 132r, 134r• 2 Tafsir, I28V• 3 Tafsir, 136r-v ad verses l09-I1.

4 Tafsir, MS H. Hiisnii 17, 173r-v•
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we obtain measure), and an alternative (introduced 'and it is said') based
on the other of the two transmitted readings.I But the passage is elliptic
and the key to the argument missing, namely the reading yaktal (he
obtains/will obtain measure). For the discussion in complete and rather

more logical form, one may turn to Farra':>~ lj l:;..f ~ J-Jti ..u~

~ Jli ~ yl~ ~)\) ~ U"'WI }L..J ~ .uJ1 ~ ybe.pf fj
~~ ..u J..UJI~~-A:J ~)~~ Ju ~.J ~I J ~~
~ ~ '4 0.J~ Ij:! ~:J. There the source of both readings is stated to
gether with the judgement of Farra' that both were correct (1), depending
upon whether the amount of grain obtained by Jacob's sons in Egypt
was merely that promised by Joseph if they were accompanied by
Benjamin, or to be increased by a special allocation to the youngest
brother. Now, almost without exception the textual variants adduced by
Kalbi are of elliptic and referential character, and appear to me to pre-

-suppose acquaintance with the masoretic activities of scholars like Farra'.
The implications of this hypothesis, which touch upon matters of red
action, will be examined in due course.! It may suffice here to suggest,
despite absence of explicit editorial revision of the kind available for the
Sira, that Kalbi's work aspreserved exhibitsa considerably modified form
of haggadic exegesis.

The second cause of difference between the commentaries of Kalbi and
Muqatil is the absence in the former of a narrative device much favoured
by Muqatil: the prophetical tradition (~adith). In a work which, like
Kalbi's, was claimed to have been transmitted exclusively from the
authority of 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas, one might expect a profusion of such
dicta, as well as of hadith. qudsi, also remarked in Muqatil's work. In the
latter the prophetical /:tadith could be didactic, as for Q. 18: 46:4
And the Prophet said: The enduring good works are [utterance of the prayers]
'Glory to God', 'Praise be to God', 'There is nogod but God', and 'God is great'.

Or it might be merely anecdotal, an entertaining digression, as for Q. 18:
96:5

And a man said to the Prophet: I have seen the barrier of Yajuj and Majiij. So
the Prophet said: Describe it to me then, And he replied: It is like striped cloth
black and red. The Prophet said : Yes, you have seen it.

The absence of this kind of material in Kalbi is difficult to explain. In
contrast to the unhurried, almost chatty style of Muqatil, Kalbi is terse,
humourless, matter-of-fact. That austere manner may have been inten
tional, but comparison of the two authors together with the significant

l

I Tafsir, MS Ayasofya lIS, I3s r •

3 See below, pp. 138-44.
5 Tafsir, 172v.

2 Marani 'I-Qur'an ii, 49 ad loco
.. Tafsir, MS H. Husnu 17, 17or •
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fact that both preceded by nearly two generations that stage of exegetical
scholarship in which the basic problems, doctrinal and textual, were
to be examined in exhaustive detail, provokes a question at least about
the redaction of Kalbi's commentary.

The narratio was not, however, entirely obscured. The Quranic story
of Joseph requires, to escape the stigma of non sequitur, a minimum of
supplementary material. Such was provided by Kalbi, and in a proleptic
form reminiscent of Muqatil's method. For example, ad Q. 12: 36 the
dreams of Pharaoh's cupbearer and baker, only alluded to in the text of
scipture, were set out in considerable detail and also interpreted by
Joseph, thus anticipating verse 41. Moreover, the interpretation contains
several refinements not found in Genesis 40: <)-19, e.g. the symbolic
values of the vineyard and of the vine, as well as that of the three branches. I

Again, at 12: 43 Pharaoh's dream was embellished to accord with Joseph's
interpretation of it at verse 49, and twice provided with the interpolation
'emerging from the river' (y&i Lr If:'';>- cf. Genesis 41 : 2 n'!3 'N'lill23).2

At 12: 59 Joseph's peremptory demand: Bring me a brother of yours from
your father, was supplemented by the (very necessary) 'as you have just
said that you have a brother at home with your father', an interpolation
expanded without comment at verses 69-7°: '(Joseph's) brother, from
the same father and mother'v- At 12: 93: Take this shirt of mine,
was glossed 'and his shirt was of heavenly origin', a reflex of Rabbinic
descriptions of the t:l'lOE) mn:> (Genesis 37: 3).4

The obvious source for most, if not all, of that material is Rabbinic
literature, which has been culled and collated by a number of scholars,
among whom the most knowledgeable and sophisticated were Horovitz
and Speyer. s For the document of revelation itself, the latter's work might
be described as exhaustive, but an examination of Muslim exegetical
literature would have revealed additional and equally interesting parallels,
and prevented at the same time one or two false impressions. To declare,
for example, of the locution qiila kabiruhum in Q. 12: 80that 'Es sprach der
grosste von ihnen, wobei mit kabir hier sicherlich der alteste, also Ruben,
gemeint ist' may be logical (cf. Genesis 42: 22) but is quite unnecessary:

I Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 1I8, 131r. :2 Tafsir, 13 Iv- 2r• 3 Tafsir, 133r-v•

4 Tafsir, 13S r ; and cf. Speyer, Eredhlungen, 21«)-20.

5 e.g, Geiger, Was hat Mohammed; Griinbaum, Sagenkunde; Schapiro, Elemente;
Sidersky, Legendes ; Katsch, Judaism; d. Heller, 'Recits', 113-36 (on Basset); ide
'Legende', 1-18 (on Ahrens, Torrey, and Kimstlinger, but especially Sidersky); for the
problematic assumption of 'emprunts' see Moubarac, Abraham, 163-'75; my concern here
is less with Biblical and Rabbinic elements in the Quranic text than with the materials
and methods employed in the elaboration of Quranic exegesis: haggadic material from
later exegetical works (post-Tabarl) was adduced by several of these scholars, often
working independently, of which the widest selection may be found in Grunbaum,
Sagenkunde (e.g. Ya'qubi, Tabari, Mas'udi, Zamakhshari, Bay<;lawi, Ibn Athir, Abu
'l-Fida, Qazwini).
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\ Kalbi, as well as most of his successors, knew that it was Judah, 'the fore
most of them in intelligence' (cf. Genesis 44: 18-34).1

Thus the gaps in the Quranic narrative were filled from a very familiar
mine of Biblical lore. But only at Q. 12: 36 and 43, those verses having to
do with interpretation of dreams, does Kalbi's commentary exceed in
length the portion of scripture being interpreted. Though it could be
argued that the laconic and somewhat monotonous style is witness to the
author's conviction that his public required no further amplification of
the well-known story, such is not really supported by the available evidence.
I have mentioned the identification of Judah at Q. 12: 80. He it was also,
who at 12: 10 counselled his brothers not to kill but to sell Joseph, and
who at 12: 96 brought the news of Joseph's existence in Egypt to jacob.>
At 12: 8 and 63-76 the brother was of course Benjamin; at 12: 4 Joseph's
parents were identified as Rachel and Jacob; at 12: 19 the scene of the
crime was Diishan (Dothan); at 12: 21 Joseph's buyer in Egypt and his
wife were named Q~ifar (Potiphar) and Zulaykha; at 12: 36 the two
'servants of the king' imprisoned with Joseph were specified vintner and
chef, later cupbearer and baker; and at 12: 93 the number of Joseph's
family sent for from Palestine was put at about 'seventy persons',> Now,
save for Zulaykha and placing Dothan between Midian and Egypt, this
material is unexceptionable. There was some further embellishment: at
12: 19 the man who rescued Joseph from the well and sold him in Egypt
was called Malik b. Daghr, an Arab (bedouin) from Midian; at 12: 30
and 50 the women responsible for Joseph's humiliation and imprisonment
(four in number) were identified by their husbands' respective ranks in
Pharaoh's service; and at 12: 94 the caravan bearing Jacob and his family
to Joseph departed from ai-fArish, a village between Egypt and Canaan.s

The technique was early established and must have had its origins in
haggadic exegesis. s Kalbi was moderate, if not quite restrained; in Muqa
til's commentary to Sural al Kahf no one and nothing remained anonymous.
I have adduced one example of the latter's employment of the device

. (tafyin/tasmiya): to link two otherwise unrelated narratives by naming the
protagonist of each Yamlikha.6 It would appear from the primitive treat
ment of vague and anonymous references in scripture that these were

I Speyer, Erziihlungen, 217; Kalbi, Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 118, 134v ; cf. Zamakhshari,
Kashshdf ri, 494 ad loc., who also mentioned Reuben and Shimeon as possibilities; see
Schapiro, Elemente, 64-7.

2 Tafsir, 128v, 13Sf; the Quranic conflation ofthe roles of Reuben and Judah is reflected
in Kalbi's exegesis, cf. Genesis 37: 21-2,26-7.

3 Tafsir, 128v, 133f-V, 128v, 129 f , 129v, 130v, 135 f
, respectively.

4 Tafsir, 129f, 130f, 13Zv, 132v, 135 f, respectively.
5 See Goldziher, Richtungen, 289-98.
6 See above, p. 128; that name achieved a degree of general usefulness in the interpre

tation of Quranic narrative, cf. Suyutl, ltqtin iv, 86-,: variant 'Tamlikha ; and Zamakh
shari, Kashshdf ii, 720: the reference is Q. 37: 5I.
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regarded initially as lapses, or at least as inadequacies requiring the simple
corrective measure of amplification. With the elaboration of exegetical
method such vagueness of reference (mubham) was seen not only to be
intentional but also evidence of rhetorically sophisticated prose. That much
is clear from Suyfiti's synoptic description of the subject, in which he set
out seven reasons for that phenomenonjn scripture: identification (tatyin)
was unnecessary if the matter in question had been elucidated elsewhere in
the Qur'an, if it was too generally known to require such, or if there was
no particular value in closer specification; identification was undesirable
if the purpose of the mubham had been to attract attention by (partial)
concealment, or to emphasize general by excluding specific application,
or to achieve the effect of praise or of contempt by allusion rather than
direct designation. I Now, Muqatil and Kalbi were hardly concerned with
such nice distinctions, nor could it be said that their respective applica
tions of ta'yin clarify in any way the scriptural passages so treated. But the
quality of the narrative was enhanced thereby and particularly, I suspect,
for the purpose of oral delivery.

Several elements in Kalbi's supplementary material to the Joseph story
derive not from the text of Genesis but from the Biblical tradition in a
wider sense. For example, ad Q. 12: 24 three interpretations were offeredr-

J~.J A.:::f 0J-""" ~fJ JWJ rj':J J...-Ai ~ ~J yll>./~J 0Lb.)~ ~iJ 0i ':Jy
4J ~ ~J 0~~ ~fJ 01 ':Jy. The first and third of these, which merely

paraphrase the Quranic locution, may be regarded as symbolic of the
author's concern to offer, wherever possible, more than one explanation.
The second: 'he saw the image of his father', draws upon an older and
well-attested tradition (cf. Genesis Rabba 87, 9 i1N' '''~N ?'lZ.' 1"3'v"N) and is
the only one that actually interprets the scriptural term burhiin by ad
ducing the gloss ~ilra, and thus isolating the notion of 'manifestation',»
Ad 12: 67 Kalbi explained Jacob's advice to his sons to enter Egypt not
by one but by several gates as the father's fear that their striking beauty

could attract the evil eye: ~I Lry~ ~ wL:;. 01)'-" with which

may be compared Genesis Rabba 91, 2 D~?'~ "~~1'l7N' ,nN n1'lD~ '03~1'l?N

1"~i1 "3D~ inN t'nv~~.4 That kind of haggadic accretion, which must be
distinguished from material of strictly Biblical origin, was not limited to
the writings of exegetes like Kalbi and Muqatil, suspect in the judgement
of later generations for their undisciplined employment of Jewish material.s

I Itqdn, naw· 70: mubhamdt al-Qurtin iv, 79-1 0 0 .

2 TaJsir. MS Ayasofya 118, 130r •

3 See Speyer, Erziihlungen, 201-3; Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 139-40; Schapiro,
Elemente, 40-1; Rabin, Qumran, 113 n. 5; the standard explanation was burhtin;tiyat.
see Suyiiti, Itqdn i, 115.

.. See Speyer, op. cit. 214; Geiger, op. cit. 144-5.
5 See SUyiiti. Itqdn iv, 207-9; Goldziher, Richtungen, 58~o, 87, 112.
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It is also found in the work of their contemporary, Sufyan Thawri, to
whom that stigma did not attach.

The Quranic exegesis of Sufyan (d. 161/778), parts of which have for
many years been known from citations in later writers, is extant in a
unique manuscript at Rampur.' The work, contained in eighteen folios,
consists of somewhat disjointed observations on forty-nine sara« (from
Baqara to rur, missing out Dukhiin and Mubammad) in the order of the
canonical text, though the internal sequence of verses is not that of the
canon. The fragmentary and uneven character of the work may be no more
than an accident and the compilation merely an aggregate of Sufyan's
opinions extracted from later works. That assessment will not, however,
explain the internal order of comment nor the quality of the explicative
elements themselves. It is those which, in the absence of a narrative
framework of the sort encountered in Muqatil, Ibn Ishaq, and Kalbi,
require particular scrutiny. In Surat Yasuj, for example, the symbolism
of Joseph's dream (Q. 12: 4) was interpreted 'his parents and his brothers'
and, alternatively, 'his father, his brothers, and his aunt', taking into
account Rachel's death before that event.> Although Kalbi had not made
explicit his knowledge of this fact until he reached verse 99, it would, I
think, be an error to assume that Rachel's earlier death was not generally
known to the exegetesas well as to the narrators of both the Quranic and
Biblical versions of the story. 3 At Q. 12: 24 burhiin. was interpreted by
Sufyiln as the figure of Jacob; at 12: 67 it was Jacob's fear of the evil eye
which prompted the warning to his sons; and at 12: 88 the locution birjita
muzjat was glossed both 'little money' and 'butter, wool' (sic), reflecting
the much more detailed inventory of commodities adduced by Kalbi
to make up the gifts brought to Egypt by Joseph's brothers on their third
(sic) visit, a description very likely inspired by that of Genesis 43: 11-12

and one that became a stock item of the exegetical tradition.4 Very oc
casionally Sufyan ismore informative than Kalbi, as at Q. 12: 77, where the
cryptic 'if he has stolen then a brother of his stole before him' was inter
preted 'Joseph had stolen their gods', exhibiting a confusion between
Joseph and Rachel which with very few exceptions persisted in Muslim
exegesis to this verse. Kalbi has merely an inconclusive reference to
Joseph, from which it is impossible to say whether the coat of many colours
or Laban's idols were intended."

I GAS i, 518-19; ed. Imtiyaz 'Ali 'Arshi,
2 Ta/sir, 95-107; the editor has rearranged the material in canonical order and indicated

the manuscript sequence in his numbering of the separate entries.
3 Sufyan, Tofsir, 95; Kalbi, Tafsir, I35v ; pace Speyer, op. cit. 194 with reference to

Genesis 37: 10 and 44: 20; cf, Geiger, op. cit. 147-8.
... Sufydn, Tafsir, 98 (adducing two traditions), 102,1°4, respectively; Kalbi, Tafsir,

13Sr ; Zamakhshari, Kashshdf ii, 500 ad Q. 12: 88.
5 Tafsir, 1°3; Kalbi, Tafsir, 134 r ; cf. Speyer, Erziihlungen, 215-16; Geiger, Was hat

Mohammed, 145.
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It will be clear from these few examples that both the range and the
quality of Sufyan's glosses may justifiably be compared with those
of Kalbi. There is a shared tendency to transmit more than one inter
pretation of a Quranic locution and, similarly, a concern with variae

lectiones. For example, ad Q. 12: 31 Kalbi commented /~ ~ u..\~I.J

~~I J~~~i} c.J1.J o~~ ~1} 01~~ ~\.w.J leaving open
the option between cushion and citrus (etrog: some manuscripts read
utrunj), whereas Sufyan, also adducing a variant, restricted the choice to

one between foodstuffs t>:::... ~ f} ~ Jli ~l~ ,y.J~ ,y~ ~..b.

~;~ I J li ~~ ~ l.T.J i lJJI Ju ~Y-,.1 Since the entertainment
provided by Potiphar's wife clearly drew upon Rabbinic tradition, it
may reasonably be suggested that Sufyan's represents the earlier choice
of interpretations, and that the proposal to read 'cushions' (muttaka'an:
wasiiyid) exhibits yet another instance- of redactional intervention in
the transmission of Kalbi's cornmentary.> To Muqatil's glosses, too, those
of Sufyan may be compared, as for instance ad Q. 18: 46 and 19: 76
al-biiqiyiit al-siilihdt were interpreted as the five (ritual) prayers, that is,
as saldt rather than as du f ii, but the equivalence works: prayers is a
common ground.s Thus, from this sampling of its ingredients the ex
egesis of Sufyan can be described as belonging to the haggadic type.
There are none the less some conspicuous lacunae: not only is Siirat
al-Kahf shorn of its traditional narrative framework, passages normally
pegs for extensive and varied anecdote, like the opening verses of siiras
17 and 30, are here given no attention whatever. Omissions such as
these, like absence of comment for Dukhiin and Muhammad in the
Rampur manuscript, are difficult to explain, even if that document were
to be no more than an extrapolation of Sufyan's utterances from later
writers (e.g. 'Abd al-Razzaq, Tabari, Razi) , rather than the fragment
of an independent work. External evidence, such as it is, appears to lend
support to the latter alternative, though I am unable to accept without
reservation the remark of Ibn Abi Hatim that Sufyan disapproved of those
who, like Kalbi, commented on the entire text of a sura even where there
were no problems to be solved.s Sufyan's glosses are of the quality charac
teristic of an original narrative framework and are virtually interchangeable
with those of his contemporaries, here designated haggadic. But it may be
recalled that for posterity the reputation of Sufyan, unlike those of Muqa
til, Kalbi, and Ibn Ishaq, remained unblemished.

Problems of transmission and redaction history are notoriously complex.

1 Kalbi, Tafsir, 130v; Sufyan, Tafsir, 100.

2 Cf. Speyer, op. cit. 205-6; Geiger, op. cit. 140-2; and see above, pp. 132-3.
3 Tafsir, 136, 147; cf. above, p. 133, for Muqatil, Tafsir, 170r ad Q. 18: 46.
4 Editor's introduction, 33-8; Taqdima, 79, cited in introduction, 16.
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A parallel to the relationship between the Rampur manuscript and those
dicta ascribed in later works to Sufyan (as set out in the editor's detailed
apparatus) could probably be found in a comparison of opinions attributed
to Mujahid b. Jabr (d. 1°4/722) and adduced by Tabari (d. 311/923) with
the Cairo manuscript of Mujahid's Tafsir,' Remarkable indeed is the use by
Tabari of Mujahid to support what Goldziher described as 'rationali
stische Koranauslegung'. 2 In the light of that argument it would be of
considerable value to examine Mujahid's methods in the context of his own
work. An obstacle to the kind of comparison suggested is posed by the
practice, widespread in later exegetical writings, of introducing minority,
dissenting, and unpopular interpretations anonymously.! The technique
may be illustrated with reference to Q. 12: 3I, noticed above in a compari
son of Kalbi with Sufyan: now, Zamakhshari (d. 538ju43) offered for the
enigmatic muttakanlmuttaka'an the following possibilities: place in
which to recline (literal), place in which to eat (metaphorical), food
whole or sliced (metonymical), and citrus (calque of Hebrew etrog) in that
sequence and with several orthographical variants, some attributed
others introduced ua-qilaltoa-quri'a. Out of context as it were, and anony
mous, the etrog etymology neither served the same purpose nor produced
the same effect as when situated within the haggadic framework.' Zamakh
shari's work presupposed both methods and results of the haggadic,
halakhic, and masoretic types. Quranic interpretation had long since
achieved the status of normative discipline and the exegete was free to
select from the tradition those elements best suited to his purpose and,
moreover, to arrange them according to one of a large number of priorities.
The original aim and/or significance of a gloss might be accidentally
overlooked or intentionally discarded, its typical context thus ultimately
forgotten.

Drawing upon these elementary observations I would submit that the
attempt to extrapolate from later works those of earlier authorities is bound
to produce both incomplete and inaccurate results. It was, not surprisingly,
Wellhausen who first applied the (Pentateuchal) Urkundenhypothese to
Arabic literature. The end of that exercise, available in both his Skizzen
und Vorarbeiten VI (1899) and Das arabische Reich und sein Sturz (190 2 ) ,

was to isolate regional and partisan tendencies in Tabari's monumental
history of the Islamic world. While it would be ungracious not to acknow
ledgethat this wasan interesting and valuable experiment, one will be chary
of concluding from it that Tabari's primary sources have been or can be
recovered in a form at all close to their original state. To assert the contrary
would imply that Tabari's work is merely a compilation, exhibiting little

I GAS i, 29; see Horst, 'Zur Uberlieferung', 295-8, 307·
z Richtungen, 88, 107-10• 3 See above, pp. 120-1 for an example ad Q. 7: 158.
4 Kashshdf ii, 462-4 ad loco
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or no trace of the writer's craft. Such I find impossible to accept and in
illustration mention the artfully composed account of Ibn Ash'ath's
revolt, allegedly transmitted from Abu Mikhnaf(d. 157/774) and consisting
almost entirely of ayyiim motifs constructed round a fluctuating employ
ment of first-person narrative. I For application of the Urkundenhypothese,
and of other principles of Biblical literary (documentary) criticism, it is
well to distinguish between questions about origins (chronologische Anset
zung) and those designed to isolate parallel, divergent, and conflicting
strands within the literary tradition (Herausschiilung der Fiiden).2

From the point of view of chronology, the development of Muslim
exegetical literature envisaged here required a span of approximately a
century and a half, from Muqatil (d. 150/767) to Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889).
Within that period the principles of exegesis were evolved and perfected,
and it would not be too much to say that thereafter few, if any, methodo
logical innovations were introduced. For isolation and description of its
components the selection of criteria is a matter requiring the greatest care.
In his analysis of Tabarl's history Wellhausen employed exclusively the
factor of ascription, a choice rendered deceptively attractive by Tabari's
fairlyconsistent use of chains of transmission. But evenwhen supported by a
highlydifferentiated nomenclature for the modalities of transmission, ascrip
tion can be remarkably unstable.' It is on the one hand vitiated by internal
contradiction (as in dicta attributed to authorities like Ibn 'Abbas and the
prophet), and on the other attenuated by anonymity (wa-qila/wa-qurCa).
Ascription is also arbitrary: biographical information on the exegetes is
found exclusively in literature composed to impugn or to vindicate
(jar~ wa-ta'dil) or to assess relative merit (tabaqat), and as such constitutes
merely a pseudo-historical projection of the acceptance or dismissal of
their views. For these reasons I have thought it best to ignore, or at least
to discount, ascription and, by concentrating on the elements of explica
tion both in and out of context, to isolate and identify methodological
devices which can be recognized without resort to biographical data.

In the four examples of exegetical writing so far considered I have
underlined the centrality of the narratio, which is normally accompanied
by or appears itself to generate a number of typical devices. Many of

I Annales ii, 1064-77; d. BSOAS xxxiii (1970) 616; on Tabarl's manipulation of
tradition cf. Birkeland, The Lord Guideth, 9, 10, 16, 22,29,40-1; and Widengren, 'Oral
tradition', 244-58.

2 See Eissfeldt, Einleitung, 185-216; and above, I pp. 16-17 on Wellhausen's Reste;
for the tyranny of the 'literary critical' method see also the observations of Mowinckel,
'Psalm criticism', 13-33, and Richter, Exegese, 66-7, 120-2, 145-52.

3 e.g. Abbott, SALP i, 5-31, ii, 5-83, 106-13; Sezgin, GAS i, 53-84, 237-56; despite
careful and often illuminating analysis of technical terminology, the studies of both
authors suffer, in my opinion, from an ingenuous acceptance of the isndd apparatus, but
represent at the same time a not altogether unexpected reaction to the work of Goldziher
and Schacht.
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those are means of sustaining continuity: prolepsis and cross-reference,
repetition/subsumption, variable connectives, interpolation and para
phrase. Others, like segmentation, supercommentary, apostrophe/paren
thesis, and recurrence of the minimal units, would seem to, but in fact
do not, interrupt the narrative flow. In addition to those stylistic devices,
narrative elements such as anecdote, prophetical tradition, identification
of the vague and ambiguous (tafyin al-mubham), and description of the
occasions of revelation iasbiib al-nuzul) are present in varying quantity,
always sufficient to identify the haggadic type. Even where the narratio
itself is absent, as in the Rampur manuscript of Sufyan's exegesis, the
presence of a number of these elements makes possible identification of the
type. Of the twelveexplicative elements proposed as criteria for a descrip
tive analysis of exegetical literature, three at least may be regarded as
typically haggadic: anecdote, prophetical tradition, and identification.
Others of them are also found there, but in a relation to the type which
I should call accidental rather than essential. Some, like-poetic loci pro
bantes and variae lectiones (and the related alternative explanation), are
clearly intrusive, not least owing to their disruptive effect upon the
narratio.

A special case is description of the occasion of revelation, characteristic
of halakhic exegesis but present in underdeveloped form in the haggadic
type. I By that I mean merely that the essential function of the sabab
al-nusiil (or tanziQ, which was to establish a chronology of revelation, is
not evident in haggadic exegesis. There the value of the device is ex
clusively anecdotal, and may provide the narrative framework for an
extended interpretation, either of a whole sura as in Muqatil or of frag
ments of many siaas as in Ibn Ishaq. In that sense of course it could be
argued that the entire narratio functions as tanzil. The formulae usually
employed to introduce the device are nazalat (hadhihi 'l-aya) fi fuliin and
wa-dhiilika /:tinajannahu qiila fuldn, often accompanied by an anecdote to
provide background or local colour. But almost never in haggadic exegesis
is the tanzil qualified by alternative explanations of the circumstances of
its revelation or followed by a discussion of its juridical significance. Even
where interpretation was adapted to an over-all narrative structure, as in
Muqatil's treatment of Surat a/-Kahf, separate occasions of revelation may
be adduced. An example may be seen ad Q. 18: 28, where 'you desire the
vanity of this world' was said to have been revealed in reproach of the
extreme vanity of 'Uyayna b. Hisn during an interview with Muhammad,
into the account of which was inserted an allusion to the social inequality
obtaining between Arab and masolii. Since 'Uyayna's vanity was pro
verbial, it may wellhave been not that but the social motif which prompted
inclusion of this particular tonsil» An occasion of revelation may be

I See below, pp. 177-9. 2 Tafsir, 169r.
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gratuitously specified, as in Kalbi ad Q. 12: 7, where the passage 'there
are lessons for those who ask' is followed by 'this verse was revealed with
reference to a story of the Jews'. The purpose of that disclosure in a
context exclusively Israelite is not immediately clear, but since it is the
only example of tanzil in Kalbi's treatment of Siaat Yiisuf, I am tempted
to regard it as merely formal acknowledgement of a methodological prin
ciple incorporated into a later redaction and foreign to the original version
of Kalbi's exegesis.I The frequency of tanzil in haggadic exegesis varies,
and in Sufyan is concentrated in saras containing in fact a high degree of
halakhic content. But even there it is sporadic and unpredictable, and its
value merely anecdotal, e.g. ad Q. 2: 125, 2: 164, and 2: 186. Exceptions
are seldom, as at Q. 2: 143-4, where the change of qibla from Jerusalem to
Mecca was dated. 2 For later theorists the expression 'this verse was revealed
about ... ' contained a significant ambiguity, by means of which it became
possible to distinguish between a cause (sabab) of revelation and a report
(khabar) about it. According to that distinction tanzil of the sort found in
haggadic exegesis could be relegated to the status of khabar.s

The most flagrantly intrusive of the explicative elements found in
haggadic exegesis is poetry adduced to explain Quranic lexica. It is not
present in Muqatil, Kalbi, or Sufyan, and instances in the Sira may be
attributed to the editorial intervention of Ibn Hisham. That method of
interpretation belonged to the masorah and was intimately related to the
contemporary development of techniques for the transmission of poetic
texts.s Solutions to lexical problems were sought by the haggadists
within the vocabulary of scripture itself, by recourse to a crude but
apparently effective kind of textual analogy. For that device Muqatil
employed the term nasir, but also mithl and shabah, and occasionally the
particle ka. With the exception of nasir, these terms designating analogue
appear also, though less frequently, in the work of Kalbi and Sufyan.
Together with the term wajh ('reference' as contrasted with 'information'),
these formed a technical vocabulary for the distributional analysis of
meaning in scripture.! Closely related thereto is a seriesof concepts attach
ing to the terms mushtabih and mutashiibih which, with wujuh and na:;a'ir,
were not fully developed before elaboration of the masorah.s I have there
fore deferred discussion of them, though it may be observed that as with
tanzil, concern with recurrent and even crucial terms in scripture is found
in its earliest stage of development in the haggadic literature.

Another kind of lexical treatment was that accorded hapax legomena
and words conceded to be of foreign origin, as when Muqatil ad Q. 18: .31
explained istabraq as a Persian word (lughat faris) for brocade, or ad 18:

I Tafsir, I28V
• 2 Tafsir, 9, 14, 17, II, respectively.

3 Cf. Suyut], Itqtin i, 90; see above, I pp. 41-2, and below, pp. 177-8.
4 See above, III pp. 94-8; cf. BSOASxxxiii (1970) 390, 616.
5 See above, III pp. 99-100. 6 See below, pp. 208-16.
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107 firdasos as Latin/Greek (Iughat aI-rum) for walled garden.' That
procedure, found also in Sufyan, e.g. for qistiis in Q. 17: 35,2 but not in
Kalbi, may be of some value in dating efforts to derive the scripturallexi
con from exclusively Arabic origins, a process which, though associated
with the name of Ibn 'Abbas, was almost certainly the product of maso
retic exegesis.i Like the variants (both textual and explicative) found in
the work of Kalbi and Sufyan (but not in that of Muqatil and Ibn Ishaq),
concern with the lexicon might be thought to presuppose a standard if not
quite ne varietur text. The earliest method for dealing with basic (crucial)
words/notions appears to have been simple paraphrase, as in Kalbi ad

Q. 12: 87 .uJ1 A..:.J cr/.uJI r!J ~ I.J-~ ':1-,.4
The elements here briefly described and characterized as intrusive

within the haggadic type belong, with one exception, to the interpretative
paraphernalia of the masoretes. The exception, mention of the occasion
of revelation, is essentially halakhic. Now, isolation of these devices at the
haggadic level is difficult, owing to thevirtual absence of fixed technical
terminology. Save for nasir (analogue), Muqatil employed in his Tafsir
only two other terms which could be described as of more or less rigorous
technical application: isti'ndf(juncture) and taqdim (hyperbaton). Even that
minimal evidence of technical vocabulary cannot be found in the works
of his contemporaries, and it is not quite impossible that these terms, too,
could be regarded as intrusive. While there is not for Muqatil evidence
of redactional activity of the kind available for Ibn Ishaq, the following

entry ad Q. 18: 22 deserves notice i! i)\5:)' ~, J..;.':1 J'}4 '-'J~ WI-,
~b. .,~-' ~, ~b JbJl-,'-' -,I} I ,,~ ~I.;JI Jli~V"'~I >!f Jli
~I ;~ ~. It may first of all be remarked that this kind of close

philological treatment is not at all typical of Muqatil's exegesis. Insertion
of a conjunction into the last only of a series of distributive enumerations
was not the sort of problem which interested the author of that work, and
one is thus not surprised, apart from the anachronism, to find cited
the grammarians Farra' (d. 207/822) and Tha'lab (d. 291/904). Curiously,
the explanation is not found in the commentary of Farra', for which Tha'Iab
was principal riiwi, despite concern there with grammatical niceties." Nor
do the several examples of hyperbaton adduced by Muqatil for Surat al
Kahf(i.e. ad verses 6,10,21,25,31: all instances of an indefinite accusative/
adverbial, shifted from a logical to a pausal position) figure in Farra's
treatment of those verses, though these were admittedly not referred to the
later authority. Now, the recension in which Muqatil's exegesis was

• Tafsir, 169v, 173r • z Tafsir, 131. 3 See below, pp. 218-19.
4 Tafsir, 13s r • 5 Tafsir, 168V

•

6 Ma"ani 'i-QuT'an ii, 138 top, ad loc.; GAL i, I16, Suppl. i, 178 (Farra'); GAL i,
lI8, Suppl. i, 181 [Tha'lab),
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transmitted is that of Hudhayl b. Habib, who can hardly have been respon
sible for mention of Tha'Iab and probably not even of Farra'.' But external
evidence of that kind is after all secondary, since the intrusive character
of the commentary to Q. 18: 22 can be established on structural grounds.

Similarly, structural analysis of Kalbi's exegesis provokes some doubt
about the authenticity of variae lectiones attributed to the author.> There
the elliptic phraseology might seem to presuppose the detailed discussions
of textual variants found in masoretic authorities, e.g. Farra'. Because of
its fragmentary state Sufyan's exegesis is more difficult to assess. As in
other examples of haggadic commentary the explicative elements there
consist mostly of paraphrastic equivalents, but shorn of an over-all
narrative structure which could have provided stylistic uniformity. Refer
ences in the body of the Tafsir to Sufyan's riiwi, Abu Hudhayfa (d. 240 /

854), e.g. at Q. 2: 297 and 36: 12, supply a date which might explain the
occasional appearance there of masoretic (varia Iectio) and halakhic
(tanzi/) elements.! It must, I think, be recognized that extant recensions of
exegetical writing here designated haggadic, despite biographical informa
tion on its putative authors, are not earlier than the date proposed to mark
the beginnings of Arabic literature, namely 200/815. For the relationship
between (canonical) text and commentary the implications of that acknow
ledgement will be obvious: original distinctions have been blurred by
redactional activity. The fact itself of literary transmission, moreover, will
have contributed to a degree of stylistic and methodological uniformity
throughout the range of exegetical literature that makes difficult, if not
quite impossible, description of the Sitz im Leben of any of its types.

At the beginning of Siirat al-Rian, Muqatil told the story of a wager
between Abu Bakr and Quraysh on the number of years to pass before a
Byzantine victory over the Persians would wipe out the humiliation of their
defeat by the latter mentioned in scripture. Besides emphasizing the
reading ghulibat and glossing consistently the scriptural mu'minun as
muslimiin, the story combines an exampleof Quranic prognostication (akh
bar al-ghayb) with a neat connection between events in the Hijaz and
the wider world.s The primary motif, a natural alliance between Muham
mad's followers and the Byzantines (both being 'people of the book')
against his opponents and the Persians (both being idolaters), became
a constant in Quranic exegesis and a 'fact' of oriental history.! The circular
argumentation underlying that process is graphically illustrated by the
manner in which Ahrens drew upon Wellhausen's assertion (itself ap
parently an inference from the haggadic interpretation of Q. 30: 1-4)

1 GAS i, 37: 'der noch 190/805 lebte'. 2 See above, pp. 132-3.
3 Ta/sir, 22, 208; GAS i, 41, but cf. the editor's introduction, Tafsir, 38, adducing the

dates 220/835 and 226/841.
4 Ta/sir, 230v ad Q. 30: 1-4; see above, II pp. 69-70.
5 e.g, Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqat ii, 24; and references in Kister, 'Al-Hira', 144 nn. 2-3.
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that the Jews in Arabia (hence opponents of Muhammad) had tradi
tionally (!) sided with Persia against Byzantium, to prove, conversely,
that Islam was influenced in its development by the prophet's sympathetic
attitude to Christianity.1 I have mentioned the absence of comment to this
passage in the Rampur manuscript of Sufyan; Kalbi alluded to the wager
and, like Muqatil, linked the eventual Byzantine victory with the Muslim
one at Badr. Thus, what for the exegetes could only be regarded as vati
cinatio ex eoentu furnished anecdotal material both entertaining and edi
fying.>

Narrative ingredients such as that may be described as pseudo-historical
digressions.! Other kinds are also found, e.g, the propheticall;zadith adduced
by Muqatil in which was described the barrier erected against the depre
dations of God and Magog, or by Sufyan, where three gentlemen, physi
cally ample but intellectually feeble, discussed in an ingenuous way the
kind of conversation God might be expected to overhear.s Each story
provides a very literal, almost tactile, realization of the verse in question.
Related to these features is the apostrophe (parenthesis), in which the
exegete addressed his audience by paraphrasing and amplifying a scriptural

locution, as in Muqatil ad Q. 18: 69 Jli/I..r.~ A-lJ' ~~ 01 J~- Jli
JJ~ }~ ~-' r..>.r~ ~ J.jli.,5 or Kalbi, ad Q. 12: 99 I..,L;.~I Jli-,
,~I-, .JMI Lr~ ~I ,~ Jj.J/~ A-lJ1 ,~ 01 .ra-'.6 Like most of

the haggadic techniques examined here, of which the primary example
is the narratio itself, digressions such as those do not so much explain
scripture as render it familiar. No device could, after all, have been
more appropriate to the task of making familiar than provision of names
(ta(yin) for the anonymous." The situation into which such procedures
could be insinuated might be thought a very informal one indeed.

I have suggested that regular expression of connectives and employment
of supercommentary could indicate oral delivery; similarly, 'stage direc
tions' following qala, as well as serial repetition and circular explication,
would seem unnecessary in a text designed to be read rather than heard.f
That the evidence both of style and of content should point to the popular
sermon as Sitz im Leben of haggadic exegesis is hardly surprising.? For the

I 'Christliches im Qoran', 148; Reste,236; what may have been the source of this align
ment is attested in the history of Palestinian Jewry, see Mann, Fatimid Caliphs i, 42 citing
Graetz.

a See above, p. 138; Tafsir, 228 r- v ; worthy of remark is the unquestioning acceptance
by the haggadists of the reading ghulibat, ef. GdQ i, 14~50; Goldziher, Richtungen, 18-19.

3 The example is not isolated, cf. Goldziher, Richtungen, 58-61, especially on Muqatil
ad Q. 17: 60.

4 See above, p. 133; Tafsir, 226-'] ad Q. 41: 22.
5 Tafsir, MS H. Husnu 17, 171v•

6 Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 118, 13Sv• 7 See above, pp. 135-6.
8 See above, pp. 128-3 1 • 9 See above, I pp. 46-S2, esp. pp. 48-9.
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history of Arabic literature a long period of oral composition and trans
mission, or possibly of oral delivery from notes, is commonly supposed to
have preceded the redaction of more or less fixedtexts. It is the chronology
of that process which eludes satisfactory description. Two points in this
respect deserve some attention. First, literature exhibiting the haggadic
type is preserved only in recensions dating from the third/ninth century.
The presence there of what I have described as intrusive elements, though
indicative of an incipient sophistication of exegeticalmethod, is not ofsuch
dimension as to distort the basic character of the type, which remained
recognizable and continued presumably to perform some useful function
in the community. Second, it seems clear from the manner in which
textual problems were treated, or ignored, that development of the haggadic
type preceded in time the refinement of method characteristic of masoretic
exegesis. An alternative would be to suppose that the two types developed
in mutual isolation andperhaps simultaneously. That view could derive
some support from scattered attempts to perpetuate the haggadic type,
for example, by Dinawari (d. 308/920) or Qummi (d. 309/921). I The former
work, a nearly verbatim reproduction of Kalbi's commentary and like the
latter transmitted on the authority of Ibn tAbbas, is hardly conceivable at
a time when the writings certainly of Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889) and prob
ably of Tabari (d. 311/923) were available. It may be that Dlnawari
considered the work of his contemporaries (quite correctly) inappropriate
to the pulpit, but if that were so the work of Kalbi himself or of Muqatil
could have been used. Qummi's Tafsir (here the title could be authentic),
on the other hand, may have been composed to meet a different need.
Purportedly derived from the authority of Jatfar al-Sadiq and of his father,
the commentary consists entirely of haggadic elements applied to sectarian
theology and displays, curiously, very little in common with the allegorical
exegesis contained in writing attributed to ja'far.> Lexical explanation is
based on paraphrastic equivalence, textual emendation on eAlid symbolism,
poetic shawahidare minimal, and the use of narratio abundant and in con
formity with haggadic practice. An interesting variation, in his account of
the 'rabbinical' test of prophethood, was location of the rabbis at Najran.!
Perpetuation of the haggadic type might thus be ascribed to the survival
of its traditional function within the Muslim community; it can hardly be
explained within the framework of literary history. Formally haggadic
elements in the exegesis of Tabari and his successors were functionally of
another order, and had been adapted to a different set of priorities.

Source materials for the popular sermon and other forms of public

1 GAS i, 42 (Dlnawari), MS Ayasofya 221--2; GAS i, 45-6 (Qummi).
Z Cf. GdQ ii, 180; Goldziher, Richtungen, 279 ff; GAS i, 528-3 I (Ia'far), and see

below. pp. 245-6.
3 Qummi, Tafsir ii, 31-2 ad Q. 18: 9.
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oratory are remarkably unstable. An apposite illustration is the khutba
ascribed by Jal)i~ to 'Abdallah b. Mas'Iid, adduced verbatim by Waqidi,
who attributed it to the prophet during his expedition to Tabuk. 1 Literary
form can be of assistance in determining date if not always authenticity.
It is perhaps not without interest to observe that the parallel employment
of elative constructions in that khutba is found also in the laudatio of Umm
Ma'bad, allegedly composed during the prophet's hijra, and in the address
to Quraysh by Nadr. b. Harith on the appearance in their midst of Muham
rnad.> The earliest examples of oratory seem to have been characterized by
synonymous or synthetic parallelism (mutabaqa) rather than by rhymed
prose (sap), a conclusion supported by the form of speeches in the ayyiim
literature.> It is, on the other hand, quite impossible on the basis of such
material to date the appearance of rhymed prose or, more important, to
infer reasons for abstention from that particular form.t Now, a historical
development described in terms of evolution from pre-Islamic khatib to
Islamic qii~~ might be thought to reflect the argument in favour of fa~iiJ:zat

al-jahiliyya, were it not invariably accompanied by a portrait of the
popular preacher as degenerate and irresponsible purveyor of fable.! That
the designation q~~ became an epithet of abuse may have been a con
sequence in part of the fact that he remained a 'popular preacher' on the
periphery of the religious establishment. Opprobrium might thus reflect as
much functional eccentricity as doctrinal irregularity.6

Much if not all of his material, however, is found in the writings of the
haggadic exegetes.It may not be irrelevant to note that the Quranic scrolls
from Damascus, composed certainly for the purpose of private and possibly
communal devotion, contain almost exclusively scriptural passages which
could, and did, generate haggadic material, e.g. prophetology, eschatology,
and paraenesis.? To perceive in the origins of Arabic literary prose a com
bination of public oratory and elaboration of 'predication coranique' is
undoubtedly sound.f Elaboration must of course be understood as inter
pretation, of which in this context the typical variety was that represented
by the aetiological legend, like those related of Abraha's elephant and
Muhammad's nocturnal journey.? The narratio was both didactic and

I Jal;J.i~, .Al-Baydn uial-tabyin ii, 52; Waqidi, Kitdb al-Maghiizi, 1016.

2 See Fischer, 'Umm Ma'bad-Legende', 318-27; Ibn Hisharn, Sira I, 299-3°0; d.
also Stetter, Topoi und Schemata, 42, 45-6.

3 See Caskel, 'Aijam al- "Arab', 45-6.
4 Pace Goldhizer, Abhandlungen i, 57-76, esp. 67-8; cf. Fischer, 'Umm Ma'bad

Legende', 318 n. I; BSOAS xxxiii (1970) 390; and see above, III pp. II6-17.
5 See above, III pp. 93-9; cf. Goldziher, Studien ii, 161-']0; id. Richtungen, 58-61;

id. "Chatib', 97-102; id. 'Neue Materialien', esp. 478-().
6 See Pedersen, 'Islamic Preacher', 226-51; id. 'Criticism', 215-31.
7 See Dry, 'Un nouveau type', 87-149, esp, 144-().
8 See Blachere, Histoire iii, 717-36, 737-803, though I am unable to accept the author's

proposed chronology.
9 See above, I pp. 42-3, II pp. 67-70.
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entertaining, and anecdotal accreta appended to scriptural texts conformed
admirably to the pre-halakhic concept of pious and edifying tradition,

symbolized in the formula ~ ~~ ,§J.J~ ~...b. (poorly accredited

but of therapeutic value)," To the long and many-faceted process of Ge
meindebildung which culminated in the canonical text of Muslim scripture,
the sermon (khutba) must have been central, as the instrument of both
transmission and explication of the propheticallogia.The role of Haggadah
was described by Zunz as that which most easily and naturally met similar
needs in the post-Exilic Jewish community.s The manner in which the
popular sermon and the popular preacher were eventually incorporated
into, or eliminated from, the orthodox establishment belongs to the internal
history of the religious community. The strictures of halakhic and maso
retic exegesis did not of course preclude oral delivery, but probably limited
such to the lecture room. The requirements of a wider public were not for
that reason neglected.

2. DEUTUNGSBEDURFTIGKEIT

Concern with both hermeneutical value and grammatical form of revela
tion could be justified by recourse to scripture itself, whose Deutungs
bediaftigkeit was in more than one passage explicitly stated.' The related
but distinct processes of hermeneutical derivation and textual adjustment,
neither of which figured more than marginally (or intrusively) in the work
of the haggadists, were conveniently described by Vermes as 'applied' and
'pure' exegesis respectively.s Those labels are eminently practical, and
indicate functional value rather than methodological content of the
exegetical types. Related to the formation of the Islamic community, and
measured against the data of Arabic literary history, both kinds of exegetical
activity (or rather, hermeneutics and exegesis proper) represent phenomena
typologically distinct from the haggadic expression analysed in the pre
ceding pages. These phenomena consist principally in the elaboration of
analogical method and in the concomitant acquisition of a technical
vocabulary. While elements of the latter can often be traced to scriptural
usage, the further semantic development of exegetical terminology usually
followed paths divergent from, and even contrary to, the rudimentary
associations of scriptural context. That such is so for the vocabulary of
Biblical exegesis was stated recently by Loewe and is amply demonstrated
in Bacher's lexicon.! If the elaboration of Rabbinic, and sectarian, exegesis

J Goldziher, Studien ii, 154; cf.BSOAS xxxi (1968) 615.
2 Vortrdge, 342-441, esp. 354-73; and Griinbaum, Sagenkunde, I-54; ef. Elbogen,

Gottesdienst, 194-8; Seeligmann, 'Midraschexegese', esp. 176-81; Vermes, Scripture,
I-10, 67-126.

3 See above, 111 pp. 99-102. ... 'Bible and Midrash', in CHB i, 19«r231.
5 'The "plain" meaning', 154; Bacher, Terminologie i-ii, passim.
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can be shown to reflect the impingement of Hellenistic rhetorical tradition, I

the corresponding evolution of Muslim exegetical terminology, closely
associated with the Jewish tradition, was even more complex. The emer
gence, at the end of the third/ninth century, of rhetorical criticism appar
ently derived from and certainly directed to works of profane literature
may be, and indeed has been, interpreted as evidence of Hellenistic in
fluence upon the Arabic science of rhetoric." That particular view is of
course only one of several possible. But whatever the ultimate source of
any given procedure or device, it is quite impossible to separate the de
velopment of profane rhetoric from that of scriptural exegesis, at least in
any but the haggadic sense of that expression. However contrived and
exclusively theoretical the relation of Arabic eloquence to the word of God
might seem, the tendency to seek in scripture authority for the principles
of rhetoric was very real.!

Symbolic of the alliance betweenthe two disciplines was the use made of

Q. 3: 7 ~t, y~1 i 1~ CJ~ CJ4T ~ yl:5J1 dJ-c JJf lSlJl ~

,"~I-, ~I ,"~I ~ ~~ L 0~ tj ~..,ll J ~lll LU u~l.;.;:...

~~ ~ J' ~ lU 0y~ ~I J 0..,;c-1)1-, JJJI )II ~.Jt; ~ L-, ~.Jt;

yl:J'l1 \y-,t 'j1;-1: ~-' ~). Commentary on this passage, unanimously
agreed to represent the point of departure for all scriptural exegesis,
itself exhibits a historical and typological spectrum of interpretative
method. The operative terms in the verse were seen to be three: muhkam,
mutashiibih, and umm al-kitdb, each of which came to be assigned a dis
tinguished if uneven semantic history. Concern at the haggadic level was
naturally with unitary definitions, and for Muqatil the iiyiit muhkamiit
were those verses whose prescriptions were to be implemented, further
specified (or exemplified) as Q. 6: 151-3. Such were designated mother/
source of the book (umm al-kitiib: asl al-kitiib) since they were not only
preserved with God (fi'l-law/:Ii 'l-mab-fu~: sic, cf. Q. 85: 21-2) but also in
the scriptures of all peoples (siC).4 Kalbi's view was not dissimilar, but
included the additional qualification that these verses set out permission
and prohibition and were ones which had not been abrogated imubayyindt

bil-haldl wal-baram lam tunsakh).5For both exegetes the iiyiit mutashiibihiit
t-' t-' t-' ,...,

were the four initial sigla ) 1-, .rJ1-,~ 1-, ~1found in thirteen suras,
and here of numerical and apocalyptic value, related to the taunts

I Cf. Loewe, op. cit., 140-54; Daube, 'Rabbinic methods', 23er64; Gertner, (Terms'
1-27; id, 'Pharisaioi', 245-68.

Z See Tiiha Husayn, (La Rhetorique arabe', 3-24; Heinrichs, Arabische Dichtung,
11-18, 1°5-7°, with reference to von Grunebaum, 'Die aesthetischen Grundlagen der
arabischen Literatur', Kritik, 130-50.

3 See above, II pp. 79-80, and below, pp. 232-9.
4 Tafsir, MS H. Husnu 17, 35v• 5 Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 118, 29 r•
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of Muhammad's Jewish opposition. 1 That this kind of interpretation
served a useful, if limited, purpose may be clear from the preceding
observations on haggadic method. It could not, and did not, survive the
more exacting demands of halakhists and masoretes. Kalbi's reference for
muhkam to the principle of abrogation (naskh) necessitated a correlation
mutashiibih:mansukh, implicitly ascribed to Ibn fAbbas and extending con
siderably application of the term mutashiibih. In rather more detail, and
with explicit ascription to Ibn 'Abbas, was the introductory statement of
Abu "Ubayd (d. 224/838) in his treatise on abrogation, for which Q. 3: 7

must have seemed to the author an appropriate peg: ~li CI~I

~~-' J..:>..~ CJ~~I.J ~ ~.J ~ Lr~ ~-' ~Ij-, '\""1..f"".J ~~.J
~ ~ ~.J ~ LrJ:! L.J A..,Wf.J .u~..J.J o~Y.J·2 By means of that aphor

istic formulation, which did not add appreciatively to delimitation of a
technical vocabulary, scriptural material not of regulative content, in
the opinion at least of Abu 'Ubayd, was relegated to the status of muta
shdbih: 'the object of belief but not of conduct'. That functional cleavage
could hardly be of use for the masorah, and it is thus curious to
find repeated by Farra' the information in Muqatil and Kalbi, including
the allusion of the latter to abrogation.3 The same material was also
adduced ad loco by Zajjaj (d. 31I/923) who, however, proposed a further
contrast: muhkam verses were immediately meaningful owing to their
straightforward/obvious expression (:;iihir bayyin), while mutashiibil: verses
in order to be understood required insight (na~) and reflection itadabbur]
tadbir). Examples of the first category were the stories of the prophets and
of creation (sic), of the second the claims for the fact of resurrection.s
Explicit reference to the 'plain meaning' of scripture might seem arbitrary,
if not quite insidious, in a work where the muhkamat were also subjected
to exegesis. Even a theoretical postulate that the muhhamiit were imme
diately clear (wafjilt mubin) was rejected by Maturidi (d. 333/944) in his
detailed survey of the several traditions relating to Q. 3: 7.5 A series of
contrasting pairs was set out; the meaning of mu!zkamat could be
rationally apprehended ifil-'aql bayiinuhu), that of mutashiibihiit only by
recourse to authoritative tradition (bi-ma'rifat al-sam's: muJ;kamiit were
verses of regulative content (aJ;kam), while knowledge of the mutashiibihiit
was not even necessary (laysa bil-niis 1}iija ilii 'l-tilm bihi); muhkamiit
were abrogating, mutashdbihiit abrogated; muhkamdt could be understood

1 Cf. GdQ ii, 68-']8; and above, II p. 64; Muqiitil and Kalbi are .too allusive: the
entire anecdote on the expected duration of Muhammad's power is retailed in Suyutl,
Itqdn iii, 25-6.

2 GAS i, 48; MS Ahmet III 143, 3r •

3 Ma'tini 'Z-Qur'tin, MS Nurosmaniye 459, 29 v ad loco
4 GAS i, 49; MS Nurosmaniye 115, 6,v: entitled 'IrtibfMa-tiini 'Z-Qur'tin.
5 GAS i, 49, 604-6; Ta'zoildt al-Qur'iin, MS Medine 179, 116v-7 r •
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by meditation (tafakkur/ta'ammul/na!fT), mutashiibihiit by research (lalab/
baJ:zth); mu~kamiit could be known, mutashiibihiit not at all. Finally,

mutashiibihiit might be explained by reference to muhkamdt: 0fj~ JJ-'
~l :u~ ~~\ ~ ~~, a rational postulate which might be

thought to eliminate the contradictions inherent in the preceding series.
For Maturidi, it may be noted, the antithesis ~iihir: biitin meant not the
'literal' as opposed to the 'concealed' significance of the verse in question,
but rather the 'apparent' as contrasted with the 'real' meaning, a dis
tinction which became the point of departure for his methodological
application of ta'wil. I

It was the explicit relating of mutashiibihiit to muhkamdt, the latter in
the role of exegetical point d'appui, that provided a foundation for both
halakhic and masoretic exegesis. Ja~~a~ (d. 370/981) considered that rela
tion central to the task of exegesis, but admitted that not every possible
meaning (mafnii) or aspeet-(wajh) of the mutashiibihiit could thus be dis-

covered: biUl .J'b ~~ I 4.k J ;..,s-loJI ~~l~ ~ lyJI 01 ~~ ~
o~ ~ J..>-'~, JI o~J ~ (.$jJ\ J~ ~1.2 The procedure
of referring mutashiibihiit to mu1;zkamiit might entail reasoning Caql) or
recourse to authority (sam

f)
, though the former could not be the un

disciplined application of independent reason, but rather the rational
employment of scholarly tradition.! Juxtaposition of muhkamdt and muta
shiibihiit involved explicit recognition of analogy as an exegetical principle,
whether textual or doctrinal, and this became the cornerstone of scriptural
interpretation." That the initial impetus in the application of analogical
deduction to scripture was halakhic, rather than masoretic, might be
thought corroborated by the ascription to Shafi'I (d. 204/820) of the earliest
work entitled AJ:zkiim al-Qur'iin.5 More systematically formulated even
than the work of Ja~~a~ was the A1;zkiim al-Qur'iin of Ibn 'Arabi (d. 543/
1148) who, in his commentary to the $a~i1;z of Tirmidhi reiterated the
relation of analogy obtaining between muhkamat and mutashiibihiit and
drew attention to the spiritual value of the exegetical activity which must
result from inclusion in scripture of the two kinds of verse." On the neces-
sity of that differentiation Ibn Qutayba had been even more explicit: }-'

Jh:J ~~'-' ~W, .t;:iJlt.4 J (.$~ ~ 19~ Iyblt~ 01..,iJ1 0t>'
;"#' ~L-, ~, ~-' U"'l:J' 0d ~U::JI.7

I See below, pp, 154-8. 2 GAS i, 444-5; A1Jkam al-Qur'an ii, 3.
3 A!zkam ii, 5-6. .. See below, pp. 166-70 •

5 GAS i, 484-«)0, esp. 48~90no. VII; the recension is that of Bayhaqi (d. 458/1066),
from which it may be necessary to conclude that only the organizing principle, not its
application/illustration, can be dated as early as the end of the second/eighth century.

6 GAL i, 412-13, Suppl. I, 632, 663, 732; on the margin of Tinnidhi, $a!zi!zxi, 114-2 0 •

7 Ta'toil, 62.
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This view of scriptural exegesis as a divinely imposed task inherent in
the very structure of the document of revelation exhibited considerable
advance towards the scientific formulation of interpretative method and
away from the haggadic division of God's word into prescription, narrative,
and paraenesis. The obligation to study, to immerse oneself in religious
science (riisikhfil- film), could be and was derived from the much-disputed
segmentation of Q. 3: 7, namely, whether interpretation (ta'wil) of the
mutashiibihiit was limited to God alone or to God and to those firmly
rooted in religious knowledge. Ibn Qutayba argued that since the prophet
must have known the meaning of those verses (I), such was necessarily
transmitted to his companions and thus made accessible to the community. I

The question of juncture (isti'niif/ibtidii') in Q. 3: 7, between alliih and
zoal-riisikhun, may be understood to symbolize all argument about the
limits of exegetical activity. Insistence upon a disjunctive syntactical value
for the particle waw, as articulated- by SUyUti,2 was neutralized by the
admission that not every facet of their manifold significance could anyway
be wrung from the mutashiibihiit.? That something of the mystery of
revelation should be reserved to its author could be accepted without

encroaching unduly upon the domain of the exegetes: ~~ I~ 01 J 1-,

J w· ~4~.4 Their unceasing effort to understand was not thereby

circumscribed, concisely expressed by Zamakhshari ad Q. 3: 7.5 That the
ultimately prevailing point of view should be identical with the attitude of
Rabbinic Judaism towards the study of scripture will, in view of all that
has so far been adduced, hardly surprise. Authority was after ail provided
by scripture itself, e.g. Ezra 7: 10, Nehemiah 8: 7, where the basic in
gredients of a technical vocabulary were also found." Isolated attempts,
already remarked, in Muslim exegetical literature to equate muhkam with
:;iihir (obvious, in the sense of unambiguous: ma'nii wii~id) represent a
polemical tendency, if not specific school disputes, and may be compared
with such disarming statements as C'N "3:1 lOW':> il,m ;',:1, or N'j:'7;) l"N
'~'tvD 'l''l~ N~".7 It is at least not beyond reasonable doubt whether the
terms peshat/peshut signified the 'obvious' or 'literal' meaning of scripture,
though in the. context of dispute they might tendentiously be so used:
more realistic are Loewe's proposals 'familiar' in the sense of widespread,
and 'authoritative' in the sense of interpretation sanctified by tradition.f
Save in the polarity ~iihir: biitin employed for allegorical exegesis, Muslim

I Ta'wil, 72-4- 2 Itqdn iii, 5-6, also i, 253.
3 e.g. Ja~~a~, AMam al-Qur'an ii, 3.
.. Suyiiti , Itqan iii, 9.
5 Kashshdf i, 337-8; translated in Goldziher, Richtungen, 1 27-().
6 See Zunz, Vortriige, 13-36; Elbogen, Gottesdienst, 194-8.
7 Bacher, Tenninologie i, 98, ii, 103, 173.
8 'The "plain" meaning', 158~, 167, 176-82; d. Bacher, op. cit. ii. 172-3.
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use of the term :;iihir signified 'obvious' only in the sense that one's own
argument was felt to be more compelling than that of one's adversary. I

Identification in Q. 3: 7 of the muhhamiit with umm al-kitiib was uni
formly understood to refer to the divine archetype of scripture, i.e. its
nucleus iasl al-kitiib), analogically deduced from the two other Quranic

occurrences of the phrase umm al-kitiib: 13: 39 yl:S:J1 if O~.J ••• .uJ\
and 43: 4 ~JJ yl:5:JI if J .\31..". Though it may be objected that the

deduction was facile and hardly substantiated by the respective contexts of
the locution, the only modification ever proposed was that the muhkamdt,
containing as they did divine prescription, enjoyed priority of rank over
verses which were not regulative, and in that sense could be designated
'mother of the book', a phrase often and for quite different reasons applied
to Surat al-Fiitiha;» Only in Q. 3: 7, where it could be an interpolation,
may umm al-kitiib refer not to scriptural archetype, but rather to exegetical
point d'appui. Such of course would have been more satisfactorily expressed
by a construction ·umm lil-kitiib exhibited in the Rabbinic precepts
n"otJ~/N'r~" eN 1t"'. Horowitz was probably right to reject the equivalence
on the grounds that phraseological similarity was belied by their quite
different applications.! On the other hand, that view of the mul;zkamat as
reference (maradd) for interpretation of the mutashiibihiit might well be
thought comparable to the Rabbinic notion of em as 'authority's-

Allusion to the ultimate necessity of exegesis is contained also in Q. 75:

19 JJ ~~ ~ S! (">. The two other Quranic occurrences of bayiin, in 3: 138

and 55: 4, as well as the single instance of tibyiin in 16: 89, designate
'sign', revealed as guidance and mercy.! Such also is the function of the
exclusively substantival bayyinafbayyiniit,while the participle mubin is in
scripture employed only as attribute (as also adjectival bayyin in 18: 15
and bayyina in 2: 211 and 29: 35). In Q. 75: 19 bayiin was understood by
exegetes to signify not merely 'clarity' but also 'clarification', that is,
equivalent to tabyin.6 In that verse the agency was divine, as in all occur
rences of the transitive finite"forms, which have as object the word 'signs'
(iiyat; e.g. Q. 24: 18, 58, 59, 61) or a noun clause (e.g. 16: 44, 64). Bayiin
as exegesis was thus sanctioned by scriptural usage, though the Quranic
locution had not quite the paideutic sense of Biblical hebin, e.g. Nehe
miah 8: 7-9, Daniel II: 33.7 Synonymous with Quranic bay iinis the term
tafsil, also 'clarification' and restricted to the agency of God: either the

I See below, pp. 242-3.
2 e.g. IV,Hituridi, Ta'wiliit, MS Medine 179, 117r ; Suyuti, Itqdn iii, C)-IO.

3 Untersuchungen, 65; Torczyner's conjecture, apud Augapfel, '''KWib''', 387,
presupposed in any case a misunderstanding•

.. See Zunz, Vortriige, 338 n. (b); Bacher, Terminologie, i, IIC)-2I.

5 See above, I pp. 5-6• 6 e.g. Zamakhshari, Kashshaf iv, 661 ad loco
7 Cf. Gertner, "Terms', 21 n, 3.
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hook makes all things clear (Q. 6: 154) or is itself made clear (6: 114) by
the act of revelation. The notion of being made distinct by separation/
demarcation (cf. Q. II: I, 41 :3) provided a technical term for Quranic
periodization.' Interpretation of fassalaltafsil as separation and hence
specification is reminiscent of Rabbinic and lQumranic peresh:» the
Muslim term was employed predominantly in halakhic exegesis.

The generic designation of Quranic exegesis is in scripture itself a hapax

legomenon: Q. 25: 33 I.J~ ~f~ ~4 ~~ ~I ~ 8.;y4 ~~. The
subject of ya'tilnaka is 'those who reject/disbelieve' (alladhina kafart; in the
preceding verse), and the entire passage an assurance that opposition to
God's messenger will be countered by divine assistance. The unique context
of the term tafsir is thus polemic, of a kind frequently alluded to in the exe
getical tradition.s Zamakhshari's gloss takshif referred to the 'uncovering'
of a (maliciously) concealed truth, and represents a standard charge in
sectarian disputers A similar, but rather more academic, lexical exercise is
contained in the etymology by metathesis (tafsir: tasfir-'unveiling') pro
posed in a commentary to Maturldi's Ta'wiliit. s But it seems more than
doubtful that for the technical term tafsir either the Quranic verse 25: 33
or the metathesis exhibits an authentic Sitz im Leben/: It may further be
doubted whether tafsir ever meant, or could really mean, uncovering, in
the sense of bringing to light a concealed significance. The hermeneutical
process involved in tafsir becomes clearer from examination of what
became the standard binary opposition tafsir: ta'soil. There the several
attempts to define the contrast were based on primarily epistemological
considerations. In a synthesis of pertinent arguments Suyiiti established a
dichotomy of exegetical modes in which tafsir was defined as the trans
mission of authoritative witness, scil. to the occasions of revelation (riwiiya/
samii?shahiida), and ta'wil as the product of research and expertise, seil.
in the analysis of scripture (diriiya/istinbiit).7 The polarity had found dia
grammatic expression in the work of Maturldi: tafsir belongs to the com-
panions of the prophet, ta'wil to those learned in doctrine(~~~I
,l.g.AlU J.:!Jt:J IJ).8 Now, it is hardly possible that these comparatively formal

I See above, III pp. II6-17 ; f ti# la/fawiifi l.
2 e.g. KashsJuif IV, 184 ad Q. 41: 3 (with formal but unnecessary reference to a reading

without tashdid); cf. Gertner, 'Pharisaioi', 254-5.
3 See above, pp. 122-7; and I, pp. 36-8.
4 Kashshiif iii, 279 ad loc.; for kitmtin/taJ,zrif/tabdil, see below, pp. 189- 9° .
S Samarqandi (ca. 540/II4S); see Gotz, 'Miituridi', 35-6; adduced anonymously by

Suyuti, Itqdn iv, 167.
6 See below, pp. 233-5; Wieder's relating Karaite (?) mashpirim to Arabic tasfir might

be linguistically sound, but it may be noted that the Arabic word was never an exegetical
term, and further, that in Arabic lexicology this kind of etymology (metathesis) need not
be taken seriously, see Wieder, Scrolls, 59 n. 4.

7 Itqdn, nazo' 77: iv, 167-73; Kitdb al-Mabdni, ch. VII, 172-82.
8 Ta'wiliit, MS Medine 180, IV; cf. Gotz, 'Maturidi', 31- 8.
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definitions antedate by much the generation of Tabari and Maturidi (end
of the third/ninth century). But the antithesis tafsir: ta'wi! appears in
inverted form in a rudimentary classification of exegesis at the beginning of
Muqatil's Tafsir where, on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas, it was stated that
tafsir is what was known by scholars rulama') and ta'wil by God alone.!
To the problems attending the recension of Muqatil's Tafsir, it may be
added that the same tradition from Ibn 'Abbas was adduced by Suyuti,
but contains the term tafsir throughout.> It is perhaps not without interest
that in his exposition of the tafsir: ta'wil polarity Suyiiti employed as
generic designation of exegesis the terms bayiin and i'rdb, explaining that
the use of trab in the sense of grammatical sign (bukm nabwi) was in fact
a neologism.! That i'riib could, in the light of philologists' use of o'rab
and of Quranic t arabi, signify 'clarification' is not at all unreasonable,
and that usage was embodied in the titles of the commentaries ascribed
to Farra' and Zajjaj.4

In addition to the almost purely formal criteria represented by the
riwaya: diriiya contrast, a substantial distinction between tafsir and ta'wil
was also formulated. Tafsir was methodologically limited to scriptural
passages bearing but a single interpretation, ta'wil to those bearing more

than one: j)~.J 1.1 J:ut:J1.J A.:'-.J (sic) I~ ~\j.s The operative terms

were wajh/wujuh (aspect) and riiji/:l/marjil~ (prevailing/preferred), used
respectively to designate the range of options and of those the optimum.
As with most technical terminology ultimately associated with a particular
discipline, the locution dhii wujuh retained its earlier and general
significance, and could refer simply to the many facets of the Quranic

message, e.g. j)~"''''.1 J}5 ~T}JI or j)~.".J5 J~ 01.;11.6 The proximity

of wujuh to the Tannaitic panim was pointed out by Goldziher, in respect
of which it may be noted that both terms were employed in halakhic as
in other types ot exegesis." It could be argued that the distinction be
tween tafsir and to'wil remained a theoretical one; Abu 'Ubayd, whose
interest in the text of scripture was primarily halakhic, had asserted that

I Tafsir, MS H. Husnti 17, 2 r • .

2 See above, pp. 143-4: the introduction is full of technical terms which seldom or never
appear in the body of the work; Itqtin iv, 188: i.e., some tafsir can be known to men, other
tafsir only to God.

3 Itqiin iv, 172-3; if#lii!t hadith; see above, III pp. 10<)-11.
4 See above, III pp. 93-4, 98-9; e.g, MS Nurosmaniye 459 and 115, respectively; cf.

GAS i, 48-9.
5 Maturidi, Ta'toildt, MS Medine 180, IV; SUyiiti, Itqan iv, 167.
6 Suyuti, Itqtin iv, 184; Nahj al-baldgha, cited Goldziher, Vorlesungen, 4 1 , 74, n. 4;

cf. also Abbott, SALP ii, 100 n. 48.
7 Richtungen, 84-5; cf. Bacher, Terminologie ii, 157, and on panim as synonym of

te'amim, i, IS I; for the locution ma'l-wajh, as calque of mah ha-ta'am, an example may be
found in Zamakhshari, Kashshdf i, 51~0 ad Q. 4: 48.
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they were one and the same.I The difficulty lay in determining which
Quranic verses might be characterized as containing more than one
aspect (wajh) and hence suceptible of interpretation by ta'toil. From
Q. 3: 7 it was clear that ta'wil was applicable only to the mutashiibihdt,
identification of which was, as noted, remarkably unstable. The analogical
relationship seen by Maturidl and Ja~~a~ to obtain between muhkam
and mutashiibih meant that in practice the latter could be explained by
reference to the former, even though not every aspect of the muta
shiibihiit could be so illuminated. The methodological differencebetween
tafsirand la'wil might seem thus at least blurred, if not entirely effaced,
by the admitted interdependence of mu'bkamiit and mutashiibihiit, The
formal difference could, however, be maintained: in contrast to ta'soil,
which involved investigation and research, tafsirdepended upon tradition.
The same solution to a scriptural problem might, in other words, be
reached by different methods: its acceptability was often no more than
a matter of presentation, that is, with or without the requisite witness
(shahiidafriwiiya). It seems clear that the tafsir:ta'wiIdichotomy symbolized
a dispute rather more fundamental than one merely of method or termino
logy, namely, the exegetical relationship between canonical and non
canonical material in the witness to revelation preserved and transmitted
by the Muslim community.

The necessity of resort to tradition as interpretative complement to
scripture was the crux of sectarian dispute between and within the Jewish
and Christian communities. The extent to which tradition could be re
garded as dispensable depended upon the successful elaboration of
exegetical techniques which might be seen to elucidate scripture, as it
were, from within. Without stressing unduly the essential futility of steps
taken to that end, it is worth observing that there is about them a consider
able measure of uniformity. The 'Torah-centricity' of such groups as the
Qumran sectaries, the Apostolic Christians, and the Karaites generated a
series of interpretative principles which might have been, and in some
instances actuallywere, freely exchanged.> One such common element was
the division of scripture into 'manifest' and 'concealed' parts, the latter
epithet employednot in the senseof esoteric but of ambiguous or equivocal,
in short, deutungsbediirftig. It would, in my opinion, not be unjustified to
see in the antithesis muhkamdt:mutashiibihiit a reflex of niglot:nistarot, and
in particular of the contention that in each pair the second element might
be elucidated by reference to the first.3

In Muslim practice that process of analogical deduction presupposed

I Apud SUyiiti, Itqtin iv, 167.
Z See Gerhardsson, Memory, 172-3,233,284-7; Wieder, Scrolls, 53-62; Rabin, Qum

ran, 95-111.
3 Wieder, Scrolls, 76-7; Rabin, Qumran, 99.
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the self-sufficiency of the Qur'jln, and as such must be regarded as pole
mical in character. The dispute was articulated, if never quite satisfactorily
resolved, in the elaboration of halakhic exegesis.I The notion of ambiguity
in the term mutashdbih, as partaking of more than one semantic aspect, was
reinforced by identification with mushtabih, possibly an allusion to the
parallel passages Q. 6: 99 and 6: 141, or others, e.g. Q. 2: 25 and 2: 1I8,z
but more probably engendered by its antithetical relation to muhham. The
synonymity of mutashiibih and mushtabih is explicit in Zamakhshari ad
Q. 3: 7, and had much earlier become axiomatic for masoretic exegesis."
It would be misleading, depite the centrality of Maturidi in its formula
tion, to suggest that scriptural exegesis which dispensed with tradition was
invariably designated ta'wil. In scripture itself the term occurs seventeen
times and, save for Snrat Yusuf (Q. 12: 6, 21, 36, 37, 44, 45, 100, 101)

where it could only be rendered 'dream-interpretation' ita'bir al-ru'yii),
it was consistently glossed 'outcome'j'sequel' Ciiqiba), thus lending the
term a distinctly eschatological flavour which accorded nicely with the
haggadic definition of mutashiibihiit as four of the cryptic Quranic sigla»
It seems to me that this eschatological, or at least prognostic, sense fits
rather better than 'interpretation'the use of ta'wil in the much-cited verse

of 'Abdallah b. Rawaha: ~? J;;. ~l:J.:i W- -UJJt J.c ~l:l::i ~.s

It was partly owing to that application that the term ta'wil achieved
enduring status in allegorical exegesis, which was largely though not
exclusively sectarian.6

Function as generic designation of scriptural exegesis devolved thus
upon tafsir, eventually employed for most if not quite all varieties of that
exercise. That its Sitz im Leben was almost certainly the lexicon of profane
rhetoric does not of course exclude influence from other quarters."
Whether the literary activity of the haggadists was actually described by its
authors as tafsir is, owing to redactional complications, not easily answered.
In his historical survey of exegetical method Goldziher described that
'primitive' interpretation as the nucleus of what became traditionist tafsir
(tafsir manqul) and as secondary to establishment of the text of scripture
( Textgestaltung). 8 That view of the anterior existence of a ne varietur text
gradually subjected to interpretation reflects of course the "Uthmanic
recension traditions with all their very familiar implications. A comple
mentary feature of this traditional view of Islamic origins is the assertion
that early attempts to interpret the text of scripture were frustrated by an

I See below, pp. 175-7, 188, 201-2. 2 Cf. Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil,74.
3 See below, pp. 212-15; Kashshdf i, 337-8. 4 See above, p. 149.
5 Tabari, Annales 1/1595; cf. Goldziher, Studien ii, II2 n. 5; id. Abhandlungen i,

60 n. 2; id, Richtungen, 278.
6 See below, pp. 243-6. 7 See below, pp. 233-5.
8 Richtungen, 55-85 and 1-5.h respectively.
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official prohibition, or at least restriction, of exegetical activity.1 Reason
for the official measures, invariably associated with the figure of 'Umar b.
Khattab, was seen to be an expression of extreme piety. Modifications of
this view have subsequently appeared, notably those of Birkeland and
Abbott.> Birkeland recognized that the alleged opposition was a late
formulation exhibiting school disputes about the form in which tafsir
ought to be transmitted, a contention often and misleadingly expressed
in terms of the opposition tafsir bil-tilmitafsir bil-ra'y» Abbott's insist
ence upon the historicity of the story of 'Umar and Sabigh seems to
me to have missed the point entirely, as do her simplistic references to
mutashiibihiit and tafsir al-nabir

The figure of 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas (d. 68/687) as tarjumdn al-Qur'iin
might be thought to pose something of a problem. Birkeland's relegation
of that figure to a personification of consensus (ijmii') , symbolized in
particular by the isndd Ibn Sa'd-Ibn 'Abbas, is a reasonable hypothesis
indeed, especially if qualified by an admission that the historical process
reflected in ta/sir cannot be reconstructed before the beginning of the
third/ninth century.s References in the tabaqdt literature to earlier author
ities, almost without exception disciples of Ibn 'Abbas transmitting on his
authority, can hardly be said to represent more than the proliferation of
companion isnads shown to be characteristic of legal traditions. Impetus
for the production of both legal and tafsir traditions was halakhic, and
objections to 'tafsir' are in my opinion to be understood only secondarily
as disapproval of independent reasoning (ra'y) as opposed to traditional
science Cilm). The primary dispute was about the sources of doctrine
(ural aI-fiqh) and reflected in the respective claims to priority put forward
by advocates, on the one hand, of canonical revelation, and on the other,
of non-canonical revelation." The role of 'Umar in the anti-ta/sir traditions
might be compared to that of 'Uthman in the canonization traditions: an
explanatory mechanism designed to attest the earliest possible origins for .
the components of Islam.' The absence of scriptural interpretation before
the generation of haggadists does not require an explanation so contrived
and internally inconsistent.

That during the second/eighth century halakhicdisputes wereessentially
ones about principles as opposed to methods may be thought corroborated

I Richtungen, S5~4. 2 Muslim Opposition; and SALP ii, 106-13.
3 Muslim Opposition, 28-32 .
.. SALP ii, 106-13; that the story of 'Umar and $libigh constituted proverbial illustra

tion of tiresome interrogation, not only about the mutasluibiJuit, but also halakhic material
in scripture, seems clear from Malik's reference in a discussion of the spoils of war,
Muwatta', 455: Kitlib al-Jiluid no. 19.

5 Muslim Opposition, 32-42; I am not quite certain, however, whether Birkeland would
accept that qualification.

6 See above, I pp. 51-2; and below, pp. 161-3, 188.
7 See BSOAS xui (1968) 613-16.
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by the witness of two documents often adduced as milestones in the
juridical and political development of Islam. The first of these is
the Risdla fil-sahiiba of Ibn Muqaffa' (d. 142/759).1 The standpoint of the
author in matters pertaining to the practical administration of justice was
characterized by Schacht as a recommendation of procedural uniformity,
to be imposed by the government (sic) upon a situation of juridical chaos.>
The elements of confusion could be identified as regional dispute, about
the priority of sunna (as ius consuetudinis) and ra'y (as practical inference),
overlaid by the legacy of Umayyad administrative practice. It may well be
that Ibn Muqaffa"s proposals were derived from Persian models, but the
notion of charismatic leadership underlying his emphasis upon the
position of the caliph hardly required foreign inspiration." My interest
here lies exclusively in the role of scripture in Ibn Muqaffa?s suggestions
for organizing the Islamic community. As a source of caliphal authority
the Our'an (designated kitiib) received but scant attention, usually in tan
dem: al-kitiib wal-sunna, and was only once cited, as 'revelation' (tanzil),

i.e. Q. 7: 43 .uJ' UI..\A) 0f "j.."J <.S~ \~ L-, in a context which re

commended, appropriately, recourse to sound reasoning.' Arbitrary em
ployment of reason was condemned, but alsoarguments based upon sunna
which could not be derived from the prophet or from one of his rightly

guided successors (!) .,~ 0-" <.SJ..g.J1 WI.,1 A.U I J.J-) ~ J':-.s Sound

reasoning consisted in the caliphal application of analogy (tadbir wa-qiyiis),
and in matters of dispute the caliph was to employ that instrument: H
JJ..'l•.lI~ ~.r~1 ~r.., J:!~4 ~.;JI ~t JI 4.6 A reference to the
significance of ahl al-fiqh wal-sunna wal-siyar toal-nasiha leaves a distinct
impression that the function of scholarship was to enhance the caliphal
authority."

Now, the tenor of this official communication might be thought to
corroborate a good deal of similar evidence that at mid second/eighth cen
tury revelation had yet to achieve status as recognized authority for doc
trine or for policy within the Muslim community." The appeal to analogical
reasoning reflects a stage of doctrinal development prior to the onset of
formalized transmission of authoritative opinion, and a period in which
the celebrated instructions to the qii{li of 'Umar b. Khattab might well have
been composed.? Further evidence of Ibn Muqaffa"s attitude to Muslim

5 Risala, 126.

7 Risiila 127.

9 See above, II pp. 56-7; and below, pp. 166-'].

I GAL i, 138, 151, Suppl. I, 210, 236; in M. Kurd 'Ali, Rasii'il al-bulaghii', II7-34.
2 Origins, 58-<), 95, 102-3, 137.
3 Schacht, Origins, 95; cf. Goitein, 'Turning point', Studies, 14<)-67, esp. 163-4, where

the theory of a Persian model is modified.
4 Risiilafil-$a/;ziiba, 121, 123, 122.
6 Risiila, 127.

8 See above, I p, 44.
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scripture might possibly be elicited from the refutation of arguments as
cribed to him by the Zaydi imamQasim b. Ibrahim (d. 246/860). I Attribution
of the work being refuted was rightly considered by Guidi to be very ques
tionable indeed.> So little of that ascribed to its putative author is preserved
in the refutation that it is quite impossible to say more of Qasim's adversary
than had he not existed he would have had to be invented. References to
the document of revelation consist exclusively of ingenuously literal inter
pretations of Quranic phraseology, e.g. descriptions of God as wager of
war, as destroyer of the umam khiiliya, as seated upon His throne, etc.,J
each deftly and in turn thrown out of court by Qasim, whose display of
expertise in the metaphorical exegesis of anthropomorphic expression was
faultless. That the author of the Risiila fil-~a1Jiiba, a work both formally
pious and substantially sophisticated, could have been responsible for the
trivial argumentation attributed to him by Qasim is unlikely. At several
points the latter found occasion to criticize severely his opponent's know
ledge of Arabic, and accused him of having composed a barbarous book
(aJam al-bayiins,« Childishly inept humour like the alleged beginning of
the book: 'In the name of the merciful and beneficent light' (bismi 'l-niiri
,l-rahmiini 'l-ral}im) can be taken seriously only as caricature and point,
not so much to a mutiiraq.a of the Qur'an (traditionally ascribed to Ibn
Muqaffa'), as to an ideal target for the vituperative criticism of the
Mu'tazili Qasim.s The major portion of the refutation, thus presumably
also of its fons et origo, consists of polemic about the principles of divine
creation and of God's justice and retribution, suspiciously appropriate, it
might seem, to a Mu'tazili tour de force.

Significant in a way quite different from the Risiila fil-~aJ;iiba of Ibn
Muqaffa' is the work entitled Risiila fil-qadar and ascribed to Hasan
Basri (d. II0I728).6 Its authenticity and ascription were accepted by
Ritter and by Obermann; and its authenticity, if not ascription, by
Schacht." The argument of the tract, essentially dogmatic and in fact little
more than identification of Satan as agent and repository of Evil, was found
offensive by Shahrastani (d. 538/1143), who was thus willing to ascribe it
to Wal?il b. (Ata' but not to Hasan.f Schacht remarked the exclusive em
ployment of Quranic shawiihid in the work and a concomitant absence of

I GAS i, 561-3; Kitiib al-radd 'alii 'l-eindiq, in Guidi, La Lotta, arabic pagination 3-55.
2 La Lotta, viii-xi, though he judged it to be a typical product of the period. in which Ibn

MuqaffaIived, cf. xxi-xxiii; also, Nyberg, 'Zum Kampf', 425-41, esp. 431-2.
3 La Lotta, arabic pagination 17-26, 29-31, 35.
... La Lotta, arabic pagination 8, 10, 31, 33, 39-40,43.
S La Lotta, arabic pagination 8; cf. Goldziher, Studien ii, 401.
6 GAS i, 591-4, esp. 592 no. 3; MS Koprulu 1589, Ayasofya 3998; in Ritter, 'From

migkeit', 67-82; for an analysis of its contents, see Schwarz, 'Letter', 15-30.
7 Ritter, 'Frommigkeit', 62-4; Obermann, 'Political theology', 138-62, esp. 154-8;

Schacht, Origins, 74, 141,229.
8 Kitiib al-milal soal-nihal, on the margin of Ibn Hazm, Kitab al-fisal i, 59.
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traditions from companions or prophet, arguing e silentio for composition
at the beginning of the second/eighth century, chronologically consonant
with the scholarly activities of Hasan, I There are, indeed, ninety-five
verses and parts of verses adduced (five of them twice), from thirty-nine
well-spaced siIras of the canonical text of revelation, a few passages con
sisting of nothing more than a concatenation of scriptural loci.2 None of the
scriptural material may be described as regulative, but rather, as admoni
tory and paraenetic, drawn from eschatological contexts stressing the
ethical implications of the Quranictheodicy. The over-all structure of the
risiila is polemical rather than halakhic, formulated as epistolary address
and regularly punctuated by imperatives beginning '0 commander of the
faithful', with one passage based on sustained employment of the apo
strophic'And if you were to say...' (wa-lawqulta).3 The main body of the
treatise contains a series of allegedly disputed points in scripture, thirteen
in all and introduced 'There is dispute about His word' (fa-yujlidilun/
yunlizi'un fi qawlihi), in which the author disposes in a tidy though facile.,.,
manner of his anonymous adversaries.s Those disputes could have no basis
in fact, since scripture (kitaballah generally; qur'lin occasionally) contained
neither inconsistency nor contradiction unless it had been tampered with
(wa-J.zarrafiihu).s Reference to the reliability and omniscience of scripture
is sufficiently recurrent and emphatic as to provoke the question of the
author's real purpose. It might seem that the very absence of all but
scriptural shasadhid and the express insistence that all answers were to be
found therein could suggest an utilI controversy, in which the 'plain mean
ing' of scripture was being asserted in the face of analogical reasoning and
of tradition, whether from companions or prophet.

Some support for this conjecture is found in what may be designated
the 'framework' of the risiila. The request of the caliph 'Abdalmalik for
information on the problem of qadar(liberum arbitrium) was constructed
round his wish to know whether Hasan's knowledgehad been derived from
tradition(s) from companions of the prophet, his own opinion/reasoning, or

from an argument confirmed in scripture: ,-:-,~f ~ .J.=,.i ~ ~1.J) vel
0i.;J I J AA:~ wr: r f If ("1 ~f) <.SfJ ve ("f ..ur I J-,"",J.6 The reply
was interestingly circumstantial: he (Hasan) had learned from his pre
decessors who lived according to the word of God and transmitted His
wisdom, who followed the sunna of the prophet (sic), who knew right
from wrong, and who did not assert other than that which God had

Himself expressed for the benefit of mankind in His book: p41 4 l;))~1

1..;:.:....1..,~ I-'.JJ.J oUJl .r4 I~ ~jJl ~I ~ oUJl ~f ~j.J1

I Origins, 229.

.. Ritter, 72-80.
'SS9C76

2 Ritter, 'Frommigkeit', 71, 73, 82. 3 Ritter,7S.
5 Ritter, 70 line 15-'71 line 2. 6 Ritter, 67 lines 8-9.
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':11 y)4 0~ ':1.., )\1,4 0~ ':1-, lb.. 0J~ ':1 '",;E>J.uJ1 J~J ~

~t:.) J ~ ~ ~ ~.ul ~I ~ ':11 0-,~ ':1-,~ y)1 eYJf L.I
Similarly, in the 'covering letter' from Hajjij to the caliph recommending
Hasan's treatise, the Quranic sources of Hasan's views were stressed by
means of a paraphrastic conflation of the caliph's own inquiry.> Thus,
prophetical Sunna and companion traditions were included there as

respectable sources of knowledge, though inferior to scripture: W.J~J

1:;..1 ~ ~ ~ ~I ~I-, ..... ~I J.J""J ~.., ~I y\.:) J ..u:~

u:~ J ,u;lJ JLt.j ~4 ~f y. .6..1 ~I J.J""J y~i ~ ~WI ~I ,y.
~I Lr .uJ1 y\;)J 1jiJ .uJ1. Protestations like 'Any argument not

based on scriptural proof is fallacious' (yl.:.f'~ 0~.x 4""~ J..,..; Js:J
AJ')\.,D y&i .uJ 1)3 or 'Thus doesscripture speak, 0 commander of the faith

ful'(~ .ull yl:.) l.fl:":""j.oJl ~t l: 1~)4 might seem to indicate a more

than merely casual concern for u#il priorities. Reference to the defor
mation (ta~rif) of scripture is not infrequent.s as also to arbitrary or
otherwise unsatisfactory exegesis," twice specified as interpretation by

personal opinion/reasoning: ~f.x ~.) 0}j~ and ~1..r. ~,) '.J..,~.7

That particular charge can hardly be taken seriously, since it was the
method employed by the author himself throughout the treatise, and the
epithet may have been nothing more than a tag for opinions from which
he dissented. His own exegesis consisted in the ingenuous assertion of
scripture's 'plain meaning', easily apprehended by the unprejudiced eye
and a basic knowledge of Arabic. Though quite unconcerned with
linguistic or rhetorical analysis, he adduced in two instances examples

from the usus loquendi (kalam al-·arab): ad Q. 19: 59 ~J ~f 41.h. ~i

uf Ll.l.c.uk I-u~ L' ~I ~ .. ",1 u. ." .\"jJ ',;1 ~ - q J ····8••• • '.J - •.r:' .,r.:A •..r" I.;> - i~ "-' ~. '.r' lJA.l '
and 3: 178, where a line of poetry was offered and the locution qur'an
earabiapostrophically (and predictably) explainedas a concomitant of Arabic

I Ritter, 68 lines 3-6. z Ritter, 80-1: note (MS Ayasofya 3998).
3 Ritter, 68 lines 13-14; cf. Schacht, Origins, 141•

4 Ritter, 69 line 13; curiously, the parallel construction in Q. 45: 29 was not adduced by
the author of the risdla, i.e. hiidhii kitiibunii yantiq 'olaykum bil-haqq; while in the risdla
reference to scripture is unmistakable, it could be of interest to note that Qummi, Tafsir
ii, 295, emended kitiibunii to bi-kitabinii, thus making the prophet, not the book, the spokes
man of God, probably a reflex of Imami apologetics, similar to the emendation
umma:a'imma in Q. 2: 143 and 3: 110, Tafsir i, 63 and 110, respectively; cf. Goldziher,
Richtungen, 281-2.

5 Ritter, 68 line II, 69 line 19,70 line 16; see below, pp. 189-90.
6 Ritter, 69 lines 19-20, 75 line 2 (ta'wil); 74 line 2, 78 line 16 (ta·awwul).
7 Ritter, 74 line 6, 78 line 5: ta'awwala andfassara synonymous.
8 Ritter, 79 lines 8~.
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eloquence ~l;.. Yr i} JI ~, ~yi t..ir ~.,;.JI ft"i l: 01,;JI.J
4)~ 0"';fi S.:ul ~~.I

Method and style in the risiila, unblemished by textual and semantic
problems or scholarly apparatus, are not unlike those of the haggadists,
characterized by straightforward equations and absence of authorities.
Occasional employment of the connectives ay and ya'ni, even yaqul, z may
be thought to attest to that similarity, corroborated by a simplistic inter
pretation of the Khidr verses (Q. 18: 60-82) in order to demonstrate the
compatibility of free will with divine foreknowledge.! In the light of
explicit reference to companion tradition, prophetical Sunna, with which
may be contrasted mention of sunnat allah in Q. 40: 85,4 and exegetical
ra'y, it could be argued that the exclusive employment of Quranic loci was
neither fortuitous nor a consequence of the early composition of the risiila»
I am inclined to assign the treatise to the end of the second/eighth century,
after the development of haggadic exegesis and during the period of ~ii.l

disputes represented by, at least, the conflict between traditionists and
Mu'tazila, Ascription of this hortatory and edifying work to a figure like
Hasan Basrihardly requires explanation, and may be compared to a similar
tendency serving the reputation of 'Abdallah b. fAbbas.

One point in the risiila deservesfurther mention. The author's assertion
that the text of scripture was free of inconsistencies and/or contradictions
rested upon two assumptions: first, that such as might be found must be
the result of (malicious) alteration, second, that the meaning of mutashiibih
was 'analogous', in the sense of mutually corroborative (as in Q. 39: 23):

y~ JJJI J.,; ~~ L..J 4)";~-' ~I yl;:,f' ~j.cJ1 ~f 4 i~1 ~l;. .MJ-,
~ ~~~ 4\:S~~\ ~i~.J W-~~ ~[~]
~ ~ ~~ ";}.J ~.6 Thus, the antithesis muhkum i mutashiibih.

could, once formulated, be adduced in justification not only of 'applied'
but also of 'pure' exegesis," Preoccupation with apparently contradictory
statements in scripture generated two separate but interdependent views
within whose terms a very carefully delimited typology of contradiction
(ikhtiliilftanaqui) could exist side by side with what might be called a
recognized set of 'standard puzzles'. What must be the earliest version of
the latter is found in the form of an appendix to Muqatil's Tafsir al
khamsimi'at iiya.8 The relation of the appendix, contained in folios lOOV to

I Ritter, 76 line 20-77 line 3. 2 Ritter, e.g, 79 line 8, 68 line IS, 67 line 12.
3 Ritter, 77 lines 12-19; see above, p. 128. .. Ritter, 79 lines 3-4.
5 Pace Schacht, Origins, 74, 141,229; in this connection the observation of Obermann,

'Political theology', 142 n. II, that these technical terms here make a remarkably early
appearance, gains fresh and certainly unintended significance.

6 Ritter, 70 line 15-'71 line 2. 7 See above, p.. 148.
8 GAS i, 37 no. I; MS British Museum Or. 6333; Abbott, SALP ii, 96; cf. BSOAS

xxxi (1968) 614.
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I03r, to the body of the work is something of a problem. For the copyist
of this manuscript (an unicum, dated 4- Jumada I 792/20 April 1390) the
appendix clearly belonged to the main text (same paper, ink, hand, etc.),
but was separated therefrom by a fresh basmala and two abrupt changes of
subject. The style is haggadic and almost certainly that of Muqatil (or of
the works traditionally ascribed to him), beginning with a tatyin of Q. 18:

60-82 identical to that of his major tafsir:~ J" l:;..~ 01:( sl}1 ~I

l-l:l-:-- ~I ~.I Once the dramatis personae of the Musa-Khi<;lr story

were identified, a new isnad introduced the topic of scriptural contradiction
(ikhtilaf al-Qur'an), related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas, and illus
trated by the following nine problemsr-
I. Whether onthe day of Judgementthere shallbecommunicationbetween those

being tried: Q. 23: 101 vs. 37:27(37:5°, 52:25).
2. Whether on that day polytheists will or can avail themselves of the services

of their deities: Q. 6: 22 vs. 6: 23.
3. Whether Godcreated heaven or earth first: Q. 79: 27-30 vs. 41: 9-1 1 •

4. Whether the grammatical value of kana in Q. 4: 23, 4: 134, etc. reflects a
permanent or a temporary quality.

5. Whether the promise in Q. 20: 124 (he whoignores my admonitionshall live
in penury) is confirmed or belied by experience.

6. Whether the promise in Q. 16: 97 (goodness shall be rewarded) is confirmed
or belied by experience.

7. Whether onthe day of Judgement those beingtried shall be asked about their
misdeeds: Q. 55 : 39 vs. 15: 92- 3.

8. What is the precise meaningof 'guidance' (hudan) in God's warning to Adam
and Eve: Q. 20: 123?

9. What is the precise meaningof 'before him' (amamahu) in Q. 75: 5 (but man
desires to sin before him)?

The solutions proposed by Ibn tAbbas to these problems were un
equivocal and unsophisticated, and evoked a primitive level of popular
discourse.! The exegetical principle involved in the elimination of apparent
contradictions was that which distinguished between different contexts
(mawii/in) despite similar or identical phraseology. Thus, nos. 1,2,3, and 7
did not contain 'real' contradictions because the opposing verses referred
to quite different situations, or to different aspects of the same situation.
Nos. 5 and 6 were, on the other hand, allusions to eschatological fulfilment
or, alternatively, virtue as its own reward. To the lexical problems in nos. 4,
8, and 9 solutions were evaded by resort to theology: kana predicated of
God must signify an eternal attribute;" 'guidance' was the Our'an ; 'before
him' indicated progression in disobedience (qudumanfil-matap).

I Tafsir, MS. H. Htisnu 17, 17Iv-2r; see above, pp. 128, 135-6.
2 Tafsir, MS BM Or. 6333, lOOv-1r.
3 Tafsir, IOlr-2r. .. cr. Reuschel, 'Wa-kdna lldhu 'aliman', 147-53.

1
I
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A schematic and slightly more sophisticated version of what eventually
became the standard (!) scriptural puzzles was attributed to Muqatil and
included in his Kitiib al-tanbih soal-radd by Abu Husayn Malati (d. 3771
987).1 The extracts from Muqatil, adduced by Malati without supporting
reference to Ibn 'Abbas, are two r- on Quranic contradictions, and on
semantic and phraseological correlations, of which the first seems to be a
systematic expansion of the material described above from BM Or. 6333.
I have found no other work of Muqatil in which this material appears, or
in this form could appear, except as appendix or as some other variety
of formal intrusion.> In Malati's version," the number of scriptural contra
dictions was increased to twenty-five, including four examples from
BM Or. 6333 (nos. I, 2, 3,7). The principles of harmonization remained
the same, but were enhanced by differentiated and normative expression.

Each solution was, for example, introduced by the formula Lr .).;s. ,~

I:>.)~ J L..~-,~ ~-' ~~~.)~I J~ and the
reason for the apparent discord specified as different contexts (mawiitin
mukhtalifa), similar phraseology in analogouscircumstances ($iliit al-kaliim
mushtabihahoujuh. al-lziiliit mushtabihalikhtilafal-lliiliit mushtabih), tempor
ally separate aspects of the same situation (wujilh taqdim al-kaliim mushta
biha) , etc. That in exegetical usage mushtabih and mutashiibih were
functionally synonymous has been noted.!

The manner in which this kind of problem, together with its attendant
loci probantes, became a constant in the literature of scriptural exegesis may
be elicited from Suyiiti's chapter on the subject in his Itqiin, where the
notion of (contradiction' was appropriately described as irresponsible

fantasy and beneath the digni~ of God's word d'J~1~~ L. ~ slyJ1-,

~.) If' 4f-4 Ji.,U ~~.J e,,4":J1 ~, and illustrated by four standard ex
amples from Ibn 'Abbas (nos. 1-4 in BM Or. 6333).6 But for Suyiiti these
were merely a point of departure for a survey of elaborate rhetorical tech
niques designed to prove what had been unequivocally asserted, namely,
that the text of revelation contained neither contradiction nor inconsistency.
So stated, that position wasmanifestly indefensible, in tacit recognition of
which recoursewas had to more sophisticated terminology. Ibn Qutaybawas
able, for example, to distinguish between contradiction proper (ikhtilaf
taf/iidd) not found in the Qur'an save in cases of regulative abrogation,

I GAS i, 607; in Dedering, Bibliotheca Islamica IX.
2 Kitdb al- Tanbih, 44-56 and 56-63, respectively; see below, p, 210.

3 Pace Abbott, SALP ii, 96; manuscripts have so far been discovered for three, not
four, separate works of Muqatil, cf. GAS i, 37; the extracts from Malati were published
separately, and earlier, by Massignon, Recueil, 194-210.

4 Kitdb al-Tanbih, 44-56. 5 See above, p. 157.
6 Itqdn, naw' 48: iii, 19-89-
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and difference by variation (ikhtiliif taghiiyur) of which an example was the
word umma in Q. 12: 45, expressing both period (~in) and forgetting
(nisyiin).1 This argument did not, however, prevent his adducing a sim
plistic harmonization of the by that time traditional instance of contra
diction: in the question of conversation on the day of judgement." For
Ibn Taymiyya the distinction lay between contradiction proper (ikhtiliif
tat}iidd) and variation (here ikhtiliif tanawwut

) of which only the latter
could be found in scripture." For Kirmani the antithesis was expressed as
concepts mutually exclusive (taniiqut!) not present in the Qur'an, and
relational difference (ikhtiliiftaliizum), found in scripture as multiple varia
tions upon a single therne.s That proliferation of technical vocabulary is
witness to an abiding concern with textual consistency. It was one form of
exegetical activity in which no serious scholar ever adduced in support of
his argument the 'plain meaning' of scripture.

The concept of ikhtiliif as variation, and not simply as flagrant contra
diction, presupposed or at least implied some degree of both textual
integrity and conceptual unity in the document of revelation. The manner
in which those were perceived or, perhaps more accurately, were created,
emerges from examination of the work of halakhists and masoretes. Their
primary, and indispensable, instrument was analogy. Under that general
title was subsumed a number of related but methodologically distinct pro
cedures. The basic distinctions were two: between deductive and inductive
establishment of an analogical relation, and between halakhic and masoretic
application of the instrument. While a general impression that the Arabic
term qiyiis denotes an exegetical procedure both inductive and halakhic is
not altogether unjustified, it is also an over-simplification. An example can
be seen in Bergstrasser's selection of qal soa-komer as illustrative of qiyiis
method: 'da sie nicht wie die anderen die Interpretation eines normativen
Textes, sondern die Gewinnung einer neuen Bestimmung aus einer vorhan
denen regeln soll'.5 In fact, qiyiis was employed both for extrapolation of
fresh principles from existing premisses and for interpretation, as well as
for establishment, of the scriptural text, though the appearance of fixed
and consistent terminology was admittedly later than the phenomena
themselves.6

What must be the earliest, or almost the earliest, reference to recourse to

analogy for halakhah occurs in the Risiila fil-laJ:tiiba of Ibn Muqaffa": k
J...\JJ4 0:!.r~' ~i-, ~J...a;J4 0J~.;J1 ~f J' 4.' The locution

I Ta'wil, 31 •

2 Ta'wil, 47 ad Q. 77: 35 vs. 39: 31, one of several sets of contradictory verses on that
subject, e.g, BM Or. 6333 no. I, Kiuib al- T'anbih, 44.

3 Apud Suyutl, Itqdn iv, 176-7. 4 Apud Suyutl, Itqdn iii, 89.
5 Bergstrasser, 'Anfange', 81.
6 See Tahanawi, I1tilal;uit, II 89-96: qiyas lughawi and qiyds shar'i.
7 Risdla fil-Sahdba, 127; see above, pp. 158-60.
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ashbah al-amrayn bil-iadl can only refer to 'equitable comparison of two
cases', in the sense that their respective merits and demerits were to be
juxtaposed. In that particular context it was the reasoning of the caliph
which was evoked to produce a solution. Possibly contemporary with, but
probably later than that passage is the recommendation ascribed to 'Urnar

b. Khattab in his instructions to Abu Musa: i:..... ';l.J 01} 4 ~ ~

~.; ~ )..,../J' ~ ~. J~~'-' 4>~~1 wr'-,·I That the imperative qis
here signified 'juxtapose' was recognized by Margoliouth, who related
that usage to Talmudic hiqqish.» Of similar importance in the recommenda
tion are the terms ashbiih and amthiil (probably hendiadys), referring to
those common elements in (two) propositions which may be juxtaposed
(scil. for the purpose of comparison). The explicit condition 'in those matters
for which there is neither qur'an nor sunna' suggests, in my opinion at
least, a date later than the corresponding passage in Ibn Muqaffa', which
reads 'in halakhic dispute (ikhtiliif al-alJkiim) either about a matter trans
mitted from the ancients (ma'thur 'an aI-saIa!) ... or about a case of arbi
trary reasoning (ra'y ajriihu ahluhu 'alii ' i-qiyas)' .3 The use of shabbaha for
analogical juxtaposition is attested elsewhere, e.g. in Malik- and in Bukhari.e
Whatever the linguistic relation of Arabic qiis to Hebrew hiqqish, it may
seem that shabbaha was equally appropriate as notional equivalent to the
Hebrew term.

In the contexts adduced above the terms ashbah/ashbiih/shabbaha can
hardly refer to juxtaposition based on identical or even similar phraseology.
Introduction of a tertium comparationis is at least implicit in Bukhari's
discussion of the legatee's obligation to fulfil a pilgrimage vow derived
from a duty to pay the outstanding debts of the deceased." Employment of
Talmudic hiqqish was characterized by the same latitude: some but by no
means all of the examples assembled by Bacher depend upon a recurring
locution or even textual juxtaposition in scripture.7 Methodological distinc
tion in reasoning by analogy with and without a third term became
evident only with the refinement of technical terminology, of which a
valuable illustration is afforded by the evolution of Talmudic gezerah
shawah. That that term came to, but did not originally or consistently,
designate analogy based on occurrence of the same word has been often
and convincingly demonstrated.f In halakhic argument the principle of

I Margoliouth, 'Omar's instructions', 309, 320; Goldziher, ?iihiriten, 9.
z Margoliouth, loco cit.; see also Schacht, Origins, 99.
3 Risdla fil-Sahdba, 127.
4 Mudawwana ii, 94, cited Schacht, Origins, 117: 'to assimilate'.
5 $aJ.zfl.l, 'Kitab al-T'tisam', no. 12, cited Goldziher, ?ahiriten, 107.

6 Goldziher, loco cit. 7 Terminologie i, 44-6, ii, 57-8.
8 See Bacher, op. cit., i, 13-16; Gertner, 'Terms', 24-5; Loewe, 'The "plain" meaning',

164-5; and d. the Pauline application in Romans 4: 3-9, which did depend upon an
identical word, Gerhardsson, Memory, 287-8.
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inductive analogy, by which I mean those varieties involving a tertium
comparationis or ratio, is likely to have antedated insistence that the ana
logue be an identical phrase. It must, on the other hand, be admitted that
contexts held to be analogous could in the first instance have been so
related by reference to common phraseology. The complementary prin
ciple of deductive analogy may be thought to have had its origin in maso
retic rather than halakhic argument. 1 In Muslim juridical literature the
appearance of argument based on inductive analogy preceded by about
a century systematic use of the technical term 'illa for ratio, a notion for
which Shafi'I employed asl (root/base/basis) and macnii. (meaningjsensej.>
With the development of (fundamentalist) opposition to inductive analogy
(called tatliZ), differentiation crystallized in the antithesis tatlil: mansiis, the
latter term being employed, at least by sectaries of the Zahiri school, for
analogy based on a textual similarity.> The generic term itself for analogy,
qiyiis, came increasingly to be modified by such epithets as were found
necessary to describe the relation to one another of its components, e.g.
jaliy/~ahir(explicit), khafiy (implicit), and evenby phrases which effaced the
opposition tatliZ: mansus, such as 'illa mansusa and qiyiis matqul al-nass.t
Much of that proliferation of technical terms reflected (often necessary)
steps to circumscribe the range of analogical argument, frequently un
disciplined and far-fetched.!

Masoretic analogy was, on the other hand and by its very nature, mostly
deductive. Though designated qiyiis and defined in terms identical to those

employed for its halakhic counterpart, e.g. by Ibn Anbar! J5J ~ ~-'

~-' lli-' t.!-' ~f : e, l~f ~) f Lr V"LJ,6 the role of a tertium compara
tionisCilia) was largely formal. That consisted often in the articulation of
a grammatical' rule', not adduced as justification for the analogyin question,
but rather deduced from its first and second terms and seldom of general
prescriptive value. The restricted usefulness of that kind of reasoning was

enshrined in the Basran dictum cited earlier: ~ ijA~ ~ fSy.~ s~
J:y:.;s L?'~ ';} I J.::J ~.7 The analogical foundations of (all) grammar were
not thereby shaken, though it is worth noting that those had, in the face
of pious objections that the word of God was unique, from time to time to

be reasserted: ... V'"LJ ill"~ I 0 ';}~ ';}~ I J V"~I) ts:J1~i ~I

opi ~lkll 0--"' ..boi rJ~ ':1-, ~I )s:Jf J.Aj V"'~I .fif ~.8 In its

I See below, pp. 208-12. 2 Schacht, Origins, 1I0, II7, 125.
3 Goldziher, ~ahiriten, 11-12. 41-3, 56, 91-3: Diiwiid al-~iihiri, d. 270/884.
4 Cf. 'Tahanawi, I$#la1;at, 1192-5; Tyan, 'Methodologie', 7~109, esp. 92 ff,
5 For similar tendencies in the application of Talmudic middot, see Loewe, 'The "plain"

meaning', 152-4, and Bacher, Terminologie i, 110-11.

6 Weil, Schulen, 19 n, 3. 7 See above, III p. 101.
S Ibn Anbiiri, cited Weil, Schulen, 29 n. I.
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masoretic form grammatical analogy consisted essentially in the process
of textual restoration/emendation called ultimately taqdir, but in earlier
stages also majiis,' The manner in which potentially arbitrary applica
tion of majiizjtaqdir was restricted by the formulation of grammatical
norms illustrates perfectly the emergence of masoretic analogy and its
conformity with halakhic standards.> But that conformity was always
relative, and reflected as much of bewilderment at scriptural grammar
as of piety before the word of God. Both sentiments found expression
in the comment of Ibn Munayyir on Zamakhshari ad Q. 6: 137, that
scriptural data were to be given preference over the grammatical norms."
Formal protest against the use of analogy in scriptural exegesis is thus
not unexpected, but an example of such adduced by Suyutl from the
specialized material of Quranic readings and attributed to Dani (d. 444/
1053) may be thought vitiated by the latter's employment of analogy
(qiyiis) in his own work.'

A type of analogical reasoning found in both halakhic and masoretic
exegesis is that based upon the relation between general and particular
statements (khiiH:fiimm or khUfiif :fumum). Made theoretically complex
by dispute about whether all propositions were primarily/exclusively of
general or of particular significance, application of the principle was in
practice easy.s Apparently general statements in scripture like '1 am the
first of the Muslims' (Q. 6: 163) and 'I am the first of the Believers' (Q. 7:
143) were interpreted by Ibn Qutayba as particular, on the grounds that
'first' was of temporal value (al-awwalfi zamanihi).6 The argument was of
course doctrinal (there had been Muslims and believers from the very
beginning of time), but the same reasoning could be applied to textual
problems, such as the often wayward treatment of number and concord
in scriptural grammar.' The corresponding Talmudic precept (kelal:
peral) was of similar application.f More often than not, analogies based on
this principle depended upon recurrence of the same word or phrase.
Thus Suyiiti, in an argument for the general applicability of particular
Quranic verses, adduced as proof the prophet's juxtaposition of Q. 6: 82

~ ~l~f I~ ~-' and 31: 13~ rJW ~~I ~!.9 Their common
element, the word sulm (wrong/sin), was designated nasir (analogue):
it is that term which, together with shabah, characterized the masoretic as

I Wansbrough, <Periphrastic exegesis', 247, nn. 1-2.
2 See below, pp, 21()-24.
3 Kashshdf ii, 69-70 (commentary); see below, pp. 223-4·
4 Itqiin i, 211; Dam, Taysir, 21,22,34, 128, etc. in the question of phonological assimi

lation (idghtim), without tertium comparationis, for which however cf. Itqtin i, 2 14- 15, and
GdQ iii, 154.

5 See Goldziher, ?iihiriten, 120-4; Schacht, Origins, 56, 125·
6 Ta'wil,2 17. 7 Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 261 no. 51-2.
8 Bacher, Terminologie i, 7()-82, 152-3, ii, 83-5, 161-2. 9 Itqdn i, 86.
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contrasted with the halakhic use of analogy. The utility of nasir]shabah
was most apparent in the solution of textual and grammatical problems by
recourse to the many techniques of restoration and emendation (majiiz/
taqdir), but was of course not restricted to such. An example of its applica
tion to what became a point of doctrine may be seen in the standard inter
pretation of umm al-kitiib in Q. 3: 7. 1 Descriptions like 'basis' or 'nucleus'
(~l) or 'that which is common to all divine revelations' required, as link to
the 'preserved tablet' of Q. 85: 21-2, the corroboration allegedly found in
the two other Quranic occurrences of umm al-kitiib (13: 39 and 43: 4). Now,
that kind of analogy (na:;ir) could founder on contextual dissimilarity, and
that such did not go unnoticed may be inferred from the several exceptions
to the standard interpretation which identified umm with 'precept' and
'authority'. Those were the muhkamiit, in reference to which all exegesis
was justified.

3. HALAKHIC EXEGESIS

Among the several topics treated by Muqatil b. Sulayman in his Tafsir
al-khamsimi'at iiya was the obligation to wage war on God's behalf against
His enemies.' That section consists of eighteen Quranic passages (contain
ing twenty-nine verses) related in the following pattern to six themes:

1. Divinely imposed obligation to fight (qital): Q. 2: 216, 22: 39-40 , 9: 29, 49:
9-1 0

2. Reward for fighting on behalf of God: Q. 61: 4, 10-1 3, 4: 95-6
3· Observing God's covenantrahd): Q. 9: III, 4: 74,3: 200

4· Martyrdom and its reward: Q. 2: 154, 3: 169-70

5· Divine aid against the enemy: Q. 8: 15-16,65-6,3: 155,9: 25
6. Division of spoils: Q. 8: 41,3: 161-3

A degree of thematic overlapping, eliminated from this diagrammatic
exposition, put Q. 3 : 200 after 3 : 169- 70 , and Q. 9: 29 and 49: 9-10 at the
end of the section, where the introductory theme was appropriately given
final mention. Muqatil's method can hardly be described as systematic or
thorough: omitted were not only juridical questions traditionally asso
ciated with the subject of Holy War (jihad), e.g. safe conduct (amlin), but
also a number of Quranic loci pertinent to the themes which he did adduce,
e.g. covenantal obligations.t It may none the less be inferred from his
organization of the material that the halakhic theme had priority over the
scriptural evidence marshalled in its support. Selection, and especially
assessment, of the latter were to some extent arbitrary. Introduced by a
tanzil formula, the decree sanctioning war was expressed in terms stressing
contrast with its earlier prohibition, chronologically separated by the Hijra

I See above, pp. 153.
3 See above, I pp. 8-12.
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~~~0t)'L~ r*'0~i.JJl:iIl~d'}~~~c.=J";;;.IThat
same context provided an opportunity to fix tazohid (profession of faith),
saliit (ritual prayer), and zakiit (voluntary almsgiving: ghayr muwaqqat) as
duties imposed upon Muslims during the Meccan (!) period. The
graduated and contrasting rewards for those who participated in Holy War
(mujiihidfin) and those who did not (qafidfin) were modified by a distinc
tion, not further specified, between non-participants who were excused!
exempted (mafdhur) and those who were not.> The passage setting out
the rewards for martyrdom was inserted into the framework of a three
fold address from God to the recipients of His favour, culminating in
the familiar story of their desire to return to the world in order to be
killed anew.s Verses attesting to divine assistance in battle and, con
versely, to its withdrawal, e.g. Q. 8: 65-6 and 3: 155, were related an
ecdotally to the battles of Badr and Uhud, and Q. 9: 25 of course
(textually) to Hunayn.! In the passage describing division of spoils the
rule for allocation of the prophet's fifth after his death was not only
enhanced by, but also seen to derive from, an amicable interview between
fA'isha and fAli b. Abi Talib.s The style of the whole is unmistakably
haggadic, characterized by the serial repetition of explicative elements and
by a profusion of anecdote. Both devices serve to create an atmosphere of
narratio, so far as such was possible in the thematic arrangement of
material, and the result may be compared with the style of the Sira in
the story of ja'far b. Abi Talib and the Najashi.s

Muqatil's use of scriptural shauidhid gains significance by juxtaposition
with the treatment of Holy War in the nearly contemporary Muwatta' of
Malik b. Anas (d. 179/795).7 There, the relevant section('K. Jihad') con
tains twenty-one chapters related to four themes:

1. Desire(targhib) to wage Holy War: chapters I, 17-19: Q. 99: 7-8, 3: 200

2. Conductin Holy War: chapters 2-5
3. Division of spoils: chapters 6-13, 20, 21: Q. 16: 8, 8: 60

4. Martyrdom and its reward: chapters 14-16, 21

The four Quranic passages (containing five verses) appear here not in the
role of organizing principle, but as an almost superfluous embellish
ment. Q. 99: 7-8 is paraenetic, quite unrelated to the subject, and was
adduced by means of a prophetical J.tadith beginning: Nothing else was
revealed to me on that matter (scil. instilling a desire to wage Holy War)
save for the general admonition (iiya jamifa fiidhdha) 'Whoever does an

I See above, pp. 14 1-2 ; Tafsir, 93v • Z Tafsir,94v•

3 Tafsir, 95r ; see Wensinck, Handbook, 148.for references in the haditb literature; see
above, p. 125.

.. Tafsir, 96r-v. 5 Tafsir, 97 r•

6 See above, pp. 129-30, 133-4; and I pp, 38-43.
7 GAS i, 457-64; Muuiaua', 443-71: 'Kitiib al-Iihad',
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atom's weight of good shall see it, and whoever does an atom's weight of
evil shall see if. I In the same chapter, Q. 3: 200, which recommends
perseverance, is rather more appropriate to conditions of battle, and was
adduced for the same purpose by Muqatil.' In chapter 12, on the division
of spoils according to men and mounts, Q. 8: 60 is but generally pertinent,
while 16: 8 was employed to support a halakhic subtlety: whether in the
allocation of plunder donkeys, mules, pack animals, and nags qualified as
mounts.' In addition to these four passages, only one of which can be
regarded as serving a juridical purpose, Malik referred twice to 'revelation'
as a source of authority: in chapter 10, Ibn 'Abbas refused to specify
further the anfiil 'mentioned by God in His book' (presumably the hapax
legomenon at Q. 8: I); and in chapter 14, the prophet supported his own
view in a discussion about the rewards of martyrdom by asserting: And
thus I was told by Gabriel.' In neither case was a serious appeal made to
the text of scripture. Moreover, in chapter 10, where the battle of Hunayn
was adduced as precedent, no mention was made- of its only Quranic
occurrence (9: 25), employed by Muqatil for another purpose.s In chapter
4, two utterances of Malik on the honouring of safe conduct (amiin) did
not include reference to what became the locus classicus (Q. 9: 6).6 Now, it
might be argued that neither Q. 9: 25 nor 9: 6 is strictly relevant to the
juridical points argued by Malik, but consideration of the entire section on
jihiid tends to strengthen an impression that the role of scripture as witness
to correct procedure was indeed minimal. The tendency towards' Islamiza
tion' discerned in the Muuatta" by both Bergstrasser and Schacht can only
refer to an effort to situate as early as possible the constituents of sunna,
not to find corroboration thereto in the text of scripture." The earliest
evidence of the latter is to be found not in the Musoaua', but rather in the
Tafsir al-khamsimi'at iiya attributed to Muqatil.

The only extant recension of that work is ascribed to Hudhayl b.
Habib (d. after 190/805), responsible also for the only version preserved
of Muqatil's major Tafsir. 8 In an introduction typically haggadic the essen
tial components (arkiin) of Islam were summarized by means of a parable

related on the authority of Muqatil himself: ~~ ..)~ ~ 0! J3~ Jli

~~ ;:'!i- ~-' f A.U4 ~~~I rY- ~-,r J.:.~ ¥\ J~ ~bc.., .)1l:J~
~WI JI j~ L.l; ~~ ~b o~1 If J-.J JWI JI j~ ~ Llj

~~ Z,1i i~1 u~ J-J ~I)I JI jl::- Llj ~L:- ~1i 0.,))1 rY- J-J
I Muwatta', 445. 2 Muuiatta', 446. 3 Mutoatto", 447.
... Muwatta', 455 and 461, respectively.
5 Muwatta', 454-5; cf. Schacht, Origins, 70-1, 286. 6 Muuiatta", 448-9.
7 Bergstriisser, 'Anfange', 76-80; Schacht, Origins, 283-7, 3II-I4.
8 See above, p, 144; the isniid of MS BM Or. 6333 (IV) consists of the last five links in

the chain of transmission for MS H. Hiisnii 17 (IV).
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l

\ .. ; ....~LJI JI .l:=.. L,l; ~6.. <5u ....~I· \ .. ; L;JI JI .l:=.. L.lj
~ u 0 J. .. ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ 0 J.
.u.. .«. ~I :\t; r,UiJI. \ .. ; WI J' .6.. L.lj-..\.J6.. . L; 0 --II .r-= ~ r- \",I~ ,y-~ C!. J • . • w~ 'rr: ~

~I JI j l.:-- 1..6. .1 The imagery generated by the concept of a purga-

torial bridge (here jisr and qantara, but elsewhere also #rii!), separating
each soul from its destiny by a series of trials (traditionally seven), was
somewhat unstable.> In Muqatil's seven stages: (1) Faith, (2) Prayer, (3)
Almsgiving, (4) Fasting, (5) Pilgrimage, (6) Lesser Pilgrimage ('umra), (7)
Wrongs (ma~iilim), it may be that the sixth exhibits contamination with
the preceding one and might well, in the context of the whole work, have
been instead Holy War (jihiid). In any case, the subsequent literary history
of this cautionary tale was such that its employment here deserves notice.!

The treatise covers in fact rather more than the material of the seven
rubrics contained in the introductory parable, though these were given
first places:

Faith (fols. IV-2v), Prayer (fols. 2v-I2v), Almsgiving (fols. I3r-2Iv: including
zakiit and sadaqay; Fasting (fols. 2Iv-2Sr), Pilgrimage (fols. 2Sr-33v: including
lzajjbut not ~umTa), Wrongs (fols. 34L4Ir), Testaments (fols. 4Ir-44v), Miscel
laneous (fols. 4Sr-49v: including prohibition of usury and of wine), Marriage
(fols. Sor-59v), Divorce (fols. 6or-72r), Adultery (fols. 72v-77v), Miscellaneous
(fols. 77v-fjY: including thefts, debts, contracts/treaties, sacrifice), Holy War
(fols. 93v-fj8r), Miscellaneous (fols. 98r-I03r: including informal prayer and
'contradictions' in scripture, the latter as an appendixj.!

Treatment of each topic conforms with that described above for Holy War:
concepts which are essentially, or even potentially, juridical are presented
as ethical categories, exemplary and hortatory, but rarely prescriptive.
The scriptural loci probantes are tentative and experimental: forming the
principle by which material appears to have been included, but not that
by which its halakhic validity was demonstrated.

Muqatil's ethical categories are rudimentary: l;zaliil uia-hariim, glossed
by the parable of the purgatorial bridge. The antithesis is itself found in
scripture, formulated negatively (Q. 10,59, 16: 116), but in the exegetical
tradition positively, e.g. as two of the seven al;zruf(here modesj.! and in the
earliest literature as glossto mul;zkamiit.6 The five legal categories of classical
jurisprudence were later, and do not appear to represent merely elaboration

I Tafsir, MS BM Or. 6333, IV.

2 Cf. references in Wensinck, Handbook, 40; id. Creed, 232-3.
3 See Asfn Palacios, Escatologia, 180"-91, esp. 181, 183 (where according to Ibn 'Arabi

the sixth bridge was neither 'umra nor jiJuid, but wutJu': ablutions), and 568-9; Cerulli,
Libra della Scala, 202-5 (paras. 192-3), 299 (paras. 208-9), 530-2.

4 See above, pp_ 164-5-
5 i.e. as two of the seven 'types' of material included in revelation: 'permission' and

'prohibition'; cf. Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 26; Suyiip, Itqdn i, 136; Goldziher, Richtungen,
37·

6 See above, pp. 149-51.
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of the basic opposition haldl: /.zariim, which did not as such achieve herme
neutical status. I As ethical categories haliiltoa-hariim may be compared to
Talmudic ,m~ and "'ON, or to the related Pauline TthTO~ 8L8axfj~.2 Their
value for the earliest Muslim exegesis lay in the facility with which
they could be directly and unambiguously applied to the text of scripture,
a procedure which in its most unsophisticated form can be observed in
Muqatil's treatise.

Comparison of the author's method with that of Malik reveals a differ
ence which eventually became an opposition, namely, Sunna vs. Qur'an
as source of law. The dates of Malik, of Muqatil's riiwi Hudhayl b.
Habib, and of Shafi'I, with whom the opposed tendencies found polemical
expression, make the end of the second/eighth century a likely chrono
logical focus for the dispute. It was the merit of Schacht to demonstrate
the crucial role of Shafi'I in that dispute, though I am most reluctant to
accept that the ahl al-kaliim 'had a precursor in the author of the dogmatic
treatise ascribed to Hasan Basri', or that the evidence of 'problems which
were based from the beginning on the Koran' proves beyond reasonable
doubt existence of the canonical text of revelation.' On the other hand,
Schacht's description of 'Koranic legislation' (sic) as 'the essentially ethical
and only incidentally legal body of maxims contained in the Koran' is in my
opinion especially felicitous, as is his observation that 'Even as regards his
questions which presuppose the rules given in the Koran, we notice that
anything which goes beyond the most perfunctory attention given to the
Koranic norms and the most elementary conclusions drawn from them,
belongs almost invariably to a secondary stage in the development of
doctrine',» In the light of those statements it would not, I think, be un
justified to interpret references to the 'Koran' throughout his book as of
essentially polemical connotation, employed, as they for the most part are,
in contexts describing Shafi'I's quarrels with his contemporaries and pre:"
decessors.! In Shafi'! allusions to the Qur'an tend to be perfunctory and
usually in tandem(fil-qur'iin wal-sunna), which suggests a formal hendiadys
alluding to a single source of law, scil. revelation (consisting of both Qur'jin
and Sunna),« The sunna elevated to the status of revelation was of course
the prophetical Sunna, not the 'living tradition', and one might be par-

1 Cf. Schacht, Origins, 133: post-Shafi'I; ide Introduction, 120-3: designated <religious
qualifications'.

2 See Gerhardsson, Memory, 3°3-5: for Romans 6: 17, and 309, 313; cf. references in
Jastrow, Dictionary, 98, 349,946.

3 Origins, 224-5, esp. 224 n. 2; see above, pp. 160-3, and I, pp. 44-5.
4 Origins, 224-'7, 191: examples are found on 193-8, 204, 208, 210-13, 215,218,250-1,

276-8, 27~80.
5 The references to Qur'an, Origins, 2, seem to me to be ambiguous.
6 Schacht, Origins, 12, 14, 18, 19, e.g. 16: hikma as sunna, 135: <the two sources'

(afldn) and Shafi'I's 'lip-service to the overruling authority of the Koran, which he did
not recognize in practice'; and cf. Shiifi'i, Risiila, 106-46, tr. Semaan, 'Al-Nasikh', II-29.
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doned for asking just what evidence there is for supposing that prior to
Shafi'I 'revelation' meant exclusively the canonical text of scripture.1

Opposition to Shafi'I was heterogeneous and widespread, and an
important, but by no means the only, element drew its arguments from the
text of scripture.> Aphoristically formulated arguments like 'the book
explains everything' (e.g, Q. 6: 154, 12: III, 16: 89, 17: 12),or 'thus speaks
scripture' and 'any argument not based on scriptural proof is fallacious',
belong to the imagery of polemic and are not likely to have been uttered
from positions unchallenged, or unless pleading a special case.! What
seems to be a merely formal recognition of scripture as source of authority:
'what is and/or is not found in Qur'an and Sunna', was characteristic not
only of Shafi'i but also of his predecessors, e.g, Abu Yiisuf, and the same
formula was employed to justify recourse to analogy lt At that stage in the
development of halakhah resort to strictly textual exegesis was rare indeed,
e.g. a varia lectio ad Q. 65: 6.S The use of scriptural passages like 'There is a

-fine example (uswa J;zasana) for you in the Messenger of God' (Q. 33: 21)
may be understood as nothing more than the obverse of 'scripture ex
plains everything' argumentation, both of which exhibit dispute about
sources, not merely methods. 6

Now, it has more than once been found convenient to distinguish
between the textual relation of law to scripture and their historical relation
to one another. In studies of the Judaic tradition such distinction per
mitted the assertion that 'In many cases it is quite certain that the Halakhah
antedates the scriptural proof by which it is propped up',? In the Muslim
tradition a parallel distinction was often and intentionally obliterated by
secondary and pseudo-historical conclusions of the kind noticed above in
Muqatil's dating of the divine decrees respectively for Holy War, the
Profession of Faith, Ritual Prayer, and Almsgiving." This version of
the matter, dependent upon a chronology generated by the story of the
prophet's exile (hijra) from Mecca, reflected a working premiss not unlike
that expressed in the Talmudic formula "3"O~ i1Tl)~" i1~lm.9 But while the
paideutic function of that and related premisses recommended their
employment in the description of Islamic origins, the haggadic version
proved ultimately something of an embarrassment. The reactions of the

I Schacht, Origins, 58-81, 149: Shiififi's ignorance of that particular tradition equating
Sunna and Qur'iin is hardly relevant, save possibly as evidence that connection of both
with the prophet required still to be articulated; see above, I pp. 51-2, II pp. 56-7.

2 Schacht, Origins, 224, 258-1), but also 40-52: for several significant sources of 'non-
Quranic' opposition.

3 See above, p. 162.
.. Schacht, Origins, 28-30, 101-6, II9, 122; and see above, pp. 166-7.
5 Schacht, Origins, 225, 231-2. 6 Schacht, Origins, 34, 53,253-4.
7 Strack, Introduction, 10; cf. also Gerhardsson, Memory, 83 and the references nn. 1-2.
8 See above, pp. 170-1: Tafsir, MS BM Or. 6333, 93v •

9 Bacher, Terminologie i, 42, ii, 54-5; see above, II pp. 56--7.
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halakhists were summarized by Suyiiti in the form of two complementary
principles: material of which the regulative content was effective prior to

its revelation(~ ,y- .u.J) j::'"t:; L) and material revealed prior to its

becoming effective (JJ.JY ,y-~ y>.G L).I The halakhic relevance of

the latter principle was secondary to its historical function in establishing
a chronology of revelation, by means of which the arbitrary assignment of
Quranic versesrespectively to Mecca and to Medina might be lent a degree
of consistency, if not always of plausibility. Thus, the scriptural props for
decrees relating to Almsgiving, Fasting, HolyWar, and RitualPrayer were
regarded as belonging to the earliest stages of Muhammad's prophetical
experience (scil. Meccan), though their regulative content (~ukm) was not
enforced until the Muslim community had been founded at Medina.
Revelation (nuzul) of that sort was described as containing a divine promise
(wa'd), and may be compared to evidence of the prophetical vaticinatio in
the Muhammadan eoangelium, e.g. Q. 30: 1-4.2

Rather more important for juridical purposes was the first principle,
according to which ordinances already established and effective were
ratified by revelation. Examples adduced by Suyiiti were Ablutions and
Almsgiving, both of which were known and practised before their Quranic

attestation: J'j (o..,s-)I) 4 ~ ~.J L~ ~,; Lhi ~~ 0~ J.A.i

~ I~t:; J'yill o.fYu ~Y ~. :t:~1 J.JY ~ L;""'" ~""""}10D" tS~.3
The operative terms are ma'lum, matliaoltiliiua, and ta'kid, which appear
respectively to signify: promulgated/published (made known), articulated/
articulation in scripture, and corroboration/ratification. Not specified here
are the source and mode of legislation prior to articulation in and ratifi
cation by scripture. Of such material the greater quantity by far never was
articulated in scripture (wa~y matluw), but was none the less regarded as
revelation (waby ghayr matluwJwa/:zy marwiy). The distinction between
Quranic and non-Quranic revelation is one to which I have several times
alluded: both were the word of God (kalam allah) and, hence, of identical
authority.' The distinguishing element itself was purely formal: tilduia is a
synonym of qur'an, in the generic sense of recitation.! The term might be
used of recitation in prayer, as mode of delivery, and by antonomasia of the
canonical revelation. For the halakhists there was and could beno material
difference between that which was recited as qur'an and that which was
transmitted as sunna of the prophet. Tilawa was in fact a reference to
'status as scripture', that which with the canonization of revelation could
in fact be found in the document, and may not be interpreted as indication

I Itqdn, naw' 12: i, 104-6.
3 Itqdn i, 106 citing Ibn I;Iil?ar.
5 See GdQ i, 258, iii, 144 n, 5.

2 See above, pp. 144-5, and II pp. 6~0.
4 Suyuti, Itqdn i, 127-8, iv, 174.
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of contrasting modes of transmission (oral and written) analogous to
Rabbinic terminology.1 The significant parallel between the Judaic and
Muslim traditions was insistence upon a single source of legislation, which
was divine.

Verses of regulative content, but not including the many non-prescrip
tive passages which might be adduced as loci probantes by the halakhists,
make up approximately one-sixth of the Qur'an. More than half of these
are found in silras 2-9, though material of potentially legal application is
scattered throughout the book in no discernible pattern of distribution.
Explicit reference to the commandments of God (J:zudad allah) is rare and
unsystematic, e.g. Q. 2: 187 (fasting), 2: 229-30 (divorce), 4: 13-14
(verses 1-12 concern testamentary matters), 9: 97 (on the treachery of
bedouin in contractual obligations), 9: lIZ (paraenesis, but related to the
foregoing), 58: 4 (verses 1-4: divorce), 65: I (divorce). The technical term
hadd in penal law is thus only symbolically related to the scriptural J:zudiid.2

More important than J:zudud, and not restricted-to penal law, was the
hermeneutical concept muhkam, related from the time of Muqatil to the
general prescriptions in Q. 6: 151-3 and by Maturidi to both Q. 6: 151-3
and 17: 22-39.3 Designation of these two passages as the Quranic 'Deca
logue'4 is thus not quite so fanciful as Obermann appears to have believed,
though a verse-by-verse correspondence is not really justified.! But if the
principle contained in muhkam offered a theoretical point of departure for
both halakhic and masoretic exegesis, the finding of specific and useful
juridical material (J:zukmJaJ:zkam) in the text of scripture was in practice
frustrated by the absence of an unambiguous and uncontradictory historical
framework. Solutions to the problems resulting from that condition were
sought, and for the most part found, by imposing upon the document of
revelation a chronological stencil. Historical order could thus be intro
duced into what was essentially literary chaos.

To that end the primary device employed was description of the circum
stances of revelation (asbab al-nusul, but also ma'lOa!in, azoqdt, 'lOaqtat,
akhbiir). I have touched upon the incidence of its haggadic application, in
which concern for the narratio was paramount.s Elaboration and refine
ment of the technique were the work of the halakhists. An instructive

1 See Goldziher, Studien ii, 194-202; in Rabbinic terminology stress was anyway on
mode of delivery rather than of transmission, see Strack, Introduction, 12-20.

2 Cf. Schacht, Origins, 126, 191, 208-10.
3 Muqatil, T'afsir, MS H. Husnu 17, 35v ; see above, p. 149; Maturidi, MS Medine

179, II6v-77V
•

4 e.g. Hirschfeld, Researches,81-2; Speyer, Erzdhlungen, 305-10; Goitein, 'Birth-hour',
in Studies, 132; Katsch, Judaism, 152.

5 Obermann, 'Agada', 38 n. 2; to contend that the only Quranic occurrence of cove
nant (mitJuiq) with allusion to B. Israel is Q. 2: 83 is arbitrary and irrelevant: the Mosaic
context of both Q. 6: 151-3 and 17: 22-39 is quite clear.

6 See above, pp. 141-2, and I pp. 38, 41.
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summary of that process may be read in Suyiiti. I A considerable portion of
the discussion was devoted to the precision of temporal and spatial occasions
of revelation, from which emerges an unmistakable impression of arbitrary,
if not irresponsible, assignment.> For most of the loci probantes there
adduced, non-regulative and hence halakhically neutral, the epithets
'Meccan' and 'Medinan' were not even mutually exclusive. For regulative
material the contrast specific: general (khii~~:fiimm) proved of some value
in distinguishing just which of many possible verses represented the first
and particular enactment of a decree (awii'il makh$ii$a), e.g. for Holy War
(qitiil) , dietary laws, prohibition of wine, etc.! And further differentiation
was available. Quranic revelation was alleged to be of two kinds: spon
taneous (ibtidii'an), or in response to an event or a query ('aqiba wiiqi'a aw
su'iil). Application and reference of the latter were not, however, limited to
the particular event or query which had inspired them: the operative
distinction was found to lie between particularity of cause (kh~il$ al-sabab)
and generality of expression ('umilm al-laf~).4 But the arbitrary character
even of this ruling becomes apparent in a discussion of the elative al-atqii in
Q. 92: 17 'He who is (the) most pious shall be spared'. Desire to restrict
that reference to Abu Bakr provoked some very dogmatic observations on
the grammatical function of the definite article." The agreed general
chronology of revelation (twenty to twenty-five years divided approxi
mately between Mecca and Medina) generated yet a further distinction
between 'cause of' revelation (sabab) and 'report about' revelation (khabar):
an example was Sura 105 and the story of God's protection of the Meccan
sanctuary.v Even that technique, which could be applied to all Quranic
data on God's earlier interventions in history, was susceptible of modifi
cation: the reported miracle must be seen to have a cause, which was God's
bestowal of His word upon His prophet, whether or not the latter was
identified. The khabar was thus also a sabab.t Moreover, a single verse
might have had several causes/occasions of revelation, e.g. both Q. 9: 113
and 16: 126 could each be traced to three separate events, well spaced in the

career of Muhamm~d and hence both Meccan and Medinan: ~~

J-'.rJ1 ~..u:.: ~~~b. ')1 ~~. Recognition of that possibility was naturally

exploited to explain the phenomenon of repetition (takriir) in the docu
ment of revelationf

Now, it ought to be clear from this summary of methods pertinent to

I Itqdn, anuui' 1-15: i, 22-115, drawing extensively upon the classical work of Wal.tidi
(d. 468/1076), GAL i, 4II-12, Suppl, 1,730-1, Kitiib Asbdb al-nueiil.

z Itqdn, anuxi' 1-8: i, 22-81; see above, pp. 126-7.
3 Itqdn i, 74-6. 4 Itqdn i, 82, 85. 5 Itqdn i, 87.
6 Itqdn i, 90; see above, I pp. 42-3.
7 See 'Abd al- Jabbar, Tanzih al-Qur'tin, 480; and above, II pp. 73-4.
8 Itqdn i, 95-6, 102-3.
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Quranic chronology that the historical value of such material is restricted.
A single criterion, articulated by Wahidl, found general acceptance: valid
reports about the occasions of revelation must be based upon eye-witness
accounts. I With that statement the entire subject was subsumed under the
general rubric Tradition, and its expression can be assessed only by
reference to the standards generally obtaining for evaluation of hadith
literature. Production of that literature rested upon two convictions: that
the reliability (thiqa) of a witness could be known, and that for such
continuity of transmission (isniid) could be established. The manner in
which that was accomplished in the field of legal traditions was described
by Schacht.> That so-called 'historical' traditions came into existence in
precisely the same way as legal ones is clear from examples like those
pertaining to the marriage of the prophet to Maymuna.! It seems at least
doubtful whether for exegetical (tafsir) traditions a different origin can be
claimed. That these exhibited a reaction to the undisciplined employment
of subjective criteria in scriptural interpretation was proposed by Gold
ziher.s From a purely formal point of viewthere is something to be said for
that proposal, but from the point of viewof substance, it may be observed
that exegesis provided with formal isniid« can rarely be distinguished from
that without. The supplying of isndds, whether traced to the prophet, to his
companions, or to their successors, may be understood as an exclusively
formal innovation and cannot be dated much before 200/815. That
Shafi'l's stringent standards with regard to prophetical hadiths were not
applied in the fields of history and exegesis is an impression derived from
a wholly artificial classification of their contents. The substance of history,
of exegesis, and of law was identical: its degree of attestation depended
upon the particular use being made of it. And the quality of isndd(marfu~,

muttasil, mursal, maqtu', etc.), too, varied for the same material according
to its employment.! The frequently adduced view that the text of revelation
was easily understood by those who had witnessed its first utterance, as
well as by their immediate successors, but by later generations could not
be, is in my opinion not merely ingenuous, but belied by the many stories
of early efforts towards the interpretation of scripture associated with the
figures of "Umar b. Khattab and 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas. Whatever the reasons
for production of those stories, it seems hardly possible that at the begin
ning of the third/ninth century the Muslim community had to be reminded
of what it had once known. Tafsir traditions, like traditions in every other
field, reflect a single impulse: to demonstrate the Hijazi origins of Islam.

The earliest extant work on the circumstances of the Quranic revelation

I Apud Suyuti, Itqdn i, 89. 2 Origins, 36-9, 163-75.
3 Origins, 138-40, 153.
4 Richtungen, 61-5: tafsir manqiil (bil-film) as against tafsir bil-ra'y.
5 Pace Horst, 'Zur Uberlieferung', 305-7; and cf. Birkeland, Muslim Opposition, 28-42.
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is ascribed to Ibn Shihab Zuhri (d. 124/742) and entitled Tanzil al
Qur'iin. I The ascription is arbitrary, but need not mislead: the recension is
that of the $iifi exegete Sulami (d. 412/1021)2 and in complete accord with
the later accepted tradition on the chronological order of siiras, shorn of the
subtleties appropriate to scholastic discussion of the subject, and even of
recognition that a single sura might contain material of both Meccan and
Medinan origin. On that particular point the author was revealingly

explicit: ~ 4 ~ ~J""'" ~j.i \,)1 ~!S"'.J.3 The number of suras

assigned to Mecca is 85 and to Medina 29,4and the internal order corre
sponds to that of Suyiiti's third list.! For the history of Quranic exegesis
this bald statement of fact circulated in the name of Zuhri is quite with
out value. The isniid is anyway defective and the last authority but Zuhri,
one Walid b. Muhammad Muqari, was considered matruk al-hadith»

More important for the study of both tafsir traditions and asbdb al-nuziil
is the 'Kitab Tafsir', included as-ehapterga in the $a/:tiIJ of Muslim (d.
261/875).7 That very brief treatise consists entirely of witness to the
occasions of revelation for sixteen Quranic verses, traced to the authority of
fA'isha, "Umar, Abu Hurayra, and Ibn 'Abbas, with general mention of
siiras 8, 9, 59, and of the prohibition of wine. Reference to abrogation
(naskh), the only reason for halakhic interest in the chronological order of

revelation, is explicit: Ibn 'Abbiis declared that Q. 4: 93 4 ~ tor..'
~ ojI~ r~ was the last to have been revealed and had thus not

been abrogated: ~~~ t, ~ Jyi t, .;>.T ~j.ii J.Al.8 In a discussion

of whether Q. 5: 3 (dietary laws) had been revealed about the Jews, 'Umar
asserted his authority on the grounds that he knew all of the asbiib al
nuzul:" Ibn Mas'iid dated the revelation of Q. 57: 16 by reference to his
own conversion four years earlier.!? Muslim's material contains the
premisses but not the arguments of halakhic exegesis: the chapter is
fragmentary and badly organized, and may owe its very existence to the
author's recognition that in a collection of traditions a few on the subject
of scriptural exegesis would not be out of place. From that admittedly
conjectural reading of the evidence one might conclude that for tradition
ists, even after the canonical text of revelation had been established, the
Qur'an was merely one topic among many requiring the formal embel-

I GAS i, 2 83. 2 GAS i, 671-4. 3 Zuhri, Tanzil al-Qur'an, 32 .
.. Duplication of Sura 7 and absence of Sura 33, copyist's errors, are remarked by the

editor, 30 n. I.

5 Itqiin i, 26-7; reproduced GdQ i, 59-60. 6 Cf. Goldziher, Studien ii, 144·
7 GAS i, 136-43; Sa1J,i/;l viii, 237-46.
8 Muslim, $a1}iJ;z viii, 241; adduced by Suyiiti, Itqdn i, 80, among a number of equally

well-attested candidates for that honour.
9 Muslim, 238.

10 Muslim, 243.
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lishment of hadith. The hypothesis might be thought corroborated by
the treatment of tafsir in other collections of traditions.

In the $aJ:ziJ:z of Bukhari (d. 256/870) the 'Kitab Tafsir' (chapter 65)
occupies a prominent position.' In the corpus of 475 traditions every
Quranic sura received someattention from the author, if only in the form of
a simple lexical identification on the authority of Mujahid or Ibn 'Abbas, of
one of the latter's disciples, or occasionally without citation of any author
ity at all.> Bukhari's lexicology could be described either as decidedly
primitive or as presupposing a long tradition in the course of which stan
dard solutions to major problems had crystallized and no longer required
authentication. Whichever of the alternatives is more likely, the presence of
such material in a collection assembled to demonstrate the importance of
traditional authority doesnot inspire confidence." A popular etymology for
the name Gabriel, adduced from 'Tkrima ad Q. 2: 97, deserves notice:

~l J-d ~~ w\r.J Jl: ,-'e.4 This was followed by a tradition from Anas

on the 'rabbinical test ofprophethood', here put to Muhammad by 'Abdallah
b. Salam.s Q. 2: 3 I became a peg for asserting, by means of a Purgatory
motif, the rank in heaven of Muhammad above all other prophets.v Ad
Q. 2: 136 Abu Hurayra was cited for the prophet's prescription on the
proper conduct of Muslims towards jews.? Ad Q. 2: 183 a hadith' from
'Abdallah b. "Umar announced the substitution of Ramadan for the earlier
pagan Arab fast (sic) of 'Ashura'.8 Ad Q. 17: 85 definition of the Spirit
(ruM was related to the jews.? The entire passage on Sural al-Kahf was
devoted to the story of Miisa and Khidr (Q. 18: 60-82), with special con
cern for the identity of Miisa.10 Bukharl's exegetical method was, in brief,
predominantly haggadic, and the absence of anecdotal material for such
popular passages as Q. 30: 1-4, 85: 21-2, and Sura 105,must be regarded as
fortuitous. The essential difference between Bukhari and the haggadists is
the insertion of appropriate isniids, many of which, however, were carried
no further than to a successor (e.g. Mujahid]. The occasional intrusion of
an element specifically halakhic or masoretic may be noted: e.g. whether
the 'compensation clause' with regard to fasting in Q. 2: 184 (fidya ta'am
miskin) had or had not been abrogated; whether the waiting period Cidda)
for divorced and/or widowed women was regulated by Q. 2: 234 or by
2: 232; the relative merits of the variants an yattasotoa] and allii yattaunoa]
in Q. 2: 158; explanation of lakinnii in Q. 18: 38 as lakin ana, produced
by a combination of elision(J:zadhf) and assimilation(idghiim). II Observations

1 GAS i, 115-34; ed. iii, 193-390.
3 See below, pp. 216-19.
5 See above, pp. 122-6.
7 Bukhari, 197.
9 Bukhiiri, 275; see above, pp. 125, 128.

11 Bukharl, 202, 207,200,276, respectively.

% Cf. Birkeland, The Lord guideth, 40.
4 Bukhiirf, $abi/; iii, 196.

6 Bukhari, 194-5; see above, pp. 172-3.
8 Bukhari, 201-2 (variant: Quraysh).

10 Bukhari, 277-82; see above, pp. 128.
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on the occasions of revelation are circumstantial only, and never explicit
as in Muslim's $aJ;.i~.

What must be regarded as the raison d'etre of tafsir traditions in the
major collections was most clearly formulated in the 'Kitab Tafsir' of
Tirmidhi (d. 279/892), as chapter 44 of his $a~i~.1 While the material
itself is haggadic and for the most part identical to that adduced by
Bukhari, the chains of transmission are not only more complete, but each
provided with comment on its degree of acceptability (e.g. ~a~i~, hasan,
gharib). Explicit reference to the purpose of that exercise was set out in an
introductory paragraph, in which is stressed the danger of subjective
exegesis itafsir bil-ra'y) and, conversely, the necessity of authoritative
tradition Cilm).2 Coverage of the text of scripture is not complete (unlike
Bukhari), though adequate up to Sura 75 (a total of twenty-one siiras was
not provided with comment). For verses containing a crux interpretum,
e.g. Q. 3: 7, alternative isniids were adduced.' Verses traditionally em
ployed as pegs for anecdote, like Q. 17: I, 18: 60-82, 30 : 1-4, were treated
as in Bukhari, perhaps even more generously.4 References to the asbiib al
nuzul are, as in the latter, merely implicit and circumstantial. Allusion to the
instrument of abrogation is explicit for the qiblacontroversy, e.g. Q. 2: I 15
and 134.5 Of textual exegesis there is virtually none, save for the variants
an and allii ad Q. 2: 158.5 Lexical explanation resembles that of Bukhari,
but is sporadic and not, as in the latter, adduced in concentration at the
beginnings of suras. Chapters on thasoab al- Qur'an and qirii'at in Tirmidhi
(nos. 42, 43), like the chapter on lalJa'il al-Qur'iin in Bukhari (no. 66),
attest to a view of scriptural studies somewhat more sophisticated than that
displayed by their contemporary Muslim, but at the same time exhibit
rather more of cliche and stereotype formulation.

The rhetorical analysis of haditb literature, as contrasted with its
exploitation for legal, historical, and sociological purposes, has attracted
very little scholarly attention. Two studies in particular deserve mention:
Vajda, 'Juifs et Musulmans seIon le l).adif (1937); and Stetter, Topoi und
Schemata im Qadi1 (1965)' The most significant feature of that literature,
signalled by both Vajda and Stetter, is its schematic formulation. Employ
ment of much circumstantial and 'naturalistic' detail, judged also by
Schacht as indicative of fictive situations," tends to fall into recognizable
and even predictable patterns. For example, emphasis upon the pastoral
simplicity of Jahiliyya and early Islam, accompanied by unsubtle humour
at the expense of bedouin manners, attention to every aspect of the
prophet's pers<:mality, and recurrent use of expressions implying intimate

J GAS i, 154-9; ed. xi, 67-xii, 264. 2 Tirmidhi, $abibxi, 67-8.
3 Tirmidhi, xi, II4-20; see above, pp. 149-53.
4 Tirmidhi, xi, 290-3, xii, 2-13, 66-72, respectively.
5 Tirmidhi, xi, 79-88, esp. 80. 6 Tirmidhi, xi, 90.
7 Schacht, Origins, 156.
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recollection (e.g.)ui j5" and jl J~ lo.,J) are of such regularity as to

suggest a common pool of narrative ingredients. I That circumstantial de
scription might also contain elements of halakhic value, in particular refer
ences (explicit and implicit) to time and place, must be acknowledged. But
the very ubiquity of both motif and formula is significant. The hadith litera
ture reflects both form and substance not only of juridical concern with the
actions and utterances of the prophet of Islam and with the contents of the
Quranicrevelation, but also of its haggadic (narrative and historical) ex
pression in sira, maghiizi, and ayyiim, The presence of isniids as halakhic
embellishment is, from the point of view of literary criticism, a superfluity.
The substance of Bukharl, Muslim, and Tirmidhi is that of Muqatil, Ibn
Ishaq, Sufyan, and Kalbi. It is also that of the entire exegetical tradition,
excluding the masoretic literature, up to and including Suyiiti.

A single illustration in place of many: a flagrant tendency discerned by
Vajda in the hadith. literature was the transposition of anti-Jewish elements
of Islamic prescription into the category of superseded Jahili custom. One
example was designation of cAshiira' not as a Jewish, but as an ancient
Arabian practice.' Others 'were abolition of the custom of public lamenta
tion at funeral processions and of abstention from sexual intercourse
during menstruation, both identified with pagan Arab practice.> The
incidence in haggadic exegesis of that kind of transposition, by which the
roles of Arabian Jewry and Quraysh were exchanged or combined or
otherwise blended, has been described.t The ultimate value of the tech
nique was doctrinal; its origin, however, was polemic, not quite effaced
from the memory of the Muslim community even in the third/ninth
century.

The several ways in which the halakhists employed tafsir traditions may
be seen in three kinds of exegetical literature: ahhiim (prescription),
ikhtilaf(dispute), and naskh (abrogation). While the scope of each extended
beyond exclusively midrashic exploitation of the text of scripture, it is with
that procedure in particular that I am concerned. The extrapolation of law
from revelation was, in the Muslim community as in others organized on
similar theocratic principles, a tortuous and interminable process.! Ex
ceptions to the accord and harmony symbolized in the notion of consensus
secured recognition in the complementary notion of permitted areas of dis
pute. For very few problems was there ever a final solution or even a set of
agreed scriptural references. Prescriptions relating to Holy War are a case
in point. For Ja~~a~ the obligation to fight in the way of God was derived

I Stetter, Topoi und Schemata, 4-34.
Z Vajda, 'Juifs et Musulmans', 122-3; Bukhari, $a/:ti/:z iii, 201-2; see above, p. 181.
3 Vajda, 'Juifs et Musulmans', 78 n. I and 6<)-75, respectively.
4 See above, pp. 122-7, and II pp. 62-3, 70-3.
5 e.g. Rabin, Qumran, 82-94, 95-1 I I.
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not from Q. 2: 216 (as for Muqatil) but from Q. 2: 190 J~ J '#li.J
0:!~1 ~ ':1 JJJI ~1 1.J.J.;:...j ';1J ~.}.i'tA: 0:!jJl .uJ1 in which was

stressed the exclusively defensive character of combat imposed upon
Muslims. I Precluded by its terms were thus non-combatants, such as
women, children, and hermits/monks (ruhban/a~~iibal-~awiimt).A different
qualification was that made between infidels (mushrikun) and scriptuaries
(ahl al-kitab) as liable, by divine decree, to attack by believers. Of the
four verses (Q. 2: 191 and 4: 91,4: 89 and 9: 5) adduced to support the
progression from defensive to offensive warfare and from selected targets
to a general declaration of hostility to non-Muslims, Q. 9: 5 became the
scriptural prop of a formulation designed to cover any and all situations
which might arise between the Muslim community and its enemies,
and included lingering compunctions about clauses attaching to the
sacred months (ashhur J;zurum) and the sanctuary at Mecca (masjid ~ariim).

Called in the exegetical tradition the sword-verse (iiyat aI-say!), Q. 9: 5

~-,~I-, r'"~-,k-, ~~.~-'~~rW11pti j yJl-*,,~1 ~I \.~lj
. I -,., L _... I .1.:....: ;; \'")\ , .,'~ ;;.1 -'" lif It:;' \j~ K' A \ I ...lJtj\'-'"~~ 'Y. ~:J ~ ~ .J ~ '-'" '.r cJW ~~ J .J
~J J# .uJ \ achieved a quite extraordinary status in the elaboration of

Islamic jurisprudence, as the alleged abrogant of 124 Quranic verses.' These
included all passages in scripture which could be interpreted as recom
mending leniency ($aJJ;z wa- eaJw; d. Q. 2: 109, 5: 13) towards unbelievers.
The range and variety of such were equally extraordinary, at least as set
out in what became the classical work on Quranic abrogation, the Kitiib
al-niisikhwal-mansukh of Hibatallah (d. 410/1019).3 The ubiquity of the
abrogant iiya: al-sayf in that treatise suggests that it was not the law of
Holy War at all, but the presence of legislative repeal in the text of scrip
ture which was being argued.t But Hibatallah represented the final stage of
halakhic exegesis, in which general conclusions could be advanced without
authorities and shorn of scholastic justification. A century earlier Nahhas
(d. 338/95°)5 had observed that iiyat al-sayf, at least with regard to the
treatment of prisoners of war, was itself abrogated by Q. 47: 4, the view of
Hasan Basri and others," Some, on the other hand, held that the opposite
was true: the leniency of Q. 47: 4 had been abrogated by Q. 9: 5. Nahhils
himself argued that neither had been repealed, that both verses were
muhkamiit (sic, cf. Q. 22: 52) since they were not mutually exclusive, and
that decision on the treatment of prisoners lay with the imam. That view
was supported by several traditions on the action of the prophet during the

I A~kiim al-Qur'iin i, 256-63: 'Bab Fard al-jihad"; see above, p. 170.
2 e.g, Ibn 'Arabi, apud Suyutl, Itqdn iii, 69. 3 GAS i, 47-8.
4 Hibatallah, Kitiib al-niisikh wal-mansUkh, 29, 37, 38, 51, and passim, esp. 53-88 for

suras II-54, most of which could boast only one verse abrogated; see below, pp. 196-7.
5 GAS i, 49. 6 Nahhas, Kitiib al-niisikh zoal-mansiikh, 165- 6.
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\ conquest of Mecca. Much later Ibn 'Arabi, in whose discussion the general
, status of iiyat al-say] as abrogant attributed to him by Suyiiti is in fact not

found, employed the instrument of khass]iimm to demonstrate that
although the specific reference of Q. 9: 5 was to pagan Arab idolaters
rabid lil-wathan), the verse was generally valid for all who rejected God's
message, whether during the sacred months or within the Meccan sane
tuary.'

The employment of tafsir traditions in the a~lkam literature was not

limited to precision of juridical niceties. For Q. 3: 200 I~ &!jJl ~4

0~ ~LJ A.ul l..,zl-, I~I)-, I.".r.~-' I.J~I, adduced by both Muqaril
and Malik in the spirit of general paraenesis, Ja~~a~ adduced two utterances
of the prophet equating ribiit for the sake of God with the virtue deriving
from fasting and prayer.2 But the primary purpose of such traditions
was halakhic: to render explicit that which was seldom more than
implicit in the text of scripture, by establishing a specific historical con
text for the revelation in question. In the much-disputed problem of

reference in Q. 5: 33 J 0~'" .0Y"J-' A-UI 0~)~ ~jJl c.1~ Wl
.,,1 ~~ ~ ~f-, ~~f ~. -,1 I~~ -,i I}::';;~ 0i I;W ~)'9\
rJi~ yl~ o~~I J ~-' l~..ul J <5:";- ~ I!JJ~ d') ~I Lr IA
Ja~~a~ provided two hadiths: one from Ibn 'Abbas applying the verse to
polytheists (mushrikun), and another from Ibn "Umar identifying 'those
hostile to God and His prophet' as the clan of B. 'Urayna rUraniyyiin).3
Summing up the evidence (there are several additional hadiths from Ibn
'Abbas, conflicting and with different isniids) as offering a choice between
polytheists and apostates, Ja~~a~ found himself constrained to reject both
on the grounds that whatever the occasion of the revelation, its semantic
content was clear: reference was to all transgressors of God's law. The
principle thus enunciated was that juridical application could not be based
upon an 'occasion' (presumably a historical accident) but only upon the

general validity of the scriptural expression: W1-' uJ.;.>.~~ ';J 0 ';J
~I i~ \jJ.:.~ ~1.4 The manner in which this kind of argument cut

across earlier exegetical method based on the chronological arrangement of
scripture emerges from a comparison of Ja~~a~ with Abu 'Ubayd, who re
ported that the incident involving B. "Urayna had taken place in the
early years of Islam (ft awwal ai-islam) before the revelation of these pre
scriptions (qabla an tunazzal al-~udud),and that according to Ibn fAbbas ( !)

I Ibn 'Arabi, AMam al-Qur'an i, 369-7°'
2 AJ;kam al-QuT'an ii, 45: the metaphorical extension of that concept, from ribdt

al-khayl to ribat al-nafs, generated some interesting pseudo-history in medieval North
Africa, see Norris, 'Origins of the Almoravid movement', 255-68, esp. 263-5.

3 AJ;kam al-Qur'an ii, 406-8. 4 Ja~~a~, loco cit.; see above, p. 178.
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the contents of Q. 5: 33 left the precise punishment of transgressors to the
discretion of the imam. I Now, the chronological relationship between that
particular event and the revelation repealing the prophetical Sunna based
upon it is anything but obvious. Undated in the Sira and fixed at Shawwal
6JFebruary-March 628 by Waqidi, the affair of B. 'Urayna appears to have
been one of several movable feasts in the early Islamic calendar.> Its assign
ment to the earliest period of prophetical activity by Abu "Ubayd and to a
much later date by Waqidi was evidence of concern not with its historical
truth) but with its juridical value.

The implications of Q. 5: 33 were never unanimously clarified) though
that could hardly have been for want of effort. As an appendix to the
sections on jihad andjizya in his Ikhtilaf al-fuqaha', Tabari adduced in his
treatment of the subject a degree of consensus on identification of the
muhiirib as sinner (fasiq) rather than as infidel (kaftr), but added that the
protected non-Muslim (dhimmi) was also liable to the ahkdm al-muhiiribin,
since transgression was tantamount to violation of a treaty. 3 It was further
stipulated that the affair of B. 'Urayna had taken place before revelation of
Q. 5: 33, and that that was juridically relevant. The sophisticated logic of
Ja~~a~'s argument had presumably not yet been formulated.! The abkiim
al-muhiiribin are the subject also of a short treatise tentatively, but in
correctly, ascribed to fAta Khurasani (d. 136/757).5 In fact the work,
contained in seven folios inserted at the beginning of MS Ahmet III, 310,6

represents a post-Tabari stage of ikhtiliif. Considerable attention was
devoted to the circumstances in which Q. 5: 33-4 had been revealed, and a
series of traditions adduced, claiming 'some group of ahl al-kitiib who had
broken their covenant with the prophet' (sic), of B. Qurayza when they had
planned to' assassinate the prophet, or (unspecified) infidels, or finally, B.
'Urayna.? Whether the scriptural passage could be held to have abrogated
the prophetical sunna explicit in the B. "Urayna tradition depended upon
the identification of muhiirib (enemy) with murtadd (apostate), an equation
for which corroboration might be found in the reference to tawba (con
trition) in Q. 5: 34. For the author of that treatise consensus doctorum
seemed to support the identification, and the remainder of the text is

I See above, p. IS0: Kitdb al-ndsihb toal-mansiihh, MS Ahmet III, 143, 94v-6 r•

2 Cf. Jones, 'Chronology', 253, 279.
3 Tabari, Kitdb Ikhtiliif al-fuqahd', 242-9: an example of analogy by ta'lil, see above,

PP· 167-8.
.. That the proper concern of the lawgiver was with general principles rather than with

specific circumstances (inferable, after all, by analogy and other hermeutic devices), had
been articulated in both Hellenistic and Rabbinic legal literature, see Daube, 'Rabbinic
methods', 247-51.

5 GAS i, 33; MS Ahmet III, 310, 1-7.
b One of many copies of Qa<;!i "Iyad, Kitdb al-Shifii": no. 2733 in Karatay, Topkap:

Sarayt Miieesi Kiitiiphanesi Arapca Yazmalar Katalogu, ii, under which entry this in
sertion with separate pagination is not mentioned.

7 MS Ahmet III, 310 , 2 r- v•
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devoted to defining transgression of the divine law (lzudud allah) as con
sisting primarily in murder (qat!), theft (saraqa) , and banditry (qat al
tariq).

Two technical terms employed in Ahmet III, 310, and elsewhere in the
a~kam/ikhtilafliterature(s), deserve notice. In discussion of the punish
ment which could be imposed upon the mulziirib, a problem was created by
the options set out in Q. 5: 33: he was to be killed, or crucified, or have his
hands and feet severed, or be banished. The choice might be left to the
discretion of the imam or based upon a precise definition of the culprit's
offence. Tabari was stated to have preferred (murajjiJ:t) the latter, and that
view was preferable (rajilz) since it conformed to the text of scripture
(huwa nass al-aya).1 On the manner of crucifixion where such was deemed

.appropriate, the view of Shafi'i was that the offender should be crucified
alive and then killed on the cross, that being explicit in scripture (huwa
'l-ashar min al-aya) which recommended an exemplary punishment.s
Now, in neither instance does connection of riiji~ or ashar with the text of
the verse in question indicate an obvious interpretation derived from the
'plain meaning' of scripture.! From the syntax of Q. 5: 33 it was not quite
possible to insist that the series of proposed punishments exhibited
gradation according to the nature of the offence, or that the notion of
'exemplary' punishment (mathula) was dominant. Limitation or exclusion
of the imiim'e discretion and interpretation ofjazii' (recompense) as deter
rent reflect substantial and sophisticated additions to the wording of
scripture, and may be traced to the story of the prophet's action in the
affairof B. "Urayna, Employment of the term azhar (or ~ahir) was emotive,
of riijiJ:t (or arja~/marjuJ:t)subjective or at best conjectural.s Halakhic use of
tarjiJ:t for 'preference of one of several options' was a process justifiable only
by resort to the abiding distinction between muhkam and mutashiibih,
itself postulated as an integral characteristic of scripture.! In more general
exegetic usage tarji~was required to conform to the normative standards of
analogy based upon juxtaposition of identical and similar passages.s In
Ahmet III, 310 the terms ~iihir and riiji1} are synonymous and inter
changeable and, save for the very special usage of the ~ahiri madhhab,

such remained the practice in Muslim exegetical literature: J .Jib l1iJ lj

~I)I J~'11 ~ ~'.7 Worthy of mention is Maimonides' use of

~ahir, with appeal to the text of scripture (n~~), in an exegetical context

I MS Ahrnet III, 310, 3r, 4r • 2 MS Ahmet III, 310, 3v•

3 See above, pp. ISO-I, 152-3.
4 A point insisted upon by Fakhr al-din Razi, apud Suyiiti, Itqdn iii, 12.
5 Itqdn iii, 31-2, also citing Razi; see above, pp. 151-2.
6 Particularly for the masorah, see Suyiiti, ltqtin i, 31, 58, 93-4, 229, and ii, 264, where

a distinction between marjii/:t and :;iihirmay be thought scarcely discernible.
7 Goldziher, ?iihiriten, 24 n. 4 citing juwayni.
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requmng even more imagination than the allocation of penalties in
Q. 5: 33, namely, the messianic symbolism of Daniel 7-8 : ,:-tb1'l "7JN i1'Ti11
Y3"N j'i~ 1~. I The concept of 'plain meaning' was indeed a generous one.

Whatever the linguistic and logical assertions made about the ipsissima
verba of scripture, halakhic exegesis turned upon the assumption of a
chronological, and hence causal, relation between Quean and (prophetical)
Sunna. The question of priority, though hedged with qualification, was
generally answered in favour of the latter. Ja~~a~, who had elsewhere dis
missed the occasion of revelation as irrelevant to interpretation of the
Quranic text (in the case of B. 'Urayna and Q. 5: 33), admitted that in
juridical matters the specific meaning (takh$i$) of the Qur'an could be
determined by reference to a prophetical tradition, provided such was
widely (min tariq al-tawatur) not sparsely attested tbi-ahhbiir al-ii~iid).2 The
particular context of that declaration was the abrogation (naskh) of Q. 7: 3

~~) ~ ~I J)l L ~I by 59: 7 ~l~ L-, "J~ J~)I ~lj'T lo.J
!J.~ 19 ~. Resort to Sunna was thus justified by Quean, and the con-

clusion drawn that for halakhah the prophet was of the same authority

as the text of scripture: Jf.;J1 ;U~ ~I y~l J ~19. The locution
'of a status with ( . like) Qur'jin' could be misleading: it is quite clear
from the context that it was scripture being subjected to interpretation, an
operation for which the hermeneutical instrument was tradition, in the
form of words and deeds attributed to the prophet. These were preserved
and transmitted with the care prescribed for canonical revelation. 3

References to the contrast litteratim transmission (riwayafnaql bil-Iaf:;):
paraphrastic transmission (riwiiya/naql bil-ma'nay may not be understood
as allusion to mutually exclusive modes, but, rather, to a polemically
formulated concern for the authority of the Quranic text." Paraphrastic
transmission was anyway, in the view of the halakhists, limited to utter
ances from the companions of the prophet (al-~a~aba), an attitude which
may indeed have had its origins with, but was not restricted to, the ~ahiri

madhhab» An indication of stringency in the transmission of Sunna may
be seen in Abu 'Ubayd's discussion of the prophet's action in the affair
of B. 'Urayna: the phrase 'he put out their eyes with spikes (iron)' was
preserved in two versions exhibiting the purely phonological contrast
samala:samara, to which the author remarked 'in our opinion the correct

version is samala'(i)\J1 \j~ j;~1).6

I Iggeret Teman, 80 lines 15-16. Z Ja!;l!;la!;l, Atzktim al-Qur'tin iii, 28-9.
3 e.g. Goldziher, Richtungen, 30.
4 Pace Goldziher, op, cit. 34; id., Studien ii, 201, 242-3; and Blachere, IIistoire iii,

798 n. I; see above, PP. 176-7, I pp. SI-2.
5 Goldziher, ?ahiriten, 33-4: on consensus (ijmin.
6 Kitab al-nasikh toal-mansiihh, MS Ahmet III, 143, 9Sr •
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For Ibn ~Arabi the problems relating to transmission of Sunna were
clearly of polemical character.' His point of departure was the familiar
charge against the Jews that they had altered God's word, e.g. in Q. 2: 59

~ JJ ~jJl.d- "lj3!y.J.1; ~jJl J~, referring specifically to J;i!!a in the

preceding verse (and Q. 7: 161), a much-disputed term thought to exhibit
the malicious alteration of iJN~n (sin) into nen (wheat; Arabic 1;zinta).z
Whatever the historical background to that charge may have been, it was
interpreted in the Muslim exegetical tradition as proving wilful distortion
of a divine command. Ibn (Arabi's argument was that if an act of worship
(ta~abbud) depended upon the actual expression (laf~) employed, there
could then be no question of paraphrastic transmission. The latter was in
any case an indulgence limited to the companions of the prophet, and only
for non-liturgical formulations. Now, Q. 2: 59 (like 7: 162) is one of many
Quranic passagesassumed by exegetes to refer to a conscious and malicious
distortion of the word of God.! The three technical terms tabdil, tahrif, and
kitmdn, employed to describe that procedure are amply attested in scrip
ture, each in a variety of contexts permitting association of the act with
written texts, and thus tantamount to forgery (e.g. Q. 10: 15,4: 46, 2: 174,
respectively). Haggadic embellishment of the charge turned mostly upon
the absence from Hebrew scripture of proof-texts announcing the mission
of Muhammad, symbolized by the many stories connected with the
Jewish convert to Islam Ka'b al-Ahbar.! No one in Medina was more
familiar with the Torah than Ka'b, and in one account he specified ten
Quranic verses (six of them concerned Abraham) which the Jews had
allegedly erased from their scripture because they contained predictions of

the advent of Islam: ~rfp "l SJ ~i-, ~~I (~?) \6- Q •• U,.s

For the halakhists recourse to tactics such as those was hardly adequate,
and the accusation of forgery was gradually elaborated to include both
textual alteration and exegetical error, the latter in the sense of intention
ally false interpretation. Intermediate and combined positions were also
possible, and each had its origin in Judaeo-Muslim polemic." The implica
tions for Quranic exegesis were articulated by Ja~~a~: the concept tahri] in

Q. 5: 13 ~I-,"", ,y- ~I £J"";~ was limited to interpretation (ta~wil)of the
kind which necessarily resulted from lack of or from arbitrary method,

I Ali/rom al-Qur'an i, 10.
2 See Hirschfeld, Researches, 107; Speyer, Erziihiungen, 337-8; and the discussion in

Paret, Der Koran, 19-20 ad loco
3 See above, pp. 154-5; II pp, 63, 76.
.. See above, II pp. 75-6; and Rabin, Qumran, Il6, II8, 123- 4.
5 Perlmann, <Another Ka'b al-Ahbdr story', 48-5 8.
6 See Steinschneider, Polemische Literatur, 320-2, 392; Goldziher, 'Polemik', 345,

364-'7 2 ; Schreiner, 'Zur Geschichte', 599-601, 613-14, 626-8, 634-5, 64e>-7; Hirschfeld,
<Mohammedan criticism', 222-40.
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e.g. elucidation of the mutashiihihiit without reference to the muhkamiit.
Tahrif in the specific sense of alteration (taghyirftaghayyur) could not be
applied to any text whose attestation and transmission were derived from
widespread authority (istifiitjaftawiitur) , since that would diminish and
even cancel the value of all tradition. I The semantic position thus defined
for tahrif was rather more constructive than one from which merely
abusive assaults on the integrity of Hebrew scripture could be made and,
not unexpectedly, generated a more sophisticated polemic. For charges of
maliciously false interpretation (!) levelled at one another by communities
sharing a set of scriptures were a commonplace of sectarian strife.> That
the quality of invective elaborated there might serve as model for dispute
about the content of another scripture seems not unreasonable: the
language of polemic is remarkably uniform. But in a primarily consonantal
text interpretation might easily involve argument about variants in the
received tradition, for which of course tahri] as textual 'alteration' could
prove a convenient tag. It will, however, be useful to remember that the
existence of textual variants presupposed rather than prefigured divergent
interpretations.3

The actual condition of the textus receptus could always be justified, and
even turned to advantage. For example, absence of the basmala at the
beginning of Surat al-Barii'a caused Ibn 'Arabi to observe not only that
the unity of subject-matter in Silras 8 and 9 had naturally (and logically)
precluded insertion of the formula, but also that such was proof of the
divine origin of analogy.' His argument was that the similarity (tashbih) of
the two siiras: had, in the absence of specific textual indication rinda 'adm
al-nassi, caused the companions of the prophet (I) to resort to analogical
juxtaposition (qiyiis al-shabah) of the two originally separate revelations.
That solution is less far-fetched than Noldeke-Schwally appeared to
believe, as ought to be clear from the use made of verses from both suras
in discussion of the prescriptions for Holy War.! Not only analogy, but all
other methods of demonstrative proof (sa)ir tjurilb al-istidZal) could, in the
opinion of Ja~~a!?, be 'derived from the text of scripture." Designation of the
book as 'clarification of all things' (tibyan Ii-kull shay)) constituted an
invitation to the exercise of logic, permissible in the absence of explicit

answers in Quean and Sunna, or of consensus: ~ :i.i~ ~ k:.U ~ ~ 1~!

yl:S:J1 J 01 ~I ~f JJ-, t 4 )' 1 J ~-' ~I J ':1-, y~1 J \~~

I AJ;.ktim al- Qur'tin ii, 398-(}.
_ 2 For Qumran and the Karaites, see Wieder, Scrolls, 135-53, 161-3; and cf. e.g. Jere-

miah 23: 36.
3 See below, pp. 202-8.
4 AJ;.ktim al-Qur'tin i, 366 ad loc.; d. GdQ ii, 79-81.
5 e.g. in Tabarf, Kittib Ikhtiltif al-fuqahd", passim.
6 AJ;.ktim al-Qur'tin iii, 189-90 ad Q. 16: 89.
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~~ V"'~4 J":JJ.:-'jI.J)i:J1 ~..,101 ~ 0=JJI J.r" ~ :S~J' 0~
For Ja~~a~ consensus represented the uninterrupted transmission of com
munity opinion from the time of the prophet, the term umma(nation) in
Q. 2: 143 being interpreted as a general Ciimm) not a specific (khii~~)

epithet for 'witness'.'
Instances of incompatibility or of conflict between scriptural passages

containing juridical material were resolved by the halakhists with the aid of
three related but distinct hermeneutical devices: takhsis (specification),
tafsir (here corroboration), and naskh (abrogation). Takhsis provided a
means of linking a general statement to a particular situation, and was
generously employed in identifying the mushrikun of Q. 9: 5 and the
mu}.zaribiln of Q. 5: 33. 2 Application of tahhsis presupposed a very flexible
standard of generality against which particularity was measured: it was
thus found that the adjective kull (all/each) as well as the various relative
pronouns, the definite article, and even indefinite predication, could be
both general and particular.' The option in any given instance entailed
almost invariably acknowledgement or rejection of a point of doctrine
hardly adumbrated in the scriptural passage itself. Halakhic takhsis, in
brief, depended upon the kind of analogy called ta'lil, or inference from a
tertium comparationis.s An example was the 'specification' of Q. 5: 3 (pro
hibition of carrion) by Q. 5: 96 (extension to carrion from the sea) and by
6: 145 (extension to flowing, as opposed to coagulated blood), in which the
ratio Cilia) was contained in the opposition hariim:haliil» Another case was
specification of Q. 24: 2 (punishment for fornication) by Q. 4: 25 (extension
to the betrothed), by reference to the (general) fact of punishment.s More
often than not it was Surma to which appeal was made for specification of
Qur'an, a procedure defended by both Shafi'I and Ja!?!?a!?, and of which an
example was specification of Q. 2: 275 (prohibition of usury) by traditions
extending the sanction to similar transactions, e.g. (araya.7 Exclusion of the
slave from inheritance by application of takhsis to Q. 4: 11-12 and 2: 180

belongs to the same category, though there the procedure was probably a
device to conceal the priority of an established legal maxim.8

Like takhsis, the technical term tafsir in halakhic usage exhibits a for
mula of harmonization designed to restrict the sphere of abrogation (naskh),
itself the final court of appeal in the more general effort to demonstrate a
scriptural source of authority for all Islamic law. An essential advantage of
both takhsis and tafsir, and to a considerable extent the difference between
them and naskh, was that Quranic verses so treated remained effective

I AJ;zkiim al-Qur'an i, 88-90 ad loc. 2 See above, pp. 185-'7.
3 cr. Suyutl, Itqan, now' 45: iii, 43-51, esp. 43-5. ... See above, pp. 166-8.
5 Suyutl, Itqdn iii, 44, 47. 6 Itqdn iii, 48.
7 Itqdn, loco cit.; see above, pp, 175, 188.
a Pace Suyuti, Itqdn iii, 48, who considered it specification by consensus; see Schacht,

Origins, 184-5.
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(mu~kamiit).An example of tafsir, though the term was not used, was the
argument of.Nahhas about the relevance of Q. 9: 5 (ayat aI-say/) and 47: 4
(recommending leniency) to the treatment of prisoners of war: the two
verses were not mutually exclusive but corroborative, and the option lay
with the imam. I The secondary role of scripture in that argument is,
incidentally, illustrated by its appeal to prophetical traditions pertinent to
the conquest of Mecca. Similar reasoning was adduced byAbu 'Ubayd, on
the authority of Ibn <Abbas, in a discussion of the lex talionis (qi~ii~), for
which Q. 5: 45 was held by some to abrogate the stricter ruling of 2: 178.2
With regard, however, to the distinction between free men and slaves in
Q. 2: 178, Abu "Ubayd argued that the locution 'a life for a life' in 5: 45 was
not the abrogant but, rather, the corroboration of equality within the

separate categories of retaliation:~ I ;;~ W \ J ~ I ~91 J J I cS) ~
I A;-j.;..· ~ J.....,JL J....,J\ IOI_IL'"-II ;; ~ 'I . ::11 ~~ ~ .~~IL
~ (j~ .s ... ~~ . .r- .rr ~c..s-w • ..~.

o~1 J J=oU o~~ ;;~WI J ~\ ~llS1J ~I )'1 u~~ ~-'

~ ~ ~L.:..a JI.r~1 ~f ~I ~ ~ WI ~4 ~I A.l..,g ~I J-,8
~ I ~.J.). The use of ta'awwala in this passage for 'interpretation' might

be thought to confirm the specialized meaning of mufassira as 'corrobora
tion', antithetically juxtaposed to niisikha (abrogant).

That the hermeneutical principle of abrogation (naskh) did not refer to
supersession of earlier divinely revealed statutes (sharii'i' al-anbiyii') by
Muhammad's law (shari'a: muhammadi was expressly articulated by
Ja~~a~.3 It was, rather, the instrument by means of which particular state
ments (khii~~) could be distinguished from general ones Ciimm), and
polyvalent utterances (mutashiibih) referred to univalent ones(mu~kam). In
that formulation takhsis (specification) was subsumed under the general
rubric naskh, but though certain of the phenomena which regularly
appeared in discussions of scriptural abrogation were sometimes desig
nated takhsis, it is both convenient and realistic to distinguish the two. The
concept of Islam as the supersession of earlier dispensations was of course
not alien to the Muslim exegetical tradition, and might even derive some

support from scripture, namely Q. 5: 50~1 ,J4-' ~~ 4..t.~1 ~i

~~~ ~..,AJ ~ ~I Lr· Explicit reference to a 'pagan dispensation' (~ukm
al-jahiliyya) was interpreted by Goitein as signalling the commencement
of a specifically Muhammadan legislation derived from material up to that
point diffuse and only paraenetically expressed.s Acceptance of Jahiliyya
as a temporal rather than psychological or sociological concept and
acquiescence in the utility of dating the contents of the Qur'an reflect a

1 See above, pp. 184- 5.
Z Kitiib al-niisikh uial-mansiikh, MS Ahmet III, 143, 93 r- v•

3 Atzkam aI-Qur'an i, 58-60. .. Goitein, 'Birth-hour', 132-3.
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1

view of Islamic origins which can hardly profit from modification of
details. The context of the entire passage Q. 5: 42-5 I is polemic and was so
acknowledged by Muslim exegetes, whose view of the prophet's juris
diction can only with difficulty be related to pagan practice in the process
of replacement by divine decree. The historical circumstances envisaged
by, and if not invented then certainly elaborated within, the exegetical
literature were those surrounding Muhammad's celebrated confrontation
in foro externo with the rabbis of Medina. The essential truth elicited from
that story was, it may be recalled, that the role of the Muslim prophet lay
not in abrogation or supersession of the Mosaic Law (!), but in its restor
ation and fulfilment.1

Now, in his monograph on the phenomena of abrogation, which apart
from the Risiila of Shafi'I must be the earliest treatment of that subject,Z

Abu 'Ubayd found it convenient to link discussion of the penalty for
fornication with that of Muslim jurisdiction among non-Muslims.! In the
first section the author-argued that both Q. 4: 15-16 and 65: 1 (on those
justly chargedwith fornication) had been repealed by 24: 2 (which specified
the punishment as 100 lashes) and the stoning penalty. In one of the two
traditions adduced, both traced to Ibn <Abbas, stoning was reserved for
those offenders who were muhsan(i.e. chaste, betrothed, possibly married,
free, Muslim, etc.).« Though the stoning part of the penalty was there
specified as Sunna, two versions of a tradition from 'Ubada b. ~amit

immediately following leave no doubt that, Sunna or not, the stoning

penalty had been revealed to the prophet:~ Jj~ '-,1;.. .uJ\ J""""'J J li

~.rJ~~\-'~.JJ.4.~~\~4~\-,~4hJ\~~~\·s

Thereafter, the author turned his attention to the problem of punishments
<J:tudud) to be inflicted upon dhimmis, and the question of the abrogation of
Q. 5: 42 by 5: 48. That the particular case envisaged was fornication is
clear from the gloss of bi-mii anzala 'llah in Q. 5: 48 as al-rajm (stoning),
thus characterized again as 'revelation', though that point was followed by
discussions of the lex talionis and the muJ;zaribun.6 In the second section

the abrogation of Q. 5: 42~ ~rf -,1~ ~\; ~-,jl:-- °0!i by 5: 48

~ \ Jyi ~ ~ ~ \; was also illustrated by the stoning penalty, this

time specifiedas the prophet's stoning of the two Jews lS~~\ ~\ ~J

I See above, II pp. 70-1. 2 See above, p. 175.
3 Kitiib al-niisikh uial-mansiihh, MS Ahmet III, 143: 'Bab al-hudud', 88v- 97r, and

<AI-I;Iukm bayna ahl al-dhimma', 172C4r •

• Cf. Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 391.
5 Abu 'Ubayd, Ope cit. 89v and 90r: variant prefaced by a naturalistic description of the

prophet in a state of <reception', widely employed in the fuulith literature, e.g, Bukharl,
$aJ.zib-, 'Kitab al-Shahadat' 2, IS; and references Wensinck, Handbook, 162-3.

6 Abu 'Ubayd, 90v-1r; see above, pp. 192 and 186, respectively.
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A:~~I.J.I In the opinion of the Iraqi jurists that incident had established
the precedent for dealing with litigations among dhimmis, while the Hijazis
argued that it had taken place before imposition of poll-tax (jizya) and thus
did not afford a precedent for the later period, when administrative pro
cedure tended towards judicial autonomy within dhimmi communities. Abu
"Ubayd rejected the latter position on two grounds: first, that traditions
did not in fact state that the stoning incident had taken place before the im
position of jizya; second, that even had that been so it would not preclude
dealing with litigation among dhimmis after imposition of the tax. Prior to
that condition in fact, they would not have been dhimmis but merely in
treaty relationship (hudna/muwiidafa) with Islam like other infidel nations
(umam aI-shirk). The question of jurisdiction would not even have arisen.'
But once established, the contract between the Muslim community and the
newly recognized dhimmis enabled the latter to resort to Islamic juris
diction. The implication was that Q. 5 : 48 abrogated not only the circum
stances described in 5: 42, but also those of 5: 50.3 In the light of that
argument it must, I think, be conceded that hukm al-jiihiliyya (Q. 5: 50)
referred to, or at least included, Jewish practice prior to the prophet's
intervention in that much-disputed litigation.

Though Abu "Ubayd did not specify iiyat al-rajm (stoning 'verse'), it is
clear from his presentation of the traditions from "Ubada b. $amit that the
stoning 'penalty' was of revealed status, that is Sunna but not Qur'an. The
movement exhibited in the transposition of stoning penalty into stoning
verse- may be understood to reflect elevation of the Quranic text to canoni
cal status: a source of legislative authority. The role of iiyat al-rajm was
henceforth (beginning of the third/ninth century) intimately connected
not merely with the historical description of Judaeo-Muslim polemic, but
also with the principle of legislative repeal in scripture. As a piece of
historical evidence iiyat al-rajm may be assessed by its haggadic projection,
and especially within the narrative framework of the Muhammadan
evangelium. As witness to a hermeneutical principle, it may be judged by its
halakhic value in establishing, in the context of disputatio fori, that scrip
ture was the ultimate source of all legislation.

The literary forms generated by Muhammad's confrontation with the
rabbis of Medina were signalled by Goldziher in a study of Jewish practices
as described in Muslim Iiterature.! That those represent variations upon
the archetypal theme informing the account of Jesus with the Pharisees
was not mentioned by Goldziher. The conclusion of Vajda that there must
be a nucleus of historical truth in the story cannot of course be ruled out,

I Abu 'Ubayd, 172r-4r , esp. 173r • 2 Abu 'Ubayd, 173V•

3 Abu 'Ubayd, I74r ; suflt is glossed 'bribe' (rishwa).
4 Variants of the latter were assembled by Suyup, Itqiin iii, 72-3, 75-7; cf. GdQ i,

248-52. 5 See above, II p. 71 ; reference n. I.
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but neither can it be demonstrated.1 The entire literary complex belongs to
a cycle of 'tests of true prophethood' widely distributed in Muslim exe
getical literature, and hardly susceptible of positivist interpretation, such
as Muhammad's being forced by circumstances to abandon a harsher
penalty for adultery in favour of Rabbinic leniency, or as posterior justi
fication of "Umar's conduct in stoning for adultery.> In his impressive, if
not entirely convincing, mise en scene of the adulteress pericope (John 7:
53-8: II) Derrett stressed the qualification of witnesses, rather than the
nature of the punishment or its scriptural sanction, The assumption must
be that Jesus was approached not as a prophet (like Muhammad), but as a
rabbi especially competent in the laws of evidence. Such was undoubtedly
the significance of a link between the pericope and the story of Susanna and
the elders, but not, I think, of its inclusion in the Muhammadan evangelium. 3

For the slightly modified Muslim version, the observation of Ibn al
Jawzi that the 'Torah passage' adduced by the rabbis contained the
(Quranic) stipulation on the necessity of four (!) witnesses to the act-of
fornication (Q. 24: 4), might be thought sufficient indication of the
polemical purpose for which the account of Muhammad's triumph had
been devised, namely, the maliciously concealed coincidence of Muslim
and Jewish scripture: ':'j" N~~ Nil"D il":,j" mN' Dil3N ;i~:J'N 'ile' N"rN
ci, ;i,n~~"N ,,~ ""~'N.4 Reference in the same report to Jewish abandon
ment of the scriptural (~add) penalties after destruction of the Second
Temple (idh kiin al-mulk lana) served as motive to Muhammad's restora
tion (ibyit) of the Mosaic Law, and may be exegetically related to hukm
al-jiihiliyya in Q. 5: 50.

Halakhic elaboration of the story had as point of departure the interest
ing circumstance that neither stoning penalty nor stoning verse was in
cluded in the canon. That such gave less cause for alarm than might be
supposed will be clear if it is understood that the principle of abrogation,
as well as the development of a/:tkiim (halakhot), concerned the entire, very
flexible, corpus of revelation, of which the Qur'jln was only part. Efforts to
relate the phenomena of abrogation to the canonical text exhibit not a
necessity but merely a tendency to seek scriptural support for positions
already occupied and for the most part consolidated. Neither the principle
of abrogation nor the formulation of a/:tkam required support in scripture
until scripture itself came into being as a result of external pressure in
polemic. For iiyat al-rajm Burton put the case well: 'The "process" here
promised was later "appointed" in the revelation of the stoning penalty.
The stoning penalty, and not the Qur'an, was thus the historical source of

I Vajda, 'juifs et Musulmans', 93-9.
2 See Vajda, loco cit.: Hirschfeld, Researches, 103, 137.
3 Law in the New Testament, 156-88.
4 Goldziher, 'Usages juifs', 326: for the description of consummation cf, Talm. Babl.

Makkot 7a.
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the "stoning verse". 'I 'Later appointed' is a reference to a variant reading

in Q. 2: 106~ .,,' ~~ uU (~W) ~ ."f AJ &" ~ L.,
which became the locus classicus for the doctrine of abrogation. The
variant itself, 'we defer' as opposed to 'we cause to forget', drew upon
that category of asbiib al-nuzul which included the concepts of promise
and ratification, by whose means the arbitrary data on Quranic chronology
could be conveniently neutralized." For Ja~~a~, 3 a variant reading was un
necessary: the verb ansii might signify either forgetting (nisyiin)4 or defer
ment (ta'khir), both in the sense of exchange (tabdil) for the public weal
imaslaha: iuspropter utilitatempublicams» Examples were the exchange of
qibla(Mecca for Jerusalem) and the repeal of Q. 8 : 65 by 8 : 66(takhfif) ,which
together illustrated the principle that Qur'an could abrogate Sunna and
Qur'jin, the term iiya in Q. 2: 106being a reference not to the ipsissima verba
of scripture (tilawa) but to the precept contained or implied therein (/:zukm).
That particular view of the range of abrogation was only one of five, set out
by Na1).l).as:6 Qur'jin could abrogate Qur'iin and Sunna (the argument of
the Kufans); Qur'an, but not Sunna, could abrogate Qur'an (of Shafi'I,
whose concern with Qur'an was anyway peripheralj ;? Sunna could abro
gate Qur'an and Surma (anonymous); Sunna, but not Qur'an, could
abrogate Sunna (also anonymous); these categories were not mutually
exclusive and each case had to be judged on its merits (ascribed to Muham
mad b. Shuja'). In practice only the last could survive as a working prin
ciple, and few if any cases were ever decided by an actual appeal to the
priority of one over another kind of revelation.

Of four major works devoted to the phenomena of abrogation, two were
concerned primarily to demonstrate the presence of such in the text of
scripture: those of N al).l).as and of Hibatallah. Each introduced his work
with the story of tAli b. Abi 'I'alib and the preacher in Kufa who was
banished from the mosque for not knowing his principles of abrogation."
That level of discourse was hardly modified throughout the treatise of

Hibatallah, who defined naskh as removal/cancellation (~J y..rJ' i~J
I Burton, 'Cranes', 261. 2 See above, pp. 175-7.
3 AfzJuim aI-Qur'tin i, 58-60.
.. On the problems provoked by the interpretation nisydn, see Burton, 'Cranes', 260-3;

to which might be added the observation that in the Quranic lexicon ansais not infrequently
connected with satanic agency (e.g, Q. 6: 68, 12: 42, 18: 63, 58: 19), and may have
been employed as metaphorical counterpoint to the verb alqd (e.g. Q. 4: 171). The
conjecture is in no way weakened by explicit reference to divine agency in Q. 2: 106
and 59: 19. and to satanic agency with alqii in 20: 87 and 22: 52-3, and could be related
to the neutral concept 'inspiration' by mediation, characteristic of Muslim prophetology;
see above, II pp. 58-61.

5 See Goldziher, 'Isti~biib', 229-30.
6 Nahhas, Kitab al-ndsikh. uial-mansiihh, 6-7.
7 Cf. Schacht, Origins, IS: tacit correction of Goldziher, Studien ii, 20.
8 Nab1)iis, op. cit. S-6; Hibatallah, Kitdb aI-niisikh uial-mansiikh, 3-5.
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~ I) and limited its incidence in the Qur'an to explicit command and pro

hibition (amr wa-nahy) or to reports (akhbar) containing or implying such.
Of these he found 239 instances in 71 suras, a consequence of massive and
undifferentiated assertion, rather than of subtle and reasoned analysis: 107

occurred in Sura» 2-9 and Q. 9: 5 (iiyat aI-say!) figured as abrogant 124
times.' For Na1)1)as the problem was less simple. The term naskh might
mean cessation (iziila) or transfer (naql), and the Quranic principle of
abrogation was based upon the latter.> He also found expedient a distinc
tion between naskh and badii": the former might apply only to command
and prohibition, the latter to instances of contradiction or inconsistency
(apparent 1) in reports, to which one could attach a limitation in terms of
altered time or place, e.g. the changing circumstances of narrative, as in
the stories of the prophets.! Of abrogation according to his own definition
N a1).l)as found 137instances in 48 staas,of which 75appeared in Silras2-9.

Common to Hibatallah and Nahhas was a typology of the modes of
abrogation attested in scripture.s These were three (the authors employed
different terminology, and Nahhas, perhaps for the sake of lexical tidiness,
included a fourth which identified naskh in the sense of'copy'); abrogation

of both wording and ruling (0-,)\:3\-, ~\ ~/~-, ~ ~);

abrogation of wording but not of ruling (t:-i/~ ~.J ~ ~

~I 0-,~ o-,)\;:JI); abrogation of ruling but not of wording (~I ~

~ ,jJJ~ ~ro-,*-JI 0-,~)· That these formal distinctions con

tained, and were also very likely meant to conceal, essentially irreconcil
able views on the constituent parts of Muslim law wasindicated by Burton.s
For my purpose here it is sufficient to state that the modes of abrogation
set out by N ahhas and Hibatallah reflect a concerted effort to identify naskh
as an originally Quranic phenomenon. Once seen to enjoy scriptural
sanction, the principle of abrogation could in theory and with impunity be
applied across the entire range of source materials for the formulation of
Muslim law.

A favourite example of naskh in the Quranic text was the alleged repeal
of Q. 8: 65 by 8: 66, where the number of enemy which Muslims were
expected successfully to oppose in combat was reduced (takhfif: lightened)

from a ratio of 10: Ito 2: I,e.g. in Tabari: ~~~~ ~ "'-lJ1~

f$~~1.6 Belonging to the third mode (above), that instance of abrogation

was typical of nearly all those adduced by Nahhas and Hibatallah, pride of

J See above, pp. 183- 5. 2 Nahhas, 8.
3 Nahhas, Io-II; see Goldziher, El, s.v. Bada'.
4 Hibatallah, 5-6; Na1;ll)as, 8---9.
5 'Cranes', 258-64, and discussed in detail in the study referred to there, 249 n. 4.
6 TaJnT x, 27 ad loco
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place going of course to iiyat al-sayf. To illustrate the first mode (above),
the much-discussed 'satanic verses' alleged originally to have been at Q. 53:
19-22 and abrogated by 22: 52 were invariably adduced, and the several
motives which led to that assertion were analysed at length in Burton's
study. I It was to demonstrate the second mode (above) of abrogation that
iiyat al-rajm was commonly introduced into halakhic controversy, namely,
as an example of a valid ruling whose wording had been removed from
the text of scripture. Now, that the origin of the stoning verse lay in the
account of the stoning penalty has been proposed. That the origin of the
stoning penalty may be sought in the haggadic topoi traditionally employed
to illustrate the testes) of 'true prophethood' seems more than likely.
Juridical appropriation of that particular topos, however transparent the
motive, was the inevitable consequence of pressure compelling recognition
of the Qur'an as a source of legislation equal to the Sunna. The adjustment
exhibited in the transposition: stoning penalty -s-stoning__y~rse was only
necessary after establishment of the canonical text of revelation. Accep
tance of the transposition, or even of the second mode of abrogation, was
not universal: Nahhas, for example, recognized the isniid of iiyat al-rajm as
sound but insisted upon regarding it as Sunna, and thus not as evidence of
Quranic abrogation.>

Two other works dealing with naskh were less concerned with the speci
fically Quranic data and rather more with the principle of abrogation as a
valid juridical premiss. From what has been said of Abu 'Ubayd's treatise
on niisikh soa-mansuhli it ought to be clear that status as Qur'jin or Sunna
was hardly operative in his formulation of the rules. Arrangement of the
material is topical, rather than by Quranic division, and most, if not quite
all, chapters bear the subtitle 'that which abrogates and is abrogated in
both Qur'an (kitiib) and Sunna'. The twenty-seven chapters contain the
conventional range of ahkiim, e.g. Prayer (fols. 8v-13v), Almsgiving (fols.
I4LI9v), Fasting (£ols. 20r-46r), Marriage (fols. 46r-74r), Divorce (£ols.
74r-88r), etc.s Whether Abu 'Ubayd (d. 223/838) was the first scholar to
treat monographically (l) the subject of abrogation can probably best be
answered with reference to the chronological development of Quranic
studies, rather than to reports of earlier written works. One such is the
ascription to Zuhri (d. 124/742) of a book entitled Niisikh toa-mansiihh fil
Qur'iin.4 Like the quite worthless Tanzil al-Qur~iin attributed to the same
author,' the work on abrogation is preserved in the recension of the $iifi

I Burton, 'Cranes': to the 'historical' (Orientalist) references mentioned there, 246~,
may be added Andrae, Person, 129-32.

2. Kittib al-niisikh zoal-mansiikh, 9; cf. the dissenting opinions recorded in Suyu!i,
Itqiin iii, 72-7; and the anonymous ikhtilaj in Ash'ari, Maqdldt, 607-11.

3 Kitiib al-niisikh toal-mansiikh, 1\.1S Ahmet III 143; cf. the arrangement in Muqa
til's halakhic treatise, MS BM Or. 6333. above pp. 173-4.

4 GAS i, 283 no. 4; MS Beyazit 445. 5 See above, pp. 179-80.
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exegete Suiami (d. 412/1021) and will, even if it exists, hardly contribute to
the history of naskh theories prior to Abu 'Ubayd. However that may be,
the manuscript Beyazit 445is not the work of Zuhri-Sulami, but of t Abdal
qahir Baghdadi (d. 429/1038).1 The significance of Baghdadi's position in
the study of naskh is that long after Nahhils (d. 338/950) and some time
after Hibatallah (d. 410/1019) a work methodologically similar to that of
Abu 'Ubayd should be written at all. The author's primary concern was
with the theoretical elaboration of naskh, its justification as a juridical
principle, and its attestation in Sunna as well as in Qur'an. In the three
chapters containing instances of Quranic abrogation the matter was intro
duced in the form of dispute (ikhtiliif) and consensus (ijmiit

) , and the total
number of verses adduced only 59.2 In an introductory chapter the notion
of naskh as removal/cancellation (rap) or cessation (izala) was rejected in
favour of a combination of specification (takh#~) and transfer (ta~wil).3

The author's conclusion may be cited r' J.:.i 11yL ~I 0~ Jli ~ ~-'

~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~I ~ J' J ~! cl-.::JI ~)-' ~1.r.1 ~~ .G~

UJ:.>. ~I..¥> 1J..P:l-' ~I ~yl ~. That naskh might indeed refer to

the abrogation by Muhammad's revelation of an earlier divinely revealed
statute (here the 'law of Abraham') was a possibility never quite sup
pressed.t

Abrogation as supersession of earlier dispensations was of course funda
mental to the character of Judaeo-Christian polemic. That the Jews
allegedly rejected the specifically Islamic principle of naskh as in their
opinion nothing more than retraction/substitution owing to the emergence
of new circumstances (badii') was one among a number of problems raised
by Suyuti, himself satisfied that God was capable of reversing Caks) any of
His actions or decisions, and that such had indeed been many times
attested in the history of divine revelation." The allegation is puzzling,
since the retraction, reversal, and change of God's word was familiar
enough from Hebrew scripture, e.g. 2 Kings 9: 1-12 and Hosea 1: 4-5, as
well as the crucial 'new covenant' of Jeremiah 31: 31.7 Moreover, the
integrity of the Mosaic Law, explicitly stated in Deuteronomy 13: 1 (and
cf. Qohelet 3: 14), was never intended to preclude progressive modifi
cation according to altered circumstances in the community. The necessity
of and capacity for modification is amply attested in the terminology of

I GAL i, 385; GdQ i, 54 n. I, ii, 16 n. 5: MS Petermann I, 555.
2 Baghdadi, MS Beyazit 445, 7T-46T, 46T-7IT,7Iv-4V.
3 Baghdadi,2c3T.
... Baghdadi,76T.
5 See above, pp. 192-3; and Hasan, 'Theory of naskh', esp. 182-3, where naskh as

abrogation was denied, but acknowledged as the supersession of earlier revelation(s).
6 Itqdn iii, 6; see above, p. 197.
7 Cf Eissfeldt, Einleitung, 694; and above, I pp. 11-12.
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Rabbinic exegesis, e.g. in the formula1 i1~"i1 "O:l~ 1i1m, the antithesis
o""p vs ,r;,":1 or "1jO, and the notion of normative, as contrasted with
prescriptive, legislation contained in the terms! 1i13~ and f'N ",.
The extent to which those formulations may be interpreted as evi
dence of abrogation depends of course upon the precise meaning of
that term. It must by now be clear that if there was ever agreement among
Muslim scholars on the semantic content of naskh, such would indicate
general acceptance of 'change' or 'transfer', reflected in the terms naql and
tab-wil. The genuinely halakhic employment of naskh meant the un
ceasing interpretation of scripture by reference to the example of the
prophet, and for the halakhists both sources were equally part of revela
tion. Discussions of specifically Quranic abrogation, on the other hand,
represented a polemical defence of the text of scripture, and were only
marginally related to the formulation of law.

And yet it was precisely that latter aspect of the Muslim doctrine of
abrogation which informed Judaeo-Muslim controversy about its exe
getical relevance. For example, Saadya's rejection of naskh consisted en
tirely of arguments designed to prove that there were no contradictions in
the Biblical text, but only occasional passages which could be seen to
require hermeneutical complement or specification, e.g. whether sacrifice
or circumcision could be performed on the Sabbath.s Similarly, the five
points adduced and rejected as evidence of naskh by Sa'd b. Mansilr (Ibn
Kammiina) reflect an attitude towards the text of scripture nearly un
related to the eventual necessity of halakhic modification of its contents.!
In his rebuttal, on the other hand, the author invoked the traditional
arsenal of Rabbinic terminology to prove that such modification was

possible, e.g. J."i ~: "i' 1':1.6 Those arguments for naskh in Hebrew

scripture adduced and so easily dismissed by Jewish apologists can hardly
be said to exhibit either the subtlety or the range of Muslim discussions of
abrogation. A degree of misrepresentation or, at least, of incomplete
representation of opposing views is not unexpected in. polemic, but that
the methodological proximity, even identity, of Rabbinic and Sunni
Muslim halakhah should be ignored, or suppressed, in the polemical
literature might be thought to require an explanation. Among Jewish
scholars were some who did in fact acknowledge the presence of naskh in

I Bacher, Terminologie ii, 53-6; cf, Zunz, Vortriige, 54 n. (e); and Elbogen, Gottes
dienst, 356.

Z Bacher, Terminologie i, 170-2, ii, 142, 186-9, 239; Gerhardsson, Memory, 97 n. 7,
233 n. 2, 264, 287.

3 Bacher, op. cit. i, 25, ii, 40-1; Gerhardsson, op. cit., 117, 182, 256, 3°5,317-20.
of Saadya, Kitiib al-Amiiniit, 128-45, esp. 140-5; cf. Schreiner, "Zur Geschichte', 604-6.
5 Ibn Kammuna, TanqiIJ. al-abhath, 45-7; cf. Steinschneider, Polemische Literatur,

324.

6 Tanqi1) al-abhdth, 47.
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Hebrew scripture, for example, Abraham b. David,' who regarded as
permissible abrogation in the sense of recognizing the temporal and/or
spatial limits of certain divine prescriptions, in other words badii' or
takhsis. But the preoccupation of Jewish apologists was naturally, in the
light of Muslim claims that predictions of the advent of Islam had been
removed from Hebrew scripture, with the unassailable character of their
book, and one cannot help but suspect that it was abrogation in the sense of
supersession which, designated naskh in the polemical literature, was being
unconditionally rejected.

That was not the meaning of naskh in Muslim halakhic exegesis, but the
overtones of abrogation as reference to the supersession of earlier revela
tions had never been quite eliminated, e.g. in Baghdadi, and could even be
derived from the principal Quranic loci probantes traditionally adduced in
support of the doctrine: Q. 2: 106 but also 22: 52, 16: 101, 17: 76, and
and 13: 39. As a contribution to the history of terminological complexity,
the lapsus calami in the Hebrew translation of Maimonides' Pereq Heleq,
which resulted in rendering ;03 not as ~'~:l (naskh) but as pll:s7 (naql), is
not without interest: it was the abrogation of the Mosaic Law by subse
quent revelation(s) which the author was concerned to deny.> One can
hardly insist that the course of polemic on the subject of abrogation was
influenced exclusively by exploitation, or ignorance, of the ambiguity
inherent in the Arabic term naskh. It does, however, seem clear that the
real dispute was not about differences of exegetical procedure, of which
there were virtually none, but about the respective claims of Torah and
Qur'iin to be the word of God.!

In the formulation of a/:lkiim, which could only retrospectively be under
stood as the derivation of law from revelation, the fact of a canonical text of
scripture was, if not quite a hindrance, then of very little help and prob
ably regarded as something of a challenge. No element in either the style or
the structure of halakhic exegesis points unmistakably to the necessity, or
even to the existence, of the canon as ultimately preserved and transmitted.
It may of course be argued that the rudiments at least of a comparative
method can be inferred from the chronological arrangement of scriptural
passages, from the juxtaposition of muJjkam and mutashiibih, and from the
opposition of niisikhand mansukh. But the comparison was of parts to parts,
not of parts to a whole.t As hermeneutical instruments chronology,

I cr. Steinschneider, Ope cit., 353 no. 5; Schreiner, Opecit., 635-8.
2 See Hyman, 'Maimonides' "Thirteen Principles" " 128 n. 58.
3 And thus more approximately related to the Muslim charges of forgery (ta/:rrif),

see above, pp. 189-90; on procedural similarity it may be noted that one of Ibn Kammuna's
arguments, Tanqitz, 46, against naskh (sic) was that scripture commanded obedience to the
prescriptions articulated by successive prophets; see above, pp. 174-5.

4 A halakhic midrash is unattested before Qurtubi (d. 671/1272), cf. GAL i, 415-16,
Suppl. I, 737.
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analogy, and abrogation were, in respect of the existence of the canon,
neutral. Similarly, the employment of traditions (a~iidith) to link Sunna
and Qur'iin emphasized the role of revelation but not exclusively of scrip
ture. The dichotomy of 'Qur'an as document' and 'Qur'iln as source'
proposed by Burton, while not without a certain methodological utility, is
misleading if meant to postulate the historical existence of the canonical
text before it became a source of law. I

Logically, it seems to me quite impossible that canonization should have
preceded, not succeeded, recognition of the authority of scripture within
the Muslim community. Chronologically, the data of Arabic literature
cannot be said to attest to the existence of the canon before the beginning of
the third/ninth century. These tentative and admittedly conjectural con
clusions might be thought to derive some support from the form of scrip
ture in halakhic argumentation: the practice of adducing selected and
discrete passages provides negative evidence of a kind comparable to the
absence of explicit reference to the Qur'an in other related contexts.2

Moreover, the marginal character of lexical, grammatical, and syntactical
analysis in the work of the halakhists indicates little concern for a ne
varietur or even relatively stable text of scripture.' My own hypothesis,
that establishment of such a text presupposed rather than prefigured
acceptance of the Qur'an as a source of law, gains some strength from the
sudden efflorescence of masoretic exegesis soon after the literary formu
lation of the aJ:tkiim.

4. MASORETIC EXEGESIS

The Quranic masorah consists basically of three elements: lexical explana
tion, grammatical analysis, and an agreed apparatus of variant readings.
Its elaboration required two exegetical instruments: textual analogy and
periphrasis, as well as the introduction of evidence from a large and con
veniently flexible corpus of Arabic poetry. A single 'non-textual' com
ponent of the masorah, and curiously, the only one adduced in the 'royal'
Egyptian edition of the Qur'an, is designation of the place of revelation
(mawiitin al-nuzul), the purpose and derivation of which were not maso
retic but halakhic.! But even that material is of some comparative, metho
dological value for a study of the masorah proper, especially of the variae
lectiones. Ascription and transmission, both of information on the circum
stances of revelation and of reports on variant readings, were formulated
exclusively as traditions from the companions of the prophet, and are thus
subject to the analytical criteria appropriate to, say, legal and 'historical'
traditions. It might be argued that a possible exception to this rule is

I 'Cranes" 251-2, 259.

3 See above, III pp. 100-1.
2 See above, I pp. 44-5, II pp. 82-3.

4 See above, pp. 177-81•
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\ represented by the existence of 'regional' codices, but those appear to be
not only later than the 'companion' codices, but like them also largely
fictive.1 Of genuinely textual variants exhibiting material deviation from
the canonical text of revelation, such as are available for Hebrew and
Christian scripture, there are none. The Quranic masorah is in fact entitely
exegetical.> even where its contents have been transmitted in the guise of
textual variants.

An example will illustrate this not uninteresting phenomenon: in what
appears to be the earliest collection of variants (ma~a1}if) from the con-
sonantal text of the 'Uthmanic recension (imam), a chapter entitled y4
[01.;.11 J] ~I ~ ~~ ~I w-'rJ' 0-" ~1-,jJl in the Fa¢a'il al
Qur'an of Abu 'Ubayd (d. 224/838), Q. 18: 79 was rendered ~~I)-, 01:(-,
~~ w~ ~ J' kt~ ~ and the intrusive (non-canonical) '~alil;za'

attributed to the codex of Ubayy b. Ka'b.! Using the same source,
Bergstrasser-Pretzl described ~ali1}a-{sound,in good repair) as an aetio
logical addition (motivierender Zusatz) , an obvious assessment from the
point of view at least of the canon's textual integrity." But attribution to
Ubayy was arbitrary: the reading with ~alilza appeared not only there
but also in the codices of 'Abdallah b. Masfud and Ibn 'Abbas.s The
transparency of that device, by means of which an exegetical gloss could
be construed as evidence of a textual variant, emerges from examination

of Muqatil's treatment of Q. 18: 79~ ~-""'"~ W~ 4-J' .L:..~

4kf Lr ~ ~ 4Y"~ (7: 190 ) kJ~ lwbljT Wi ..\,j~ cll~.6
Were it not for the characteristically fluid boundaries between text and
commentary," the epithet ~alil;za could justifiably be regarded as scriptural
and glossed by the analogous usage in Q. 7: 190. On the other hand, the
further epithets ~a1}i1}a and sawiyya (both signifying 'sound, in good repair')
could be interpreted as supercommentary, with which haggadic exegesis.
was liberally strewn.s But whatever the textual state of Muqatil's scripture,
the process by which 'variants' to the 'Uthmanic canon were produced
and allocated to one or more of the 'companion' codices is worthy of
notice. The examples collected by Goldziher can hardly be interpreted
as other than exegesis to the canonical text.? Goldziher's understanding
of those phenomena as evidence of the generosity with which the text of

I See above, I pp. 44-6. :2 Pace GdQ iii, 108.
3 Spitaler, 'Ein Kapitel',7 no. 39, 9 no. 59. 4 GdQ iii, 69.
5 Jeffery, Materials, 143,57,200, respectively; Zamakhshari mentioned both Ubayy and

Ibn Mas'ud, Kashshdf ii, 741 ad loco
6 Muqatil, Tafsir, MS H. Hiisnii 17, 172r. 7 See above, pp. 127-9.
8 See above. loco cit.; in Ubayy 'ttiliba' may be scriptural, Jeffery, Materials, 143.
9 Richtungen, 4-32 : consonantal, vocalic, additions, synonyms, emendations, 'scribal

errors'; cf. Seeligmann, 'Midraschexegese', 159-60.
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scripture was treated need not be discounted, but the chronological
evolution of the m~iiJ;,if literature strongly suggests that the 'companion'
codices were manufactured from exegetical material in support of an
argument central to the traditional account of canonization, namely, the
"Uthmanic recension. Much of that material persisted anyway in the form
ofstandard deviations from the canon, accommodated by the ahrufdoctrine, 1

evidence in my opinion of a tendency to preserve rather than to neutralize.
With the (later) delimitation of scriptural text and commentary, exe

getical glosses of the sort represented by '~iiliJ;,a' achieved a very special
status tantamount to revelation, as may be inferred from Suyiiti's observa
tions on the 'readings' saliit al-~a~/wa-~aliit al-iasr ad Q. 2: 238.2 Citing
Abu 'Ubayd's Fadii'il al-Qur'iin, he ascribed the reading without the
conjunctive waw to both Hafsa and 'A'isha,J and argued that the function
of the isolated variant (qirii'a shiidhdha),4 although basically exegetical,

was of an order higher than that of mere exegesis:-;;"; L:;J I 0"t.}J t Lr J.~ I
.~t; "i ~I· . A\f· L ~L...... .. ;; ....\ 11 ;;~I::I\ •..

lJ c.SYJ J.. Lr..rw.* • • • ~ ~.J ~~ r p-AJ
j.JJt:Jt ~ :l9~ w.J.rJ1 o~ Lr~ L. That the origin of the
reading(s) was not textual but doctrinal, despite the apparatus of trans
mission, might be inferred from the juridical as well as liturgical signifi
cance of the 'asr prayer.!

Now, elevation of the exegetical gloss to the status of 'companion'
reading did not preclude the stigma which might attach to designation of
such as interpolation (mudraj). Critical evaluation of textual variants
(ma~iiJ;,if) and/or readings (qirii'iit)6 depended primarily, if not exclusively,
upon attestation (isniid) , as may be seen in the relevant nomenclature,
e.g. mutawiitir, mashhur, aJ;,iid, shddhdh, etc.? Supplementary, but second
ary, criteria were grammatical feasibility (wajhjil-'arabiyya)and agreement
with the consonantal skeleton (muwiifaqa calii rasmjkhatt), the latter appro
priate in practice only to modification of pointing and of vowels. In
practice, too, the hierarchy of attestation and of transmission (naql) might
include the other criteria, so that the designations mutawiitir (generally
attested) and thiqa (soundly attested) could be in all three respects valid
for the seven major 'readings'.8 Dani's description of the science of qirii'a

I Goldziher, Ope cit., 35-51; GdQ iii. 106-8; and see above. I p. 45.
2 Itqdn i, 227-8•
3 Apparently correctly, but see GdQ iii. 150 n. I; cf. Spitaler, 'Ein Kapitel', 4-5 nos.

12-20. esp. no. 14. though nos. 12-13 do identify Hafsa with the reading uia-saldt al
"asr; for the sake of tidiness it may be added that the same reading was ascribed to yet
another wife of the prophet, Umm Salama. see Jeffery. Materials, 235.

4 Cf. GdQ iii, 136-'], ISS, 228-30.
5 See Goldziher, Richtungen, 14-15; and ide 'Nachmittagszeit', 294-302.

6 Often undifferentiated, see GdQ iii. 60 n. 2, but cf. Jeffery, Materials, 13-14.
7 See Suyiiti. Itqdn i, 210-29; GdQ iii, 149-57.
8 e.g, SUyiiti. Itqdn i, 225.
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as one necessarily guaranteed by authority (sunna muttaba~a) may be seen
as theoretical acknowledgement of the primary criterion. I Into the con
ventional lists illustrating the relative ranks of 'readings',> examples of
acknowledged interpolation might be fitted by restricting numerically the
extent of attestation: Suyiiti's loci probantes included 'min umm' ad Q. 4:
12 and Ji mawiisim al-lJajj' ad Q. 2: 198, and might be thought not very
different from those examples allegedly derived from'companion' codices
and discussed above. That a considerable amount of exegetical gloss was
not in this way relegated to the masorah, but rather left undisturbed in the
text of scripture, has been proposed.'

The closed system of 'readings' symbolized by acknowledgement of the
Seven/Ten/Fourteen authorized versions represented a generously defined
consonantal text whose stabilization was chronologically fixed by recourse
to the familiar device of ascription. Illustration of the product of that
method is found in the collection of readings ascribed to Hasan Basri
(d. rIo/728).4 The textual standardization exhibited there, e.g. the reduc
tion of variants to vocalic and diacritic mutation, interspersed with
allegedly 'dialectal' forms, did not suppress altogether the exegetical
moment, as can be seen in yu~bad/tufbad for na'bud ad Q. 1: 4,5 and kadib
for kadhib ad Q. 12: 18.6 The role of Hasan as eponym in the elaboration
of a Basran tradition for the science of Qur'iin reading was very significant
indeed, despite his presumed insignificance (sic) in that very tradition?
it was of course as a source of tafsir that he was selected to be the figure
head of a regional tradition, a tendency reflected also in ascription to him
of the polemically exegetical Risdla fil-qadarJ The polarization round
celebrated figures of originally anonymous dicta, whether in hadith, tafsir,
or qira'at, reflects an exclusively methodological and tendentiously formu
lated argument of the Islamic sciences, from which objective historical

.data can hardly be elicited.
The same methodological tendency may be detected in the three criteria

(shurUt) employed to assess the validity of a scriptural reading: acceptance
for cultic purposes required authoritative and collective attestation (tawii
tur/naql al-thiqiit), which logically presupposed both agreement with
the consonantal skeleton of the 'Uthmanic recension and grammatical

I Apud Suyuti, Itqtin i, 211; see above, p. 169.
Z e.g. of Ibn Jazari, apud Suyiiti, Itqdn i, 215-16.
3 See above, I pp, 27-9.
4 Bergstrasser, 'Koranlesung', esp. 20-46; GdQ iii, 104 n. I, 110.
s 'Koranlesung', 20; cf. above, III p. 108 where the 'reading' was adduced in a quite

different context.
6 'Koranlesung', 36; anonymously adduced by Kalbi; Tafsir, MS Ayasofya 118, 129 f

ad loco
7 GdQ iii, 165, 177.
8 See above, pp. 160-3; the chronological conclusions of GdQ iii, 104 n. I, are derived

from a historical framework nowhere attested in the collection itself of Hasan's 'readings'.
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feasibility; acceptance for exegetical purposes might waive agreement with

the consonantal skeleton but such precluded cultic employment: ':1J J;~~

~ f.A.1 The distinction was later defined as that obtaining between mash

hUT and shiidhdh, terms related, not surprisingly, to degrees of attestation
rather than to functional values. Dispute (ikhtilaf) engendered by contra
dictory readings or which employed alleged variants as proof-texts, e.g.
yathurna v. yatahharna ad Q. 2: 222, or liimastum v. lamastum ad Q. 4: 43,
could always be resolved by the customary reference to attestation, though
multiple readings were seen by some to reflect the superiority of the
Qur'an over other scriptures, whose revelation (and hence, by a curious

logic, their interpretation) was limited to a single 'aspect' (wajh): )~j;1
~I-, ~-' ~ ':11 ~.)~ yl;,) J~ ~ ~1 ~~I }I- ~ ~.)":;;J ~.2
Option in that kind of dispute was more often expressed by the term
ikhtiyar than by tarji~quite possibly owing to the suggestion of a tertium
eomparationis in the latter, which was essentially halakhic.s The extent to
which the terms were interchangeable must be qualified in the same way as
employment of the term qiyiis by halakhists and masoretes respectively. 4

Acknowledgement of a multiple reading meant in theory recognition of a
multiple revelation (i.e. qira'a was elevated to the status of aya),5 an example
of which was 'ajibta v. 'ajibtu ad Q. 37: 12.6 But an exegete like Zamakh
shari, preoccupied with textual tidiness, found it expedient to rationalize:
the first-person pronoun must indicate indignation rather than surprise,
or be interpreted as hypothetical, or be annulled by insertion of "qul
Mul;zammad'.7

The intrusive character of variae leetiones in the exegesis of Muqatil,
Kalbi, and Sufyan has been noticed." That the Quranic masorah had not
yet been elaborated could be inferred not only from the paucity in hag
gadic exegesis of textual discussion but also from the elliptical form of
such when found, suggestive of later redactional activity presupposing
masoretic formulations. For example, Muqatil's proposal ad Q. 18: 44
that one may read zoildya (mulk: dominion) or uialdya inusra: support) is
found fully documented in Farra'." Similarly, Muqatil's interpretation ad

1 Suyuti, Itqdn i, 213-14, 225; cf. Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 32; GdQ iii, 129.
:z Suyiiti, Itqdn i, 226-7, cf, also iv, 193-4; that argument may be compared with the

antithesis munajjam:jumZa wabida, above, I pp. 36-8.
3 See above, pp. 187-8; GdQ iii, 107, 129-37.
• See above, pp. 167-9; cf. Suyiiti, Itqdn i, 229 for tarjih.
s Suyuti, Itqdn i, 227.
6 See Goldziher, Richtungen, 21-2: reference 'Tabarl, Tafsir xxiii, 26 ad loco
7 Kashshdf iv, 37-8 ad loc.; the third explanation is an application of taqdir, see below,

pp.219-21.
8 See above, pp. 127, 132-3, 138.
9 Muqatil, Tafsir, 170r; Farra', Ma'tini 'Z-QuT'an ii, 145-6.
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\. Q. 18: 80 of khashinii (we feared) as 'alimnii (we knew) might be thought
. to require the documentation of Farra', in which reference was made to the

codex of Ubayy. I As has been noted, ascription of variants to 'companion'
codices was characteristic of masoretic exegesis, in which specific authority
was sought for traditions up to that point anonymously preserved and
transmitted. That the equivalence hhashind: "alimnii for Q. 18: 80 cannot
in fact be derived from the codex of Ubayy is hardly surprising:> some
impression of the cavalier treatment of 'companion' codices can be
gained from comparison of the diametrically opposed views of Ibn Hazm
and Ibn Hajar on the exact contents of the codex of 'Abdallah b. Mas'ild
(i.e. the presence/absence of the mufawwidhatan).3

For a textual history of Muslim scripture, as opposed to doctrinal
statements on the formation of the Quranic canon, the parallel passages
which I have described as 'variant traditions' may be thought relevant.s
Unlike the exclusively exegetical variant readings, glosses, interpolations,
and synonym-equivalences, the variant traditions exhibit at least the com
ponents of a process by which scripture was produced from revelation.
They represent the only material variants within or outside the canonical
text, and were to some extent so acknowledged in the works of Horovitz
(Koranische Untersuchungen) and Speyer (Die biblischen Ersiihlungen im
Qoran). As might be expected, masoretic employment of this material
was seldom explicit, but one example is Baydawi's reference for the
Zechariah traditions ad Q. 19: 10 (three nights) to the complementary

locution 'three days' in Q. 3: 41 : 01r J\ J i 4-;r1-,~ J~I ;~ W!.J

;AJ""jJ~ I-! j),iu ~~ 1-, t,)""l:J I i -:J0 ~ ~ I .:\~ ~I 4\.i I ~ :U)fJJJ
~~.J i41.5 It could, on the other hand, be argued that the masoretes'

use of both textual analogy and periphrasis involved at least implicit re
cognition of variant traditions, perhaps in the form of similar contexts rather
than as multiple versions of a single narrative. Now, for the transmission
history of Hebrew scripture the role of the Masoretes is often seen to have
been mechanical rather than creative.s That they were working within the
(perhaps not so confining) limits of a liturgical tradition cannot, and need
not, be refuted. An essentially consonantal text is, however, susceptible
of a variety of interpretations, semantic as well as grammatical. Establish
ment of a vocalized text would otherwise hardly have been necessary.
Even in the selection of one of two or more purely orthographic alterna
tives a degree of understanding, and hence of interpretation, was essential.

I Tafsir, 172r ; Ma<ani 'i-Qur'an ii, 157.

2 Cf. Jeffery, Materials, 144; GdQ iii, 88.
3 Suyiiti, Itqdn i, 221; GdQ ii, 41-2, iii, 179. .. See above, I pp. 20-7·

5 Baydawi, Anwar al-tansil iv, 4.
6 Cf. above, III pp. 100-1 j Barr, Comparative Philology, 188-222.
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More complex is the character of lingua sacra itself, for. which apparently
simple procedures like punctuation and segmentation could, and often
did, involve a doctrinal commitment. For the textual history of Muslim
scripture the activityof the masoreteswas not only creative but productive:
of postulates which became the foundations of both grammar and lexico
graphy.! My use of the phrase 'masoretic exegesis' is intended to convey
precisely those creativeand productive aspects of the process by means of
which revelation became scripture. The creation of a scriptural apparatus
(masorah) coincided with, or was slightly posterior to, the establishment
of a scriptural basis for Muslim jurisprudence, and represents acknow
ledgement of the authoritative status of revelation as one source of doc
trine. The employment of scriptural shauidhid in halakhic controversy
required a fixed and unambiguous text of revelation, or at least one in
which ambiguity was conventionally limited. The result was the Quranic
canon.

The major premiss of masoretic analogy was insistence upon the con
ceptual unity of the Quranic revelation.s Formulated as the binary opposi
tion muhkam: mutashiibih, that premiss justified comparison of the parts
to one another and eventually of the whole to its constituent parts. In
its initial stages the procedure tended to be self-contained: the kind of
analogy employed was thus deductive. Its basic operations were two:
semantic collation (lexical) and periphrastic restoration (grammatical).
The first of these found rudimentary but eminently practical expression in
a work ascribed to Muqatil b. Sulayman and entitled Kitiib al-eoujuh.
wal-na:;ii'ir,3 alternatively K. tafsir wujuh al-Qur'iin and Al-Ashbiih wal
nasir (sic) fi tafsir al-Qur'iin,4 Al-Ashbiih wal-na:;ii'ir,s Wujuh harf al
Qur'iin,6the last-named adduced as the title of Muqatil's work from which
the extant recensionwas made. An undated papyrus fragment of a version
of this work was published and described by Abbott as earlier than the
recension preserved in Beyazit 56!, itself (like Topkapi Emanet 2050)
the work of one Abu Nasr, apparently a student of Muqatil but not the
transmitter of his other two exegetical treatises." Neither her reasons for
that conclusion, nor her reference to Muqatil's 'linguistic' tafsir, inspire
confidence.f It would be difficult indeed to characterize Muqatil's exe
getical interests as 'linguistic',9 and while there may be some connection

1 For the Biblical Masorah Gertner emphasized, in my opinion rightly, the comple
mentary relation between punctuation/vocalization/accentuation on the one hand, and
interpretation on the other: see 'The Masorah and the Levites', esp. 244-52. His stress
upon the creative work of the Levites may, however, be thought somewhat to restrict
appreciation of the same quality in the activities of the post-Talmudic Masoretes.

2 See above, pp. 166-70, but also 149-53, 155-6.
3 GAS i, 37 no. 3; MS Beyazit 561, Emanet 2050. 4 MS Beyazit 561, I r •

S MS Beyazit 561, 138r. 6 MS Emanet 2050, lr.

7 Abbott, SALP ii, 92-7; see above, pp. 144, 172: Hudhayl b. Habib,
8 Abbott, SALP ii, 96, 95, 106. 9 See above, pp. 143-4.
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~ between his teaching and this particular work, I am inclined to regard it
. as an essentially independent composition and as having been composed
not earlier than the beginning of the third/ninth century. Appearance
(twice!) of the term ashbiih in Beyazit 561, but not in Topkapi Emanet
2050, poses something of a problem, and may represent an attempt to
classify this treatise with the more or less contemporary mutashiibihl
mushtabih lexical collections.I

The Kitiib al-wujuhwal-na:fa'ir (Beyazit 561)contains 186lemmata in no
recognizable order: conceptual schemata rather than separate lexical
entries. A typical example is the material assembled sub voce walJY:z

cr J=~ ~ Jft ~t) ~lJl l.?"y' ~ (I) o~-' ~ ~ ~}' .r.:-Z
cf JI ~-,f W- 0f;J1~ d::J\ ~.Jf tr! ~..,.; ~1; ,~~, tff "'-0'
J' ~I.J ~I..r.! JI ~-,f-, J1i9 ,~~, ~~ rJ o~ ,:r 0"":1\.J
o~.J (6: 19) ~ ~)j,j"j 0I.;J1 I~ j, ~-,f-, Jli.J (4: 163) ~~, ~T

4-,f ~b o~W, J .uj ~~ r~~1 ~ l.?"Y' Jl;J1 ~}'-' (2)~

J .u~.J (5: III) J.¥"YJ r$ ,~, ~f ~..}~' ~f ~ ~.J\..yJ1 J\
J~I cr l$~':;' ~f ~,~) ~f.J J~ ~I JI d;) L?".Jf.J ~I
4~) ~:')\r JT J .uj ~j; yt::.) L?"yl ~l:;J1 ~ylJ (3) (16: 68) lj~

(4) (19: II!) ~.J o~ I~ ~f 4l;:) ~I ~ J~ ~I ~Jij

,lo- J' J l.?".Ji-, o~~1 ~ J .u.,; ~~ r f L?"yl ~')I ~yl~
JI ~ l.?"~ Lf="J1.J ~~, ~~ rW)/ ' J Jli.J (41 : 12) ~r'
~~I 0!J rLU~' O)Y" J J\.i-, (6: IIZ)~ ~ r~ J~ ~

~YI.J (5) (6: 121) ~..rJI.J L."...,}4 ~Jj.J= ~ ~~.Jf J' 0y-~
~ ~ u="'.Ji ~) ~4 ~)~, ~yj I~! J.u..,.; ~~ J~Il.?"YI ~~I
(99: 5) ~ Jl9. Thus, for five allegedly distinct uses of the term wa~y,

nine scriptural passages were adduced:

I. Wally: revelation (Q.4: 163, 6: 19)
2. Wally: inspiration (ilham) (Q. 5: III, 16: 68)
3. Wally: writing (kitab)(Q. 19: II)
4. Wally: command (amr)(Q. 41: 12, 6: lIZ, 6:121)

5. Wally: speech (qawl) (Q. 99: 5)

Selection of the verses was arbitrary: of seventy-two occurrences in the
Qur'an of a finite form of the verb aw/Ja and six of the substantive wa/Jy,
not more than five, possiblysix, separate contexts can be elicited, and those
correspond roughly to the five 'aspects' (wujuh) of Beyazit 561. But some
qualification, as well as differentiation, is necessary. The first aspect

I See below, pp, 212-16.
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(revelation) is, for example, logically misleading since, as a descriptive
term for divine communication, it must include the remaining four
aspects. Strictly interpreted, the definition of revelation as 'that mediated
by Gabriel to the prophets' cannot be reconciled with Muslim doctrine
on the modes of revelation, but if that difficulty is overlooked, waftyJawbii
as 'revelation' will account for a quarter of its Quranic occurrences (of
which seven refer to Moses, and five to Noah).I For the second aspect
(inspiration) the traditionalloeus probans was indeed Q. 16: 68; inclusion
here of Q. 5: III presupposed a sophisticated distinction between pro
phets and apostles, but one well established in the tradition of Judaeo
Christian polemic, possibly the source of the semantic equivalence waJ:ty:
ilhiim:» Logically, the passages alluding to demonic inspiration (Q. 6:
II2, 6: 121) belong here and not under the fourth aspect (commandJ
decree), which exhibits waf}y as manifestation of the divine will in creation.
For that function of zoahy, Q. 41: 12 is appropriate, as would have been
inclusion of Q. 99: S. Use of the latter to illustrate the fifth aspect (speech)
is curious. In fact, a separate function of wafty as speech is only signifi
cant as one component of the contrast between the fifth aspect and the
third (writing), for which the choice of Q. 19: II might seem singularly
inappropriate.i Incidentally, the confusion here between Silras 3 and 19
seems to reveal uncertainty about the place of variant traditions in the
canon.s That for the third aspect kitiib cannot be 'decree' seems clear
from the separate listing of the fourth aspect.S The intended reference
may have been to waf}y as scripture, for which Q. 17: 39,18: 27,20: 114,
29: 45, etc. could be proposed. And Q. 19: II would illustrate wafty as
speech. Absent from the lexical analysis in Beyazit 561 is the notion of
wafty as dispatch (irsal), for which Q. 42: 52 might have been adduced."
The polysemy of waJ:ty in the document of revelation is thus attested, but
in a manner clearly anterior to the elaboration of sophisticated semantic
analysis.

That example is characteristic of the 186 lemmata: with the exception
of eleven items (the particles: li, siwa, hal, fi, min, aso, am, [asoqa, rna, .
hattii, and ilia) all may be described, within the framework of lingua
sacra, as theological concepts, e.g. hudan, kufr, din, ithm, rJalaI, #riit, etc.
But the principle by means of which the several uses of each were differen
tiated was of broader linguistic application: namely, the reference to con
text. However inappropriate the actual loci probantes might seem, the
number of aspects(wujuh) for any particular item approximates very closely
to the number of scriptural contexts in which the locution appears. The

I See above, I pp. 33-8. 2 See above, II pp. 58-9.
3 Thus Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 373-4 s.v. w~y.
4 Cf. e.g, Baydaw! on the same subject, above p. 2 0 7.
S See above, II pp. 76-7.
6 That sense was adduced by Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 373-4, using Q. 6: 19.
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. lexical data thus isolated might more accurately be described as reference
, rather than as information.' This kind of lexicography was exclusively

concerned to elucidate scriptural imagery, and hence avowedly exegetical.
The type, exemplified in the primary title of Beyazit 561, K. al-wujuh
toal-nasii'ir, became a genre of exegetical literature and a basic com
ponent of the masorah. Ascription of its origins to Muqatil was occasionally
explicit." Malati, too, in his K. Tanbih ascribed to Muqatil a series of
semantic equivalences in which much of the scriptural lexicon was reduced
to a limited number of standard synonyms." But the method employed
there was the obverse of Muqatil's 'aspects': only one 'meaning' was ad
duced for each scriptural concept in whatever context (cf. the introductory
formula: kull shay'ji'[-Qur'iin . .. ya'ni . ..). The material includes most of
what I have designated minimal units of explication, e.g. kadhiilika: hiika
dhii, ladaynii: 'indand, laalla: likay,4 but also several which presupposed a
rather more complex interpretation, e.g. hhdtami tab", ghuluf:akinna.s
In that arrangement the-informing principle was not 'aspect' (wajhj
wujuh) but 'analogue' (na~ir/na~ii'ir). Both methods are illustrated in
Suyiiti's chapter on al-wujuh wal-na~ii'ir, in which the na~a'ir (kull shay' fi
'1- Qur'an) were qualified by specifying the exceptions to their general
'meanings'." Thus gradually, a more or less fixed pattern of semantic
distribution was elaborated for the lexicon of scripture which included
both polysemes and/or homonyms (wujuh) and synonyms (na~ii'ir).7

Though the early stages of the process exhibit a concern primarily with
substantives, the dozen or so purely grammatical elements in Beyazit
561 generated a similar but separate treatment of particles (adiitladawiit),
which in Suyfiti's treatise ranged from the interrogative hamza to the
vocative ya.8

The earliest uses of the term nasir vary:v in the works ascribed to
Muqatil the 'analogy' is explicitly textual, e.g. for biikhi'un nafsaka (Q. 26:
3 ad 18: 6), for shatatan (Q. 38: 22 and 72: 4 ad 18: 14), and for ~affan

(Q. 20: 64 ad 18: 48).10 In Bayazit 561 the term na~iT occurs passim,
always, and not unexpectedly in view of the nature of the collection, to
introduce an analogy based upon an identical word or phrase. In both
H. Htisnii 17 and Beyazit 561 the term was employed interchangeably

I See above, p. 142, and III, pp. 99-100. :l. e.g. SUyl1ti, Itqdn ii, 121.
3 See above, pp. 165-6; Malati, Kitdb al-tanbih, 56-63 •
.. See above, pp. 129-30. 5 Cf. above, II pp. 64-5 and 72-3, respectively.
6 Itqdn, naso' 39: ii, 121-39(122-31 and 132~, respectively); these specifically masoretic

terms are not to be confused with the later juridical ashbtih zaa-nasui'ir, though the prin
ciple of analogy underlying them is of course the same, cf. Schacht, Introduction, 114,265.

7 The type had an ancient pedigree from the Hellenistic schools of rhetoric and became
eventually a source for both halakhic and masoretic exegesis, cf. Daube, 'Rabbinic
methods', 241 n. 7; and Wiirthwein, Text, 21-2 (e.g, Okhla we-okhla).

8 Itqdn, naw' 40: ii, 140-259. 9 See above, pp. 127, 143, 169-7°'
10 Muqatil, Tafsir, MS H. Hiisnii 17, 167v, 16Sr, 170r, respectively.
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with mithluha and ka-qawlihi: 'textual analogies' were derived exclusively
from the text of scripture. The significance of that method emerges from
comparison of Muqatil with his contemporary Sufyan Thawri. The latter's
use of analogy, introduced not by nasir, but rather by ka-qawlihi or
mithlu (qawlihi), was limited to scriptural shawiihid but not to litteratim
constructions. For example, the connection between Q. 2: 28 and 40: II

derives from the fact/assertion of resurrection but not from linguistic
expression of that fact/assertion in those passages.' Similarly, acknow
ledgement of divine creation is the only link between Q. 3: 83 and 43: 87,
and no attempt was made to elucidate the grammatical and lexical charac
teristics of one passage by reference to the other.>In the work of Sufyan,
as it has been preserved, masoretic material is unmistakably intrusive, and
the same may be said at least of Muqatil's Tafsir (H. Hiisnii 17).3 The
relationship of Beyazit 561 to Muqatil is, as has been noted, problematic:
its contents, like the lexical data ascribed to Muqatil by Malati, signal the
beginning, rather than the end or a stage along the way, of the exegetical
development which I have called masoretic. With that development the
term na~ir came to designate syntactical/grammatical analogue generally,

and not merely with reference to the language of scripture. For example,

in Farra:' Q. 49: I I ~ I~ I"';~ ~f ~ was proposed as nasir to the

construction with an auxiliary verb in 18: 31 yl.,:J1 ~.4 The analogy

was thus based upon scriptural usage but not upon an identical phrase.

Similarly, Zamakhshari introduced with nasir an analogy to Q. 4: 48 A,u I 01
c.~ w.oJ ~~ 0.J.) L ~.J ~ !J~ 01 .;;: ':J from the usus loquendi

(qawluka) c.~ erJ J l1.;.AJ1 J~.J J l:.=..ul J~ ':J ~ -;'1 01 by means of
which the ellipsis in the scriptural passage could be resolved.' In Farra'
are found also the locutions mithla, ka-qawlihi, and wa-hiya bi-manzilat
qawlihi, but more often than not to introduce analogiesbased upon identical
wording." It was that method which remained characteristically masoretic
and in which exegetical use of the term nasir had originated.

From delimitation of homonyms/polysemes and synonyms it was but
a short step to a distributional analysis of Quranic diction. Its formative
principle was designated mushtabih (variant: mutashabih).7 The earliest
collection of data organized according to that principle is ascribed to the
masorete and (seventh) 'canonical reader' Kisa'l (d. 189/804).8 The work

I Sufyan, Tainr, 3. 2 Sufyan, Tafsir, 37.
3 See above, pp. 132-3, 138. 4 Matani 'Z-Qur'tin Ii, 141-2 •

5 Kashshdf i, 519-20: an alternative to his resolution of the construction by taqdir,
cf. Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 259, and below, pp. 219- 2 4 .

6 Ma'ani 'Z-Qur'an ii, 137, 157, 5, respectively. 7 See above, pp. 157, 165_
8 qAS i, 17,48; MS Beyazit 436, entitled Kitdb mushtabihdt aZ-Qur'an, but given 70 r

as Kdab aZ-Mutashtibih; see also GdQ iii, 180, 188, and passim.
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consists of serial enumeration by sura of locutions which occur once,
twice, and from three to ten, I fifteen, and twenty times in the text of the
canon. Appropriate illustration is provided by the material assembled

under the heading 'once' for Sura: al-Baqarai- : 0'»1 OJ>,,,, ~ ~I."JI y~

&-' ;;j~ Iyti ~.J ~j I~I ~.;JI )\--, (z: ZI) ~j I-,~I V"l:J1 ~4
}l...J (2: 23) ~c.~ 1y:.~I-, ~J ~.)~ ~ 0t.;J1 )L..J (z: 23) JJ;,..

lii).ll )\--, (z: 41) ,l:J1 ~';.r ~Jf ~ I~I-, ~-' ~I ~ 0T.;J1
Lr-lJ1.J ~.J <.Y- ~ Ji.;J1 )L...J (2: 61) ~I~ wH..:" ~.J ~~

~-' ~j~1 J.zi 0y~l.,aJI.J ~).II }L-, (z: 6z) ~~I.J <SjWI.J I.J~~

~ ~ ~-' ~b-,...\"r..., 0T.;J1 }L..J (2: 80) ;;~-'~ L4f ~I jl;.ll~ uJ
~ ~.J 0.J)2;: ~ ~.J 0t.;J1 }L...J (2: 86) 0.J~ ~ ~.J yll,JI ~
&-' lJc.~ <.>111 ~ ~.J .ili.. lii.;J1 J ~ (z: 100) 0~~ ~ ~?f

~J clJ4T~ I..A ~-' ~c.l~ L. ~ ~ $.}JI )L..-, (z: lZ0) ~I

~-' ~J~fi.J 0t).l1 }\--, (2: 1Z9)~fi.J ~I-, yl:5:J1
~I L..J ~-' ~4 ~ 01.;J1 }L...J (2: 150) c.~ J~I-, ~~ -jJ

~ rJl jJ ~~ ~.J ~.J ~ .uJ1 ~ 0T}J1 }L-, (2: 173) .uJ1 ~ '4
~ (2: 185)~~ ~.r 0t5' ~.J ~.J ~ Jr.;J1 J ~.J (2: 173)

01).11 )\-.J (z: z18) 1.J~Lb ~l)l-, lyJ Lr-.:ul 01 ~.J ~ 01.;JI J
0\).11 )L....J (2: 271)~~ ~ ~~.J 4J.J ~1l1.J 4 ~ I.J~~.J

0\yiJl )\-.J (2: 170) l;c.~T clJ>. ~r L ~.J lr ~ ~ ~ ~

i~T 4 (sic) &J ~.J -j$j o.#-.J (2: 35) IJ.C.) ~ ~-' ~.J \j~.J

.~ 0T.;J 1J ~ (2: 233)~~ 'j ~-' (2: 35) ~.Jj-, ..::.-if ~I
In this passage twenty-one instances of 'unique' phraseology were

adduced, and in all but one (the second example for Q. 2: 35) their unique
nesseither reiterated (laysafi'l-Qur'an mithluhulghayruhu: z: 100,2: 173,
2: 185, 2: 233) or contrasted with what is apparently 'normal' Quranic
usage ('lOa-sa'ir al-Qur'an . . .). The contrasts thus established are not
semantic but grammatical, and turn upon the presence/absence of particles
and prepositional phrases, variation in word order, in inflexion, and in
orthography. As in the lexical collations of Beyazit 561 and similar works,
the shasoiihid are entirely scriptural, and no effort was made to justify a
particular construction by reference to usage outside the Qur'jin. On the
other hand, the selection of contrasts might be thought arbitrary: the
locution u~budil rabbakum (Q. 2: 21) appears also in Q. 22: 77 and, in a
slightly expanded form, in 5: 72 and 5: 117. If it is the apostrophe yii
ayyuhii ' l-niis which is here operative, that appears in combination with

I Read so, for 'eleven', 6Iv• 2 Kitdb mushtabihdt al-Qur'dn, I V- 3r•
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ittaqit rabbakum only three times (Q. 4: I, 22: I, 31 : 33), from which a
stylistic norm can hardly be elicited. Rather more valuable would have
been reference to the contrast between Q. 2: 21 and the collocation of
ya ayyuhii 'lladhina dmani; as the mode of address with the imperative
ittaqii 'lliih(e.g. Q. 2: 278,5: 35, 9: 119,33: 7°,49: I). But isolation and
comparison of formulaic phraseology as an exercise in literary analysis
was not the author's purpose, though the material assembled here may be
useful to that end. Acknowledgement of variants in the form of inflexion
(Q. 2: 62, but also 22: 17; only 5: 69 has casus rectus) and of orthography
(Q. 2: 150, but the alternative spelling occurs only twice, in 5: 3 and 5: 44)
exhibits concern for the conceptual unity of scripture, noticed above for
the lexical category of wujiih. That acknowledgement emerges very clearly

from the inclusion here of Q. 2: 233, whose locution~ Jis::i :1 and

attendant pointing with the internal passive may profitably be compared

with the occurrence of L..Qj~/~ ':1 in 2: 286, 6: 152,7: 42, 23:

62, 65: 7, but also 4: 84 d......ii :11 ~lsi ':1. Like the variant traditions,

of which these instances represent the formal aspect, the textual variations
preserved in the canon might be thought to throw some light on the forma
tion of Muslim scripture. I In Kisa'I's work the principle of mushtabihiit
was sound, its application fragmentary. Subsequent elaboration of the
genre provided more complete coverage of the phenomenon.> It may
plausibly be argued that the collation of mushtabihiit reflects awareness, on
the part of the masoretes, not only of the Qur'jirr's stylistic homogeneity
but also of its structural idiosyncrasies, and finally, of the necessity to
explain these in terms of intrinsic analogies.

An example is Q. 2: 35 ~ -:;S-., ~I d;...,j., ~f ~I i~T 4 1jJ.J

~ lW1 Lr li~ ;;~1olh 4.;; :1.,~~ 1.J.i,J incompletely and
incorrectly adduced by Kisa'i, That the verse is a variant of the Adam

tradition in Q. 7: 19 ~ cr -j.S:.g ~I ~.,j., ~i ~I i~T L.J
~U:iJ1 Lr li~ ;;~I olh 4.;; :1.,~ hardly requires demonstra
tion. Juxtaposition of the two verses, not as masiihi] but as mushtabihiit,
generated the following exegesis: because in the first verse the divine
command was to 'dwell and feast', the co-ordinating conjunction (wa-)
was employed to link the two actions as one divine favour, the limitless
extent of which is emphasized in the terms 'copiously' (raghadan) and
'wherever you like' (J:taythu shi'tumii); in the second verse the command
was to 'take (up) residence, then nourishment', separate actions requiring

I See above, pp. 207-8.
2 See Suyuti, Itqdn, naw' 63: iii, 33«J-44, and the late works mentioned there, 339,

to which may be added Raghib I!?fahiini,lJall mutashdbihdt al-Qur'dn.
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to be temporally distinguished by the subordinating conjunction (fa-) ,
its restricted largess expressed by omission of 'copiously' and by
insertion of a limiting preposition (min) before 'wherever you like';'
Whatever suspicions that interpretation might provoke, it ought to
be quite clear that the presence of doublets in the text of scripture
could not be an embarrassment. But all such material, absence of
which could reduce the size of the canon by forty to fifty per cent, lends
itself admirably to the kind of documentary analysis proposed for the
Shu'ayb traditions and the 'double-garden' imagery." That in the Muslim
tradition recourse was had not to documentary analysis, but to exegesis,
may be illustrated by considering the number of Mu'tazilites responsible
for works in the genre of mushtabihdtlmutashiibihdt.» An element of rhetori
cal criticism is also evident, at least in the later development of the genre.
Repetition in scripture came to be described and evaluated in specifically
aesthetic terms, and textual variation regarded as stylistic embellishment.
The technical vocabulary formulated to that end, e.g. mundsabajirtiba;
(filiation) and tafannun (elegant variation), presupposed the structural
integrity of a single document of revelation.' That terminological refine
ment, not yet expressed in the work of Kisa'I, reflected the doctrine of
iJiiz al-Qur'an, a post-masoretic phenomenon. Once acknowledged as an
appropriate object of rhetorical analysis, the text of scripture was safely
removed from the danger of dissolving into its original and fragmentary
components.!

The exegetical procedures symbolized by the terms wujuh, na~ii' ir, and
mushtabihdtlmutashdbihdt were derived from a view of scripture as self
contained and self-explanatory. The logic of that View rested implicitly
upon acknowledgement of lingua sacra as a special mode of communica
tion. The schemata of revelation were, so to speak, sui generis and could
gain little or nothing by reference to the elements of normal linguistic
usage. To describe that mode of communication as the 'word of God'
might be thought perversely dogmatic, but points none the less to the
fundamental distinctiveness of the literary expression which is the subject
of these studies. The manner in which originally or basically neutral
elements in language (if such can ever be said to exist) achieve separate
reality as the ingredients of fixed and traditional imagery (whether or not
'scriptural') is well known: all 'meaning' is related to context. Thus,
the most recent attempt to analyse the lexicon of Muslim scripture derives
from a semasiology not appreciably different in kind from that underlying
the 'aspects' of Beyazit 561: namely, Allard's Analyse conceptuelle du

I SUyiiti, Itqiin iii, 340.
3 See GAS i, 618-19, 622, 626, but also 13,44-
.. SUyiiti, Itqiin iii, 340. 342. and na'lJl 62: iii. 322-38.
5 See below. pp, 227-46, and above, II pp. 77-83.

Z See above, I pp. 20-7.
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Coran sur cartesperforees (1963).1 Though the author was unable to resist
including in his 430 cards some irrelevant information (e.g. the 'chrono
logy' of revelation under (B) Cadre), the results which can be obtained
from manipulation of his system are comparable to those elicited from a
literary analysis (recurrent phraseology, as opposed to separate lexical
items, is unfortunately accessible only through non-literary headings:
anthropologie, theologie, Ifhique-religion). To establish, quickly and con
veniently, statistics on conceptual distribution, the method is admirably
suited; to anyone at all familiar with Muslim scripture the results are
invariably predictable (e.g. quantitative emphasis upon the 'Mosaic
syndrome' in Quranic prophetology).>

Now, in the Muslim exegeticaltradition efforts to clarify the lexicon and
imagery of scripture were not always confined to the material of the
document itself. It is difficult, if not altogether impossible, to determine
chronologically the point at which the problems of lingua sacra could be
fruitfully referred to the data of profane literature. From what appear to
be its earliest attested stages, the procedure was at first essentially lexical
and methodologically atomistic. Lexical treatment in haggadic exegesis
seldom consisted of more than a straightforward equivalence adduced
without authorities, occasionally of a foreign etymology for exotica and
hapax legomena, both practices hardly altered by the halakhists.! For neither
may sporadic reference to 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas be understood as appeal
to an authority especially qualified in the sphere of lexicology. And yet,
the origins of literature concerned specifically with the scriptural lexicon,
not solely as the expression of theological concepts but as communication
drawing upon the resources of a national language, are almost always
connected with his name.s At least three titles of such works have been
preserved: Kitiib gharib al-Qur'iin, Kitiib/Bayiin lughii: al-Qur'iin, and
Masii'il Nafif b. Azraq» The substance of the material designated by these
titles has been transmitted in several scarcely varying recensions, and is
synoptically accessible in Suyiiti's Itqdn» Whether or not the Berlin MS
Petermann II, 405 is an extract from Suytiti, may, in view of the wide
spread transmission of the material and of the legendary stature of Ibn
fAbbas, be thought quite without significance.?

The collection of lexical explanations known as Mas/til Nafif b. Azraq
exhibits an exegetical method considerably posterior to the activity of

I Cf. also Allard, 'Une Methode nouvelle', 5-21; a primitive, because dependent upon
non-linguistic data, application of 'contextual semantics' may be seen in Izutsu, Ethico
religious Concepts.

2 Allard, 'Une Methode nouvelle', J9.
3 See above, pp. 124, 143, and 181, 182, respectively.
• See Goldziher, Richtungen, 69-71. 5 GAS i, 27-8 nos. 2,4,3, respectively.
6 Itqan, naw' 36: ii, 6-46, 47-54, 55-88.
7 MS Petermann II, 4°5, 93-101, and Itqan ii, 55-88; cf. GAS i, 27 no. I vs. GAL,

SuppI. I, 331, and Mittwoch, 'Ahlwardt No. 683', 339-44.
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Ibn 'Abbas (d. 68/687): namely, the reference of rare or unknown words
in scripture to the great corpus of early Arabic poetry.' That method was
in fact so conscientiously and consistently applied in the Masa'il as to
provoke the question whether the real purpose of the work was not to
furnish an ancient and honourable pedigree for what became, with the
masoretes, a very important exegetical principle. Lexicology, like the other
Islamic sciences, was ultimately defined in terms of traditional authority,
with the customary reference to the linguistic competence of the com
panions of the prophet: what they did not know could not be known."
That one of those companions, Ibn 'Abbas, should be able for each of 190

Quranic locutionst to cite a verse from Jahili or Mukhadrami poets (many
anonymous) was indeed an accomplishment worthy of note, Suspicion of
a tour de force is corroborated by appearance of the same lexica in other
scriptural vocabulary lists, also ascribed to Ibn 'Abbas but without
poetic shawohid.4 That principle of which the Masa'il represent an almost
polemical expression was explicitly articulated in dicta attributed to Ibn

'Abbas: y ~I 01~ s~I (Poetry is the register of the Arabs, scil.of their

language)! or, in more detail, to 'Umar b. Khattab: ~l::dl J~4 ~

~ l::.)~ l4J 0lJ(Learn the poetry of the Jiihiliyya, for there you will
find the interpretation of your scripturej.s Similar exhortation, but here
chronologically unexceptionable, was ascribed to Tabari, Sharif Murtada,
and jubba'I,? by whose dates the practice waswell established. That it was
not so prior to the third/ninth century is, in my opinion, very significant.8
A virtual terminus a quo may be elicited from Ibn Hisham's recension of
the Sira: e.g. for biikhi'un nafsaka in Q. 18: 6 a line from Dhii Rurnma was
adduced, for shatatan in 18: 14 a verse from A'sha.9 Application there was
exclusively lexical, and thus provides a neat contrast to the haggadic
method of dealing with the vocabulary of scripture. In Bukhdri's K.
Tafsir only one line of poetry (anonymous) was cited, for la-a'W'OJiihun
in Q. 9: 114..10 In Muslim a single verse wasadduced, at Q. 7: 3I, II and in
Tirmidhi none in an exegetical sense. I2 Poetry was very occasionally cited,
for lexical explanation, in the works of the halakhists, such as Ja~~a~ and

I See above, pp. 142-3, and III, 97-102. 2 e.g. Suyiiti, Itqdn ii, 3-4.
3 Not 140, as in Mittwoch, op. cit. 342.
4 e.g. Suyiiti, Itqan ii, 6-54, and see below, pp. 218-19.
s Suyutl, Itqdn ii, 55; cf. Goldziher, Richtungen, 70 esp. n. 3: there is on the contrary

every reason for not accepting the authenticity of that report.
6 Goldziher, op. cit. 69 n. 4. 7 Goldziher, op. cit. 92, n6, 130, respectively.
8 Pace Noldeke, BSS, lin. 6; cr. GdQ ii, 192 (revised and appropriately sceptical).
9 Ibn Hisham, Sira i, 302, 304. 10 Bukhari, $a/:ti1;r. iii, 248.

II Muslim, $a1Ji/:z viii, 244.
J2 A line ascribed to the prophet was incidentally included ad Q. 53: 32, in Tirmidhi,

$a1;r.i/;l. xii, 173, a gratuitous insertion comparable to the line from Hassan b. Thiibit ad
Q. 24: IS, in Bukhiiri, $a/:tiJ;r. iii, 297.
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Ibn 'Arabi, The earliest exegetical composition in which poetic shawiihid
were regularly employed is the Mafiini 'I-Qur'iin of Farra' (d. 207/822).1
But there application of the principle was not limited to lexis: grammatical
phenomena were also justified by reference to profane literature. For
example, the locution wa-iqiim al-saldt in Q. 24: 37 required, in the view
of Farra', to be explained as an apocopate permitted by status constructus,
i.e. for iqiimat al-saliit. An anonymous verse containing 'ida 'l-amr for
'idata ' l-amr was adduced in support of the contention.' The technique
could be extended also to syntactical problems, accessory to the peri
phrastic principle known as taqdirlmajiis:»

In the related field of profane lexicography a parallel and contem
poraneous practice has been noted: in Khalil's Kitiib al-'Ayn verses of
ninety-nine poets together with some anonymous lines were adduced in
support of the usus loquendi» For the scriptural lexicon, however, there
appears to have been some opposition to that method.! One title recorded
for the collection otherwise known as Masa'il Niifi' b. Azraq is Kitiib
gharib al-Qur'an,6 but a separate work, also entitled K. gharib al- Qur'an
and also ascribed to Ibn fAbbas, does not contain the Masa'il and does not
employ poetic shawiihid.7 It is instead a plaidoyer for the exclusively Arabic

vocabulary of scripture, an argument set out in the following preface.f ,yo

~ ~r ~ 0t( .,.1-, cr=) 0~ Jli ~~ 0~ .utI J.,i J U'"'~ ~I

~~.J A.....,i ~ ~ ~.i:! ~..e 0~i ~~4 )'1 4l::.) .uJ1 Jyf ~.J ~
~~I ~r Lr 0W~.J ~ 0~ ~I J~J Lr ~j1 L.J J~..vJ1 01
:tMJ1 ~I W ~ -II W . W A.J .1 ·T~II ~ -II ·W· r-' ~J.J. '.r' ..r:F &. •• I.J""Z' U .r- s r.r- U tor L.J
~ AkJ~ ':} ~~ ~I.J ~~, L,tj ~li.U1. The conflicting interpreta-

tions of Q. 14: 4 and the ambiguity of the locution lisiin 'arabi have been
remarked.? A sentiment similar to that of Ibn 'Abbas was attributed to

Sufyan Thawri: ~..,.AJ ~ ~ ~.; ~ ~rJ4 )'1 ~.J J..r: ~,IO while

Muqatil reported, on the authority of Sa'Id b. Jubayr that all languages

were represented in the Qur'an: <Jt.;J1 J .uJ1 ~yi ~I W ~)~I J L.u
The latter view was amplified by Suyiiti to assert the universality of Mu

hammad's mission: 01.J ~ J\j(Q. 14: 4) ••• i.t c.P JI J....r ~I ~r.J

1 See above, p, 150.
2 Marani 'I-Qur'an ii, 254 ad loc.; cf. Vollers, Volkssprache, 156-7.
3 See below, pp. 223-4. .. Wild, Das Kitdb al-tAin, esp. 42-51.
5 Cf. SUyUti, Itqdn ii, 55; and see below, pp. 2~3-4-

6 Mittwoch, 'Ahlwardt No. 683', 341.
7 GAS i, 27 no. 2; MS Atif Efendi 2815. 8 MS Anf Efendi 2815, 102r •

o See above, II pp. 53, 81, III pp. 98-9.
10 Apud Suyiip, Itqan i, 130.
II Muqiitil, Tafsir, MS H. Hiisnii 17, 173v at the end of Siirat al-Kahf; cf. Itqan ii, 106.
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~ ~.,; ~ ~f ~5" ~I-, r..,i J' ~W lr ~ 6~\ y~1 J ~~.I
Some portion of the contradiction was neutralized by resort to the notions
of coincidence between languages (tawiifuq/tawiirud al-lughiit) and assimi
lation (ta'rib) ascribed to Ibn 'Abbas and Abu "Ubayd.> The concept
of 'pure Arabic' ('arabimatzt!) forcefully asserted by Abu 'Ubayda became
an axiom of masoretic exegesis.! The link with Ibn 'Abbas was, however,
maintained. The third work of lexical character ascribed to him is entitled
Bayiin lughiit al-Qur'an/al-Lughiit fi '1-Qur'iin,4 at least one manuscript
version of which contains the same material as K. gharib al-Qur'an, with
an identical preface.! They are a compilation by silra of standard lexical
explanations, unaccompanied by authorities or loci probantes, either from
scripture itself or from profane literature, and similar to the list of such
transmitted from Ibn 'Abbas via Tabari by SUyiiti.6 The central position
occupied by Ibn 'Abbas in the lughiit/gharib literature emerges from exami
nation of the data collected by Sezgin for those titles: we are confronted
not by several independent traditions but by scarcely discernible variations
of a single tradition." The lexical data extracted from Bukhari and alpha
betically assembled by 'Abd al-Baqi contains the same standard material,
and belongs to the same collective tradition.f It was not until elaboration
of the genre by Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889) and Sijistani (d. 330/942) that the
traditional stock was refurbished, substantially and methodologically.9

More important for the Quranic masorah than either variant reading
or lexical explanation was the analysis of grammar and syntax represented
by the exegetical principle taqdirlmajds: The earliest formulation of that
principle is found in the work of Abu 'Ubayda (d. 2°9/824) entitled Majaz
al-Qur'an.10 In an introductory chapter the author enumerated thirty
nine kinds of majiiz occurring in the text of scripture, illustrated by sixty
shasoahid, ten of them adduced twice, to different ends. II Abu 'Ubayda's
typology includes six categories of grammatical and syntactical phenomena,
of which three contain solutions proposed to more or less straightforward
textual problems, i.e. lesis (no. 28), varialectio (nos. 27, 29, 38), and con
cord (nos. 4-13). Characteristic of the last-named category are explanations

1 Itqdn ii, 107.
2 cr. Suyuti, Itqdn ii, 105, 108-19; see Kopf, 'Foreign words', 191-2,°5, esp. 202-4;

and id., 'Religious influences', esp. 34-8, 4<>-5.
3 e.g. Abu 'Ubayda, Majiiz aI-Qur'tin i, 8, 17.
4 GAS i, 28 no. 4; MS Esad Efendi 91; I have not seen Munajjid's edition of the

~ahiriyyaMS (Cairo, 1946).
5 i.e. MS Atif Efendi 2815; this preface is at I04r of MS Esad Efendi 91.
6 Itqdn ii, 6-46. 7 See GAS i, Indices: Biichertitel,
8 'Abd al-Biiqi, Mu'jam gharib aI-Qur'tin, 1-233.
9 GAS i, 48 and 43-4, respectively.

10 GAS i, 48; ed. Sezgin, see Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 248.
II Abu 'Ubayda, Majtiz aI-Qur"tin i, 8-16: set out with translation in Wansbrough, op.

cit. 248-54 (where the locution awlii laka fa-asold, Q. 7S: 34. under nos. 17 and 20, may
better be rendered 'Woe unto thee, woe', see Zamakhshari, Kashshdf iv, 664 ad loc.).
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involving a constructio ad sensum, employed to neutralize contradiction
between formal and conceptual reference to number, person, and gender,

e.g. Q. 22: 5 (no. 4) ()1U1f) )Uk ~.;c;. In another category, ellipsis

(nos. 1-3), the same concept was employed to justify periphrastic restora
tion. One example of the latter deserves notice, Q. 12: 82 (no. 2)(~f) J .....J
t,J ~r~I~I (d &,,).J~~~I ~)iJl. Insertion of 'the inhabitants
of' before 'village', and of 'those in' before 'caravan' is not really essential
to understanding the passage, but indicates, rather, the author's conscious
ness of a metaphorical construction. It is thus quite unlike the other
illustrations of ellipsis included there (Q. 38: 6, 2: 26, 39: 73) and quali
tatively distinguished from the examples of irregular concord. But a further
category of majiiz (nos. 14-23,26) contains a number of rhetorical pheno
mena, e.g. fictio personae, apostrophe, chiasmus, from which together
with Q. 12: 82 it would be tempting to infer that for Abu 'Ubayda the
term majiiz designated figurative usage. That it did not, however, seems
clear from the bulk of his 60 loci probantes, and in particular for the
category of idiom and/or solecism exhibited in nos. 24, 25, 3<:r-7, most
especially no. 39. Here majiiz represents the rationalization of careless
style, of syntactical ambiguity, even of grammatical error, by means of
restoration according to the norms of scriptural usage.

The method is, at least implicitly, that underlying the type of analysis
identified by mushtabihiit. I The functional confusion between nomen
regens and nomen rectum exhibited in Q. 28: 76(no. 24) and 2: 171 (no. 25)
required justification: occurrence of the second example in the text of
scripture is fairly frequent.> Variable function of particles (no. 30), as in
Q. 2: 26, 20: 71, 83: 2, and 43: 51-2, was explained by a seriesof arbitrary
but not quite irresponsible equations, e.g. fawqahii: dunahii, fi: ealii, etc.

On the other hand, Q. 79: 30 Lb b.~ ~~ (L') ~ if) ~I.J involved a
dogmatic postulate relevant to the chronology of divine creation and was
recognized as one of the 'standard puzzles' of scripture.! substitution of
'together with' for 'after' was thus, in the precise sense of the term, exe
getical. The presence of particles (nos. 31-3) was in the examples here
adduced (Q. 83: 1-3, I: 5, 16: 98) exclusively grammatical, and in the
first two majiiz represented the resolution of synthetic constructions. With
regard to the third, it might well be argued that the absence/presence of bi
after qarda, contrasted in Q. 16: 98 and 96: I, is not merely not optional
but reflects, indeed, a semantic distinction. Conversely, the majiiz proposed

for Q. 20: 69(no. 36) .r"'L.:'if(~ 01)~ WI indicated a genuine,

and frequent, option, which may be regarded as stylistic rather than

I See above, pp. 2U-1S. Z See above, III pp. II3-4 I •

3 As, for example, in Muqatil, Tafsir, MS BM Or. 6333; see above, p, 164, no. 3.
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grammatical. Common, or optional, gender for collectives (no. 34) can be

demonstrated by reference to Q. 26: 105 wJ-.rJI c.Y j"; (;:-,~S) ~~

but not of course to 16: 66 oJJ~ J l....~ o~ jW~' J ~ ~l-,

(~~). Finally, the inconcinnity exhibited in Q. 73: 18 (no. 35) c.WI
~ )U;.. (~I) and 55: 19 ... 22 (no. 37) ••• ~\..o-l~ w:~\ (r

~~.rJ1-, jJj.U1 (~.J.>.f &,) ~ ~ could not seriously be inter
preted as figurative usage or even stylistic option. Their presence in this
collection, like that of nos.24 and 25 (Q. 28: 76 and 2: 171), can only be
justified by a principle of inclusion which took account of passages
requiring textual emendation.

Now, the possibility of error in the text of scripture, whether as
ungrammatical usage (la~n) or lapsus calami (khata' al-kultiib), was ulti
mately rejected.I In a transparently dogmatic discussion of two celebrated

dicta, one attributed to eA'isha: yl:SJ1J~f yt:5J1~_,~, and

the other to 'Uthman: ~~ y..rJ\ ~~ ~-'# ':J, Suyiiti argued from
the authority of Ibn Anbari and Ibn Ashtah, as well as from his own
conviction, that neither report could be true since (a) the eloquence(f~a~a)
of Muhammad's contemporaries was well known, (b) other equally well
known and better accredited traditions demonstrated the care taken by
fA'isha in the preservation and by 'Uthman in the recension of the
Quranic revelation, and (c) such evidence of textual instability as did
exist was neither lahn nor kha!il' al-kuttiib, but, rather, scriptio defectioa

or otherwise irregular orthography (Lg.....,)~ UJl::.), or oariae lectiones

(oc.I~1 4l~-,).2 Reference to Arab eloquence, neutralization of refractory

hadiths by other fzadiths, and accommodation of textual variants under the

rubric 'seven (canonical) readings' (e.g.~, w.r~1 ~ J-,~I )~t)

reflect the procedural devices traditional to the solution of Quranic prob
lems, and ought by now to be familiar.! It may be observed that Suyiiti's
denial of lahn in the text of scripture was part of his general discussion of
i'rab, a term whose semantic range included not only grammatical pheno
mena (a~kam), but also clarity (bayan) and euphony (llfWiit wa-lu~un).4

1 Such is the substance of the first five chapters of Ibn Qutayba's Ta'wil mushkil
al-QuT'an (10-'75), in which the docwnent of revelation was defended from every kind of
assault upon its linguistic and literary excellence, e.g, lapsus calami, grammatical error,
syntactic inconcinnity, semantic contradiction, and stylistic inconsistency; the author's
postulates were those whose elaboration has been described here: all qird'atwere equally
revealed, poetry could be adduced to demonstrate analogous constructions (36-40),
corruption by foreigners (abntt al_Cajam) was neutralized by the reliable witness of trans
mission from companions of the prophet (41-2), etc. 2 Itqdn. ii, 269-77.

3 See above, III pp. 93-9; and 178-82, 20~-8, respectively.
4 Itqdn, naw< 41: ii, 260-80; see above, p. ISS; and III p, I04-II for references to

Itqdn iv, 17z-3, ii, 3.
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It is also in that chapter that locutions permitting anyone of the three
i'riib vowels were listed. I The possibility of serious linguistic aberration
in scripture was very restricted indeed.

The locus classicus was always Q. 20: 63 01r W ~I~ 01. Suyiiti's

synthesis includes the entire spectrum of textual treatment, as well as a
conventional notice of dialectal usage: (a) in some dialects, e.g. of
B. Kinana and B. Harith, the dual is expressed by alif in all three cases;
(b) a pronoun anticipating the subsequent proposition (fjamir al-sha'n)

has been omitted, i.e. 01rW ~I~ ~1; (c) in addition to the ellipsis

assumed in (b) a further omission of an inchoative of which sal,ziriin is

the predicate, i.e. ~lrL... ~.gJ 01~ JJl; (d) inna in this locution signifies

'yes/surely/indeed' and thus does not require casus obliquus; (e) hii is
here an anticipatory pronoun (tJamir al-qt'~~a), and the remainder of the

-proposition an independent predication, i.e. 01rW 01~ ~l.z At least
two other kinds of solution had been earlier articulated. In addition to
citing the dialectal usage (here of B. Balharith b. Ka'b), Ibn Qutayba
recorded appropriate variants (ma~al,zif) from two 'companion' codices,

namely Ubayyo0lrL... )II 01~ ~1 ;md Ibn Masfid 01r L.... ~ll~ ~f or

01r W 01~ o1 or ~lrL.... 01~ ~1.3 The exegetical character of such
ascription has been noted.s Of equal interest was the view, attributed by

Ibn Qutayba to rA~im jahdari that one wrote 01~ 31 and read ~~ ~l,

thus providing explicit support for the 'Uthman tradition on lahn in the

text of scripture, i.e. : .uJ1 ~) ~~ JyJ y~l-, ;;",I.;J1 0~ tJ) W1.J
.06. ~ r--)I ~}J ~L-4 d,...,lit.9 ~4 y.rJ1 ~-' W A.::i (,$).5
Such was the solution proposed also by Abii 'Ubayda in slightly different

terms: J 0~.J ~-'~~ lS ~I~ ~-' liA-Ut J 0lr W u:~ 01
yl-""" g,-, y~I.6 All of the 'standard' orthographic deviations; not

only Q. 20: 63, but also 2: 177 (wal-~iibirin:~abiriin), 4: 162 (wal
muqimin:muqimiin), and 5: 69 (wal-~iibi'iin:~iibi'in), could be and often
were emended in this way.7 Other problems, semantic rather than gram
matical, might be exposed to the same treatment, e.g. Q. 56: 29 (wa-tazrin
marnjudin for wa-tall,zin).8

I See above, III p. 108, referring to Itqiin ii, 277-80.
2 Itqiin ii, 273-4-
3 Ta'wil, 36-7; see Jeffery, Materials, 146 and 60, respectively.
4 See above, pp. 203-7. 5 Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 37; see GdQ iii, 4-5.
6 Majiiz aI-Qur'1in ii, 21-3; see Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 264-
7 e.g. Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 37; sec above, III p. r08.
a Goldziher, Richtungen, 36; Zamakhshari adduced a scriptural analogy from Q. so: 10,

Kashshdf iv, 461 ad loco
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l

The masoretic principle of :1"11:;:) : "'i' was perpetuated in the~ : l:iil
(y l;.:): O~I}) of the Muslim exegetes. Its application in the Quranic masorah

may, in myopinion, be ascribed to calquerather than to inherent necessity.
The methodological significance of such devices as ketib: qere and al tiqra
is generally seen to be evidence of a fixed, immutable text.1 For the text
of Muslim scripture standard deviations were anyway accommodated by
the system of 'canonical' readings, within which a distinction between
kitba and laf~ merely symbolized an option (ikhtiyiir).z It will, I think,
be conceded that formulation of the Biblical masorah included a period
in which emendation to a still fluid text was not only possible, but in fact
took place. The activities attributed specifically to the post-Talmudic
masoretes exhibit only the final expression of a long and complex process,
to which elements of the masorah like tiqqunei soferim and miqra soferim
attest.! For the Quranic masorah the concept of emendation is explicit
in the principle of majiiz as employed by Abu "Ubayda: for the solecism in
Q. 20: 63 the qere (laf~) was expressly 'correct' (~awiib). But emendation
was not by any means limited to, perhaps not even primarily concerned
with, irregularities of grammar and syntax. Exegetical, often dogmatic,
ends were equally served. One example, ad Q. 37: 12, has been noticed j!

another wasthe alteration of alliihu to alliiha in Q. 4: 164, producing 'Moses
spoke to God' rather than 'God spoke to Moses', a change reflecting
Mu'tazili circumscription of the notion of God's speech.! However, very
few of Abu 'Ubayda's sixty shawiihid required to be emended for reasons
of dogma or doctrine.6

Masoretic majiiz, like the grammarians' principle of taqdir, had been
formulated primarily with a view to obviating the angularities of scriptural
syntax. The norm against which such were measured was often provided
by scripture itself, but also and with increasing frequency by the data
of profane literature. These might consist either of real, or contrived,
examples of the usus loquendi (introduced by qawluka, ka-qa'Wlika), or
of lociprobantes from Arabic poetry. 7 In support of the dialectal origins
of hiidhiini in Q. 20: 63, for instance, Ibn Qutayba adduced two lines of

1 e.g. Barr, Comparative Philology, 45-6, 214-17; cf. Wurthwein, Text, 12-22, 71-5.
2 See above, pp. 205-7; and cf. Rabin's reference to the 'limited variability' ofthe text

of scripture attested also in Qumran, cited Gerhardsson, Memory, 37 n. 2.
3 See Barr, Ope cit., 21<)-21; Gerhardsson, Memory, 33-42, 43-55; and Gertner,

'The Masorah and the Levites', 266-70.
.. See above, p, 206.
5 See above, I pp. 34-6, II pp. 81-4; Goldziher, Richtungen, 174-5: a more radical

solution to the dogmatic problem which did not require textual emendation was deriva
tion of kallama in this passage from kalm (wound); cf. Zamakhshari, Kashshdf i, 590-1 ;
but also Ibn Qutayba, To'wil, 82.

6 Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 256: three instances only, to which may be
added, under no. 30, Q. 79: 30; see above, p. 220.

7 See above, pp. 211-12, 216-18; and Wild, DasKitab al-fAin, 44 n, 16.
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verse (anonymous) demonstrating the expression of both casus rectus
and obliquus (dual) with alif.I The eventual opposition, hardly unexpected,
to that technique,> found unequivocal expression in the observation of

Ibn Munayyir to Zamakhshari's commentary ad Q. 6: 137: ~.;. ~-'

o,I.;J4 ~.rJ1 ~l."s ~~ ~.rJ1 Js.~ o,I.;J1 ~. (Our purpose
is not correction of scripture by reference to Arabic grammar, but, rather,
correction/establishment of Arabic grammar by reference to scripturej.!
It need hardly be remarked, in view of the role played by 'Arabian
eloquence' in Quranic theology, that this admonition remained a very
dead letter indeed. Lip-service to an ideal had, however, been expressed."

Another exclusively interpretative element of the Quranic masorah, and
hence one which did not always require textual emendation, concerned
the problem of juncture. An example was the question of pause after

kadhiilika in the messenger formula d;J JI; ~lL_Cl}li/Jli)(Q. 19: 9,

19: 21, 51: 30).5 The alternatives were to read with pause making the

particle disjunctive, or without pause acknowledging the formulaic locution,

i.e. il'il' '~N re, Zamakhshari appears to have preferred the former ~j.)

J~ ~ -,f d;J Jli f~1 ~ .u J:~ ~jS' .r~I lSf c!.J ~ts::J1.6
The term for disjunctive syntax (Zamakhshari employed ibtadii~) was
usually isti'nii], found already in Muqatil's Tafsir ad Q. 3: 7, for which
verse of course the argument was doctrinal and not at all syntactical,"
In his chapter on juncture (al-maw~ul lafsan soal-mafsul ma'nan) Suyiit!
provided several illustrations of that kind of theological grammar.8 For
Q. 7: 189-90 the charge of polytheism against Adam and Eve was made
quite explicit by context (siyiiq). But Adam was a prophet (nabi~) and
therefore immune from sin (mac$ilm). A solution to the dilemma was found
in the change of pronoun from dual to plural, making the referent of

~..,.s-~ w. JJJ I J Lt.:i not the inhabitants of Eden but the pagans of Mecca.

SUyii~i called the trope thus isolated an example of 'transition and digres
sion' ial-takhallus wal-istitrad),9 ignoring conveniently the distinct likeli
hood that the form yushrikun reflected the pattern of verse segmentation
at that point of the SUra. On the other hand, it may be argued that not merely

t Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 36. 2 e.g. Suyiip, Itqiin ii, 55.
3 Ibn Munayyir, Intifiif, on the margin of KashsJuif ii, 6cr70; cited also Goldziher,

Richtungen, 50 n, 3; Ullmann, Ragazpoesie, 222-3 n. 10; see above, p. 168.
... See above, II pp. 78-81. 5 See above, I pp. 12-13.
6 KashsJuif iii, 6 ad Q. 19: 9.
7 See above, p. 152; appearance of the technical term isti'ndf in Muqatil, Tafsir,

MS H. Hiisnii 17, 36r, may well be a consequence of later redaction. cf. above, pp. 143-4.
8 Itqdn, na'lu' 29: I, 252-4, an appendix to his discussion of pausal phenomena (al

waqfwal-ibtida'): naw' 28: i, 230-51.
9 See Mehren, Rhetorik, 130, 145.
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the plural yushrikun but the entire locution exhibits a formula of period
ization, and need not therefore be semantically related to the preceding
Adam tradition. 1

Easily the most celebrated of such passages was Q. 106: 1 ~} w~~,

for which the function of lam as inchoative provoked some very imagina
tive grammatical theory,> To those disatisfied with exegesis, textual
emendation was possible: Suras 105 and 106 were read as a syntactical
unit, for which of course support could be found in a 'companion' codex
(i.e. Ubayyj.! But however the two suras were written (generally with the
disjunctive basmala) they were understood as a narrative unit attesting to
God's benevolence towards Quraysh.! Problems of the sort found at Q.
106: I have also been noted in the transmission history of the Biblicaltext,
e.g. c.,~t)~t)~ vs. c.,~.,t) ~t)~ in Proverbs 26: 23, described by Barr as a
'graphic disturbance'.' Ellipses and anacolutha in the Quranic text often
exhibit illogical juncture rather than defective syntax: for example,
Abu 'Ubayda's inclusion under ellipsis (no. 3) of Q. 39: 73, in which the
second dependent clause of the hattii idhii construction is the following
verse, introduced by the coordinate (I) conjunction waw.6

Abu 'Ubayda's contribution to the Quranic masorah consisted primarily
in the rationalization of solecism, but also in the resolution of synthesis
and the alleviation of ellipsis. The periphrastic technique, later designated
taqdir, was also applied to the resolution of trope (a kind of inverse meta
phor, as for Q. 12: 82) and to the elimination of anthropomorphism," For
the history of the text of scripture one question in particular requires at
least to be articulated, if not answered: was the principle of majiiz/taqdir
understood as emendation or as exegesis? Now, copies of the Qur'an,
whether manuscript or printed, do not contain masoretic material, and
may for that very reason be misleading: the impression is unmistakably
that of a single ne varietur text. But eventhe most cursory examination of
the masoretic literature must dispel that impression as illusory. The
chronology of that literature indicates a period of approximately two

I See above, III pp. 113, 115, 117.
z Analysed in Birkeland, The Lord guideth, 102-30.

3 SUyl1ti, Itqdn i, 186; Jeffery, Materials, 179; sectarian appropriation of that view is
significant only as an expression of opposition to the 'Uthmanic recension, cf. GdQ ii,
33 n. 4, 96 n. 3.

4 e.g, Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 3 19-2 0 ; and Birkeland's interpretation, Ope cit. 122-30:
'God's intervention in history as the first stage of Muhammad's prophetical experience'.

5 Comparative Philology, 219; cf, also Gertner, 'The Masorah and the Levites', 247
for Exodus 23: 2.

6 See above, III pp. 114-15; Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis" 248, 255; Brockel
mann's explanation of that phenomenon, G VG ii, 669, as 'die Neigung des semitischen
Sprachgeistes zu einfacher Satzbildung eine komplizierte Periode wieder in einfache For
men (zu zerlegen)' cannot, in my opinion, be supported by Quranic examples.

7 Wansbrough, op. cit. 254~.
4339C75
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centuries during which the text of scripture was anything but stable.
The major obstacle to reconstruction of the transmission history of that
period is the character of the so-called 'variant readings', which is pre
dominantly exegetical: in other words all, or almost all, are clearly inter
pretations of the canon. Within the masorah their relative merits were
assessed according to their respective degreesof attestation. The apparatus
criticus resulting from such accumulation of essentially uniform materials
exhibits a series of conventional modifications of one text. At the same
time it conceals, and may have been meant to conceal (by means of the
'serial revelation' argument), I the fundamental lines of cleavage that I
have called 'variant traditions'. But indirect notice of these may be thought
to underlie the masoretic categories of wujuh, na:;ii'ir, mushtabihiit, and
majiis. Collation of parallel and divergent contexts, deductions from analo
gical and identical phraseology, rationalization of grammatical and syn
tactic irregularities: all of these presuppose a consciousness of recurring
formulae and schemata. According to the theoretical postulates of the
grammarians, a restored text (muqaddar) was at least as valid as its original
articulation (malfu:;).2 Preservation and transmission of those restorations
were for the masoretes tasks equal in importance to recording the canoni
cal text.! The 'limited variability' of the canon was a fact, the "Uthmanic
recension an article of faith. As such, exegesis and emendation might be
seen as two names for the same process, and not as mutually. exclusive.
Like the halakhic concept of preference (tarjiJ.z), the masoretic principle of
option (ikhtiyiir) contained an arbitrary element which never had to con
form to a single, fixed text.

And yet one feature of masoretic exegesis, as contrasted with the
haggadic and halakhic types, was the practice of adducing and (usually)
of commenting on the entire text of scripture. A concern for the integrity
of the text and for the structural relevance to one another of its parts was
characteristic even of purely lexical analysis. For the analogical restoration
of grammar and syntax it wasindispensable. The 'framework' of masoretic
exegesis wasthus neither the narratio (haggadic) nor the juridical/doctrinal
dispute (halakhic), but the canonical text itself, perceived as a unitary
document. Within that framework 'explicative elements' like variae
lectiones, lexical and grammatical explanation, analogy, periphrasis, and
loci probantes from poetry were typical.' All other elements may be re
garded as intrusive, and none more than authentication of the masorah
(i.e. as apparatus criticus) by reference to traditions and to the circum
stances of revelation. That such should, none the less, figure in this genre
of exegetical literature demonstrates, in my opinion, the chronological
priority of the halakhah, in support of which a basis of traditional authority

I See above, I pp. 36-8.
3 See above, pp. 204-5.

2 Wansbrough, op. cit., 257, 264-5.
.. See above, pp, 120-1.
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(i.e. masorah) had to be formulated. In this context Gertner's description
of the separate origins and later juxtaposition/identification of Masorah
and Masoreth is of some interest for the analogous process in Muslim
exegetical literature, namely, the evaluation of rationally deduced (!)
'readings' in terms of their respective degrees of attestation (the evolution
diriiya -7- riwiiya).1 It was only after the articulation of law as divinely
decreed that a scriptural canon was established, the result primarily of
polemical pressure.> Once stabilized, the document of revelation was no
longer exclusively the 'word of God' but also, and equally important, a
monument of the national literature. In that capacity its service to the
community, and to the cause of polemic, was unlimited.

5. RHETORIC AND ALLEGORY IN EXEGESIS

Acknowledgement of metaphor in the language of scripture could be as
much an expression of piety as of aesthetic appreciation. Elimination of
anthropomorphic imagery predicated of God was the primary form of
that piety, practised by both Quranic and Biblical exegetes.! But whatever
the original motive, exegetical speculation was ultimately coupled with
recognition of scripture as the articulation of literary forms and related to
an attested rhetorical tradition. For example, both the obvious and quite
unnecessary insertion (majaz) of ahl into Q. 12: 82 and the not so obvious
but equally unnecessary insertion (taqdir) of amr into Q. 89: 224 were
adduced by Sharif Murtada (d. 436/1°44) as illustration of the particular
capacity for figurative expression (majiizat) of the Arabic language-s ~l

.u--,~ Cybl-, i)'SJ1~~~l,JI.JJ~)'1-,j~~1 y.rJl ;;~~ lr 0f
w~ u=J1 ~G~I Y.Jfp cLt· I~! ~i.J ••• o? ~ ~ ~L:;;..,)'I-,

wl,J1 ~ ~ ~ ~J..:--' ~J~.J ~..,k:... j <.JWI ~f ~
~l,J1 L- (12: 82) ~.;JI JLI-, (89: 22) ~J 'l:--' JW .u.,g 0)'-,J~ )'I.J
~ l1; ~. Stress in that passage lay on the qualities of conciseness (ijaz),

brevity (ikhti~iir), and ellipsis (lzadhf) inherent in Arabic, thought for that
reason inter alia to be superior to other languages. The shift of emphasis by
means of which those and other phenomena of the scriptural style became
points of departure for the elaboration of an extended corpus of literary
theory is the subject of this, the concluding, section of these studies.

The standard apologia for figurative usage in scripture would seem to

I Gertner, op. cit., esp. 255~. Z See above, pp. 158-63, 194-5, 201-2.
3 See Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 259 (Ibn Hazm), 262, 264 (Saadya), 266

(Maimonides); cf. Goldziher, Richtungen, 116 nn. 2, 3, 7.
4 Wansbrough, op, cit. 254-5, 257, 259.
5 GAL i, 404-5, Suppl. 1,704-6; A11Uili ii (Takmila), 309-11.
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presuppose an expressly formulated opposition to such, and occasionally
indeed, that opposition was identified with scholars of the ~ahiri, Miiliki,
or Hanbali schools.1 In fact, even the alleged opponents of Quranic
majiiz were constrained, when confronted by anthropomorphisms at
least, to resort to exegetical devices like taqdir for the resolution of meta
phor.> The apologia was none the less articulated, in a form both simple

and effective, by Ibn Qutaybar! ~\j j~4 ~.;JI ...~ ~plkJl LJ.,

Lr I~-, (12: 82) JW ~ A:}JI." (18: 77) J.:~':J ).>.::JI 0~ yl) .,tJ1 ~j
$-, 41)j~10t)y." ~~f lli." ~)i.i fIoyw ~ ~~i-, ~)I~ ~f
~ J~ 11~ IJ-li ~)\)pf 0lS" -)\1,4 ~\~I # JI~ J...9
~I ~j.J ~I rlif-, o~1 ~'-' o~1 ~\1." ~I. The truism
that for the mimetic function of speech metaphor was indispensable
symbolized .formal and collective recognition of an exegetical factor
common both to halakhic dispute (ikhtiliif) and to masoretic emendation
(majiiz), namely that language could not be construed as having merely or
exclusively an immediate (verifiable and quantifiable) relation to the data
of experience it purportedly described. A good deal of halakhic exegesis
turned upon that very point: e.g. derivation of a series of graded punish
ments for mulzaribun from the syntactic sequence of Q. 5: 33,4 or the (per
haps) extreme argument according to which a blind husband could be
excluded from the provisions of Numbers 5: 13.5 For the Quranic masorah,
Abu 'Ubayda's majiiz, when not directed to flagrant examples of gram
matical irregularity, was applied to idiom and conventionally ambiguous
usage, rather than to the analysis of metaphor as consciously formulated
imagery." Ibn Qutayba's monograph on the style of scripture exhibits the
transitional employment of majiiz: from an interpretative device to an
aesthetic category.

The earlier sections of that work are concerned primarily to refute
allegations of solecism (la1Jn) and contradiction (taniiqut!) in the text of
scripture, and belong thus almost entirely to the masoretic tradition
(i.e. chapters I-V) as exemplified by Farra' and Abu 'Ubayda.? It is in the
middle sections (i.e, chapters VI-XII) that the author treated the pheno
mena of figurative language, after a general discussion, under six headings:"
metaphor, inversion, ellipsis, repetition and pleonasm, metonymy and

I e.g, Suyiip, Itqiin iii, 109.
2 e.g. Ibn Hazm, see Goldziher, ?iihiriten, 164-8.
3 Ibn Qutayba, Ta·wil,99. .. See above, pp. 187-8.
5 Gertner, "Terms', 20.
6 See above, p. 220.
7 Ta'wil, 10-']5; see above, p. 221 n. I.

8 Ta'wil, 76-229 subdivided: general (76-101), metaphor (102-41), inversion (142-61),
ellipsis (162-79), repetition and pleonasm (180"-98), metonymy and allusion (199-212),
idiom (213-29).
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allusion, idiom. At only one point (though admittedly conceivable in a
number of other similar contexts) did he employ the locution wa-majiizuhu
in the manner of Abu 'Ubayda (i.e, 'and its restoration is' or 'and it ought

to read'), namely, for the not very problematic expression ~ ~

Q. 55: 31, interpreted as 'And we will attend to you (scil. after long neglect
and delay)'.' That for Ibn Qutayba majiiz did not only signify metaphor
(isttiira) is clear not merely from the organization of his loci probantes

but from his express declaration: ej~'pf 0~ OJ Lt:.....':11 y~ f~.J

4.2 His illustrations of isti'iira range from examples of genuinely tropical
usage, like the expression J l- ,y. I 4;~ s::; i~ in Q. 68: 42, in which

'shank' is a metaphor for resolution/energy (~ ;.::. :r~I cr OJ...::; ~ lSi
0~1 r:i.J-4 J JLJ\ u~\j JJl....),3 across the onomatopoeic ejaculation

uff in Q. 17: 23, explained as an instance of synaesthetic formation

(~) ~.J ~LJ .Jf yl) lr~~~~~ ~f.J),4 to the
standard example of eHipsis in Q. 12: 82.5 In view of the ubiquity
as locus probans of Q. 12: 82 in exegetical literature, it is worth re
cording that this and other instances of ellipsis (/:tadhf) were not, when
unaccompanied by a change in ifriib, considered to qualify as figurative
usage by the major theorist of Arabic rhetoric, 'Abd al-Qahir jurjani
(d. 471/1078).6 That argument, applied also to pleonasm (ziyiida),7 drew
attention to the essentially stylistic function of both phenomena by stressing
the intentional dislocation of the entire utterance. Ellipsis and pleonasm
were thus regarded as tropes and required to be appreciated, rather than
merely clarified or emended. Ibn Qutayba's inclusion of Q. 12: 82 under
metaphor (istifiira) might be thought evidence of a similar, if somewhat
less sophisticated, point of view. The fact that Q. 12: 82, together with
2: 177 and 47: 13, was adduced also in his section on abbreviation/ellipsis
(ikht#iir/~dhf) may betoken some indecision about that construction.s
But the position of Ibn Qutayba in the evolution of rhetorical exegesis is,
in my opinion, transitional, though his precise description of the nature of

the ellipsis in Q. 12: 82 corresponds to that of jurjani, i.e, J~ ~i

.u J..-AJI ~.J o\..,li., 4\ ~~, ~.J ~L,.;..oJI. It was that connection

of ellipsis and pleonasm with syntactic function (triib) which was
preserved in the exegetical tradition.9

I Ta'wil,77.
2 Ta'wil, 101; cf. provisional definition of majazat fil-kaliim, 15-16.
3 Ta'wil, 103. 4 Ta'wil, III.

s Ta'wil, 129, applied also to Q. 44: 29 and 47: 4.
6 GAL i, 341-2, Suppl. I, 503-4; Asrdr al-Baldgha, paras. 26/1-3; see Wansbrough,

'Periphrastic exegesis', 255 n. 10. 7 Jurjiini, Asrdr, paras. 26/4-10.
8 Ta'wil, 162. 9 e.g. SUyliti, Itqdn iii, 124-5, citing Zanjini and Qazwini.
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Ibn Qutayba's second category of majiiz includes two kinds of 'inversion'
(maqliih): one semantic, the other syntactic. The first consists primarily of

locutions per antiphrasin(~~ ~l ~..':! ~f y~1 Lr~) employed

as omen (tatayyurftafii'ul) particularly in onomastica, but also as hyperbole
(mubiilagha) and ridicule (istihzii'). An example of hyperbolic usage, or
more correctly perhaps of litotes, was sann (conjecture) for yaqin (cer
tainty) in contexts of eschatological reference, in which of course there
could be no question of 'doubt', e.g. Q. 2: 249, 18: 53,69: 20.1 Syntactic
inversion, on the other hand, was for Ibn Qutayba hyperbaton, as in
Q. 3: 40 'And old age has overtaken me' for 'I have attained old age'.'
Although he appears to have denied presence in the Qur'lin of hysteron
proteron imaqlilb falii 'l-ghalat),3 the inclusion of recognized 'problem
passages' like Q. 2: 171 and 28: 76, as well as 18: 1-2, must be interpreted
as tacit acknowledgement of such.s None of the three exhibits the rhetorical
embellishment illustrated by Q. 3: 40.

Similarly, Ibn Qutayba's eight kinds of ellipsis include several examples
of the rhetorically effective omission of an apodosis, e.g. in a hypothetical
construction (Q. 13: 31), and in an oath (Q. 50: 1).5 But ellipsis is also
represented by zeugma, e.g. Q. 10: 71 and 17: 23, and also by sheer care
lessness, e.g. Q. 38: 32 and 97: 1.6 Mention there of the synthetic
construction in Q. 83: 3 (wazanilhum for wazanil lahum) can only be
understood as a survival from the masoretic tradition."

In his treatment of repetition and pleonasm (takriir wa-ziyiida) the
author distinguished on the one hand repetition of narrative passages,
duly related to the doctrine of 'serial' revelation (munajjamanfnujilman),8
and on the other, the verbatim repetition of specific locutions, as in Siaas
55 and 109.9 Reason for both, as for repetition of single words in verses
like Q. 2: 196 and 7: 12, was emphasis and drill (tawkid wa-ifhiim), a
view of that particular Quranic phenomenon which has informed all sub
sequent scholarship.10 Unlike jurjani, Ibn Qutayba applied the term ziyiida
exclusively to (in his opinion) otiose elements like the particle bi in Q. 96:
I,ll but also the word wajh (face) in Q. 2: IIS, 6: 52, 28: 88, and 76: 9,

I Ta'wil, 142-4. 2 Ta'wil, 149.
3 Ta'wil, 154.
4 Ta'wil, 153-8; cf, Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 251-2 (nos. 24 and 25), and

above, p. 220; Zamakhshari, Kashshdf ii, 702 ad Q. 18: 1-2.
5 Ta'wil, 165, 173, respectively.
6 Ta'wil, 164, 167, and 174; the pronominal reference in Q. 97: I was in fact a matter

of doctrinal significance, see above, II p. 62.
7 cr.Wansbrough, op. cit., 253 (no. 31) and 256.
8 See above, I pp. 36-8.
9 Ta'wil, 18o-z; see above, I pp. 25-6.

10 See above, III pp. I I I-I 2.

II Thus also Abu 'Ubayda, see Wansbrough, op. cit., 253 (no. 33) and 257.
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exhibiting of course neither grammatical nor rhetorical, but rather doc
trinal concern for the anthropomorphic attribute. I

Allusion (tafrir!) was terminologically distinguished from metonymy
(kinaya), though Ibn Qutayba's analysis of the two was, rightly, synoptic."
The latter includes the kunya itself (onomastic), the kind of allusion com
monly resolved by haggadic to'yin, e.g. fulanan in Q. 25: 28,3 and finally,
the generic application of the definite article, e.g. al-siilim in Q. 25: 27
or al-kaftr in Q. 78: 40. The last represented a rhetorical elaboration of the
halakhic khu~fi~rumum argumentation.' For Ibn Qutayba, ta f ri4 itself
meant the kind of euphemism exhibited in Q. 18: 73 or the circumspection
of Q. 34: 24. In both passages harshness was alleviated by recourse to
circumlocution, but not to the extent of suppressing altogether the facts
of 'forgetting/forgetfulness' and 'error/sin', respectively. The opposite of

tafrit} in that sense was tasrih; its synonym was tawriya (~..;-~ ,y. ~;,).s
Of some interest for the development of rhetorical exegesis is comparison
of Ibn Qutayba's treatment of Q. 34: 24 with Abu 'Ubayda's grammatical
cum dogmatic 'restoration'."

It is in the section dealing with idiomatic expressions (entitled llJ~

j)L:....... liiul ..fb \.1;) that Ibn Qutayba adhered most closely to the masoretic

tradition, treating in turn problems of morphology, tempora, juncture,
number, and specification." Three other elements belong more properly
to rhetorical analysis: (a) imprecation as divine utterance (e.g. qdtalahumu
'llah in Q. 9: 30) was interpreted as hypothetical; (b) rhetorical questions
were analysed as signifying affirmation (taqrir, as in Q. 20: 17), wonder
(ta f ajjub), or reproach (tawbikh); (c) prohibitivesjimperatives might convey
threat (tahdid), admonition (ta'dib), even exemption (iba/:la, as in Q. 62~

10).8 Thus, majiiz in the work of Ibn Qutayba, as for Saadya, might be
understood to include not only trope, but also idiom and popular usage.?
That the latter should be subsumed under the general rubric of rhetorical
device may, in my view, be attributed to the dominant role of scriptural
exegesis in the elaboration of Arabic literary theory. As in philology, so
in rhetoric the tyranny of lingua sacra was not merely felt, but found
expression as a criterion of excellence. However the dogma of i'jaz

I Cf. Saadya ad Psalm 88: IS, in Wansbrough, Ope cit. 264.
z Ta'wil, 19~204; that pattern of exposition was characteristic also of the later theor

ists, see von Grunebaum, Tenth-century Document, 38--() n, 297.
3 See above, pp. 135-6. .. See above, pp. 169-70, 191.
5 Ta'wil, 210, but also the entire section, 2°4-12; thus considerably earlier than Zamakh

shari, pace Bonebakker, Tawriya, 27-8.
6 Wansbrough, Ope cit. 256-7.
7 Ta'wil, 213-29: morphology (228--()), tempora (227-8), juncture (226-7), number

(218-26), specification (217-18).
8 Ta'wil, 213-15, 215-16, 216-17, respectively.
9 Wansbrough, Opecit. 265--6: references in nne 7~80.
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al-Qur'iin was interpreted (theologically or rhetorically or both), compari
son of the profane and sacred styles was inevitable. A perfect illustration of
the double standard applied to such comparison was the observation of
Baqillani about a line from Imru' 'l-Qays: that J~-, y~ Lr~ W

ought to have read ••••• l~ W, and that even poetic licence could

hardly justify interpretation of the pronoun md as feminine.' Now, in the
light of such examples of wayward concord as Abil 'Ubayda's nos. 34and35,
that stricture must appear harsh if not perverse.s But Baqillani's contribu
tion to the science of rhetoric was marginal indeed: it was his merit as a
theologian to formulate the iJaz argument in terms borrowed from the
works of contemporary rhetorists, but not without the over-simplification
inherent in synthesis."

With its application to the scriptural style, rhetorical terminology exhi
bited evidence both of mutation and of proliferation. Much of that wasthe
consequence of seeking, and finding, in-the text of scripture at least one
example of every figure known to the profane tradition. A trace of embar
rassment, not quite concealed even in the assertive and confident approach
of Baqillani, led to increasing terminological differentiation in order to
prove the divine origin of all rhetorical device. A minor but none the less
significant illustration of that process was the evolution of the trope known
as madhhab kalami: from conceit to the syllogistic formulation called
enthymeme.t The figure itself appears to have been originally the parono
mastic epigram, of which a most artful example was composed and included
in his rhetorical treatise by Ibn al-Mu'tazz (d. 296/908):5

J~~ ~ ~~-' 0~1 J c.:;yJ
,j~~ - d:...~
1,,;7 ~.

J~ o~'; '.r ~ J ~ ~-'

Now, to locate in the document of Muslim revelation so cunning an artifice
as that would have required considerable ingenuity, and it is hardly
surprising that the earliest theorists, e.g. Jal).i~ and Ibn al-Mu'tazz himself,
denied its presence there." When eventually the madhhab kaldmi was
discovered to be of scriptural origin, the figure had altered quite beyond
recognition, the work of two late scholastic theorists: Ibn Abi 'l-Isba'
(d. 654/1256) and Khatib Qazwini (d. 738/1338). The locus classicus was

Q. 21 : 22 LiJ.-.i} ~ I ') I~l~ 015'y (If there were in them, scil. heaven

I BaqilHini, IJaz ai-Qur'an, 161; trans. von Grunebaum, Tenth-century Document,63.
z Wansbrough, Ope cit. 253.
3 See von Grunebaum, Tenth-century Document, 6 n. 43; id., Kritik, 87-100: the

'missing work' (97) is Ibn Wahb, Burhdn, cf. BSOAS xxxiii (1970) 616.
.. See Wansbrough,'Note', 55-63.
5 GAL i, 81; Kitiib al-boor, 56; trans. Wansbrough, 'Note', 59.
6 Kitab al-bOOi" 53.
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and earth, gods other than God, both would have perished), that verse
being interpreted as an argument for a single author of creation. The
transition from epigram to dialectic (with the suppressed middle term
characteristic of the philosophers' enthymeme) can only be explained by
reference to the earlier inclusion under madhhab kaliimi of parodistic com
positions ridiculing the language of philosophers and theologians. 1 In the
search for Quranic shawiihid the element of parody had naturally been
ignored, or forgotten, and each example exhibited, at least vaguely, a kind
of apodictic syllogism: e.g. since the repetition of divine creation is easier
than creation itself, it (scil. resurrection) is ipso facto possible (Q. 30: 27);
the moon may vanish, but God does not vanish and therefore the moon
cannot be God (Q. 6: 76); you are punished, but the sons (of God) are
not punished, therefore you are not sons of God (Q. 5: 18).2 For Ibn
Abi 'I-Isba', Q. 21: 104 and all related assertions of the resurrection were
employed to illustrate the madhhab kaliimi, the arguments an elaboration
of the type employed by Qazwini for Q. 30: 27.3 It seems unlikely that
madhhab kaliimi would, without the challenge offered by scripture, have
evolved much beyond its employment as caricature of technical jargon,
e.g.t

or
~I w""M:J w~ 4

Jb.)1 oJ..3f .L~. ~ ~

Application of the term to so serious a subject as arguments in support
of monotheism (the theme common to all of the scriptural shawiihid)
might be thought to require a very sharp divergence of the profane and
sacred rhetorical traditions.! It could even be argued that description of
the phenomenon as exegetical appropriation of a profane terminus technicus
is facile and simplistic.s

Rather more complex than the mutation of madhhab kaliimi was the
rhetorical-exegetical development of the figure originally called tafsir,'
While for madhhab kaliimi retention of one name for three separate pheno
mena might justify a hypothesis of adaptation, the evolution of tafsir
into laff taa-nashr (inter alia: versus rapportati) involved changes in form,
content, and nomenclature. The specifically exegetical residue from that
compound process consisted of two Quranic constructions: the first

I Wansbrough, 'Note', 58-62.
2 Qazwini, ltjal), in ShuriJ.z al-talkhif iv, 369-7°'
3 Ibn Abi 'l-Isba', Badi' al-Qur'an, 37-42; SUyUti, Itqtin iv, 52-5.
4 Subki, 'Ariis, in ShuriJ.z al-talkhif iv, 372-3.
5 cr. Goldziher, ,?ahiriten, 133.
6 Cf. Wansbrough, 'Qur'anic exegesis', 469-7° : it seems to me unlikely that Ibn Athir's

ma'nti 'l-san'a can have signified more than 'schemata' in general, cr. Heinrichs, Arahische
Dichtung, 91 n. 3.

7 Wansbrough, 'Qur'anic exegesis', 469-85.
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represented by Q. 28: 73 4 ~ J~!-' LbO! ~ ~ ~J Lr-'

~ Lr ~.J and 30: 23 Lr ~j~IJ J~I.J ~4 ~~ J.j'41 LrJ
~; the second by 2: III lSJ~.Jf b.,Y'b 0~ cr)ll ~JI J,;..~ J l.,JliJ

and 2: 185 ... }- ~.Ji ~.r 0~ Lr.J ~9 ~I ~ ..\~ ~
~91. 1 The syntactic phenomenon, of which the types were respectively
designated mufassal (separate/diffuse) and mujmal (composite), was nothing
more than a proposition containing a gloss in the form of a sub
ordinate clause. Hence, its original name: tafsiT (subnexio). The
difference between the mufassal and mujmal varieties lay in the ratio
of elements in the gloss to those/that of the referent: in the former
there were two or more in each, in the latter two or three in the gloss to
one in the referent. Frequently adduced, and certainly the most graphic

illustration of the mujmalconstruction was Q. 13: 12 J..r.J! ~~ Djj I-,~.J

Lt..1.J li"p-.2 Now, the exegetical moment in the tafsir/laff wa-nashr evolu

tion wasnot quite the same as that in the development of madhhabkalami.
In the latter the evidence suggested that Quranic locihad at all costs to be
found for every component of rhetorical ornatus (badi);3 in the former a
genuine problem of scriptural syntax, subtly identified with a trope well
established in profane literature, was lent a kind of rhetorical legitimacy.
One element common to both problems, however, deserves notice, namely
justification of lingua sacra by reference to the data of profane rhetoric.
In practice at least, if not in theory.4

For a figure conventionally represented by sequences of multiple
imagery, e.g.

U~J.J 1.Ai.J l.\i,J JI~-, ~.J Uh ~f-,..,Lf~
the role of mujmal constructions in exegesis remained oddly anomalous,
despite the likelihood that the exegeticallaffwa-nashr owed its name, if not
its very existence, to just such constructions.! Scholastic elaboration of the
figure produced a number of useful modifications designed to accommodate
an infinitely variable ratio of gloss-elements to referent-elements, e.g. [am',
tafriq, taqsim, and combinations of all three." The sharply defined distinc
tions between adverbial and relative constructions, and between explicit and
implicit connection of gloss with referent, were thus gradually attenuated.?
The final synthesis included apposition as well as attribution and predica
tion, so long as either referent or gloss contained at least two elements.
All such phenomena could be covered by the term tafsir, if not always by

I Wansbrough, Ope .cit. 478-82. 2 Wansbrough, Ope cit. 475.
3 Thus. the work of Ibn Abi 'l-hba' might be described as the consummation of that

begun by Ibn al-Mu'tazz.
.. See above. p. 224. 5 Wansbrough, Ope cit. 471. 481-3.
6 Set out in Qazwini. Talkhi~. in ShuriiJJ. al-talkhis iv, 329-47; Mehren, Rhetorik,

lOS-II. 7 Wansbrough, Ope cit. 477-80. 483-4.
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laff soa-nashr. That "tafsir' was as much the product of concern for rhetoric
as for 'interpretation' in general seems certain. I The polarity represented
by ta/sir:ta'wil, obscured in most varieties of exegetical literature, was
for the most part maintained in rhetorical exegesis.

In the Amiili of Sharif Murtada, for example, ta'toil is employed
throughout for the interpretation of scripture, of tradition (!}adith), and of
historical reports (akhbiir), while tafsir designates, at least in the Supple
ment (takmila) , the interpretation of poetry. The essentially literary
character of that work is evident even in its external structure (limali/
majlilis), within which the analysis of poetry was skilfully and felicitously
blended with that of the three basic forms of Arabic prose.> Despite pre
dilection for Mu'tazili authorities and reasoning, the author's generosity
in matters of dogmatic controversy is ubiquitously apparent, and quite
explicit in his observations on the question of juncture in Q. 3: 7: even
if the riisikhun were syntactically separated from allah, and such was by no

-means necessary, it was essential to recall that their exegesis could in many
instances be no more than conjectural." Murtada's method was to adduce
all possible aspects (wujuh) equally weighted and documented, an example
of which may be seen in his five proposals for reconstruction of the proble
matic syntax of Q. 2: 171.4 Only one of these required acknowledgement
of the equivalence /ii'il:mafill (as in Abu 'Ubayda), a typically masoretic
device; the others reflected solutions of common sense based upon very
reasonable, and obvious, suggestions of ellipsis, e.g. 'The example of him
who admonishes (wii'i:;) the disbelievers ...'.s Similarly, ad Q. 17. 85 the
haggadic tale of a 'rabbinical' test of prophethood was rejected on the
grounds that a question about the Spirit (ril!}), had it ever been posed,
could not be a snare and therefore not the occasion which provoked the
Quranic revelation. 6

The conspicuously rationalist approach of Murtada might also be applied
to the logic of scriptural style, e.g. an isolated and somewhat ambiguous

utterance in one of the Shu'ayb traditions:7(Q. 7: 89) ~."....; ~1 ~ 0~ L."

~) ~I c.~ ~f ':}I l.g.J. In reply to the question: could God will sin and!

or disbelief? he distinguished cultic and legal prescriptions Cibiidiit wa
shar'iyyat) from the elements of belief or dogma (i'tiqiidiit), and produced
seven arguments to demonstrate that for one who had professed his faith in
God membership of any confessional community (milla) other than God's

I See above, pp. 121, 154-6.
2. See Goldziher, Richtungen, 114-17; id., 'Fachr al-dinal-Razl', 216.
3 Amali i, 439-42: majlis 33; cf. Ja~l?al?, above, pp. 151, 154-5·
4 Cf. Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 251-2 (no. 25); and above, pp. 220, 230.
S Sharif Murtada, Amlili i, 215-19= majlis 15.
6 Amlilii, 11-12: majlis 2; see above, pp, 122-7.

7 See above, I pp. 21-2: component VI in version A.
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was impossible. I The phrase 'unless our Lord God willsit' could be under
stood only as acknowledgement of God's infinite mercy, not as allusionto
unpredictable and capriciousbehaviour. Mu"tazili theologydrew its precepts
from the intention, as well as from the formal expression of the theodicy.
But Murtada could also express interest in the parts of speech, e.g. the

particleka in Q. 42: I I c.~~~ was not to be interpreted as pleonastic

embellishment (ziyada) to mithl, but as altering the quality of negation in
laysa: from specific to generic, analogous to the relation of mii in to maoZ

In that argument the operative factor was the function of ka in the entire
phrase, rather than merelyas (tautological)proclitic, and the reasoning may
be compared with that of Jurjani for the same construction. 3

Save for a very few isolated vestiges of the masoretic tradition, majiiz in
exegetical writings after Ibn Qutayba signified figure or trope. That
scholar's defence of metaphor in the language of revelation found expres
sion more precise and sophisticated with jurjani, whose principal concern
was to establish the role of context in figurative usage. His method was to
stress the difference between the primitive/traditional symbolic value of
separate words (e.g. yad as ni'ma, or yad as qudra) and the variable func
tion of such in extended imagery (e.g. the impossibility of saying/writing:
The 'hand' (as 'benefit'j'power') manifested iteself in the land).! Thus
was formulated the antithesis majas:haqiqa (tropical:veridical), differ
entiation of which required attention both to context (ta' lif/na:;m) and to
the psychological participation (ta'aWfOUl) of the hearer/reader.! The
cardinal point of jurjani's thesis, however, lay in his insistence that the
language of scripture was neither more nor less than the established lexical
stock of Arabic as habitually employed by speakers of that tongue, and that
the incidence of figurative usage, wrongly denied by some and equally
wrongly exaggerated by others, corresponded to the character of the lan-

guage as a whole, profane or sacred:6 :U;lkJ' .ti~ 0f~ 0t( L. jif.J
o.).,rW' ~l,.;.Jf J :wJ1~ ~ W-~.r::.n 01j~ 0-,~' ~-' J-,'9t
~b~ J.:!~ ~ ~ ~l).... ~~.) lr' 1;W~} ~ ~-' \~-"",f If
.l ... :~"J' 0-" ~.,;)~ L.~ rJ-' ~;,-' ~LI If~ rJ-' ~f
tW'iI.J ~.beJI-, ~I.J' The significance of that argument can hardly
be overstated. Assessment of the lingua sacra as partaking of the normal
potential in Arabic for rhetorical embellishment and stylistic variation

J Arnali i, 4°2-5: majlis 30.
% Arnali ii [Takmila), 311.
3 Jurjani, Asrdr, paras. 26/5-8; Murtadf did not, however, adduce the condition of

change in the itrtib in order to distinguish pleonasm from trope.
.. Asrtir, paras. 21/1-16.
5 Asrdr, paras. 2313, 23/5, 23/10; Wansbrough, Ope cit., 266.
6 Asrar, paras. 23/12-16, esp. IS.
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was the acknowledged point of departure for the analysis of scripture as
literature. Even the heavy-handed tactics of theologians concerned to
demonstrate the inimitability of the Qur'an or the divine origins of the
Arabic language addressed to Muhammad never quite obscured that basic
premiss. Among the several disciplines competent exegetes were ex
pected to acquire figured the rhetorical trivium: ma'ani, .bayiin, badi', I In
his final synthesis of the Quranic sciences Suyiiti devoted seven chapters
to the components of scriptural rhetoric.2

In Suyutl's synoptic survey of the exegetical tradition categorical
distinctions were inevitably effaced and terminological niceties blurred.
The binary opposition majaz: ~aqiqa was, for example, not demonstrated
but merely asserted. Following what must have been the tradition from
jurjani, majiiz wasdescribed as either conceptual Caqli) or formal (lughawi),
exhibited respectivelyin compound constructions (tarkib) and in individual
words (mufrad).3 An example of the former was Q. 8: 2 'When His signs
are recited to- them they are increased-in faith', in which the causality
inherent in 'increase' was related to the fact of recitation; an example of the
latter would be Q. 55: 27 'The faceof your Lord endures', in which 'face'
stood in place of being/essence (dhiit). The first example might qualify as
a general illustration of tropical usage, the second only as an exegetical
constant (to eliminate anthropomorphism) in the scriptural lexicon.
Majiiz had indeed become, with specific reference to the Qur'an, a vague
and general designation of all phenomena requiring to be understood other
than literally, and finally included most of the textual irregularities noted
in the masoretic tradition, e.g. ellipsis, repetition, concord, and morpho
logy,» But in Suyutl's discussion, a curious and illogical blend of the
material inherited from both Abu 'Ubayda and Jurjani, there is a token
effort to circumscribe the field of majiiz by excluding or at least questioning
the inclusion precisely of ellipsis, emphasis, simile, metonymy, chiasmus,
and apostrophe.! Trope in scripture remained thus a subject of unresolved
controversy. One refinement in particular deserves notice: a kind of com
pound majaz (majiiz al-majiiz) was perceived in verses like Q. 7: 26 'We
have caused to descend upon you raiment', analysed as rainfall producing
flax from which garments could be made." That postulate of divine
causality in three stages exhibits a greater concern for dogma than for
rhetoric, but might be thought to reflect at least roughly ]urjani's very
subtle discussion of the fantastic aetiology (taflil takhyili) amply attested
in profane literature.' The application for theological purposes of aesthetic
criteria tended to result in mechanical formulations of the sort produced

1 According to one tradition IS such; see Suyiip, Itqtin iv, 185-8.
2 Itqiin, anwti' 52-8: iii, lo~89.
3 Asrdr, paras. 22/10,25/1-2.; Itqtin iii, 1Q9-10•
.. Itqiin iii, 111-23. 5 Itqan iii, 124-6.
6 Itqdn iii, 127; cf. Isaiah ss: 10-11. 7 Asriir, paras. 16/1-24.
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in abundance by the later schoolmen.! That tendency is perfectly illus
trated in Suytiti's discussion of ornatus (badt), in the course of which and
on the authority of Ibn Abi 'l-Isba' no less than forty-three separate figures
were found in the text of scripture.> The long and complex history of most,
if not all, of those figures would undoubtedly show, as for madhhab kaliimi
and laff uia-nashr, some very arbitrary procedures of identification and/or
of adaptation. The models, as well as the terminology, were indisputably
profane in origin. The contrary might be asserted, but could not be demon
strated. Another, related instance has been noted: despite theological
objections to their similarity, description of Quranic verse segmentation
was derived, with very little modification, from the technical vocaculary
pertinent to rhymed prose.!

The detection and analysis of rhetorical convention in scripture went
some way towards the isolation of typical structures, but not quite so far as
recognition of traditional schemata." In Muslim exegetical literature the
rhetoric of scripture was defined in terms of the particular historical and
psychological relationship between God and His prophet. In Orientalist
scholarship the cynosure was shifted just slightly from there to the relation
ship obtaining between the prophet and his public, a point of viewalready
implicit and occasionally explicit in the Muslim tradition. That approach
to scriptural rhetoric is adequately illustrated in the studies of Sister,
Metaphern und Vergleicheim Koran (1931); and Sabbagh, La metaphore dans
Ie Coran (1943). An element common to both is a description of imagery
which could almost be called sociological: the acquisition by one man
of linguistic expressions within a cultural environment whose components
were familiar and verifiable because so widely and well attested. Now, the
examination of available source materials, such as I have attempted in these
studies, would hardly seem to support the assumption of Urerlebnis
exhibited in the analyses either of Sister (e.g. 'Die Natur: Himmel und
Gestirne, Gewitter, Farben, Landschaft, Tierwe1t, Pflanzen; Der Mensch
und sein Leben: Korperteile, Familie, Freudenbote, Gesellschaft, Land
wirtschaft, Kunst und Handwerk', etc.) or of Sabbagh (e.g. 'La nature:
l'homme: les parties du corps humain, les fonctions et I'activite du corps;
la vie sociale', etc.). However. even so primitive a classification of meta
phorical usage could be helpful, not of course for tracing the literary
education of Muhammad nor for depicting the rustic origins of Islam, but
for semasiological analysis of the scriptural Iexicon.! Secondly, the same
information might provide a statistical account of formulaic structures and

I See Wansbrough, 'Note', 55-7,61. 2 Itqiin, naw' 58: iii, 24g-89.
3 See above, III pp, 116-17.
4 See above, I pp. 1-33; III pp. I II-I8.
5 See above, pp. 215-16; it is precisely that element which is absent from Allard's

'analyse conceptuelle'.
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systems, and hence a clue to the composition of scripture. I Finally, and in
my view of greatest significance, would be an analysis of figure and trope
in terms of archetypal patterns, that is, as the topoi and schemata of mono
theistic revelation. From the premiss of Bildungserlebnis, in other words,
the material assembled by Sister and Sabbagh, like that made available
in the studies of Horovitz and Speyer, could be profitably pressed into the
service of Quranic form criticism. Bound, as it has been, to the framework
of a very dubious chronology, that same material is unlikely to produce
more than pseudo-history.

An example of archetypal imagery in which, moreover, the source is

quite explicit may be seen in Q. 62: 5 ~ ~ ;;IJ~I ,~ u:lll ~
IJ li.J~ J~1~~~ as designation not merely of the ignorant

scholar, but also (polemically) of all those unable or unwilling to
perceive the 'true meaning' of God's word: C",£)O Nt"I3 ,,~n.2 Now the
Quranic mathal, is primarily an extended simile, and was classified, some
what arbitrarily, by Suyiiti as either explicit (:;iihir) or implicit (kamin).3
The term itself occurs in scripture eighty-eight times, often with darabnd

e.g, Q. 30: 58 J:.. J lr 0T.;J I 11b J (,)"'l:JJ ~.r" J.AJ.J' occasionally with

sarrafnii, e.g. 17: 89~~ ~ 01;J1 I~ J V"'I.:JJ l;j~ J.AJ-J.4 Its basic

function is that of esemplum, and as such mathal may be regarded as
synonymous with iiya, hadith, and naba'» That functional equivalence is

stressed in Q. 24: 34~ u:l.l l 1f~.J ~~ u41 ~I L:Jyf J.AJ.J
~ ~y~ ~ If' exhibiting a parallelism of iiya and mathal

identical to that of ot and mashal in Ezekiel 14: 8 C"~tt'~~, n'N~ 'il"n,~mt

On the other hand, the literary character of the Quranic mathal necessi
tates a distinction between it and the other narrative categories: it is
intentionally anonymous and hence expressly symbolic.s Its range is thus
not that of the Biblical mashal, which included taunt, oracle, poem, and
song,?

It is with acknowledgement by the exegetes of the mathal's symbolic
quality that I am here concerned. Its functional value as exemplum was not
thereby diminished, but rather, and perhaps predictably, enhanced. A point

1 See above, I pp. 47-9.
Z Cf. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, 90; Hirschfeld, Researches, 94 n. 61; Sister, 'Meta

phern', 126 n. 2; Speyer, Erzahlungen, 437, 441, 461; Ahrens' proposed parallel with
Matthew 23: 5, in 'Christliches im Qoran', 165, might almost be described as perverse.

3 Itqdn, nato' 66: iv, 38-45.
4 cr. Sister, 'Metaphem', 115-16. 5 See above, I pp, 18-20.
6 See Horovitz, Untersudnmgen, 7, 25; a nwnber of specimens were discussed, always

from the point of view of the prophet's calculated appeal to his audience, by Hirschfeld,
Researches, 83-c)7; and Buhl, 'Vergleichungen', I-II.

7 See Eissfeldt, Einleitung, 73-100, 106-c); Johnson, 'Mashal', 16z-c); the equivalence
hija""'lraja«: mashal as taunt (Spottljed) was noted by Goldziher, Abhandlungen i, 44, 80.
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d'appuiwas provided by Q. 25: 33 ~f-, J.'d4 .!J~ )II~ d)y4 )I.J

I~, in which mathal is antithetically juxtaposed to truth (lzaqq) but also

to interpretation (tafsir). In the polemical context of that verse, mathal was
traditionally glossed 'falsehood' (bu#an),I but not without allusion to the
notions of challenge (su)al) and enigma Cajab).2 The mathal contained an
invitation to exegesis. From the antithesis mathal:lzaqq was derived a
number of interpretative procedures designed not only to locate figurative
usage in the text of scripture but also to justify reading there several levels
of symbolic meaning. Such did not ever eliminate entirely haggadic efforts
to connect the mathal with known historical figures (tafyin), or to identify
the occasion of its utterance (tanzil), of which several not very persuasive
examples may be read in Suyuti.3 The extent to which exegetes might have
perceived a distinction between historical fact and historical truth, between
Wirklichkeit and Wahrheit, poses something of a problem. For the Tal
mudic antonyms mashal: emet, Loewe found no evidence of that distinction,
though mashal itself was one of the thirty-two middot» In Muslim exegesis
a basic 'historical' reference was seldom neglected, though often only as
prelude to excursions into allegorical analysis.5

As an exegetical instrument mathal might designate rudimentary theo
logical symbolism derived from imagery so traditional that a consciousness
of figurative usage was not even necessary to its understanding: e.g.
dari' as the unnourishing food of the damned in Q. 88: 6, or zabad as the
foam or dross of the purifying torrent and fire in Q. 13: 17.6 Such was
described by jurjani as linguistic (lughawi) , as opposed to conceptual
raqli) coinage: dari' remained food, and zabad foam/dross.? Ibn Qutayba's
description of both as mathal (the term actually occurs in Q. 13: 17) may
be thought to have referred not to the words rJart and zabad, neither of
which was metaphorically employed, but to the eschatological context of
both passages. The notion of 'likeness' inherent in mathal rested thus not
upon the apprehension of metaphor, but upon assent to the author's
intention. The 'parable' could be symbolic, even allegorical, but did not
require analysis as metaphor. Related to the technical use of mathal in
exegesis, and the source of some terminological confusion, was the descrip
tion of certain types of metaphor as tamthil. That practice can be justified
by the semantic element of 'representation' common to most if not all
formations from the root m-th-l, but is none the less misleading. Moreover,

I e.g. Zamakhshari, Kashshdf iii, 279 ad loco
z Cf. Buhl, 'Vergleichungen', II.

3 Itqdn iv, 39-41; cf. also Hirschfeld, Researches, 87 n. 8, who could himself not resist
the temptation, e.g, 95 ad Q. 7: 176.

4 Loewe, 'The "plain" meaning', 172-5; see Strack, Introduction, 97 (no. 26); Bacher,
Terminologie i, 121-2, ii, 121.

5 See below, pp. 242-5. 6 Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, 49 and 251, respectively.
7 See above, pp. 236-7-
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the precise nature of the metaphor(s) qualified tamthil was never satisfac
torily defined. Zamakhshari, for example, ad Q. 33: 72 'We offered (Our)
covenantJtrust to the heavens, the earth, and the mountains', sought to
distinguish two kinds of image (t~r): (a) tamthil, derived from empirical
data (mu/:taqqaqat), and (b) takhyil, derived from hypothetical data (mafru"
fjat), the two being equally conceivable and equally dependent upon an
exerciseof imagination.I If Q. 33: 72 exhibited, in the opinion of Zamakh
shari, the takhyil variety, other verses admitted of both interpretations,
e.g. Q. 41: I I 'He addressed Himself to heaven whileit was still smoke and
said to it and earth "Come willingly or unwillingly" " which contained a

trope that could be either tamthil or takhyil:~ tSjJ t j~ I &" ~-'
~ 0~ 01 j~J ~1;2 or Q. 59: 21 'Had We allowed this
Qur'an to descend upon a mountain you would have seen it humbly

collapse from fear of God', which was both: ~J ~.~J.3 It might

well be argued that the operative factor in all three examples is not
metaphor at all, but prosopopoeialfictio personae.4 Acceptance of the image
as empirically or as hypothetically derived was not a problem of rhetoric
but of dogma.5

The role of tamthil as metaphor found better attestation in the tradition
of profane rhetoric/' For jurjani metaphor was of two kinds: (a) those
derived from physical and other sensorily perceptible data whose appre
hension required no interpretative process (ta' awwul); (b) those derived
from an intellectual/conceptual raqli) relation requiring interpretation. He
called the former tashbih, the latter tamthil.7 An example of the tashbih was
'He is a lion in battle', of the tamthil 'His argument is as clear as the sun',
the clarity of the sun (as opposed to its heat, brightness, etc.) requiring
the additional qualificationthat nothing come between it and the eye of the
beholder. Description of the Qur'an as 'light' was thus tamthil, and the
word 'light' so employed a mathal for the Qur'an.8 The basis of tamthil{
mathal was not linguistic and, strictly speaking, not metaphorical, though
confusion may seem inevitable. Use of tamthil as analogy contributed to
that confusion: appearance together of the terms ashbiih and amthiil, as
well as the employment of tashbih and tamthil in the sense of 'assimilation'

I Kashshdf iii, 565.
2 Kashshdf iv, 189.
3 Kashshdf iv, 509.
4 See Wansbrough, 'Periphrastic exegesis', 250 (no. 14).
S See Goldziher, Richtungen, 131-4; and cf. Bonebakker, Tawriya, 24-7 for Zamakh-

shari's use of takhyil.
6 Cf. von Grunebaum, Tenth-century Document, 15 n. 123.
7 Asrdr, paras. 5/1-5, 14/1- 3.
8 Similarly, wine might be a tamthil for prophecy, but hardly a 'metapnor', pace

Wieder, Scrolls, 85 n. 3 citing Fisi, Jiim;c ii, 52.
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(juxtaposition of things similar), are amply attested. I That imagery draw
upon 'analogous' formations could not, after all, be thought to represent a
strain upon the resources of any language. But for the terminology of
rhetorical exegesis it is more accurate and convenient to maintain a strict
separation of mathal from metaphor. The latter was bound by linguistic
considerations which could not be, or in practice at least were not,
applied to the range of the former.

In his treatment of mathal Suyiiti adduced (anonymously) the following

definitionr- <JLb~~1 J ~ )1 ~~ W"'~~, ;;J~ J~\ J~ J~~I Z>li
U""lyJ4~ ~ 111 A; t.....:...,'.1. There the role of the scriptural mathal is ex

plained as an aid to comprehension, achieved by report to the personifi
cation of concepts. The reference, in my opinion, can only be to allegory,
of which the prosopopoeic verses adduced by Zamakhshari as tamthil]
takhyil might be held to contain a pale reflection. 3 For those, at least, the
antithesis mathal.haqq is appropriate. The Talmudic application of mashal
also included, in addition to parable, allegorical interpretation, e.g. the
fables of jotham (Judges 9: 7-20) and Joseph (2 Kings 14: 8-14).4 Now,
the designedly esoteric characterer of the Quranic mathal was explicit in

the text of scripture (Q. 29: 43): ~I ~ L..J U""l:..U ~~ J~~I ~.J
0.".JW\, an admission of Deutungsbedurftigkeit comparable to Matthew

13: 10-13.5 The assumption of those exegetes not concerned with identi
ficationof dramatis personae or with relation of the mathal to a remembered
historical event (real or fictive) was of emblematic language, by means of
which levels of significance could be discerned in scripture.

These levels were not mutually exclusive, but rather, parallel and com
plementary. Ultimately incorporated into standard works in the exegetical
tradition, that principle was concisely set out in the introduction to the

Tafsir of SaW Tustari (d. 283/896):6 1.'U1 ~.J ~I JI.;iJl &" ~T &" L.J

~~ k.ll.J ~I ~l:JI-, ;;.J:>\:1\ ~Uilli ~-' 1>..J ~4J ybU; :~~

~1&-t l.&Ai ~ ~ l.rl'~ ~,w'.rt! ~ '-' ~'..r--.J Every Quranic.
verse had thus four 'meanings': ~iihir (literal), biitin (symbolic), hadd(pre
scriptive), and mat/at (spiritual). My translations are only approximate: in
view both of their number and order of appearance correlation with the
quadrivium of medieval Biblical exegesismay be justified:"

I See above, pp, 166-7; Goldziher, ~tihiriten, 104-5; 'Tahanawl, Ii#laJ.uit, 1193-4.
2 Itqdn iv, 38. 3 See above, p. 24-1. 4 Bacher, Terminologie i, 122.

5 Also Mark 4: 10-3, Luke 8: 9-10; one of these passages, probably Matthew 13, was
mentioned by Suyiiti, Itqdn iv, 39.

6 GAS i, 647; Tafsir, 3; adduced anonymously and abbreviated in SUyiiti, Itqdn iv,
196-7; see above, III pp. 104-5.

7 See Lausberg, Handbuch, para. 900 (according to Rabanus Maurus); Richter, Exe
gese, 15, 174-90.
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~ahiT: historia
biifin: allegoria
/.uuld: tropologia
rna/lac: anagoge

While, in the Muslim tradition, the rich possibilities of polysemy and multi
valence had already begun to be exploited by elaboration of methods
derived from the principles of wujuh and ta'wil,1 it is worth noting that
the schematic arrangement of four levels of 'meaning' for every (!) scrip
tural verse exhibited considerable refinement of the earlier binary opposi
tion muJ;,kam:mutashiibihfmushtabih, in which theoretically (at least), only
the latter were susceptible of more than one 'correct' interpretation. The
fourfold system was, moreover, first formulated and invariably advocated
by exegetes whose concern with the literal sense (historia: secundum
litteram), even when expressly declared, was minimal. Here devoid (or
nearly so) of the polemically charged connotations of halakhic usage,> the
term :;iihir wasreduced to little more than a point of departure for symbolic
and eschatological speculation. Coexistence of four semantic values implied
both equality and independence of function: Jerusalem was thus the
capital of the Jews (historia), the church of Christ (allegoria), the soul of
man (tropologia), and the city of God (anagoge).3 The Muslim designation
of that phenomenon was tatbiq, described by Suyiit] as a kind of symbolic

parallelism.- ~li~ JI~~'J~l ~ ~~ e-' ~~I); ~ 1oT'.>..,a;JI. An
example is the interpretation imposed upon Sural al-Fil by the Sfifi Ibn
(Arabi (d. 638/1240): in the historical attack of Abraha on the Meccan
sanctuary was reflected the assault of the powers of darkness upon the soul
of man, and in its repulsion deliverance of the soul from the snares of
fantasy by the powers of intellect.s The exegetical principle itself might be
described as tropologia, and its relation to historia defined as tatbiq:"

Symbolic parallelism is the necessary substratum of all allegory, as well
as of irony and caricature. Its success required uninterrupted consciousness
of the literal 'ground', the source of whatever persuasive power the imagery
of superimposed levels (whether allegoria, tropologia, or anagoge) might
possess. The relation is one of counterpoint, present in allegory both as
creative mode and as exegetical device." It might not be unjustified to see
in Philonic allegorism an identical set of postulates, for which paremphasis
expressed the counterpoint between literal (phaneros) and symbolic

I See above, pp. 154-6, 208-12. 2 See above, pp. ISO-I, 152-3, 187-8.
3 Lausberg, Handbuch, loco cit.
4 Itqdn iv, 195; read possibly J;aqtfiq for daqd'iq.
5 Cited Goldziher, Richtungen, 242-4; see above, I pp. 42-3.
6 Pace Goldziher, loco cit., who contrasted tatbiq with ta'wil (the latter described as

'wirkliche Allegorie'), following Ibn 'Arabi.
7 Cf. Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, 8H2: the 'contrapuntal technique'.
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(hyponoia) levels of significance. I In Suyutl's definition of taibiq, the
elements linking literal expression (n~i4/~awiihiT) with arcane meaning
(daqa'iq: ?/:zaqii'iq) were designated 'concealed allusions' (ishiiriit khafiyya),
or better 'signs'." The linkage which followed upon apprehension of the
sign was called i'tibdr (transition).s Unlike tatbiq and ishiira, which were
corollaries of the agreement to recognize manifold 'meaning', iftibm- was a
reference to procedure.s It was not, however, i'tibiir, but ta'wil which
became the generic designation of symbolic exegesis. Reason for termino
logical development lay, of course, in the close association of ta'wil with
the concepts of polysemy/homonym (wujuh). The antithesis ta'wil:tafsir
acquired new significance. From an almost neutral description of rational,
as contrasted with traditional, interpretation.! ta'wil became first a collec
tive expression for all save literal exegesis (~iihiT), and finally an epithet of
abuse for irresponsible, as contrasted with 'respectable' scriptural exegesis
(ta/sir). Polemical reference to tatoil was nearly always abusive, e.g. in
the writings of Ibn Hazm." Among practitioners of ta'wil, the term tafsir
described the necessary first step (historia) of any interpretation, but no
more than that, e.g. in the work of Ibn eArabi. 7 Patronization of tafsir by
$iifi exegetes found a complement in the criticism of their methods by
opponents who perversely rejected $iifi exegesis precisely because it was
not "tafsir',8

In Tustari's work symbolic interpretation is primitive and archetypal.
The equivalence scripture: light (qur'an: nUT) was, for example, justified
by reference to the intermediate term 'guidance' (hudii), derived explicitly
from Q. 42: 52 and implicitly from 24: 40.9 Ad Q. 2: 269 wisdom (bikma)
represented self-discipline in adversity, elimination of carnal appetites,
and spiritual vigilance. Wisdom also comprehended all of the sciences, the
basis of which was Sunna. Similarly, knowledge film) was essentially
arcane, and those granted access to it (al-riisikhunjil-film) the special reci
pients of divine favour."? Ad Q. 24: 35 the image illumination/wisdom was,
not unexpectedly, elaborated in some detail: i.e. divine light, the light of
Muhammad, the heart of the believer incandescent with the illumination

I See Loewe, 'The "plain" meaning', 143-51, esp. 148.
2 Goldziher, Richtungen, 225-7: 'Hindeutungen',
3 Goldziher, op. cit., 245-51: 'Hinuberschreiten'•
.. Pace Goldziher,loc. cit., where i'tibiir is defined as the halakhic application of tatbiq.
5 See above, pp. 154-5.
6 Goldziher, ?ahiriten, 132 n. 2; id., Vorlesungen, 108, 159.
? Goldziher, Richtungen, 224-57, esp. 239 n, 2.
8 See the discussion in Suyiiti, Itqdn iv, 194-8; that view was to some extent shared

even by moderate $iifi exegetes, e.g, Suhrawardi, see Goldziher, op, cit., 186 n. I;
Iullandri's unqualified description of $iifi exegesis as eta/sir' is simplistic and misleading,
as is his distinction between 'symbolic tafsir' (isJuirilramzi) and 'speculative ta/sir'(7Zlqari),
cf. his study cQur'anic exegesis', 1°5-19.

9 Tustari, Tafsir, S.
10 Tustari, 32-3, and 36-7 ad Q. 3: 7.
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of divine unity, and finally, the Qur)an as lamp: knowledge its light, com
mandments its wick, and purity its oil. 1

It is precisely such straightforward substitution/transfer which character
ized this earliest symbolic exegesis: e.g. umm al-qurii in Q. 42: 7 was both
Mecca (:;iihiTuha) and the human heart (biitinuha), its environs the members
of the human body; law!) ma1)fu:; in Q. 85: 22 was the breast of the believer,
in which truth might abide.s Underlying interpretation of that kind was
the acceptance of extended simile: the extent to which it may justifiably
be described as allegory depends upon the nature of the scriptural passage
subjected to exegesis. Tustari's work contains almost no commentary on
the 'narrative' sections of the Qur'an, that is, those which would lend
themselves most easily to the action: imagery transfer typical of allegory
(e.g. Saras 12 and 18). The technique of dramatic allegorization found later
and full expression in the writings of Ibn 'Arabi.3 Earlier traces may be
seen in commentaries ascribed to ja'far al-Sadiq (d. 148/765) where, for
example, the ascension ofMuhammad (mi'Taj al-nabi) was analysed as a
threefold passage: from Mecca to heaven (malakut), from Medina to power
(jabarut), and from birth back to his creator. 4

Recourse to symbolic interpretation was very much a characteristic of
sectarian exegesis, for an important part of which the names of Ja'far and
his father Muhammad al-Baqir were significantly authoritative. But a more
appropriate, because datable and indisputably authentic, illustration of that
particular technique is found in the Tafsir of Qummi (d. 309/921).5 There,
ad Q. 14: 24-6, the mathal contrasting the good and the evil word (kalima)
with the good and the evil tree (shajaTa) was interpreted as reference to the
contrasting histories of the prophetical progeny (ahl ai-bayt) and the dis
believers (kajirun), with concomitant elaboration of the imagery derived
from root, branch, and leaf," Ad Q. 15: 87 the seven mathiini were under
stood to refer to the Shi'I imams;7 and ad Q. 18: 60-82 the long dialogue
between Khidr and Miisa was related to a prognosis of Muhammad's
appearance as herald of the true faith.f The device by which agency in the
narratio was transformed into imagery appropriate to the Islamic theodicy
could be construed as allegory, but because of the specifically historical
mention in such exegesis, it may more accurately be described as typology. 9

The historicization or actualization of scriptural imagery is the converse
and complement of allegorical interpretation, and both require assent to

I Tustari, 103. z Tustari, 1284) and 180, respectively.
3 See Goldziher, Richtungen, 233.
4 GAS i, 528-31, e.g. 529 no. 2; MS Nafiz Pasha 65, 70v-1r ad Q. 17: I; see above,

II pp. 67-9.
5 See above, pp. 146-7; and Goldziher, op. cit. 279-309.
6 Qummi, Tafsir i, 369.
, Qummi, i, 377; cf the emendation/exegesis umma:a'imma, above, p. 167 n. 4.
8 Qummi, ii, 37-40; see above, pp. 127-8.
9 Cf. Lausberg, Handbuch, para. gal; Seeligmann, 'Midraschexegese', 167-76.
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the symbolic quality of the schemata of revelation. Definition of those
schemata as the projection of cultural and spiritual ideals into history, or
as the refraction of history in poetic imagery, will depend upon the use to
which they are being put: whether as rhetorical device (synthetic) or as
exegetical technique (analytic).

In Biblical literature the terms employed for typological exegesis
originally designated the interpretation of dreams, i.e. patar and peshar.'
The 'prognostic exegesis' of sectarian Judaism, Qumranic and Karaite,
consisted exclusively of typological equivalents drawn from different but
allegedly parallel historical processcs.> While it is certainly tempting to see
in the Islamic term tafsir a reflex of patarlpeshar) the literary evidence
provides little support for the conjecture. The hapax legomenon in Q. 25:
33 referred not to dream nor to scripture, but to mathal, and the origin of
tafsir as terminus technicus belonged to the tradition of profane rhetoric. 4

Now, the Quranic equivalent of p-t-r in Genesis 40: 8 and of p-sh-r in
Daniel 5: 12 is ta~wil, which occurs eight times in Siaat Yusuf, always
glossed 'dream-interpretation' (tafbir al-ru~yii), and nine times elsewhere,
glossed 'outcome'j'sequel' Ciiqiba).s The eschatological and prognostic
overtones of both uses render ta'wil an appropriate designation of typo
logical exegesis. That the Muslim term tafsir might, on the other hand,
have reflected a characteristically sectarian and polemical emphasis upon
the recent fulfilment of a historical promise articulated in Hebrew scrip
ture remains a distinct possibility. Such, indeed, was the function of all
scriptural interpretation and the task imposed upon exegetes of every
allegiance:

(Qohelet 8: I)

J Bacher, Terminologie ii, 177-80, 173-4, respectively; Gertner, 'Terms', 17-18.
2 See Wieder, Scrolls, 19l}-213; Rabin, Qumran, 117.
3 Rabin, Qumran, 117. 4 See above, pp. 154, 233-5.
5 See above, pp. 156-7.
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242
dhimma/dhimmi, 10, 194
diraya, 154, 227

ellipsis, see hadhf
erlebte Rede, 114
exemplum, 4, 18-21, 24,47, 51-2, 58

fasaha, 80, 93, 97, 201
fasila, II6
fatra,54

gazerah shawah, 167
gloss, see interpolation

habl, 10
}:ladd/}:ludud, 177, 195
haddjmatla', 242-4
hadhf, 181, 227, 229
hadithjh, qudsi, 129, 133, 145, 179
}:lalal/l).aram, 173, 191
l).aqiqa-majaz, 236-7

hebin, 153
1:lijab/satir, 34-5, 73
hiqqish, 167
historia/allegoria/tropologia/anagoge,242-4
}:lukmfa1:lkam, 176-7, 183- 8, 195, 201
hyperbaton, see taqdim

ibtida', 152, 224
identification, see ta'yln
idgham, 181
ijaz, 227
irjiiz al-qur'an, 79-83, 231-2
ikhtilaf, 163-6, 183
ikhtisar, 227, 229
ikhtiyar, 223, 226
ilham,34, 58-60,210
'iDa, 168
imam, 54, 184, 187
interpolation/paraphrase, 27
i'rab, 95, 104- 5, 106-11, ISS, 221-2, 229
irsal, 34, 58-60, 210
irtibat, 2I 5
ishara,244
'isma, 67, 71
isnad, 179-83
isra'/mi'raj, 66-9
isti'ara, 229
i!?tila!:), 103-4
isti'naf, 143, 152, 224
i'tiMr, 244

jam', 46
jarh wa-ta'dil, 140
jihadjqital, 170-3
jumla,36

kalimajkalam (allah), 76-7, 80, 103-4,
120-1

kelaljperat, 169
~~/khu!?ul?, 169, 178, 185, 190
khatam, 64-5
khutbajkhatib, 147-8
kinaya, 231
kitab/kutub (allah), 57,74-6, 161
kitba/lafz, 223
kitman, 63, 71, 189
ktib/qere, 223

laff wa-nashr, 233-5, 238
laf~/malfu~, 189, 226
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lahn, 111,221,228
luhun wa-aswat, 104-5, I II, 221

madhhab kalami, 232-3, 238
majaz, 115, 120, 169,219-26, 227-38
mashal, 239-40
mashhur, 206
mathal, 239-45
mathrwjghayr m., 176
metaphor) 238-42
minimal units) 130-1
mithaq, 8
mithlajka [qawl) 127) 142-3) 167,212,223
mu'arada, 81, 160
mubalagha, 230
rnubham, 136
mufassal, 234
mubaribun, 185-'7) 193
muhkam, 149-57, 163, 170, 173) 177) 184)

190) 243
mujmal, 234
munajjamjnujum, 36-8, 230
munasaba, 215
musaddiq, 65
mushafjmasahif, 43-5, 51, 203-4
mushtabih, 142, 157) 165, 208-<), 212-15,

220,243
mutabaqa, 147
mutashabih, 142) 14<)-57, 163) 190, 192,

208-9, 212, 243

narratio, 42-3) 47, 127-47, 171, 177, 226,
245

naskh,47, 150, 183) 191, 192-202
na~~/ma.I1l?u~, 168, 187
na~ir/n~ii"ir) 127, 142-3, 169-70, 211-12
nazm, 7~80

panim, 155
paremphasis, see tatbiq
patar, 246
peresh, 154
periphrasis, 220,225, see majaz
pesharjpesher, 50, 246
peshatjpeshut, 152
prolepsis, 128

qafiya, 116
qarina, 116
qa~~) 147
qira'a, 204
qiyas, 159, 166, 168) 190

rajiJ:t/marjuJ:t, 155) 187
rasmjkhatt, 204
ribat, 18s
riwaya, 154-6, 227

rUJ:t, 122-6, 181, 235

~al).ifa/sul:lUf,9, 78
saj', 116) 147
sarfa, 79-82
serial repetition) 130, 145
shabah/ashbah, 142, 167) 169-70, 190) 209.
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shadhdh) 206
shaytan, 5er-61
!;lifat,83
simile, seetashbih
stage-direction, 129, 145
subnexio, 234, see tafsir
supercommentary, 129,2°3

ta'awwul, 236
tab" 64-5
tabaqat, 140, 158
tabdil, 189, 196
tadadd, 165, 228
tafanun, 215
tafsil, 75, 153-4
tafsir, 57) 121, 127, 154-8, 191-2, 234-5,

244,246
tahaddi, 7, 7<)-82
tahannuth, 18
tahlil, 17-18
tahrif, 63, 162, 18<)-90
takalluf, 80
takbir, 18
takshif, 154
takhsis, 188) 191-2, 201
takhyil, 241-2
takrar, 178, 230
ta'Iif, 79-80
talbiya, 16-17
ta'm, 168) 191
ta'm takhyili, 237
tamthil, 240-2
tanaqu9, 163, 165, 228
tanwin, 110
tanzil, 59,84; see asbab al-nuzul
taqdim, 143
taqdir. a, lIS, 169 , 2 19-26, 227-8
tarannum, II1-12
ta'rib, 219
ta'ri<;l,231
tarjih, 187,206, 226
tartib, 46, 80
tartil, 36
tasbih, 17
tasfir, 154
tashbih, 241
tasmiya, 16, 18
tasrih, 231
taswir, 241
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tatbiq, 243
tawafuq/tawarud,219
tawaturjrnutawatir, 204-5
ta'wil, 121, 152, 154-7, 189, 244. 246
tawqif, 103-4
tawriyyav aj r
ta'yin, 30, 135-6, 141, 145, 164
tilawa, 176, 196

umm al-kitab, 149, 153, 170
ummi, 53-4,63

Urtext, 43, 46

varia lectio, 21, 44-7, 121, 132, 138, 144,
202,206, 221

vaticinatio, 69, 145, 176

waQY, 34, 58-60, 209-10
wajhjwujuh, 142, 151, ISS, 208-II, 235

~ahir/a~har, 151-2, 187,242-4
ziydda, 229, 236
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ANNOTATIONS

THESE annotations have been included in this reprint In order to
remove some of the barriers to understanding Quranic Studies for
those whose Arabic, judaeo-Arabic, Latin, Hebrew, German, and
French is limited. A good deal of acquaintance with Arabic remains an
absolute necessity to make sense of this book, certainly, but through a
combination of transliteration and translation, it is hoped that the
reader will find the material somewhat more accessible. Where the
point of the Arabic script citation in Quranic Studies is a linguistic one,
transliteration is provided; translation is provided where the point re
lates more to content. It must be admitted, however, that the dividing
line between these two is not always clear; thus, on occasion, clarifica
tion is provided by transliterating individual words in the context of
translation into English. Arabic words that already appear in trans
literation in the text have generally not been translated. Passages in
Arabic script that are already translated in the book have been noted as
such. Published translations have been used where possible but have
often been modified to accord with Wansbrough's intention behind
adducing the passage.

The glossary provides meanings for instances of French, German,
Greek, and Latin terminology that are not glossed in the text or that
are used on multiple occasions, as well as for English words that caused
me difficulty when I first read the book. The latter category is highly
subjective, and I recognize that everyone will have a different sense of
what should be included or what could (even should) be excluded.

Bibliographical references for Arabic manuscript works that have
been published since the publication of Quranic Studies have been pro
vided in the new section that follows the bibliography to this book. At
one time I considered providing page references to the published
editions in these annotations; however, in the end, I decided that those
readers who have the necessary skills to consult the published works
will be able to find the corresponding page numbers reasonably quickly
on their own initiative.

Words in brackets indicate a correct reading and that there is a
misprint in Quranic Studies; words in parentheses generally indicate
matter added for clarification. In passages translated from exegetes



ANNOTATIONS

(etc.), quotations from the Qur'an have been underlined in order to
clarify the separation between text and gloss, although it is important
to remember that such clarifications are not always apparent in the
original text.

These annotations and glossary have been placed at the end of
Quranic Studies in order to maintain the integrity of the book which
John Wansbrough wrote. The translations provided here may not
always convey Wansbrough's understanding of the passage in question,
nor his intention in citing it. I would like to express my gratitude to
Gerald Hawting (London), Walid Saleh (Toronto), Eliezer Segal
(Calgary), and Ingrid Holmberg (Victoria) for their help with various
elements of these annotations; I do accept full personal responsibility
for what has been provided here, however.
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Part I

how it actually happened
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Page 2

Q 2:134
Q7:34
Q 10:47
Q 16:63
Q 23:8 1
Q8:38
Q6:25
Q 15: 10

Q43:8
Q6:6
Q7:4
Q 15:4
Q 6:13 1
Q 20:99

Page 3
Q12:111
Q 3°:42

Q 27:34

Ubi sunt qui ante nos
in mundo fuere

Page 4
Q 13:6
Q 34: 19

Q2:49

tilka ummatun qad khalat
li-kulli ummatin ajaI
li-kulli ummatin rasiil
laqad ersalrui ila umam min qablika
bal qaliimithla rnii qala 'l-swwsliin
fa-qadmsdat sunnatu 'l-ewwalin
mha~anha~pru~awwalm

wa-laqadsrsslrui min qablika If shiy« 'i 1
awwalin
wa macja mathalu 'l-swwslin
kam ahlakna min qablihim min qarn
wa kam min qaryatin ahlaknaha
wa mii shlskrui min qarya
muhlik el-qurii
kadhalika naqussu ~layka min snbd'me qad
sabaqa

laqad kana II qisesihim 'ibrst
fa-n?urii kayfa kana 'sqibst alladhina min qablu
qalat inna 'l-muliik: i~a dakhalii qaryatan
afsadiiha wa ja alii s'izzst ahliha adhillatan wa
ksdhiilik« yaPaliina, She said, "Kings, when
they enter a city, they disorder it and make the
mighty ones of its inhabitants abased. This is
what they will do."

where are those who lived before us

waqadkhalat min qablihim sl-mathulat
wa [fa} ja 'alruihum al;adith
wa Ii dhalikum baIaJ min rabbikum
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Q 89:15

Q 29:3
Q 21:35

Q 74:3 1

Q 11:116

Q 30:43

Q 32 :14
Q 34:3°
Q 69:2 4
Q 10:102

Q 45:14

Biblical
Isaiah 9:3
Judges 8:13
Numbers 21:14
Q 3:14°
Q 14:5

Page 5
Q 3:19°

ANNOTATIONS

fa smmii 'l-insiin idha ma Jbtalahu rabbuhu
wa laqadfatanna 'lladhine min qablihim
kullu nafsdhalqatu 'l-mawt ws-nsbliikum bi1
sharr wai-khayr htnatan wa-ilayna turja'iins
kadhalikayudillu 1lah manyashaJu
al-quriinmin qablikum ala baqiyat
min qablianyaJtiya yawm Is maradd lahu min
Allah
nasitum liqityawmikum
lakum mtadyawm
al-ayyam al-khaliya
mithla ayyiim alladhina khalaw min qablihim
alladhina [liUadhinaj layarjiina ayyamAllah
yom YHWH
yom Madyan
mslhsmeh
milhsmot YHWH
wa tilka i-ayyamnudiiwilului bayna i-nas
akhrij qawmaka min el-zulunuit illa 'l-niir wa
dhakkirhum bi-ayyamAllah

inna fJ khalqi 'l-samiiwiit wsl-ard wa-ihtilah 1
layl wal-nahar la-ayatli-iili 1-albab

Nachrichten
apokalyptischer Art communications of an apocalyptic character

Page 6
Q 38:29

(Q 55)
(Surat Rahmanln g

Q 2:248
Isaiah 37:30
Isaiah 7:14
Q 18:9

Heilsankiindigung
Gerichtsankiindigung

kitab anzalnahu ilayka mubarsk li-yaddabbarii
ayatihi .

fa-bi'ayyi ali(rsbbikunui tukadhdhibeni
inna fJ dhalika la-ayatan

we-zeh lekha hs-ot
laken yitten adonay hu lakhem ot
am hasibt» anna a$hab al-kahfwa-l-rsqim
kanii min ayatina 'ajeb
announcement of salvation
announcement of judgment
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Q 10:20

Q 21:5

Q 37:16 8

Q 7:2 03

Q 2:218

Page 8
Q8:5

Q 59:3

Q 9:3 8
Q 5 1:50

Q 44:23

Q 11.81

Q 3:137

Page 9
Q9:75
Q 2:27

ANNOTATIONS

lawla unzila 'alayhi aya min rabbihi
bal galu adghath ahlam bal iEtarahu bal huwa
sbs'ir falya:Jtina bi-iiys kama ursila 'l-nwwaliin
law anna 'indarui dhikr min sl-swwalin
ws-idhii lam ta'tihim bi-iiy« galii lawla
J"tabaytaha
wa ma kana li-rasii] anya )tiya bi-aya ilIa bi
idhnAllah
gala araghib anta 'an alihatiya Ibrahim lain
lam tantahila-arjumannaka wa 'hjurni maliy:
... wa-a 'tazilukum wanui tsd'tins min dtin«
1lah
wa-'sbir 'ala mii yagiilrlna wa-ihjurhum hajr
[ami]

inna 1ladhina iimanti wa-1ladnina harajii wa
jahadu fj sabi]Allah
wa manyuhajir fj sabilAllah yajid fj 1-ard
mursghsunan kathiran wa se'atsn waman
yakhruj min baytihi mubiijirsn ilaAllah wa
rasulihi

kama akhrajakarabbuka min baytika bi1-hagg
walawla an kataba 1lah 'alayhimal-}ala) la
'adhdhabahum fj 1-dunya
idha gila lakum uniirii Ii ssbi]Allah
Fa-firro ila 1lah
Fa-asri bi-'ibadi laylan
Fa-asri bi-ahlika bi-qit'min aI-layl
Fa-siro fj 1-ard fa- 'nzurii kayEa kana agibatu 1
mukadhdhibin
ws-idh akhadha 1lah mitluiq el-nsbiyin

waminhum man ahada 1lah
alladhina yenquduns 'abd« 1lah min ba(/
mitluiqilii
a-lam yulchadh 'alayhim mithiiq al-kitab
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Saadya Psalm 111:5

Q 8:56

Q 17:34
Q 33:1 5

Page 10

diatheke
Terminus der

arabischen
Rechtssprache

Umma document
Q 23:8

Nehemiah 10:1
Q 48:1 0

Page 11

Q 33:15

Q 33:7

Q 20:115

Jeremiah 31:31
Luke 22:20

ANNOTATIONS

yazkhar le-olsm berito, "He is ever mindful of
His covenant," rendered in Judaeo-Arabic as
yadhkurilna bihi ila 'l-obed ahdahu, "they will
remember thereby forever His covenant."
alladhina 'shsdts minhum thumma yunqudtuia
~hdahum fJkulli marratin wa-hum Is

yattaqiina
wa-in istenssnikum jj 1-din Ea-~laykum al-nesr
illa 'ala qawm baynakum wa baynahum mitluio
attsla'a 1-ghayb am ittakhadha 'inda 'l-rahmiu:
~hdan

inna 1- 'sbd kens mas'ii]
wa kana 'ahdAllah mss'iil

covenant

terminology of Arabic jurisprudence
wa-inna dhimmat Allah wii1}ida
wa-1ladhina hum Ii-ameruitihim wa- 'ahdibim

-C-rauna
amanah
inna 1ladhinayubdyi'iinek« innamdyubiiyicilna
1lah
wa-awfiJ bi-ahdAllah idhii cahadtum wa Iii
tenqudii 'l-symiin ba 'ds tawkidiha

wa laqadkiini) ahadii 1liihmin qablu la
yuwalliina 1-adbar wa kana ahdAllah mss'iil
wa-idh akhadhna min al-nsbiyin mitluiqshum
wa minka wa min Niil; wa-Ibriihim wa-Miisii
wa- 'lsa ibn Maryam wa-akhadhna minhum
mitluiq ghali~

wa-Iaqad 'shidrui ila Adam min qablu Ea-nasiya
wa lam nsjidlahu 'azm
berit liadsshsh, "new covenant"
kaine diatheke, "new covenant"
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Q 54:43

Page 12

Zamakhsharl

Q 19:2 1

Page 13
(Q 19:2 1 )

Hebrew
Q 10:33
Q 27:34
Qll:102

Q 18:19
Q 2:286
Q4:47
Q 2:18 7
Q6:SS
Q 37:80
prophetisches Wort

als Botenwort

PagelS
Ezekiel 3: 1 1

ANNOTATIONS

baraJa min Allah wa rssiilihi ila 11adhina
Madtum min al-mushrikin
a-kuffarukum khayr min iila1kum am lakum
bard'a Ii 1-zubur

Concerning the decrees and orders of the
kings, the following (expressions) are used: the
king has directed (taqaddama) someone,
instructed (awaza) him, commanded ( azama)
him, and covenanted (ahida) with him.
Ea-arsalna ilayha riihsn« Ea-tamaththala laha
bashar saw.ryr
qala innsmii ana rasiil rabbika li-ahaba laki
ghulam zak.ryr
qala kadhaliki (the final vowel reads so in the
Qur'an, although the standard would be
kadhalika) qalarabbukihuwa alayya hayyin
wali-naj'alahu aya lil-tuis wa rahms minnii wa
kana amr maqdiy

kadhalika qalarsbbuki
koh amar YHWH
kadhalika 1;Jaqqat kalimatAllah [rsbbika]
wa kadhalika yaFaliina
wakadhalika akhdh rabbika idha akhadha 1
qura
wakadhalika ba'athruihum
kama hamaltahu ala 1ladhina min qablina
kama laanna a$1;Jab sl-sabt ..
kadhalika yubayyinu 1lah ayatahu
wa-kadhalika nufa$$ilu 1-ayat
innii kadhalikanajzi 'l-muhsinin

prophetic speech asthe speech of a messenger

Speak to them and say to them, "Thus says the
Lord God."
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Ezekiel 11:5
(Proverbs 5:7)
(Proverbs 4:10)
(Proverbs 4:1)

Page 16
Q 31:12-13

Ezekiel 8:6
Ezekiel 8: 17
Kitsb sl-ssruim

Page-1-7
Muslim talbiya
Deuteronomy 33:29

Page 18
Q 37:35
Q 5:4
Q 29:45
Q 112 (Surat Ikhlas )
Q 6:121
Hebrew

Page 19
Q 2:24 8
Q2°:9

Q 7:185

Q 34:19

Q 18:13
Q 12:3
Q 11:49
Q4:44
Q 13:4 1

Q30:9

Q 19:16

ANNOTATIONS

He said to me, Say, "Thus says the Lord."
we-istsh banim (Listen to me!)
shema' beni
shim 'u banim

wa-Iaqad atayna Luqm/in sl-hikma ... wa-idh
qala Luqm/in li-ilnihi wa huwa ya 'izubu ya
bunayya la tushrik bi-1lah
Son of man (ben adam): do you see?
Have you seen, son of man (ben adam)?
with their mixing into that which was not of it

labbayka
Happy are you! (ashrayka)

la ilah illa 1lah
[ ws-dhlcurii] ism Allah
wa-Iadhikr Allah akbaru
qul huwa 1lah al;ad
mimmii lam yudhkar ism Allah alayhi
we-istsh

inna Ei dhalika la-aya
hal ataka hsdith [Q 38:21 reads hal ataka
naba:1u]
a-lam {yalihim} naba:1[Q 14:9-not 14:19
reads a-lam [ya:1tikum] nabaj
fa bi-ayy l;adith ba 'dahu yu'miniina
[fa} ja alnahum al;adith
nabnu nsqussu aJayka nsbii'ahum
nabnu naqU$$U alayka shssn sl-qasas
tilka/dhalika min anba'
a-lam tara jla/an
aw-Iam yaraw ilii/an
aw-lam yasirii Ei i-an;I
wa- 'dhkur Ei i-htab



~---------------------------------.

l

\ Q38:17

Q 14:5

Page 20

Q 18:3 2

QS:27
Q 2:252

Page 21

Moubarac

Page 24
Q 29:36-37

diatribe (Q 11:84)

Page 25
(Q11:85)
(Q11:85)
Q2:6o
Q SS:46

Q S5:46-61

Page 26
Psalm 136

Page 27
Q 2:25

Waraqa b. Nawfal

(Abld b. Abras

ANNOTATIONS

ws-idhkur 'abdana
wa dhakkirhum bi-ayyam Allah

wa-idrib lahum mathal
ws-tlu 'alayhim nebs'
tilka ayatAllah nstliilui

Moreover) there is a history of the religion in
the Qur'an more than a religion of history.

And to ... their brother ... he said) «0
people) serve God."
Give full measure and weight

Do not cheat the people of their property
Do not work evil in the land
Do not act corruptly in the land
(Janna is singular in Q 79:41) For he who
fears standing before his Lord) two gardens
(jannatan)-al-Farra> said that this means one
garden (Janna); it is as if He had said) «Indeed)
the garden is the dwelling place)" but He made
it dual on account of the rhyme.
And which of the favors of your Lord will the
two of you deny?

For His steadfast love endures forever

Gardens (Jannat) under which flow rivers
Among the people he was a tyrant; to the Fire)
he was Hawiya,
I am informing you that I entered the hiiwiy».
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Page 28
Q 16:51

Page 30
ZamakhsharI

Page 31
Q 18:48

Q 20:55

Deuteronomy 32:39
Q 2:259
liturgical Hebrew

Page 32
Ezekiel 37:1-14

[1) 2) 3]
Q 23: 1 4

Q22:5
Q 56[58]:6
Q7:14

Q 19:85
Q 10:28

Q 24:64
Q 19: 15/ 33
Q22:7
Q 3°:56
Q 5°:44

ANNOTATIONS

translated in the text

These are the angelic archangels/cherubim who
surround the throne) like Gabriel, Michael,
IsrafIl and others of their rank.

You have come to us as We created you the
first time
We created you from it and into it We shall
return you and from it We shall bring you out
again
Say, "He who gave life to them the first time
will give life to them."
Say, "God originates creation and then repeats
it."
I give death and life
I give life and death
Giver of life to the dead

'etsamotyebeshot, "dry bones)'
We made bones out of the tissue and clothed
the bones with flesh
Who will give life to the bones when they have
decayed?
Indeed, We created you of dust
yawm vsb'athuhum Allah
ifayawm yub'athiin«
yawm nshshuru 'l-muttaqin
wa-yawm nahshuruhum jami'
wa-yawm yurja(una ilayhi
wa-yawm yub'athu/ub'athu 1;Jayy
wa-anna 11ah yah 'athu man 111-qubur
Ea-hadhayawm al-ha'th
yawm tashaqqaqu 1-ard 'anhum sirii' dhalika
bashr aIaynayasir



------ -------------------

ANNOTATIONS

Q 86:8-9

Page 33
Q 39:68
Q 83:6
anastasis
Hebrew
Greek

Page 34
Q 42:5 1

Page 35
Biblical masveh/

kalymma
Rabbinic Hebrew

[Gen. Rabba 52, 7]
Q 4:164

Kalbi on Q 17:2

Q 56:75

Page 37
Q 20:114

Q 2:185

innahu »Israjlhi la-qsdiryawm tubli 'l-ssrs'ir

Ea-idha hum qiyiim yanztmina
yawm yaqiimu 1-nas li-rabbi 1-alamin
resurrection
Giver of life to the dead
anastasis

wa rna kana Ji-hashar / an yukallimahu 1Jah illa
/ (A) wal;y / (B) aw min werii' l;ijab / (C) aw
yursila resii] / Ea-yiil;iya bi-idhnihi / mii yasha>u
/ innahu aJiyhskim
Therefore We revealed (awl;ayna) to you a
spirit from Our command.

Hebrew and Greek respectively: veil

me-shore ha-wilon, "from behind the veil"
wa-kallama 1Jah Miisi takJiman

wa qala 'lladhine kafarii Jaw-la nuzziJa alayhi 1
qur'dn jumJatan wal;idatan kadhalika Ji
nuthabbita bihi Eu>adaka wa-rattalnahu tartilan
wa-iitayna Miisii 1-kitab-We bestowed on
Moses the Torah all of one piece (jumJa
wal;ida)
wa qur'snsn [faraqnahuj 'l-taora'ahu ala 'l-tuis
alii mukth wa nazzaJnahu tanzilan
bi-mawsqi'i l-nuftun

wa lii fafaJ bi1-qur>an min qahli an tuqde l1ayka
wal;yuhu
The month of Ramadan in which the Qur'an
was sent down
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SUyUtI

Ibn Ishaq

Saadya

Page 38
SUyUtI

Page 39
1.

Q 11:29

2.

Page 40
(2)

(2 cont'd)

3·
4·
S·

ANNOTATIONS

Indeed, We sent it down on the night of power
(laylat al-qadr).
It was sent down to the nearest heaven on the
night of power all of one piece then it was sent
down after that serially over the period of
twenty years.
It is within that which has reached me about
what Jesus, son of Mary, had written in what
came to him from God in the Gospel (which
he gave) to the people of the Gospel.
The Torah was given (to Israel) scroll byscroll.

Concerning (this topic) also is the equality
(taswiya) between our prophet and Moses in
the revelation of his book as a whole and the
elevation (tafdii) of Muhammad in the
revelation to him being serial (munajjam) so
that he could memorize it.

We were a people in ignorance (jahiliyya)
I see you are a people that is ignorant
( tajhalilna)
Until God sent to us a messenger from among
us
It is He who sent the common people a
messenger from among them
Worshiping idols

who called us to God, to associate no one with
him, to worship Him, to rid ourselves of the
stones and images which we and our fathers
had been worshiping
He commanded us to worship God alone and
to associate nothing with Him
and eating carrion
frequenting prostitutes
and severing the ties of kinship



6.
7·
Q4: 1 0

8.
Q 19:5°
Q 22:3°
(8.)
Q 24 : 4
9·

Page 41
ja'Iar

NajashI
]a(far

Page 42
Hebrew

Page 43
Noldeke-Schwally

Page 46
Arabic

Page 49
Kitab al-Mabanl

ANNOTATIONS

fiwsr, security
the powerful among us oppressing the weak
consuming the property of orphans
speak honestly
a tongue of truthfulness
false speech
slander of honorable women
those who accuse honorable women
prayer and almsgiving; fasting

first part of Kaf-Ha7-Ya7-~yn-$ad(another
name of siirat Maryam, chapter 19)
translated in the text
translated in the text

translated in the text

The emergence of the Muslim canon is
completely exceptional; one could even say that
it was formed in opposition to the norm. It is
not the work of several writers, but only of one
man who accomplished it in the short span of a
generation.

translated in the text

The messenger of God said, "I was given the
seven long (chapters) in place of the Torah and
the hundred (chapters) in the place of the
Gospel and the methiini in the place of the
Psalms. And I was honored by their
arrangement."



Page 51
Tabar!

juwayni

Page 53
Q 14:4

Q 10:47
Q 13:8
Q 35: 2 4

Q 28:75
Q 16:113

Numbers Rabba
20[, 1]

Page 54
Q 7:157-58

'amhe-ares
Q3:67

Q 16:120

Genesis 12:2

ANNOTATIONS

The Qur'an was in many books, and you
abandoned all of them but one.
I say that the Qur'an is one part and the other
part is the sunna, just as it is said that Gabriel
has revealed the sunna just as he revealed the
Qur'an. From this comes the transmission of
the sunna according to the meaning because
Gabriel brought it in its meaning (only). But
the Qur'an did not come in its meaning (only)
because Gabriel gave it in its wording.

Part II

We do not send a messenger unless (he comes)
in the language of his people.
Every community has a messenger.
Every people has a guide.
There has not existed a nation without a
warner having passed away in it.
We shall draw out from every nation a witness.
There came to them a messenger from among
them but they cried lies against him.

In the same way as He raised up kings, sages,
and prophets for Israel, so He raised them up
for the ummot ha-'olam.

the messenger, the unlettered prophet (or: the
messenger, the prophet of the common folk)
common folk
Abraham was not a Jew nor a Christian but he
was a man of pure faith (banif), a Muslim.
Abraham was a nation obedient to God, a man
of pure faith Chani!).
And I will make of you a great nation
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Page 55
Malachi 3:1
Q 2:285

Q 17:55
Q 4:1 25

Isaiah 41:8

Page 56
ausserer

Geschichtsablauf

innere Einstellung

Page 57
Suyuti

imitatio magistri
al-ssl al-iqtids'
magister dixit
Hebrew
symbolic acts
sayings
explication de texte

Page 58
Grundschicht, erste

Schicht, zweite
Schicht

Page 59
Q91 :8

ANNOTATIONS

Behold, I send my messenger (malaki)
We make no division between anyone of His
messengers.
Nothing has been said to you without it having
been said to the messengers before you.
Say, "I am not an innovation among the
messengers."
We have preferred some prophets over others.
God took Abraham as a friend
Abraham, my friend

historical processes taking place around
someone
inner, personal attitudes

He said, may the prayers and peace of God be
upon him, "Was I not given the Qur'an and
the like of it with it?" that is, the sunna.
imitation of the master
principle of emulation
"the master said it"
The statutes given to Moses on Sinai.
Arabic: sunna fa1iyya; Hebrew: ma'asim
Arabic: sunna qaw1iyya; Hebrew: debarim
close reading of a text

basic (foundational) stratum, first stratum,
second stratum

and inspired (alhama) it to lewdness and
godfearing



KalbI adQ 12:15

Suyutf
Ibn Qudarna

Suyuti

Page 60
Q 69:4 1

Q 69:42

Q 37:36

Q 51:52

Q 4°:15
Q 20:39
Q8:12

Suyuti

Q 22:5 2

Page 61
Q 6:112

ANNOTATIONS

We inspired (awhayng jlg) him-(that is.)
Joseph; He sent (arsala) Gabriel to him. It is
also said) He inspired him (alhamahu).
God inspired (alhama) the righteous caliphs
Then it is necessary for you to say that poetry
is a qur'sn because God inspires (alhama) the
speech of the poets and empowers them) just as
He inspires (alhama) Gabriel according to your
statement.
The prophet was miserable and did not arise
for a night or two. His wife came to him and
said) "0 Muhammad) I can only think that
your Satan has left you."

It is not the speech of a poet.
N or the speech of a soothsayer
What) shall we forsake our gods for a poet
possessed?
Even so) there was not a messenger who came
to those before them without them saying, "A
sorcerer or a man possessed."
He casts (yulql) the spirit of His bidding.
And I cast (alqaytu) love on you from Me.
I will cast terror (ulgi) into the hearts of those
who disbelieve.
or it was preserved in the heavenly tablet) so
(Gabriel) came down to the messenger and cast
it (yulgilu) into him.
Satan casts (alqa) into his desire ... so God
abrogates what Satan casts (yulql).

So We have appointed to every prophet (nahl)
an enemy) satans of men and jinn revealing
adorned speech to one another.
Only of those messengers with whom He is
well pleased; then He dispatches guarding
angels (r~ad) before him and behind him so
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l

Zamakhshari

Page 62
KalbI on Q 12:2

(Q 2:97)

Page 63
(gloss of ummiin

Q 7:157-58)
'am ha-sres
anthropoid

agrammatoi
(adQ 7:157)

Page 64
Hebrew

Q 61:6

seal of the prophets
(place a seal upon)
Haggai 2:23

that He may know they have delivered the
messages of their Lord.
Protecting guardians (ra$ad) among the angels
protect him from the satans.

We revealed it as an Arabic Qur'an-s-He is
saying, We sent Gabriel down to Muhammad
with the Qur'an following the rules of the
Arabic language.
He has brought it (hu, accusative pronoun)
down on your heart by the permission of God.

He who could not write or read
common people

uneducated people
The illiterate messenger prophet about whom
they find written reference in their Torah and
Gospel

Notriqon (deriving meaning by breaking up a
word into two or more words or into individual
letters and having each letter stand for another
word starting with that letter) and Gematria
(computation of the numeric value of letters; or
substitution of letters for other letters).
Good tidings of a messenger who shall come
after me whose name shall be Ahmad.
Muhammad is not the father of anyone of
your men but the messenger of God and the
seal of the prophets.
last of the prophets
khatam": tabs'
hotem
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Page 65
I Corinthians 9:2
Romans 10:4
Greek

spiritual vision

Page 68
(Q 17:1)
(Q 17:1)
(Q 17:1 )

Q 17:60

Q 17:93

Page 69
Muqatil adQ 17:1

Page 71
Ibn Hisham

Page 72
Q 22:30

Q 17:45

Q 5:13

Q2:88

ANNOTATIONS

sphragis, "seal"
telos nomou, "goal of the law"
theios snthropos, ((godlike man"

Did We not open your breast for you and lift
your burden from you that weighed down your
back?
Arabic: a vision in the heart; Hebrew: vision of
the heart
Glory be to Him who carried His servant by
night from the holy mosque to the further
mosque.

carried His servant ( ~bd) by night (faylan)
Glory be to He who
from the sacred mosque to the distant mosque
We made the vision that We showed you to be
only a trial for men.
or you ascend up into the heaven

Only journey to the three mosques.

I am first to revive the order of God and His
book and to practice it.

And permitted to you are the flocks except that
which is recited to you. Avoid the abomination
of idols.
When you recite the Qur'an We place between
you and those who do not believe in the world
to come an obscuring curtain.
We made their hearts hard.
And they say, "Our hearts are uncircumcised."



Leviticus 26:41

ANNOTATIONS

uncircumcised heart (often translated as
"stubborn spirit")

275

Page 73
Exodus 4:21 I will harden his heart (often translated as

"make him obstinate").
Exodus 34:33-35 masveh
2 Corinthians 3:12-18 kalumma, "veil"
Tabar! adQ 17:45 translated in the text
Psalm 88:15

[= 88: 14 KJV etc.] hiding Your face from me
Saadya, Psalm 88: 1 5 Do not veil your mercy.

Page 74
Q 7:85
Q 4: 153

Page 75
Q 29:27
Q 3:79
Q 35:4°

Tabari

Q 5°:29
Q 6:115
Q 48:15

Page 77
Hebrew
Psalm 33:9

A sign has come to you from your Lord.
The people of the book will ask you to bring
down a book from heaven.

prophethood and the book (kitab)
the book (kitab), wisdom, and prophethood
Or have We given them a book so that they
have a sign from it?
I found it predicted in the book of God (may
be He praised and elevated), the Torah.

Each one believes in God and His angels and
His books (kutubihl) and His messengers.
Some of the Jews change (yuharrilUna) the
words (kalim) from their meanings.
The word (gaw/) is not changed with Me.
None can change His words (kalimat).
They desire to change God's speech (kalam).

debar YHWH, "word of God"
For he spoke, and it was; he commanded, and
it stood firm.



Page 79
Q 17:88

Page 83
Q9:6

Q 85:2 1 - 2 2

Page 84
awirsheni

Page 88
Ie fait coranique

Page 93
hadith

Page 94
Basran grammarians

Page 96
Greek

ANNOTATIONS

And when He decrees a thing, He says to it,
"Be," and it is.

Say, "If men and jinn joined together to
produce the like of this Qur'an, they would not
produce its like."
Say, "Bring a book from God that gives better
guidance than these two."

Grant him protection until he hears the speech
of God
Rather it is a glorious Qur'an in a guarded
(ma1)fU?) tablet

"second air" (that being the spirit of God from
which all things emanate, interpreted as a
subtle, rarefied air in Saadya's Commentary on
the Seier Yesirah.)

Part III

the Qur'anic accomplishment

I am the most eloquent of the Arabs
although/and I am from Quraysh.

We took the dialect (information) from the
hunters of lizards.

arete, "excellence"
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Page 98
Q 14:4

Q 16: 103

Page 99
Q 26:194-95

Zamakhsharl
on Q 13:37

Q 20:27
Q 28:34
Q 19:97
Q 55: 17

Exodus 4:15

Page 100

Aramaic
Abgerissenheit
Stilmischung
Vielschichtigkeit
Hintergriindigkeit

Page 101

Basran formula

We do not send a messenger unless (he comes)
in the language of his people.
And if We had made this a foreign Qur'an they
would have said, "Why are its verses not
distinguished? Is this a foreign (book) (with)
an Arab?"
Indeed, We know that they say, "Only a mortal
is teaching him." The speech of him at whom
they hint is foreign and this is clear Arabic
speech.

Upon your heart so that you may be one of the
warners in a clear Arabic speech.

an Arabic judgment-translated into the
language of the Arabs
Unloose the knot upon my tongue.
(he is) more eloquent than me in speech
We have made it easy by your speech.
We have made the Qur'an easy.
I will be in your mouth.

baranash
disjointedness
mixing of styles
multilayeredness
enigmaticity

This is a mere claim for which there is no
evidence except from wal;yand tanzil.

Page 102

gehobene Sprache/
Verheissungsstil elevated language/oracular style

tabellarische Ubersicht tabulated synopsis
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Page 103

Q 2:3 1

Suyuti

Suyuti

Page 104

Ezekiel 3:5

Q 14:4

SUyUtI, l;adifh
Tustari

Page 105

Jahili poets

(Abdallah

Page 107

Ibn Qutayba

Ibn Qutayba

ANNOTATIONS

He taught Adam all of the names.
He enabled Adam to bestow (the names) on
them.
We do not know of a language which has
emerged after him (Muhammad).

Not to a people whose speech is thick and
difficult have you been sent but to the house of
Israel.
We do not send a messenger unless (he comes)
in the language of his people.
translated in the text
Recite the Qur'an with the rhythmic
embellishments of the Arabs without
burdening it with other things. Do not read it
with the embellishments of the people of the
churches and the synagogues, nor the people of
heresy and innovation. I and my god-fearing
community are relieved of (all) burdens. People
after me will begin to return their voices to
those of the singers with melodies, captivating
their hearts by captivating the listening heart.
Those are the heedless.

Until Iblis ruled their hearts just as he ruled
the hearts of the poets of the jahiliyya
translated in the text

This is the killer of my brother / This is a
killer, my brother.
A Qurayshi will not be killed / Let him not kill
a Qurayshi bound head and foot after today.
Let not their speech grieve you. Indeed We /
such that We know what they conceal and
what they display.
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Page 108

Zamakhshari li-anrui
Q 2: 1 2 4

Q 35:28

Suyuti

Q 20:63
Q 1:4

Q 4 1 :17

Q 15:54
Q 39:64

Page 109

piece justificative
Suyuti

Vollers

Wetzstein

with the omission of the lam of explanation
And remember when his Lord tried Abraham
(compare: "when Abraham tried his Lord," the
more natural reading).
that God and His messenger are free from the
polytheists (compare: "that God is free from
the polytheists and His messenger," the more
natural reading).
Rather the learned ones among his servants
who fear God (compare: "rather God fears the
learned ones among his servants," the more
natural reading).
What can be read three ways in the wording of
the Quean
in hathani la-sihirini
iyyaka tu'badu (You alone are worshiped);
iyyaka na 'budu (You alone we worship)
amnui Thamtidu/Thamtids fa-hadaynahum
fa-bima tubeshshinme/tubsshshinini
qul a-fa-ghayr Allah te'murtinni/te'murtirumi
a'budu ayyaha al-jahiliina

supporting ("justifying") document
The intention of (the recitation of the Qur'an's)
ii-fib is the knowledge of the meaning of its
words. The intention of it is not the i~ab as it
is generally accepted among the grammarians
which approaches solecism (lal;.n) because
reading in the absence (of the full i~ab) is not a
reading at all, and it has no merit.
the stylistic and rhetorical refinements (that
follow from the grammatical ii-ab)
All of these points concerning the omission or
curtailing of the short vowels hold for
colloquial language but not for poetry. The
poetry of the Bedouin is certainly to be sung,
and, while the song does not thrive on the
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Page 110

Derenbourg

Page III

Suyuti

Page 112

Noldeke

prasentisch resultativ

Page 113

disjunctive formulae
Q 3: 1 17

Page 114

Zamakhsharj
on Q 31:28

Q 27:1
Q 4: 136
Q 2:118

Q 6:161

ANNOTATIONS

contrast between consonants, it does need
vowels.

Moreover, all Arab poetry, which had been
transmitted for a long time only by oral
tradition, would lose its rhythm, an essential
attribute of it, if one does not understand the
authenticity of declension in Arabic.

Those who read the Qur'an who do so with
i'rsb will receive twenty blessings for each letter
whereas those who recite it without i'riib will
receive ten for each.

"uncertainty," "clumsiness," "embarrassing
difficulties," "repetitions for emphasis," "to the
Arabs, nearly everything was new," "every
beginning is difficult"
present resultative (as a verb tense)

God is all-Mighty, all-Wise.
God wronged them not, but they wronged
themselves.

(It is) as if one thing distracted Him from
another, or one action (distracted Him) from
doing something else.
verses of the Qur'an and a clear book
o you who believe
from before them
As for me, my Lord has guided me to a straight
path, a right religion, the creed of Abraham, a
man of pure faith; he was not from among the
polytheists.



Q 12:47
Q 12:74-75
Q 12:17

Page 115

stilistische
Eigentiimlichkeiten

Q 6: 1 09

Page 116

Noldeke

Page 117
Genesis 17:20

Page 123
Muqatil adQ 18:4

Page 124
Muqatil

adQ 18:108-10

ANNOTATIONS

except a little of which you may eat
It is its recompense.
You would not believe us though we speak
truthfully.

stylistic peculiarities
What will make you perceive that, when it
comes, they will not believe?
A book sent down to you. So let there be no
impediment in your breast because of it, to
warn thereby, and as a reminder to the
believers.

The Qur'an created a (category of) literature
for itself; it had no real predecessor and could
have no successor.

1 have blessed him, 1 have made him fruitful,
and 1 have increased him greatly. (This is
translated in the RSV in the future tense, "I
will bless him and make him fruitful and
multiply him exceedingly.")

Part IV

Those who say, "God has taken a son"-that
is, Quraysh when they said, "We worship the
angels who are the daughters of God."

Dwelling therein forever (khaJidin Ilha)-they
will not die (iayamiitiin); they will not desire
~ change to them-that is (ya)]1), changing
to something else. That is that (wa-dhalika



ANNOTATIONS

anna) the Jews said to the prophet, "You claim
that you have been given wisdom and that
wisdom is all of knowledge; yet you claim that
you have no knowledge of the spirit and you
claim the spirit is from the command of my
Lord (Q 17:85). So how can this be?" God,
may His mention be exalted, said to His
prophet, "You have been given knowledge and
your knowledge is only a small part of the
knowledge of God." So (God), may He be
praised (fa gala subhanahu), said to the Jews,
Say, "If the oceans were ink for the words of
my Lord the sea would be spent before the
words of my Lord are spent."

Page 125

Ibn Ishaq ad Q 1 7:85 Ibn Ishaq said, "I was informed on the
authority of Ibn (Abbas that he said that when
the messenger of God came to Medina, the
Jewish rabbis (ahbaryahiid) said, 'When you
said, And you have only a little knowledge
about it, did you mean us or your own people?'
He said, 'Both of you.' They said, 'Yet you will
read in what you brought that we were given
the Torah in which there is an explanation of
everything.' The messenger of God said, 'Of
God's knowledge there was little in it, but
among you there is sufficient for you
concerning that, if you carried it out.'"

Suyuti ad Q 2:97 He said that 'Abd Allah ibn Salam heard of the
coming of the messenger of God, so he went to
him. He said, "I will ask you about three things
of which only a prophet has knowledge. What
are the signs of the day of judgment? What is
the food of the people of paradise? What will
the child take over from his father or his
mother?" (Muhammad) said, "Gabriel will
inform me of these things." Gabriel said, "Yes."
He said, "That is the enemy of the Jews from
the angels." So he recited this verse (Q 2:97).
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Noldeke

Noldeke
Noldeke

Page 129

Muqatil adQ 18:45

Muqatil at the end of
siirat ai-Kahf( 18)

ANNOTATIONS

The entire matter is so fantastic that we have
very little to go on.
either from Mecca or from Medina
We have one significant advantage over them:
impartiality rather than religious prejudice. As
well, we have been raised in the school of
scientific criticism.

(God), may He be praised, is saying that the
likeness of this world is the likeness of the
vegetation when it becomes green which then
dries out and dies. Similarly, the world will be
destroyed when the end of time comes.

God is saying, "I am the best of partners.
Whoever partners with Me in deeds, I will
create all (of those) deeds for my partner. I
only tum towards what is Mine purely."

Page 131

Kalbi on Q 12:56-57 So_We established Joseph-Thus We made
Joseph ruler; in the land-the land of Egypt; to
make his dwelling there-settling in it;
wherever he would-he desires. We visit with
Our mercy-We make Our mercy (of)
prophethood and Islam appear; whomsoever
We will-to whoever is qualified for that; and
We leave not to waste-We do not corrupt; the
~~~ of the good-doers-the reward of the
righteous believers in word or deed; and the
reward of the world to come-recompense
[read thawiib] of the world to come; is better
than the recompense of the world; for those
who believe-in God and all the books and
messengers; and are god-fearing-(of) disbelief,
association and corruption.
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Page 132
Kalbj adQ 12:6

Kalbj adQ 12:63

Page 133
Farra> adQ 12:63

Page 134
Kalbt adQ 12:43
Genesis 41:2
Genesis 37:3
Speyer

ANNOTATIONS

And thus-therefore; Your Lord will choose
you-Your Lord will select you for
prophethood; and teach you the interpretation
of dreams-explanation of visions; and will
perfect His blessing on you-with prophethood
and Islam; that is (ay), He will cause you to die
in that state; and on the family ofJacob-with
you, that is (ay) He also perfects His blessing
on the children ofJacob along with you; just as
He perfected it-His blessing of prophethood
and Islam; on your fathers before-before you
[reading qablaka as in printed text]; Abraham
and Isaac; Indeed God is all-Knowing-of His
blessing; all-Wise-of its perfection
So send our brother with us-Benjamin; We
will obtain the measure (nakta1)-he will
obtain a load for himself, and it is said, we will
obtain a load for him, if (the text) is read with
a nun.

The followers of 'Abd Allah read yaktal while
all the others read naktal. Both are correct.
Those who say naktal include him with them
in the measure whereas those who say yaktal
attribute a load to him by himself. So the
(load) is attributed to him singly because they
increase the (overall) measure by a camel load
with his (load).

translated in the text
they came up from the river
long-sleeved robe
The mention of the "largest of them," here
ksbir; surely means "the eldest," thus Rubin.
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Page 136
Kalbi ad Q 12:24

Genesis Rabba 87,
9 [7]

Kalbr adQ 12:67
Genesis Rabba 91, 2

Page 138
KalbI ad Q 12:31

Sufyan ad Q 12:31

Page 143
Kalbl adQ 12:87

Muqatil adO:. 18:22

Page 145
Muqatil adO:. 18:69

had he not seen the proof of his Lord-a
compelling warning from his Lord to him; and
it is said he saw the image of his father. It is
also said, had he not seen the proof of his
Lord-due to the significance of it.

He saw his father's face, at which his blood
cooled.
Jacob feared for them because of the (evil) eye.
Do not all enter through one gate. Do not go
out with bread in your hands so as not to
arouse ill-feeling, and do not all enter through
one gate for fear of the (evil) eye.

She prepared for them muttaka~n-pillowson
which they reclined, if one reads this with a
shadda; if one reads it without shadda (thus
reading mutkan), He is saying, citrus.
Sulyan told us on the authority of Mansur
from Mujahid that he said that he who recites
it as muttske'an with a nun says it is a meal,
while those who read it without the nun say it
is a citrus fruit.

Do not despair of the spirit of God-of the
mercy of God.
It begins with a waw because that marks the
end of (a section of) speech. Abu >1-<Abbas
Thaclab said that al-Farra' said that this wawis
the waw of the hal (i.e., indicating "while" or
"when") and the meaning is that this is their
condition at the time of the mention of the
dog.

He said, "You will find me, if God wills,
patient"-Muqatil said that Moses was not
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patient and was not influenced by his
statement.

Kalbi adQ 12:99 and he said, _"Enter Egypt, if God wills, in
safe!L-God had willed (them) safety from
(their enemies) and evil.

Page 147
predication coranique Qur'anic preaching

Page 148
Arabic from Goldziher a weak hadith but one feels content with it

Page 149
Q 3:7

Four initial sigJa

Page 150

Abu 'Ubayd on Q 3:7

Page 151

Maturldi on Q 3:7

It is He who sent down upon you the book
wherein are clear verses (ayat muhksmiit) that
are the essence of the book (umm al-kitab) and
others ambiguous (mutashahihat). As for those
in whose hearts is swerving, they follow the
ambiguous part, desiring dissension and
desiring its interpretation. And none know its
interpretation except God. And those firmly
rooted in knowledge say, "We believe in it; all
is from our Lord." But none remember other
than those possessed of minds.
alif-Jam-mim wa alif.-Jam-mim-~ad wa alif-lam
mim-rii' wa alii-Jam-raJ

The muhkamiit are (the Qur'an's) abrogating
verses and the statements of the permitted and
the forbidden and the religious duties that are
believed in and acted upon. The mutsshiibihiit
are abrogated verses, verses displaying
inversion, parables, oaths, and verses that are
believed in but not acted upon.

It is said that it is possible that one may
understand the mutssluibihdt on the basis of
knowledge of the muhkenuit.
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jassas on Q 3:7

Ibn Qutayba

Page 152
Suyuti

Bacher
Bacher

Page 153
Q 13:39
Q43:4
Rabbinic precepts

Page 154
Q 25:33

Maturidi

Page 155
Maturidl

ANNOTATIONS

It is established thereby that the intention
behind mentioning the mutssbsbih in this
verse is (the idea) that the sense is connected to
the meaning which is the opposite of the
muhksm and that fixes its meaning.
If all of the Qur'an was obvious and open such
that both the intelligent and the ignorant were
equally able to understand it, this would mean
the loss of the differentiation between people,
the ceasing of the trials (of life), and the death
of (significant) thought.

such that some of the mutssluibih pertain
specificallytoGod,-most High
The Torah speaks in the language of humans.
A text may not be distorted from its obvious
meaning (peshut).

Allah . . . wa-'indahu umm el-kitiib
wa-innahu Ii umm al-kitab ladayn«
yesh em lammiqra' / lamasoret-literally:
"there is a mother to the reading/tradition,"
thus meaning, "the (vocalized) reading /
written (consonantal) text is primary" (this is a
debate within Rabbinic texts over the textual
basis on which exegesis should be conducted)
thumma inna 'alayna bayiinahu

They do not come to you (ya>tiinaka) with a
similitude unless We bring you the truth and
better in exposition (tafsir)
translated in the text

taisir has only one aspect, ta>wilhas many
aspects
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SUyUtI

Page 157
<Abdallah

Page 159
Q 7:43

Ibn Muqalla'

Ibn Muqalfa'

Page 161
Hasan Basri

Hasan Basri

Page 162
Hasan Basri

ANNOTATIONS

The Qur'an elucidates many different aspects
(wujuh) / the Qur'an conveys many different
aspects (wujiih).

We have killed you with its
interpretation/outcome (fa >wi1) / just as we
have killed you with its revelation.

We would not have been guided if God had
not guided us.
according to the agreement of the messenger of
God and the rightly guided leaders (successors)
after him
So he will pay attention in it to the most
truthful of the two parties and to the most
equitable comparison of the two cases.

Is it on the authority of a transmission of one
of the companions of the messenger of God or
is it according to an opinion of his or is it an
argument the truthfulness of which is
confirmed in the Qur'an?
We have learned (this) 0 commander of the
faithful (may God make you thrive!), from the
pious ancestors who followed the command of
God and considered His wisdom and followed
the surma of the messenger of God. They did
not reject the truth, nor did they accept
falsehood as truth; they did not ascribe to the
Lord more than that which He allowed
Himself) nor did they use any arguments other
than those used by God in addressing His
creation in His book.

He knows of its soundness according to the
book of God and the sanna of the messenger



Hasan Basri
Hasan Basri
Hasan Basri

Hasan Basrl
on Q 19:59

Page 163
Hasan Basrt

on Q 3:178

Hasan Basri

Page 164
Muqatil on Q 18:[79]

ANNOTATIONS

of God ... , so know that there is, among
those who transmit on the authority of the
ancient pious ancestors from the companions
of the messenger of God, no one who is more
knowledgeable about God most high and more
learned in religion and better versed in the
book of God than al-Hasan.
translated in the text
translated in the text
They interpret (yata~wwililna)that according
to their opinion / They interpret (yufassiriina)
that according to their opinion.

That is, a great punishment; the Arabs say,
"So-and-so encountered an offense today,"
meaning that the commander struck him with
a severe blow and punished him with a great
punishment.

The Qur'an, 0 commander of the faithful, is in
Arabic. God revealed it to the community of
Arabs, addressing them in their speech, the
meaning of which they know.
The people opposed the book of God, 0
commander of the faithful, and they altered it
and distorted some it into what it was not.
Rather, it was just as the best of narratives
describes a book in which some parts of it are
analogous (mutashiibih) to other parts of it and
there is no disagreement between the parts of
it.

The name of him who used to take each boat
by force was Ibn Ualandi].
(Note: al-Tha'labt reports this name as [Ibn]
jaladni)



Page 165
Muqatil in Malati

Suyuti

Page 166
Bergstrasser

Ibn Muqaila'

Page 167
'Umar b. Khattab

gezerah shawah

Page 168
Ibn Anbari

Ba~ran dictum

Ibn Anbari

ANNOTATIONS

Here, according to those who are ignorant in
tslsir, one part contradicts another part. There
is no contradiction, and the two are treated in
taEsir in this way . . . .
The intention (of Qutrub's work which Suyuti
cites) is to treat the apparent contradictions
between the verses (of the Qur'an). However,
the speech of the Most High is free of that.

because it (qiyas) does not govern the
interpretation of a normative text like the other
(midrashic rules of interpretation), but rather
deals with the extraction of a new regulation
from an existing one.
So he will pay attention in it to the most
truthful of the two parties and to the most
equitable comparison of the two cases.

When there is nothing about it in a Qur'anic
verse or a sunna, (first) consider analogies and
comparisons, and then juxtapose the matters
after that.
inference by analogy

In every analogy, four things are necessary: the
foundation, the derivations, the comparator,
and the ruling.
This is a mere claim for which there is no
evidence except from wabyand tsnzil.
Know that the rejection of analogy in grammar
cannot be proven) because grammar is totally
based on analogy. Those who reject analogy
reject grammar, and no member of the learned
class would reject it.



Page 169
Q6:82

Page 171
Muqatil

Pages 172-73
Muqatil

Page 174
Talmudic
Pauline

Page 175
Talmudic formula

Page 176
SUyUtI

ANNOTATIONS

and have not confounded their belief with
wrong (~ulm)

Indeed, association is a mighty wrong (-?ulm)

It was revealed as It was prescribed for you (Q
2:216) -that is, fighting was made obligatory
for you; it was permitted to them after it had
been forbidden to them.

Muqatil said that on the bridge (jisr) over hell
there are seven bridges (qaniitir). At the first
one, the servant is asked about his faith in
God, may He be praised and glorified. If he
answers perfectly and sincerely, he passes on to
the second, at which he is asked about prayer.
Ifhe answers perfectly, he passes on to the
third, at which he is asked about zakat. If he
answers perfectly, he passes on to the fourth, at
which he is asked about fasting. If he answers
perfectly, he passes on to the fifth, at which he
is asked about pilgrimage. If he answers
perfectly, he passes on to the sixth, at which he
is asked about the (amra. If he answers
perfectly, he passes on to the seventh, at which
he is asked about wrongs. If he has not
committed any wrongs, then he passes into
paradise.

muttar-"permitted" and a$ur-"forbidden"
tupos didsches, "form of teaching"

statutes given to Moses on Sinai

translated in the text



SUyUtI
SUyUtI

Page 178
SUyUtI

Page 180
Ibn Shihab ZuhrI

Ibn (Abbas on Q 4:93

Page 181
Bukhari

Page 183
Stetter

Page 184
Q 2:19°

Q9:S

ANNOTATIONS

translated in the text
It is known that its distribution was done
before that although zakiit was not yet recited
in revelation, just as ablution was known
before the revelation of the verse. Then the
recitation of the Qur'an was sent down
corroborating it.

So we bring these reports together with the
multiplicity of (their occasions of) revelation.

When a sura was revealed in Mecca it was
written in Mecca.
(see A. Rippin, "Al-Zuhri, naskh al-Quran,
and the Problem of Early tafsirTexts," BSOAS
47 [1984]: 22-43 [=A. Rippin, The Quran
and Its Interpretative Tradition (Aldershot,
UK, 2001), chap. 16] for the attribution of this
text.)
Whoever slays a believer willfully, his re:w~£4_i~

hell-it was the last of what was revealed, so
nothing can abrogate it.

[abra, Mik«, and SariiE(mean) «slave" and n
(means) "God."

As I observed; according to how it appeared to
me

Fight in the way of God with those who fight
with you but aggress not: God does not love
the aggressors.
Then, when the sacred months are drawn
away, slay the idolaters wherever you find then,
and take them, and confine them, and lie in
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Page 185
Q 3:2 0 0

Q 5:33

Page 187
Goldziher

citing ]uwayni

Page 188
Maimonides

(in ]udaeo-Arabic)

Q 7=3

Q 59:7

Abu 'Ubayd

wait for them at every place of ambush. But if
they repent and perform the prayer and pay the
alms, them let them go their way; God is AlI
forgiving, All-compassionate.

o you who believe! Be patient and strive in
patience; be steadfast and fear God. Perhaps
you will prosper.
This is the recompense of those who fight
against God and His messenger and hasten
about the earth to do corruption there. They
shall be slaughtered or crucified, or their hands
and feet shall alternately be struck off, or they
shall be banished from the land. That is a
degradation for them in this world and in the
hereafter there will be a mighty chastisement
for them.
(This is) because no ruling is dictated by the
occasion of revelation according to us; rather,
for us, the ruling follows from the general
validity of the scriptural expression.

The .?ahiris the literal meaning, which is the
(most) probable and preferable (rajii)).

These are conclusions that derive from
(ta.?huru) from the plain sense of the text.
Follow what has been sent down to you from
your Lord
Whatever the messenger gives you, take, and
whatever he forbids you, give over.
In the obligatory nature of the ruling, it is of a
status with the Qur'an.
The correct text (mai)Eii.?) is, according to us,
(with) the lam.
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Page 189
Q2:59

adQ 2:58
Ka'b al-Ahbar

Q 5:13

Page 190
jassas

ANNOTATIONS

Then the evildoers substituted a saying other
than that which had been sent down to them.
sin: l;atfa; wheat: 1)ittii
The Jews made them into a charm (obliterated
them?) and erased them in order that their
content would not be known.
They change (yubarrili1na) the words from
their places.

When we do not find an explicit ruling in the
book or in the sunna or in consensus that will
apply to the incident, because God has said
that in the book there is a clarification of all
things within the realm of religion, it is
established that the way is to use reason and
proof by means of analogy to (achieve) the
ruling about it.

Page 192
Abu 'Ubayd adQ 5:45

and 2:178 According to our opinion about this verse,
which is in sural sl-me'ida (5), a life for a life,
it is not an abrogator (niisikha) of what is in
sural al-baqara (2) the free for the free and the
slave for the slave. There is no contradiction
here; rather, the two of them agree in being
valid rulings except to the extent that one
considers that (the passage in sural) el-mii'ide
is to be taken as a corroboration (muEassira) of
(the passage in sural) al-baqara. So it would be
explained (ta:awwala) that (God's) statement ~
life for a life applies to the lives of free men
who are equal in what is due to them, but not
to those who are slaves.

Q 5:50 Is it the judgment of the jahiliyya that they are
requesting? Yet who is more fair in judgment
than God for a people who are sure in faith?
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Page 193
Abu 'Ubayd

Abu 'Ubayd

Page 195
Goldziher

Page 196
Q 2:106

The Messenger of God said, "Take (it) from
me. God has given them a way, virgin for
virgin, nonvirgin for nonvirgin. Lash, and then
expel, the virgin; lash, and then stone, the
nonvirgin. ))

If they come to you, judge between them or
turn away from them
Judge between them according to what God
has sent down.
The prophet stoned the Jewish man and
woman.

When four people testify that they saw him
enter into her just as the kohl pencil enters into
the kohl container, then (the penalty is)
stoning.
[This Arabic quote is from Ibn al-JawzI. It is
printed in Goldziher in Hebrew script (as it
appears here) probably because that was the
typeface available in that journal; it is not
judaeo-Arabic, of course.]

And for whatever verse We abrogate or cause
to forget (defer), We bring a better or the like
of it.

ius propter
utilitatem publicam law in the public interest

Hibatallah In the speech of the Arabs (it is) something
removed/cancelled.

Page 197
Arabic
Tabar!

translated in the text
So God lightened (it) for them and abrogated it
by the other verse.
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Page 199
Baghdadi

Page 200

Rabbinic formula

antithesis
legislation

Ibn Kammuna

Page 201

Maimonides

Page 203

Abu 'Ubayd

Muqatil adQ 18:79

Page 204

Suyuti

ANNOTATIONS

Among them are those who say that, before his
entering into his time of prophethood, the
prophet was ordered to follow the shari's of
Abraham. He was allowed to hold fast to it in
everything except in what was abrogated of it
in his sheri's after its revelation to him. This is
the sound opinion according to us.

minhag mebettel halakhah, "custom overrides
I "aw
upheld vs. abolished (bittei) or deleted
minhag, "custom" and derekh eres, "proper
behavior" (literally: the way of the land)
(literally, in-Arabic) the spreading of speech;
(Hebrew): bat qol, "heavenly speaking voice"

judaeo-Arabic naskh translated into Hebrew
not as batul(the equivalent of naskh) but as
'ataq (the equivalent of nagi)

Chapter on the addition of letters about which
there is disagreement concerning their writing
(in the Qur'an)
For behind them there was a king who was
seizing every ship in good repair ($aJil;a) by
force.
He takes every ship-good-repaired ($aliha), in
good repair ($a1;Jil;a), sound (sawijya); by force
(Q 18:79), just as in God's saying, When He
gave the two of them a $aJih (Q 7:190)
meaning a sound child (saw.{y); that is, taken
by force from their people.

The goal of the isolated variant is to act as
talsir of the well-known reading and as an
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I

Page 206

Suyuti

Page 207

Baydawl

Page 209

Muqatil

explanation of its meaning. . . . So, (the
isolated variant) is better and more significant
than taisir: What is discovered by these words
comes closer to knowledge of sound
interpretation (taJwil).

The demonstration of (the Qur'an's) merit and
honor over all other scriptures is that the other
books that He sent down came with only one
aspect (wajh).

He mentions the nights here (Q 19:10) and
the days in (surat) AI 'Imran (Q 3:10) to
indicate that the prevention of talking to
people and the devotion to mentioning (God)
and thanking (Him) lasted for three days and
nights.

The explanation of (the word) wal;y provides
five aspects. (1) Among them is that wahy
means what Gabriel brought down from God
to the prophets. That is found in His saying,
We sent revelation to you-He means the
Qur'an: just as We sent revelation to Noah and
the prophets after him-then He mentioned
the prophets; and We sent revelation to

. Abraham and Ishmael to the end of the verse
(Q 4:163). He also said, This Qur'an has been
revealed to me so 1 may warn you thereby (Q
6:19). There are many similar (verses). (2) The
second aspect is that wa-by means "inspiration"
(ilham). That is found in His saying in (surat)
sl-mii'ide (Q 5) And when 1 inspired
(awl;aytu) the disciples-that is, "I inspired
(alhamtu) the disciples"; to believe in Me and
My messenger (Q 5: Ill). Similarly He said in
(surat) al-nshl (Q 16) Your Lord inspired



Page 212

Q 49:11
Q 18:3 1

Q4:48

ZamakhsharI

Page 213
Kisa)I

ANNOTATIONS

(awha) the bee,-He is saying, "Your Lord
inspired (alhama) the bee; to take a home in
the mountains (Q 16:68). (3) The third aspect
is that wal;y means "writing." That is found in
His saying in (sural) AI 'Imran (Q 3) to
Zechariah, He wrote (awl;a) to them-a book;
so they could praise (God) in the morning and
in the evening (Q 19:11 [sural Maryamj). (4)
The fourth aspect is that wal;y means
"command." That is found in His saying in
(sural) !fa)-Mim sl-sejda (Q 41), And He
commanded (awha) to each heaven its
command (Q 41:12). And He said in (sural)
al-An 'am (Q 6), satans among men and jinn
command (yiilpJ one another-He is saying
that they are commanding (yamuru) one
another. And He said in sural sl-An'dm (Q 6),
The evil ones certainly command (la-yiil;una)
their friends (Q 6:121)-that is, they order
(ya'muriina) them with whispers and pretense.
(5) The fifth aspect is that wal;ymeans
"speech." That is found in His saying in (sural)
idha zulzilal al-ard(Q 99), For that your Lord
will say (awl;a) to it (Q 99:S)-that is, He said
(qala) to it.

It may be that they are better than others.
How good is the reward.
God does not forgive associating things with
Him but He does forgive what is other than
that, if He wishes.
The commander does not offer a (single) dinar,
but he does offer great riches (qintar) to whom
he wishes.

The chapter dealing with single (expressions)
in sural al-baqara (2). 0 people, serve your
Lord (Q 2:21), whereas elsewhere in the
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Qur'an (He says) Fear your Lord. Also among
them is So bring a siira of a likeness to it (Q
2:23), whereas elsewhere in the Qur'an (He
says), like it without "of' (min). Also among
them is Call your witnesses (Q 2:23), whereas
elsewhere in the Qur'an (He says), those who
aid you (e.g., Q 10:37). Also among them is
Believe in what I have revealed (Q 2: 41) in
the first person, whereas elsewhere in the
Qur'an (He says) it with second person. Also
among them is the messengers without cause
(bi-ghayr al-baqq) (Q 2 :61) whereas elsewhere
in the Qur'an (He says), without cause (bi
ghayr 1}aqq). Also among them is and those
who follow the Jewish way, the Christians and
the Sabians (Q 2:62), whereas elsewhere in the
Qur'an (He says), and the Sabians comes
before the Christians. Also among them is Tht:
fire shall never touch us except for a few
numbered (ma'diida) days (Q 2:80) whereas
elsewhere in the Qur'an (He says), a fe~

numbered (ma'diidiit). Also among them is
Their penalty shall not be lightened nor shall
they be helped (Q 2: 86), whereas elsewhere
in the Qur'an (He says), nor shall they
understand (e.g., Q 2:162). Also among them
is No) but most of them do not believe (Q
2: 1 00) and there are no other examples of this
in the Qur'an. Also among them is After the
knowledge which has come to you (Q 2:120)
whereas elsewhere in the Qur'an (He says)
After what has come to you. Also among them
is He will recite to them Your signs and teach
them the book and the wisdom and purify
them (Q 2:129), whereas elsewhere in the
Q!1r'an (He says), and purify them and give
them knowledge. Also among them is Do not
fear them but fear Me (Q 2:150) with a yaY
(on the niof "Me") whereas elsewhere in the
Qur'an it is without the yaJ(e.g., Q 5:3). Also
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Page 214

Q 2:233
Q 2:286, 6:152

ANNOTATIONS

among them is What has been hallowed of it to
other than God (Q 2:173), whereas elsewhere
in the Qur'an (He says), to other than God of
it. Also among them is not transgressing, then
no sin shall be on him (Q 2:173), and there
are no other examples of this in the Qur'an.
Also among them is Whoever is ill (Q 2:185)
without adding "among you;" there are no
other examples of it in the Qur'an. Also among
them is Those who believed and those who
emigrated (Q 2:218) whereas elsewhere in the
Qur'an (He says), and emigrated without
saYing "and those who." Also among them is
and will acquit you of your evil deeds (Q
2:271) whereas elsewhere in the Q!J.r'an1He
says), (acquit) you your evil deeds without
saYing "of." Also among them is what we
found (alfayna) our fathers doing (Q 2:170)
whereas elsewhere in the Qur'an (He says), we
found ( wajadna). Also among them is and eat
(wa-kula) thereof comfortably (Q 2:35)
whereas elsewhere (He says), so eat (fa-kula).
Also among them is L(sic: read "We") said: 0
Adam, dwell, you and your spouse (Q 2:35).
Also among them is No soul is held
responsible (Q 2:233), and there are no other
examples of this in the Qur'an.

no soul is held responsible
He does not hold anyone responsible / We do
not hold responsible
You are only held responsible for yourself.
We said, "0 Adam, dwell, you and your wife,
in the garden, and eat thereof comfortably
wherever you wish. But do not approach this
tree unless you are of the evildoers."
o Adam, dwell, you and your wife, in the
garden. So eat of wherever you wish. But do



Page 217

Ibn <Abbas
<Dmar b. Khattab

ANNOTATIONS

not approach this tree unless you are of the
evildoers.

translated in the text
translated in the text

3°1

Page 218

Ibn <Abbas

Sulyan al-Thawri

Muqatil

Suyiiti

On the authority of <Ibn <Abbas concerning the
words of God, In a clear Arabic tongue (lisan
~rabi) [Q 16:103 etc.]. He said (that this is)
the language of Quraysh. If there had been
other than Arabic in (the Quean), (the Arabs)
would not have understood it. God has not
revealed a book without it being in Arabic and
then Gabriel translated it for each prophet into
the language of his people. Therefore God said,
We do not send a messenger unless (he comes)
in the language of his people [Q 14:4]. There
is no language of a people more comprehensive
than the language of the Arabs. There is not in
the Qur'an any language other than Arabic
although that language may coincide with
other languages; however, as for the origin and
category (of the language used), it is Arabic
and nothing is mixed in with it.
(see A. Rippin, "Ibn <Abbas's al-Lughat 1l1
Quran," BSOAS 44 [1981]: 15-25 [=A.
Rippin, The Qur~n and Its Interpretative
Tradition, chap. 13], for more on this passage.)
Revelation did not come down unless it was in
Arabic. It was then translated to a prophet for
his people.
There are no languages on earth that God has
not included in the Qur'an.
Also the prophet was sent to every community
... (Q 14:4). It is necessary, then, that there
will be in the received book the language of
every community while its grounding is in the
language of the people itself.
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Page 220

Q 22:5

Q 12:82

Q 79:30

Q 20:69

Page 221

Q 26:1 05

Q 16:66

Q 73: 1 8

Q 55:19-22

SUyUtI

SUyUtI

Seven canonical
readings

Page 222

Q 20:63
SUyUtI (b)
SUyUtI (c)
SUyUtI (e)
Ibn Qutayba
Ibn Qutayba

Ibn Qutayba

Ibn Qutayba

ANNOTATIONS

We bring you forth as an infant (as infants).
And ask (the people of) the town in which we
were and (those in) the caravan with which we
proceeded.
the earth, after (with) that He spread it out
What they have done (their deed) is the trick
of a sorcerer.

Noah's people accused (kadhdhabat /
kadhdhaba) the messengers of lying.
In the cattle there is a lesson for you: We give
you to drink of what is in their bellies
(butunmi / butiinihe).
Heaven (the ceiling) is rent thereby.
He has loosed the two seas to meet . . . pearls
large and small come forth from both of them
(one of them).
((A>isha) This is the work of the scribes who
erred in writing the book; ceUthman) Do not
change it; the Arabs will change it.
Its wording differs from its writing; multiple
aspects in the readings

The best choice among the seven readings

These are two sorcerers (in hadhani la-sal;.iranl)
innahu hadhani la-ssbirsni
innahu hadhani lshuma sainI-ani
innalui dhani Ja-sal;.irani
(Ubayy) in dhsni illa-sal;.irani
(Ibn Mas'ud) an hadhani sal;iranior in
hadhani ls-sshirsni or in hadhani sal;.irani
((A~im) writes inna hadhani, reads inna
hadhayni
The difference between the reading and the
book according to the statement of 'Uthman,
may God have mercy on him: "I see errors in
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Abu 'Ubayda

Page 223

Hebrew
. Arabic

al tiqra
tiqqunei solerim
miqra soEerim

Page 224

Ibn Munayyir

Q 19:9

Hebrew
Zamakhsharl

Page 225

Q 106:1
Proverbs 26:23
Brockelmann

ANNOTATIONS

it, and the Arabs will establish it according to
their dialects." So he established it according to
his dialect and left the writing as it was.
(It is) in hadhayni la-sal;iraniaccording to the
(pronounced) wording (lak) but it is written
hadhani, just as (letters) are added to and taken
away from the book (elsewhere). But the
(pronounced) wording remains preferable.

ketib : qere (written: recited)
written : pronounced wording; book : reading
do not read
emendations of the scribes
recitation of the scribes

translated in the text
He said / they said, "Thus (kadhalika) Your
Lord says."
koh amar Yahweh, "So said the Lord"
In kadhalika, the kafbas an "a" vowel; that is,
(it means) "the command is thus," that being a
confirmation of (what has been said). Then He
continued (after the disjunction) with Your
Lord said. Or, (kadhalika) may be understood
(because of the "a" vowel) as the object of llie)
said.
God is exalted above what they associate (with
Him).

The caravans of Quraysh
"like glaze" vs. "unrefined silver"
the inclination of Semitic languages to form
simple sentences, always dividing complicated
notions into simple formulations
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Page 227
Sharif Murtada

Page 228
Ibn Qutayba

Page 229
Q 55:3 1

Ibn Qutayba

Ibn Qutayba

ANNOTATIONS

Know that among the customs of the Arabs are
concision, brevity, ellipsis, searching for the
shortness of expression and repudiation of
excess, being satisfied with brevity rather than
long-windedness....When you contemplate
the kinds of figurative expressions that linguists
use in their poems and prose, you will find all
of them explained by ellipsis and brevity, and
likewise, in God's saying and your Lord comes
(Q 89:22) and ask the town (Q 12:82),
ellipsis in them is obvious.

As for those who try to discredit the Qur'an for
its figural speech (majaz), they claim that (the
Qpr'an) tells lies because a wall cannot wish
(Q 18:77) and a town cannot be asked (Q
12:82). This just shows the depths of their
ignorance and is suggestive of their lack of
understanding and limited intelligence. If
msjdz is considered lying and all actions
attributed to nonanimate beings are considered
false, then most of our speech would be corrupt
because we speak of "plants sprouting," "trees
growing tall," "dates ripening," "mountains
arising," and "prices going down."

And we will attend to you.
We will begin with the chapter on metaphor
because that is the most commonly occurring
(type of) majaz.
Upon the day on which the shank shall be laid
bare.
That is, on account of the strength of the
matter, he bared his shank; so "shank" stands
(fa-~tu}rat) in place of "strength."



Ibn Qutayba
adQ 17:23

Ibn Qutayba/jurjani

Page 230

Ibn Qutayba

Page 231

Ibn Qutayba
Ibn Qutayba

Page 232
BaqillanI/

Imru' al-Qays

Ibn al-Mu'tazz

Q 21:22

Page 233
Subki

ANNOTATIONS

The root of this is your blowing any dirt or
ashes or anything similar which has fallen on
you.
that one omits the thing that possesses (i.e., the
"people" who belong to the town who must do
the asking in Q 12:82) and puts the thing
possessed ("the town") in its place and makes it
the subject of (the statement).

Inversion is when something is described by a
characteristic that is its opposite.

He alluded ( warrs) to their remembering.
Where the meaning differs from the obvious
wording

What the south wind and the north wind have
woven over it (li-ma nasajatha ought to have
read li-ma nasajaha).
I was extravagant in secrecy;
which was on my part flattery.
I kept secret my love for you to a point where;
I was keeping secret my secrecy.
So that no course was open to me;
Other than to mention it with my tongue.
translated in the text

With you is the contrary of the contrary of
that;

in which is the contrary of the contrary of
beautiful.

His beauties are the essence of all beauty;
And the hearts of men are magnets.



Page 234
Q 28:72

Q 2:111

Q 2: 1 8 5

(Ibn Hayyus)

Page 235
Q 7:89

Page 236
Q 42 :1 1

jurjani

Page 238
Sister

ANNOTATIONS

Of His mercy He has appointed for you night
and day for you to repose in and to seek His
bounty.
And of His signs are your slumbering by night
and day and seeking His bounty.
And they say, "None shall enter paradise unless
they are Jews or Christians."
Those of you who are present at the month,
fast it; and those who are sick or on a journey

It is He who shows you the lightning for fear
and hope.
How can I forget, when you are a dune, a

branch,
and a sun, in glance, stature, and figure?

It is not for us to return into it unless God, our
Lord, wills (it).

There is nothing like unto Him (ka-mithliJll).
The least that the first group-those who deny
majaz-should come to understand is that
revelation (tanzil) did not change the specific
laws governing the operation of language and it
did not give different meanings to words....
Thus, revelation did not attempt to change the
habits (of speech) of its people, nor did it
attempt to move them to different styles and
modes of expression. Revelation certainly did
not prohibit them from recognizing that which
they already know of (their language),
including simile, parable, ellipsis, and allusion.

Nature: heaven and the stars, storms, colors,
scenery, animal world, plants; Man and his life:



Sabbagh

Page 239
Q62:$

Hebrew (Geiger)
Q 30 :$8

Ezekiel 14:8

Page 240

Q 25:33

Page 241

ZamakhsharI

ZamakhsharI

Page 242
SUyUtI

ANNOTATIONS

parts of the body, the family, messengers,
society, farming, arts, and crafts
Nature: man, parts of the human body,
function, and actions of the body; social life

The likeness of those who carried the Torah
and then did not carry it is as the likeness of
the donkey who carries books.
a donkey carrying books
Indeed, We have struck (darabnii) for the
people in this Qur'an every manner of
similitude (mathal).
We have turned about ($arrafnii) for the people
in this Qur'an every manner of similitude
(mathal).
We have sent down to you signs (iiyat) making
all clear, and a similitude (mathal) of those
who passed away before you, and an
admonition for the god-fearing.
I will make him a sign (ot) and a proverb
imeshalim).

They do not come to you with a similitude
(mathal) except We bring you the truth (haqq)
and better in exposition.

This is a figure which is named tamthil,
although it is also possible that it is takhyil
It is tamthil and takhyil

Amthiilprovide an aid to comprehension
through personification because parables are
established in the mind by making use of sense
data.



Q 29:43

Sahl al-Tustari

Page 243
SUyiiti

Page 246
Qohelet 8:1

ANNOTATIONS

And those similitudes, We strike them for the
people, but no one understands them other
than those who know.
All verses of the Qur'an have four senses
(macan): the literal and the symbolic, the
prescriptive and the spiritual. The literal is
(what is) recited and the symbolic is (what is)
understood; the prescriptive is the permitted
and the forbidden, while the spiritual is the
opening of the heart to what is intended for it
as insight from God.

Texts have their literal mea~i~gs and along
with that (they have) concealed signs pointing
to secret implications (or, if read) l;aqaJqJ as in
footnote, then "truths" or "realities" or, as
suggested on the next page of the text "arcane
meanings").

Who is like the wise man and who knows the
interpretation of a matter?



ad hominem

aetiological

anacolutha
antonomasia,

antonomastic

apparatus criticus
apodictic

aphorism, aphoristic
apostrophe

GLOSSARY

rejection of an argument on the basis of an
irrelevant fact about the author of the
argument
providing an explanation of origins in the form
of a narrative
sentences lacking grammatical sequence

substitution of an epithet etc. for a proper
name
textual critical apparatus
providing a very strong imperative, as in a
divine saying which has the power to transform
reality, illustrated by the biblical Ten
Commandments.
short, instructive saying
figure of speech addressing an absent or dead
person, thing, or idea as if it were alive and
present

argumentum
ad hominem irrelevant attack upon a person to deflect an

argument from fact and reason
argumentum e silencio argument from silence
autochthonic of one who originates from where hel she is

found

benedictio
Bildungserlebnis
Bildungsprinzip
Botenformel
Botenspruch

calque

ceremonial prayer invoking divine protection
foundational or educational event or experience
instrument of education
messenger formula
utterance (of the messenger)

the adoption by one language of a word whose
components are literal translations of the
components of a corresponding word in
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canon, canonicity

casus obliquus
casus rectus
chiasmus

constructio ad sensum

contra naturam
corroboratio

deictic

Deutungsbediirftigkeit
diatheke
diglossia
disputatio fori

e silencio
enjambment

epexegetic

epistolaris sermo
epitheta ornantia
erlehte Rede
Evangelion
evangelium
exernplum, exempla

exotica

fictio personae

GLOSSARY

another language (as in the English "hot dog"
being rendered in French as "chien chaud")
writing constituting a collection of texts
accepted by religious leaders and communities
as authoritative scripture, suggesting a process
of selection that deemed some texts more
worthy of preservation than others; belonging
to that canon.
in grammar, the accusative or genitive case
in grammar, the nominative case
a literary structure in which elements are
repeated in reverse, giving the pattern ABBA
structured according to the sense (and not
grammar)
against custom
formula of legitimation

demonstrative (grammatical); word specifying
identity or spatial or temporal location from
the perspective of a speaker or hearer
the need for interpretation
covenant
existence of two official languages in a society
debate in the court of justice/forum

from silence
continuation of a complete idea or grammatical
structure from one line of a poem to the next
providing additional explanation or explanatory
material
letterlike sermon
decorative phrase
narrated monologue
literary genre of "gospel"
gospel (as a narrative form of biography)
anecdote or short narrative used for a moral or
in an argument
foreign

creation of a person treated as being present



Figura etymologica
fissiparous

Gemeindebildung

haggadic

halakhic

hapax legomenon
(pl: legomena)

Heilsgeschichte
hendiadys
historia
homoioteleuton

hortatory
hyperbaton

inconcinnity

inter alia
inter alios
invocatio

juncture

kerygma

GLOSSARY

figure of speech based upon a word etymology
fruitful, generative

community formation or education

the part of traditional Jewish literature
consisting of elaborations on the biblical
narratives or tales from the lives of the Rabbis
and, thus, in reference to any traditional
homiletic, sermonic interpretation of scripture
(other common spelling: Aggadic)
Jewish legal literature and, thus, in reference to
any traditional legal interpretation of scripture
(other spelling: Halachic)

an isolated use of a word, there being no other
words related to that word present in the text
salvation history
use of two words plus "and" for a single idea
historical narrative
literally, "same ending"; common scribal error
occurring when two words/phrases/lines end
with the same sequence of letters and the
scribe, having finished copying the first, skips
to the second, omitting all intervening words
giving exhortation or advice; encouraging;
inversion of normal word order

needing concinnity or congruousness;
unsuitableness
among other things
among other persons
appeal for inspiration made to a muse or deity,
usually at the beginning of a work

(in linguistics) a pause in speech or a feature of
pronunciation that functions as a pause

proclamation; used to refer to the content of
early Christian preaching
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koine

Kunstprosa

langue courante
lapsus calami
laudatio
lex talionis
lexis
lingua sacra
litteratim
loci
locus classicus

locus probans/
loci probantes

logia

masora, masoretic,
masoretes

metathesis

mimesis, mimetic

mise en scene
Mitteilungsbediirfnis

GLOSSARY

the "common dialect" of Greek that flourished
under the Roman Empire, bringing together
features of a number of dialects and used by
speakers of different languages (as found in the
New Testament)
elevated discourse that is between poetry and
prose

language in use
an error in writing
commendation; eulogy
law of retaliation
lexical meaning
sacred, liturgical language
letter for letter
passages
passage which is used as a standard example
for the elucidation of a word or subject

places of use, proof texts
oracles, divine utterances, specifically sayings of
Jesus that lie behind the Gospels

the masora (or Massorah) is the text of the
Hebrew Bible as officially revised by the
Masoretes from the sixth to the tenth centuries
eE) with critical notes and commentary and,
thus, the collection of these notes and
commentaries
transposition of sounds or syllables within a
word
the imitative representation of nature and
human behavior in art and literature, especially
the representation of another person's words in
a speech
setting; environment of an event
normal communication
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mnemonic

mythopoeic

Nachdichtung

narratio
ne varietur
nomen regens

nomen rectum

nomina propria
non sequitur

onomatopoeic
ornatus

paideutic
parabolic
paraenesis, paraenetic
paraphrastic
paronomasia,

paronomastic

per antiphrasin

pericope

pleonasm, pleonastic
point d'appui

preciosity

GLOSSARY

word, abbreviation, rhyme, or similar verbal
device that is learned or created in order to
remember something
artistic reimagining of mythological narratives

reformulation of an earlier text in a manner
that the author considers more fitting for the
new audience; a term used for early twentieth
century German translations of poetry,
especially connected to the "rendering" by Karl
Kraus of Shakespeare into German.
exposition or explanation of a topic
standard, not changing
the modified or defined noun in a grammatical
possessive construction
the modifying or defining noun in a
grammatical possessive construction
proper nouns
a reply that has no relevance to what preceded
it or a conclusion that does not follow from its
premises

formed in imitation of a natural sound
(rhetorical) flourishes

educative
expressed in a parable
exhortation, exhortative
paraphrased in its meaning

pun; punning; often, recurrence of the same
word or word stem within a sentence
use of words in a sense opposite to the proper
meaning
a selection used in worship or instruction, as in
a Bible section used in worship
words that are superfluous
literally "the point of support"; a position from
which one may proceed
overrefinement in language and manners



Prophetenkultus
propinquity
prosopopoeia

GLOSSARY

primum comparationis the first element of a comparison
prolepsis anticipating and answering objections in

advance
cult of the prophet
being close together
representing an abstract quality or idea as a
person

ratio

schemata

scriptio defectiva

secundum
comparationis

semasiological
sermo plebeius
sermo urbanus
Sitz im Leben

Stichworte
Straflegenden
sub specie aetemitatis

sui generis

Siindenregister
synaesthetic

terminus ad quem
terminus technicus

(in law) underlying reasoning or principle

the structures or units into which knowledge is
organized
defective writing due to the nature of a written
script

the second element of a comparison
semantic
speech of the common person
cultured speech
literally, situation in life or setting;
fundamental concept of biblical Form Criticism
that looks at the structure and intention of the
texts (with an emphasis on the oral
transmission and productions of texts) to come
to understand the sociological setting of the
literary genres employed.
symbols
punishment stories, retribution pericopes
literally "under the aspect of eternity"; thus, an
expression describing what is universally true
without any reference to temporal reality
literally "of its own kind"; thus, whatever is
totally unique or distinctive
literally, "list of sins"; compilation of errors
involving more than one sense

final or latest limiting point in time
technical terminology



tertium comparationis

theodicy
theologoumena

tmesis

topos (pl. topoi)

triptosy
typology, typological

Ubi sunt

Urerlebnis
Urgemeinde

Urkundenhypothese

Urtext
usus loquendi

varia lectio,
variae lectiones

vaticinatio
vaticinatio ex eventu
versus rapportati

virtus
Volkerwanderung

GLOSSARY

third term in a comparison; the quality that
two things which are being compared have in
common
argument and justification for belief in God
theological interpretations that are subject to
debate but are accepted as doctrine because
they are closely aligned to a defined doctrine
about God
separation of parts of words by an intervening
word
conventionalized expression or passage in a
text used as a basis for composition of a
subsequent text
three possible grammatical endings of a noun
form of interpretation wherein a person, event,
or institution is viewed as foreshadowing a later
one

a poetical motif emphasizing the transitory
nature of youth, life, and beauty
original event or experience
the foundational Christian community in
Jerusalem
documentary hypothesis (in biblical studies
regarding the composition of the Torah)
original text
usage in speaking

variant reading(s) of the text
prophecy, prediction
prophecy after the event
a literary figure in poetry where the
components correspond; for example:

Aire, Water, Earth
By Fowl, Fish, Beast

. Was flown, was swum, was walkt
(see Wansbrough, BSOAS 31 (19 68 ): 473)
strength, power, virtue
nomadism
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Vorbild
Vorlage

Wahrheit
Wirklichkeit

zeugma

GLOSSARY

background
model or prototype

(historical) truth
(historical) fact

use of a word to govern two or more words
though appropriate to only one
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